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MESSAGE FROM THE VICE-CHANCELLOR

Dr Max Price

Five years ago we set ourselves a goal to achieve greater 
impact and greater engagement for our research. This 
Research Report is testament to the many ways in which 
our researchers are making breakthroughs in solving 
global – and specifically African – problems, from health 
to climate, while we remain engaged with issues relevant 
to our communities. We are operating at the frontiers 
of knowledge, developing mathematical algorithms and 
codes that will launch rockets into space (see p36) and 
bearding Stephen Hawking in his den (see p66). 

The globalisation of academic research is an irreversible trend. 
A recent report by the US National Science Foundation, Science 
and Engineering Indicators 2014, shows that a quarter of the 
science papers published in 2012 had international co-authors 
– a figure that rises to more than half in the United Kingdom. In 
this global maelstrom, the voice of the global South in general, 
and Africa in particular, is almost lost. It is crucial that Africa 
takes its place in this global economy so that its voice is heard.

To achieve this, universities in Africa must stand together. In 
particular, we need to develop the capability on our continent 
to take on the research needed to solve Africa’s problems: this 
requires that we train new generations of scholars, providing 
them with desirable career paths and creating and maintaining 
the infrastructure to cope with the demands of research in the 
21st century.

The University of Cape Town is already working to achieve 
this in numerous ways. For instance, the Carnegie Project: 

Growing the Next Generation of Academics for Africa 
is an extensive programme at four universities in Africa 
that provides support and funding for postgraduate 
students and postdoctoral fellows (see p24). Many of 
our large research grants have an inbuilt requirement to 
develop capacity in Africa through the funding granted 
to the University of Cape Town (see p144).

These grants also help us to provide important 
infrastructure and technological capabilities to take 
on cutting-edge research. This is particularly true 
of the increasing need to extract information from 
data-intensive research, which is becoming essential 
in fields as diverse as astronomy and genomics (see 
p52). The University of Cape Town is determined to 
be at the forefront of developing and funding this 
capacity: if we don’t, we will not be able to play in 
the big league.

The importance of increasing capacity for research in 
Africa cannot be overstated. Africa faces problems that 
are global (such as climate change) but also local (the 
highest rates of HIV and TB in the world). Where they 
are global, we need to be able to give that research 
local and regional context. For instance, urbanisation 
is a global trend, but the way it manifests in Africa 

is entirely different from that in the Global North 
and even in other parts of the developing world (see 
p98). Where our problems are particular to Africa, 
we need to put them on the global research agenda 
while simultaneously developing strategies to solve 
them ourselves. Sickle cell anemia is the number one 
monogenic disease in Africa, for instance, yet it does 
not receive a great deal of academic attention in the 
Global North. The University of Cape Town’s research 
project in sickle cell anemia therefore has a large 
component dedicated to providing training in genomics 
to researchers from all over Africa.

This must be the template for much of our research. 
Where we have expertise and equipment, we must 
share it. It is to this end that the University of Cape Town 
is currently working with other institutions to build a 
network of research universities across Africa: leading 
institutions with strength in research and postgraduate 
training who will share skills and resources, co-ordinate 
research and training and work together to develop 
research priorities.

If it is to take control of its own future, Africa must 
generate its own knowledge and, in doing so, contribute 
to global knowledge.

UNIVerSITIeS IN AFrICA 
MUST STANd ToGeTHer. IN 
PArTICUlAr, We Need To 
deVeloP THe CAPABIlITy oN 
oUr CoNTINeNT To TAKe oN 
THe reSeArCH Needed To 
SolVe AFrICA’S ProBleMS.

st in africa
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Boodskap van die Visekanselier

Vyf jaar gelede het ons dit ons ten doel gestel 
om met ons navorsing ’n groter impak te maak 
en groter betrokkenheid te bereik. Hierdie 
Navorsingsverslag getuig van die verskeidenheid 
wyses waarop ons navorsers daarin slaag 
om globale – en spesifiek Afrika-verwante – 
probleme, van gesondheid tot die klimaat, op 
te los. Dit terwyl ons betrokke bly by die soort 
kwessies wat relevant is tot ons gemeenskap. 
Ons werk om navorsingsgrense te verskuif en 
ontwikkel wiskundige algoritmes en sagteware 
om vuurpyle te lanseer (sien bl.36) en Stephen 
Hawking openlik uit te daag (sien bl.66).

die globalisasie van akademiese navorsing is ’n 
onomkeerbare tendens. ’n onlangse verslag deur die 
Amerikaanse National Science Foundation getiteld 
“Science and engineering Indicators 2014” toon dat 
’n kwart van die wetenskaplike referate wat in 2012 
gepubliseer is, internasionale medeskrywers gehad het 
– in die Verenigde Koninkryk styg dié syfer tot meer as 
die helfte. In hierdie globale maelstrom raak die stem 
van die globale Suide in die algemeen, en Afrika in 
besonder, amper verlore. dit is noodsaaklik dat Afrika 
sy plek in die globale ekonomie inneem sodat sy stem 
gehoor kan word.

befondsing aan nagraadse studente en nadoktorale 
studiegenote verskaf (sien bl.24). Verskeie van ons 
groot navorsingstoekennings het ’n ingeboude 
vereiste dat kapasiteit in Afrika ontwikkel moet 
word deur die befondsing wat aan die Universiteit 
van Kaapstad gegee word (sien bl.44). 

Hierdie toekennings help ons ook om belangrike 
infrastruktuur en tegnologiese vermoëns te 
ontwikkel sodat grensverskuiwende navorsing kan 
plaasvind. dit is veral waar ten opsigte van die 
groeiende behoefte om inligting uit data intensiewe 
navorsing te onttrek in velde so uiteenlopend 
soos die astronomie en genomika (sien bl.52). die 
Universiteit van Kaapstad is vasbeslote om aan die 
voorpunt te bly om hierdie kapasiteit uit te bou en 
te befonds: As ons dit nie doen nie, sal ons nie met 
die groot name kan saampraat nie.

daar kan nie genoeg klem gelê word op die 
noodsaaklikheid om navorsingskapasiteit in Afrika te 
uit te bou nie. Afrika word deur uitdagings van globale 
aard (soos klimaatsverandering), maar ook deur 
plaaslike probleme (die hoogste voorkoms van MIV en 
TB in die wêreld) in die gesig gestaar. Waar dit oor 
globale uitdagings gaan, moet ons in staat wees om 
plaaslike en streeksgebonde konteks aan navorsing te 
gee. Verstedeliking is byvoorbeeld ’n globale tendens, 
maar die manier waarop dit in Afrika voorkom, 
verskil heeltemal van hoe dit in die globale Noorde 
en selfs in ander dele van die ontwikkelende wêreld 
manifesteer (sien bl.98). Waar ons probleme spesifiek 
op Afrika betrekking het, moet ons dit op die globale 
navorsingsagenda plaas en terselfdertyd strategieë 
ontwikkel om dit self op te los. Hoewel sekelsel-
bloedarmoede byvoorbeeld die grootste monogeniese 
siekte in Afrika is, kry dit min akademiese aandag in 
die globale Noorde. ’n Groot komponent van die 
Universiteit van Kaapstad se navorsingsprojek oor 
sekelsel-anemie is dus om opleiding in genomika aan 
navorsers van regoor Afrika te verskaf.

ons moet hierdie patroon volg met baie van ons 
navorsing. Waar ons die vakkennis en toerusting 
het, moet ons dit deel. dit is om hierdie rede 
dat die Universiteit van Kaapstad tans saam 
met ander instellings werk om ’n netwerk van 
navorsingsuniversiteite regoor Afrika op te bou: 
vername instellings wat sterk staan ten opsigte 
van navorsing en nagraadse opleiding, wat hul 
vaardighede en bronne sal deel, navorsing en 
opleiding sal koördineer en saam sal werk om 
navorsingsprioriteite te ontwikkel.

Indien ons in Afrika beheer wil neem van ons eie 
toekoms, moet ons self kennis genereer and sodoende 
bydra tot die globale kennispoel. 

UMYALEZO OSUKA KUSEKELA-
NGQONYELA
Injongo yophando lwethu, njengoko sayibekayo 
kwiminyaka emihlanu edlulileyo, kukuba oko 
sikwenzayo kube nefuthe negalelo elibonakalayo 
kuluntu lwethu nakwisimo sengingqi esikuyo. Le 
Ngxelo yoPhando ibubungqina obubonisa iindlela 
ezininzi abaphandi bethu abanempumelelo 
ngayo ekusombululeni iingxaki zehlabathi – 
ngokukodwa ezase-Afrika – ukusukela kwimiba 
engezempilo ukuya kutsho kwengemozulu, 
nangona ke kwangalo eli lixa sisahleli sigqalisele 
kwimiba ephathelele kuluntu lwethu. Umsebenzi 
wethu ubonisa olona lwazi luphambili 
nolusemgangathweni – sivelisa iikhowudi eziya 
kundulula inqwelo-moya iyise emajukujukwini 
(khangela iphepha 36), size sigagane noStephen 
Hawking endaweni yakhe (khangela iphepha 66).

Impembelelo yehlabathi jikelele kuphando 
olwenziwa kumaziko emfundo ephakamileyo yinto 
engenakujikwa. Ingxelo yakutsha nje nekhutshwe 
yiNational Science Foundation yaseMelika, ethi 
Science and engineering Indicators 2014, ibonisa 
ukuba amaphepha angophando ngezenzululwazi 
nathe apapashwa ngo-2012 ikota yawo anababhali 
abambiseneyo abasuka kwezinye iindawo ehlabathini 
jikelele – eli nani linyuka liye kutsho ngaphaya 
kwesiqingatha eNgilane. Kwesi siphithiphithi senzeka 
ehlabathini, ilizwi lamazwe ami kwisiqingatha 
esiseMazantsi ehlabathi ngokubanzi, ngokukodwa 
i-Afrika, liphantse lingavakali. Kubalulekile ukuba 
i-Afrika ithathe indawo yayo kuqoqosho lwehlabathi 
ukwenzela ukuba ilizwi layo livakale.

Kufuneka, ukuze oku kube nako ukuphumezeka, 
iiyunivesithi zonke e-Afrika zime kunye. okubaluleke 
nangakumbi kukuba siphuhlise kwilizwekazi 
lethu isakhono sokwenza uphando oludingekayo 

om dit reg te kry, moet universiteite in Afrika 
saamstaan. In besonder moet ons die vermoë 
ontwikkel om op ons kontinent die soort navorsing 
te onderneem wat nodig is om Afrika se probleme op 
te los. dit vereis dat ons ’n nuwe generasie akademici 
oplei, aan hulle aanloklike loopbaanmoontlikhede 
bied en die infrastruktuur skep en onderhou om aan 
die navorsingsbehoeftes van die 21ste eeu te voldoen.

die Universiteit van Kaapstad is reeds op 
uiteenlopende maniere besig om hierdie 
doelstellings te bereik. een voorbeeld hiervan is die 
Carnegie-projek: Growing the Next Generation  of 
Academics for Africa is ’n uitgebreide program aan 
vier universiteite in Afrika wat ondersteuning en 

dAAr KAN NIe GeNoeG 
KleM Gelê Word oP dIe 
NoodSAAKlIKHeId oM 

NAVorSINGSKAPASITeIT IN 
AFrIKA Te UIT Te BoU NIe. 
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ekusombululeni iingxaki zase-Afrika: oku kufuna 
ukuba siqeqeshe isizukulwana esitsha seenkcuba-
buchopho, sisikhombise indlela malunga neendlela 
esingazithabatha kuphando olufunekayo, ze kudalwe 
futhi kulondolozwe izinto ezifunekayo ukumelana 
nezidingo zophando kule minyaka yenkulungwane 
yama-21.

Iyunivesithi yaseKapa sele iqalile ukusebenza, 
ngeendlela ngeendlela, ukuphumeza oku. 
Umzekelo, iCarnegie Project: Growing the Next 
Generation of Academics for Africa yinkqubo ebanzi 
ekwiiyunivesithi ezine nenjongo yayo ikukubonelela 
ngenkxaso nemali kubafundi abasele benaso isidanga 
sokuqala, nabo benza uphando emva kwesidanga 
sobugqirha (khangela iphepha 24). Iminikelo 
emininzi esiyifumanayo ichaza, kwiimfuneko zayo 
ezimiselweyo, ukuba kufuneka kukhuliswe isakhono 
se-Afrika ngenkxaso-mali enikezelwe kwiyunivesithi 
yaseKapa (khangela iphepha 144).

le minikelo ikwasinceda ekuboneleleni ngezinto 
zokwenza umsebenzi nobuchwepheshe 
obufunekayo ukwenza uphando olukwinqanaba 
eliphezulu. oku kuyinene nangakumbi xa ubani 
enokukhangela isidingo esikhoyo ekutsaleni 
iinkcukacha kuphando oluqulethe ulwazi oluninzi, 
nto leyo iya iba yebalulekileyo kwizifundo ezifana 
ne-astronomy negenomics (khangela iphepha 52). 
Iyunivesthi yaseKapa izimisele ukuba phambili 
ekuphuhliseni nasekufakeni imali kwesi sakhono: 
ukuba asenzi njalo asiyi kuba nako ukuba nendima 
nokusebenzisa nabantu abaphambili kulo mba.

Ukubaluleka kokunyusa isakhono sophando e-Afrika 
asikokubabaza nje into engekhoyo. I-Afrika ijongene 
neengxaki ezikwazezehlabathi (njengotshintsho 
kwimozulu) nezizezasekhaya (awona manqanaba 
aphezulu eHIV neTB ehlabathini jikelele). Apho ezi 
ngxaki izezehlabathi, kufanele ukuba uphando 
olo silwenze lufaneleke kwimeko yethu yasekhaya 
neyengingqi. Umzekelo, ufudukelo lwabantu 
ezidolophini yinto eyehla ehlabathini jikelele, kodwa 
indlela oku okwenzeka ngayo e-Afrika yahluke 
mpela kunaleyo yenzeka ngayo kumazwe aseMantla 
ehlabathi, nangokunjalo kulawo mazwe ehlabathi 
asakhulayo (khangela iphepha 98). Apho iingxaki 
zibonakala ngakumbi e-Afrika, kufuneka zibe phambili 
kuluhlu lophando lwehlabathi kodwa ke kufuneka, 
ngaxeshanye, sivelise amaqhinga wokuzisombulula 
ngokwethu ezi ngxaki. Umzekelo, isickle cell anemia, 
sesona sigulo siphambili siyimonogenic disease e-Afrika 
kodwa asifumani ngqwalasela ingako kuphando 
olwenziwa kumazwe aseMantla ehlabathi. Iprojekti 
yeyunivesithi yaseKapa yophando ngesickle cell anemia 
ngoko ingxenye yayo eninzi ijonge ekunikeni uqeqesho 
ngegenomics kubaphandi abavela e-Afrika jikelele.

The worldwide universities Network
a global response to global challenges
As part of its strategy to internationalise its research, 
the University of Cape Town has been a member of the 
Worldwide Universities Network (WUN) – a partnership 
of 17 research-intensive universities – since 2009.

In 2014, the WUN came closer to home than usual 
because UCT hosted the annual conference and general 
meeting in March – the first WUN conference to take 
place in Africa – and UCT’s Vice-Chancellor, dr Max 
Price, took over as WUN chair.

The WUN is committed to addressing the world’s most 
urgent challenges collaboratively. As a comprehensive 
global research organisation, the WUN shares many 
of the same objectives as UCT. Since 2009, the WUN 
has focused on four thematic challenges: responding to 
climate change; understanding cultures; global higher 
education and research; and public health and non-
communicable diseases.

Through the research development Fund (rdF), 
the WUN reinvests a significant proportion of 
member subscription fees into seeding sustainable, 
international research collaboration. For example, 
dr ellen Hurst, who works in language development 
at UCT, is involved in an rdF-funded project that 

oku kufanele ukuba kuthathwe njengesikhokelo 
kuninzi lophando lwethu. Apho sinobuchule 
nobuchwepheshe, kufuneka sabelane ngabo. yile 
njongo ejonge ukuyiphumeza iyunivesithi yaseKapa 
ekusebenzisaneni namanye amaziko ekudaleni 
uthungelwano lwabaphandi kwiiyunivesithi e-Afrika 
jikelele: ukukhokela amaziko anamandla kuphando 
noqeqesho kwizidanga ezingentla, maziko lawo 
aya kuthi abelane ngezakhono nobuchwepheshe, 
ukuququzelela uphando noqeqesho nokusebenzisana 
ukuvelisa izinto eziphambili kuphando.

I-Afrika kufanele ukuba ivelise ulwazi olulolwayo, 
ukuba ilindeleke ukuba ilawule ikamva layo, ze 
ithi ngokwenza njalo ibe ifaka igalelo kulwazi 
lwehlabathi jikelele.

addresses how language skills facilitate success 
for skilled migrants in their professional host 
communities.

When dr Price took over as chair of the WUN, he observed 
that the network plays a crucial role in the development 
of leadership, because university leaders are able to 
“draw on the wisdom of [their] peers”. WUN members 
also ensured that their students were prepared for an 
increasingly globalised world, he argued, by facilitating 
student mobility and generating large research grants 
that could sustain cross-continental, cross-institutional 
research projects.

MoBIlISING GrANTS

The WUN mobility grants have contributed towards the 
formation of highly fruitful collaborations. For example, 
dr Mercy Brown-luthango of UCT’s African Centre for 
Cities was supported to visit the University of Sheffield to 
plan a programme of work on the relationship between 
violence and the upgrading of informal settlements. 

Mobility grants can also contribute to career 
development. For instance, dr lester davids, a molecular 
cell biologist in the department of Human Biology, 
became a Fulbright Fellow in 2014. He attributes 
this achievement directly to his work with Professor 
Nina Jablonski at Pennsylvania State University, a 
collaboration that was enabled by the WUN mobility 
grant he received in 2011.

INFlAMMATory dISeASeS

WUN collaborations can give rise to powerful and 
focused new networks. In-FlAMe – the International 
Inflammation Network – is one such initiative that 
includes Associate Professor Michael levin from 
the department of Paediatrics and Child Health. 
Noncommunicable diseases pose the greatest current 
threat to global health, and inflammation is a common 
element among almost all of them. In-FlAMe aims 
to understand the risk factors and devise strategies 
to prevent them. Close collaboration can give rise to 
more effective research: in the long term, in-FlAMe 
plans to streamline research protocols so that all 
researchers collect the same information, at the same 
time, using the same methods. This will produce large, 
standardised data sets that are much more powerful 
than a number of differentiated collections of data.

wuN VITAL statistics
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A glance through this report demonstrates the 
extraordinary research that takes place within the walls 
of the University of Cape Town. Our researchers are 
expanding knowledge in all directions, offering insight 
into global problems and innovation in strategies to 
solve them; contributing to public policy, the arts, our 
communities and the natural world. In many areas of 
research, we lead the world and attract some of the 
very best local and international researchers.

Such research, however, comes at a price, and it is an 
increasing headache for units to fund it within already 
tightened university budgets and competing priorites.

Government funding continues to be an important 
component in our research resources, mainly through 
the department of Science and Technology (dST), the 
department of Higher education and Training (dHeT) and 
the National research Foundation (NrF). However, this 
source of funding has not kept up with demand, as both 
the numbers (of students and researchers) and the cost of 
cutting-edge research have grown. Per-capita funding of 
researchers has declined significantly in real terms in the 
last 10 years, and this is unlikely to change in the current 
and predicted economic landscape.

As a result, the University of Cape Town has had 
to turn increasingly to external sources of funding, 
and we expect that the need for external funds will 
only rise in the coming years. We have already had 
considerable success here: for instance, our research 
income in 2013 was just under r1 billion, and the 
value of new research contracts signed in 2013 raised 
almost a further r1 billion. our ability to attract 
funding from foreign governments and donors is 
already a major factor in our survival as a top-ranked 
university, and we punch way above our weight.

This gives us real optimism for the future. However, 
significant challenges remain. Not only is the amount 
of funding we receive from the state dwindling, but 
also our competitors have access to a level of funding 
that we can only dream about – and not just in the 
developed world. For instance, the recent revelation 
that the University of Cape Town has been ranked 
in the top 10 universities within the BrICS nations 
(Brazil, russia, India, China and South Africa) in the 
2014 QS University rankings and third in the latest 
Times Higher Education ranking of Universities in 
the developing World is pleasing, but also shows the 
competition we are up against. China has increased 
its research and development funding by an average 
of 18% a year since 2008, and it has 71 universities 
in the top 200. India has none in the top 10 but 
intends to set up 14 world-class universities under 
the government’s “brain gain” policy.

We need to think hard about how to meet these 
challenges – how to garner the resources necessary to 
sustain and advance our global position as a university.

INTerdISCIPlINArITy

To some degree, this simply requires an escalation of 
what we are already doing. A key pillar in our research 
strategy is interdisciplinarity. over the past 20 years, 
there has been increasing recognition of the importance 
of research for the generation of new knowledge at the 
interfaces of disciplines in order to address complex 
societal issues, such as climate change, health and 
urban planning. The most rapidly expanding areas of 
published research are in interdisciplinary clusters, and 
international funders increasingly focus their funding on 
interdisciplinary research projects. 

It is therefore not surprising that many leading 
international universities have invested in 
interdisciplinary research. The University of Cape 
Town has responded to this for years with a number 
of strategies. The Six Signature Themes were formed 
to foster research that would stimulate cross-faculty 
collaboration and challenge the “business as usual” 
approach to research. 

The changing funding landscape

Professor Danie Visser
Deputy Vice-Chancellor

We Need To THINK HArd ABoUT 
HoW To MeeT THeSe CHAlleNGeS 
– HoW To GArNer THe reSoUrCeS 
NeCeSSAry To SUSTAIN ANd 
AdVANCe oUr GloBAl PoSITIoN AS 
A UNIVerSITy.

Funding facts
 Almost 45% of our research contract 

funding came from foreign non-profit 
organisations in 2013.

 
 The Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation was 

the most significant contributor to this, 
funding research contracts worth more 
than r170 million in 2013, an enormous 
leap up from just over r40 million the 
year before.

 
 The University of Cape Town attracted 

more than US$9 million in direct grants 
from the National Institutes of Health in 
the USA in 2013: more than any other 
university outside America.

 
 Professor Kelly Chibale has attracted 

grants worth more than r200 million 
since 1997; in 2013 alone, he attracted 
r53 million. Around half of this funding 
is for the important work he does 
as founder and director of the drug 
discovery and development Centre.

 
 The amount raised by the Faculty of 

Science from non-governmental sources 
increased by 50% in 2013 from the 
previous year to almost r70 million.

 

 The African Climate and development 
Initiative is leading a project on 
Adaptation at Scale in Semi-arid regions 
funded by Canada’s International 
development research Centre and 
the United Kingdom’s department for 
International development to the tune of 
CAd $13.5 million over five years. 

 
 The Ty danjuma Fund for law and Policy 

development in Africa endowed the 
Centre for Comparative law in Africa with 
US $5 million to support research, capacity 
building and research dissemination.

 
 The United Kingdom’s Wellcome Trust 

entered into research contracts to the 
value of just below r87 million (compared 
to r24.5 million the previous year), while 
research contracts with the economic 
and Social research Centre were worth 
almost r5 million.

2011 2012 2013
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Similarly, the institution-wide strategic initiatives 
led by the Vice-Chancellor were instituted with the 
explicit mandate of undertaking interdisciplinary 
research and the graphic of the African Climate and 
development Initiative (see right), illustrates how 
successful this has been.

Transdisciplinary research takes this even further with 
opportunities for engagement with the community in 
our city, region and continent, bringing in perspectives 
from outside the academy and ensuring that our 
research is relevant and has the maximum possible 
impact where it matters most.

However, the significant institutional barriers to 
interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary research, such 
as faculty and departmental structures and budgets, 
continue to work against us and remind us that we 
must intensify our efforts. The university has set up 
a task team to analyse both barriers and enablers 
to interdisciplinary research and to come up with 
suggested strategies to encourage and enhance 
it. It will require significant levels of funding and 
institutional changes; however, we should be repaid 
with innovative research that addresses societal 
problems more effectively and that will, in turn, 
attract more international funding.

INTerNATIoNAlISATIoN

We also need an enhanced approach to the 
internationalisation of our research, with a 
simultaneous emphasis on global partnerships for 
postgraduate training and collaborative research.
one of the great challenges and a key focus for 
the university is growing the next generation of 
researchers. our move towards a research-intensive 

university requires an increase in postgraduates, 
which in turn requires an increase in supervisory 
capacity. This works against the national trend 
in which the government gives more money to 
undergraduates and the amount we receive for each 
postgraduate student declines in real terms.

include areas where our geographical advantage or 
socio-economic realities provide live laboratories for 
research on sustainable environments, linguistics and 
patterns of disease, among many others.

This has led to a rich tapestry of collaborations 
that we intend to augment with three-way global 
partnerships for Phd training and supervision: 
between the University of Cape Town, the Global 
North and the Global South (particularly the rest 
of Africa). We propose to put in place mobility 
funds and Phd packages, and will focus our initial 
efforts where there are existing and productive 
research collaborations. This should increase 
the number of Phd students we can supervise, 
supplement current Phd training practice, and 

produce exceptionally well-trained researchers 
whose work is globally competitive.

CHANGING THe World

We are unashamedly ambitious for our researchers 
and the work they produce. research can and does 
transform the world and the University of Cape 
Town is determined to be among those leading the 
charge. To produce this innovative research, we have 
to be innovative in the ways we fund it. Against 
this backdrop of increasing financial pressure, I 
am especially grateful to our donors and sponsors 
who contribute so generously to research at UCT, 
without whom we would be unable to realise our 
ambitions in the global research arena.

We therefore cannot approach this challenge with ad 
hoc responses to opportunities that come our way. 
Instead, we must put in place concrete strategies 
that will leverage funding and increase capacity.

one such strategy that began to take shape in 
2013/14 is to position the University of Cape Town 
as a preferred partner with the Global North and the 
Global South. As the leading research university in 
Africa, the University of Cape Town already provides 
a portal into Africa for universities abroad. This is 
partly because we have strong management and 
administrative practices; it is also because we act as a 
principal site of engagement on issues that are unique 
to our continent but have global impact. examples 
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With an increased focus at the University of Cape 
Town on the internationalisation of research and 
interdisciplinarity, the support we offer researchers 
has become more complex and, at the same time, 
also more important. Traditionally, institutional 
support for research has been understood to 
function best as an invisible hand. However, 
visibility has become essential in order to connect 
researchers with resources and with each other, to 
achieve transparency in research administration, 
and to promote the dissemination and impact 
of research findings and outcomes. UCT’s 
commitment to these activities has prompted a 
range of new engagements between the Research 
Office and other professional and administrative 
departments to develop and promote a seamless 
service to researchers. 

Another key focus of research support is the university’s 
aims for the transformation of academic cohorts and 
the development of a next generation of scholars and 
researchers. In alignment with these aims, the research 
office provides a range of support to researchers 
at different stages in their careers. The emerging 
researcher Programme, the Programme for the 
enhancement of research Capacity and the Supervision 
Training Programme contribute significantly to this 
goal, which includes providing comprehensive support 
to postgraduate students and postdoctoral research 
fellows. A number of externally funded programmes 

researchers and faculties to plan their research activities 
and manage the production of their research outputs. 
The Senate ethics committees are also vital to enabling 
and supporting research at UCT. These committees, 
serviced by the research office, provide policy-level 
oversight and guidance to all UCT faculties across 
the full range of topics in the responsible conduct of 
research and also receive appeals from faculty-level 
ethics committees. In addition, the reseach office 
provides researchers with tools such as research 
Professional Africa, an online system that enables 
access to external funding sources through searchable 
databases and global compilations of research funding 
programmes, as well as science and technology news 
and innovation policy documents. 

research support in South Africa also entails 
participation in the rating processes of the National 
research Foundation (NrF). The NrF evaluates 
researchers based on their recent research track 
record. UCT supports this unique measure of research 
quality and impact through a rigorous internal review 
process that draws on the best possible expertise 
in preparing submissions. This support includes 
providing bibliometric assistance to applicants, 
including web-based tips for academics to identify 
their own H indices and citation counts. We are 
proud of the high number of our researchers who 
have achieved an NrF rating: this figure currently 
stands at 457, the highest number in the country.

Supporting 

research excellence

also play a crucial role in growing the next generation 
of researchers, including the Mellon Visiting and retired 
Scholars Mentorship Project, which draws to an end 
in 2014. over the last seven years, 39 mentors have 
supervised 229 mentees, and we are very grateful to 
the Mellon Foundation for funding this project. 

In addition to the ongoing financial support received 
from the Carnegie Corporation for the Growing the 
Next Generation of Academics programme, UCT was 
recently awarded US$23 million by the MasterCard 
Foundation to develop both undergraduate and 
postgraduate students from South Africa and other 
countries in Africa, particularly those from economically 
disadvantaged backgrounds. Both these programmes 
demonstrate UCT’s and the funders’ commitment to 
strengthen higher education on the continent and to 
ensure that UCT attracts a culturally and internationally 
diverse community of scholars.

The University research Committee (UrC) plays an 
important role in the strategic distribution of internal 
research funds, which are allocated to researchers 
through a competitive, proposal-driven process in ways 
that advance UCT’s research strategy. The strategy aims 
to advance the next generation of academics, boost 
internationalisation and increase visibility and research 
excellence. enhanced research quality, transformation, 
impact and engagement are all cross-cutting strategic 
imperatives. Internal research funding helps individual 
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UCT recognises the importance and value of focusing 
its efforts and resources in order to keep raising the 
bar for the quality and impact of its research. A range 
of structures help to achieve this goal, including six 
Signature Themes for research and two national models 
for focusing expertise and resources: the dST/NrF 
Centres of excellence and the South African research 
Chairs Initiative (SArChI).

In response to an increase in demand for eresearch 
support, UCT has taken on the challenge of providing 
researchers with the information and communication 
technologies they need to conduct their work and, 
in 2013, began establishing an eresearch Centre 
(further described on p61). The eresearch Centre is 
one strategy to help researchers deal with the huge 
flow of data in all fields of research. These data sets 
are making it increasingly important for researchers 
to be able to store their data digitally, to analyse the 
data (sometimes through visualisation to enable it to 
be understood more fully) by making use of high-end 
computing and to collaborate virtually with research 
partners across the world. 

Underpinning all these efforts is the work of the newly 
established office of research Integrity (orI), which 
aims to promote the responsible conduct of research 
at the university and to ensure that university research 
policy documents and ethics guidelines are up to date 
and compliant, as well as accessible to users. Based in 
the research office, the orI has conducted a review 
of ethics policies at UCT, laying the groundwork for 
a comprehensive conflict-of-interest policy that will 
cover the participation of UCT scholars in, among 
other initiatives, research projects that involve multiple 
sites in different jurisdictions. The orI supports both 
UCT research and internationalisation, particularly 
initiatives that rely on research consortia, steering 
committees for scholarly resources and data-sharing 
agreements; it has also identified opportunities for 
input on relevant policy developments (see right).

The research office strives to make research 
administration as effective and efficient as possible, 
ensuring that the best service and support is provided 
at every level and through a variety of mechanisms. In 
doing so, it works increasingly closely with other key 
strategic partners at UCT, such as research Contracts and 
Intellectual Property Services (rCIPS), the International 
Academic Programmes office (IAPo), Information 
and Communication Technology Services (ICTS), UCT 
libraries, and the Finance department. The office is 
grateful to its partners and stakeholders who share its 
vision and passion for providing streamlined support to 
researchers. Importantly, it recognises and thanks the 
funders and donors who have contributed this past year 
to supporting the UCT research enterprise.

Making integrity 
integral to research
The multi-sited, collaborative nature of contemporary 
academic research, combined with the expanded 
compliance requirements of funding agencies and 
research sponsors, has resulted in heightened concerns 
about research integrity for individual researchers 
and the university. recognising these trends, UCT 
has adopted a comprehensive approach to research 
integrity as integral to scholarly success.

The office of research Integrity (orI) was established 
in 2013 to provide integrated management of UCT’s 
research ethics programmes and related matters of 
research administration, promoting best practices 
and the responsible conduct of research. Among its 
duties, the office is responsible for providing support, 
practical resources, education and training to various 
stakeholders – student and faculty researchers, ethics 
committee members and chairs, and administrative 
colleagues whose work presents an interface with 
research. The faculty-level committees and their 
chairpersons provide a front-line service that evaluates 
faculty-specific protocols and that can be sensitive to 
the conventions of specific academic disciplines for 
matters such as authorship disputes.

An important project for the orI has been contributing to 
the enhancement of policies for the responsible conduct 
of research. The revised, university-wide conflicts of 

interest policy was adopted in late 2013. It relates to 
both financial and other conflicts that have a potential 
impact on research and teaching responsibilities. The 
orI has also contributed to the drafting and review of 
a revised policy on academic misconduct and a standard 
operating procedure for research access to students, 
staff and individually identifiable data about students 
and staff.

The orI’s remit extends beyond the internal concerns of 
the university. In late 2013, it led a comment on behalf 
of UCT regarding the draft National Institutes of Health 
(NIH) policy on the sharing of genomic data in the USA.  
With the generous contributions of colleagues in the 
faculties, this was the first time, to the knowledge of 
the group of authors, that UCT had commented on a 
pending matter of US federal policy with implications 
for UCT research. UCT emphasised, among other points 
and with an African perspective, that global resources 
are made “global” not solely by the points of origin 
that their contents represent, but also by broad and 
equitable access and dissemination policies supporting 
researchers in sites all around the world.

The orI’s other activities have included the preparation 
of template guidance for the ethics portions of NrF 
research proposals, participation in the evaluation and 
resolution of various authorship disagreements, and 
consultation on matters that were pending with faculty-
specific research ethics committees. UCT has identified 
training topics for 2014 and has already led an initial 
seminar about the responsible conduct of research at 
the university – many more are to follow.
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The journey from early-stage business idea or new 
technology to commercial viability is difficult and 
market realities have proven that no innovation, 
no matter how profound its potential, is a 
guaranteed success. Over the past 15 years, the 
Research Contracts & Intellectual Property Services 
(RCIPS) Office has put in place several measures 
and interventions designed to ensure that ideas 
and inventions coming out of UCT have the best 
possible chance to make this journey successfully. 

 To recruit, retain and reward staff and students;
 To deliver graduates that are socially engaged, 

critically thinking entrepreneurs;
 To generate a third stream of income for the 

university.

Two recent initiatives, the Solution Space/Workshop 
17 at the Graduate School of Business and the 
School for design Thinking, are evidence that we are 
already working towards these objectives. Workshop 
17 is an innovation hub modelled on the world-
renowned Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
(MIT) Media lab in Cambridge, Massachusetts, in 
the USA (see right). 

The establishment of a School for design Thinking 
is currently in a conceptualisation phase. The design 
thinking concept is based on the conviction that 
true innovation can only take place when strong 
interdisciplinary groups decide to create a common 
culture and then research the interface of differing 
opinions and perspectives. 

A further initiative in 2013 was the establishment of 
a local branch of the international Café Scientifique 
concept. The aim of Café Scientifique is to 
encourage more informal discussions around science, 
engineering and innovation and encourage broader 
interaction with society, as well as to tell the real 
stories that affect the UCT community, such as new 
vaccines, better diagnostics and new medical devices.

Considerable work needs to be done to position 
intellectual property before it can actually leave 
the university’s front door and attract larger-
scale funding or be commercialised. A major gap 
in this area has been filled by the introduction of 
the Technology Innovation Agency’s seed-fund 
initiative that makes funding of up to r500 000 
available per project, in preparation for larger-scale 
commercialisation support. UCT’s first call drew 21 
applications, of which nine were supported. 

Another major injection was a commitment of close 
to r10  million over four years from the National 
Intellectual Property Management office. This 
support not only makes possible the appointment of 
new staff, but also allows UCT to conduct techno-
economic modelling on specific patent portfolios 
and strategic reviews of research groups. Techno-
economic modelling assesses the economic viability 
of a process at full commercial scale and considers the 
impact of varying production levels or key conversion 
parameters to test sensitivities to particular stages of 
the overall process. This can focus further research 
and development efforts on critical components. The 
modelling looks at manufacturing plant equipment 

the Innovation journey at uct

The office measures and accounts for disclosures, 
patents, spin-outs and income, because they are 
measurable and comparable to available benchmarks 
that give an indication as to whether the investment in 
innovation is worthwhile. 

The 2008 Association of University Technology 
Managers (AUTM) figures suggest that, in the USA, there 
is, on average, one disclosure for every US$2.9 million 
invested in research. Berneman (quoted in Australian 
Research Council, 2002, p43) has, on the basis of 10 
years’ experience in the USA, developed “cascading 
tiers of performance” called the funnel effect. If UCT’s 
statistics from 2007 to 2013 are benchmarked with 
research income of US$602 million, its performance 
turns out to be in line with the AUTM/Berneman norms.

However, innovation and technology transfer are 
about more than just counting the numbers. rather, 
they are about the university and the impact on and 
benefit to society.

This is reflected in UCT’s draft Innovation Policy, which 
describes the objectives as:

 To make it easier and more affordable to engage 
with the university – both for the community and 
for business;

 To facilitate the use and commercialisation of 
research for the public good;

 To promote economic growth and community 
development;

 To forge closer ties with industry and the 
community;

Not business as usual 

The Graduate School of Business (GSB) has 
created a new space at the heart of its Waterfront 
campus that seeks to break the mould of a 
traditional business education, in order for 
more holistic and creative responses to African 
challenges to emerge.

dubbed the Solution Space, the area is meant to 
serve as a link between students, social inventors, 
entrepreneurs, foundations, government and 
industry players, allowing collaboration to 
generate new and creative ways to solve issues 
facing the continent.

GSB director Professor Walter Baets says that the 
space is a manifestation of the business school 
of the future. “Business schools need to shift to 
meet the needs of an unpredictable and unequal 
world. This means we need to move away from 
just training MBAs and towards getting involved 
in creating new business solutions for the world. 
We need to be more hands-on by turning out real 
solutions to real problems. And because complex 
challenges demand collaboration and partnership, 
the space will be a nexus between industry, 
government, academia and civil society.”

The multi-million-rand initiative, which is a prelude 
to Workshop 17 (a joint initiative of the V&A 
Waterfront and the GSB), received funding from 
the Vice-Chancellor’s Strategic Fund and the Bertha 
Centre for Social Innovation and entrepreneurship. 
The SAB Foundation has also partnered with the 
GSB with a funding commitment of r1 million as 
seed capital for promising social entrepreneurs.
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costs as well the cost of raw materials. often a 
process performs very well from a technical/academic 
perspective, but manufacturing via that route would 
be too expensive.

UCT has seen increasing activity around spin-out 
company formation and a number of ventures are 
being incubated. It is also becoming clear that these 

uCT student team 
wins top innovation prize
A student team from UCT won a top prize at the 
Global Social Venture Competition (GSVC), which 
is held annually at the University of California, 
Berkeley, in the USA.

The UCT team was named one of the top five initiatives 
worldwide for their project, Khusela – a low-cost fire-
detection device for informal housing – and took the 
GSVC People’s Choice Award in the global round, 
competing against hundreds of entries and winning out 
against 18 finalists in the last round.

The GSVC is the world’s pre-eminent social business 
plan competition, providing aspiring entrepreneurs 
with mentoring, exposure and prize money to 
transform their business ideas into positive real-
world impact.   

Khusela, which means “protect” in Xhosa, is a low-
cost fire-detection device and integrated alert service 
designed for shack-dwellers worldwide. In South 
Africa, there are an average of 10 shack fires a day, 
with someone dying in a shack fire every other day, 
according to Abahlali baseMjondolo, a South African 
shack-dwellers’ movement. 

“our proactive early-warning system networks 
individuals within communities and with the authorities 
to mitigate the loss of life and property caused by shack 
fires – a global human tragedy,” says Francois Petousis, 
co-founder of Khusela, who is currently undertaking 
a master’s degree in inclusive innovation at the UCT 
Graduate School of Business (GSB). “There are one 
billion shack/slum-dwellers across the globe, and that is 
set to soar to 1.4 billion by 2020.”

Khusela is based on the engineering honours thesis 
of Petousis. The team further consists of  Samuel 
Ginsberg, david Gluckman, emily Vining, Max Basler 
and Paul Mesarcik. 

The Khusela team entered the international competition 
through the UCT Student Social Venture Programme, 
which is hosted by the Bertha Centre for Social 
Innovation and entrepreneurship and the GSB Net 
Impact Chapter, and was created to improve the quality 
and performance of African universities at global social 
business plan competitions. The Bertha Centre is the 
Southern African regional outreach partner for GSVC 
and hosts the initial round of the competition. uCT spin-off prepares to launch novel diagnostic tool 

companies provide other valuable ingredients: they act 
as “commercialisation” vehicles that channel ongoing 
research outputs. They also provide feedback on new 
needs that inform research strategy and direction. 
Most importantly, they provide jobs for specialised, 
highly trained graduates in South Africa, growing the 
country’s technical capabilities and preventing the loss 
of these assets to opportunities overseas.

A UCT spin-off company is in the final stages of 
launching a first-of-its-kind, rapid extra-pulmonary TB 
(ePTB) diagnostic tool to tackle the TB crisis in Africa.
 
IrISATM-TB (InterGam rapid Immuno Suspension Assay) 
is the first commercial product to emerge from Antrum 
Biotech, a company that grew out of the research led 
by UCT’s Professor Keertan dheda. The groundbreaking 
tool will enable health workers to detect ePTB by 
measuring human interferon gamma (a type of protein 
that plays a role in immunity) in biological body fluids. 
The test provides a rapid and accurate result within two 
hours, enabling swift response and treatment of the 
disease. TB is responsible for an estimated 1.4 million 
deaths worldwide each year and is the most common 

cause of death in South Africa. While ePTB accounts for 
just 15% of TB cases, this estimate increases to 50% in 
high-HIV-prevalence settings.
 
UCT converted its licence agreement with Antrum 
Biotech, which was formed in 2008, to an equity stake 
in late 2013, thereby assigning the IP to the company 
and paving the way for a significant investment from 
the Industrial development Corporation (IdC). The 
company is now co-owned by UCT and the IdC.
 
The next step is to enter further larger-scale clinical trial 
testing in 2014. The Medical research Council-funded 
trial will have Professor Bongani Mayosi, head of the 
department of Medicine, as its principal investigator.
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GROwING THE NExT GENERATION

of researchers

Productive researchers in most of UCT’s flagship 
programmes apply for research grants that include 
scholarships for postgraduate students and 
fellowships for postdoctoral fellows to help carry out 
the research. These postgraduates and postdoctoral 
fellows are immediately part of a research team, a 
project with a structure, deadlines, collegial networks 
and funding.
 
research projects typically produce research 
publications. The postgraduate and postdoctoral 
fellows’ contribution to the project is acknowledged 
in co-authorship, which strengthens their own 
academic profile while increasing the university’s 
publication output.

Technology and the ease of global connections have 
internationalised research at UCT. As a research-

Growing the next generation of academics has 
been part of the Research Office’s mission since its 
inception. Obtaining a doctorate is a challenge in 
itself that requires considerable support; for those 
embarking on an academic career trajectory after 
that, some research and publication experience 
on their own do not guarantee success. Not 
only do academics need to be supported to 
establish themselves (from being “emerging” to 
“established” researchers), they also do better 
if they are supported in the various ventures 
that contribute to making a research-intensive 
university, including writing books, successfully 
applying for research grants and publishing in 
international journals.

THE FIRST STEPS
As a research-intensive university, UCT has committed 
itself to growing its postgraduate student body. With 

intensive university, it has research teams with 
robust international partnerships and exchanges of 
researchers and postgraduate students with the goal 
of expanding, enriching and embedding research so 
that it can maximise actual advancement and social 
improvement. 

To support UCT’s growing postgraduate and 
postdoctoral communities, the office for 
Postgraduate Studies and the Postgraduate Funding 
office participate in overseeing specific programmes 
for postgraduate students and postdoctoral fellows. 

Two of these partnerships are the Carnegie 
Corporation’s Growing the Next Generation of 
Academics in Africa (see page 24) and the MasterCard 
Foundation’s developing First-Generation African 
Professionals. 

John Woodland, a Phd student in the department of 
Chemistry, took second place in South Africa’s first 
Science Slam competition in January 2014, wowing 
the audience with his enthusiasm, lack of jargon, good 
diagrams and effective animations.

Woodland spoke about his research into the 
development of a fluorescent probe to detect free 
haem, an iron-containing compound that forms the 
non-protein part of haemoglobin (red blood cells) and 
some other biological molecules. Free haem can be 
a very toxic molecule and has been implicated in a 
number of pathological conditions, such as malaria.

Science Slams – inspired by Poetry Slams, in which 
poets compete against each other by reciting their 
poetry – were developed in Germany in 2006 and 
have since gained popularity around the world. 

Woodland was one of six German and South African 
postgraduate and postdoctoral presenters, who each 
had 10 minutes to take science out of the lab and 
promote its everyday applications.

Acknowledgment at the Science Slam was not the only 
feather in Woodland’s cap in 2013. After attaining 
success during the South African leg, he was chosen 
to present his research (this time in only three minutes) 
at the Falling Walls lab in Berlin. There he won third 
place in the young Innovator of the year competition. 
A reward for this achievement was an opportunity to 
present the same talk at the Falling Walls Conference, 
billed as the “international conference on future 
breakthroughs in science and society”.

“I am passionate about science and about this 
country. It is imperative that we get people interested 
in, and inspired, by science in South Africa. We live in a 
scientific age. everyone ought to be familiar with basic 
scientific ideas and, more importantly, ought to think 
critically about the world and the information they are 
fed,” maintains Woodland.

MAKING WAVeS

Michelle Knights, a Phd student in Cosmology and 
Astrophysics, was the winner of South Africa’s first ever 
Famelab competition and represented South Africa at the 
Famelab International semi-finals, where she talked about 
the use of pulsars to demonstrate gravitational waves, 
which was postulated by einstein, and is one of the areas 
that will be studied by the Square Kilometre Array (SKA) 
project currently under development in South Africa.

attractive scholarship packages, a targeted recruitment 
campaign in certain sectors, a postgraduate prospectus, 
and an increase in the number of international 
partnerships and joint Phd programmes, UCT has had 
an increase of 16% in its 2014 postgraduate applications. 

UCT’s aim to increase and strengthen the profile of its 
postgraduate students and postdoctoral fellows entails 
a necessary expansion of its research enterprise. This 
reciprocal link manifests itself in a number of ways.

Postgraduate training necessarily involves research 
training under the supervision of an experienced 
researcher. especially at doctoral level, supervisors 
take on students who are working in the supervisor’s 
area of expertise and who are part of the research 
team that further develops particular fields of study. 
Moreover, supervisors encourage doctoral students 
and postdoctoral fellows to engage with key 
contributors in the local and international research 
community. 

Young innovators slam the opposition
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Carnegie scholars: 
the next generation
A fourth generation of Carnegie scholars was welcomed 
to UCT in 2014 as part of the Next Generation of 
Academics in Africa Project. Funded by the Carnegie 
Corporation, which recognised the importance of 
preparing young potential academics for university 
careers, this extensive programme runs at four major 
universities in Africa: UCT, the University of the 
Witwatersrand, Makerere University (Uganda) and the 
University of Ghana. It targets postgraduate students 
and postdoctoral research fellows from Africa who are 
keen to pursue careers in academia. The programme 
aims both to strengthen higher education in Africa and 
to train a more demographically diverse community of 
academics for the continent.

drawing on the partners involved in the Carnegie 
project, the four universities will increase collaboration 
through supportive supervision relationships, by 
encouraging fellows to build networks with their 
counterparts in the other partner universities, and 
in supporting Carnegie graduates – academically 

Some of the 2014 generation of Carnegie scholars (l-r) Back row: Faridah Chebet Chemisto, Kabani Matongo, Adérijo 
Monjane, Aleyo Chabeda and Brian Kullin. Third row: Philemon Arito, David Fadiran, Yusuf Agabi, Sulemana Mahawiya, 
Imuentinyan Aivinhenyo, David Ikumi, Roslyn Ray and Adeola Oyenubi. Second row: John Okedi, Rodrick Katete, 
Fredrick Nindo, Munya Musvosvi, Trust Mpofu, Hazvinei Tsitsi Tamuka Moyo, Krupa Naran and Zanele Ditse. Front row: 
Threza Mtenga, Mamello Nchake, Chijioke Nwosu, Elizabeth Lwanga Nanziri, Mhbuba Shifa and Nina Wasuna.

something significant for our continent,” says 
Professor Visser. A quick scan of Africa-specific 
research being undertaken by current Carnegie 
scholars demonstrates the importance of this work. 
Projects range from the economics of tobacco 
control in Zambia to property rights in Nigeria; 
from climate change vulnerability in Tanzania to the 
relationship between health and the labour market 
in South Africa; and include multiple research 
projects on malaria, TB and HIV/AIdS. 

FIllING IN THe KNoWledGe GAPS

Carnegie fellow Tolu oni, a senior research medical 
officer affiliated to the Clinical Infectious disease 
research Initiative (CIdrI) in the Faculty of Health 
Sciences, is determined to make a contribution 
through her research to improving the health of 
urban populations in Africa – especially for the poor.

According to oni, rapid urbanisation in Africa has 
been accompanied by changes in cultural, social 
and lifestyle behaviour resulting in reduced physical 
activity and other unhealthy dietary and behavioural 
patterns, which has led to a rise in the incidence 
of non-communicable diseases (NCds) like diabetes 
and heart disease. At the same time, there is an 
increasing overlap between these chronic conditions 
and infectious diseases, such as TB and HIV/AIdS, 
which is creating a perfect storm for public health 
that requires further investigation. 

Poor people living in urban settings, fuelled by a 
high prevalence of obesity, are disproportionately 
affected, she says. 

“A scarcity of good-quality data on how these 
diseases overlap and interact and their interaction 
with external or environmental factors is a significant 
barrier to designing appropriate prevention and 
control strategies,” says oni. “Many of these factors 
are beyond the healthcare remit, necessitating 
involvement of all relevant disciplines to ensure 
informed, healthier public policies.”

This is where she hopes her research will make a 
contribution. With qualifications in medicine, public 
health and epidemiology, oni began her medical 
training at the University College london Medical 
School and went on to complete postgraduate studies 
in internal medicine together with HIV medicine in the 
UK and Australia. In 2007, she moved to Cape Town 
to work in HIV/TB research, completing her doctorate 
in the Clinical epidemiology of HIV-associated TB at 
Imperial College london.

 
It was during her research in Cape Town that she 
became interested in the rise of NCds and their 
interaction with chronic infectious diseases. She is 
currently investigating the association between TB 
and diabetes, as well as the epidemiology of NCd 
risk factors in HIV-infected persons. 

UNderSTANdING THe rooT oF 

eCoNoMIC ProBleMS

With a dream of studying economics, ethiopian-
born Mhbuba Shifa’s passion arose from a deep-
rooted curiosity to understand the reasons behind 
the economic problems at home.
 
Her academic career started with a business science 
degree in statistics at Addis Ababa University, 
ethiopia. This progressed into a full bursary for her 
master’s in economic science at UCT. Shifa became 
a Carnegie scholarship recipient in 2011 and she 
was awarded a further scholarship for the following 
two years to study for a Phd in economics.
 
Shifa feels privileged and touched to be a Carnegie 
scholar; it has also had practical advantages: 
“receiving support from the Carnegie Corporation 
has developed my career as an independent 
researcher, providing me with more protected 
research time.” 

The Carnegie Corporation’s support allows Shifa 
the access and capacity to delve into her research 
interests in ethiopia, which include rural livelihoods, 
land and labour markets, agricultural productivity, 
poverty and inequality.

Dr Tolu Oni.

and professionally – when they return to their home 
institutions. over the length of the project, almost 100 
new academics will be produced for the continent. To 
date, it has graduated 21 Phds, and seven postdoctoral 
fellows have completed their tenures. At the time of 
writing, three Carnegie scholars had secured academic 
positions and a further one was about to take up his 
academic appointment. 

Today’s academics face a range of challenges due to 
the increasing complexity of the world and the research 
environment. The competition is not just faced by 
individuals, but by universities, countries and entire 
continents, argues Professor danie Visser, deputy Vice-
Chancellor with responsibility for research. “you can’t 
be competitive as a country or a continent if you don’t 
have strong universities that drive research.”

At UCT, participants are selected from three fields 
where lucrative career options in the private and public 
sectors mean that an academic career is often not the 
first choice (clinicians, engineers and economists) and 
where the research is particularly pertinent to Africa.

“We are trying to foster a community of people 
so that we can get that sense that we are doing 
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MCF: deVeloPING FIrST-GeNerATIoN 

AFrICAN ProFeSSIoNAlS

In 2013, UCT was awarded a C$23 million grant by 
the MasterCard Foundation (MCF), Canada. The 
project aims to provide educational and professional 
development opportunities to undergraduate 
and postgraduate students from South Africa 
and other countries in Africa. The recruitment of 
international students who come from economically 
disadvantaged backgrounds in Africa makes the MCF 
Scholars Programme both different and challenging. 
The MCF Scholars Programme allows UCT to seek 
out, recruit, mentor and educate this pool of talent 
and support grant recipients into post-degree 
employment, entrepreneurship or higher study. 
Since funding programmes for African-nationality 
graduates and undergraduates are not frequently 
available, this project helps to close a critical gap 
in terms of access and increases postgraduate 
enrolments. The MCF Scholars Programme at UCT 
helps promising young people make the transition 
from beneficiaries to benefactors, preparing them 
with the necessary values, knowledge, skills and 
leadership to fuel economic and social progress 
across Africa.

ACAdeMIC ANd ProFeSSIoNAl 

SKIllS deVeloPMeNT oPPorTUNITIeS

Many top international institutions are seeking 
formal partnerships with UCT. As part of these global 
partnerships, the university promotes co-badged 
qualifications and joint postgraduate programmes 
that entail student and staff exchanges, in addition 
to co-supervision of research projects. 

It is no longer enough for master’s and Phd 
graduates to be experts in their fields; they are also 
expected to have a portfolio of professional skills 
that can be transferred to the workplace. In order 
to strengthen these initiatives in the postgraduate 
sector, opportunities for academic and professional 
skills development have expanded. drawing on 
findings from employers about required graduate 
attributes and on supervisors’ and students’ needs, 
a range of seminars, workshops, retreats and 
massive open online courses (MooCs) are on offer to 
postgraduates and postdoctoral research fellows. It is 
anticipated that more than 2 000 postgraduates will 
attend these sessions in 2014. 

Given the high attrition rates of online courses, the 
MooCs are supplemented with weekly on-campus 
face-to-face group meetings, led by postgraduate 
students or postdoctoral fellows who are employed as 

postdoctoral and 
postgraduate stars
Each year UCT welcomes increasing numbers of 
postgraduate students and postdoctoral fellows, 
who play a vital role in supporting existing research 
and driving new research across the university. 

DR VERENA BITZER 

dr Verena Bitzer joined the Graduate School of 
Business during 2013 as a postdoctoral fellow 
looking into the role of cross-sector partnerships 
and co-innovation in solving complex social and 
environmental challenges. With a Phd from Utrecht 
University in the Netherlands on cross-sector 
partnerships and global value chains, Bitzer has 
done extensive work in innovation in African food 
chains at Wageningen University.

In the face of pressing socio-ecological problems, 
a lack of physical resources and an increasingly 
complex and competitive market, the world’s 
economies have become more knowledge-intensive 
– value is created by the application of knowledge 
rather than by investment in hard assets. And the 
key to unlocking the economic and social value of 
knowledge is through innovation. “We need to 
see innovation as an investment, not an expense; 
as a process that focuses on providing a tangible 
benefit,” says dr Bitzer.

But dr Bitzer says that for innovation to be successful, 
we need to realise that it is a collective activity, generally 
involving many different people and organisations. 
“The potential of partnerships for innovation is obvious 

– innovation emerges when combining different 
sources of knowledge and experience. I’m interested 
in how collaborative processes create the interfaces 
necessary for generating innovative solutions to 
complex societal problems and what conditions are 
ideal for such processes to flourish.”

DR LIZ LEWIS

After many years as a business executive, dr liz lewis 
decided to switch track. An interest in legal studies 
was beckoning and led to her obtaining an llB from 
UNISA in 2008. Soon afterwards she returned to her 
alma mater (lewis has a BA and an Hde from UCT) and 
embarked on a master’s degree in the department of 
Public law, which was upgraded to a Phd in 2013. 

Her area of expertise is international law: specifically, 
the interaction between international, national and 
subnational law. dr lewis chose this field because she 
is interested in both international law and subnational 
systems such as customary law. She feels strongly 
that these regimes should not be disconnected, 
and her present research is therefore aimed at 
developing judicial and legislative models that will 
allow customary and international law to enrich 
each other in a harmonious and beneficial manner. 
For example, the customary macro-cosmic world 
view, founded, amongst other things, on respect for 
the environment, could be explored to enhance the 
international environmental discourse, says dr lewis.

dr lewis currently has a postdoctoral fellowship grant 
from the University research Committee and says that 
if she did not have this funding she would not be able 
to continue with her research. “I intend to make the 
most of this wonderful opportunity. The fellowship has 
given me extra motivation to bring new depth to my 
research,” she says. 

facilitators. This helps promote student retention and 
completion rates, while facilitators at the same time gain 
professional experience in tutoring. After completing 
the MooC, facilitators are issued with a UCT certificate 
of recognition as part of their professional development 
and for inclusion in their curriculum vitae.

EARLY CAREER SUPPORT
Structured, institution-wide support for early career 
academics at UCT goes back to the beginning of 
2003 with the establishment of the emerging 
researcher Programme (erP). In the intervening 
decade, the extent and nature of the support has 
grown, with a simultaneous refinement of initiatives.

INdIVIdUAl ANd GroUP SUPPorT

For many early career academics, the blend of 
ongoing individualised mentoring and a structured 
seminar and workshop programme has been 
invaluable for their development as researchers. This 
constitutes the backbone of UCT’s support to early 
career researchers.
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In response to changes in the national and global 
research environment in 2013, the erP honed 
its focus on developing grant-writing skills, with 
corresponding assistance to researchers in accessing 
information on funding opportunities for internal 
grants and those available through the National 
research Foundation and the research Professional 
Africa funding platform, for example. during 2013, 
90 early-career researchers participated in grant-
writing seminars and workshops and a similar 
number is anticipated for 2014. 

A distinctive feature of the support offered is a 
capacity building exercise in which researchers 
are invited to submit draft proposals for review 
and discussion, refining them in line with funder 
requirements before final submission. 

A significant part of early career support at UCT is 
the development of writing and publishing skills. In 
line with this, 13 departmental writers’ workshops 
were held during 2013, with a total of 162 people 
attending. Participants, coming to workshops with 
draft articles, chapters or Phd proposals, have 
the opportunity to present their work and obtain 
feedback on the first day, thereafter working to 
implement recommendations and complete articles. 

Senior academics are available for consultation 
for the duration of the three-day workshops, and 
participants are tracked all the way to publication. 

Along with one-on-one interaction with researchers 
and a seminar and workshop programme to develop 
research skills, graduate supervision training 
continues to be a core element of early career 
support. Biannual workshops are held in both the 
science and social science/humanities streams. 
A feature of many of the supervision workshops 
is that the groups comprise both supervisors (of 
master’s and Phds) and students (Phds), creating an 
interesting and fruitful dynamic between student 
and supervisor perspectives.

INTerdISCIPlINAry eXCHANGe

A number of serendipitous opportunities have emerged 
from these structured support initiatives. Significant 
among them is the disciplinary mix among participants in 
many events, facilitating cross-disciplinary conversation 
both in formal sessions and in less formal spaces, such 
as over meals. The effect of this is twofold. First, from 
early on in their careers, researchers are exposed to 
other disciplinary perspectives – an opportunity that is 
rare in traditional discipline-based institutions. Second, 
a number of cross-disciplinary collaborations have been 
initiated as researchers discover areas of common interest 
with potential for joint projects and publications. 

Throughout 2013, the programme facilitators developed 
a honed appreciation of the value of such encounters 
and have encouraged these interactions, particularly 
since the current global thrust towards interdisciplinary 
collaborations is an increasing imperative for funders.

UPCoMING PUBlICATIoN

In 2007, Professor John de Gruchy and dr lyn Holness 
published The Emerging Researcher, a book reflecting 
on the birth and early years of the erP. This volume, 
which focused on the content of the erP’s seminar 
and workshop programme, was widely distributed and 
used – at UCT itself, within South Africa, and beyond 
national borders. At least two factors indicated the 
need for a second book: the expansion and refinement 
of the programme during the years since the first 
publication, and far-reaching changes in the local and 
global research environment, creating unprecedented 
challenges for researchers, particularly those in the 
Global South and notably in Africa. In response to this 
situation, dr Holness has produced a second book, 
addressing new challenges and accommodating the 
broadened scope of research development strategies 
offered at UCT. 

Addressed to both emerging researchers and their 
mentors, the new book is due for publication early in 2015. 

“We haven’t yet looked at the potential effect on other 
clinical patients, but there are soft tissues throughout 
your body, so if this risk factor is high, it could have an 
effect on other clinical phenotypes, such as recovery of 
a patient from surgery.”

dr September is now also turning her attention to the 
topical issue of concussion risks. “We are trying to see, 
are there genetic elements that contribute to your risk 
of sustaining a concussion, but more importantly, are 
there genetic elements which influence your recovery? 
We want to identify a biomarker which could be 
used, together with clinical parameters, to diagnose a 
concussion incident. People don’t always present with 
clinical symptoms, and they don’t necessarily correlate 
with the severity of the concussion. So if we can come up 
with a blood biomarker that confirms that a patient has 
concussion it would assist with treatment and recovery.”

With a Phd in classical human molecular genetics 
from UCT, dr September joined the eSSM in 2005 as 
a postdoctoral research fellow, drawn to the unit by 
the pioneering work of Professor Malcolm Collins, head 
of the department of Human Biology. “I met him, I 
collaborated with him, and I thought: ‘This is a dynamic 
person, I want to be part of that team,’” she says.

She has also benefitted from the emerging researcher 
Programme (erP), saying it has given her the inspiration 
to “become bold in my thinking. Just from their 
excitement about your project and CV you get excited 
about yourself. you start getting confidence in yourself, 
which gives you momentum and you want to go with it.”

on a practical level, the erP has enabled her to publish 
several papers as a lead author, thereby upping her 
outputs and helping her to secure her C2 NrF-rating 
in early 2014.

Researcher rising
dr Alison September is a pioneer in a pioneering field. 
A senior research officer in the UCT/Medical research 
Council (MrC) research Unit for exercise Science and 
Sports Medicine (eSSM) in the department of Human 
Biology, dr September is at the forefront of genetic 
studies geared towards identifying the hereditary risk 
factors underlying soft tissue injuries such as Achilles 
tendon injuries and anterior cruciate ligament ruptures.

“We are hoping that, by combining all the genetic 
analysis of the structural components and of the cell 
signalling regulation, we will be able to get to a model 
where we can identify the most important biological 
role players in injury susceptibility,” she explains. This 
has implications for sports professionals in that, if it 
turns out they are, by virtue of their genes, at increased 
risk of a soft tissue injury, they can adapt their training 
accordingly – to strengthen and not put unnecessary 
strain on tendons or ligaments.

While currently working with elite athletes, dr September 
says the research findings could also be extended to 
benefit other patients with soft tissue injuries and also 
to address occupational injuries, such as carpal tunnel 
syndrome. “I think it’s the tip of the iceberg,” she says. 
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MID-CAREER SUPPORT
The Programme for the enhancement of research 
Capacity (PerC) supports mid-career and established 
researchers and aims to enhance their capacities and 
help them to step up to recieve world recognition 
in their respective research fields. The programme 
uses seminars, workshops, grants and one-on-
one consultative interactions to boost the research 
productivity and confidence of staff.

PerC operates as a portal through which academics can 
engage the services that are offered by the research 
office in supporting mid-career researchers. It also 
proactively catalyses research, converting some of 
the university’s strategic research goals into practical 
projects, particularly in the areas of interdisciplinary 
work and African collaboration. one example of this is 
Associate Professor ed February’s work (see page 34).

Promoting networking is a key element of PerC. 
For instance, Professor Hanri Mostert (department 
of Private law) received a PerC grant to assist 
with hosting, in co-operation with the Groningen 
Centre for law and Governance, a colloquium on 
“rethinking the Public Interest in expropriation 
law”. A number of countries were represented at the 
colloquium, including South Africa, the Netherlands, 
the USA, Canada, the UK, Israel, Poland, Italy, 
Germany, Australia and Ireland. Professor Mostert, 
together with dr Ada odor (Centre for Comparative 

Understanding what drives women to make this choice 
is at the heart of a new interdisciplinary study led by  
dr Susan levine, senior lecturer in the School of African 
and Gender Studies, Anthropology and linguistics.

The project will see medical doctors, social scientists 
and scholars from the humanities working together to 
draw critical attention to the visible and invisible harms 
associated with the use of skin-lightening creams.

over the last few years, there has been a flood of 
cheap, affordable over-the-counter products for 
lightening the skin. According to levine, the majority 
of these contain a mixture of compounds including 
mercury, corticosteroids and hydroquinone (HQ) to 
enhance the bleaching effect. despite legislation that 
bans the use of HQ in concentrations of more than 
2% in the USA, creams in Africa are being found 
containing up to 15%.

High concentrations of HQ accumulate over time and 
can lead to severe, irreparable damage to skin through 
a condition called exogenous ochronosis (eo). There 
were 756 reported cases of eo in Africa recorded in 
2007, of which 2.6% were found in Senegal, 15% in 
Nigeria and a staggering 82.4% in South Africa. little 
wonder then that levine and her associates are so eager 
to wage war on these products and their use. “We 
believe that our interdisciplinary approach will allow 
us to alter perceptions regarding the use and abuse of 
skin lighteners, as well as to highlight the persistence of 
racial aesthetics of beauty,” she says. 

The project aims firstly to assess scientifically a number 
of the currently cheaper, illegal available formulations 
and the effect they have on human skin cells, and 
secondly to create a database of skin-lightener 
products. The database will also highlight global trends 
in cosmetic marketing of HQ-based creams and use 
this information to design a questionnaire for future 
anthropological studies. A third goal of the study is 
to conduct ethnographic research on the complex 
motivations around why and how women are investing 
in skin-lightening creams.

The research will contribute to UCT’s drive to constitute 
medical humanities for Africa as a field of study and 
will build on the momentum of a successful seminar 
series in the medical humanities in 2013 hosted by 
GIPA (Greater Involvement of People living with HIV/
AIdS). “This research brings together the foundation of 
true interdisciplinary research that brings into focus the 
parallel needs for qualitative and quantitative research 
methods for solving the pressing health needs in South 
Africa,” says levine.

law in Africa), is working on a project to compile 
five-country studies of mineral law, drawing together 
colleagues from Botswana, Ghana, Namibia, South 
Africa and Zambia.

dr ellen Hurst (Humanities education development 
Unit) received a PerC research grant to host a workshop 
on “Urban youth language in Africa”. delegates 
presented a wide variety of topics, ranging from 
languages in the slums of Addis Ababa and taxi ranks 
in Bulawayo to comedies, music and plays in Kampala. 
The use of urban youth language in the media and in 
hip-hop music came under the spotlight, alongside 
the language of university students in Côte d’Ivoire, 
Algeria and Nigeria. The workshop was also attended 
by scholars from the Netherlands, the UK and the USA. 
They included Professor Maarten Mous from leiden, 
an expert on several east African languages, Associate 
Professor Peter Githinji from ohio, who works on Sheng 
from Kenya, and Associate Professor H Samy Alim from 
Stanford, who is interested in hip-hop practices.

Associate Professor Tom Franz (Biomechanical Sciences 
Cardiovascular research Unit, Chris Barnard division 
of Cardiothoracic Surgery) served as a PerC fellow in 
2013 and 2014. In this position he forged links between 
the faculties of engineering & the Built environment, 
Health Sciences and Science, as he contributed to the 
development of interdisciplinary research at UCT. one 
of his projects resulted in a workshop on cell mechanics 
and mechanobiology. The event was jointly funded by 
the British High Commission in Pretoria, the Technology 
Innovation Agency and UCT. The speaker consortium 
hosted speakers from a number of institutions and 
countries, including the UK, Germany and Spain. 
The event enhanced international collaborations and 
enabled South Africa and the UK to access high-value 
multilateral funding for interdisciplinary research and 
innovation to advance understanding, prevention and 
treatment of chronic diseases. It also provided the 
opportunity for many junior staff and postgraduate 
students to engage with cutting-edge international 
scholarship.                                                            

THe USe oF UrBAN 
yoUTH lANGUAGe IN THe 

MedIA ANd IN HIP-HoP 
MUSIC CAMe UNder THe 

SPoTlIGHT.

Knowledge for africa
The Africa Knowledge Project provides grants that 
are aimed at promoting African collaboration, 
interdisciplinary collaborative research and the 
production of Africa-centred knowledge. The 
Andrew W Mellon Foundation is funding the 2014 
grants through the Research Office’s Programme 
for the Enhancement of Research Capacity (PERC), 
with the condition that the principal investigator 
must be based in the humanities faculty. The 
expectation, however, is that research teams will 
be interdisciplinary. Professor Susan Levine, one 
of the recipients of the 2014 grants, fits the bill 
perfectly with her research project on the use of 
skin-lightening creams in South Africa.

dyING To Be WHITe

research shows that as many as one in three women 
in South Africa routinely use skin-lightening creams – 
this despite the risk of cancer and other types of skin 
disease associated with their use.

supporting research
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An outspoken advocate 
of african research 
Among the Mail & Guardian’s 2013 list of 200 young 
South Africans was dr Shadreck Chirikure, a senior 
lecturer in the department of Archaeology and 
2014 research Associate of the Programme for the 
enhancement of research Capacity (PerC). 

Singled out for his contribution to changing the 
way Africans think about their own continent,  
dr Chirikure seeks to debunk the myth that there 
was no science  and technology in Africa before 
colonialism. The most important challenge in this 
research is that some of the dominant frameworks 
were constructed using non-African experiences 
and were incorporated locally without much 
modification. This calls for new perspectives 
informed by the African experience or local 
knowledge. “Most knowledge is acquired in  a 
Western way but, before then, what were Africans 
doing?” he asks. “How much do we know about the 
mining that was being done, about the spears that 
made Shaka Zulu so successful?” 

With a doctorate in archaeology, dr Chirikure 
focuses primarily on pre-colonial technology in 
indigenous mining and metalworking in Africa. 
“I combine archaeological, anthropological and 

historical approaches with standard metallurgical and 
mineralogical techniques to investigate pre-colonial 
metal extractive technologies and the associated socio-
cultural processes,” he says. 

And it appears to be an approach that is working. He 
has turned up many revelatory findings in his research 
career, including the fact that not only were Southern 
Africans prospecting and mining  to extract metals to 
use locally long before the colonial era, but they were 
also exporting the knowledge to China and to countries 
on the Indian ocean.

Currently, dr Chirikure is investigating the contributions  
of metallurgy to early state formation and inter-
continental contact in Southern Africa. Using the Shona 
concept of rotational succession, where power moves 
between “houses” or brothers upon the death of 
the incumbent king or chief, he and his collaborators 
have argued that there were many centres, rather 
than one major capital, in the region. With a PerC 
Africa Knowledge grant, he has initiated a project at 
the archaeological site of Mapela in Zimbabwe, long 
believed to be a subsidiary within the grand state 
of Mapungubwe. The last archaeologist to work at 
Mapela was Peter Garlake in 1966. New excavations are 
indicating that Mapela was much bigger than previously 
thought. It has yielded thousands of glass beads, which 
suggests that it was a thriving trade centre. This work 
is a collaborative project with researchers from the UK, 
Botswana and Zimbabwe.

dr Chirikure has also just been awarded a National 
research Foundation (NrF) Blue Skies grant to study 
Great Zimbabwe, Mapungubwe and other related 
places to explore new models for, and evaluate the 
contribution of metals to, nascent urbanism in the 
region. In this work he will draw on the expertise 
of Professor Sue Parnell (African Centre for Cities) 
on African urban systems, while professors John 
Compton (Geological Sciences) and Mike Meadows 
(environmental and Geographical Science) will offer 
guidance on the contributions of climate change to 
state formation.

dr Chirikure came to UCT as a postdoctoral fellow in 
2007. He was enrolled into the emerging researcher 
Programme (erP) early in his academic career, working 
with the co-ordinator for the science, engineering 
and technology stream at the time, dr dianne Bond. 
For dr Bond, three things stand out as she recalls her 

encounters with dr Chirikure: her immediate sense 
that here was someone who was clearly going places, 
the fact that he availed himself of the opportunities 
provided by the erP for new staff members, and 
his constant gratitude for the tools, notably in the 
form of research-related information, that smoothed 
his path in developing a robust research profile. erP 
senior co-ordinator dr lyn Holness reflects: “It was 
with a great sense of pride that those of us working 
in the erP were able to welcome Shadreck as the 
2014 PerC Associate. Shadreck, you see, has done 
all the things we dream of for emerging researchers!”

Aside from being recognised in the Mail & Guardian 
list, dr Chirikure has been awarded a Mandela Mellon 
Fellowship, enabling him to spend time  at Harvard 
University, and was invited by Cambridge University 
Press to write a book on his research. He also sits on the 
editorial boards of three journals, is a founding member 
of the South African young Academy of Science and 
received a prestigious P-rating from the NrF in 2012.

Apparently, dr Chirikure was once so shy he was 
afraid to look his lecturers in  the eye. Now he is 
an outspoken campaigner for African research. In 
his capacity as PerC Associate, he supports PerC’s 
work to develop the research careers of mid-career 
academic staff at UCT, specifically encouraging the 
development of research initiatives that reflect the 
university’s location in Africa and in a more broadly 
developing context. In May 2013, he convened a 
round-table discussion on “Afropolitan research 
opportunities and Constraints: Creating knowledge 
for transforming and empowering Africa.” 

“Africa is promising in that there are so many 
avenues that can be explored, thereby transforming 
the continent into a competitive global knowledge 
producer,” he says. Dr Shadreck Chirikure.

THe MoST IMPorTANT 
CHAlleNGe IN THIS reSeArCH 

IS THAT SoMe oF THe 
doMINANT FrAMeWorKS 

Were CoNSTrUCTed USING 
NoN-AFrICAN eXPerIeNCeS 
ANd Were INCorPorATed 
loCAlly WITHoUT MUCH 

ModIFICATIoN.

The site of the Kingdom of Mapungubwe, a pre-colonial state in Southern Africa, which is now a World 
Heritage Site.
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February in the 
cederberg
one of South Africa’s most iconic climbers has directed 
his passions at researching the Cederberg’s iconic 
trees. edmund February, associate professor in the 
department of Biological Sciences at the University of 
Cape Town, has turned his attentions to the endangered 
cedar tree, the only tree species growing among fynbos 
and endemic to the Cederberg mountains.

Associate Professor February grew up in Cape Town. 
Classified as coloured, he was denied access to many 
facilities in the city, but not to the mountains or the 
public parks, and from an early age, he spent hours 
exploring Table Mountain. one thing led to another, 
from the hikes on Table Mountain he soon progressed 

to a more vertical world. While some of his friends 
were being pulled towards joining the gangs that 
have become a powerful social feature of the Cape 
Flats, he and his brother were developing their rock-
climbing ability.

It wasn’t long before his abilities on the rock face became 
evident and he embarked on a semi-professional life as 
a climber. He was invited to participate in first ascents 
of vertical rock spires in many parts of Africa, from 
Namibia through Cameroon and Mali to Kenya. He has 
also climbed extensively in North America, Africa and 
europe and worked on two climbing films for the BBC: 
one in the Cederberg and the other in Scotland.

Parallel to Associate Professor February’s passion for 
climbing, he began to develop an interest in plants. 
Spending much of his time outdoors in the Western 
Cape, which is renowned for its unique and diverse 

fynbos flora, he became interested in the ecological 
diversity confronting him. Among his favourite local 
climbing spots are the Cederberg mountains, located 
in a provincial reserve just 200 km north of Cape 
Town. From the very first trips to the Cederberg 
some 40 years ago, Associate Professor February was 
fascinated by the iconic Cederberg-namesake, the 
Clanwilliam cedar (Widdringtonia cedarbergensis). 
The Cederberg Wilderness area was declared a 
provincial reserve in 1972 with the express purpose 
of protecting the trees. 

despite this protection, these trees are listed as an 
endangered species, threatened with extinction if 
the causal factors for its decline continue to operate. 
Another Widdringtonia species, the Mulanje cedar 
(Widdringtonia whyteii ), which is the national tree 
of Malawi, is also threatened with extinction in the 
wild. like the Clanwilliam cedar, the Mulanje cedar is 
endemic to a small mountain range, Mount Mulanje, 
about 150 km from Blantyre. The Mulanje cedar is 
much bigger than its South African cousin and the 
biggest danger it faces is from woodcutters.

In 2012, Associate Professor February was awarded 
a PerC grant for a comparative study of the South 
African and Malawian cedars, teaming up with 
colleagues from South Africa and Malawi, from within 
academia and outside it.

The project has two aims. The first is to establish the 
viability of current sapling initiatives by examining the 
health of seed stocks and their ability to regenerate: 
it is estimated that fewer than one in 1 000 seedlings 
will mature into a seed-producing tree. 

The second feature is to explore the relationship 
between the trees and surrounding human 
populations. In both South Africa and Malawi, 
the tree is an important economic asset. In the 
Cederberg, it has been used to attract tourists, who 
provide labour and entrepreneurial opportunities to 
local communities. In Malawi, its wood is central to 
local economies because it is resistant to weather, 
rot and termite damage, and is therefore favoured 
for construction. While the tree faces different 
challenges in the two countries, it is important to 
attend to both the botanical and social dimensions of 
its place in Africa’s mountains.

Associate Professor February wants to ensure that the 
next generation of climbers will be able to appreciate 
the beauty of the African cedars and he hopes that 
his project will bring hope to local communities, while 
at the same time safe-guarding these beautiful trees.

oNe oF SoUTH AFrICA’S 
MoST ICoNIC ClIMBerS 

HAS dIreCTed HIS PASSIoNS 
AT reSeArCHING THe 

CederBerG’S ICoNIC TreeS.

Left: Associate Professor Ed February climbing 
Mount Arapiles. Above: the Clanwilliam cedar.

Below: the Mulanje cedar.
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A voice against violence 

In december 2013, the United Nations Children’s Fund 
(UNICeF) contracted SaVI to co-ordinate a research 
project on violence against women and children in 
South Africa. Based at UCT, this programme is run in 
partnership with the Children’s Institute and draws 
on expertise from researchers in the department of 
Sociology, department of Psychology, division of 
Nursing and Midwifery, and the Gender, Health and 
Justice research Unit, as well as the Human Sciences 
research Council (HSrC). The findings of the project 
will generate evidence-based analysis, modelling and 
recommendations on issues related to violence against 
women and children in South Africa, including its 
reduction and prevention.

In related work, SaVI has also commissioned Associate 
Professor Sinegugu duma of the division of Nursing 

and Midwifery, with supervisory support from Professor 
Naeema Abrahams of the Medical research Council 
(MrC), to undertake a survey of attitudes towards 
sexual violence in its own backyard – in UCT residences. 
Focus-group research with the incoming (2014) house 
committees of UCT residences has been undertaken 
and the research project will be completed in 2014.

yoUNG, HIGH ANd dANGeroUS

While children are often on the receiving end of 
violence in South Africa, the rise of youth gangs in 
Cape Town means that they are now frequently also 
perpetrators of violence.

The Western Cape Government’s Integrated Provincial 
Violence Prevention Policy Framework (2013) prioritises 
the reduction of youth violence and describes 
gangsterism as something that is “endemic in the 
province and increasingly affects young people at 
school-going level”. despite this, research on gangs and 
gang violence is underdeveloped in South Africa.

In May 2014, SaVI published its first volume of essays 
on safety and violence, focusing on youth gangs and 
violence in Khayelitsha, entitled Young, High and 
Dangerous: Youth gangs and violence in Khayelitsha. 
This is among the first formal research projects into 
the emerging phenomenon of gangs in this area, one 
of the fastest-growing townships in South Africa, with 
a mixture of formal and informal housing and high 
levels of poverty and unemployment. 

The SaVI study suggested that gangsterism is indeed 
pervasive in Khayelitsha, where loosely structured 
gangs of adolescents now regularly and openly engage 
in mass armed combat with each other. It disrupts 
schooling and undermines community cohesion, and its 
containment is beyond the techniques of conventional 
policing. The research will feed into the dialogue 
around developing a suitable response to this crisis at 
policy level.

SUBSTANCe ABUSe ANd VIoleNCe

SaVI research is also making a notable contribution 
to the policy debate on the issue of substance abuse 
and violence through a series of research projects 
on the relationship between violence and substance 
abuse in Cape Town in 2013. one of the projects, led 
by the department of Surgery, investigated substance 
abuse in injured patients presenting to the Groote 
Schuur Hospital Trauma Centre over a two-month 
period. Another project, directed by the department 
of Psychiatry and Mental Health, tested an intervention 

for substance users attending trauma clinics in the 
Western Cape. 

In early 2013, SaVI and the Centre for Social Science 
research (CSSr) hosted a workshop to interrogate 
the link between alcohol and violence in South Africa: 
it included medical researchers, who know about 
violence because injured patients arrive at clinics (and 
bodies arrive at mortuaries); social scientists, who 
often encounter drinking while studying violence, or 
vice versa; and practitioners, who are trying to effect 
successful interventions to reduce violence through 
addressing drinking. The workshop was the first step in 
a process to harness research for a better understanding 
of the link between alcohol and violence. 

INFlUeNCING THe FUTUre 

“SaVI has a clear social-responsiveness objective, 
constructively engaging with both government 
and civil-society organisations, and adopts an 
interdisciplinary approach with a view to undertaking 
transdisciplinary work on violence reduction and 
safety promotion,” says Guy lamb, who was 
appointed as director of SaVi in late 2012. 

“UCT academics and students can contribute to 
filling the knowledge gaps on violence, and try to 
provide some answers to the complex questions 
about this phenomenon. This knowledge has 
the potential to shift policy and legislation when 
required. Also, where there is interest or are requests 
from civil society organisations and communities 
affected by violence, such knowledge can be used to 
shape and implement violence prevention strategies 
and programmes. Universities are the training 
grounds for many future leaders in government, the 
private sector and non-governmental organisations. 
A comprehensive programme on understanding 
and responding to violence can influence strategic 
thinking in the future.”

SaVI is one of the key institution-wide initiatives introduced 
by the Vice-Chancellor to address critical social problems, 
part of UCT’s strategic goal to expand and enhance the 
university’s contribution to South Africa’s development 
challenges. These are intended to be interdisciplinary, 
drawing on and integrating skills and knowledge across 
the university, so that they can attempt to answer the 
complexity of each of these challenges. The African 
Climate and development Initiative (ACdI) and the Poverty 
and Inequality Initiative (PII) are covered elsewhere in this 
report (see particularly p74 and p86).

South Africa is one of the most violent African 
countries not currently in a state of war. In 2013, it 
was ranked 121 out of 162 countries on the Global 
Peace Index, having slipped 27 places since 2008. 

The Safety and Violence Initiative (SaVI) at UCT continues 
to draw attention to the need to address these high 
levels of crime and violence. established in 2011 as one 
of four key institution-wide strategic research initiatives 
to address critical social challenges, SaVI is mobilising 
research, both inside UCT and beyond, into the causes 
of violent crime and its possible solutions. 

SaVI has a very active calendar and hosts regular 
events to facilitate debate and discussion on these 
issues. In February 2013, it also contributed to the 
organisation of a successful and memorable march 
on campus precipitated by the murders of Anene 
Booysen and reeva Steenkamp, where staff and 
students rallied to protest against the unacceptably 
high levels of violence against women.

VIoleNCe AGAINST WoMeN 

ANd CHIldreN

While no sector of the South African population 
remains unaffected by violence, children and women 
have experienced disproportionately high levels of 
violence, both as observers and victims, compared to 
those in other countries with available data.

The handsign of the 28s prison gang. Image: Don Pinnock.

Guy Lamb.
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From Asthma to Aeronautics: 
the 2013/14 nstf-bhp billiton awards
 

Three academics from the University of Cape 
Town were honoured at the 16th Annual 
National Science and Technology Forum (NSTF)-
BHP Billiton Awards for their contributions to 
the fields of science, engineering, technology 
and innovation in South Africa. Eight other UCT 
academics were among the 56 finalists for the 
prestigious awards.
 
emeritus Professor eric Bateman, director and founder 
of the UCT lung Institute, department of Medicine, 
received the accolade for an individual who has made 
an excellent contribution to science, engineering and 
technology over a lifetime. Professor Keertan dheda, 
Head of the division of Pulmonology, department 
of Medicine, was recognised for his exceptional 
contribution to the fields of science, engineering and 
technology through research and its outputs over the 
last five to 10 years. The third award went to Professor 
Arnaud Malan at the department of Mechanical 
engineering for his outstanding contribution to science, 

for Asthma (GINA), he was convener and lead author 
of a major revision of the GINA asthma report in 2006 
and has been instrumental in establishing asthma as 
a global health priority. He established the UCT lung 
Institute in 2000 and was a founding executive member 
of the World Health organisation (WHo) Global Alliance 
against Chronic respiratory diseases.

At the same time, he has worked on improving 
methods of delivering primary care in low- and 
middle-income countries where asthma, as the most 
common chronic disease in children, places a huge 
burden on the poor. He has also played a significant 
role in developing methods for helping health workers 
in primary care facilities to deliver quality care for 
common chronic and infectious diseases. “The public 
health clinician is more than just a good doctor,” 
says Professor Bateman. “He or she is someone who 
accepts the responsibility for taking their skills into 
the community.”

TArGeTING drUG-reSISTANT TB

Professor dheda is known for his seminal 
contributions to understanding the pathogenesis, 
diagnosis, management and control of drug-resistant 
TB in South Africa and is a recipient of a plethora of 
awards, including the South African Medical research 
Council Gold Award in 2013 and the prestigious Harry 
oppenheimer Fellowship Award in 2014.

His innovation is evident in much of his work: he 
recently led a team that published their findings in The 
Lancet, showing that placing new rapid TB diagnostic 
technology (Gene Xpert) in a clinic was feasible when 
testing is performed by a nurse. This approach has 
led to rapid diagnosis of drug-resistant TB, with more 
patients being placed on treatment.

It is in tackling these untreatable strains of drug-
resistant TB (dr-TB) that Professor dheda’s persistence 
is most needed. Where previously dr-TB developed 
mainly in patients who had failed to complete their 
antibiotic treatment, 80% of it is now spread directly 
from person to person. In South Africa, patients with 
dr-TB have poor outcomes in 50 to 75% of cases, 
and despite comprising less than 3% of the total TB 
burden, consume almost half of the annual total TB 
management budget. Identifying the patients most 
likely to spread dr-TB means that infection control 
could be targeted more effectively. “only 10 to 20% of 
patients with dr-TB are responsible for the majority of 
transmission,” says dheda. “These individuals are ideal 
candidates for targeted infection control interventions 
to render them rapidly non-infectious.”

reACHING NeW HeIGHTS

Professor Arnaud Malan in the department of 
Mechanical engineering first conceived the idea 
behind elemental, a next-generation computational 
fluid dynamics (CFd) software tool, 15 years ago 
when he was still a wet-behind-the-ears engineering 
student. Today, this innovative and sophisticated 
analysis technique that uses mathematical models 
and equations, enabling scientists to study the 
dynamics of fluid flow through a 3d computer 
model, is generating significant income from 
annual licensing fees, and has already resulted in 
a successful UCT spin-out company: elemental 
Numerics (Pty) ltd.

The software has diverse applications, from 
aircraft design to heart valves and industrial fans, 
and has attracted research contracts worth over  
r8 million from europe. This includes a r2.5-million 
agreement between the Faculty of engineering 
& the Built environment and top european space 
technology company, Airbus defence and Space, for 
groundbreaking use in the modelling and design of 
space applications such as rockets and satellites. It is 
set to propel South Africa into the high-tech world 
of international space technology and has profound 
implications for the country’s economy, business 
and science. 

The global commercial CFd software market, currently 
generating more than r5.6 billion annually, is one 
of the fastest-growing fields in engineering today 
and elemental has allowed South Africa to play in 
this league. According to Professor Malan: “The best 
commercial software in the world has been found to be 
limited. That is why they’re looking to us.”

engineering and technology through research leading 
to innovation in a corporate organisation or institution. 
 
Professor danie Visser, deputy Vice-Chancellor for 
research, says these awards demonstrate that UCT’s 
research is in good shape. “on the one hand, Professor 
Bateman’s award celebrates a scientist who has spent a 
lifetime promoting lung health and who is still at it at 
66 as an A-rated scientist and director of the UCT lung 
Institute. on the other hand, Professor dheda’s award 
recognises the vanguard of the next generation, by 
acknowledging his influential work in understanding the 
transmission and control of TB. The award to Professor 
Malan, as leader of the team that developed the elemental 
software, also celebrates a brilliant young researcher and 
underlines the importance of innovation.”

The NSTF-BHP Billiton Awards are a flagship project 
of the NSTF, which is the largest and most prominent 
multi-stakeholder non-profit forum for science, 
engineering and technology in South Africa. The 
awards are endorsed by the department of Science 
and Technology and recognise both pure and applied 
research, as well as research development that leads to 
product and process innovation.
 

A lIFeloNG CoMMITMeNT To 

TACKlING lUNG dISeASe

emeritus Professor Bateman is still spoken about as 
“the man who changed the way we treat asthma” after 
leading one of the biggest studies into asthma treatment 
of its time, and publishing a paper that changed 
international guidelines and goals around treatment. As 
chair of the Science Committee of the Global Initiative 

eleMeNTAl IS SeT 
To ProPel SoUTH 
AFrICA INTo THe 

HIGH-TeCH World oF 
INTerNATIoNAl SPACe 

TeCHNoloGy. 
Professor Eric Bateman. Elemental plane wing simulation.



UCT scholars are dedicated to preserving – and unearthing – 

untold stories of African heritage, particularly from marginalised 

or suppressed communities. Through the often politically 

charged channels of archiving and curating, a tradition of 

scholarly excellence and a contribution to the healing of South 

Africa’s often fragmented history continues. 
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As the trend of globalisation continues, scholars 
the world over are raising all-important 
questions of identity, independence and power 
dynamics. Within this movement, the African 
continent is reconstructing its identity and 
position in the world, and it is important that 
this process takes place within a discourse of 
empowerment and cohesion.

Global economic forces continue to have an impact on 
the African continent, which causes some scholars to 
raise concerns that this is a threat to African identity, 
referring to globalisation as a form of neo-colonialism 
that forces Africans to become nameless actors on 
the world stage. Other scholars are more optimistic, 
moving beyond Afro-pessimism to position Africa on 
the world stage as a unique power, finally harnessing 
its resources for its own empowerment. Either way, 
one thing is clear: during this time of rapid development, 
it is essential that Africans are empowered to shape 
their own identity and tell their own stories. 

The idea that narrative shapes identity is not new. 
Without narrative, it is difficult to understand human 
temporality and historicity at all. It is therefore critical 
that, in the formation of narratives across the African 
continent, the heritage of its people is, first, preserved 
and not destroyed, and second, preserved in its own 
context, rather than reframed through a Western gaze. 

For South Africa, there is also a further need for 
narrative, and that is its healing function. As the 
country’s democracy matures and it recovers from 
its splintered past, narrative can play a powerful part 
in the healing of trauma. Giving voice to the various 
histories of the country and continent is therefore a 
critical part of this process of respect, growth and 
healing. It is to this end that UCT researchers have 
dedicated their time and resources to preserving 
African heritage, specifically preserving it as closely 
and respectfully as possible to its original context. 

EmbrACInG ThE pOlITICAl

In 2013, an attack on the Ahmed baba Centre library 
in Timbuktu, mali, highlighted the politically charged 
nature of preserving – or destroying – heritage pieces. 
Dr Shamil Jeppie, team leader of the Timbouctou 
manuscripts project, described the attack as “crude” 

and pointed out the need to develop “consciousness 
and awareness” of how to care for this kind of ancient 
artefact on the African continent. 

The documents destroyed at the time included Qur’ans 
that possibly dated back as far as the 14th century, 
and other valuable manuscripts that were being 
digitised at the time by UCT scholars to form a multi-
volume catalogue. “The rebels were very destructive 
of a tradition of learning that goes back centuries,”  
Dr Jeppie said, pointing out the need for these texts to 
be kept in a “living environment” to protect them from 
neglect which, he added, could be nearly as destructive 
as actively destroying them. highlighted in this example 
is the idea that the preservation of these manuscripts 
is necessarily a political act – one continuing UCT’s 
tradition of activism and the importance of the work 
done by UCT and other scholars in protecting the 
manuscripts. As pointed out by Jeppie at the time, the 
research was not nearly as badly affected as it might 
have been, given that the new library archive had 
already been completed in 2009 and the move was in 
progress at the time of the attack. And apart from this 
good timing, scholars rallied together to protect the 
learning that was at stake.

As has long been the case in Timbuktu, researchers 
and librarians ultimately become the custodians of 
knowledge at times of political threat. According 
to the Global Post’s report on these unlikely heroes 
of the rebel invasion: “Each time foreign invaders 
threaten Timbuktu – whether a moroccan army in the 
16th century, European explorers in the 18th, French 
colonialists in the 19th or Al Qaeda militants in the 
21st – the manuscripts disappear beneath mud floors, 
into cupboards, boxes, sacks and secret rooms, into 
caves in the desert or upriver to the safety of mopti or 
bamako, mali’s capital.”

Dr Jeppie explained: “The custodians of the libraries 
worked quietly throughout the rebel occupation of 
Timbuktu to ensure the safety of their materials. A 
limited number of items [were] damaged or stolen, 
the infrastructure neglected and furnishings in the 
Ahmad baba Institute library looted but … there was 
no malicious destruction.” 

Dr Jeppie is the Director of the Institute of humanities in 
Africa (hUmA), and brought the Timbouctou manuscripts 
project to that institute from the Department of history, 
where it had flourished for many years. 

Preserving Africa’s past 
to build a continent’s future

Mixing it up
It’s something that many South Africans might be 
familiar with, but Emeritus professor Kay mcCormick 
has shed new light on the finer points of language-
mixing in oral and written communication.

professor mcCormick was the keynote speaker at 
the second instalment of the Spring Seminar Series 
held in 2013, which was hosted by The Institute for 
humanities in Africa (hUmA) and celebrated 30 
years since linguistics (now part of AXl, the School 
of African and Gender Studies, Anthropology and 
linguistics) was established. 

language mixing is essentially the use of two or more 
languages in a single communiqué, from a single 
sentence to an extended stanza. “Is it conscious? 
Sometimes, yes. Sometimes it is absolutely not 
conscious,” professor mcCormick said. “Does it 
occur only in spoken languages? no.”

professor mcCormick played recordings of conversations 
she held with pre-school children in Chapel Street, 
District Six, in the 1980s (in the part that was not 
destroyed by forced removals), pointing out how 
the youngsters wove English and Afrikaans together 
seamlessly. Such language switching that occurs 

naturally, in spoken and written communication, shows 
that both the language and the speakers are flexible 
and fluid, and that the speakers are able to mentally 
reconcile both, said professor mcCormick.

language as a marker of social identity was also key 
to informing when and who spoke, and in which 
way. From the switch between pre-meeting chatter 
and speaking to a peer, to addressing a figure of 
perceived authority, she explained that the more 
formal the setting, the less likely people were to 
speak in a mixed vernacular. “power and status are 
also really important,” she said, adding that South 
Africa’s national anthem is a prime example of 
language switching in the new South Africa.

Emeritus Professor Kay McCormick.
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Timbuktu was a great centre of learning and was 
famous in West Africa and far beyond, from the 13th 
to the 20th centuries. local scholars and their students 
recorded their scholarship in a number of diverse 
areas in handwritten texts. Unesco declared Timbuktu 
a World heritage Site in 1990. A selection of legal 
texts (initially 100 manuscripts of varying size) was 
digitised at the mamma haidara library in Timbuktu 
in January 2004. Another 60 manuscripts from the 
Ahmed baba collection were subsequently also 
digitised for research by the project. Some of these 
digitised texts have since been translated into English 
and studied further, serving as a basis for research, 
including doctoral and master’s thesis work. The 
scope of the project continues to broaden to include 
writing cultures from other parts of Africa, namely 
collections from mozambique and madagascar (in 
Arabic and malagasy), as well as Zanzibar (Arabic and 
Swahili) and Somalia. There is also a great deal of 
Coptic Christian writing from Ethiopia in Amharic, 
and there are texts written in Arabic and Amharic in 
archives in Addis Ababa. 

hUmA, meanwhile, continues to foster critical 
research and seeks to bring the fruits of that research 
into the public arena for debate, to make it accessible 

to the public. The humanities are vital to the creative 
and critical energies of societies in the throes of 
profound change. hUmA fosters interdisciplinary 
study through the humanities as a whole, stimulating 
debate and fostering growth in the broader 
community outside UCT. 

ThE STrUGGlE AGAInST FOrGETTInG

milan Kundera writes in The Book of Laughter and 
Forgetting, “The struggle of man against power is the 
struggle of memory against forgetting.” 

he adds, “The future is only an indifferent void that 
nobody cares about, but the past is filled with life, and 
its countenance is irritating, repellent, wounding, to 
the point that we destroy or repaint it. We want to be 
the masters of the future only for the power to change 
the past. We fight for access to the labs where we can 
retouch photos and rewrite biographies and history.” 

When it comes to the histories of traditionally 
marginalised people, the process that UCT is busy with 
is therefore one of empowerment, and it is a critical one 
– especially in the case of people whose languages and 
cultures are dying out or whose stories have never been 

told. here, the preservation of the memory of the past 
in the voices of the people themselves – and ensuring 
that the narratives are not overwritten by the scholars 
and academics, and are instead preserved respectfully 
and intact – becomes vital.

One such project is ongoing at the Centre for Curating 
the Archive (CCA). It began life as llArEC (the lucy 
lloyd Archive, resource and Exhibition Centre) in the 
late 1990s as a space in which material – original 
and reproduced, created and found – was collected 
from a variety of archives, museums, collections, 
storerooms, offices and junk heaps and used creatively 
in exhibitions curated by artist-staff at the michaelis 
School of Fine Art. It is now an interdisciplinary space 
with links to various UCT departments and projects, 
such as professor Carolyn hamilton’s Archive and 
public Culture initiative. The CCA is also concerned 
with the expanded archive relating to the study and 
representation of the San, particularly the |xam, from 
the early 19th century. This focus has sought to expose 
the rich intellectual lives of the San, most often 
represented as a people without history and as a part 
of “nature”, by reaching into the pre-colonial archive 

through the bleek and lloyd collection of |xam and 
!kun texts, as well as other sources of storytelling, 
and through an examination of rock art. In the past, 
several significant publications have emerged from 
this focus, not least the publication of the 14 000 
pages of 19th-century interviews with |xam prisoners 
in Claim to the Country (Skotnes, 2007) and the 
George Stow collection in Unconquerable Spirit 
(Skotnes, 2008). 

Significant ongoing research projects include extensive 
studies relating to archaeological material, as well as 
the continuing digitisation and study of documents 
relating to the expanded bleek and lloyd archive, 
and the |xam dictionary, plus documents relating to 
the Special Mission of louis Anthing. Anthing, in the 
1860s, recorded interviews with San (|xam) survivors 
of massacres perpetrated by farmers on the colonial 
borders of the Cape Colony, and is therefore a vital 
source of this marginalised historical narrative.

A further important project includes fieldwork and 
interviews with descendants in the northern Cape who, 
though the |xam language is extinct, still retain a lively 
and previously unrecorded oral tradition that bears 
many similarities to stories told in the 1860s and 1870s.

“There is a huge archival repository that resides, so 
to speak, in the landscape and communities of the 
northern Cape, where the death of the language of 
the |xam was thought to have resulted in the death 
of oral traditions,” says pippa Skotnes, professor 
of fine art and director of the Centre for Curating 
the Archive. “not only do these appear to be alive 
– while not in |xam, but in Afrikaans – but there 
are also significant sites in the landscape where 
people lived and died that could well be identified 
and exposed along with their associated histories. A 
postdoctoral fellow at the CCA began work in this 
area, and we hope soon to identify a new postdoc 
to continue this work.”

Repeat photograph of landscapes (Botany Department, 
Plant Conservation Unit), an emerging discipline within 
the global change research community to document 
the extent and rate of change in the vegetation of 
southern Africa. The images are now part of the 
growing UCT digital archive.

Diagram detail of an urn in the north garden of Vergelegen Estate from the Ian Ford Archive in the School of 
Architecture. After graduating with a B Arch from UCT, Ian Ford studied landscape architecture at Edinburgh 
University. His design work includes several highly significant South African heritage sites including Groot Constantia, 
Steenberg and Vergelegen.

ThE ChAllEnGE OF 
CUrATOrShIp AnD 

ArChIvInG rEmAInS TO 
EmpOWEr ThE STOryTEllErS 

TO nArrATE, AS FAr AS 
pOSSIblE, ThEIr OWn 

hISTOrIES AnD COnTEXTS.
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on associated events and practices. The objects 
themselves are of interest, as are the evidentiary 
traces of the past.” 

The CCA has recently received a substantial grant 
from the mellon Foundation, which will be used to 
develop a programme in curatorship in partnership 
with Iziko museums, and is intended to encourage 
students to think of new ways to expose archival 
heritage. “There is much to be done in the areas of 
conservation, but also the reimagining of how we 
expose the things that survive from our past,” says 
professor Skotnes.

CElEbrATInG DIvErSITy

The work of the Centre for African language Diversity 
(CAlDi) is closely related to the work of the CCA. 
Its director, Dr matthias brenzinger, drives a custom-
decorated car marked like an emergency vehicle 
designed to save languages in danger of dying. It’s an 
appropriate message, as thousands of languages are 
endangered and more than 100 African languages 
are on the verge of extinction. 

launched in november 2012, CAlDi encourages and 
supports primary research into African languages. Its 
main aim is to foster the study and documentation 
of African languages and therefore to promote and 
actively support sustainable linguistic diversity on the 
African continent. 

In addition to heading up CAlDi, Dr brenzinger 
also holds the AW mellon research Chair in African 
language Diversity, is head of linguistics in AXl, and 
curator of the African language Archive (TAlA). he 
is passionate about the positive role language plays 
in the preservation of heritage and the understanding 
of history. 

rESEArCh On AFrICAn 
lAnGUAGES hAS bEEn 

DOmInATED by FOrEIGn 
mISSIOnAry lInGUISTS AnD 

nOn-AFrICAn SChOlArS WhO 
DESCrIbED AnD STAnDArDISED 

AFrICAn lAnGUAGES.

Above: N||ng language poster. Below: an archive photo 
of Ernst Westphal, professor of African languages at 
UCT from 1962 to 1984.In terms of constructing a narrative, the challenge of 

curatorship and archiving remains to empower the 
storytellers to narrate, as far as possible, their own 
histories and contexts. professor Skotnes explains, 
“There is a huge repository of archival material in 
the form of documents, photographs and object 
collections in our museums, library and archives, but 
also in university collections – loosely gathered in 
departments, offices and laboratories.”

much of this material can be stored digitally, and 
the humanitec initiative, a successful partnership 
between the Faculty of humanities and UCT libraries 
that is funded by the vice-Chancellor’s strategic 
fund for five years (2011 to 2015), is bringing into 
being an institution-wide digital repository for this 
purpose. Working in collaboration with Information 
and Communication Technology Services (ICTS), the 
initiative is intended to unify the multiplicity of digital 
activity around the university by providing a scaleable 
location where material can be stored and managed. 

“Such material has the potential to say much about 
our mutual and separate histories, but it needs 
recognition, conservation and publication in two 
forms: one the normal scholarly publication, but 
also curatorship – the process by which objects 
and documents are brought together, to shed light 

Above: An image of the Alfred Basin, Cape Town harbour, from the Cape Argus image archive, an extensive archive 
of about 850,000 images, now housed at UCT, which spans a period from about 1940 to 2000. The archive is 
housed and managed by UCT Special Collections. Below left: a 1922 illustration of Drosanthemum speciosum 
by Mary Page in the Bolus Herbarium, and right: a rattle and gourd resonator on an nkoka, a musical bow from 
Mozambique from the Kirby Collection of Musical Instruments: South African College of Music.
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The study of African languages is an academic discipline 
that was developed and established in Europe.  
Dr brenzinger says that, until today, research on African 
languages has been dominated by foreign missionary 
linguists and non-African scholars who came to the 
continent and analysed, described and standardised 
its languages. “CAlDi’s mission is to transform the 
study of African languages into African linguistics, ie 
the study of African languages by African scholars on 
the African continent. For that reason, the training of 
African linguists is of utmost importance,” he says.

CAlDi trains graduate students and young scholars 
from various parts of the African continent. This capacity 
building is urgently needed, especially in South Africa. 
According to Dr brenzinger, “The language policy of 
the new South Africa is among the best in the world 
with regard to the recognition of language diversity,” 
he says. The country has 11 official languages, a unique 
and truly democratic choice by the post-apartheid 
government when you consider that in Africa 100 
languages are spoken by just over one million people. 
“but the implementation of this language policy is not 
really happening, because of the lack of local expertise. 
That’s why it is so important to have African linguists 
trained on the continent,” says Dr brenzinger.

CAlDi members are from a wide range of countries: 
England, Germany, malawi, Cameroon, botswana, 
Ghana and Kenya, and the group hopes to inspire 
students in linguistics courses at UCT to study African 
linguistics. There is still the idea that English is a “better” 
language, and often little respect for and appreciation 
of African languages is given, even among native 
speakers, says Dr brenzinger. 

English is the world’s most widely used language, with 
1.8 billion users worldwide according to Wikipedia, but 
language diversity is crucial to building a healthy society. 
“If you lose your language you cannot talk to God or 

your ancestors,” he says, quoting a mohawk elder he 
met at a conference of the First nation Educational 
Council in Canada some years ago. Among the First 
nation people of Canada, there is a correlation between 
nations that have lost their languages and higher rates 
of suicides. “In a global world, grounding in local 
cultures becomes increasingly important, especially for 
marginalised communities. language plays a significant 
role in that,” says Dr brenzinger.

however, despite the urgency, he believes that 
linguists can’t save languages. “The individual 
speakers decide which languages they teach to their 
children. And since peers are crucial for language 
acquisition, language communities, or at least 
networks of speakers, need to be maintained in 
order to allow languages to remain a vital medium 
of communication. linguists, however, do have 
important roles to play in community language 
maintenance efforts, ie in developing practical 
orthographies for oral languages, in supporting the 
production of teaching and learning materials, and in 
documenting and archiving language data,” he says.

To this end, CAlDi is working on numerous projects 
focusing on language documentation. In november 
2013, it hosted an international conference, celebrating 
the pioneer linguist Ernst Westphal, professor of African 
languages at UCT from 1962 to 1984. A humanitec 
grant enabled the digitising and archiving of Westphal’s 
audio tapes. between the 1960s and 1980s, he recorded 
speakers of African languages, several of which are 
no longer spoken today, such as ||Xegwi and Kwadi, 
both non-bantu click languages that were spoken in 
South Africa and Southern Angola respectively. Other 
languages captured are still spoken, such as Ts’ixa, 
with roughly 170 speakers in mababe, a small village 
in the east of the Okavango Delta in botswana. In 
1964, Westphal interviewed the chief of mababe, and 
returning this material to these speakers was highly 
appreciated – especially by his children. preserving and 
returning such archived material is one of the objectives 
of CAlDi. There are corresponding texts, too, which 
make the entire collection an invaluable resource for 
scholars of linguistics.

A further educational project, managed by CAlDi 
postdoctoral fellow Dr Sheena Shah, is that of the last 
n||ng speakers – the CAlDi n||ng language project. 
n||ng – with its n|uu and ||’Au varieties – is the last closely 
related language to |Xam. |Xam features prominently in 
the motto of the coat of arms of post-apartheid South 
Africa, but became extinct about 100 years ago. n||ng 
is spoken by only five remaining elderly speakers. ||’Au, 
an eastern variety of n||ng, is spoken by hannie Koerant 
and Fytjie Sanna rooi in Olifantshoek. The western 
n||ng variety, n|uu, is better known and is spoken by 

IT’S An ApprOprIATE 
mESSAGE, AS ThOUSAnDS 

OF lAnGUAGES ArE 
EnDAnGErED AnD mOrE 

ThAn 100 AFrICAn 
lAnGUAGES ArE On ThE 
vErGE OF EXTInCTIOn.

Ouma Geelmeid, one of the last five speakers of N//ng, with her great grandchild Cleyve and granddaughter Claudia 
in Dr Matthias Brenzinger’s custom-decorated car marked like an emergency vehicle designed to save languages.

1.8 billion
which has over 

USERS WORLDWIDE
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three sisters named hanna Koper, Griet Seekoei and 
Katrina Esau. none of them use n||ng on a daily basis 
any more, communicating rather in Afrikaans, which is 
their mother tongue. 

Katrina Esau, better known as Ouma Geelmeid, has 
been the most proactive of the remaining speakers 
in preserving the language. For the past nine years, 
she and her granddaughter, Claudia du plessis, have 
been teaching n|uu to more than 30 children in 
the community. On 27 April 2014, she received the 
Order of the baobab in Silver for these language 
maintenance efforts. 

Since 2012, members of CAlDi have supported 
these community teaching efforts. Together with the 
speakers, they developed a practical n||ng orthography, 
which was launched at a community workshop in 
march 2014. Illustrated alphabet charts and other 
n||ng language posters with translations in English, 
Afrikaans and ‡Khomani nama are now being used in 
the community’s language maintenance activities.

Such efforts are vital, says Dr brenzinger, because oral 
traditions conveyed and preserved in African languages 
are often the only key to understanding the past. 
“languages spoken today allow for reconstructing 
migrations and other historical events. If we lose 
these languages, we lose an important source for 
understanding our history.” 

Given that one-third of the world’s languages are 
spoken in Africa, language on the continent is of 
outstanding importance, especially as there are so few 
written records. “language diversity is not a threat – it 
is a resource.”

InTErrOGATInG ThE ArChIvE

As professor njabulo S ndebele, former vice-
Chancellor of UCT and Andrew W mellon research 
Fellow with the Archive and public Culture (ApC), 
puts it, “There can be no transformation of the 
curriculum, or indeed of knowledge itself, without an 
interrogation of archive.” 

The Archive and public Culture research Initiative at UCT 
was established to grapple with critical questions about 
history, memory, identity and the public sphere in South 
Africa. Funded by the national research Foundation 
(nrF) and based in AXl, this five-year interdisciplinary 
research project brings together leading established 
and emerging scholars and researchers to explore 
the workings of the archive in contemporary culture. 
American historian, Joyce Appleby points out: “Scientists 
think that the disciplined practices of the laboratory – 
seeing through the microscope and telescope – bring 

them closer to reality, but they are simply privileging the 
discourse that they speak, the technologies of their own 
self-fashioning ... no reality can possibly transcend the 
discourse in which it is expressed.” It stands to reason, 
then, that an interdisciplinary approach is one with the 
greatest respect for knowledge or, at least, the greatest 
potential for exchange.

As part of this initiative, researchers engage with 
theoretical notions of archive and public culture, while 
also paying attention to the record. The project unites 
scholars from various disciplines – medicine, science, 
law and others – enhancing debate and transdisciplinary 

ThErE CAn bE nO 
TrAnSFOrmATIOn OF 
ThE CUrrICUlUm, Or 

InDEED OF KnOWlEDGE 
ITSElF, WIThOUT An 

InTErrOGATIOn  
OF ArChIvE.

discourse. Emerging researchers and students are 
exposed to established scholars and vice versa, for 
maximum exposure to new ideas. There is intensive 
postgraduate engagement, mentoring and support. 

The research initiative promotes a number of 
pedagogical innovations designed to build research 
capacity and to foster critical, independent enquiry. 
These include schooling students in relevant theory 
by encouraging a breadth of familiarity and depth of 
systematic engagement through careful reading of 
selected works, developing analytical skills, honing 
methodologies and driving processes of writing up and 
publishing research. Current projects undertaken by the 
initiative include regular research labs, which take place 
weekly and are open to all ApC associates and guests, 
as appropriate. Says professor Carolyn hamilton, who 
holds the DST/nrF SArChI Chair in Archive and public 
Culture: “The research labs offer a slot for a single piece 
of work in progress to receive … research development 
attention. Among other things, we are keen to use this 
as a supervision modelling occasion.” 

The initiative also hosts special events focused on work 
that is relevant to its field of enquiry, as well as bi-annual 
workshops that serve as a point of intellectual exchange 
between associates. “At each workshop, participants 
present their current work and engage in constructive 
debate. The workshops allow participants to become 
familiar with each other’s work as it develops over time 
and facilitate the production of papers and books for 
publication,” says professor hamilton. 

late in 2014, there will be the publication of the 
sixth volume of the James Stuart Archive, bringing to 
completion the first, and largest, phase of this publication 
project. During this time, the ApC will also celebrate 
the scholarly achievements of one of its most senior 
associates, professor John britten Wright, in whose 
honour a conference will be held in 2015 and whose 
research base continues to be the rock Art research 
Institute at the University of the Witwatersrand, as he 
works on long-standing research projects in the pre-
colonial history of the KwaZulu-natal region. 
 

TEllInG OUr OWn STOry

UCT remains a world-class destination for scholars and 
students alike, as it continues its proud tradition of 
carving out its history on the African continent – both 
as an academic institution and for the communities it 
serves. As South Africa continues to strive towards 
building its identity in a post-apartheid era, becoming 
empowered to tell its own story and take its place on 
the African continent, the scholars and students of UCT 
continue to work towards slowly, carefully, respectfully 
preserving each surviving part of that narrative.         

Above: Anglo-Zulu war memorial at Rorke’s Drift.
Left: Rock art in Nelspoort, South Africa.
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BIG DATA
rEVOLUTION

Big data, referring to large and complex data sets that are 

difficult to process using traditional computational hardware 

and software, is a popular term that has gained ground in the 

last decade. Researchers in many fields are now engaging in 

interdisciplinary collaborations across continents where the 

volume, velocity and variety of data exceed their capacity to 

extract information from it. UCT is taking the lead in creating 

the framework to allow African researchers to get to grips with 

big data and turn it into actionable knowledge.
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The modern world is experiencing a data 
deluge: “The data flow is so fast that the total 
accumulation of the past two years – a zeIabyte 
– dwarfs the prior record of human civilisation,” 
reports Harvard Magazine in March 2014. 

popularly known as big data, this surge of information 
is set to become as important to business and society 
as the Internet, providing people with everything 
from bad-weather warnings to plotting a route home. 
no-one is immune – least of all researchers, who 
now work with large data sets that cut across the 
disciplines, including astronomy, biology, engineering, 
maths, computer science, archival science, humanities, 
economics and finance. 

In 2001, Gartner, Inc, the world’s leading information 
and technology research and advisory company, 
defined big data as “high-volume, -velocity and -variety 
information assets that require cost-effective, innovative 
forms of information processing for enhanced insight 
and decision-making.” What this means, in a nutshell, 
is that the more data there is available, the bigger 
potential there is for more accurate analyses. And, with 

more accurate information available, decisions can be 
made with increasing confidence, while better decision-
making leads to greater efficiencies, cost reductions and 
reduced risks across societies. but this will only happen if 
the capacity exists to interpret the data correctly. Getting 
from data to knowledge is not a simple equation and the 
need to support data-intensive research at universities 
in such a way to manage this is acute. As professor 
russ Taylor, newly awarded joint UCT/University of the 
Western Cape (UWC) Square Kilometre Array (SKA) 
research Chair and big data champion, says, “Global 
research leadership requires that we have the capacity to 
extract information from big data.” 

Increasingly, researchers in several fields are battling to 
move data sets between collaborator sites, test various 
sets of parameters to optimise analysis of large data sets, 
and facilitate access to big-data sets by international 
research communities. In the last 12 months, UCT 
researchers have more than doubled their use of central 
high-performance computer (hpC) facilities for data-
intensive research. Demand for research storage is 
growing substantially each year, and specialist support 
and analysts are in constant demand.

The big picture  of big data
“Without the right support, UCT researchers risk 
diverting time and resources into the development and 
maintenance of potentially sub-standard or inefficient 
solutions or just generally taking much more time to 
do meaningful analysis,” says professor Danie visser, 
Deputy vice-Chancellor with responsibility for research 
at UCT. “There is increased potential for valuable data 
or intellectual property to be lost, stolen or corrupted 
and for significant interruptions to research activity. A 
centralised effort is needed to provide a mechanism 
for researchers to learn from one another and develop 
institutional best practice.”

It is partly for this reason that UCT has taken the lead 
in establishing an eresearch Centre (see p61). In line 
with moves at other leading international research 
institutions, the centre will provide integrated support 
across the university research lifecycle and will work 
in close collaboration with researchers facilitating 
the delivery of high-impact, locally relevant and 
internationally competitive research. One of its 
important roles will be in managing large data sets.

UCT has also been working with other South African 
institutions to see what support platforms they 
have in place and where there are opportunities for 
collaboration. The first eresearch Africa conference, 
hosted by the Association of South African University 
Directors of Information Technology (ASAUDIT), 
was held in October 2013, based on the Australasia 
eresearch conference model. A delegate was heard to 
remark, “This is the first time I have ever seen parallel 
academic and technical tracks at a conference.” Exactly 
what the conference organisers were hoping for.

The purpose of the conference was to bring together 
practitioners and researchers for a week to share ideas 
and exemplars on new information-centric research 
capabilities. eresearch is focused on how information 
and communications technologies help researchers to 
collect, manage, share, process, analyse, store, find 
and re-use information. The success of the event has 
led to a 2014 conference scheduled for november at 
UCT that should, judging by the speed of progress, be 
even bigger and better than the 2013 conference.

Above: A central cooling plant in Google’s data centre in Georgia, USA. Previous page: Professor Paul Bonnington in 
the Monash CAVE2TM, which is used to visualise big data. (CAVE2 is a trademark of the University of Illinois Board of 
Trustees). Image: Paul Jones, Coretext.

GlObAl rESEArCh 
lEADErShIp rEQUIrES ThAT 

WE hAvE ThE CApACITy 
TO EXTrACT InFOrmATIOn 

FrOm bIG DATA.

BIG DATA

THE future

Volume 
how to move large data sets 
and how to use analytics to 
create value from data.

Velocity 
Data is streaming in at unprecedented 
speed and must be dealt with in a 
timely manner. 

Variety 
Data comes in many formats.

Variability 
Data flows can be highly inconsistent, 
with periodic peaks and daily, seasonal 
and event-triggered peak data loads.

Complexity
It is still an undertaking to link, 
match, cleanse and transform data 
across systems.

Veracity
 It is hard to know which information is 
accurate and which is out of date. poor 
data quality costs the US economy 
$3,1 trillion each year. 
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“Some impacts of the project include the 
establishment of a bioinformatics centre at a 
university in Egypt, giving them space and facilities, 
as well as one in Tanzania. There are plans to build a 
bioinformatics centre from scratch in Ghana and we 
have already started training programmes there. In 
addition, through the network connections, one of 
our US partners wrote a successful grant proposal 
with a niger partner to do some collaborative work. 
When we were able to demonstrate what h3Africa 
is doing for bioinformatics in South Africa, as part 
of their ongoing commitment, the Department of 
Science and Technology provided money for local 
bioinformatics courses.”

A huge advantage of this – and one of the stated aims 
of the project – is that it enables African scientists 
to retain ownership of their data. “Training African 
scientists in bioinformatics means we can make sure 
that data stays on the continent, is analysed on the 
continent and published in Africa. What has been 
happening up to now is that researchers have been 
unable to handle the level and volume of research 
data, so they would source a collaborator outside 
Africa and that collaborator would get the material 
published,” says Associate professor mulder.

bioinformatics research has lower costs than wet-lab 
research (where chemicals, drugs or other material or 
biological matter are tested and analysed, requiring 
water, direct ventilation and specialised piped utilities). 
laboratories, and the need for consumables, can 
be largely replaced by a computer and an internet 
connection. This also makes bioinformatics particularly 
feasible in the African context, where it is easier to 
come by computers and connectivity than funding for 
sophisticated infrastructure. The challenge of greater 
internet connectivity is important and to some extent 
is already being addressed by groups working to build 
internet infrastructure, like Ubuntunet. Stand-alone 
devices are also in the offing, like the ebiokit, a mac-
based device that has everything a bioinformatician 
might need, including databases and tools for training 
and analysis.

Associate professor mulder says, “It is challenging to 
do biomedical research today without bioinformatics 
because so many researchers are generating big data. 
It is less common now to work on one gene at a time. 
The new trend is to work on thousands of genes at one 
time, so you have to have bioinformatics to manage 
the data. In order to answer genetics questions, it is 
becoming more important to generate big-data sets.” 

According to Associate professor mulder, the biggest 
challenge in big data for the biomedical field is the 
development of next-generation sequencing (nGS) 

technologies that enable massively parallel sequencing. 
It is much cheaper than traditional sequencing but it 
generates millions of short reads, which demand new 
analysis and storage challenges. With the falling cost 
of nGS, researchers have the option, for instance, 
of whole-genome sequencing rather than targeted 
sequencing. This means one can move towards 
hypothesis-generating rather than hypothesis-testing 
science, which has the potential to lead to novel 
discoveries. new algorithms are being developed to 
manage this data and for archiving, which makes this 
sort of research more feasible.

ThE FUnDAmEnTAl nATUrE OF ThInGS

Another discipline where big data is playing an 
increasingly important role is physics. Dr Andrew 
hamilton, a lecturer in the Department of physics at 
UCT and researcher in high-energy particle physics 
at the European Organisation for nuclear research 
(CErn), is engaged in one of the world’s most 
exciting projects – the large hadron Collider (lhC). 
The 27-kilometre lhC is the world’s largest particle 
accelerator, and it is one of the most important tools 
available to high-energy physicists in their goal of 
investigating the fundamental particles that make up 
the universe. The UCT-CErn research Centre is part of 
two of the experiments running at the lhC: the ATlAS 
experiment, which explores the fundamental particles 

bIOInFOrmATICS – A brAvE nEW WOrlD
One of the fields at the forefront of big data research 
at UCT is bioinformatics (the science of collecting, 
analysing and interpreting complex biological data), 
and one of the leading researchers in the field is 
nicola mulder, associate professor of bioinformatics 
and head of the Computational biology Group at 
the Institute of Infectious Disease and molecular 
medicine (IDm). Associate professor mulder is 
managing one of the largest grants at UCT, awarded 
by the US-based national Institutes of health (nIh) – 
a US$13-million grant over five years that is part of 
the human heredity and health in Africa (h3Africa) 
initiative, funded by the nIh and the Wellcome Trust. 
Its purpose is to set up a bioinformatics network to 
support h3Africa-funded research projects, which 
aim to identify the genetic bases for illnesses such 
as diabetes, rheumatic heart disease, cardiometabolic 
diseases, tuberculosis pharmacogenetics, kidney 
disease and strokes.

part of the h3Africa initiative involves the creation 
of biorepositories (places to keep samples). This 
bioinformatics infrastructure includes a staging area 
for all data and tools for analysis, and building capacity 
through training programmes, specialised courses and 
data-management workshops.

Associate professor mulder says: “h3Africa 
researchers will generate big-data sets – 500 terabytes 
at a minimum – and our network, h3Abionet, has 34 
partners: 32 universities and research institutions in 
15 African countries, along with two in the United 
States needed to build the infrastructure necessary 
to manage the data. At UCT we have a team of four 
technical posts and have set up a bioinformatics 
helpdesk for researchers to request support.”

The project allows Associate professor mulder’s team to 
develop tools, set up pipelines and provide advice about 
running an analysis, as well as to enable collaborations 
across research nodes. It also makes provision for 
internships, which allow h3Africa partners to sit and 
analyse their data with members of the network.

of the standard model of particle physics, and AlICE, 
which is aimed at understanding the quark–gluon 
plasma. The nature of its work means that the lhC has 
been grappling with the problem of big data sets for 
20 years. many of the particles it investigates (like the 
famous higgs boson) need to be created by colliding 
protons at speeds approaching the speed of light. 
because the particles are very rare, tens of millions of 
collision events are produced per second, which need 
to be captured and read by a detector. If researchers 
were to read out every single event, they would need 
around 40 terabytes per second, which is way beyond 
the confines of current technology; using high speed 
filtering, called triggers, researchers can get this down 
to hundreds of megabytes per second.
 
While this may already sound like a tall order, it is 
only part of the big data challenge faced by the 
lhC. In order to define expectations (so that they 
know what they expect to see), the entire detector is 
digitally simulated in excruciatingly fine detail, and a 
computer algorithm is written to simulate the billions 
of events that might produce a rare particle like the 
higgs boson. All of this data then needs to be stored.
 
Factor into this the collaborations involved (just one 
of the lhC’s seven experiments has 1 000 members 
belonging to 116 institutions, based in 33 countries), 
and the scale of the challenge is evident. 

 In OrDEr TO AnSWEr 
GEnETICS QUESTIOnS, 
IT IS bECOmInG mOrE 

ImpOrTAnT TO GEnErATE 
bIG-DATA SETS.
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The lhC has created a solution to this very big data 
problem – the Worldwide lhC Computing Grid 
(WlCG), a form of cloud computing that stores and 
processes information. It currently has 150 centres in 
40 countries and operates through a tiered structure 
that varies in the funding model, the storage space 
and the number of cores required.
 
Creating the infrastructure required to play in this 
big data league sounds expensive; however, money 
is not the only challenge for UCT, according to Dr 
hamilton. “We need the people trained in high-
performance computing to operate and administer 
these facilities,” he says. This is where the WlCG 
comes in. “It is one of the largest research computing 
networks in the world.” 

“If UCT wants to be a leader in big data research, 
we need to demonstrate that we can operate a big 
data centre on the global scale. The WlCG gives us 
the opportunity to contribute to one of the largest 
research computing networks on the planet and 
learn from their expertise at the same time.”

Big data champion for UCT

bIG DATA FrOm ThE SKy

Another project that is placing UCT at the centre of 
international big data research is the meerKAT large 
Surveys and the Square Kilometre Array (SKA).

Africa’s biggest science project, the meerKAT radio 
telescope, is a precursor to the SKA telescope. Four 
key science programmes on meerKAT are led by 
UCT astronomers. These research programmes will 
gather up to one petabyte (1 000 terabytes) of data 
per year, so advanced tools will have to be developed 
to process, analyse and store this amount of data. 
This will be done in collaboration with the SKA South 
Africa project office. SKA South Africa, UCT and 
UWC have attracted an eminent role player in this 
field from Canada, professor russ Taylor, who joined 
the university early in 2014 and will co-ordinate a 
big data vision for radio astronomy in South Africa. 
“The global SKA big science data world is coming to 
South Africa this decade,” says Taylor, adding that 
it is probably one of the two projects in the world 
driving a big data revolution in astronomy.

The UCT Astronomy Department and the University of 
the Western Cape (UWC) Department of physics earlier 
this year welcomed the appointment of professor russ 
Taylor to the joint UCT/UWC Square Kilometre Array 
(SKA) research Chair. professor Taylor will play a key role 
in building big-data research capacities and expertise in 
the region and the continent.

professor Taylor, coming from the Department of 
physics and Astronomy at the University of Calgary, has 
a wealth of experience and expertise in radio astronomy, 
in particular wide-field polarisation, cosmic magnetism 
and big data, and has played a prominent role in the 
SKA project since its inception. he was the founding 
international SKA project scientist and co-authored 
the first SKA science case. he represented Canada as 
one of the national members on the SKA Organisation 
board. previously he served as the founding Executive 
Secretary of the International SKA Steering Committee, 
the predecessor to the International SKA Science and 
Engineering Committee.

professor Taylor’s research covers the cosmic battle 
between the forces of magnetism and gravity, 
which is probably responsible for slowing the pace 
at which the universe uses up its gravitational 
energy, allowing enough time for life to arise. 
“my research plan is to use meerKAT and KAT-7 
to measure the polarisation of radio waves and to 
trace the properties of magnetic fields in galaxies 
and intergalactic space,” says Taylor. “This will give 
scientists a better understanding of the evolution of 
cosmic magnetism.”

professor Taylor has also served as the Canadian 
AlmA Software manager for the Canadian 
component of the international software 
development for astronomical use of the Atacama 
large millimetre Array. he was the Canadian co-

principal investigator on an international partnership 
to launch a radio telescope for very long baseline 
Interferometry (vlbI) imaging between Earth and 
space: the vlbI Space Observatory programme 
(vSOp) space mission. As part of the mission, 
he directed one of three international centres for 
the processing of the vSOp mission data. he is 
also principal investigator of the International 
Galactic plane Survey, a consortium of more than 
60 Canadian and international scientists formed to 
carry out a co-ordinated data-intensive project of 
high-resolution imaging of the interstellar medium 
over the disc of our galaxy. In this capacity, he has 
also served as the chair of both the management 
committee for the Canadian component of the 
project (the Canadian Galactic plane Survey) and the 
international project steering committee.

Taylor is chair of an international consortium of 31 
scientists from Australia, Canada, the USA, Europe and 
India that carries out a large-scale spectro-polarimetric 
all-sky survey project with the Arecibo radio telescope. 
This project has been granted 2 000 hours of 
observing time over four years and foreshadows the 
data volumes that will be generated by meerKAT.

ThErE IS lIKEly A lImITED 
WInDOW OF OppOrTUnITy 

TO ESTAblISh nATIOnAl 
lEADErShIp In bIG DATA AnD 
A GlObAl prESEnCE In ThIS 

EmErGInG FIElD.

The construction of MeerKAT antenna. Image courtesy of SKA South Africa.
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e-Research Centre 
breaks new ground 
UCT has taken the lead on the African continent in 
establishing an eresearch Centre to ensure that the 
university can continue to operate as a top research 
institution in the age of big data.

According to professor Danie visser, Deputy vice-
Chancellor with responsibility for research at UCT, 
research today is fast becoming inconceivable without 
adequate eresearch infrastructure – information and 
communication technology (ICT) assets, facilities, skills 
and services – to support it. “Universities without an 
equipping strategy may continue to perform, but only 
for a time. As research changes, all support areas 
serving research must keep up to stay relevant. Without 
change, there is a risk that service areas will provide 
yesterday’s solutions,” he says. 

UCT approved the establishment of an eresearch 
Centre in march 2014. The centre will support and 
enhance the university’s research capabilities. A 
large component of the eresearch strategy at UCT 
revolves around ICT. researchers in many fields rely 
increasingly on ICT as a component of their research, 
with requirements ranging from support for data 
management strategies and data-centric architectures 
to access to specific tools and software for data 
analysis. Technology is also accelerating the pace and 

scale of research, with large-scale data requiring a more 
structured approach to data management and storage. 
new and more powerful instruments are required: 
digital recognition of text, speech and imagery, and 
facilitating crowdsourcing and citizen science.

“We are seeing three major drivers for the ICT change 
programme, influenced by both global challenges 
and our own local challenges,” says Sakkie Janse 
van rensburg, executive director of Information 
and Communication Technology Services (ICTS) at 
UCT. “We want to deliver more, which will require a 
new organisational structure and roles; we want to 
deliver the right thing, which means more focus on 
governance; and we want to deliver it in the right 
way, which means we need to improve our internal 
processes to help researchers conduct research faster 
and more cost-effectively. The concept of eresearch 
explores the question of how we can, with the latest 
tools, technologies and approaches, strengthen that 
research workflow or pipeline of ‘conceive – design – 
explore – analyse – collaborate – publish – expose’.”

For several years now, ICTS has been delivering 
eresearch support through the establishment of 
an hpC (high performance computing) cluster that 
supports advanced research computing. Janse van 
rensburg says that, in 2013 alone, more than 155 
researchers across campus were supported, and they 
submitted more than 270 000 jobs requiring hpC 
facilities. The computing time for that year added up 
to more than two million hours. 

mEErKAT IS EXpECTED 
TO GAThEr Up TO 

OnE pETAbyTE (1 000 
TErAbyTES) OF DATA pEr 

yEAr, SO ADvAnCED 
TOOlS WIll hAvE TO bE 
DEvElOpED TO prOCESS, 
AnAlySE AnD STOrE ThIS 

AmOUnT OF DATA.

There is nothing small about the SKA project. It 
is the biggest science project ever carried out on 
African soil. Each meerKAT antenna, which will be 
incorporated into the mid-frequency component of 
SKA phase 1 when that instrument is constructed, 
stands 19.5 metres tall and weighs 42 tons. 

When completed, the SKA will be the world’s largest 
radio telescope, located in Africa and Australia, but 
shared by astronomers around the globe. Until then, 
meerKAT will be the most sensitive and powerful 
l-band radio interferometer in the world. In addition 
to operating as a stand-alone, world-leading 
imaging radio telescope, meerKAT will participate 
in global vlbI (very long baseline interferometry) 
operations with all major vlbI networks around 
the world operating at the meerKAT frequencies, 
adding considerably to the sensitivity of the global 
vlbI networks.

The complete meerKAT array will have 64 receptors 
– antennas with receivers, digitisers and other 
electronics. Connected by 170 kilometres of 
underground fibre-optic cable, the receptors will 
operate as a single, highly sensitive astronomical 
instrument, controlled and monitored remotely from 
the meerKAT control room in Cape Town.

When fully operational, the meerKAT will generate 
enough data from the antennas to fill about four-and-
a-half million standard 4.7-gigabyte DvDs in a day.

professor Taylor has served on the board of the 
directors of the international SKA Organisation 

(representing Canada), and has experience as an 
observer and observing proposal referee for the 
US national radio Astronomy Observatory, very 
large Array. he is the international project leader 
for the design of the global data-delivery system for 
the SKA project. This, together with his expertise 
as a big data specialist, means that he is well-
positioned to guide UCT toward realising its SKA 
big data vision. he was the founding international 
SKA project scientist and co-authored the first SKA 
science case.

A rESEArCh rEvOlUTIOn

In addition to his own research with SKA, professor 
Taylor will also be working to put South Africa – 
and Africa – on the map in terms of data capacity. 
he says that there is likely to be a limited window 
of opportunity to establish national leadership in 
data-intensive research and a global presence in this 
emerging field.

While big data is, by its very nature, a massive challenge 
to the university, it is also a driver of the transformation 
of science and, by extension, a driver of global change, 
and UCT is already part of the revolution.

“We are not trying to break into a field where we are 
absent – we are already there,” says professor visser. 
“If we grasp the opportunity to take leadership 
in this area we can really make a difference in the 
country and to science around the world: solving 
Africa’s issues, but also making Africa part of the 
global solutions.”                                               
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MATHEMATICS 
OF THE UNIVERSE

Never before has there been a more exciting time to be part 

of the mathematics and astronomy partnership at UCT, where 

some of the brightest minds in the academic firmament coalesce 

to expand the world’s knowledge and understanding of the 

universe. What was mystery yesterday is discovery today, and 

tomorrow could find its way into textbooks, laboratories or 

a new life-changing, or -saving, technology. Right now, the 

possibilities really are endless. 
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interferometer in the world. The full meerKAT array 
will consist of 64 receptors – antennas with receivers, 
digitisers and other electronics. Connected by 170 
kilometres of underground fibre-optic cable, the 64 
receptors will operate as a single, highly sensitive 
astronomical instrument, controlled and monitored 
remotely from the meerKAT control room in Cape 
Town. by the end of 2014, the first four receptors 
will have been installed in the Karoo. All 64 will be 
ready by the end of 2016, with final commissioning 
completed in 2017.

Dr Amanda Weltman, senior lecturer in the 
Department of mathematics and Applied 
mathematics, is one of a number of leading 
researchers who have been drawn to the ACGC 
because of the importance of these projects. 
Dr Weltman, who was based at the Centre for 
Theoretical Cosmology in the Department of 
Applied mathematics and Theoretical physics at the 
University of Cambridge before returning to UCT, 
her alma mater, in 2009, says that her timing could 
not have been better. “From relative obscurity, South 
Africa is now at the forefront of the international 
science scene with our winning the SKA bid that will 
bring the largest scientific experiment of our time to 
Africa. It is an absolute privilege to be a part of the 
rapid transformation that South Africa is undergoing 
as a true science destination,” she says.

ThE mArrIAGE OF phySICISTS  

AnD ASTrOnOmErS

Dr Weltman joins senior South African astronomers 
who have held formal meetings to discuss strategy, 
time frames and optimisation of resources to prepare 
for the coming SKA era. This includes research in 
the international arena, recruitment and training of 
the next generation of astronomers, and advancing 
human capital development. professor Jarrett says, 
“The South African government has invested heavily 
in science and technology, and hence in its future. 
It is vital that we physicists and astronomers use 
our resources and knowledge to excel in several key 
research areas.” 

he explains the close link that exists between 
mathematics, physics and astronomy: “All scientists 
need tools, and the way that astronomers decode the 
‘language’ of the universe is through mathematics. 
physical laws that go into the most sophisticated 
computer models, algorithms and simulations 
require mathematics, statistics, and logic and 
reason to describe them. here at UCT we have a 
strong partnership between the astronomers and 
the mathematical cosmologists, forming a centre of 

Endless possibilities

UCT’s Astrophysics, Cosmology and Gravity 
Centre (ACGC) is where astronomy and 
mathematics fuse to produce a string of 
astounding discoveries and to grapple with the 
most challenging questions about the universe. 
In partnership with numerous international 
research institutions, the ACGC is becoming 
Africa’s astronomy hub, attracting talented 
postgraduate students, postdoctoral fellows 
and faculty from around the world. Additional 
collaborations with electrical engineering and 
computer science mean that South Africa is 
well positioned to make a major contribution to 
international astronomy research with projects 
like MeerKAT, the Square Kilometre Array (SKA) 
and Southern African Large Telescope (SALT). 

perhaps because astronomy encompasses a broad 
range of technologies and science topics, it is the 
perfect medium through which to introduce and 
emphasise the importance of physics and mathematics, 
and their applications, to a diverse audience.

ShArInG ThE EXCITEmEnTS  

AnD AChIEvEmEnTS 

professor Tom Jarrett, DST/nrF SArChI Chair in 
Astrophysics and Space Science at UCT, says, 
“Astronomy has a long history of pushing the 
boundaries of our understanding, as well as 
technology, and therefore represents the power of 
investing in research and development. by sharing 
the excitement of the achievements within this 
field, we hope to attract young minds and build 
a foundation within the country that promotes 
problem-solving, a thirst for knowledge and the 
belief that anything is possible.”

The importance and urgency of such an understanding 
cannot be over-emphasised, particularly in the light of 
the vast international investment in the SKA, which 
will need local expertise to exploit its full potential.

The SKA will be the world’s largest radio telescope, 
located in Africa and Australia, but shared by 
astronomers around the globe. meerKAT is a precursor 
to the SKA telescope, and will later be incorporated 
into the mid-frequency component of SKA phase 
1 when that instrument is being constructed. Until 
then, meerKAT will be the most sensitive l-band radio 

FrOm rElATIvE 
ObSCUrITy, SOUTh 
AFrICA IS nOW AT 
ThE FOrEFrOnT OF 
ThE InTErnATIOnAl 
SCIEnCE SCEnE WITh 

OUr WInnInG ThE SKA 
bID ThAT WIll brInG 

ThE lArGEST SCIEnTIFIC 
EXpErImEnT OF OUr TImE 

TO AFrICA.

excellence, the ACGC, which is a synergy between 
empirical research (astronomers at UCT and the 
South African Astronomical Observatory (SAAO)) 
and theoretical modelling and analysis (applied 
mathematics and cosmology).”

The ACGC brings together researchers from the 
Department of Astronomy and two research groups 
within the Department of mathematics and Applied 
mathematics, the Cosmology and Gravity Group (CGG) 
and the QGaSlab (the laboratory for Quantum Gravity 
and Strings). Shared areas of research include neutral 
hydrogen (hI) radio surveys with meerKAT, galaxy 
evolution and transformation, large-scale structure, 
stellar and galactic astronomy, history of astronomy, 
observational cosmology, dark energy, chameleon dark 
energy, modified gravity, inhomogeneous cosmology, 
string theory and string cosmology.

The Department of Astronomy at UCT is active in a 
variety of additional research themes: extragalactic 
large-scale structures and evolution of galaxies in 
the universe, cosmic flow fields, the extragalactic 
distance scale, detailed studies of the hI (the simplest 
but most abundant atom in space) and dark-matter 
content of nearby galaxies, the study of galactic 
structure, and high-speed stellar photometry and 
spectroscopy of variable stars and stellar pulsations. 
With the opening of SAlT and the construction of 
meerKAT, new research areas have been initiated 
in galaxy evolution, the relation between dark and 
visible matter in nearby galaxies, and the evolution 
of the hI content of the universe.

The CGG has a diverse range of expertise and strong 
links with the SAAO. Its number of international 

The newly constructed MeeKAT antenna (photo from 
SKA South Africa).
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collaborations has grown, largely as a result of bilateral 
agreements signed with other countries. CGG is 
pioneering in both theoretical and experimental aspects 
of cosmology and physics. Key research themes of the 
group include, among others, early universe physics, 
cosmology, non-linear problems in astrophysics and 
cosmology, modelling inhomogeneity, gravitational 
wave physics and observational cosmology.

rEvOlUTIOnAry phySICS 

AnD COSmOlOGy

One of the CGG’s leading scholars is Emeritus 
Distinguished professor of Complex Systems, George 
Ellis. A veteran cosmologist and national research 
Foundation A-rated scientist, professor Ellis is currently 
overturning everything we thought we knew about 
black holes. he has initiated a new attack on the issue 
of black-hole evaporation, and has released a preliminary 
report: Astrophysics Black Holes may Radiate, but they 
do not Evaporate. This work is still controversial, but 
has generated sufficient interest to make it the subject 
of a news and views article in Nature. It is possible that 
the final answer will be even more dramatic: black-
hole event horizons may never form. This would be a 
novel statement and would imply that no singularity 

forms, which would be revolutionary from a theoretical 
standpoint. however, astrophysical black holes would 
still exist in that they exert large gravitational forces, as 
recently tested by researchers in Astronomy at UCT.

Dr Weltman is accustomed to such revolutionary ideas. 
In this field, new things are being discovered all the time 
that are turning the world as we know it on its head, 
she says. She herself is involved in a proposed new 
solar telescope to be built at the European Organisation 
for nuclear research (CErn) called the IAXO project. 
Among other things, this telescope will search for so-
called chameleon particles from the sun. These particles 
were co-proposed by Dr Weltman a decade ago in a 
series of now-famous papers that not only propose this 
new particle and interaction, but may also explain the 
observed accelerated expansion of our universe. The 
IAXO helioscope will search for axions and chameleons 
and, if either is found, it would be groundbreaking for 
physics and cosmology. 

“What if the universe as we know it – its size, its shape, 
space and time even – were not fundamental things 
that exist as an independent stage on which the dance 
of the stars is set? What if it emerged as a result of the 
millions and millions of interactions at the very smallest 

scale, in the same way that none of the macroscopic 
properties of water – its ability to flow, boil and freeze 
– manifest at the microscopic molecular level, but are 
emergent through the interactions of millions and 
millions of h

2O molecules?” asks Dr Jeff murugan, 
deputy director of ACGC.

A string theorist, Dr murugan leads a team of 

A passionate researcher
professor Thomas Jarrett took over the DST/nrF 
SArChI Chair in Astrophysics and Space Science in 
2012. he joined UCT from the Infrared processing 
and Analysis Centre at the Californian Institute of 
Technology (CalTech), the academic home of nASA’s 
Jet propulsion laboratory, where he played a major 
role in the preparation, and subsequent analysis, 
of the extragalactic Two micron All Sky Survey 
catalogue (2mASX). he functioned as the project 
scientist for the Infrared Science Archive (IrSA) 
and was the principal lead of the nearby Galaxy 
Group of the Wide-Fields Infrared Space Explorer 
(WISE). he also served on the WISE science team, 
which defined and managed the mission. While he 
is world-renowned for his expertise in the near- and 
mid-infrared, he also has hands-on experience of all 
other bands of the electromagnetic spectrum, from 
radio to X-ray, both Earth- and space-based.

professor Jarrett is a passionate researcher whose 
interest and expertise focus on the extragalactic large-
scale structure and visualisation of the nearby universe, 
the Zone of Avoidance (the area of the night sky that 
is obscured by our own galaxy), interacting galaxies, 

star-formation processes and galaxy evolution. he was 
well known to the department by the time he joined 
UCT, having had active collaborations with its various 
members for many years – even co-supervising, 
mentoring and hosting UCT postgraduate students in 
the United States.

Professor Thomas Jarrett.

mathematical physicists at UCT and the University 
of Surrey, who attempted to answer these questions 
as part of QGaSlab’s five-year programme on 
emergent spacetime. So far, they have discovered 
new quantum objects called giant torii. The novel 
topology (mathematics-speak for shape) of these 
objects promises to be a significant step on the road 
to understanding the nature of space and time at 
the cutting edge between mathematics and physics.

Using sophisticated tools from an esoteric branch 
of mathematics called algebraic topology, the 
team was able to classify these objects according 
to a set of numbers that were independent of 
geometry – so-called topological invariants – that 
they hope to use to develop these ideas further. 
Dr murugan was invited to present the findings 
at String 2014, a major international conference 
at the Institute for Advanced Study at princeton 
University in June 2014. 

Another potentially revolutionary area of research 
is concerned with cosmic voids that occupy more 
than half the volume of the universe. “Usually the 
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large voids in the universe are expected to cause the 
images of background galaxies to appear smaller 
and less bright, owing to the gravitational bending 
of light known as gravitational lensing,” says Dr 
Weltman. “Objects on the far side of a void are 
supposed to be observed as slightly smaller than 
if the void were not there, which, together with 
conservation of surface brightness, implies a net 
reduction in photons received.”

objects on the far side of a void are brighter than 
they would be otherwise. Galaxies behind the 
void appear brighter and larger than usual owing 
to the void expanding faster than the surrounding 
universe, leading to an overestimate of the distance 
to these objects. 

This remarkable result has been labelled anti-lensing 
and this important change to the standard picture 
of cosmic magnification is now being taken into 
account in the UK component of the international 
Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) collaboration. 
The SDSS is a major multi-filter imaging and 
spectroscopic redshift survey using a dedicated 
2.5-metre wide-angle optical telescope at Apache 
point Observatory in new mexico, United States. 
A first detection is expected by the end of 2014. 
Further afield, it is being taken into account in Euclid 
and SKA predictions.

GAlAXIES In A SUpErmASSIvE TAnGO 

In yet another groundbreaking discovery, a team of 
international astronomers, led by professor Jarrett, 
has uncovered a rare astrophysical phenomenon 
that may produce powerful ripples through space. A 
pair of supermassive black holes, each over a billion 
suns in cumulative mass, are swirling at the centre 
of the galaxy known as WISE J233237.05-505643.5. 
When two large galaxies collide and merge into one 

system, their central black holes are expected to 
coalesce in a spiralling dance of death.
Although galaxy mergers are relatively common, 
catching them in the act has eluded astronomers, 
with only a handful of such systems currently 
known, and none as large as the system found by 
the team of astronomers from UCT, the national 
Aeronautics and Space Administration (nASA) and 
the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial research 
Organisation (CSIrO), Australia’s national science 
agency. These energetic events are important to 
study because, when the nuclei merge, effectively 
swallowing each other and creating a larger central 
black hole, they release powerful gravitational waves, 
sending ripples through space that can be detected 
on Earth. Gravitational waves, predicted by general 
relativity, are the last cornerstone of discovery for 
the famed theory of gravity first postulated by Albert 
Einstein. This important discovery and details of the 
team’s work were published in the December 2013 
issue (volume 779) of the Astrophysical Journal.

KAT-7 yIElDS FIrST SCIEnTIFIC pApEr

Other key publications from the last year include 
the first scientific paper based on observations 
performed with South Africa’s new KAT-7 radio 
telescope (see p148). Authored by alumnus  
Dr richard Armstrong, a SKA SA Fellow at UCT, 
with co-authors professor rob Fender, SKA visiting 

professor at UCT and head of the Astronomy 
Group at the University of Southampton (UK), and 
Associate professor patrick Woudt, deputy head of 
the Department of Astronomy, and titled “A return 
to Strong radio Flaring by Circinus X-1 Observed 
with the Karoo Array Telescope Test Array KAT-7”,  
the paper was accepted by the journal Monthly 
Notices of the Royal Astronomy Society.

UCT researchers are leading four of the approved 
meerKAT Key Science projects, representing a 
quarter of meerKAT time. One of these projects is 
the 3 000-hour ThunderKAT survey for astrophysical 
transients. Dr Armstrong has been working on the 
design of this survey together with professor Fender 
and Associate professor Woudt, the leaders of the 
ThunderKAT project that will search for all types of 
radio bursts and flashes in KAT-7 and meerKAT data 
on timescales from seconds to years. The specialised 
meerKAT Karoo Array processor building is the 
cutting-edge data centre for the meerKAT telescope 
that has been built in an underground bunker at 
the Karoo observatory site. KAT-7 was completed in 
2010 as an engineering prototype for meerKAT.

In another world first, a team of UCT phD students 
and postdoctoral fellows led by professor Claude 
Carignan, DST/nrF SArChI Chair in multi-wavelength 
Astronomy, together with SKA SA scientists  
Dr Sharmila Goedhart and Dr Sean passmoor, has 

The French connection
UCT has signed a tripartite agreement with the 
Université de montréal in Canada and the Université de 
Ouagadougou in burkina Faso to develop an academic 
exchange and co-operation in education and research 
between the universities in the field of astronomy. The 
signing of the agreement followed initial visits to Cape 
Town by the presidents of the Université de montréal 
and the Université de Ouagadougou, when they met 
with researchers from the Department of Astronomy. 

UCT has also joined the Association des Universités 
Francophones (AUF) in order to strengthen the links 
between UCT and universities in French-speaking 
African countries. Through this agreement, the three 
universities have agreed to foster student and academic 
exchanges, joint research activities and exchange of 
academic material.

The agreement is yet another step in a five-year 
relationship with the French-speaking universities that 
has already seen two burkinabè students awarded 

scholarships by UCT’s national Astrophysics and Space 
Science programme (nASSp); they are now busy with 
their graduate studies. 

An additional four students are being supported 
through their phD studies: two at Université de 
montréal, one at the Université laval in Québec 
and one at the Université de provence in France. 
When these students return to burkina Faso, the 
agreement will allow them to continue world-class 
research projects in collaboration with researchers 
at UCT, using large African research facilities like the 
Southern African large Telescope (SAlT), meerKAT 
and the Square Kilometre Array (SKA).

ThE ThrEE UnIvErSITIES 
hAvE AGrEED TO FOSTEr 
STUDEnT AnD ACADEmIC 

EXChAnGES.

WhAT IF ThE UnIvErSE AS WE 
KnOW IT – ITS SIZE, ITS ShApE, 
SpACE AnD TImE EvEn – WErE 
nOT FUnDAmEnTAl ThInGS 

ThAT EXIST AS An InDEpEnDEnT 
STAGE On WhICh ThE DAnCE 

OF ThE STArS IS SET?

In research over the last year, a team led by 
cosmologist Dr Chris Clarkson, a senior lecturer in 
the Astrophysics Cosmology and Gravity Centre, has 
discovered that, contrary to the usual expectation, 
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published, in the prestigious Astronomical Journal, 
the first scientific publication on hI using KAT-7 
observations. The astronomers pointed the telescope 
towards a galaxy called nGC 3109 – a spiral galaxy 
about 4.3-million light years away from Earth, 
located in the constellation of hydra. Their aim is to 
study its dark-matter content and they have already 
accumulated more than 120 hours of observations.

FIvE AmOnG TrIllIOnS

It is hardly surprising that the researchers behind 
these new discoveries are earning international 
reputations for excellence in their own right. 
Emeritus honorary professor michael Feast of the 
Department of Astronomy is one of a handful 
of South African astronomers whose work has 
earned him an nrF A-rating. At the age of 87, he 
has published a paper on Cepheid stars (one of the 
tools used in studies of the cosmic distance scale) in 
Nature, 66 years since his first offering appeared in 
this prestigious, multidisciplinary journal, when he 
was a fresh-faced 21-year-old. 

Co-authored with colleagues professor patricia 
Whitelock and Dr John menzies from the SAAO, and 
in collaboration with Japanese researcher noriyuki 
matsunaga (University of Tokyo), the paper is the 
result of the study of just five pulsating Cepheid stars.

“The milky Way,” explains professor Feast, “appears 
as a bright band across the night sky and is part of a 
great disc of stars and other matter that is the most 
prominent component of our galaxy. Our sun is in 
this disc, about 28 000 light years from the centre. 
The region within 10 000 light years of the sun has 

been well studied and shows that stars are kept in 
the disc by the combined gravitational attraction of 
all the stars there.”

The paper relates to what happens as one goes to 
the outer regions of our galaxy. radio astronomers 
have used observations of hydrogen gas to show 
that a disc still exists there, though thicker than near 
the sun. Astronomers describe this as “flared”.

“however, the density of stars is not sufficient 
to hold the gas in place,” says professor Feast, 
“suggesting that dark matter of an unknown type 
may provide some of the gravitational force. The 
behaviour of the gas is difficult to study, as its 
distance cannot be determined in any direct way 
and our understanding of the outer galaxy depends 
on a theoretical model.”

professor Feast and his co-authors have been 
studying the five stars (Cepheid variables) whose 
distances they can determine directly, and which they 
show to be in this flared outer disc – the first stars 
to be discovered there. “These are special stars,” he 
says. “They are 75 000 light years from the sun and 
up to a million times fainter than the faintest stars 
visible to the naked eye. To study them we needed 
observations from the Japanese–South African 
Infrared Survey Facility, as well as crucial observations 
from SAlT. The few stars we have located must be just 
the tip of the iceberg and future work involving, for 
instance, ground-based follow-up of observations, 
made by the recently launched astronomical satellite 
Gaia, will present opportunities to probe in detail the 
distribution of dark matter in the outer galaxy and 
give clues to its nature.” 

The excitement of discovery never dims for professor 
Feast: “When I came into astronomy we were just 
getting used to the idea that the universe was 
expanding. now we are so much closer to the physics, 
or particles, the universe is made of, although there 
are still many questions to be answered.”

An InTErnATIOnAl 

KnOWlEDGE EXChAnGE

International collaboration, such as that with the 
University of Tokyo, is standard for this area of 
research. As UCT grows as a hub for astronomy and 
astrophysics research in Africa, it is also increasingly 
channelling resources and outreach to neighbouring 
countries. The university is a partner in research 
projects involving eight other African countries 
in this field, and has led research outreach to 
mozambique and Ethiopia in recent years. Its goal 
is to train future leaders in radio astronomy and 
mathematics of the universe across the continent.

As part of this, the Department of Astronomy hosted 
a large international conference on galactic and 
extragalactic novae early in 2013. This important 
meeting of the most exciting minds in the field was 
called “Stella novae: past and future decades”. It was 
only the fourth in a prestigious series of international 
conferences ever held on classical novae, following 
“novae and related Stars” in paris in 1976, “physics 
of Classical novae” in madrid in 1989, and “Classical 
nova Explosions” in Sitges in 2002. 

The occasion brought together 90 experts and young 
emerging researchers from around the world to discuss 
their latest research in understanding the evolution 
scenarios of the binary systems in classical novae, the 
physics of the nova explosion, the energetic feedback 
of the nova ejecta into the interstellar medium, and 
multi-wavelength observations and modelling of the 
nova outburst, as well as the relationship between 
novae and type Ia supernovae, which occur in binary 
systems where two stars are orbiting one another.

Since the last conference in 2002, new developments 
in nova research have emerged, and it was in Cape 
Town that the latest developments were explored 
in the nova field, from both theoretical and 
observational points of view, throughout the whole 
of the electromagnetic spectrum. Another topic of 
animated discussion was the possible future potential 
for discovery with the advent of all-sky surveys 
of the transient sky, global networks of robotic 
telescopes and large future telescope facilities that 
provide scientists with new windows into the study 
of classical and recurrent novae.

nOW WE ArE SO mUCh 
ClOSEr TO ThE phySICS, Or 
pArTIClES, ThE UnIvErSE IS 
mADE OF, AlThOUGh ThErE 
ArE STIll mAny QUESTIOnS 

TO bE AnSWErED.

Emeritus Honorary Professor Michael Feast.
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bUIlDInG A lOCAl TAlEnT bASE

Events such as “Stella novae: past and future 
decades” play a major role in building local expertise 
in Africa – and, by extension, at UCT. According to 
professor renée Kraan-Korteweg, the head of the 
Department of Astronomy, there is a shortage of 
good astronomers in South Africa, in particular 
radio astronomers, and this is a major threat to the 
future of SAlT, SKA, meerKAT and astronomy in 
general. “UCT’s goal is to train future leaders for 
these kinds of opportunities,” she says.

UCT is currently the only South African university to 
include a major in astrophysics in its undergraduate 
programme. It is attracting a steadily increasing number 
of students. professor Kraan-Korteweg noted that 
75% of undergraduates in the astrophysics programme 
in 2012 at UCT were black South Africans. UCT also 
offers a range of postgraduate study opportunities in 
the field, primarily through the national Astrophysics 
and Space Science programme (nASSp). nASSp 
began as a result of a national research Foundation 
strategy-planning exercise in 2000 and has, in 
the past decade, tried to address the lack of local 
astronomers, and black astronomers in particular, 
by offering postgraduate degree programmes 
and research support to promising students. The 
overarching aim is to produce an international 
network of  African astronomers, space scientists 
and citizens bonded by the common experience 
of schooling and interlinked both professionally  
and personally.

In addition to an eventful research year in 2013, the 
nASSp has drawn recruits from third-year mathematics, 
physics and engineering undergraduates, allowing 
South African students and those from around Africa 
and the rest of the world to study under the guidance 
of some of South Africa’s leading scientists. Those 
students who graduated from the programme in 2013 
are now equipped to do research at the cutting edge of 
astrophysics and have the broad science skills needed in 
a modern technological society.

brInGInG ASTrOnOmy 

DOWn TO EArTh
Important as these initiatives are, professor Jarrett 
says that the astronomy hub at UCT also has 
ambitions to make astronomy more accessible to 
more people, and the launch of the Tony Fairall 
Teaching Observatory in December 2013 will go a 
long way towards achieving this aim.

named after the late professor Tony Fairall, a much-
loved and longstanding member of the Department 
of Astronomy at UCT, who himself spent much of 
his career trying to make astronomy more accessible 
to the general public (he was the director of the 
Cape Town planetarium for 17 years), the teaching 
observatory was unveiled in December 2013, and 
houses a new Celestron 14-inch telescope. Equipped 
with a modern CCD (telescopic camera) and 
spectrograph, the telescope will be used for teaching 
purposes as part of the undergraduate astrophysics 

curriculum. “Astronomy is more than phD and mSc 
degrees,” says professor Jarrett. “There is a need to 
bring astronomy to students of all walks of life. With 
the newly launched Tony Fairall Teaching Observatory, 
astronomy can be used to train and entertain, and 
this is something we hope to make accessible to 
high-school students and the public at some point 
in the future.”

This is just one more way in which UCT is positioning 
itself as a centre of excellence in mathematics and 
astronomy. projects like the Teaching Observatory 
developing alongside meerKAT, the SKA and the 
slightly older SAlT are allowing UCT’s brightest 
minds in mathematics and astronomy to collaborate 
in ways that were unthinkable a decade ago. Exactly 
what this collaboration will yield in the years to come 
is for now as much a mystery as the more challenging 
questions around the mathematics of the universe 
but will, no doubt, prove every bit as exciting 
and astounding.                                                   

ThErE IS A nEED TO 
TAKE ASTrOnOmy 

TO STUDEnTS OF All 
WAlKS OF lIFE.

Above: The Tony Fairall Teaching Observatory. 
Top: Star trail over Sutherland.
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FRAGILE 
CONTINENT

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) 

reported in early 2014 that Africa was one of the continents 

most vulnerable to climate change, not just because of the 

reality of rising temperatures and erratic weather patterns, 

but because of its poor state of economic development 

and low adaptive capacity. Understanding, confronting and 

managing the dynamics and impact of these challenges 

is a core research focus at UCT, where researchers are 

collaborating across all seven faculties on issues of adaptation 

and mitigation and working to push the boundaries of 

science to help build a stable future for the continent. 
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“The greater Agulhas Current is one of the most 
energetic current systems in the global ocean. 
It plays a fundamental role in determining 
the mean state and variability of the regional 
marine environment, affecting its resources and 
ecosystem, Southern African weather, and the 
global climate on a broad range of temporal 
and spatial scales,” writes Dr Björn Backeberg, a 
postdoctoral fellow at the Nansen-Tutu Centre for 
Marine Environmental Research at UCT, and his 
colleagues in a recent paper.

Students of oceanography and related disciplines 
naturally gravitate to UCT, at the tip of Africa, which juts 
out into the Atlantic Ocean just north of a point where 
the wild Southern Ocean meets the Atlantic and the 
Indian oceans. The Agulhas Current moves along the 
eastern side of the continent to a place roughly south of 
Cape Town, where it turns (retroflects) and heads back 
into the Indian Ocean once more. These features play a 
profound role in the planet’s climate, in the oceans, on 
land and in the atmosphere. 

The combination of UCT’s situation in this interesting 
geographical nexus, together with its reputation as 
one of Africa’s top research institutions, has proved 
irresistible, and the university has attracted a vast 
pool of talent in climate change science and research 
over the years. 

“At UCT, we arguably have the biggest critical mass 
of expertise in the climate change domain in Africa,” 
says professor mark new, who heads up the African 
Climate and Development Initiative (ACDI) – one of 
the university’s six Signature Themes. “We are the 
recognised centre of excellence in Africa and one of a 
very few developing countries that really can compete 
at an international level in climate change science.” 

It is important that Africa takes a lead in this regard 
because the continent is one of the most vulnerable 
to the effects of climate change. According to the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) 
Fifth Assessment Report, released in 2014, the 
reality of rising temperatures and erratic weather 
patterns, coupled with high levels of poverty and 
low adaptive capacity, makes it likely that people 
on the continent will bear the brunt of the negative 
effects of climate change: from worsening food 
security to increased health risks. The report states 
that annual temperatures in Africa are likely to 
rise faster than the global average, exceeding two 
degrees by the end of the century (relative to the 
late 20th century), and could reach as much as three 
to six degrees under some scenarios. Given that 
two-thirds of the continent is already classified as 
dry land and that 98% of agriculture in sub-Saharan 
Africa, which is the mainstay of economic activity 
in terms of employment, is rain fed, the need for 

Science without boundaries
An African response to climate change

adaptation is paramount. Africa is the second most 
populated continent in the world after Asia, with  
one billion people as of 2010, and this is expected 
to rise to 2.4 billion by 2050. Forty-seven-and-a-half 
percent of people still live below the poverty line, a 
significant proportion of which are chronically poor. 

UCT scientists, working in collaboration with 
global and African peers, are playing a key role in 
understanding and mitigating these threats. The 
ACDI, which was established in 2011, is at the 
heart of much of this work, co-ordinating research 
within and across disciplines at UCT, and facilitating 
interdisciplinary work focused on two main areas: 
the impact of and adaptation to climate change, 
and mitigation. 

“The ACDI is a network, a broker and a matchmaker, 
working with departments and research groups 
across all seven faculties at UCT, from atmospheric 
physics through to the business school and law 
faculty,” says professor new. “Complex problems 
such as climate change demand a co-ordinated, 
interdisciplinary response. We are working on 
developing research strategically in specific areas, as 
well as creating new research areas that are relevant 
to the Signature Theme.”

To do this, ACDI builds on the work of a number 
of established research groups within or allied 
to various departments, such as the Energy, 
Environment and Climate Change Group at the 
Energy research Centre, the percy Fitzpatrick 
Institute of African Ornithology and the Climate 
Systems Analysis Group (CSAG), all of which have 
drawn in exceptional scientists and students with a 
strong focus on climate change issues. many of these 
nodes of excellence are internationally recognised in 
their own right.

ADApTATIOn bEyOnD bOrDErS

A flagship ACDI project is the new five-year research 
project, Adaptation at Scale in Semi-Arid regions 
(ASSAr), which is focused on understanding 
climate change in semi-arid areas across Africa 
and Asia and determining what kind of adaptation 
strategies are necessary. ACDI is taking the lead 
in ASSAr and will drive the Southern African 
component of the research.

The project is funded by Canada’s International 
Development research Centre (IDrC) and the 
United Kingdom’s Department for International 
Development (DfID), and falls under the umbrella of 
the Collaborative Adaptation research Initiative in 
Africa and Asia (CArIAA), a seven-year, C$70-million 

66%
OF TOTAL  
SURFACE AREA IS

DRY LAND
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and funded through a number of sources, including 
the Carnegie Corporation, Cape higher Education 
Consortium (ChEC), the british high Commission 
and, more recently, national Treasury, via the Flanders 
International Co-operation Agency, it is a collection of 
projects initially focused on exploring climate change, 
environmental and development issues within the 
bergrivier local municipality, situated in the greater 
West Coast district of the Western Cape. 

“The bergrivier Climate Knowledge network brings 
together a network of academic practitioners and 
civil society members working within the ambit of the 
bergrivier municipality to facilitate knowledge-sharing, 
relationship-building and applied interdisciplinary 
research. We wanted to push the boundaries of what 
is possible at a local level by taking an interdisciplinary 
approach to a local challenge, and this region presents 
an ideal test site,” says professor new. 

One area of focus of the project is the berg river. 
recognised as a system under extreme environmental 
and resource stress that is critical to the economy 
of the Western Cape, the berg river flows from its 
primary source in the Drakenstein mountains to the 
sea north of Saldanha bay, passing through some of 
the Western Cape’s most important agricultural areas 
along its 294-kilometre length. About half of its 
length forms the southern boundary of the bergrivier 
municipality, which stretches from the Atlantic Ocean 
to the Groot Winterhoek mountains inland. 

“professor new approached us and said he would like 
to offer scientists and students a chance to do applied 

research initiative in Africa and Asia. “Our aim is to 
understand what the critical vulnerabilities to climate 
change are, with a special focus on the poorest and 
most vulnerable in semi-arid areas,” says professor 
new. “The consortium will seek to understand 
potential adaptation options to reduce poverty and 
improve livelihoods, and perhaps even more critically, 
to understand what the barriers to and enablers of 
effective response are.”

research,” says penny price, Control Officer (Climate 
Change Adaptation) in the Western Cape Government. 
Since the provincial government wanted to mainstream 
climate change, incorporating the concept into all its 
programmes, it took up the offer with alacrity. The 
province is well aware of the climate change pressures 
being brought to bear on the region, and the urgency 
for action. “We were hoping to get support from 
experts in the development of adaptation plans at a 
local level,” says price.

It’s taken time to get off the ground, says professor 
Timm hoffman, who heads up the plant Conservation 
Unit, based in the Department of botany, and is an 
ACDI associate and part of the bergrivier CKn, but 
that’s because it has required the development of 
trust and real relationships between people coming 
from very different worlds. however, price feels it 
has now reached a point where a genuine network 
has been created; one that has its own momentum. 
“municipal managers feel they can pick up the 
phone and talk to a scientist about research they’d 
like to do. It has been incredibly useful,” adds price. 
“It’s a model we’d like to replicate.”

The bergrivier CKn has delivered real benefits to 
the municipality. For example, a piece of research 
done by UCT scientists in collaboration with the 
Council for Scientific and Industrial research (CSIr) 
has given the municipality very valuable information 
for planning, says price. “They looked at statistically 
significant trends in rainfall, and found, contrary to 
expectations, that rainfall is not decreasing in the 
area. The number of rainfall days has decreased, but 
the rain has intensified.” 

This strong signal for the future has important 
implications for smaller towns in the bergrivier 
municipality, in terms of infrastructure planning: 
storm-water pipes will probably need to be larger to 
cope with the increased flow. And in the agricultural 
sector, intensified rainfall demands a greater focus 
on erosion control and protection of the soil.

Another sub-project of the CKn is aiming to cast light 
on how the nexus concept – the intersection of water, 
food, biodiversity, energy and land – applies at the 
catchment scale. researchers are working to describe 
and quantify the natural resource base of the berg 
river region in order to inform decision-making and 
project development that is consistent with sustainable 
resource use and development within the municipality 
and the berg river catchment area.

The cross-fertilisation between these various 
projects is significant. professor new says that 
what they are discovering, as the CKn unfolds, is 

COmplEX prOblEmS SUCh 
AS ClImATE ChAnGE 

DEmAnD A CO-OrDInATED, 
InTErDISCIplInAry rESpOnSE.

“The scope of ASSAr’s research is huge,” says 
professor new. “And it is a flagship of the ACDI 
because of its regional breadth and its emphasis on 
interdisciplinarity.” 

GrEATEr ThAn ThE SUm OF ThE pArTS

If ASSAr is an exemplar of ACDI’s interdisciplinary 
approach on a regional and global scale, the bergrivier 
Climate Knowledge network (CKn) is doing the 
same thing on a local scale. led by a team of UCT 
action researchers from across the university, in 
partnership with the Western Cape Government 

Healing in the  
Wilderness

Kuhn used four indicators to assess the health 
of the GWWA: changes in the intensity of gulley 
erosion and the extent of soil deposition areas; 
changes in composition and extent of cover of the 
vegetation; changes in two specific protea species; 
and changes in thickets around rocky areas. 

After 40 years of protected area management, she 
found that gulley erosion had stabilised and that 
most deposition areas had become vegetated. Total 
basal cover was approximately eight times greater 
than it was in 1973. The Protea nitida population 
was more than five-and-a-half times greater 
and had a large number of juvenile individuals. 
The Protea laurifolia population was approximately 
four times greater, with the dominant class shifting 
from adults in 1973 to seedlings in 2013.  An 
extensive fire in 2009 took its toll on thicket cover 
at some, but not all, rocky outcrop locations. 
“While evidence suggests an improvement of 
most ecosystem health indicators and therefore an 
effective management regime, the GWWA is still 
at risk of being affected by climate change with 
an increased aridity and occurrence of wildfires 
predicted for the area,” concludes Kuhn.

honours student nicola Kuhn is assessing the 
vegetation in the Groot Winterhoek Wilderness 
Area (GWWA) as part of the bergrivier Climate 
Knowledge network (CKn). “This is one of the 
main catchment areas, so it is of interest to get 
a sense of its environmental history and see if 
it is functioning as it should since it became a 
wilderness area in 1973,” says professor Timm 
hoffman, head of the plant Conservation Unit.

Lack of water and sanitation facilities impact on downstream water quality in the Berg River.

Protea laurifolia. 
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that an interdisciplinary approach has tremendous 
benefits even for those projects that have a more 
monodisciplinary focus. “because they are taking 
place within an interdisciplinary environment, this 
allows for better framing of the problem and the 
research is informed from multiple viewpoints. And 
of course, the results feed into other projects and 
interest groups,” he says.

A WIDEr COnvErSATIOn

One of the benefits of an interdisciplinary approach 
is that it enables everyone in the network to interact 
with a much broader set of expertise. In the same 
way, the ACDI strives to add value to existing areas of 
research excellence within the university, such as the 
CSAG, by linking them into a broader framework and 
into a wider conversation. 

Director of the CSAG, professor bruce hewitson, has 
been with UCT since 1992 and has seen this group 
of multidisciplinary scientists expand its vision in that 
time, moving from relatively narrow-focus science 
to a body that looks at climate change through a 
multitude of lenses, from agriculture to economics 
and ethics, thanks in part to the additional linkages 
ACDI brings.

level. Due to the dearth of African regional information, 
Africa is a priority of COrDEX.

Scientists can no longer think in silos; there is an ethical 
dimension to their work, and they have a responsibility to 
society to provide information that will lead to relevant 
and appropriate decision-making. In a paper published 
in Climatic Change in november 2013, professor 
hewitson and his co-authors stress the importance of 
providing information that satisfies the criteria of being 
plausible, defensible and actionable: “Climate scientists 
cannot absolve themselves of their ethical responsibility 
when informing adaptation and must, therefore, be 
diligent in ensuring that any information they provide 
adequately addresses these three criteria.”

ThE CAnAry In ThE mInE

When it comes to data on the local level, birds can 
act as an indicator of approaching problems – just 
like the canary in the mine – and this is one way that 
research carried out by the percy Fitzpatrick Institute 
of African Ornithology contributes to the growing 
understanding of climate change.

The southern fiscal (Lanius collaris, also known as the 
fiscal shrike or common fiscal), a sit-and-wait predator 
that perches on exposed branches and drops down 
on small creatures such as lizards, has been studied by  
Drs Susan Cunningham and rowan martin 
(postdoctoral fellows in the Fitzpatrick Institute), 
together with Carryn hojem (field assistant) and 
the late professor phil hockey (previously director of  
the institute).

The researchers were interested in the impact of 
higher temperatures on the breeding success of the 
birds, so they looked at birds close to the edge of 
their range where temperatures are highest.

In a recent paper published in the Public Library of 
Science (PLOS), the scientists reported that, at higher 
temperatures, the parent birds reduced the rate at 
which they brought food to the nest, resulting in 
growth stunting in their offspring. The nestlings left 
the nest smaller and later, which could both help them 
(smaller birds may cope better in hotter temperatures) 
and harm them (staying in the nest longer exposes 
them to a greater risk of predation).

This study was undertaken in the context of a 
larger programme of research, called “hot birds”, 
where researchers seek a greater understanding 
of precisely how climate change is likely to affect 
our birds through investigation of the mechanistic 
links between climate, physiology, behaviour and, 
ultimately, population processes.

The future of the 
Okavango basin
The great Okavango Delta is fed by seasonal rains 
that fall in southern Angola, sending waters on a 
1 200-kilometre journey to the basin that holds 
the Okavango. but with predictions of rising 
temperatures in the west of Southern Africa, will the 
waters still come? And will they be as massive and 
awe-inspiring, filling the basin with enough water 
to protect and maintain the Okavango ecosystem? 
Or are we likely to see floods even bigger than the 
ones that occurred from 2009 to 2011?

Dr piotr Wolski, senior research officer in the 
Department of Environment and Geographical 
Science, together with professor bruce hewitson, 
director of the Climate System Analysis Group 
(CSAG) at UCT, and colleagues in the USA, 
have laboured over models of the delta’s future, 
and have concluded that more severe flooding 
is unlikely, despite the general prediction that 
anthropogenic climate change leads to an increase 
in frequency and magnitude of extreme weather 
events such as floods. 

According to their paper, published in the Journal 
of Hydrology in January 2014, greenhouse gas 
emissions have in fact substantially reduced the 
chance of the floods. “The air is warmer in the 
climate we are experiencing and the river takes 
a long time to flow down to the delta,” explains  
Dr Wolski, “so you get more evaporation occurring 
before the river even reaches the delta, and thus 
fewer high floods.” however, natural variability in 
the system means that above-average flooding 
will continue to occur. 

“If not for climate change,” says Dr Wolski, “the 
Okavango system would have experienced even 
larger flooding from 2009 to 2011 than it actually 
did.” however, he said that in the long term, the 
delta was likely to shrink somewhat in size.

Fisher woman
A postdoctoral student at the UCT marine research 
Institute (ma-re) was recently joint winner of a 
prestigious United nations award, one of the 2013 
SEED (Supporting Entrepreneurs for Sustainable 
Development) awards. Dr hilkka ndjaula’s Dried Fish 
Company (DFC) and its partner, the Women’s Enterprise 
Development Initiative (WEDI), aim to help namibians 
attain food security and reduce the economic gender 
gap in that country by boosting women-led enterprises.

For someone hailing from a country where the fishing 
industry is a pillar of the economy, it’s hardly surprising 
that ndjaula’s postdoctoral studies in marine biology 
revolve around the population dynamics of small pelagic 
fish like sardines and anchovies. her doctorate and 
master’s in marine biology were completed in norway.
DFC uses solar energy to dry frozen horse mackerel, 
which is then distributed to outlets run by WEDI, a 
women’s co-operative that has exclusive distribution 
rights focused on rural areas.

Pictured right: Dr Hilkka Ndjaula.

CSAG’s role has also expanded, not just beyond the 
boundaries of the university, but also beyond the 
boundaries of South Africa. “We want to export 
capacity, through capacity-building, across Africa,” says 
professor hewitson. “We are working with a number of 
regional partners – and with young, emerging scientists 
– in West, East and Southern Africa.”

As part of its capacity-building work, the CSAG hosts a 
Winter School, a two-week intensive course targeting 
mid-career professionals engaged in decision-making 
and policy development that involves issues related 
to climate change and adaptation. The most recent 
example was a course for city managers from Addis 
Ababa, Dar es Salaam, maputo, Kampala and luanda. 

The CSAG has also invested in a Climate Information 
platform, which offers free use of a massive database, 
integrated with guidance documents that will help the 
user to make the most of the information in the system.

professor hewitson also chairs COrDEX, the Co-
ordinated regional Downscaling Experiment, funded 
by the World Climate research programme. COrDEX 
arose out of a recognition that there was a need for 
high-resolution regional information regarding future 
climate – in other words, very detailed models at local 
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ThE FUTUrE OF FOOD

Another living system vulnerable to the effects of 
climate change and one that has enormous significance 
for humans – especially in Africa – is the already fragile 
food system. According to a 2009 World bank report 
on climate resilience in Africa, rain-fed agriculture 
contributes some 30% to African GDp, employs about 
70% of the population and is the main safety net of the 
rural poor. And yet many regions in Africa can already 
not claim to be food secure; as temperatures rise and 
rainfall fluctuates, the picture could become much 
worse. Scientists across the ACDI network are involved 
in several research projects aimed at understanding and 
adapting to the impact of climate change on agriculture.

“Adaptive Intervention in Agriculture to reduce 
vulnerability of Different Farming Systems to Climate 
Change in South Africa” is a project led by Dr peter 
Johnston in the CSAG and funded by the Water 
research Commission, which will investigate the impact 
of projected climate change on agriculture; assess 
the vulnerability of crops, rangelands and farming 
households and enterprises; and identify and suggest 

appropriate adaptive techniques and practices in 
selected catchments and farming areas. The report will 
provide an assessment of the vulnerability of different 
farming systems to climate change. It will evaluate 
alternative adaptation practices and techniques (both 
indigenous and science-based knowledge) and, if 
necessary, develop and test innovative, appropriate 
and sustainable interventions, including internal 
management measures and external policy measures. 

The CSAG’s Dr Olivier Crespo has been working with 
colleagues across South Africa and in Swaziland on a 
related project involving an expert team of climate, 
crop, economic and IT research scientists evaluating 
the impact of climate change on the production 
and prices of important crops. At the same time, 
the project seeks to build human and institutional 
capacity in this field.

The project is testing models that estimate what the 
production of staple crops in the region during the 
period 2070 to 2099 will be. These models will yield 
an accurate picture of productivity and projected 
prices in important staple crops – maize, sorghum, 

sugar cane, wheat and sweet potatoes – and will then 
be used to test the economic outcomes of different 
farming systems, providing options for the future.

According to a paper published in Global and 
Planetary Change in December 2013 by nkulumo 
Zinyengere (a phD fellow in the CSAG), Dr Crespo 
and Dr Sepo hachigonta, harvests in Africa are 
likely to decline steadily over the next 90 years. The 
researchers reviewed 19 recent studies of the impact 
of climate change on crops in the 21st century, and 
found that maize yields are projected to decline on 
average by 18%. 

ThE SEA, ThE SEA

Agriculture – and thus food security – across Africa 
is profoundly affected by changes that scientists are 
recording in the seas around us. Features ranging 
from huge currents to massive eddies in the Atlantic, 
Indian and Southern Oceans are crucial factors 
in the global climate picture, directly affecting 
agricultural land use through rainfall patterns and 
temperature shifts – and indirectly impacting on 
the rest of the planet, too. These seas are relatively 
easily accessible to the more than 40 researchers 
who work at UCT marine research Institute (ma-re) 
and those in the Department of Oceanography. Ship 
cruises, field trips and remote sensing by satellite are 
used to gather samples and data for analysis by the 
multidisciplinary team.

On one such research expedition, an all-women 
team of scientists from UCT, led by senior lecturer  
Dr Isabelle Ansorge of the Department of 
Oceanography, sailed on the polar research vessel SA 
Agulhas II  to the subantarctic prince Edward Islands 
in April 2014. A key purpose of the trip was to 
study warm eddies in the ocean. These southward-
moving eddies bring warm, salty water to the polar 
frontal band of ice circling the Antarctic. The focus 
was on two ocean eddies: a recently formed eddy 
in the subantarctic (at 49°S, 30°E), and one that has 
relocated southwards into the Antarctic zone (to 
approximately 58°S).

Eddies, Dr Ansorge explains, are areas of intense 
biological and physical activity and are “one of the main 
mechanisms in which water characteristics such as heat, 
salt, carbon dioxide, nutrients and biota are exchanged 
around the oceans.”

heat, salt and carbon dioxide: these are all features 
affected by climate change, and eddies are a 
mechanism to balance the world’s ocean climate. That 
makes them an important subject that needs to be 
understood. master’s student Kirrin reid had studied 

Their research focused on the roman (which most 
people know as the red roman, Chrysoblephus 
laticeps), a sea bream endemic to South Africa’s 
coast. Examining 15 years of data, they found that 
the establishment of the Goukamma mpA did not 
result in a drop in total catch, nor did the fleet 
have to travel greater distances to get the catch.

The suggestion is that roman left the mpA as fish 
densities built up, spilling out into areas where 
catching them was legal. In addition, a boost 
in roman egg production in the protected area 
would benefit unprotected areas too, as eggs 
drift with the currents.

Marine protected area 
improves yield without 
disadvantaging fishers
Do marine protected Areas (mpAs) disadvantage 
fishermen? In a paper published in Nature 
Communications in August 2013, Dr Sven 
Kerwath (a research associate at UCT and scientist 
at the Department of Agriculture, Forestry 
and Fisheries), postdoctoral fellow Dr henning 
Winker, Dr Albrecht Götz of the Southern 
African Environmental Observation network and 
professor Colin Attwood of ma-re, set out to 
answer this question.
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Dr britta rennkamp, who joins ACDI as a senior research 
fellow, will be addressing trade-offs between climate 
change mitigation and poverty alleviation – how can 
governments reduce emissions over the long term 
without jeopardising their countries’ achievements in 
socio-economic development?

These four senior scientists add to the formidable 
range of experience, skill and knowledge in the ACDI 
and ma-re networks. Together, these two Signature 
Themes form the bedrock of the university’s climate 
change response. 

In February 2014, the Intergovernmental panel on 
Climate Change (IpCC) reported that scientists are 
now 90% certain that human activities are causing 
climate change. Observational evidence indicates 
that natural systems in all continents and most 
oceans are being affected by climate changes, 
particularly temperature increases. It is now certain 
that these impacts will have an effect on the day-to-
day lives of people and ecosystems.

how we deal with this is up to us, and the research 
under way at UCT, by sea and land, across a range 
of disciplines, is helping to make sure that the 
African continent is as prepared as it can be to 
understand and manage the dynamics and impact 
of this crisis.

them via satellite images, but this voyage gave her a 
chance to get up close and personal with the eddies 
she had only seen from afar. reid was supported 
by four other postgraduate students attached to 
UCT’s Department of Oceanography: Katherine 
hutchinson, moagabo ragoasha, lisa holton from 
the UK, and Alice lebehot from France. Katherine 
hutchinson graduated in December 2013, having 
earned a rare co-badged master’s degree from UCT 
and l’Université de bretagne Occidentale, France. 
Co-badged qualifications reflect the changing 
academic environment, which is trending towards 
greater collaboration between academic institutions, 
especially between those in the Global north and the 
Global South, as well as towards a greater fluidity in 
postgraduate study – much more research happens in 
a multidisciplinary environment today.

TOWArDS GrEATEr ACCUrACy

Several aspects of science are involved in creating 
a rich, detailed and accurate understanding of the 
dynamics of climate change. The kind of on-site 
measurement Dr Ansorge’s team has been doing 
feeds information and data into the science of 
prediction, which must be as reliable and accurate 
as possible. This is the area that Dr backeberg of the 
nansen-Tutu Centre (nTC) is currently working on. 

The nTC is a joint venture between the norwegian 
nansen Environmental Centre and South African 
partners that aims at improving the capacity to 
observe, understand and predict the seas, to support 
research as well as fisheries, coastal management, 
maritime security, recreation and tourism. 

“Two years ago, I had a paper published in Nature in 
which I used satellite measurements to show that all 
around South Africa, ocean features like eddies (mesoscale 
structures between 100 and 400 kilometres in diameter) 
are intensifying,” says Dr backeberg.
 
now he is working on a new paper aimed at laying 
the foundation for the development of a regional 
prediction system for the greater Agulhas Current 
system. “We are trying to develop a system that will 
give more accurate and better results,” he says. This is 
crucial to predicting extreme weather events, as well 
as understanding features like the sardine run, which 
is dependent on movements of the Agulhas Current.

InvESTInG In CApACITy

Dr backenberg’s work illustrates how science can 
contribute to addressing complex problems that affect 
life on Earth and makes a good case for why investing in 
this capacity is important. The potential, and the need, 

‘Scare lines’ slash 
albatross deaths by 99%
A seven-year research project, recently published 
in the international scientific journal Animal 
Conservation, has shown that using “scare lines” 
to keep birds away from trawl cables during trawl 
fishing can dramatically reduce seabird deaths.

The research, which monitored trawl fishers off the 
coast of South Africa from 2006, showed that the 
use of the lines resulted in a reduction of 90% in 
seabird deaths and 99% in albatross deaths. 

Seabirds, especially albatrosses and petrels, are 
drawn in their thousands by the offal discarded 
from onboard processing factories. While they’re 
scavenging, they become tangled in the trawl 
cables and drown. 

Trawlers (mainly the hake fishery) use large nets, held 
in the water by thick cables, to trawl the seafloor. The 
scare lines – a simple 30m length of strong rope with 
five to 10 paired lines of visible streamers attached – 
work by distracting and confusing the birds, keeping 
them away from the trawl cables.

Accidental seabird deaths during fishing pose the 
single biggest threat to seabird populations around 
the world, says co-author of the paper Dr ross 
Wanless, a UCT research associate and seabird 
division manager and the Africa co-ordinator of 
the birdlife International marine programme.

for this kind of research is infinite. Fortunately, this 
node of climate change capacity at UCT is attracting 
significant funds to the university that is enabling a 
growth of capacity.

At the beginning of 2014, three new research chairs 
and one senior research fellow were seconded to the 
ACDI for a three-year tenure. These positions have a 
strategic role: each of them will offer leadership and 
boost research production through activities focused 
on the themes they lead.

professor ralph hamann at the UCT Graduate School 
of business, one of the three new research chairs, will 
look at complex social and environmental problems, 
including climate change, food security and mining-
company–community relations. Associate professor 
martine visser, who takes up the second research 
chair, focused on behavioural economic applications 
to climate change, natural resource use, health and 
poverty alleviation, is studying how social norms and 
preferences such as trust, co-operation and risk aversion 
impact on decision-making. The third research chair 
will be held by Associate professor res Altwegg, who 
will be looking at understanding the impact of climate 
change on biodiversity and ecosystem services (using 
birds as indicators) and quantifying weather changes 
in Southern Africa and their attribution to climate 
change, with detailed analysis of weather trends.  

Flurry for food: Seabirds attracted to the fish offal 
as a result of onboard processing. Many become 
tangled in the trawl cables and drown.

This image of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current indicates current speed: blue shows slow-moving water and dark red 
indicates speeds of above 1.5km per hour. The pale blue halo around Antarctica indicates sea ice. Image courtesy of 
the National Science Foundation.
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The year 1994 saw the formal transition from apartheid to 

democracy in South Africa. With political freedom came high hopes 

for economic prosperity and social upliftment, yet two decades on, 

despite considerable progress, the twin challenges of poverty and 

inequality endure. Throughout the past 20 years, UCT researchers 

have been engaged in documenting and understanding this 

process in order to develop appropriate responses. 
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South Africa in 1994 was a country marked by 
extreme poverty and inequality. The preceding 
decades of social and economic discrimination had 
left a legacy of adversity, which had been founded 
on racial divides. Millions of primarily black 
South Africans were mired in deplorable living 
conditions, lacking access to basic services such 
as running water, electricity and clean sanitation. 
The schooling and health systems that served the 
majority of the population were also inadequate. 

Two decades later, South Africa’s story is one of both 
achievement and continuing challenges. There has been 

Closely linked to each of these is the conundrum 
of poverty and inequality. During the post-apartheid 
period, overall poverty in South Africa has decreased, 
but only marginally, according to research led by 
professor murray leibbrandt, DST/nrF SArChI Chair 
in poverty and Inequality, published in the Oxford 
Companion to the Economics of South Africa. The 
proportion of people living below the poverty line 
decreased from 56% in 1993 to 54% in 2010 and, 
while government grants have had a significant 
impact, a substantial proportion of South Africans 
remain in severe poverty. 

In terms of inequality, the gap between the rich and 
poor has increased during the last 20 years, in terms 
of both overall income inequality and inequality 
within racial groups, particularly black Africans. In 
1993, the richest 20% of people earned 66% of 
the total income in the population and the poorest 
60% together earned about 16% of the total 
income. by 2010, these figures had changed, with 
the richest 20% of people earning about 70% of 
the total income in the population and the poorest 
60% together only earning about 10% of the total 
income. In recent years, the Gini coefficient (a 
measure of inequality of distribution) has hovered 
around 0.69, making South African society one of 
the most unequal in the world. 

At UCT, researchers across a wide variety of 
academic disciplines – from engineers to economists, 
geographical scientists to sociologists, physiotherapists 
to political scientists – are involved in documenting 
and understanding these changes, as well as 
developing appropriate responses to the continuing 
challenges that relate to the twin burdens of poverty 
and inequality. launched late in 2013, the fourth 
of the vice-Chancellor’s Strategic Initiatives – the 
poverty and Inequality Initiative (pII) – was set up 
to tackle the question of why, in a country of rich 
resources, poverty and inequality are persisting and 
even, in the case of inequality, deepening. With its 
members drawn from diverse disciplines, the pII aims 
to identify all major role players inside and outside 
the university (including academics, research groups 
and non-governmental organisations) who are doing 
work related to poverty alleviation, whether in policy 
or aimed at intervention.

EmplOymEnT AnD UnEmplOymEnT

One of the key drivers of poverty and inequality in 
South Africa is undoubtedly the labour market. The 
persistently high levels of unemployment, as well as 
rising inequalities in earnings that have marked the 
post-apartheid era, have prevented any meaningful 
reduction in poverty and inequality.

Overcoming the legacy 
of poverty and inequality

undeniable progress on several fronts: the introduction of 
the new constitution in 1996, increased access to basic 
services, and the roll-out of the largest antiretroviral (Arv) 
programme in the world. Additionally, millions of South 
Africans are now beneficiaries of government grants and 
the large majority of children are enrolled in school. 

Despite these victories, the country still faces challenges 
that affect the day-to-day lives of many South Africans. 
Unemployment rates are high, access to quality services 
remains uneven, the education system is dysfunctional 
for all but the top 20% of schools, and crime and 
corruption are rife. 
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In 1995, the unemployment rate was 15.7%, according 
to Statistics South Africa. by 2003, this figure had 
almost doubled, with unemployment reaching a record 
high of 31.2%. Although the economy had generated a 
fair number of jobs, the number of individuals entering 
the labour force over this period was significantly 
greater, thus leaving more than five million South 
Africans without work. After some fluctuation, in 2010 
unemployment rates were at 25.3%.

While much research has been generated, the 
knowledge base on South African unemployment – 
and its inter-relatedness with poverty and inequality 
– is fragmented and many gaps in research and policy 
debates are apparent. It is against this backdrop 
that the research project on Employment, Income 
Distribution and Inclusive Growth (rEDI3x3) was 
conceived. launched in 2012, rEDI3x3 is a national 
multiyear, collaborative, independent research initiative 
funded by the national Treasury and managed by UCT’s 
Southern Africa labour and Development research Unit 
(SAlDrU). The project is designed to forge a stronger 
engagement between research and policymaking and 
to promote dialogue across disciplines and paradigms. 
by generating an independent, rich and nuanced 
knowledge base and expert network, it intends to 
contribute to co-ordinated, consistent and effective 
policies directed at the three critical problem areas of 
unemployment, inequality and poverty.

With such critical levels of unemployment, job creation 
remains high on the policy agenda. however, there are 
several hurdles to employment in the South African 
context – skills shortages, the efficiency of labour 
and non-labour market regulations, and support for 
labour-market institutions. The Employment promotion 
programme (Epp), based in the Development policy 
research Unit (DprU), aims to identify and implement 
solutions to these systematic employment constraints. 
Funded by the United Kingdom’s Department for 
International Development (DfID), projects supported 
by the Epp fall into three categories: knowledge and 
intelligence gathering, capacity-building support for 
the labour market and other relevant institutions, and 
support for innovative pilot interventions. 

A potential constraint to employment, which has come 
under much scrutiny recently, is the setting of minimum 
wages. There is ongoing debate as to whether 
minimum wages in certain sectors of South Africa’s 
economy are set too high and therefore price workers 
out of the labour market, which in turn exacerbates 
unemployment. research on this issue by professors 
nicoli nattrass and Jeremy Seekings at the Centre for 
Social Science research (CSSr) attracted widespread 
media attention in early 2013. Their ongoing analysis 
of the crisis in the clothing industry suggests that the 

imposition of minimum wages in this labour-intensive 
sector is threatening thousands of jobs. however, 
this has been robustly criticised by researchers at 
UCT’s Institute of Development and labour law and 
is the topic of ongoing debate. The research and this 
debate raise some difficult policy dilemmas: given the 
exceptionally high levels of unemployment, how should 
policymakers balance the goal of job creation with the 
goal of achieving decent, well-paid work? Should low-
wage employment be permitted because it mitigates 
poverty, even if wages are very low?

minimum-wage legislation has also been a focus 
of research at the DprU. here the aim has been to 
understand and measure the enforcement of minimum-
wage laws. Funded by the International Development 
research Centre (IDrC), the project has three distinct 
components: one measuring the enforcement of 

sectoral minimum-wage laws and the causal effect of 
enforcement on compliance with them, another looking 
at the nature, role and functioning of the regulatory 
agencies involved in the monitoring and enforcement 
of minimum-wage laws, and the last measuring the 
impact of minimum-wage laws on employment and 
other labour-market outcomes. 

Some of the findings from this project raise interesting 
questions in the light of the recent protests over farm 
workers’ wages in the Western Cape. research by 
professor haroon bhorat, director of the DprU and 
DST/nrF SArChI Chair in Economic Growth, “poverty 
and Inequality: Exploring the Interactions for South 
Africa”, together with colleagues, shows that, 
since the implementation of the sectoral minimum-
wage law in agriculture in 2003, average wages in 
agriculture have increased significantly across all 
provinces. In the Western Cape, where compliance 
has been one of the highest, farm workers also 
earn substantially more than in other provinces. To 
understand why the strikes then occurred in this 
province and not others, a research project led by 
professor lungisile ntsebeza, DST/nrF SArChI Chair 
in land reform and Democracy in South Africa, and 
colleagues from the Centre for African Studies, has 
started collecting data on the strikes with the aim 
of providing a detailed account of events between 
August 2012 and February 2013. The second phase 
of the research project will attempt to locate the 
strikes within the broader context of rural resistance 
and transformation, not only in the countryside, but 
in the country as a whole. 

The National Income 
Dynamics Study
A major project at UCT, aimed specifically at tracking 
the changes over time in the lives and well being 
of South Africans, is the national Income Dynamics 
Study (nIDS). Implemented by The Southern Africa 
labour and Development research Unit (SAlDrU) 
and funded by the presidency, nIDS is the first 
national household panel study in South Africa. It 
tracks the income, consumption, expenditure and 
other relevant variables of around 28 000 individuals 
and their households over time. 

“The value of the nIDS data lies in its unique ability 
to detail and explain the unfolding social dynamics 
of contemporary South Africa. Who is trapped in 
poverty? Who is moving into the middle and upper 
classes? And, most importantly for policy, what are 

the key drivers of these changes?” says professor 
murray leibbrandt, DST/nrF SArChI Chair in poverty 
and Inequality.

To date, three surveys, or waves, have been collected: 
in 2008, 2010 and 2012. The most recent wave of 
nIDS was launched in December 2013 in an event 
organised by the national planning Commission. many 
commissioners joined the statistician general, his senior 
staff and high-level policy officials from the presidency 
and the departments of Education, health and Social 
Development for a day-long engagement with a 
set of papers that had been prepared by a SAlDrU 
team on relevant findings from the first three waves 
of nIDS data. The research has been published and 
is uniquely able to illuminate issues such as poverty, 
inequality and mobility dynamics, progress through 
school by learners from poor households, the health-
seeking behaviour of these households, and patterns 
of migration, changing household composition and 
labour-market dynamics during the financial crisis. 

OnE OF ThE mOST vISIblE 
ChAnGES In SOUTh 
AFrICAn CITIES OvEr 

ThE lAST 20 yEArS hAS 
bEEn ThE pATTErn OF 

rESIDEnTIAl InTEGrATIOn 
AnD SEGrEGATIOn.

ThErE hAS bEEn 
UnDEnIAblE prOGrESS 

On SEvErAl FrOnTS: ThE 
InTrODUCTIOn OF ThE 
nEW COnSTITUTIOn In 

1996, ThE ESTAblIShmEnT 
OF An InDEpEnDEnT 

JUDICIAry, InCrEASED 
ACCESS TO bASIC 

SErvICES, AnD ThE rOll-
OUT OF ThE lArGEST 
Arv prOGrAmmE In 

ThE WOrlD.
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ThE rOlE OF SmAll bUSInESS 

In JOb CrEATIOn

In South Africa, small, medium and micro enterprises 
(SmmEs) play a vital role in job creation. however, 
these entities face a number of constraints that 
make it difficult to operate and expand into 
larger profitable entities. various interventions 
have been designed to support SmmEs so that 
they can overcome these obstacles. During 2013, 
J-pAl Africa, based in SAlDrU, ran an evaluation 
of a project by the business bridge Initiative. The 
project targets individuals who already own micro 
enterprises and gives them the skills required to 
expand their operations in terms of revenue, profit 
and number of employees. by providing skills to 
owners of small existing businesses, the hope is that 
these businesses will grow to the point where they 
can provide employment for those without self- or 
wage-employment.

Another research project looking at micro enterprises 
is being run by Dr margaret booyens from the 
Department of Social Development and Associate 
professor roshan Galvaan from the Department of 
health and rehabilitation Sciences. The project, titled 
“youth-Owned Small-scale Enterprise Development: 
pathways to success”, explores how the agency 
of young people is activated and supported to 
advance successful business development. During 
2013, Dr booyens and Associate professor Galvaan 
interviewed young South African citizens between 
the ages of 20 and 29, living in Saron, montagu and 
Citrusdal, who had been running their own legal 
small businesses for two or more years. 

UnEQUAl EDUCATIOn

many scholars agree that education is a critical 
ingredient of any strategy to redress deep-seated 
structural inequality, but in South Africa, the education 
system itself is highly unequal.

When the newly elected democratic government took 
office in 1994, it inherited a dysfunctional education 
system. Over the last two decades, the government 
has instituted a plethora of policies to address the 
inequalities and deficiencies, but today, after a string of 
reforms in school access, curriculum, teacher training, 
governance and financing, the performance of the bulk 
of South Africa’s education system is catastrophically 
poor. While resources flow more equitably and access 
to education has expanded significantly, educational 
outcomes for the vast majority of learners continue 
to be poor. Despite receiving a relatively large slice 
of the public pie, the prevailing story of education 
in South Africa is one of high student dropout rates, 

low completion rates and dismal achievement levels. 
Indeed, comparative international assessments in 
reading and literacy, mathematics and science locate 
the performance of South Africa’s schools as worse than 
most other African countries. According to the 2014 
World Economic Forum Global Information Technology 
Report, South Africa is last out of 148 countries in terms 
of its maths and science education.

What are some of the reasons for this poor 
performance? Typically, research attempting to 
explain these continuing shortfalls observes factors 
such as poor teacher training, a weak curriculum and 
learning deficits in primary school. A new research 
project looks instead at the relative influence of 
political and institutional constraints in accounting 
for poor schooling outcomes. This project, titled 
“The provision of basic Education in South Africa: 
Institutional and political challenges”, is a multiyear, 
multilevel study, undertaken jointly by the Graduate 
School of Development policy and practice, the 
Department of political Studies and the School 
of Education, in partnership with the University 

of manchester’s Effective States and Inclusive 
Development research Centre. Over the course of 
three years, the researchers plan to collect data at the 
national, provincial and school level in order to explore 
the extent to which the performance of schools 
can be explained as an outcome of the interactions 
between, on the one hand, the prevailing political 
dynamics and, on the other, the characteristics of the 
prevailing institutional arrangements.

Analyses of learner performance in South Africa 
reveal that there is a small proportion (about 
25%) who perform relatively well. however, the 
vast majority have extremely poor achievement 
outcomes. Essentially, there are two different 
education systems in South Africa: a functional 
schooling system that caters for the rich and a 
largely dysfunctional schooling system catering 
for the majority of poor learners. While schools 
in the former system are becoming increasingly 
deracialised, this dual pattern of schooling in South 
Africa continues to reflect the lines of apartheid’s 
historical geography. 

research led by professor pam Christie at the School 
of Education is exploring these differentiated spatial 
patterns of schooling in South Africa. Through 
a comparative study in three regions, she aims to 
investigate the spatial practices, representations 
of space and lived experiences of these schools, 
with a view to understanding how inequalities are 
constituted and how they might be shifted. During 
2013, professor Christie and her team developed 
the conceptual and theoretical framing for their 

research. They are currently gathering and mapping 
information about patterns of schooling in the 
Western, Eastern and northern Cape.

While poor schooling outcomes during the post-
apartheid era have painted a rather dismal picture 
of education in South Africa, it is possible to identify 
schools in poorer contexts that are performing 
better than others, thus presenting a more nuanced 
account. The SpADE (Schools performing Above 
Demographic Expectations) project, also located in 
the School of Education, looks at a sample of primary 
schools in the Western Cape that are performing 
above expectations, given their low socio-economic 
contexts. SpADE researchers are interested in what 
contributes to better performance in these schools. 
They include three domains in their research: the 
home, school organisation and the classroom. 

preliminary findings suggest that higher-performing 
schools have certain organisational features that 
contribute to their success, such as consensual 
relations between staff in the school and an absence 
of enduring, explicit conflict, low teacher and student 
absenteeism and a strong ethic of care for the child. 
At the classroom level, researchers have identified 
certain effective pedagogic strategies – related 
to pace, sequence and coherence of the lesson 
– in higher-performing schools in lower-income 
communities. Their analysis also shows that schools 
perform optimally when management is able to 
draw on their knowledge and experience regarding 
pedagogy, curriculum and evaluation to fulfil their 
management responsibilities with authority.
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vUlnErAblE GrOUpS

promoting greater equity and access to education and 
development opportunities is key to guaranteeing 
the rights of children. Since 1994, many policies and 
interventions have been designed to ensure that 
the rights of children, along with those of other 
vulnerable groups, such as women and people with 
disabilities, are realised.

vulnerable groups constitute a significant proportion of 
the population and experience a higher risk of poverty 
and social exclusion than the rest. In South Africa, 
women, children and people with disabilities often 
face serious challenges that make them particularly 
vulnerable to further impoverishment and exclusion. 

The White paper on Social Welfare, adopted in 1997, 
has formed the basis for social welfare policy in South 
Africa over the post-apartheid era. In 2013, professor 
viviene Taylor, head of the Department of Social 
Development, was appointed by the national minister of 
Social Development to chair the ministerial Committee 
on the review of the Implementation of the White 

Poverty and inequality 
in post-apartheid cities
With two-thirds of South Africa’s total population 
now living in urban areas, cities have increasingly 
been recognised as key spaces for economic and 
social development.

rapid urbanisation over the post-apartheid period 
has meant a massive increase in the number of 
urban residents who need housing, jobs, transport, 
services, health care and schooling. While the state 
has made important progress in some areas, urban 
growth continues to put a critical strain on the 
provision of services and infrastructure, exacerbating 
the already high levels of poverty and inequality that 
exist in cities.

One of the most visible changes in South African 
cities over the last 20 years has been the pattern of 
residential integration and segregation. research by 
professor Owen Crankshaw in the Department of 
Sociology shows how changing patterns of inequality 
in the labour market have resulted in the emergence 
of new spatial divisions in South Africa’s cities. In 
may 2014, professor Crankshaw published an article 
in the Sunday Times explaining that the movement 

of well-educated blacks into managerial, professional 
and technical jobs has led to a significant growth in 
the black middle class. This, in turn, has resulted in 
an influx of black middle-class residents into formerly 
whites-only suburbs. The spatial implication is that 
these areas have become increasingly desegregated. 
There are now more black South Africans in the 
middle classes than white and, in the formerly 
whites-only suburbs of Johannesburg, two-thirds of 
the residents are now black.

On the other end of the scale, however, many less-
educated blacks have become poorer because of 
rising unemployment. This has meant that townships 
are increasingly concentrated with poor, unemployed 
workers and there has been a steady growth in 
backyard rooms and informal settlements in these 
areas.

“The new pattern of residential segregation in our 
cities is not the same as apartheid segregation. This 
new pattern of segregation is a division between 
the racially mixed middle-class suburbs on the one 
hand, and the black working-class townships with 
high levels of unemployment on the other,” writes 
professor Crankshaw.

looking at spatial inequalities in South African 
cities through a slightly different lens is professor 

robert Cameron from the Department of political 
Studies, together with Dr helder do vale from the 
Centre for political and Constitutional Studies in 
Spain. Their research focus is on the perpetuation 
of spatial inequality through uneven financial and 
institutional endowments in local government. post-
apartheid South Africa experienced a sweeping 
process of decentralisation that attempted to foster 
an equal distribution of basic services between 
local governments. however, as professor Cameron 
and Dr Do vale propose, this process created new 
inequalities in the delivery of local services between 
South African municipalities. Their findings suggest 
that these local asymmetries result from the 
uneven financial and institutional endowments in 
local government. The metropolitan municipalities 
have been able to improve welfare outcomes 
because of their stable sources of revenues. Cities 
like Johannesburg and Cape Town also “have 
greater autonomy than other local governments 
in the country in managing their resources and 
are better able to respond to the demands of the 
local population”. professor Cameron and Dr Do 
vale are using their research to develop a closer 
understanding of the trajectories of local welfare 
regimes in South Africa.

Cities are not only locations where people live 
and work and benefit from services, they are also 

important sites of activism and social-movement 
mobilisation. With a history of forced removals and 
apartheid-era evictions, and in a context of pervasive 
poverty and inequality, struggles for socio-economic 
rights have been pertinent in post-apartheid cities. 
Students and researchers from the Department 
of Environmental and Geographical Science have 
collaborated with the valhalla park Civic and its 
activists to look at ways in which activism and work 
for justice and transformation shape neighbourhood 
and city politics.

Struggles to access houses, the occupation of 
land and contestation of the city’s razing of shack 
settlements in court are important civic successes. 
yet the valhalla park Civic and its residents feel a 
stigma as leaders and residents in a “dysfunctional 
township”: an impoverished, violent, gangster-
ridden neighbourhood. Drawing on political 
mobilisation, and building “community”, together 
the researchers and activists have documented the 
challenges and opportunities in neighbourhood 
initiatives to address poverty, as well as reflecting 
on the building of collaborative relationships and 
trust, and how knowledge may be collaboratively 
constructed. To date, a range of documents from 
popular booklets to academic publications have 
been produced from this collaborative nine-year 
research project.
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paper on Social Welfare. The primary research aim of 
the committee is to review how the vision, goals and 
objectives of the white paper are being implemented 
across the country, and the impacts on poverty, social 
inequality and vulnerability. Using a combination of 
methods, including reviews and analysis of official 
documents, reports and existing research on the status 
of social welfare across South Africa, the committee will 
identify the critical gaps and challenges in the provision 
of social development services.

professor Taylor, together with two research assistants, 
is collating and analysing the data collected by the 
committee and writing up initial briefs on the findings. 
A number of these research outputs will be developed 
into articles, policy briefs and status reports. The process 
will also be written up and will be used for teaching on 
social-policy courses in the department. 

The Children’s Institute (CI) has also played a key 
role in assisting the national Department of Social 
Development to design a comprehensive legal 
solution to the foster care crisis. There is substantial 
evidence that the foster care system is under serious 
strain and, as a result, many vulnerable children are 
left without assistance.

To date, the work of the CI has included conducting 
research for the department, together with the 
Community Agency for Social Enquiry, on the challenges 
and proposing options for reform; drafting regulations 
to show how reform options could be translated into 
law; creating dialogue platforms to promote discussion 
with government and civil society; and participating 
in litigation to get clarity on Children’s Act clauses on 
foster care eligibility.

While government grants are particularly useful in 
providing financial assistance, there are challenges faced 

by children that require different types of interventions. 
In South Africa, violence against children, especially 
in the context of poverty, occurs at a very high rate. 
poverty is a particular risk for violence against children, 
as poor parents are less likely to have social support, 
more likely to use harsh, inconsistent parenting, less 
likely to be affectionate towards and to monitor their 
children, and more likely to use corporal punishment.

Effective interventions in the form of parenting 
programmes are needed to improve parenting 
and buffer the effects of poverty on children, and 
researchers in the Department of psychology have 
undertaken to develop and test parenting programmes 
that will be appropriate in South Africa and other 
low- and middle-income countries. With the aim of 
developing programmes suitable for low-resource 
contexts, Associate professor Cathy Ward and Inge 
Wessels are training community health workers to 
deliver the programmes, producing materials that are 

low cost, and making them freely available. To date, 
the testing of various programmes for different age 
groups has found significant improvements in positive 
parenting behaviour. The researchers plan to test each 
programme in at least two other low- or middle-income 
countries, and hope to have them ready for widescale 
rollout by 2020.

Women are, of course, also victims of violence, and as a 
vulnerable group are over-represented among the poor; 
they also bear the brunt of the hIv/AIDS pandemic 
in South Africa. A recent study by researchers in the 
Department of health and rehabilitation Sciences 
explored methods to mitigate the consequences of 
living with hIv/AIDS in this environment. With the 
effective rollout of antiretroviral treatments in South 
Africa, the profile of hIv as a disease has changed, 
from being a terminal illness to a chronic disease, much 
like diabetes. From this standpoint, it is important to 
address the symptoms associated with hIv/AIDS in 

vUlnErAblE GrOUpS 
COnSTITUTE A SIGnIFICAnT 

prOpOrTIOn OF ThE 
pOpUlATIOn AnD 

EXpErIEnCE A hIGhEr rISK 
OF pOvErTy AnD SOCIAl 

EXClUSIOn ThAn ThE rEST 
OF ThE pOpUlATIOn.

order to maximise quality of life and participation in 
society; one of the most common symptoms in people 
with hIv/AIDS is pain, which can be addressed.

people with disabilities also face serious challenges 
that marginalise and exclude them from participating 
meaningfully in society. Associate professor Theresa 
lorenzo and a team of researchers from the Disability 
Studies programme at the Department of health and 
rehabilitation Sciences are involved in a multiyear 
collaborative study on disabled youth. The study 
is being run by occupational therapy departments 
at six universities, together with community-based 
organisations across five provinces in South Africa. 

The findings of the study give a picture of the 
inequalities faced by disabled youth and the factors that 
enable them to sustain their livelihoods. They show that 
disabled youth face significant barriers to education and 
employment and they have limited opportunities for 
social interaction and intimate relationships. The results 
also showed that community rehabilitation workers 
are well positioned to promote equal citizenship for 
disabled youth.

A ShArED AIm

This and other research at UCT shows that the university is 
well on its way to gearing up and mobilising its resources to 
frame a co-ordinated, coherent response to the enduring 
challenges of poverty and inequality. This response will be 
profiled in the work of the national Carnegie3 initiative, 
the first phase of which was launched with the “Strategies 
to Overcome poverty and Inequality” conference hosted 
by UCT in September 2012. 

The core focus of the pII during the early months of 
2014 was the identification and development of key 
research themes that would form the basis of the 
university’s engagement with the Carnegie3 initiative. 
The structures that will support the process are firmly 
in place with a shared aim to collectively generate more 
effective interventions. 

Using the considerable expertise of its members, the 
poverty and Inequality Initiative will focus on themes 
such as inclusive growth, urban development, rural 
development, labour markets, education, health, and 
issues of social cohesion/community/crime – these 
themes resonate well with research already under 
way at UCT, and further afford opportunities for 
creating previously unexplored synergies, not only 
among researchers within the UCT community, but 
also expanding outward. The poverty and Inequality 
Initiative is thus poised to play a key role in brokering 
these relationships and guiding the university’s input 
into the national endeavour.                                  
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URBAN 
AFRICA RISING

Africa is second only to Asia in its number of city dwellers, 

and its cities are growing at an unprecedented rate. Yet 

very little is known about how African cities are evolving. 

UCT researchers are rising to the challenge of creating a 

knowledge base that will support the building of more 

equitable African cities, making them liveable, accessible and 

sustainable for all – with policymakers, planners and builders 

working off a critical mass of usable knowledge. 
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Stereotyping would have you believe that Africa is 
a mass of undeveloped land where poverty rules. 
But the reality is something quite different. At 
present, the African continent is 40% urbanised. 
There are currently 414 million urban dwellers – 
and only Asia has more city-based people. The 
continent’s largest cities all have populations of 
more than a million people. 

moreover, the continent is developing at an 
unprecedented rate: the United nations Department 
of Economic and Social Affairs (UnDESA) predicts 
that Africa will be 50% urban by 2030 and 60% 
urban by 2050. 

The implications for both city dwellers and 
policymakers are staggering. In the words of professor 
Edgar pieterse, director of the African Centre for Cities 

(ACC) and DST/nrF SArChI Chair in Urban policy, an 
interdisciplinary research and teaching programme at 
UCT, “The mind boggles, and it’s impossible to wrap 
one’s head around what that might mean in terms 
of the speed at which you build cities and the speed 
at which you need to provide services, what that 
could possibly mean for governance, how citizenship 
is instituted, and the overlay of that; the tumult of 
the post-colonial era in the last 50 years and what 
that has meant for the economic insertion of these 
countries into the global economy.” 

Urban population growth in Africa is taking place 
at such a rate that – if there is not an adequate 
understanding of the situation, and if solutions are not 
developed quickly – the continent is heading towards a 
crisis of poverty, inequality and lack of resources for its 
city people, warns professor pieterse. 

To put the current situation in perspective, UCT 
research estimates that the middle-class population of 
South Africa is expected to double by 2050 and the 
population of informal dwellers to treble. Only three 
percent of urban dwellers are eligible for a mortgage 
and only 28% have stable jobs (including minimum-
wage employees). Sixty-three percent are in vulnerable 
jobs, ie sources of income they could lose at any time. 
The implication is therefore that urban planners have 
to build infrastructure that is desperately needed, but 
that might fall apart at any time because tax bases 
might not be maintained. In a nutshell, the number 
of urban dwellers is increasing dramatically, and 
economic development is not always keeping up. In 
many cases, there is in fact economic stagnation and 
contraction, yet city populations continue to expand 
and there are increasing demands on resources and 
expectations of economic opportunity.

ThE nEED FOr KnOWlEDGE 

Understanding what is driving this growth is 
becoming a key concern for researchers. While 
migration is a factor in the growth of these cities, 
it is not the primary factor – and more than one 
scholar has pointed out that migration is not, in 
fact, as dramatic an influence as has been previously 
believed, so attempts to stem the tide of migration 
are not addressing the problem. 

Africa’s cities 
Crying out for reimagination

ThE COnTInEnT IS 
hEADInG TOWArDS 

A CrISIS OF pOvErTy, 
InEQUAlITy AnD lACK 
OF rESOUrCES FOr ITS 

CITy pEOplE.

professor pieterse, together with the University of 
bristol’s Dr Sean Fox, a contributor to professor 
pieterse and professor Sue parnell’s recent edited 
volume Africa’s Urban Revolution, argues that 
cities are actually expanding from within, owing 
to a decrease in mortality rates and an increase in 
fertility. Furthermore, rural development can actually 
increase, rather than decrease, the movement 
towards cities: people who migrate to cities tend 
to be young, healthy and aspirational, so improving 
conditions rurally and providing hope and education 
are likely, in fact, to create more of the kinds of 
individuals who are likely to move rather than stay 
where they are.

Furthermore, Africa has been identified globally as 
a potential growth market, which is encouraging 
the pattern of development even further. however, 
because cities are growing so rapidly, often they 
– and their structures – are not fully understood. 
In this environment, it is becoming crucial to build 
a knowledge base that interrogates the patterns, 
structures and likely outcomes of Africa’s new  
urban centres. 

many scholars have pointed out the necessity of 
increasing the knowledge base surrounding Africa’s 
cities. “bad theory leads to bad policy,” as Dr Fox 
puts it. professor parnell, an urban geographer in 
the Department of Environmental and Geographical 
Science, explains how the dearth of data on 
African urbanisation – ranging from a lack of 
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historical understanding to a basic lack of practical 
information, such as maps and censuses – can lead 
to poor policymaking. “We have not given adequate 
cognisance [to this area] … Africans themselves have 
ignored the urban revolution,” she says. 

professor parnell further points out that there is a critical 
lack of understanding of African economics. “We don’t 
understand the informal sector, so we stereotype,” 
she says. “We don’t understand Africa’s urban labour 
market very well.” There is also a tendency to inflate 
increases in wealth, because it is coming off such a low 
base, and there is a lack of knowledge about where 
to invest, she says. In this respect, however, corporates 
understand what academics have missed: the numbers, 
although they may be inaccurate, are “sufficiently 
large to be important”, and the economic future is, as 
professor parnell puts it, “opportunely urban”. now the 
challenge is to understand how to leverage that.

The solution, believes professor pieterse, is a paradigm 
shift to a truly democratic urban environment, where 
people’s needs inform engineering plans instead of the 
other way around. but it is easier said than done, and 
the need for scholarly input is enormous.

GETTInG bEyOnD ThE STErEOTypES

One of the major challenges facing African urbanisation 
today is an anti-urban bias, believes professor parnell. 
“ninety percent of the funding (from donors) will go to 
rural development,” she says. “This speaks of a definite 
anti-urban bias.” however, through the painstaking 
work of scholars and academics, attitudes and thought 
patterns are slowly changing. 

Scholarship is also doing its bit in carving out a 
spot for Africa in what professor parnell calls the 
“international imagination” where, she believes, 
Africa has traditionally been sorely underrepresented. 
There is simply a lack of current understanding of 
Africa, says professor parnell, so “we need detailed, 
comprehensive histories”. most importantly, we need 
this information for individual cities, because Africa is 
not a country. “We need to be careful that we don’t 
generalise about ‘the African city’.” 

One of the major generalisations that have to be 
overcome is the belief that the African city is a slum city. 
This stereotype is an unhelpful designation. While there 
is poverty, and most Africans do not have a mortgage, 

many are, in fact, building themselves up slowly: there 
is a youth bulge, and rapid development. We may look 
back on this time very differently in decades to come. 

lIvEAblE CITIES 

however, professor parnell warns that the crucial 
time is now: without access to basic services and 
unless it is ensured that individuals’ building methods 
on their homes enable upgrading, waste removal and 
sanitation for public health purposes, then slums will 
eventually develop. Again, she points out the need for 
engagement with a suitable knowledge base in order 
to ensure that livable cities are being constructed 
over time. “To assume planners can do everything on 
their own is deeply problematic,” she says. 

Furthermore, there is a critical need to engage African 
cities with the global challenges of climate and 
environmental change. For instance, urban areas are 
where people are most dependent on, for example, 
dammed water, and disease profiles in cities are shifting 
because of temperature change. 

The challenge, of course, is to make this workable for 
all: for instance, Cape Town’s Green point Common 
or the promenade are attractive urban spaces, but 
they fail at being democratic because they are largely 
inaccessible to a large percentage of the population 
owing to distance and transport limitations. 

A further complication is that of polylocality. There 
are many circular migrants in cities: people who 
extract what they need from the city economically, 
but invest elsewhere; or, to put it another way, they 
inhabit the city for working purposes but live, or set 
root, somewhere else, developing a split identity. 
This naturally has implications on housing policy and 
the broader economy. how are city planners and 
policymakers to tackle this when it is not a pattern 
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that is yet fully understood? The answer, once 
again, lies in developing a deeper understanding of 
these fast-developing patterns. There is little time to 
be lost in getting to grips with Africa’s urbanisation 
process, particularly in breaking through stereotypes 
and establishing a high standard of scholarship in 
this rapidly developing field. 

And develop it has to. “There is not enough potential 
in rural development,” says professor parnell. 
“There is a lightness and optimism associated with 
the urban future, and I subscribe to that.”

InvESTInG In CApACITy DEvElOpmEnT

Without strong local government, properly 
capacitated, the future of cities is in jeopardy. 
professor Gordon pirie, deputy director of the ACC, 
identifies a number of crises around city planning and 
the urgent need to begin teaching and writing about 
cities differently. One of these is a serious shortage 
of a professional cohort of city officials and technical 
experts, especially those trained to comprehend and 
deal with every aspect of hugely complex cities (in 
resource-constrained contexts), including finance, 
engineering, services and environment. Another is 
a shortage of urban professionals and practitioners 
(not just city planners); yet others are outdated urban 
training courses and outmoded public thinking and 
debate about cities. 

All of these issues can, of course, be challenged, but 
it takes time and different ways of thinking. Among 
its many activities to redress this, the ACC runs an 
mphil course directed at mid-career professionals 
interested in thinking differently about cities and 
upgrading their skills, ensuring that those in the field 
already can maintain freshness of thinking. It has also 
raised funds for the past three years to exchange 
doctoral students and Cape Town City officials in 
placements that are cross-fertilising ideas and action 
specifically in the areas of green economy, energy, 
climate change and the built environment, thereby 
ensuring that there is not a limiting gap between 
academics and practitioners. 

InFOrmAl SETTlEmEnT 
UpGrADInG hAS ThE 

pOTEnTIAl TO ADDrESS A 
rAnGE OF bASIC nEEDS 
OF UrbAn rESIDEnTS 
AnD InCrEASE ThEIr 

pArTICIpATIOn In UrbAn 
DECISIOn-mAKInG 

prOCESSES. 

One of ACC’s flagship projects is the innovative 
Sustainable human Settlements Citylabs, which are a 
forum for the co-production of knowledge between 
academics, practitioners and civil society. Over the 
past 18 months, academics and practitioners have 
engaged in the eight active Citylabs focusing on 
Central City, philippi, Urban Ecology, Urban Flooding, 
human Settlements, healthy Cities, Alcohol and 
public Culture and Urban violence. 

During 2013, the Citylabs, in collaboration with the 
Isandla Institute, brought together researchers and 
practitioners to document and explore good practice 
in the upgrading of informal settlements. The lessons 
from several such interactions (or co-productions of 
knowledge) are being developed into a book on 
informal settlement upgrading in South Africa. 

The research shows that informal settlement 
upgrading has the potential to address a range of 
basic needs of urban residents and increase their 
participation in urban decision-making processes. 
This is most likely to happen if upgrading projects 
are linked into broader urban development processes 
and form part of city-wide upgrading strategies. 

New perspectives on 
Africa’s urban revolution
An important new book, edited by professors Edgar 
pieterse and Sue parnell and featuring input from 
several scholars, has put African urbanisation firmly in 
the spotlight. published in 2014 by Zed books, Africa’s 
Urban Revolution offers fresh perspectives on how to 
build more livable cities in Africa and brings readers up 
to date with current debates and research in the rapidly 
developing field of urban development.

At the Cape Town launch, professor pieterse pointed 
out that one of the key drivers behind the book was 
the sense that policymakers and political leaders were 
not willing to engage with substantive and qualitative 
aspects of the change taking place across Africa – and 
that there was therefore a need to convene some of the 
key voices that needed to be heard. 

“We have access to an incredible array of scholars,” 
he pointed out, adding that transport, climate 
change and food security, as well as the role of 
conflict in the development of cities, are all issues 
that need to be analysed in more depth – and which 
the book tackles as a starting point. “This is not the 
end of the story – it is very much the beginning,” 
says professor pieterse.

The result of these combined studies is a book that is, 
according to reviewer hannah Gibson, policy researcher 
at the Africa research Institute, “a welcome and vital 
addition to a burgeoning field”. by framing the issues at 
stake and providing a springboard for creating solutions, 
it is one of a number of engaging and readable solutions 
for scholars, stakeholders and practitioners alike.

Professor Edgar Pieterse.

Funding food security
In 2014, the African Centre for Cities (ACC) was 
awarded close to £2  million from the ESrC-DFID 
(Economic and Social research Council – Department 
for International Development) joint fund for poverty 
alleviation research (poverty in Urban Spaces theme) 
– a significant achievement and opportunity for 
research. The research team will be led by vanessa 
Watson, professor of city planning in the School of 
Architecture, planning and Geomatics and deputy 
dean of the Faculty of Engineering & the built 
Environment. It will focus on urban poverty, specifically 
through the lens of food, in three secondary cities 
in Africa: Kisumu in Kenya, Kitwe in Zambia and 
Epworth in Zimbabwe. This work builds on existing 
ACC networks and partnerships, including the African 
Food Security Urban network, the Association of 
African planning Schools and Women in Informal 
Employment: Globalising and Organising.

The project aims to contribute to frontier research 
on the articulations and remediation of poverty 
in urban Africa, and the research is particularly 
innovative in its focus on food and on secondary 
cities. It anticipates theoretical and applied 
research contributions, in addition to academic 
capacity development within the region and the 
strengthening of local government institutions.
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EmpOWErInG CITIZEnS

however, even if the state were better capacitated, it 
could not, on its own, solve the problems presented 
by rapid urban development. massive systemic reform 
is needed when it comes to making cities livable 
for all, says professor pirie. Specifically, it is through 
allowing widespread agency that the inequality gap 
can be tackled, and acceptable urban dwellings and 
facilities can be made for all. “It is not just a case of 
bypassing, but also of reforming the state to ensure an 
appropriate legal regime that has legitimacy when it is 
enforced,” says professor parnell, a founding member 
of the ACC and member of its executive committee. 
“Across Africa there is an urgent need to empower 
residents and nGOs themselves to take charge – not 
just of building, upgrading or formalising the informal, 
but of processes that can help to create change. 

“Citizens can be empowered to make 
representations, to debate and challenge local 
government, and to monitor inactivity, servicing 
and billing. recourse to privatisation is not an 
option for poor people in cities.” 

To this end, the ACC aims to improve the level of public 
discourse – not only through the channels of open talks 
and public media, but also through a series of public-
facing exhibitions that will take place in Cape Town 
throughout 2014. 

“We want to invite other scholars and the public to engage 
with us to build some sort of critical mass [of knowledge] 
around this discourse,” says professor pieterse. professor 
pirie agrees: “The ACC’s purpose is to get people thinking 
imaginatively and progressively about cities. Often, African 
cities are seen as just too bewildering.”

but, bewildering or not, as professors parnell and 
pieterse put it in Africa’s Urban Revolution, “increasing 
levels of urbanisation are probably inevitable and 
must be confronted”. There is no escaping the reality 
of Africa’s rapidly growing cities, or the fact that 
development is not always occurring at the same rate. 
To prevent gross inequalities from being perpetuated, it 
is critical to have scholars, practitioners and the public 
working together to re-imagine the construction – and 
ongoing development – of Africa’s cities. UCT’s scholars 
are working overtime on a viable starting point.        

ThE ACC IS A mAJOr 
plAyEr In COnTEmpOrAry 

UrbAn DISCOUrSE 
InTErnATIOnAlly.

Building 
a knowledge base
much of the research at UCT around cities is 
linked to the ACC. The initiative is focused on 
scholarship regarding the dynamics of unsustainable 
urbanisation processes in Africa, with a view to 
identifying system-wide responses. professor Edgar 
pieterse holds the DST/nrF SArChI Chair in Urban 
policy, and leads a team of experts developing an 
Urban Development Framework for South Africa. 

professor pieterse says the birth of the ACC came at 
a time when there was an increasing global discourse 
about urbanisation – and the question became 
unavoidable: why is there never an African voice?

The ACC seeks to be that voice and in seven short years 
has built an impressive record of scholarship and research. 

professor pieterse believes it is possible to completely 
rethink the notion of resource allocation. “It’s a 
story of widening inequality, of intensifying grinding 
poverty, and the intensification of disproportional 
risk on the part of the urban majority across the 
Global South,” he says. he believes that if one 
combines the knowledge and creative power of 

four types of people, this can be achieved. The first 
type is the philosopher-ethicist, who will provide 
the critical mass of knowledge needed. The second 
is the artist, who is in tune with the interior voice 
of human beings. The third type he refers to as the 
hacker, who is able to both master machinery and 
systems, and subvert these for a greater purpose. 
The final type would be the designer, whose 
creativity can make an urban space that works for 
everybody.

These principles certainly underpin some of the work 
done by the ACC, although its emphasis is considerably 
broader. professor Gordon pirie, deputy director of the 
ACC, says the ACC exists primarily to generate new 
knowledge about urban processes and provide an 
evidence base for making African cities more efficient, 
equitable and sustainable.

To this end, its purpose is to spread awareness among 
national and urban policymakers in Africa and globally 
about the many crises facing cities on the continent, 
and the potential that cities have to ease and resolve 
continental problems, such as poverty, inequality and 
climate change, as well as to build a new generation of 
urban scholars and practitioners.

For professor pirie, there is no shortage of 
achievements at the ACC. It has maintained an 
impressive record of publication since inception and 
has established itself as the pre-eminent hub of 
multidisciplinary urban research in Africa. 

In the past year alone, several major publications have 
been produced by academics at the ACC, including 
Africa’s Urban Revolution, edited by professors 
pieterse and parnell and published in 2014 by Zed 
books, and Rogue Urbanism: Emergent African Cities 
(Jacana), which was edited by professor pieterse 
and Abdoumaliq Simone. According to professor 
pieterse, the books seek to get policymakers and 
political leaders to engage with the substantive and 
qualitative aspects of the African urban discourse. 
A third volume, The Routledge Handbook on Cities 
of the Global South, edited by professor parnell and 
Associate professor Sophie Oldfield, published by 
routledge in 2014, works towards a geographical 
alignment of urban studies, employing a southern 

urban lens to stimulate scholarly discussion about 
and engagement with the city.

The ACC is a major player in contemporary urban 
discourse internationally and it continues to attract 
significant research grant income. As a result, it is 
a sought-after research partner, source of advisory 
services, and a go-to place for postgraduate 
researchers and established scholars. 
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Democracy and 
Good Governance

UCT has always been at the forefront of contributing to a 

united and democratic South Africa – through activism as 

well as research and analysis. Twenty years into democracy, 

academics and students across departments continue to be 

engaged in socially responsive work and research-based 

interventions, seeking to strengthen the rule of law and 

measure the progress of democratisation – both in South 

Africa and on the continent more broadly.
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The year 2014 commemorates the 20th 
anniversary of South Africa’s first free and 
fair election, marking the country’s transition 
to democracy. One of the milestones of 
this peaceful transition, which ended the 
disenfranchisement of the majority of South 
Africans and the human rights abuses of 
apartheid, was the adoption of South Africa’s 
new Constitution. Never envisaged as a once-
off declaration, but rather as the blueprint for 
South Africa’s ongoing transformation, the 
Constitution expresses the country’s vision for a 
democratic and open society, founded on social 
justice and fundamental human rights, in which 
government is based on the will of the people 
and everyone is equal before the law. 

The values of inclusiveness, equality, accountability, 
transparency and the commitment to the rule of law 
that shape South Africa’s Constitution make up the 
criteria summed up by the term “good governance”. 
Good-governance standards are used by international 
development agencies, watchdog non-governmental 
organisations (nGOs) and academics alike to measure 
the progress of democratisation. 

The standards of good governance are also an 
important focus of research at UCT. Across the 
university, researchers are engaged in measuring 
and analysing a wide range of good governance 
indicators. Their work explores ways to strengthen 
the rule of law. It tries to understand the factors 
necessary for accountable leadership that champions 
citizens’ rights and is fiscally responsible. The realities 
of equality are interrogated through, for example, 
the question of access to land, women’s rights and 
socio-economic upliftment. The role of inclusiveness 
is explored and public participation, civil society and 
media, which give people a voice, are supported and 
encouraged. researchers question how transparency 
and the free flow of information assist in fighting 
corruption and protecting whistleblowers, and 
Africa-wide research investigates how societies can 
create strong legislatures and examines the impact of 
elections on attitudes about democracy. 

much of this research takes place across disciplines 
and departments, as well as other institutions and 
organisations, drawing on cross-sections of expertise 
and knowledge to bring South Africa’s vision for 
democracy to life.

STrEnGThEnInG ThE rUlE OF lAW

The Democratic Governance and rights Unit (DGrU), 
an applied research unit within the Department of 
public law, is an exemplar of the university’s integrated 
approach to research. Established in 2004 in order 
to further increase the Faculty of law’s contribution 
to democracy and human rights in South Africa and 
the region, the unit is primarily concerned with the 
relationship between rights and governance in a way 
that vanja Karth, DGrU programme manager, describes 
as “quality scholarly research informing the advocacy 
work done in collaboration with civic organisations”.

Karth runs the Southern African Development 
Community (SADC) Judges’ Support programme, 
in partnership with Oxford University’s pro bono 
publico group. The aim of the project is to strengthen 
the rule of law and the independence of the judiciary 
in the region through the ongoing support of judges, 
by providing comparative research assistance. UCT 
postgraduate students get paid to do research for 
SADC judges and also get a chance to do clerking 
internships at courts during their vacations. Apart 
from the invaluable support this lends to the judges, 
the project offers the students practical experience 
of the kind of work they will be expected to perform 
when they enter the workplace. It also affords SADC 
judges the opportunity to complete a four- to six-
week research stay at the Faculty of law. 

In 2013, the DGrU hosted the first SADC Judges’ 
Forum, offering judges the space to discuss and 
debate issues of critical concern in an intellectually 
safe environment – an initiative that has won 
international recognition in the form of an award and 
a financial grant from the World Justice project.
 
The Judges’ Support programme and the rule of 
law in the region were given a further boost by the 
decision in 2013 to house the Southern African and 
the African legal Information Institutes (lIIs) within 
the DGrU. The two lIIs boast the largest online 
free-access collection of case law and legislation 
in Southern and sub-Saharan Africa. As legal 
materials in the region are expensive and hard to 
come by, the project opens up the possibility for any 
interested parties to source legal information from 
their computers and mobile devices at a reduced 
cost. There is a collaborative plan to provide offline 
access to African judges who struggle to obtain legal 
resources. This will enhance the level of research, 
resulting in improved judgments, and help to speed 
up access to justice. providing the lIIs with a scholarly 
home also ensures that the legal materials are reliably 
researched and edited, which will, in turn, benefit 
civil society and interested citizens.

Bringing South Africa’s 
vision for democracy to life

<43%
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TrAnSpArEnCy AnD JUDICIAl 

InDEpEnDEnCE

Strengthening the judiciary in this way is of great 
importance for democracy and good governance – 
not least because, too often, this crucial third branch 
of government comes under attack.

In South Africa, as in many democracies, two of 
the government’s branches – the legislative and the 
executive – are accountable to voters. All but two 
cabinet ministers need to be appointed from among 
members of parliament. recently the fact that the 
third branch, the judiciary, is not elected has been 
used in attempts to undermine judges’ legitimacy, 
with the allegation that judicial officers do not have 
a democratic mandate. The argument has mainly 
been raised when courts have been critical of 
other branches of government. On the other hand, 
opposition parties are concerned that the ruling 
party might abuse its power to “pack” judicial posts 
with pro-executive candidates. 

This is not just a theoretical worry: appointments 
are made on the basis of a recommendation by 
the Judicial Service Commission (JSC) which, in 
the current political balance in South Africa, can 
be dominated by members of the ruling party. 
Independent observers agree that, in order to 
maintain a separation of powers, the appointment 
process followed by the JSC needs to be as 
transparent and accountable as possible. 

UCT can play a vital watchdog role in this regard, 
and DGrU researchers Tabeth masengu and Chris 
Oxtoby do just that by compiling detailed reports 
of the judicial records of candidates shortlisted 
for judicial appointment. This assists the JSC 
and provides civil society and other interested 
stakeholders with an objective basis on which to 
assess candidates’ suitability for appointment to the 
bench. The researchers monitor the JSC interviews 
and comment on issues such as fair questioning and 
the time allocated for candidate selection. The DGrU 
argues that allowing for a longer time between 
the announcement of the candidate shortlist and 
the interviews taking place would improve good 
governance by facilitating greater public participation 
in the judicial appointments process. 

The data collected also form the basis for detailed 
and relevant research into the question of gender 
equity in judicial appointments. Women are under-
represented on the bench, and the unit’s work 
focuses on identifying and removing the barriers 
to gender transformation in the judiciary in  
South Africa.

Further concerns around judicial independence 
in South Africa were raised in 2013 when 
the Department of Justice and Constitutional 
Development awarded a tender to review the 
jurisprudence of the Constitutional Court and the 
Supreme Court of Appeal. The DGrU is conducting 
a parallel review, which aims to fill the gaps in the 
government brief. The unit’s research centres on 
the courts’ decisions during the period from 2009 
to 2013, as well as government’s compliance with 
instructions contained in court orders. At the same 
time, the research also looks into briefing patterns 
of advocates in the light of the mandate for 
transformation in the legal system regarding race 
and gender composition. 

TrAnSFOrmATIOn AnD WOmEn’S 

EmpOWErmEnT

In 2013, United States president barack Obama 
visited UCT as part of his Africa trip. In his remarks 
to a full house in Jameson hall, Obama reflected 
on the new model of partnership between the 
United States and Africa, and the importance of 
good governance and its relationship with economic 
development: “We’re interested in investing, not in 
strongmen, but in strong institutions: independent 
judiciaries that can enforce the rule of law; honest 
police forces that can protect the peoples’ interests 
instead of their own; an open government that 
can bring transparency and accountability. And, 
yes, that’s why we stand up for civil society – for 
journalists and nGOs, and community organisers 
and activists, who give people a voice. And that’s 
why we support societies that empower women – 
because no country will reach its potential unless it 
draws on the talents of our wives and our mothers, 
and our sisters and our daughters.” 

Obama’s words speak directly to the work done by 
the law School’s Centre for law and Society (ClS). 
The ClS has identified South Africa’s rural women 
as particularly vulnerable and its rural Women’s 
Action research (rWAr) programme consists of 
various projects to assist in protecting and realising 

women’s rights. A recent successful example of 
its work was the lapsing of the Traditional Courts 
bill, which threatened equal citizenship rights and 
women’s rights in particular. When the bill was 
tabled, the ClS held a workshop in rural areas to find 
out about citizens’ experiences regarding traditional 
courts and informing them of the implications of the 
bill. Together with partners in the Alliance for rural 
Democracy, ClS made it possible for rural citizens to 
participate in the public participation process held 
in the provinces, as well as making submissions in 
parliament. ClS senior researcher Dr mbongiseni 
buthelezi describes the centre’s role as “one of 
research, mobilisation and strategic litigation, as 
well as speaking with the people rather than on 
their behalf”. 

The bill was intended to apply in the geographical 
areas of the previous bantustans: arbitrarily 
delineated “homelands” created by the apartheid 
government where African people had to live. by 
defining areas where customary law is practised, 
but structures are inherited from the pre-democratic 
era, the bill would have further affirmed pre-existing 
boundaries. If the bill had become law, rural citizens 
in those areas would have been subject to a separate 
legal system with drastic powers vested in non-
elected and non-accountable traditional chiefs. The 
bill would have concentrated power in the hands 

UCT research 
assists African Union 
with good governance 
implementation
In 2013, the Democratic Governance and 
rights Unit (DGrU) and Democracy in Africa 
research Unit (DArU) co-operated in co-
ordinating research for the African Union 
carried out by members of the African 
network of Constitutional lawyers. Their 
findings on African Constitutionalism and 
the rule of law, including suggestions on 
how to improve the implementation of the 
African Charter on Democracy, Elections and 
Governance, were presented to the African 
Union by richard Calland, associate professor 
in the public law Department and DGrU 
director, in Dakar in 2013.

ThE TWO lEGAl InFOrmATIOn 
InSTITUTES hOUSED AT UCT 
bOAST ThE lArGEST OnlInE 
FrEE-ACCESS COllECTIOn OF 
CASE lAW AnD lEGISlATIOn 

In SOUThErn AnD SUb-
SAhArAn AFrICA.
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of senior traditional leaders and added powers 
that they did not traditionally hold under custom, 
such as being able to impose sanctions of forced 
labour or to deprive citizens of land rights without 
any right to appeal. research by the ClS showed 
that women’s rights would have been severely 
disadvantaged by the law, as they would have  
not been able to represent themselves in traditional 
court proceedings. There was no provision for legal 
representation and there were restricted options  
to solve conflicts through the normal court system. 
because of the opposition encountered from  
rural women, the national Council of provinces, 
South Africa’s second legislative chamber, let the 
bill lapse.

Another bill that the ClS has identified as 
problematic is the restitution of land rights 
Amendment bill. passed just before the 2014 
national elections, the bill, which aims to empower 
traditional leaders, will be used to bolster the 
power of traditional leaders at the expense of 
those who were forcibly removed during apartheid, 
argues Dr Aninka Claasens, director of rWAr. 
Dr Claasens points out that large-scale transfers 
of land to traditional leaders will undermine the 
tenure security guaranteed under the Constitution 
for the most vulnerable, especially rural women. 
land reform is an ongoing issue in South Africa. 
Threatening women’s access to land perpetuates 
the existing inequality and adds to women’s 
disenfranchisement in the context of traditional 
governance, she says. 

The ClS is also involved in researching the 
implications of the Traditional Affairs bill with 
its long-term partners from the legal resources 
Centre. The bill is another example of a law 
trying to centralise power with traditional leaders 
and exaggerating traditional leaders’ roles in 
interpreting and shaping custom, instead of custom 
being defined by practice from the ground up. 

In related work, the ClS’s new mining programme 
researches and monitors mining agreements 
entered into by traditional leaders ostensibly 
representing rural people. The research has found 
that some traditional leaders are not accountable 
to their community, either in terms of decision-
making or in terms of fiscal accountability. They 
enter into mining agreements without consulting 
the community and don’t share the substantial 
licensing fees or royalty payments they receive. 
These traditional leaders are skewing customary 
governance for their own advantage and preventing 
the community from challenging the decisions 
made on their behalf. 

ACCOUnTAbIlITy AnD ThE 

FIGhT AGAInST COrrUpTIOn

Supporting authorities who don’t serve their people 
and are not accountable carries the risk of fostering 
corruption. In his speech at UCT, president Obama 
pointed out that fighting corruption was a matter of self-
interest and economics: “Economies with governments 
that respect the rights of their citizens and abide by the 
rule of law do better, grow faster, draw more investment 
than those who don’t. That’s just a fact.”

It is concerning, then, that in South Africa, people 
who blow the whistle on corruption in government or 
the private sector not only risk being sidelined in their 
work or losing their jobs, but frequently also have to 
fear for their lives. As a consequence, the percentage 
of economic crimes in South Africa detected through 
whistleblowing has more than halved in the past seven 
years. The national planning Commission is the latest 
body to have identified changes to whistleblower 
legislation as a prerequisite to good governance. 
Suggestions for reform include improving the 
protection of whistleblowers and making them eligible 
for financial rewards linked to the amounts involved 
in the crime. The DGrU’s research on these so-called  
“bounty provisions” helped to frame the discussions at 
a 2013 round table that brought together government, 
state institutions supporting constitutional democracy 
and civil society organisations. The content and 
outcome of the debate fed straight into refining the 
DGrU’s further research.

In South Africa in the past year, the nkandla scandal 
(see far left) has seen the debate about corruption and 
accountability loom large in the public consciousness. 
The reluctance to deal with the nkandla allegations, 
combined with the passing of the contentious protection 
of State Information bill, has raised questions nationally 
and internationally around South Africa’s commitment 
to transparency and good governance. 

Spotlight on 
Nkandla upgrades
The Democratic Governance and rights Unit (DGrU) 
has been playing a role in raising public awareness 
around “nkandlagate”. 

DGrU research is focused on promoting access to 
information, theory and practice in South Africa. As part 
of this, in the Mail & Guardian’s court case for access to 
information on security upgrades to president Zuma’s 
private home in nkandla, the unit made an amicus curiae 
submission (unsolicited information by a non-party to the 
lawsuit to assist the court). 

The upgrades have come under intense scrutiny and 
criticism over the alleged non-accountable use of 
taxpayers’ money for private interest. The newspaper’s 
application for information had been declined, with 
the argument that nkandla was one of South Africa’s 
national key points and that disclosing the information 
would threaten national security. The DGrU submission 
contained comparative research on national Key 
points and historical instances of denying access of 
information on the grounds of national security and 
secrecy arguments in South Africa and abroad. 

At the end of April 2014, the pretoria high Court found 
in favour of the Mail & Guardian, ordering the minister 
of public Works to provide the newspaper with a full 
set of documents regarding the nkandla upgrade.

ThE pErCEnTAGE OF 
ECOnOmIC CrImES 
In SOUTh AFrICA 

DETECTED ThrOUGh 
WhISTlEblOWInG hAS 
mOrE ThAn hAlvED In 
ThE pAST SEvEn yEArS.
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Once again, UCT has not shied away from playing a 
key role in this debate. One of the most important 
independent tools measuring openness in South 
African society is the Open Society Foundation’s 
Open Society Monitoring Index. The collection and 
analysis of the index’s empirical data is conducted by 
the Democracy in Africa research Unit (DArU), which 
is housed in the Centre for Social Science research 
(CSSr) in the Faculty of humanities. The index was 
launched in 2010 and publishes measurements of 
accountable and responsive government, free flow of 
information, adherence to the rule of law and fiscal 
accountability. 

DEmOCrATIC InSTITUTIOnS AnD ThE 

pUblIC pErCEpTIOn OF DEmOCrACy

pointing to the importance of one of these 
measurements, the free flow of information in 
democracies, professor robert mattes, DArU director, 
and Carlos Shenga, a phD student and director of the 
Centre for research on Governance and Development 
(CpGD) in mozambique, published research in 2013 
that showed that low-information societies, such as 
mozambique, where the research was conducted, 
are likely to produce uncritical citizens and a low 
demand for democracy. Educational opportunities, 
independent media and electoral reforms towards 
a constituency-based system are identified by the 
researchers as key factors that might strengthen the 
demand for democracy in such societies. 

A recent analysis by DArU of Afrobarometer data – 
another UCT-linked research project that measures 
public attitudes toward democratic and economic 
reform in 35 African countries – suggests that good 
governance, as embodied by the freeness and fairness 
of elections, has a far more important impact on 
citizens’ perceptions of democracy than does economic 
performance or personal material well-being. It would 
appear that flawed elections reduce the demand for 
further democratisation – an important insight against 
the background of declining electoral quality in Africa 
after a period of relative improvement.

Afrobarometer is run in partnership with several 
African institutions, of which UCT, through DArU, 

Researching 
voter choice
The run-up to and the results of South Africa’s fifth 
democratic election have captured much national 
and international attention. The Democracy in 
Africa research Unit (DArU) has conducted regular 
post-election surveys of voters, known as the South 
African national Election Study. 

recent DArU research, designed to be part of a 
larger international study known as the Comparative 
national Elections project, has focused on the way 
political parties shape public attitudes towards 
democracy by stimulating voter interest and 
mobilising people to vote. The unit has also conducted 
post-election surveys in mozambique and Kenya, and 
DArU hopes to extend this research further into Africa 
in the coming months.

with subjective data on citizens’ experiences and 
evaluations. It has thus helped Afrobarometer to 
expand its work into other African countries. 

public opinion data from Afrobarometer also feeds 
into research by the African legislatures project (Alp) 
– a joint project between DArU and bridgewater 
State University in the USA, which attempts to 
identify the key factors that influence the strength 
of legislative institutions.

lOW-InFOrmATIOn 
SOCIETIES ArE lIKEly TO 
prODUCE UnCrITICAl 

CITIZEnS AnD A 
lOW DEmAnD FOr 

DEmOCrACy.

In order to better understand the role of legislatures 
in Africa’s new democracies, Alp has collected data 
from and about members of parliament (mps) in both 
constituency-based and party-representation systems 
across Africa. research published in 2013 and 2014 
shows that strong African parliaments (ie those that 
are able to check the executive, amend and delay 
government-initiated legislation and run their own 

is one. DArU is increasingly responsible for the 
scientific parts of the project, especially sampling, 
fieldwork and data management; it also leads 
capacity building efforts in the project, and runs an 
annual CSSr-Afrobarometer Summer School at UCT, 
aimed at young researchers from Afrobarometer 
partner organisations, but also attended by growing 
numbers of UCT students. The Summer School is 
unique in the sense that it teaches research methods 
and social statistics, but also offers modules on 
substantive theories of democracy and governance 
in Africa. 

Every year, DArU offers bursaries to approximately 
10 UCT postgraduate students, who act as research 
assistants on the project and also receive hands-on 
experience in data entry and data analysis, as part of 
its effort to strengthen systematic and quantitative 
research. The students are able to use the data as 
part of their honours, master’s or doctoral research. 

Afrobarometer data provides a fascinating insight 
into how Africans themselves view democracy. The 
latest round of data, for instance, illustrate that seven 
out of 10 Africans want demoracy and that demand 
for democracy has climbed from 36% in 2002 to 
51% in 2012. however, less than 43% currently 
consider their country to be a democracy. The data 
will soon be used to contribute to and review the 
Index of African Governance compiled by the mo 
Ibrahim Foundation, which wants to supplement 
its objective data on government performance 
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institution) are characterised by strong constitutional 
powers, where mps see themselves as “institutionalists” 
and prioritise developing legislation and conducting 
oversight over representing their constituency or their 
party. These factors turn out to be more important 
determinants of a legislative chamber’s strength than 
infrastructure or technical support. 

EQUAlITy AnD InClUSIvEnESS

While free and fair elections and the free flow of 
information may influence citizens’ attitudes towards 
democracy, they are not in and of themselves sufficient 
conditions for a healthy democracy. Experience has 
shown all too vividly that continued or exacerbated social 
inequality in a country can lead to citizen dissatisfaction 
and increased political instability. This has become 

evident in the intensifying service delivery protests and 
labour strikes that have marked the 2013/14 period in 
South Africa. Africa, by and large, continues to be a 
continent characterised by extremes and South Africa 
is leading the way. It is currently regarded as the most 
unequal society in the world with a Gini coefficient of 
around 0.69.
 
One of the problems is that economic growth on 
the continent does not necessarily lead to improving 
people’s lives, as is evident from the Afrobarometer 
research in 2013. An analysis of the data co-
published by DArU staff suggests that the high 
growth rates measured in some African nations in 
recent years have not, in fact, led to a reduction in 
the severe poverty experienced by the majority of 
those countries’ citizens. Growth has failed to create 

sufficient new jobs and the benefits have accrued 
to only a few individuals. In fact, there is evidence 
that, rather than improving the situation, such 
rapid economic expansion may exacerbate social 
inequalities and increase political instability. 

Another UCT unit working on the concern around 
the continued inequalities apparent in South African 
labour and land issues is the Centre for African 
Studies (CAS). professor lungisile ntsebeza, CAS 
director and AC Jordan Chair of African Studies, 
who holds the DST/nrF SArChI Chair in land 
reform and Democracy in South Africa, is teaching 
postgraduate courses in development, democracy, 
justice and inequality in South Africa and on the 
African continent. While his published work in 2013 
focused on land reform in South Africa and the 
undoing of a century of dispossession, he is also 
instrumental in forging research partnerships with 
other African universities.

In 2014, researchers and students at CAS, including 
professor ntsebeza, have teamed up with the Surplus 
people project (Spp) to do research on the conditions 
of farm workers and dwellers on commercial and 
game farms. The project focuses on labour and land 
issues, including the recent strikes in South Africa’s 
agricultural sector. It will engage farm workers and 
activists involved in the struggle for democracy and 
the socio-economic upliftment of rural citizens, 
as well as government officials who formulate 
and implement policies that have far-reaching 
implications for society at large. 

To mark South Africa’s two decades of democracy, 
CAS is organising various review processes, including a 
colloquium, about the pace and extent of change and 
transformation. Topics focus on education and labour 
issues, as well as the land and language question.

DEmOCrACy AS lIvED EXpErIEnCE

by providing such spotlight assessments, in addition 
to the ongoing research into judicial independence, 
women’s rights, accountable governments, the free 
flow of information, elections and equality, CAS 
and the other UCT centres all attest to the fact that 
democracy will remain a concept on paper if it does 
not translate into the lived reality experienced by 
citizens. A guaranteed right to freedom of speech is 
meaningless if people don’t exercise the right. 

The research conducted at UCT contributes to 
this body of free speech, which assists Africans 
to participate in and create united and inclusive 
societies. The intellectual capital, research and 
teaching across UCT are helping to make South 
Africa’s vision for an open and just society come alive, 
and will, it is hoped, continue to make a significant 
contribution to deepening the democratisation 
in the region as it moves into its next 20 years  
of democracy.                                                        

nO COUnTry WIll rEACh ITS 
pOTEnTIAl UnlESS IT DrAWS 

On ThE TAlEnTS OF OUr 
WIvES AnD OUr mOThErS, 

AnD OUr SISTErS AnD 
OUr DAUGhTErS.
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The frontier
within

Neuroscience has a “frontier” feel to it. The most complex 

organ in the body, the brain represents the ultimate 

challenge to many researchers and its study requires 

particular sophistication. Through a transdisciplinary 

approach that connects cutting-edge technology with a 

wide range of different scientific disciplines, basic and 

clinical neuroscientists at UCT are tapping into local 

opportunities and advancing research that has benefits for 

communities both in Africa and internationally.
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The vast majority of brain and behavioural 
research worldwide has been done in WEIRD 
populations: that is, in regions of the world that 
are westernised, educated, industrialised, rich 
and democratic. Only a minority of such work has 
happened in African populations, despite the rich 
diversity of the continent’s genes and cultures. 

In addition, there is a major research gap when it 
comes to the mental health of African populations. 
more than 95% of research publications in the area 
of psychiatry emerge from high-income countries, 
even though the majority of those suffering from 
common mental disorders live in low- and middle-
income countries.

There is therefore enormous scope for basic and 
clinical neuroscientists in South Africa, not only to 
verify and corroborate existing data, but to add new 
information and take the field in novel directions. 
For example, there is a key opportunity for UCT 
researchers to study neuro-hIv, substance disorders, 
trauma- and stressor-related disorders, psychotic 
disorders and neurodevelopmental disorders. Given 
that the demographics of Africa are slanted towards 
the youth, and given the early age of onset of these 
disorders, there is a particular need to examine them 
early in life.

At the same time, the brain is enormously complex. 
To find answers to the most pressing questions 
within these areas, UCT scientists are embracing an 
inter- and transdisciplinary approach to research. 
Interdisciplinarity is an increasingly powerful approach 
to research that crosses disciplinary boundaries to 
create an holistic approach to data collection. It 
applies to research efforts focused on problems that 
cross the boundaries of two or more disciplines. 
Transdisciplinarity is an emerging idea in research that 
can suggest an even tighter synthesis creating a new 
intellectual framework, but is also applied to activities 
that reach outside the academic research environment 
to act in partnership with non-academic collaborators.

brought together by developments in cutting-edge 
technology, such as brain imaging, experts from a 
number of different disciplines are able to frame 
problems collectively, acquire and interpret data, and 
generate significant findings that are reliant on and 
relevant to the local context.

A CrOSS-FACUlTy 

COllAbOrATIvE ApprOACh

leading some of UCT’s most meaningful work 
in basic and clinical neuroscience is the brain and 
behaviour Initiative (bbI). One of the university’s 
six Signature Themes, the bbI has three main arms 
of research: psychological trauma, substance use 
disorders and neuro-hIv. 
 
Committed to a cross-faculty, collaborative approach to 
research in the cognitive and affective neurosciences, 
the bbI is not only generating new research data, but 
also creating a new framework within which scientists 
can achieve results. many students in the bbI have 
supervisors from different departments and disciplines. 
In the last year, this interdisciplinary approach led to 27 
peer-reviewed journal articles and one patent.

With technology such as the Siemens 3 Tesla 
magnetom Allegra, housed at the Cape Universities 
brain Imaging Centre (CUbIC) (see p125), bbI scientists 
integrate brain-imaging data, genetic testing and 
neuropsychological assessment in the hope of gaining 
new insights into key basic and clinical questions of 
relevance to South Africa and the continent. 

“brain-imaging technology has been essential for the 
success of the bbI project, as well as for the research 
productivity of a very diverse multidisciplinary team 
of basic and clinical scientists,” says bbI director 
professor Dan Stein.

“Thanks to a single instrument, we have been 
able to bring together a team that has sparked 
collaboration and research that wouldn’t otherwise 
have happened. In that way, we are facilitating 
conversations between different experts in different 
departments,” says professor Ernesta meintjes, who 
holds the DST/nrF SArChI Chair in brain Imaging, 
located in the medical research Council (mrC) 
medical Imaging research Unit in the Department 
of human biology. 

In neuroscience, understanding the structural and 
functional aspects of the brain and its development 
increasingly relies on the integration of multiple 
methodologies. Similarly, brain-imaging studies may 
require a successful conversation between imaging 
scientists, neuropsychologists and clinicians. 

A co-ordinated research effort is required from 
start to finish, with psychiatrists generating patient 
samples, psychologists developing the paradigm 
that is measured during imaging, geneticists 
gathering DnA data on subjects being examined, 

A new view of the brain:
Relying on transdisciplinarity

ThAnKS TO A SInGlE 
InSTrUmEnT, WE hAvE 
bEEn AblE TO brInG 
TOGEThEr A TEAm 
ThAT hAS SpArKED  
COllAbOrATIOn 

AnD rESEArCh ThAT 
WOUlDn’T OThErWISE 

hAvE hAppEnED.
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physicists fine-tuning the hardware and software of 
the imaging machine, and anatomy experts helping 
to analyse the resulting images.

nEUrO-hIv: A yOUTh pErSpECTIvE

Dr Jacqueline hoare, director of the Division of liaison 
psychiatry in the Department of psychiatry and mental 
health and co-director of the hIv mental health Unit, 
argues that her research would not be possible without 
an interdisciplinary approach: “basic sciences, health 
sciences and human psychology: we are all working 
together as a team to create a conversation around 
what we’re doing in neuroscience and what our results 
in the lab translate into in real life,” she says.

Dr hoare and her team are engaged in a groundbreaking 
study using diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) to examine 
the effects of hIv on cerebral white matter (nerve 
tissue) in hIv-positive children who are slow progressors 
of the disease. Slow progressors are defined as vertically 
infected hIv-positive adolescents who receive no or 
minimal antiretroviral therapy (ArT). 

Focusing on asymptomatic hIv-positive eight to 12-year-
olds from the Western Cape, they are attempting 
to develop methodology and screening tools for a 
population group where data are relatively unknown. 

According to Dr hoare, it is believed that this is the 
first study to utilise DTI to examine the effects of 
hIv on white matter in slow progressors. 

“The prospects of hIv-positive children surviving 
into adolescence have greatly improved, meaning 
that the number of these patients is on the increase. 
but what we do not know is the long-term effects 
of hIv on the brains of children who survive into 
adolescence and adulthood, and the effects of the 
virus on behaviour, brain cognition and, ultimately, 
adaptive functioning,” explains Dr hoare.

by establishing what effects hIv has on the brains of 
those in this group, hoare says they can move on to 
developing a methodology and validating screening 
tools that can serve to motivate for children who 
test positive for neurocognitive disorders, despite 
their asymptomatic status, to get access to better 
care and ArT.

“What we hope to do is make clinicians in the 
community aware of this cohort of children and 
provide them with rapid screening tools in order 
to pick up neurocognitive disorders and get them 
adequate treatment,” says Dr hoare.

According to Statistics South Africa, an estimated  
63 000 new hIv infections amongst children from birth 
to 14 years old were recorded in 2011. Ten percent 
of the South African population is living with hIv, 
according to figures for 2013. Thus Dr hoare’s work is 
key to addressing local issues. 

The brain-imaging technology available at the CUbIC 
is a significant benefit. “A lot of my work centres on 
correlating what is seen clinically with actual structures 
in the brain,” says Dr hoare. “having access to the 3T 
scanner is tremendous and very few countries in the 
developing world have access to this technology.” 

FrOm hIv TO AlZhEImEr’S

The hIv-1 sub-type clade C, predominantly found in 
South Africa, has been investigated in only a handful 
of studies. Associate professor John Joska, from the 
Division of neuropsychiatry in the Department of 
psychiatry and mental health and director of the hIv 
mental health Unit, and his team were among the first 
to publish an investigation of this unique population 
group and the neurocognitive outcomes in those 
receiving ArT. The article was published in the South 
African Medical Journal in October 2013.

Cognitive impairments of varying severity, ranging from 
mild deficits evident only on formal cognitive testing 
to severe hIv-associated dementia, are prevalent in an 
estimated 30% to 60% of hIv-positive individuals. The 
incidence of milder forms of this spectrum of disease, 
known collectively as hIv-associated neurocognitive 
disorders (hAnD), is on the increase in South Africa, 
despite access to ArT.

One suggested explanation for this increase is the level of 
penetration of ArT drugs into the central nervous system 
(CnS), particularly in South Africa, where changes to 
the South African Antiretroviral Guidelines in April 2010 
introduced a new first-line regimen of ArT that is better 
tolerated, but has a lower level of CnS penetration, 
which may be relevant to the incidence of hAnD.

To investigate this, the researchers examined the CnS 
penetration effectiveness (CpE) of ArT on patients from 
the Western Cape aged 18 to 35 who were infected 
with the hIv-1 sub-type. results revealed improved 
cognition in those who adhered to ArT regimens for 
one year, with no association between CnS penetration 
levels and drug effectiveness.

Lifting the lid 
on brain imaging 
The Siemens 3 Tesla magnetom Allegra, 
the centrepiece of the brain-imaging 
capabilities at the Cape Universities brain 
Imaging Centre (CUbIC), is currently the 
most advanced brain imaging instrument 
on the market. 

Over its nearly seven-year history, access to 
this cutting-edge brain imaging has made 
possible multiple research projects in key 
areas, including neurocognitive effects of 
hIv, Tb, medical drugs, alcohol, crystal 
methamphetamine (tik), foetal alcohol 
syndrome, psychological trauma and 
schizophrenia. 

For researchers whose work centres on 
correlating what is seen clinically with 
vital structures in the brain, the CUbIC 
technology and its staff are invaluable. 
“having access to the 3T scanner is 
tremendous and very few countries in 
the developing world have access to 
this technology,” says Dr Jacqueline 
hoare, director of the Division of liaison 
psychiatry in the Department of psychiatry 
and mental health.

The CUbIC has also led to impressive 
growth in basic science research with 
improved imaging and analysis techniques. 
In a collaboration with the Centre for high 
performance Computing, data archiving 
and analysis is facilitated on the largest 
computer cluster in Africa.

The core focus of the centre is collaborative 
neuroimaging research and establishing 
the CUbIC as a cutting-edge neuroimaging 
research facility. In this way, the centre aims 
to develop and foster technical expertise, 
publish results in peer-reviewed journals 
and strive towards better healthcare 
management in South Africa.

part of a joint initiative between Siemens, 
Stellenbosch University, UCT and the 
medical research Council, the CUbIC is 
situated on the Stellenbosch University 
health Sciences Campus.

bASIC SCIEnCES, hEAlTh 
SCIEnCES AnD hUmAn 

pSyChOlOGy; WE ArE All 
WOrKInG TOGEThEr AS A TEAm 

TO CrEATE A COnvErSATIOn 
ArOUnD WhAT WE’rE DOInG In 
nEUrOSCIEnCE AnD WhAT OUr 
rESUlTS In ThE lAb TrAnSlATE 

InTO In rEAl lIFE.

The Siemens 3 Tesla Magnetom Allegra is a compact, dedicated brain MRI scanner.
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The findings are consistent with international 
studies that also showed no association between 
ArT-regimen CpE and cognitive outcomes. locally, 
the study gives reassurance to clinicians, as South 
Africa’s current low CpE-scoring first-line regimen 
performed as well as higher CpE-scoring regimens. 

This study forms part of a collaborative research 
programme into hIv-associated neurocognitive 
disorders by the departments of psychiatry, 
psychology, neurology and Geriatric medicine. 
According to study partner professor marc 
Combrinck from the Division of Geriatric medicine, 
the value of this body of information extends to a 
broader understanding of cognitive impairment.

“Investigating the role of inflammation of the 
brain resulting from infections in the body, 
such as hIv, contributes to how we understand 
neurodegeneration that occurs both in hAnD and 
in the degenerative disorders of older persons such 
as Alzheimer’s disease,” says professor Combrinck. 

“Although they work in different ways, the 
theme seems to be the same in both groups. 
If we can somehow limit the inflammation, we 
could potentially retard or slow the progression of 
neurodegenerative diseases.” 

While studies have been done internationally 
to support the link between inflammation and 
Alzheimer’s disease, the application of that thinking 
is a first for South Africa. “We are certainly the first 
people to look at this question on the continent 
and particularly in South Africa, where we have a 
high rate of hIv infection and systemic infections in 
general,” says professor Combrinck. 

DrUGS AnD ThE DEvElOpInG brAIn

hIv infection is just one influence on neuro-
development being investigated by UCT scientists. 
The effects of substance abuse are also a significant 
focus, with a particular interest in the impact on 
prenatal children and young adolescents. 

Animal studies have shown that methamphetamine 
(mA) crosses the placenta of mA-exposed pregnant 
rodents, affecting the developing foetus and, 
in particular, the central nervous system (CnS). 
Furthermore, human studies have shown that mA 
crosses the human placenta, as well as the blood–
brain barrier, to exert effects on the foetal brain.

“CnS development and maturation require a carefully 
patterned sequence of events and processes, 
more complex and extending over a longer period 

than any other organ system. Thus, the CnS is 
particularly vulnerable to prenatal environmental 
influences,” says Dr Kirsten Donald from the Division 
of Developmental paediatrics in the Department of 
paediatrics and Child health. 

With very few studies having looked at the 
longitudinal effects of substance exposure on the 
developing brain, Dr Donald has published work in 
the journal Metabolic Brain Disease in January 2014 
using brain-imaging technology to identify potential 
changes in brain volumes and cortical thickness of 
six-year-old children from the Western Cape with 
prenatal mA-exposure. 

“Transdisciplinary collaboration is a huge advantage 
in this field, where an understanding of structural 
and functional aspects of brain development cannot 
be addressed using a single-dimension approach,” 
says Dr marcin Jankiewicz, director of CUbIC.

“Combining the expertise of a range of disciplines 
allows an integrated and far more sophisticated 
approach to these issues, both in terms of the 
methodology used to investigate neurobiological 
and functional effects of environmental exposure 
on early brain development, and by providing a 
broad context for interpretation of these findings 
and their potential significance,” concurs professor 
Colleen Adnams, head of the Division of Intellectual 
Disability in the Department of psychiatry and 
mental health, who, like professor meintjes, has 
made major contributions to understanding the 
effects of alcohol on the developing brain.

A DIFFErEnT KInD OF GEnE pOOl

Genetics plays a part in this collective approach to 
brain development research. Shareefa Dalvie, a phD 
student in the Division of human Genetics, supervised 
by its head, professor raj ramesar, examines how 
genes interact with environmental measures to impact 
on brain volumes in adolescents with alcohol-use 
disorders (AUDs).

“previous studies have indicated that early-life 
adversity, genetic factors and alcohol dependence 
(AD) are associated with reduced brain volume in 
adolescents,” says Dalvie. “however, data on the 
interactive effects of early-life adversity, genetic 
factors and AD on brain structure in adolescents  
are limited.”

To decode this, Dalvie is examining whether specific 
polymorphisms in particular candidate genes 
interact with childhood trauma to predict alterations 
in brain volume in adolescents with AUD. Combining 
genetics with neuroimaging and psychology, 
researchers assess participants for trauma using 
the Childhood Trauma Questionnaire in conjunction 
with brain-imaging results.

Although this investigation is currently in progress, 
the work adds to research Dalvie has already done in 
understanding AUD in the South African population. 
Alcohol use is prevalent in adolescents in the 
Western Cape, and so she has published on genetic 
polymorphisms that may increase risk in this population. 

Despite the pervasive problem of AUDs, Dalvie says there 
has been a paucity of previous research investigating 
genetic variants associated with this phenotype in a 

“measuring functional brain development is difficult, 
both because the brain is a complex, hierarchical 
system and because few non-invasive methods are 
optimised for infants and young children,” says 
Dr Fleur howells, a lecturer in neuroscience in the 
Department of psychiatry and mental health, who 
is interested in the translation between basic and 
clinical neuroscience, and who has collaborated 
with Dr Donald.

The research done by a team of cognitive and 
neuroimaging neuroscientists, paediatric neurologists, 
developmental paediatricians and psychiatrists reveals 
that in-utero exposure to mA results in structural 
changes, mainly of striatal, parietal and temporal areas, 
with measurable differences between genders. In light 
of a global increase of mA use, this study is an example 
of the strategic placement of UCT to counteract a 
global dearth of research. This is not only because mA 
use is prevalent in South African communities, but 
also because the university has access to expertise and 
technology that makes investigating complex brain 
systems possible. 

COmbInInG  
ThE EXpErTISE OF A 

rAnGE OF DISCIplInES 
AllOWS An 

InTEGrATED AnD FAr 
mOrE SOphISTICATED 

ApprOACh TO  
ThESE ISSUES.
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South African population. her work therefore serves 
to increase the body of evidence investigating genetic 
variants and alcohol-use disorders in genetically 
admixed populations.

various other doctoral students and postdoctoral 
fellows are also engaged in studies of genetics that 
are adding to body of work at UCT. Dr nastassja Koen, 
project manager of the bbI, is doing her phD in the area 
of the genetics of post-traumatic stress disorder (pTSD). 
her project has attracted funding from the national 
Institutes of health, and indeed, the range of funding 
obtained by different bbI investigators attests to the 
novelty and significance of this work.

professor Jack van honk, a lecturer in the Department 
of psychiatry and the Institute of Infectious Disease and 
molecular medicine, confirms the value of studying 
South African populations. he has studied people 
with Urbach-Weithe disorder, a genetic condition 
that is associated with amygdala damage and is more 
commonly found in South Africa than elsewhere. his 
work has led to new insights into brain plasticity, and 
has been published in a range of prestigious journals 
(see p131).

lOCAl prOblEmS, GlObAl ImpACT

much of this research involves collaborating, not 
only across disciplinary boundaries, but also across 
geographical boundaries. 

It is notable that students from a number of different 
countries have been attracted to the bbI. Several 
international postdoctoral fellows have helped 
strengthen brain imaging locally. These include Dr 
Samantha brooks from the UK and Dr paul Taylor 
from the USA, each of whom has unique skills. 
Other postdoctoral research fellows, such as Dr Joe 
ramondo and Dr Jonathan Ipser, have returned to 
South Africa after stints abroad. A European and 
South African research network in Anxiety Disorders 
(EUSArnAD) grant has been particularly helpful 
in encouraging academic exchange such as these 
(see p130). 

An international research exchange involving the 
University of Southampton, UCT and 11 other 
institutions, EUSArnAD aims to develop a greater 
understanding of anxiety disorders and develop 
more effective treatments for patients. 

The programme provides the opportunity for students 
involved in anxiety research to spend time in other 
countries learning new skills. 

professor Stein says that UCT is also attracting students 
from a number of African countries, including Kenya, 
nigeria and Uganda. “The attraction is the range of 
work that we are doing at UCT, in that we address 
locally relevant problems, such as neuro-hIv, substance-
use disorders and psychological trauma, using a broad 
range of cutting-edge methods,” he says. 

Using a transdisciplinary approach to address 
these problems, whether among the international 
exchange students or UCT’s researchers, helps lay the 
groundwork for creating solutions. Indeed, the bbI 
is particularly well placed to explore the relationship 
between neuroscience and pertinent issues in public 
mental health in South Africa, Africa and beyond. “A 
lot of the public mental health focus is on low- and 
middle-income countries, where they don’t have the 
opportunity to do things like brain imaging,” says 
professor Stein, “whereas we can combine imaging 
with issues that have real public health importance, 
like exposure to alcohol in pregnancy and depression, 
for example.”

Associate professor Kevin Thomas from the Department 
of psychology, who has brought key neuropsychology 
expertise to many bbI projects, agrees. “We have 
the expertise and the technology to facilitate these 
conversations,” he says.

According to Associate professor Crick lund, director 
of the Alan J Flisher Centre for public mental health 
and head of the Division of public mental health in 
the Department of psychiatry and mental health, 
UCT’s combination of strong academic resources 
and location makes it the logical conduit for research 
in sub-Saharan Africa on a variety of public mental 
health challenges. “research can be incredibly 
powerful to inform policy,” says Associate professor 
lund, who won the Alan pifer Award in recognition 
of outstanding socially responsive research in 2013 
(see left). The award is made annually by the vice-
Chancellor of UCT and is very much in the spirit of 
trandisciplinarity, which should include not only 
moving findings from bench to bedside, but also 
moving research from the bed to the broader society.

As part of a national Institute of mental health 
(nImh) grant programme, UCT, under the leadership 
of Associate professor lund, is one of four regional 
research hubs collaborating to develop capacity and 
improve the delivery of cost-effective mental health 
interventions in sub-Saharan Africa. The other three are 
in South America, Ethiopia and South Asia. 

Prize winner seeks 
ways to roll out 
low-cost mental 
health care in Africa
There is currently just one psychiatrist for every 
two million people on the continent, and one 
psychologist for every two-and-a-half million. At 
least 75% of people living with mental disorders 
in low- and middle-income countries have no 
evidence-based mental health care. “If you were 
to only use specialists to treat mental disorders in 
Africa, the queue would stretch halfway across the 
continent,” says Associate professor Crick lund of 
the Department of psychiatry and mental health.

Associate professor lund and his team at the Alan 
J Flisher Centre for public mental health, of which 
he is director, are looking at ways of narrowing this 
treatment gap. One such project is AFFIrm (Africa 
Focus for Intervention research in mental health), 
part of a global drive to find low-cost interventions 

by using non-specialist health workers to treat mental 
disorders in Africa. AFFIrm’s work will contribute 
towards models of how to deliver low-cost mental 
health interventions, which will ultimately inform 
ministries of health across Africa. It is also building 
capacity in the area by funding fellowships for 
students from Ghana, Ethiopia, Uganda, malawi and 
Zimbabwe to complete an mphil in public mental 
health at UCT.

Associate professor lund’s research has a direct 
impact on policy and is, in many ways, the epitome of 
engaged scholarship. he received the Alan pifer Award 
earlier this year – the vice-Chancellor’s annual prize in 
recognition of outstanding socially responsive research 
and one of UCT’s most prized awards. Speaking at 
the award ceremony, Associate professor lund said: 
“This [award] is particularly important for me, not just 
personally, but also because it’s an opportunity to 
draw attention to this neglected area of mental health. 

“people who live with mental disorders are among, 
and continue to be among, the poorest, the most 
marginalised, the most disenfranchised members of 
our society, not just in South Africa but across the 
African continent.”
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“Through collaboration, we can use research to inform 
the scaling up of mental health services in African 
countries, so that we can provide African ministries of 
health with models to deliver low-cost mental health 
interventions,” says Associate professor lund. his 
work, along with that of his colleagues, is also funded 
by the Department for International Development 
(DfID) in the UK and by the European Union, and has 
played an important role in influencing South Africa’s 
recently published mental-health policy. 

bETTEr UnDErSTAnDInG OF ThE brAIn

The value of basic and clinical neuroscience research to 
inform better standards of care is not limited to public 
mental health. Across the UCT campus, a good deal of 
work is being done to better understand the brain to 
enhance health outcomes.

professor Anthony Figaji, head of the paediatric 
neurosurgery Unit in the Division of neurosurgery, 
is doing exciting work in the area of paediatric 
neurosurgery. Internationally recognised for his work in 
the management of acute brain injury in children, he is 
currently also the head of paediatric neurosurgery at 
the red Cross War memorial Children’s hospital.

With a focus on coupling clinical expertise with 
innovative technology, professor Figaji’s work aims 
to improve the care of patients in acute coma and to 
grow the discipline of neurocritical care in South Africa. 
his work has initiated a comprehensive intraoperative 
neurophysiological monitoring programme to increase 
the safety of operating on tumours in high-risk areas 

of the brain and the spinal cord, which was previously 
unavailable in South Africa. 

professor mark Solms, head of the Department of 
psychology in the Faculty of humanities, has brought 
together psychoanalysis and neuroscience in seminal 
ways. One example is the work of Dr melike Fourie, 
a postdoctoral fellow working with professors Solms, 
Stein and pumla Gobodo-madikizela of the University 
of the Free State, on mapping the brain’s empathetic 
response to expressions of forgiveness and remorse in 
post-apartheid South Africa by exposing participants to 
similar scenarios to those seen at the hearings of the 
Truth and reconciliation Commission (TrC).

Dr Fourie and her colleagues recently published 
a paper on how people who suffered significant 
childhood maltreatment may differ in their responses 
to empathy-inducing stimuli from individuals who did 
not experience childhood hardship.

professor Don ross, the Dean of Commerce, is 
developing the area of neuroeconomics at UCT – a 
field that brings together ideas and methods from 
neuroscience and economics to address key areas of 
relevance to South Africa, including substance use 
disorders and gambling. 

In collaboration with professor harold Kincaid, another 
A-rated scholar in the School of Economics, professor 
ross has revealed interesting similarities between 
gambling and addiction in South Africa and in the 
developed world. The results of their study examining 
gambling and addiction in the informal settlement of 

New insight into the role 
of the “social brain”
research led by professor Jack van honk from the 
Department of psychiatry and mental health and the 
Institute of Infectious Disease and molecular medicine, 
together with collaborators from the netherlands and 
a range of other countries, has brought new insight 
into the role of the amygdala or “social brain” through 
investigating a rare genetic developmental disorder that 
is found in South Africa.

Urbach-Wiethe Disease (UWD) has been reported 
in a community in the namaqualand region, where 
40% of the world’s approximately 100 reported 
cases of the condition are found. Studying five 
female patients, professor von honk examined 
lesions of the basolateral amygdala characteristic 
of the disease to reveal that it made the patients 
hypervigilant for fearful expressions. 

The findings have important implications for the 
understanding of the basolateral amygdala’s role in an 
array of social behaviours, and especially its role in fear 
and anxiety disorders. Furthermore, they highlight the 
value of brain-imaging capabilities and the importance 
of UCT’s geographic location.

“Cultural neuroscience holds promise for South Africa, 
given the genuine cultural diversity of the population 
and the modern neuroimaging infrastructure in Cape 
Town,” says professor von honk, an nrF A-rated 
scholar, who published his work on UWD in PNAS 
(Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of 
the United States of America), one of the world’s most 
prestigious scientific journals, last year. 

A co-ordinated response 
to anxiety disorders
UCT is playing a major part in improving knowledge 
about anxiety disorders on an international scale. 
Through a partnership with the European and South 
African research network in Anxiety Disorders 
(EUSArnAD), the university is facilitating an 
international research exchange that aims to develop 
a greater understanding of these disorders and more 
effective treatments for patients. 

The backbone of any effective treatment is rigorous, 
empirically tested data and a dedicated research 
team, according to EUSArnAD. To support this, the 
project brings together researchers from UCT and 11 

other institutions to produce first-rate research. by 
placing individual exchange researchers in institutions 
with novel populations and methodologies, this 
international collaboration allows for greater 
attention to important questions about anxiety. The 
result is a stronger body of data that can be used to 
inform more effective care. 

The EUSArnAD initiative was first launched in 2011 
by David baldwin, professor of psychiatry at the 
University of Southampton and honorary professor 
in the Department of psychiatry and mental health 
at UCT, as the Anxiety Disorders research network. 
The collaboration originated within the network 
of a number of leading research centres in Europe 
and with support from the European College of 
neuropsychopharmacology. 

Khayelitsha show that the apparently high levels of 
pathological gambling in the community most likely 
reflect boredom owing to unemployment, rather than a 
true public health problem. 

“As a very interesting sidelight of the project, 
quantitative estimates of risk preferences, based on 
experiments, found that the distribution of these 
preferences among Khayelitsha adults was very similar 
to what we observe in samples from rich countries,” 
says professor ross. “That is, the overwhelming 
majority of subjects were moderately risk-averse. This 
is contrary to widespread expectations that poverty 
generates a wide range of relatively extreme responses 
to risk, from extreme risk aversion to recklessness.”

This is just one more example of how research in 
an African context is helping to enrich a global 
understanding of the brain and human behaviour that 
is being translated into better treatment and better 
outcomes for people in a variety of contexts. Indeed, 
given that Africa, and particularly South Africa, has one 
of the most diverse human populations in the world, 
large-scale studies of disease and disorder should be 
carried out using African samples. Considering their 
vast expertise, access to cutting-edge technology 
and track record of collaborative research leadership, 
it stands to reason that UCT scientists are the ideally 
placed partners in the future of basic and clinical 
neuroscience discovery.                                           

lArGE-SCAlE STUDIES  
OF DISEASE AnD DISOrDEr 

ShOUlD bE CArrIED OUT USInG 
AFrICAn SAmplES.

A visualisation of the brain showing the volume of the cortex. Image courtesy of the National Institute of Mental Health.
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Innovation
In health

The burden of disease in Africa remains one of the continent’s 

biggest obstacles to progress. Researchers across UCT have 

stepped up the battle against the main health challenges 

facing the continent and are paving the way for significant 

breakthroughs – with vaccines, cures and workable treatments 

no longer a distant dream, but an imminent reality.
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In its 2014 bulletin on world health statistics, the 
World Health Organisation (WHO) reports that 
the average life expectancy in sub-Saharan Africa 
for men and women is still below 55, despite 
global trends towards living longer. The risk of a 
child dying before its fifth birthday is eight times 
higher in the WHO Africa Region than in the WHO 
European Region.

The statistics point relentlessly to the fact that Africa’s 
development remains severely hampered by disease. 
Sub-Saharan Africa is the region worst affected by 
hIv/AIDS. South Africa has the highest prevalence of 
the disease in the world: about 5.6 million people are 
currently living with hIv in South Africa.

The country also has one of the most serious 
tuberculosis (Tb) epidemics in the world, coupled with a 
rising number of Tb cases as a result of hIv and Tb co-
infection. Tb is now the leading cause of death in South 
Africa and, according to some estimates, about 80% of 
the population has latent Tb. Other serious infectious 
diseases include malaria, which kills two children every 
minute in Africa.

non-communicable diseases (nCDs) are also on 
the rise. heart disease, stroke, diabetes and some 
cancers currently contribute to 30% of deaths in 
South Africa. About 6.3 million South Africans have 
high blood pressure and three million have type 2 
diabetes. In addition, wider access to antiretroviral 
therapy has transformed hIv/AIDS into a chronic 
disease, meaning people are living long enough to be 
at risk from nCDs. 

AT ThE vAnGUArD

Keenly aware of these statistics, the Faculty of health 
Sciences is at the vanguard of the fight to contain the 
impact of disease on the continent. One of the largest 
and most prolific health faculties in Africa, it celebrated 
its 100th anniversary in 2012 and is moving into the 
next 100 years with some of the world’s top research 
groupings poised to make a tangible difference to the 
health of millions of Africans.

It is also one of the most well-resourced faculties in the 
developing world, attracting significant investment in 
its research. A highlight in 2013 was the fact that UCT 
drew more funding for direct grants from the prestigious 

national Institutes of health (nIh) in the USA than any 
other non-American university in that year (see p144). 

The nIh is the largest source of medical funding in 
the world. When asked at a recent international press 
conference why so many principal investigators in the 
projects it was funding were from South Africa, the 
answer, they said, was scientific quality.

The faculty is “the crown jewel of medical schools in 
South Africa”, says its dean, professor Wim de villiers, 
who is proud of its place among the top medical schools 
in the world. 

InTErDISCIplInAry STrEnGTh

One of the strengths of the faculty is the ability of its 
researchers to work together across various platforms in 
multidisciplinary collaborations to achieve extraordinary 
results, says professor bongani mayosi. he is head of the 
Department of medicine, the largest department in the 

Paving the way 
for a healthier continent

faculty, which plays a leading role in medical education 
and research, as well as providing clinical services to the 
communities of the Western Cape.

“There are many examples of leading research in 
which we have made major discoveries that have 
deepened our understanding of biology based on 
the definition of new mechanisms of disease. We are 
also making an impact on the practice of medicine 
through the discovery of new diseases, and new ways 
of diagnosis and treatment of old diseases,” says 
professor mayosi.

The Institute of Infectious Disease and molecular 
medicine (IDm) exemplifies the interdisciplinary nature 
of the work in the faculty. “We have a critical mass 
at UCT: a large number of people working at the 
intersection of the basic, clinical and public health 
sciences. We are developing a culture of working 
together instead of in silos,” says professor valerie 
mizrahi, who heads up the institute. 

African innovation
in african health care
A unique collaboration between the UCT Faculty 
of health Sciences and the UCT Graduate School 
of business (GSb) was launched in 2013 to pioneer 
inclusive and innovative solutions to healthcare 
challenges in Africa.

Jointly based in the bertha Centre for Social 
Innovation and Entrepreneurship at the GSb and 
in the Department of medicine and Groote Schuur 
hospital, the Inclusive health Innovation Initiative 
(IhII) is a response to the complexity of the challenges 
facing health care.

“now, more than ever, innovation is required to 
develop solutions that can improve the delivery 
of health care in Africa in an inclusive, effective 
and affordable manner,” says Dr François bonnici, 
director of the bertha Centre. “These solutions 
must transcend current challenges in the system to 
improve health outcomes for patients, but also to 
change the routines, responsibility and values of our 
health workers responsible for delivering the care.”

Kicking off its activities, the IhII hosted a summit in 
Cape Town in January 2014, the first of its kind in 
Africa, that gave international and local innovators, 
experts and influencers the opportunity to discuss 

and debate what healthcare innovation means in and 
for an African context. The summit was one of the 
first official events on the World Design Capital 2014 
calendar, and was organised around the theme of 
“designing solutions, addressing needs”.
 
The IhII also hosted the country’s first health 
hackathon a week before the summit. based on a 
proven international innovation model, this event 
exposed participants to the role technology can play 
in transforming healthcare delivery in an African 
context, and challenged participants to create and build 
innovative mobile health applications that addressed 
real and pressing health challenges. 

Dr François Bonnici, director of the Bertha Centre 
(second from left) with participants of South Africa’s 
first-ever health hackathon.
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The IDm celebrates its 10th year in 2014 and has 
become a hub for interdisciplinary collaboration. 
Almost a fifth of the university’s research income is 
raised by members of the IDm, who are drawn from 
several departments in the Faculty of health Sciences 
and the Faculty of Science.

WOrKInG AT ThE CUTTInG EDGE

When talking about the burden of disease, professor 
mizrahi says, “It’s not a pretty picture. The urgency 
of the medical need makes it essential to research 
new interventions and to learn as much as we can 
in the process.” 

The IDm has become known as a leader in the areas 
of hIv/AIDS, Tb, Tb-hIv, human papilloma virus and 
parasitic disease research, with more than 20 research 

groupings, many of which have built a world-class 
reputation for their work in novel and innovative 
strategies to address disease in Africa. 

One such group, the h3-D Drug Discovery and 
Development Centre, which is led by professor Kelly 
Chibale from the Department of Chemistry in the 
Faculty of Science, is Africa’s first integrated modern 
drug discovery and development centre whose objective 
is to deliver drug candidates for clinical development. 
In 2013, the centre completed a study that is set to 
find a novel, pre-clinical drug candidate for malaria. 
The same year, h3-D also received a major boost from 
Celgene Global health (CGh), a division of Celgene 
Corporation, a global biopharmaceutical company, to 
help identify novel drugs for the treatment of Tb. Under 
the collaborative agreement, Celgene will provide h3-D 
with compounds that target Tb, and h3-D scientists 

will optimise these compounds to deliver pre-clinical 
candidates suitable for testing in humans.

h3-D will also benefit from a new r370 million 
biotechnology partnership between UCT and the 
South African medical research Council (mrC) with 
funding and support from the bill and melinda Gates 
Foundation, the Department of Science and Technology 
and the Department of health. The partnership’s 
purpose is to develop new medicines, vaccines and 
other biotechnologies to combat Africa’s big killers: 
hIv/AIDS, Tb and malaria.

Tb: A pErFECT STOrm

Of the three, the disease that is the closest to home is 
Tb. “There is more Tb in Cape Town than in Canada, 
the US, France and Germany put together. And it’s 
getting consistently worse,” Emeritus professor robin 
Wood from the Department of medicine said earlier 
in 2014, after he was awarded an A2 rating by the 
national research Foundation, pegging him as a world 
leader in his field of hIv/AIDS and Tb.

ThErE IS mOrE Tb In CApE 
TOWn ThAn In CAnADA, 

ThE US, FrAnCE AnD 
GErmAny pUT TOGEThEr. 

AnD IT’S GETTInG 
COnSISTEnTly WOrSE.

Rising star

Associate professor Graeme meintjes of the Department 
of medicine received the European Developing 
Countries Clinical Trials partnership (EDCTp) rising Star 
Africa Award for 2013.

meintjes attracted attention with his work in the 
field of hIv and Tb research and he is the lead 
investigator on the randomised placebo-controlled 
trial of prednisone for the treatment of Tuberculosis-
Immune reconstitution Inflammatory Syndrome (Tb-
IrIS), which demonstrated that prednisone provides 
benefits in terms of reduced hospitalisation and 
improvement in symptoms. 

This was the first clinical trial of IrIS treatment and 
the evidence has been incorporated into national 
and international guidelines. his work has defined 
the diagnostic approach to Tb-IrIS, highlighting the 
importance of excluding drug-resistant Tb. professor 
meintjes says there is definitely a need for Tb-
preventive therapy that, when added to ArT, reduces 
the risk  of Tb by 37%, as reported in The Lancet 
recently by a team led by Dr molebogeng rangaka of 
the Clinical Infectious Diseases research Initiative.

hIS WOrK hAS DEFInED 
ThE DIAGnOSTIC ApprOACh 
TO Tb-IrIS, hIGhlIGhTInG ThE 
ImpOrTAnCE OF EXClUDInG 

DrUG-rESISTAnT Tb.

Associate Professor Graeme Meintjes.

part of the problem is that Tb has developed from 
being multidrug-resistant (mDr-Tb) to extensively 
drug-resistant (XDr-Tb), which is much harder to 
treat because the tuberculosis bacterium has become 
even more resistant. South Africa reports more cases 
of XDr-Tb than any other country in the world.

h3-D is one of about 15 top research groupings 
across the university currently focusing its efforts 
on Tb. The quest for a vaccine is one of the key 
drivers of the research and is fuelling a number of 
researchers in two IDm research groupings: the 
Clinical Infectious Diseases research Initiative (CIDrI) 
and the South African Tuberculosis vaccine Initiative 
(SATvI). but results are sometimes discouraging. 
In February 2013, The Lancet published results 
from a phase IIb clinical trial evaluating the safety 
and efficacy of mvA85A, a candidate vaccine for 
preventing Tb in infants, showing that a single dose 
was not sufficient to confer statistically significant 

Since 2005, Associate professor meintjes has also 
collaborated with researchers from St George’s 
hospital, london, on trials aimed at improving initial 
treatment of cryptococcal meningitis.

As a result of this research, he was asked to be a 
member of the WhO’s Guidelines Development 
Group for guidelines on the diagnosis, prevention 
and management of cryptococcal infection in adults 
and children, thereby impacting policy and clinical 
practice in Africa.
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protection against Tb or infection in infants 
vaccinated at birth with bCG (bacillus Calmette–
Guérin vaccine). Oxford University fellow professor 
helen mcShane collaborated with Dr michele 
Tameris, associate professors mark hatherill and 
Tom Scriba, professor Willem hanekom and others 
from SATvI on this landmark study.

Although the results disappointed in terms of efficacy, 
they provided critical information for shaping the 
global agenda for Tb-vaccine research. With new 
funding from the mrC and nIh for Tb-vaccine and 
drug-discovery research, UCT researchers are set to 
make important contributions in these areas.

While a vaccine is often seen as a silver bullet, more 
effective diagnosis and treatment of the disease 
at community level can play a fundamental role 

Paper in the Lancet 
on INH preventive 
therapy in patients 
on antiretroviral 
therapy
A trial of isoniazid preventive therapy (IpT) 
plus antiretroviral therapy (ArT) to prevent 
Tb has shown safety and efficacy in patients 
with hIv, according to a UCT research team, 
whose findings were published in The Lancet in 
2014. Tb is the biggest cause of morbidity and 
mortality in people infected with hIv in Africa. 
both IpT and ArT protect against Tb in hIv- 
infected people, but it was not known if the 
two would give additional protection or could 
be safely combined. 

The research team was headed up by  
Dr molebogeng rangaka and included clinic 
staff working for médecins Sans Frontières 
(mSF) and the Western Cape provincial 
Government, with supervision from professor 
Gary maartens and professor robert Wilkinson 
from the Department of medicine. They 
conducted a trial of IpT in people on ArT to 
prevent Tb at Khayelitsha Site b Clinic in Cape 
Town. The addition of IpT was found to be safe 
and to reduce Tb incidence by 37%. 

Discussing the purpose of the study, professor 
maartens explains that it is well established 
that the risk of Tb can also be reduced by IpT in 
hIv-infected people not on ArT. however, ArT 
also reduces the risk of Tb. It was previously 
unknown whether isoniazid would give 
additional benefit and whether it was safe in 
patients on ArT. 

“These findings will change clinical practice 
and contribute immensely to the reduction of 
the scourge of Tb. It is one of the highlights 
of research in the faculty in recent times,” says 
professor bongani mayosi, head of medicine.

The study was funded by the Department 
of health, mSF, the Wellcome Trust and the 
European and Developing Countries Clinical 
Trials partnership, while mSF were key partners 
in conducting the study.

in reducing the incidence of Tb when added to 
antiretroviral therapy (see left). Dr rangaka was 
awarded the london School of hygiene and Tropical 
medicine’s prestigious Woodruff medal for her phD 
thesis on this work. 

“We have a perfect storm in the country for Tb 
infection. but it is not hopeless. We have to remain 
positive and do what we can in our own way. 
We need to work together, including doctors, 
researchers and government officials, and put 
shoulders to the wheel. This is a ‘monster’, but if we 
work together we can find a multi-pronged solution 
to control it,” says professor Dheda.

SlAyInG ThE hIv/AIDS DrAGOn

A beast of almost equal proportions in Africa is hIv/
AIDS, and the search for an effective vaccine is also at 
the top of this research agenda. 

Considerable progress has been made, with two hIv 
vaccines developed in the laboratories of professors 
Anna-lise Williamson and Carolyn Williamson under 
the auspices of the South African Aids vaccine 
Initiative (SAAvI) in the IDm, which have been tested 
in the USA and SA as part of the hIv vaccine Trials 
network. The results are now being collated and at 
the time of writing were about to be released to the 
international research community. 

The two lead researchers behind these vaccines have 
in the meanwhile continued to push the boundaries 
of science. professor Anna-lise Williamson, who 
is the principal investigator in the hIv vaccine 
Development Group and the human papillomavirus 
research Group, and joint staff member of the 
IDm and the national health laboratory Services, 
published research in 2013 on the high rate of 
multiple concurrent human papillomavirus infections 
among hIv-infected South African adolescents. 
professor Carolyn Williamson, who heads the 
Division of medical virology and is also a member 
of the IDm, was involved with colleagues in studies 
tracking viral evolution in hIv-infected individuals 
leading to new discoveries for approaches to 
preventing the disease. 

Tb IS A mOnSTEr, bUT IF WE 
WOrK TOGEThEr WE CAn 

FInD A mUlTI-prOnGED 
SOlUTIOn TO COnTrOl IT.

in combating a disease. A study led by professor 
Keertan Dheda, who heads the lung Infection and 
Immunity Unit in the Department of medicine at 
UCT and Groote Schuur hospital, found that an 
innovative Tb diagnostic tool developed in the US – 
the GeneXpert – can be placed in community clinics 
and operated by trained nurses to deliver quicker Tb 
test results, resulting in a more rapid diagnosis and 
better prognosis for patients. This paves the way 
for using new tests in Tb hot-spots such as prisons, 
mines and high-burden clinics where drug-resistant 
Tb is common.

Another noteworthy project, spearheaded by  
Dr malebogeng rangaka, working with professor Gary 
maartens of the Division of Clinical pharmacology 
and professor robert Wilkinson, director of CIDrI, 
showed a role for isoniazid preventive therapy 
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A critical barrier in the development of an hIv vaccine is 
the identification of mechanisms to generate antibodies 
through vaccination that can neutralise an array of 
hIv variants. professor Williamson was involved in 
the discovery of how changes in the position of sugar 
moieties (a portion or part of a molecule) on the surface 
of the virus can result in the development of these types 
of antibodies, providing a potential approach that can 
be recapitulated through vaccination.

her group also identified superinfection with a second 
hIv strain in a woman in KwaZulu-natal who 
responded to her hIv infection by making antibodies 
that researchers were able to identify and clone. The 
antibodies, called broadly neutralising antibodies, 
are particularly potent because they can kill multiple 
strains of hIv. The cloned antibodies were then 
used in a series of experiments in the laboratory to 
understand the development pathway followed by 
the woman’s immune system to make these potent 
hIv-neutralising anitibodies. This work is crucial as it 
points to the discovery of mechanisms to elicit broadly 
neutralising antibodies through vaccination.

nEW IDEAS In ThE FIElD 

OF hEArT DISEASE 

While Tb and hIv tend to dominate the conversation 
around disease in Africa, UCT researchers are also 
engaged in leading research into nCDs. WhO statistics 
show that coronary ischaemic heart disease is one of 
the top three causes of premature death in the world 
today. According to the heart and Stroke Foundation 
(South Africa), 33 people die of a heart attack each 
day in South Africa. UCT researchers from different 
disciplines such as surgery, engineering, biomaterials 
and cell biology are working on finding solutions to 
address the many issues surrounding this killer.

A recent boost to this research has been the installation 
of national research Foundation-funded state-of-
the-art intra-operative medical imaging equipment (a 
philips pulsera C-arm X-ray and angiography system 
and a General Electrics vivid I portable cardiovascular 
ultrasound system) in the Cardiovascular research 
Unit, which is enabling the study of therapies for 
heart attacks and subsequent heart failure. The 
development of an affordable prosthetic heart valve 
for easy implantation outside big medical centres that 
could benefit millions of South Africans and Africans 
with rheumatic heart diseases is also within reach.

Other interesting work by a team led by Dr neil 
Davies at the Cardiovascular research Unit may have 
found a solution for treating infarcted dead heart 
tissue. Currently, the only treatment for heart failure 

is a heart transplant, but Dr Davies’ work has shown 
that hydrogel injections can improve the heart’s 
function after an infarction (tissue death) and 
prevent the heart’s enlargement, the precursor of 
heart failure. This work has also shown that treating 
a patient several days after the infarct may be more 
beneficial than immediate biomaterial injection. 

bEhInD ThE SCEnES

much of the work against these diseases, both infectious 
and chronic, takes place in quiet laboratories and 
university offices away from the frontlines of medical 
care, where fundamental research is helping to uncover 
new knowledge about how disease works.

professor mizrahi says that a “blue skies” element is 
absolutely critical in the battle against the burden of 
disease. “by understanding disease mechanisms at a 
fundamental level, we can contribute significantly to 
the development of new tools to control these diseases, 
be they diagnostics, vaccines or drugs. For me, there is 
nothing more rewarding than making a fundamental 
discovery that has an impact on how we think about 
disease pathogenesis,” she says.

by understanding how infection works, a fuller 
picture of the disease is obtained, providing 
important answers for those working on protection 
against diseases like Tb, agrees professor Frank 

brombacher, who holds the DST/nrF SArChI Chair 
in the Immunology of Infectious Diseases in Africa. 
“Some of our findings will feed into translational 
research to develop efficient drugs and vaccines. 
Fundamental research is a requisite for translational 
research. When someone develops a new vaccine, 
very often it depends on the fundamental research.

“The nature of clinical human research is 
restricted in its experimental approaches. In 
contrast, experimental infection studies in mice 
and particularly in transgenic mice, developed 
by us and others, allow us to uncover the role of 
a candidate gene in a particular disease, like Tb 
from the molecule to the whole organism,” says 
professor brombacher. he is engaged in ground-
breaking work on immunological mechanisms in 
experimental murine models for human diseases 
like Tb, African trypanosomiasis, leishmaniasis and 
helminthic infections, including bilharzia, four of 
the top 10 diseases declared by WhO as threats to 
combat and all leading to chronic disease. 

33 pEOplE DIE OF A 
hEArT ATTACK EACh 

DAy In SOUTh AFrICA.

ThE UrGEnCy OF ThE 
mEDICAl nEED mAKES IT 
ESSEnTIAl TO rESEArCh 

nEW InTErvEnTIOnS AnD 
TO lEArn AS mUCh AS 

WE CAn In ThE prOCESS.

professor brombacher has published more than 170 
original papers and during 2013 made several important 
discoveries, for instance on leishmaniasis, where he 
demonstrated that Il-4-instructed dendritic cells are 
important for host resistance in cutaneous leishmaniasis. 
This is the most common form of leishmaniasis, a 
skin infection caused by a single-celled parasite that 
is transmitted by sandfly bites, which has notable 
implications for efficient vaccination. 

In terms of helminth infection (caused by a worm-
like parasite), professor brombacher and Dr William 
horsnell of the Division of Immunology studied 
b-cell function in protective Th2 immunity against n 
brasiliensis infection. The findings of the study showed 
that rational vaccination strategies against nematode 
parasites such as hookworms need to be developed 
with an understanding of primary and secondary 
immune responses, in order for mechanisms other 
than antibodies to be optimally protective.
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professor brombacher and his team also showed that 
statins can increase protection against Tb and listeriosis 
– important footwork for vaccine research.

TrAnSlATInG rESEArCh InTO ACTIOn

research excellence is not only about finding 
vaccines and testing drugs. It is also about developing 
programmes and solutions for community clinics 
and the national and provincial health departments 
regarding the diagnosis and treatment of health 
problems. UCT researchers are playing a pioneering 
role in translating research into policy and action.
  
The UCT-based Chronic Diseases Initiative in Africa 
(CDIA) has established itself as the group to consult 
in South Africa on nCDs. It played a significant role 
in advising the national Department of health when 
South Africa became one of the first countries in the 
world in 2013 to regulate salt content in foods. South 
Africa has one of the highest levels of hidden salt in 
food in the world, which contributes to hypertension 
and obesity, and which in turn is a driver for heart 
disease, stroke and some cancers. 

The CDIA’s work is also serving as an incubator to 
develop and test innovations in nCD care with the 
potential to be rolled out across Africa. research 
highlights in 2013 include the publication of the 

highly innovative primary Care 101 guidelines on 
the management of nCD. The initiative was also 
involved with group diabetes education programmes, 
as well as the development of mobile technology to 
deliver SmS support to patients with hypertension 
to promote adherence to treatment. This work is 
being evaluated in a clinical trial in collaboration with 
researchers from Oxford University. 

FOrWArD TO ThE FUTUrE

The many different kinds of research activity, 
interdisciplinary and international collaborations, 
as well as provincial and national success stories, 
illustrate why UCT is currently standing out as a place 
where major funders are coming to invest in long-
term programmes. The university is also attracting 
students from across the globe, who benefit from 
working in world-class research groupings at the 
cutting edge of science and treatment.

Putting children 
at the top of the 
health agenda
Child health is a major challenge for South 
Africa and for the continent, where there is 
high childhood mortality and preventable 
morbidity. There is an epidemic of 
infectious diseases such as pneumonia, 
diarrhoea and Tb. research in child health 
has been particularly under-resourced, 
given the large burden of disease and the 
high proportion of children in the South 
African population. 
 
In October 2013, the research Centre for 
Adolescent and Child health (rEACh) was 
opened at the red Cross War memorial 
Children’s hospital. This state-of-the-art 
expanded clinical research centre is devoted 
to child health and is headed by professor 
heather Zar, head of the Department of 
paediatrics and Child health in the Faculty 
of health Sciences. 

rEACh is the first of its kind in Africa and 
also serves as a hub supporting other clinical 
research sites in the community and at other 
healthcare facilities, and contributing to the 
development of capacity in child health and 
in clinical research. 

The centre has about 40 full-time members 
of staff funded through grant support, and 
has several local, national and international 
collaborations. It is undertaking research 
with an important impact on child health 
globally. 

Studies currently under way address key 
health priorities such as childhood Tb, 
pneumonia, whooping cough, hIv and 
adolescence, and diarrhoea. A unique birth 
cohort study, the Drakenstein Child lung 
health study, is currently under way in paarl 
and is supported by this core centre. 

This study, a first for Africa, investigates 
the determinants of child health from the 
antenatal period through birth and early 
childhood and includes a focus on maternal 
and paternal health.

SOUTh AFrICA hAS 
OnE OF ThE hIGhEST 

lEvElS OF hIDDEn SAlT 
In FOOD In ThE WOrlD, 
WhICh COnTrIbUTES TO 

hypErTEnSIOn AnD ObESITy. 

A distinctive feature of working in South Africa on these 
diseases, where researchers have a special responsibility 
to contribute, is that the research becomes the vehicle 
through which top people in the field are developed. 
“research and training are inextricably linked. This 
system has produced phenomenal people. Some have 
stayed with UCT and others have gone on to other 
universities. The impact of this ‘seeding’ effect is 
profound,” says professor mizrahi.

UCT’s role in the fight against disease is results-driven 
and on the cusp of making major discoveries, leading 
to potentially breakthrough treatments and paving the 
way towards a healthier continent. professor mayosi 
says, “We are facing formidable health challenges in 
Africa, but I’m optimistic about UCT’s role and the 
researchers’ ability to address these challenges. It 
turns out we are up to the task. In South Africa, at 
UCT, we have the intellectual power to deal with these 
problems, and we have the resources as well.”        
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Faculty of
SCIENCE

Research in the Faculty of Science continues 
to go from strength to strength. Against 

a backdrop of the increasingly integrated 
nature of research, the past year saw 
our publication output grow and the 

international impact of our work improve. 
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UCT attracts lion’s share 
of NIH direct grants
UCT’s reputation for research excellence was endorsed 
with news in 2013 that the university attracted more 
funding for direct grants from the National Institutes of 
Health (NIH) than any other university in the world outside 
the USA. The NIH, the USA’s medical research agency, is 
the largest source of medical funding in the world. 

These research grants, which amount to more than  
US$9 million, make it possible for UCT’s researchers to 
tackle some of Africa’s most intractable health problems, 
such as HIV, TB and malnutrition. Most of the projects 
are large in scale and many involve collaboration with 
partner universities elsewhere in Africa. The funding 
may come from the USA, but one of its most significant 
impacts is building capacity in Africa to address its own 
health problems.

UNrAVellINg THe MySTerIeS of 

SICkle Cell ANAeMIA

Associate Professor Ambroise Wonkam, senior specialist 
in the Division of Human genetics in the faculty of 
Health Sciences, runs one such project focusing on 
sickle cell anaemia. “Seventy percent of those with the 
disease were born in Africa, yet 70% of what we know 
about it was discovered outside Africa,“ says Associate 
Professor Wonkam. “We in Africa have to solve these 
problems ourselves: it is our duty.”

The immediate goal of Associate Professor 
Wonkam’s project is to find out why some patients 
get sicker than others, despite having the same 
gene malformation. He and his colleagues are 
looking for variations in other parts of the genome: 
this will help determine which patients have the 
disease from birth, enabling early interventions, 
and may lead to developing a drug to treat it. 

SCHIzoPHreNIA IN THe 

XHoSA PoPUlATIoN

Professor Dan Stein, head of the Department of 
Psychiatry and Mental Health, is leading a project 
on the genetics of schizophrenia in the Xhosa 
population of South Africa. Professor Stein says, 
“This project will be the first to use modern genomic 
sequencing approaches to study schizophrenia 
in a population of Sub-Saharan African lineage. 

If successful, our approach will identify genes 
important for the disorder in populations worldwide 
… and help develop more effective treatment and 
prevention strategies.”

HIV: elIMINATINg 

MoTHer-To-CHIlD TrANSMISSIoN

Dr Mary-Ann Davies, senior researcher at the Centre 
for Infectious Disease epidemiology and research 
(CIDer), is looking at closing the gaps in prevention of 
mother-to-child transmission of HIV coverage, early 
infant diagnosis and treatment. “Virtual elimination 
of transmission of HIV from mothers to their babies 
is within reach in South Africa. Despite high levels 
of HIV among pregnant mothers, transmission to 
their babies has been reduced to less than 2%,” says 
Dr Davies. If there were no interventions, the figure 
would be closer to 30%, so the programme has been 
hugely successful. “yet, elimination remains elusive, 
with up to 1 000 infants still acquiring HIV in the 
Western Cape each year.”

HIgH-CAlIBre reSeArCH

It is the calibre of the scientists leading these projects 
at UCT that is part of the secret to South Africa’s 
outstanding success in attracting grants from the 
NIH. The NIH have said that scientific quality is one of 
the main reasons why so many of its funded projects 
are located in South Africa.

“They fund based on excellence,” says Associate 
Professor Nicola Mulder, head of the Computational 
Biology group that receives NIH funding for 
bioinformatics. “It is an equal, peer-reviewed process, 
in which reviewers score the proposals based on 
scientific excellence.”
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contracts, at 226, was also significantly higher than 
in 2012 (145). 

In addition, an injection of around r8 million from 
university sources was a very welcome relief to many in 
the faculty. Income from industry, government, public 
entities and statutory bodies was essential in providing 
bursaries to master’s and PhD students, postdoctoral 
fellowships, salaries of research and support staff and 
project running expenses. 

The number of postgraduate and postdoctoral 
researchers continued to grow, with 388 PhD and 459 
master’s students registered in the faculty, and 153 
postdoctoral fellows spread across the departments. 
The number of doctoral degrees awarded in 2013 was 
59, and there were 142 master’s degrees, 22% of the 
latter with distinction. 

Two postgraduate students who excelled in their 
studies were James lee-Thorp, Department of 
Mathematics and Applied Mathematics, who received 
the Southern Africa Association for the Advancement 
of Science (S2A3) Medal for his master’s dissertation 
Spectral Continuation Study of the Temporally 
Periodic Solitons of the Damped-Driven Nonlinear 
Schrödinger Equations, and Dr Neil Hart, Department 
of oceanography, who received the faculty of Science 
PhD Medal for his thesis Synoptic-scale Rainfall 
Patterns over Southern Africa: Scale interactions with 
large-scale modes of variability.

The faculty strives to continually improve the 
international impact of its research. The latter can 
be gauged in a number of ways, one being the 2013 
Quacquarelli Symonds World University rankings by 
subject, where we were placed in the band of 101 to 
150 top universities for the Biological Sciences and for 
environmental Science, and in the band 50 to 100 for 
the earth and Marine Sciences. 

Another, wholly numerical, way to evaluate impact is 
to consider field normalised citation data. The 2013 
Mouton report (commissioned by UCT) showed that 
14 science faculty disciplines have field normalised 
citation scores greater than 1 (which is the world 
average). It is also noteworthy that, in 11 of the 14 
fields, the proportion of science faculty papers in the 
top 10% of cited articles worldwide is higher than 
the expected 10%. At a national level, some 40% of 
academic staff in the faculty are rated by the National 
research foundation as either international leaders 
(A-rated), or having strong international reputations 
(B-rated) or being outstanding young researchers with 
the potential to become world leaders (P-rated).

Staff in the science faculty continued to garner 
international and national recognition in 2013 for their 

research contributions. Professor William Bond, Harry 
Bolus Professor of Botany, was elected as a foreign 
Associate of the National Academy of Science in the 
USA (see p149). Professor Anusuya Chinsamy-Turan, 
head of the Department of Biological Sciences, was 
the recipient of the World Academy of Science Sub-
Saharan Africa prize for the Public Understanding 
and Popularisation of Science. 

At a national level, Professor kelly Chibale received 
the Medical research Council young Scientist Award 
(Silver Medal) in recognition of the excellence of 
his research in drug discovery, and specifically for 
leading the project team that discovered a potential 
new drug treatment for malaria (see p168). 

Associate Professor Maano ramutsindela, from the 
Department of environmental and geographical 
Science, received the prestigious National research 
foundation (Nrf) Award for Transformation of the 
Science Cohort, which recognises black scientists for 
their efforts in overcoming challenges. The award is 
focused on transforming the science cohort to be 
more representative of South African demographics 
(see p149). 

Dr Amanda Weltman, Department of Mathematics 
and Applied Mathematics, was awarded the Jubilee 
Silver Medal by the South African Institute of 
Physics. Professor graeme Cumming, Department 
of Biological Sciences, won the prestigious S2A3 
British–South Africa Association Medal (Silver) for 
his research on biodiversity and conservation biology 
(see p150). 

THIS IMPorTANT 
DeVeloPMeNT refleCTS 
THe CHANge IN NATUre 

of BIologICAl reSeArCH 
WHere eCology, 
BIoDIVerSITy AND 

CoNSerVATIoN BIology 
INCreASINgly refleCT 

THe INTegrATIoN of THe 
PreVIoUSly SePArATe 

DISCIPlINeS of BoTANy  
AND zoology.The vast majority of staff in the Faculty of Science 

are actively involved in research programmes, and 
are located within 12 separate departments arranged 
on disciplinary grounds. There are 16 formal research 
units and centres within the Faculty of Science that are 
accredited by the University Research Committee. The 
faculty also supports 11 senior scholars, 10 DST/NRF 
SARChI chairs, and 91 honorary research associates 
formally linked to departments. 

These various staff, together with their postgraduate 
students, all contributed to the faculty’s research output, 
which continues to grow, both in quantity and quality; 
ISI journal articles increased by six percent over the 
previous year. 

A major development in 2013 was the merger of two 
previously separate departments, Botany and zoology, to 
form the single Department of Biological Sciences. This 
important development reflects the change in nature 
of biological research where ecology, biodiversity and 
conservation biology increasingly reflect the integration 
of the previously separate disciplines of botany  
and zoology.

To facilitate their research, staff were successful in 
raising approximately r142 million from governmental 
and non-governmental sources, with income from the 
latter comprising close to r69 million of this total, 50% 
higher than that received in 2012. The number of research 

THe fACUlTy’S reSeArCH 
oUTPUT CoNTINUeS To groW, 
BoTH IN QUANTITy AND 
QUAlITy; ISI JoUrNAl ArTICleS 
INCreASeD By SIX PerCeNT 
oVer THe PreVIoUS yeAr. 

DEAN’S REPORT 

Professor Anton le Roex

NRF-rated researchers

value of Research 
contracts

1 041

164
R113.42m

registered POSTGRADUATES 
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Fynbos champion gets the 
nod from NAS
William Bond, the Harry Bolus Professor of Botany in 
the Department of Biological Sciences, has become 
just the fifth African scientist and third South African 
to be elected as a foreign associate of the United 
States’ National Academy of Sciences (NAS). This award 
was, in particular, for his major contributions to the 
understanding of savannah grasslands and the role of 
fire in shaping their ecology.

Against the odds
Associate Professor Maano ramutsindela of the 
Department of environmental and geographical 
Science won a National research foundation (Nrf) 
Special Category Award in 2013 in recognition of his 
efforts in overcoming major challenges to get to where 
he is today. The award is focused on transforming the 
science cohort to be more representative of South 
African demographics.

As many black South Africans scientists can attest, the 
path to academic success is not always a smooth one. 
No-one knows this better than Associate Professor 
ramutsindela. Born to a poor limpopo family of seven 
children, he started his schooling at age nine in a mud 
building. After matriculating, he spent a year working 
as a full-time teacher assistant to raise money for his 
university fees. Studying under apartheid conditions 
when his alma mater (University of the North) was under 
siege by the South African security forces, ramutsindela 
nonetheless managed 11 subject distinctions and went 
on to complete his honours degree, going abroad to do 
his PhD at royal Holloway College of the University of 
london on a Canon Collins Trust Scholarship.

At UCT, he became one of the first group of social 
scientists to be awarded an Nrf P-rating for young 

Professor Bond, an ecologist with an interest in the 
processes that control large-scale vegetation, joins 
an elite group of eminent scientists from around the 
world. The NAS, which celebrated its 150th anniversary 
last year, is an independent body of approximately  
2 200 members and 400 foreign associates. Nearly 200 
members of this prestigious body are Nobel laureates.

Professor Bond and his colleagues in South Africa 
and elsewhere have shown that wildfires are a major 
force in shaping global vegetation – and have been 
for many millions of years.

“African vegetation is particularly interesting 
and challenging to study because of the complex 
interplay between climate, fire, large mammal 
herbivores, people, and increasing Co2, the hidden 
hand of global change,” said the National research 
foundation (Nrf) A-rated researcher.

He joins Professor richard Cowling, a conservation 
biologist at Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University, as 
the only two current South African foreign associates 
of the NAS. Africa (including Madagascar) has only four 
foreign associates. This year, Dr Meave leakey from 
kenya was also added as an associate.

researchers (usually under 40) in 2002, the first black 
geographer to edit the South African Geographical 
Journal and the first African to be elected a fellow of 
the Society of South African geographers. His work to 
transform the field has extended globally. As editorial 
board member for several leading journals, Associate 
Professor ramutsindela is the representative of and 
voice for Africa on environmental and geographical 
matters. He has also earned international recognition, 
including the Distinguished Hubert H Humphrey Visiting 
Chair at Macalester College in the US.

First light

Associate Professor Patrick Woudt from the 
Department of Astronomy has co-authored the first 
scientific paper based on observations performed 
with South Africa’s new kAT-7 radio telescope. The 
paper, which was accepted by the prestigious journal 
Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomy Society 
(MNRAS), was written with Dr richard Armstrong, 
a UCT alumnus and Square kilometre Array (SkA) 
South African fellow at UCT, and Professor rob 
fender of the University of Southampton and a SkA 
visiting professor at UCT.

Titled “A return to Strong radio flaring by Circinus 
X-1 observed with the karoo Array Telescope Test 
Array kAT-7”, the paper reports on observations of the 
neutron star binary Circinus X-1 in December 2011 and 
January 2012, which caught two successive bright radio 
flares from this unusual binary system. The project was 
a joint effort with the HartrAo radio telescope near 
Johannesburg and kAT-7.

South Africa is constructing MeerkAT, the 64-dish 
radio interferometer that serves as a precursor to the 
SkA. UCT researchers are leading four of the approved 
MeerkAT key Science Projects, representing a quarter 
of MeerkAT time. one of these projects is the 3 000-
hour ThunderkAT survey for astrophysical transients 
led by Associate Professor Woudt and Professor 
fender, which will search for all types of radio bursts 
and flashes in kAT-7 and MeerkAT data on timescales 
from seconds to years.

Associate Professor Woudt obtained his PhD in 
Astronomy at UCT in 1998 and has published 74 
peer-reviewed journal articles (27 as first author). His 
teaching and research career at UCT spans more than 
12 years and includes supervising various BSc honours, 
MSc and PhD students. A member of the International 
Astronomical Union, Commission 19 (Astrophysics) of 
the International Union of Pure and Applied Physics and 
the Council of the South African Institute of Physics, he 
is the co-principal investigator of ThunderkAT.

THe ACADeMIC STAff IS 
SUPPorTeD By MANy HIgHly 

SkIlleD AND DeDICATeD 
ADMINISTrATIVe AND 

TeCHNICAl STAff.

emeritus Associate Professor Jenny Day was awarded 
the South African Society of Aquatic Scientists gold 
Medal – awarded on rare occasions in recognition 
of an exceptionally high standard of research in 
the aquatic sciences, or an exceptionally valuable 
contribution to the management, conservation or 
development of aquatic ecosystems or resources, 
over an extended period.
 
Within UCT, Dr Andrew Hamilton (Department of 
Physics) was the recipient of the College of fellows 
young researcher Award for his research in high-
energy particle physics, working in the ATlAS 
Collaboration at the european Centre for Nuclear 
research (CerN) in geneva.

The number and variety of research projects of 
international interest being undertaken by staff 
in the science faculty are too many to report on in 
this general, high-level introduction. Nevertheless, 
a glance through the list of publications emanating 
from the faculty provides insight into the many varied 
and exciting research projects that came to fruition 
during 2013. 

In addition to research articles, books and 
book chapters that were published, three major 
international conferences were held at UCT and 
organised by staff in the faculty in 2013: the “Sixth 
International Conference: Hard and electromagnetic 
probes of high-energy nuclear collisions” (Theoretical 
Physics), the “fourth Annual Symposium on 
Computing for Development” (Computer Science), 
and the Sixth International Conference on Information 
and Communication Technologies and Development 
(Computer Science). These important conferences 
contributed to improving our international visibility 
as a faculty.

The quality and research performance of the 
academic staff is supported by many highly skilled 
and dedicated administrative and technical staff. 
They make an invaluable contribution to the research 
endeavour of the faculty and without their skills, the 
range of exciting research activities reported on here 
would not be possible.
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BUIlDINg oN 
THe Very SolID 

foUNDATIoN 
eSTABlISHeD By My 

PreDeCeSSorS.

Two birds in the hand
Conservation biologist Professor graeme Cumming 
had reason to celebrate in 2013 with two top awards 
coming his way.

In June 2013, UCT’s Pola Pasvolsky Chair in 
Conservation Biology clinched a prestigious NSTf-
BHP Billiton TW kambule award for his individual 
contributions to science, through research, over a 
period of five to 10 years.

four months later, the Southern Africa Association 
for the Advancement of Science (S2A3) awarded 
him the British Association Medal (silver) for 
2013. for the past 81 years, the S2A3 medal has 
been one of the highest awards made to young 
Southern African scientists for original research, and 
recognises outstanding capability and achievements 
in publications, discoveries or special skills.

“It’s nice to have the recognition that what we’re doing 
is important – and it’s nice to give the work we do some 
publicity and prominence,” says Professor Cumming.

Although Professor Cumming is based in the Percy 
fitzPatrick Institute of African ornithology (Department 
of Biological Sciences), birds are only one focus of his 
broad range of research interests, which span landscape 
ecology, conservation biology, community ecology, 
resilience and complex systems theory. Among the 
programmes he runs is one on water birds and disease, 

particularly avian influenza and avian malaria (birds are 
not vectors for human malaria) and potential vectors of 
human and avian influenza.

Avian flu has hit the ostrich industry hard. H5N2, a 
highly pathogenic strain, resulted in farmers culling 
large numbers of birds, particularly after the 2011 
outbreak. To monitor this, Professor Cumming has 
been working with the state veterinarian on the 
movement of ostriches from farm to farm.

But much of his focus is on ducks as primary vectors of 
avian influenza. Using telemetry, ducks like red-billed 
Teal and egyptian geese (which are actually a shelduck, 
a cross between a goose and a duck) are tagged to 
document their range and movements.

In the hot seat
Professor Daya reddy has been elected as president 
of the Academy of Science of South Africa (ASSAf), a 
voluntary association of eminent South African scholars 
and scientists seeking to advance science in the country.

Professor reddy, who holds the DST/Nrf SArChI 
Chair in Computational Mechanics in the Department 
of Mathematics and Applied Mathematics, was 
inaugurated as the president of the post late in 2012 
and will hold it until 2016. 

At ASSAf, he says he hopes to build on ”the very solid 
foundation established by my predecessors”. That will 
involve expanding the academy’s international role, 
tackling substantive issues with kindred academies in 
Africa, the Americas, Asia and europe. Another area 
he wants to expand is in relation to the academy’s 
core mandate of providing evidence-based policy 
advice to government and other institutions, a 
commission in which Professor reddy would like to 
see more ASSAf members involved.

In 2013, Professor reddy also won the georg foster 
research Award, worth €60 000, from the prestigious 
Alexander von Humboldt foundation in germany.

DOCTORAL GRADUATIONS
M.E.S. ABDELWAHAB (MATHEMATICS AND APPLIED 
MATHEMATICS)
Topics in modified gravity
Supervised by Professor P. Dunsby

A.H.A. ALFEDEEL (MATHEMATICS AND APPLIED 
MATHEMATICS)
The impact of inhomogeneity on the analysis of 
cosmological data
Supervised by Professor C. Hellaby

M.A.A. BAKHEET (MATHEMATICS AND APPLIED 
MATHEMATICS)
Two-patch herbivore/vegetation models with density-
dependent migration
Supervised by Dr H. laurie

E. BANDA (MOLECULAR AND CELL BIOLOGY)
Investigating the photoperiodic flowering of impatiens 
balsamina cv. Dwarf Bush flowered: for insights into the 
molecular basis for floral induction and reversion
Supervised by Dr l. roden

F. BANDAMA (ARCHAEOLOGY)
The archaeology and technology of metal production in 
the late Iron Age of the Southern Waterberg, limpopo 
Province, South Africa
Supervised by Dr S. Chirikure and Dr S. Hall

O.K. BOYINBODE (COMPUTER SCIENCE)
Towards an interactive mobile lecturing model: a higher-
level engagement for enhancing learning
Supervised by Dr A. Bagula and Associate Professor D. 
Ng’ambi

P. CHELLAN (CHEMISTRY)
The synthesis and study of multimetallic platinum group 
metal complexes as in vitro pharmacological agents
Supervised by Dr g. Smith and Professor k. Chibale

Y.S. CHEMERE (ARCHAEOLOGY)
Hominin technological behavior during the later 
middle Pleistocene in the gademotta formation, main 
ethiopian rift
Supervised by Dr D. Braun and Professor J. Sealy

C. CHEPKEN (COMPUTER SCIENCE)
Telecommuting in the developing world: a case of the 
day-labour market
Supervised by Professor e. Blake and Professor g. 
Marsden

E.R. CHIMUSA (MOLECULAR AND CELL BIOLOGY)
Mapping genes underlying ethnic differences in 
tuberculosis risk by linkage disequilibrium in the South 
African coloured population of the Western Cape
Supervised by Associate Professor N. Mulder

H.S. CLAYTON (CHEMISTRY)
Synthesis, structural studies, anticancer activity and 
computational studies of osmium arene complexes
Supervised by Associate Professor A. Hutton and Dr 
g.S. Smith

C. COLLINS (OCEANOGRAPHY)
The dynamics and physical processes of the Comoros 
Basin
Supervised by Professor C. reason and Dr J. Hermes

O.E. CURTIS (BOTANY)
Management of critically endangered renosterveld 
fragments in the overberg, South Africa Supervised by 
Professor W. Bond and Dr S. Todd

C. EDMONDS-SMITH (CHEMISTRY)
The development of a process and quality control 
methods for conjugate vaccine against streptococcus 
pneumoniae serotype 1
Supervised by Associate Professor N. ravenscroft and 
Dr S. Wilson

P.N. EZE (ENVIRONMENTAL AND GEOGRAPHICAL 
SCIENCE)
reconstruction of environmental and climate dynamics 
using multi-proxy evidence from palaeosols of the 
Western Cape, South Africa
Supervised by Professor M. Meadows and Dr f. eckardt

B.S. FRANK (ASTRONOMY)
The dynamics of molecular gas in nearby galaxies
Supervised by Professor C. Carignan, Professor W.J.g. 
de Block and Dr D. Sherperd

J. FREDERICK (MOLECULAR AND CELL BIOLOGY)
genetic characerization of rhodococcus rhodochrous 
ATTCC BAA-870 with emphasis on nitrile hydrolysing 
enzymes
Supervised by Professor T. Sewell and Professor D. Brady

L.A. GIBSON (ENVIRONMENTAL AND GEOGRAPHICAL 
SCIENCE)
The application of the surface energy balance system 
model to estimate evapotranspiration in South Africa
Supervised by Dr f. eckardt, Dr C. Jarmain and Dr z. Su

A.A. GIDELEW (MATHEMATICS AND APPLIED 
MATHEMATICS)
Beyond the concordance cosmology
Supervised by Professor P. Dunsby
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S.W. GITAU (COMPUTER SCIENCE)
Designing ummeli a case for mediated design, a 
participatory approach to designing interactive systems 
for semi-literate users
Supervised by Professor g. Marsden and Dr J. Donner

B.J. GRIESHABER (MATHEMATICS AND APPLIED 
MATHEMATICS)
locking-free discontinuous galerkin methods for 
problems in elasticity, using linear and multilinear 
approximations
Supervised by Professor D. reddy

J.F. GUAMBE (BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES)
An assessment of the use of nuclear microprobe 
techniques in pollution studies: quantification of 
elemental concentrations in fish scales
Supervised by emeritus Professor J. Day and Professor 
M. Mars

I.F.M. HALO (OCEANOGRAPHY)
The Mozambique channel eddies: characteristics and 
mechanisms of formation
Supervised by Dr I. Ansorge, Dr P. Penven and Dr S. Bernard

C.D. JACK (ENVIRONMENTAL AND GEOGRAPHICAL 
SCIENCE)
A lagrangian moisture source attribution model and 
analysis of southern Africa
Supervised by Professor B. Hewitson

D. JAPPIE-MAHOMED (CHEMISTRY)
Urinary glycosaminoglycans and their possible 
protective role in calcium oxalate kidney stone disease, 
with particular reference to the rarity of this condition in 
black South Africans: in vitro and in vivo investigations
Supervised by Professor A. rodgers and Associate 
Professor N. ravenscroft

B.S. KAPLAN (BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES)
In pursuit of panacea: mitigating human-baboon 
conflict in the Cape Peninsula, South Africa Supervised 
by Associate Professor J. o’riain

I.M. LADEIRA (COMPUTER SCIENCE)
Simulating storyteller-audience interactions in digital 
storytelling: questions, exchange structures & story 
objects
Supervised by Professor g. Marsden and Dr l. green

M.C. LAIRD (ZOOLOGY)
Taxonomy, systematics and biogeography of South 
African actiniaria and corallimorpharia
Supervised by Professor C. griffiths

B. MAGUNJE (PHYSICS)
Charge transport in printed silicon nanoparticle 
networks

Supervised by Professor D. Britton and Professor M. 
Härting

T. MAHAMO (CHEMISTRY)
Iminophosphine complexes of palladium and platinum: 
catalysis and metallacycloalkanes synthesis
Supervised by Dr g. Smith, Professor Dr k lammertsma 
and Professor S.f. Mapolie

G.A. MAURE (ENVIRONMENTAL AND GEOGRAPHICAL 
SCIENCE)
effects of biomass-burning aerosol loading on southern 
African climate
Supervised by Dr M. Tadross and Professor B. Hewitson

M.M. MOHAJANE (CHEMISTRY)
Dipeptides as potential anti-inflammatory drugs for 
rheumatoid arthritis
Supervised by Professor g. Jackson

R. MUGWANYA (COMPUTER SCIENCE)
Software support for creating mobile content for 
education
Supervised by Professor g. Marsden and Professor J. 
Traxler

A.A. MULLER (OCEANOGRAPHY) CROSS-SHORE 
exchange in the northern Benguela and the related role 
of upwelling filaments
Supervised by Professor C. reason, Dr V. Mohrholz and 
Dr M. Schmidt

G. MUNYUKI (CHEMISTRY)
Molecular mechanism of action of tyrocidine 
antimicrobial peptides using NMr spectroscopy and 
computational techniques
Supervised by Professor g. Jackson and Dr g. Venter

M.M.A. MUSTAFA (COMPUTER SCIENCE)
Mixed-language Arabic-english information retrieval
Supervised by Associate Professor H. Suleman

J.M. NYAGA (BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES)
Nutritional contribution of atmospheric deposition to 
the Strandveld vegetation of West Coast South Africa
Supervised by Professor M. Cramer, Associate Professor 
J.C. Neff and Associate Professor J.S. Compton

V. NYAU (MOLECULAR AND CELL BIOLOGY)
Nutraceutical antioxidant potential and polyphenolic 
profiles of the zambian market classes of bambara 
groundnuts (Vigna subterranea l. Verdc) and common 
beans (Phaseolus vulgaris l.)
Supervised by Professor J. farrant and Dr J.r. rodrigues

A.M.K. NZIOKI (MATHEMATICS AND APPLIED 
MATHEMATICS)
A study of solutions and perturbations of spherically 
symmetric spacetimes in fourth order gravity
Supervised by Professor P. Dunsby

S.M. OKANGA (BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES)
Influences of host community, water quality and 
urbanization on avian malaria ecology in South Africa
Supervised by Professor g. Cumming and Professor P. 
Hockey

C.P. OLIVIER (MATHEMATICS AND APPLIED 
MATHEMATICS)
The direct scattering study of the parametrically driven 
nonlinear Schrödinger equation
Supervised by Dr N. Alexeeva

S.J. PERKINS (COMPUTER SCIENCE)
field D* Pathfinding in weighted simplicial complexes
Supervised by Dr P. Marais and Dr J. gain

R.M. PHAROAH (ENVIRONMENTAL AND 
GEOGRAPHICAL SCIENCE)
Sometimes I think the shack was better”: examining 
flood-risk in subsidised housing areas in Cape Town
Supervised by Associate Professor S. oldfield and Dr A. 
Holloway

L.J. QUICK (ENVIRONMENTAL AND GEOGRAPHICAL 
SCIENCE)
late quaternary palaeoenvironments of the southern 
Cape, South Africa: palynological evidence from three 
coastal wetlands
Supervised by Professor M. Meadows and Dr B.M. Chas

A.F. RAJOELIMANANA (ASTRONOMY)
long-term properties of X-ray binaries in the magellanic 
clouds
Supervised by Professor PA. Charles and Professor B. 
Warner

W.M.L. ROBINSON (MATHEMATICS AND APPLIED 
MATHEMATICS)
Modeling the impact of the South African small pelagic 
fishery on African penguin dynamics
Supervised by emeritus Professor D. Butterworth and 
Dr É. e Plagányi

M.I. SAMUELS (BOTANY)
Pastoral mobility in a variable and spatially constrained 
South African environment  
Supervised by Professor T. Hoffman and Dr N. Allsopp

J.M. SHAW (ZOOLOGY)
Power line collisions in the karoo: conserving ludwig’s 
bustard 

Supervised by Associate Professor P. ryan and Dr A. 
Jenkins

J.M. SHELTON (BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES)
Impacts of non-native rainbow trout on stream food 
webs in the Cape floristic region, South Africa: 
integrating evidence from surveys and experiments
Supervised by emeritus Professor J. Day, Professor M.J. 
Samways and Dr S. lowe

M.A. STANKIEWICZ (PHYSICS)
Physics of low and intermediate spin states of atomic 
nuclei in the mass A~160 region
Supervised by Professor D. Aschman and Dr r.A. Bark

H.C. STARK (MOLECULAR AND CELL BIOLOGY)
Targeted expression of the anti-HIV microbicide lectin 
griffithsin in maize and tobacco
Supervised by Professor e. rybicki and Dr r. Chikwamba

J. TANGKUAMPIEN (COMPUTER SCIENCE)
A community-based approach to new medium 
integration in South African education: a combination 
of ICT4D process approach and ethnographic action 
research techniques
Supervised by Professor g. Marsden

A.M. THOMPSON (BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES)
Post-fledging begging and development in Southern 
pied babblers (Turdoides bicolor)
Supervised by Associate Professor P. ryan and Dr N. 
raihani

O.C. UMEH (MATHEMATICS AND APPLIED 
MATHEMATICS)
The influence of structure formation on the evolution 
of the universe
Supervised by Professor C. Clarkson and Professor 
g.f.r. ellis

M.G. WALLACE (ENVIRONMENTAL AND 
GEOGRAPHICAL SCIENCE)
Modelling the impact of future climate change on 
subregional wheat production in the Western Cape
Supervised by Dr M. Tadross

S. WILLIAMS (ENVIRONMENTAL AND GEOGRAPHICAL 
SCIENCE)
Beyond rights: developing a conceptual framework for 
understanding access to coastal resources at ebenhaeser 
and Covie, Western Cape, South Africa
Supervised by Associate Professor M. Sowman and 
Professor T. Dietz

R.I. WILLIAMSON (OCEANOGRAPHY)
estimating the spatial and temporal variability of 
primary production from a combination of in situ and 
remote sensing data: a southern Benguela case study
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Supervised by Professor J. field, Professor f.A. 
Shillington, Associate Professor A. Jarre and Dr A. 
Potgieter

Y. ZHANG (PHYSICS)
Applications of QCD sum rules at finite temperature
Supervised by Professor C. Dominguez and Professor A. 
Peshier

Patents
Filed applications

Arendze-Bailey, B.l., ellick, T.N., Iyer, k., Iyer, r., 
rafudeen, M.S., Thomson, J.A. Stress Inducible 
Derivative Promoter. PCT Patent Application PCT PCT/
IB2013/058399.

Britton, D.T., Harting, M. Assembling and Packaging a 
Discrete electronic Component. National Phase Patent 
Application China 201180054588.3.

Britton, D.T., Harting, M. Assembling and Packaging a 
Discrete electronic Component. National Phase Patent 
Application europe 11824674.3.

Britton, D.T., Harting, M. Assembling and Packaging a 
Discrete electronic Component. National Phase Patent 
Application India xPCT/IB2011/053999.

Britton, D.T., Harting, M. Assembling and Packaging a 
Discrete electronic Component. National Phase Patent 
Application Japan 2013-527730.

Britton, D.T., Harting, M. Assembling and Packaging a 
Discrete electronic Component. National Phase Patent 
Application korea 10-2013-7009427.

Britton, D.T., Harting, M. Assembling and Packaging a 
Discrete electronic Component. National Phase Patent 
Application russia 2013 116 743.

Britton, D.T., Harting, M. Assembling and Packaging a 
Discrete electronic Component. National Phase Patent 
Application South Africa 2013/01891.

Britton, D.T., Harting, M. Assembling and Packaging a 
Discrete electronic Component. National Phase Patent 
Application United States 13/822,754.

Britton, D.T., Harting, M. fexible temperature and 
strain sensors. PCT Patent Application PCT PCT/
IB2013/050778.

Britton, D.T., Harting, M. large area temperature sensor. 
PCT Patent Application PCT PCT/IB2013/050784.

Britton, D.T., Harting, M. Printed Temperature 
Sensor. National Phase Patent Application China 
201180054592.X.

Britton, D.T., Harting, M. Printed Temperature Sensor. 
National Phase Patent Application europe 11824675.0.

Britton, D.T., Harting, M. Printed Temperature Sensor. 
National Phase Patent Application India 3200/
DelNP/2013.

Britton, D.T., Harting, M. Printed Temperature Sensor. 
National Phase Patent Application Japan 2013-528807.

Britton, D.T., Harting, M. Printed Temperature Sensor. 
National Phase Patent Application korea 10-2013-
7009246.

Britton, D.T., Harting, M. Printed Temperature Sensor. 
National Phase Patent Application russia 2013 116 739.

Britton, D.T., Harting, M. Printed Temperature Sensor. 
National Phase Patent Application South Africa 
2013/01890.

Britton, D.T., Harting, M. Printed Temperature Sensor. 
National Phase Patent Application United States 
13/822,965.

Britton, D.T., Harting, M. Thermal Imaging Sensors. PCT 
Patent Application PCT PCT/IB2013/050780.

Britton, D.T., Harting, M., Walton, S.D. Current 
switching transistor. PCT Patent Application PCT PCT/
IB2013/058692.

Chibale, k., Waterson, D., Witty, M.J., younis, y. Anti-
Malarial Agents. PCT Patent Application PCT PCT/
IB2013/051235.

egan, T.J., Hunter, r., Woodland, Jg fluorescent Sensors 
for Haem. Provisional Patent Application South Africa 
2013/05171.

Hitzeroth, I.I., kennedy, P., rybicki, e.P. Plant Produced 
Human Papillomavirus Pseudovirion. Provisional Patent 
Application South Africa 2013/05650.

Hitzeroth, I.I., Maclean, J.M., rybicki, e.P., Williamson, 
A-l. expression of Proteins in Plants. Divisional Patent 
Application United States 13/753,196.

Jacobs, M., Jardine, M.A. Tricyclic Derivatives. PCT 
Patent Application PCT PCT/IB2013/060403.

Jardine, M.A. Modified Chitosan for Argentation 
Chromatography. PCT Patent Application PCT PCT/
IB2013/059617.

Granted applications

Anderson, k., Hunter, r. Potent Chimaeric NrTI-NNrTI 
Bifunctional Inhibitors of HIV-1 reverse Transcriptase. 
National Phase Patent Application United States 
12/933,757.

Britton, D.T., Harting, M. Doping of Particulate 
Semiconductor Materials. National Phase Patent 
Application Japan 2008-527528.

Britton, D.T., Harting, M. Doping of Particulate 
Semiconductor Materials. National Phase Patent 
Application korea 10-2008-7006781.

Britton, D.T., Harting, M. Method of Producing Stable 
oxygen Terminated Semiconducting Nanoparticles. 
National Phase Patent Application United States 
12/991,879.

Britton, D.T., Harting, M. Semiconducting Nanoparticles 
with Surface Modification. National Phase Patent 
Application Japan 2008-519005.

Britton, D.T., Harting, M. Semiconducting Nanoparticles 
with Surface Modification. National Phase Patent 
Application United States 11/922,790.

Britton, D.T., Harting, M., odo, A.e. Inkjet Printing of 
Nanoparticulate functional Inks. National Phase Patent 
Application China 200980125104.2.

Britton, D.T., Harting, M., odo, A.e. Inkjet Printing of 
Nanoparticulate functional Inks. National Phase Patent 
Application Japan 2011-512259.

Britton, D.T., Harting, M., odo, A.e. Inkjet Printing of 
Nanoparticulate functional Inks. National Phase Patent 
Application United States 12/995,916.

Chibale, k., Nchinda, A.T., Sturrock, e.D. Angiotensin 
I-Converting enzyme (ACe) Inhibitors. National Phase 
Patent Application Canada 2,609,811.

Chibale, k., Nchinda, A.T., Sturrock, e.D. Angiotensin 
I-Converting enzyme (ACe) Inhibitors. National Phase 
Patent Application Canada 2,609,812.

De Wit, M.J., gilder, S.A. The genesis of a Diamond. 
National Phase Patent Application South Africa 
2011/09252.

egan, T.J., Hunter, r., zishiri, V.k. Quinoline Compounds 
Containing A Dibemethin group. National Phase Patent 
Application ArIPo AP/P/2011/005602.

Hitzeroth, I.I., Maclean, J.M., rybicki, e.P., Williamson, 
A-l. expression of Proteins in Plants. National Phase 

Patent Application China 200680014202.5.

Hitzeroth, I.I., Maclean, J.M., rybicki, e.P., Williamson, 
A-l. expression of Proteins in Plants. National Phase 
Patent Application United States 11/912,912.

Hunter, r., kaschula, C.H., Parker, M.I. organosulfur 
Compounds, a Method of Making organosulfur 
compounds and their Use for Inhibiting the growth of 
Tumor Cells. National Phase Patent Application United 
States 13/057,960.

Jardine, M.A., Makhubela, B.C.e., Smith, g.S. A 
Polymer Support. National Phase Patent Application 
South Africa 2012/02047.

Jardine, M.A., Makhubela, B.C.e., Smith, g.S. A Polymer 
Support. National Phase Patent Application United 
States 13/496,116.

le, H. Medium Access Control in Wireless Sensor 
Networks. National Phase Patent Application South 
Africa 2012/06813.

rybicki, e.P., Tanzer, f.l. expression System Incorporating 
a Capsid Promoter Sequence as an enhancer of a 
Cytomegalovirus Promoter. National Phase Patent 
Application ArIPo AP/P/2008/004476.

rybicki, e.P., Tanzer, f.l. expression System Incorporating 
a Capsid Promoter Sequence as an enhancer. National 
Phase Patent Application United States 12/084,728.

rybicki, e.P., Varsani, A.D. Chimaeric Human 
Papillomavirus 16 l1 Virus like Particles and a Method 
for Preparing the Particles. National Phase Patent 
Application Canada 2,486,450.
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Department of 
Archaeology
Head of Department: Emeritus 
Professor John Parkington 

Departmental Profile

The Department of Archaeology is characterised 
by a diversity of well-established research interests. 
The Western Cape has a rich archaeological heritage 
which includes evidence of hunter-gatherer settlement, 
pastoralist communities and colonial settlers – all 
the subject of ongoing research. further afield, 
the Department also has a research focus on the 
archaeology of early Tswana and Sotho-speaking 
agropastoralists, particularly in North West and the 
free State. In addition, the Department is home to 
archaeometric and materials research, focussing on 
palaeoanthropology, past environments, early human 
diets and materials analysis.

Departmental Statistics

Permanent and long-term contract staff

emeritus Professor 1
Professor 1
Associate Professor 1
Senior lecturers 2
lecturers 3
Technical Support Staff 2
Administrative and Clerical Staff 1
Departmental Assistant 1
lab Assistant 1
Total 13

Honorary staff

Honorary research Associates 10
Total 10

Students

Postdoctoral 2
Doctoral 14
Masters 10
Honours 9
Undergraduates 628
Total 663

Research Fields and Staff

Permanent Academic staff

EMERITUS PROFESSOR JOHN PARKINGTON
Head of Department. Hunter-gatherers, 
palaeoenvironmental reconstruction and human 
ecology, prehistoric art, coastal archaeology

PROFESSOR JUDITH SEALY 
Archaeometry, stable isotopes, precolonial southern 
Africa

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR REBECCA ROGERS 
ACKERMANN
Hominid evolution, variation, morphometrics, 
visualization and modelling, quantitative methods

DR DAVID BRAUN
Senior lecturer: early Stone Age in eastern and southern 
Africa, stone artefact technology

DR SHADRECK CHIRIKURE
Senior lecturer: Archaeometallurgy, Iron Age, heritage 
studies

DR SIMON HALL
Senior lecturer: hunter-gatherers and farmers, Stone/
Iron Age interaction, landscape sharing

DR RIASHNA SITHALDEEN
lecturer: Primate biogeography using genetic 
techniques, academic development in the geosciences

DR DEANO STYNDER
lecturer: African fauna, faunal analysis, ecomorphology, 
palaeoenvironments

DR ALExANDRA SUMNER
lecturer: lithic analysis, human cognitive evolution

Emeritus Professor

PROFESSOR NIKOLAAS J. VAN DER MERWE
Isotopes, palaeodiets, palaeoenvironments, 
archaeometallurgy

Emeritus Associate Professor

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR A. SMITH
Prehistoric pastoralism, origins of food production, 
ethnohistory

Honorary Research Associates

DR GRAHAM. AVERY
Archaeozoology

DR KYLE BROWN
Stone artefact studies, landscape archaeology

DR PER DITLEF FREDRIKSEN
Ceramics, ethnoarchaeology, archaeology of farming 
communities

MR PIETER JOLLY
Contact period rock art, history of San-Nguni/Sotho 
interaction

DR ALEx MACKAY
Middle Stone Age, stone artefact technology

PROFESSOR TIM MAGGS
Iron Age archaeology in southern Africa

DR WEBBER NDORO
Heritage Studies

DR JAYSON ORTON
later Stone Age, stone artefacts, cultural resource 
management

PROFESSOR LARISSA SWEDELL
Primatology

PROFESSOR SUSAN PFEIFFER
Biological anthropology

Postdoctoral Research Fellows

DR MARINA IGREJA
Stone tool use-wear analysis, techno-economic 
strategies, behavior of early modern humans.

DR ASHLEY COUTU
Isotope ecology, bio-archaeology, historical archaeology

Distinguished Visitors

PROFESSOR JACK FISHER
Montana State University – faunal remains in 
archaeology

DR ALEx MACKAY
Australian National University – Pleistocene lithic 
technology

PROFESSOR SUSAN PFEIFFER
University of Toronto – biological anthropology

PROFESSOR PIERRE-JEAN TExIER
CNrS-Valbonne france – prehistory

DR GUILLAUME PORRAZ
CNrS, University of Paris 10 – Stone artefact technology 
of the Middle Stone Age

DR BENJAMIN COLLINS
University of Toronto at Scarborough – zooarchaeology, 
Middle and later Stone Age

Contact Details
Postal address: Department of Archaeology, University 
of Cape Town, Private Bag X3, rondebosch, 7701 
Telephone: +27 21 650 2353
fax: +27 21 650 2352
e-mail: lynn.cable@.uct.ac.za
Web: http://www.uct.ac.za/depts/age/

Research Output

Chapters in books

Bandama, f. 2013. A reappraisal of Stone Age hunter 
gatherer research in zimbabwe with a special focus on 
the later periods in eastern zimbabwe. In M. Manyanga 
and S. katsamudanga (eds), zimbabwean Archaeology 
in the Post-Independence era, pp. 17-35. Harare: SAPeS 
Books. ISBN 9780797456341. 

Braun, D.r., levin, N., roberts, D.l., Stynder, D.D., 
forrest, f., Herries, A., Matthews, T., Bishop, l., Archer, 
W. and Pickering, r. 2013. Initial investigations of 
Acheulean hominin behaviour at elandsfontein. In 
A.M.S. Jerardino. D.r. Braun and A. Malan (eds), The 
Archaeology of the West Coast of South Africa, pp. 10-
23. oxford: Archaeopress. ISBN 9781407311449. 

Chirikure, S., Thondhlana, T.P. and Bandama, f. 2013. Pre-
colonial mining and metal working in southern Africa: 
an overview with specific reference to zimbabwe. In M. 
Manyanga and S. katsamudanga (eds), zimbabwean 
Archaeology in the Post-Independence era, pp. 143-
158. Harare: SAPeS Books. ISBN 9780797456341.

Chirikure, S. 2013. The archaeology of African 
metalworking. In P. Michell and P. lane (eds) The oxford 
Handbook of African Archaeology, pp. 131-143. oxford: 
oxford University Press. ISBN 9780199569885.Deacon, 
J., Walker, S.J. and Wiltshire, N. 2013. Conservation of 
South Africa’s West Coast archaeological heritage. In 
A.M.S. Jerardino. D.r. Braun and A. Malan (eds), The 
Archaeology of the West Coast of South Africa, pp. 
155-163. oxford: Archaeopress. ISBN 9781407311449.

Jerardino, A., Malan, A. and Braun, D.r. 2013. The role 
and history of archaeological research along the West 
Coast of South Africa. In A.M.S. Jerardino. D.r. Braun 
and A. Malan (eds), The Archaeology of the West Coast 
of South Africa, pp. 1-9. oxford: Archaeopress. ISBN 
9781407311449.

Jolly, P. 2012. Two related rock art conservation/
education projects in lesotho. In B.W. Smith, k. 
Helskog and D. Morris (eds) Working with rock Art: 
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Surface ocean lower Atmosphere Study (SolAS) SSC 

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR COLEEN MOLONEY 
Plankton ecology; ecosystem dynamics; fisheries 
ecology; ecological modelling. 

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR JUSTIN O’RIAIN 
Social mammals; behavioural ecology; vertebrate 
reproduction 

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR MIKE PICKER 
Insect ecology; insect biodiversity 

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR PETER RYAN
Seabird-fishery interactions; avian evolutionary 
biology; marine pollution; behavioural ecology; island 
conservation

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR ANTHONY G. VERBOOM
Senior lecturer: Plant systematics, ecophysiology, 
biogeography.

DR ARJUN AMAR
raptor research, rarity & conservation of African birds

DR JACQUELINE BISHOP 
lecturer: evolutionary biology and conservation 
genetics. 

DR GARY BRONNER 
Senior lecturer: systematics, ecology and conservation 
biology of African small mammals, with emphasis on 
endemic and threatened golden moles; Scientific editor: 
African zoology 

DR SAMSON B. CHIMPHANGO
lecturer: Physiology; nitrogen fixation.

DR LESEGO KHOMO
lecturer: Soil Science

DR LAWRENCE KRUGER
lecturer: Savanna ecology, particularly elephant impacts 
on vegetation structure, biodiversity consequences.

DR HEATHER MARCO
lecturer: Neuropeptide purification/biochemistry; 
crustacean neuroendocrinology & physiology; insect 
neuroendocrinolgy; Convenor of second year form 
and function (ecophysiology) course. Alexander von 
Humboldt foundation research fellow 

DR A. MUTHAMA MUASYA
Senior lecturer: plant systematics; molecular 
systematics; biogeography.

DR ADAM WEST
lecturer: ecophysiology, climate change, stable 
isotopes.

Emeritus Professors /Senior Scholars

EMERITUS PROFESSOR/SENIOR SCHOLAR  
GEORGE BRANCH
rocky-shore ecology; estuarine and lagoonal ecology; 
invertebrate fisheries management; fisheries policy; 
subsistence fisheries; impacts of diamond-mining; 
coastal ecology 

EMERITUS PROFESSOR/ SENIOR SCHOLAR  
GERD GäDE 
Invertebrates; isolation and characterization of 
neuropeptides; intermediary metabolism; anaerobic 
metabolism; insect flight and its control by hormones; 
mode of action of invertebrate neuropeptide hormones; 
phylogeny; confirmation of expression of genome 
predicted neuropeptides by mass spectrometric 
methods; spectrometric methods; cloning of 
neuropeptide precursors and their cognate receptors 

EMERITUS PROFESSOR/SENIOR SCHOLAR  
LES UNDERHILL 
Director Animal Demography Unit. Interfaces statistics 
and biology, in applications of statistics in the biological 
sciences, particularly ornithology and ecology 

EMERITUS PROFESSOR JOHN FIELD
former Director Marine research Institute 

EMERITUS PROFESSOR W R SIEGFRIED
former Director of the Percy fitzPatrick Institute

Emeritus Associate Professors 

EMERITUS ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR BRYAN DAVIES
river ecology; ecosystem processes; ecological effects 
of dams and rivers; wetland ecology 

EMERITUS ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR JENNY DAY 
Director of the freshwater research Unit; freshwater 
ecology; bioasessment; crustaceans; wetlands, 
particularly temporary and saline waters; conservation 
and management of inland water ecosystems; water 
chemistry and water quality 

EMERITUS ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR JENNIFER JARVIS
Small and subterranean mammal ecophysiology and 
ethology

Technical and Administrative Support Staff

TERRY H TRINDER-SMITH – PRINCIPAL SCIENTIFIC 
OFFICER
CORNELIA KLAK – PRINCIPAL SCIENTIFIC OFFICER

DAWOOD HATTAS – PRINCIPAL SCIENTIFIC OFFICER
LIESL PHIGELAND – CHIEF SCIENTIFIC OFFICER
GREGORY DUGGAN – SENIOR SCIENTIFIC OFFICER
ANDREA PLOS – PRINCIPAL TECHNICAL OFFICER
CHRIS TOBLER – PRINCIPAL TECHNICAL OFFICER
GONZALO AQUILAR – PRINCIPAL TECHNICAL 
OFFICER
GEORGE DU PLESSIS – CHIEF TECHNICAL OFFICER
PETRA MULLER – CHIEF TECHNICAL OFFICER
MICHAEL BROOKS – SENIOR TECHNICAL OFFICER
DESMOND BARNES – SENIOR TECHNICAL OFFICER
ROB LITTLE – MANAGER: DST/NRF CENTRE FOR 
ExCELLENCE
SAROJINI I PILLAY – ADMIN MANAGER
NATALIE JODAMUS – SAP ADMINISTRATOR
TANIA CELESTE JANSEN – SENIOR SECRETARY
SORAYA ABRAHAMS – SENIOR SECRETARY 
TAMARA NOZEWU – SENIOR SECRETARY
ELLENOR SALO – SENIOR SECRETARY
SANDY SMUTS - ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
ANTHEA STAIN – ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
GRANVILLE FAULMANN – WORKSHOP/
DEPARTMENTAL ASSISTANT
NAZLI DAVIDS – DEPARTMENT ASSISTANT
GUGULETHU NJ GININDZA - DEPARTMENT 
ASSISTANT
ZAMIKAYA JIKUMLAMBO – LABORATORY ASSISTANT
SUSAN KUYPER – ExECUTIVE ASSISTANT
HILARY BUCHANAN – ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
ANTHEA LINKS – ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
MARGARET KOOPMAN – NIVEN LIBRARY MANAGER
CHARLENE J CHRISTIAN – HERBARIUM ASSISTANT
RENE A NAVARRO – INFORMATIONS SYSTEMS 
CONSULTANT
HANS-DIETER OSCHADLEUS – RINGING CO-
COORDINATOR
VINCENT MORAN – CONSULTANT
MRS GILLIAN SMITH - MARINE BIOLOGY

Contract Research Staff 

DR LYNNE J SHANNON
DR HENNING WINKER - ASSESSMENT OF FISH 
STOCKS
MS FIONA IMPSON - DEVELOPMENT OF INSECT 
AGENTS FOR BIOLOGICAL CONTROL OF ALIEN 
INVASIVE PLANTS. 
MS CARIEN KLEINJAN -EVALUATION OF INSECT 
AGENTS USED FOR BIOLOGICAL CONTROL OF 
ALIEN INVASIVE PLANTS. 
JOHANNA M LOT – RESEARCH ASSISTANT
CHRISTINE MOORE -PROJECT MANAGER: SPATIAL 
RESILIENCE OF PROTECTED AREAS
JOHAN C CARSTENS – RESEARCH ASSISTANT
SHAAMIELAH DAVIDS – RESEARCH TECHNICIAN
SAMUEL L JACK – RESEARCH ASSISTANT
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Research Affiliates

PROF. P BLOOMER 
Project Manager, DST/Nrf Coe at the Percy fitzPatrick 
Institute, University of Pretoria

A/PROF. R C K BOWIE 
Project Manager, DST/Nrf Coe at the Percy fitzPatrick 
Institute, University of California
Berkeley

DR R COVAS 
Cooperative breeding & sociality in birds (Sociable 
Weaver research Project)

DR A JENKINS
raptor research programme, rarity & conservation of 
African birds

PROF. A MCKECHNIE 
Project Manager, DST/Nrf Coe at the Percy fitzPatrick 
Institute, University of Pretoria

DR A MILEWSKI 
Interactions between plants and megaherbivores

DR M PINEIRO DE MELO
Systematics and Biogeography

DR P PISTORIUS
Project Manager, DST/Nrf Coe at the Percy fitzPatrick 
Institute, NMMU

DR C O’RYAN 
Project leader (Department of Molecular and Cell 
Biology, UCT)

DR L ROxBURGH 
rarity and conservation of African birds

DR C SPOTTISWOODE
evolutionary ecology of avian clutch parasitism

Honorary Professors 

PROFESSOR DAVID CUMMING
Influence of land use policy and practice on biodiversity 
and resilience in social-ecological systems 

PROFESSOR LARRY HUTCHINGS
Marine fisheries 

PROFESSOR RICHARD COWLING 
Plant ecology; conservation biology; community 
ecology; biodiversity.

PROFESSOR JOHN S. DONALDSON
Biodiversity.

PROFESSOR PETER LINDER 
Systematics; taxonomy; evolutionary biology.

Honorary Associate Professors

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR ROBERT J. ANDERSON
Phycology.

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR R J M CRAWFORD
Animal Demography Unit

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR R ALTWEGG
Statistical ecology

Honorary Research Associates

DR A BALME
Carnivore Conservation

DR PAUL BARHAM
Penguin survival

DR P BARNARD
Birds & environmental Change Partnership Programme, 
S A National Biodiversity Institute

DR N BERGH
Systematics

PROF D BORCHERS
Statistical ecology

DR P CARRICK
restoration ecology

DR ROB CRAWFORD
ecosystem approach to fisheries (as it relates to seabirds) 
and the conservation and suitable utilization of South 
Africa’s seabirds

DR H DALLAS
river health monitoring

DR M DE VILLIERS
SArCA Project Manager – Diversity and distribution of 
reptiles in South Africa, lesotho and Swaziland.

DR DAVID GRéMILLET
Visiting research Associate: functional ecology of 
marine birds. ecophysiology of marine birds facing 
global change; functional and evolutionary ecology; 
avian energetic; biotelemetry; impact of marine fisheries; 
polar ecosystems; Benguela upwelling ecosystem.

DR H-J HAWKINS
Protea ecophysiology

DR S KERWATH
line fish research

DR S KIRKMAN

DR C KLAK
Aizoaceae curation/taxonomy

DR F KRUGER
forest /Conservation/ecology

DR H MALAN
freshwater research

DR Q MARTINS
leopard conservation & human/wildlife conflict research

DR L MATTIO
Seaweed Molecular systematics

DR B PATERSON

DR L PICHEGRU
Island Closure Task Team (Department of Agriculture, 
forests and fisheries)

DR A R RIDLEY 
Cooperative breeding and sociality in birds (including 
the Pied Babbler research Project) 

DR J-P ROUx
Benguela system

DR C SAVAGE
Coastal and estuarine ecosystems

DR G SCOTT
Traditional medicine plants

DR A SEYDACK
forest ecology

DR R SIMMONS 
raptor research, life History Strategies, Seabird 
research, Climate Change Vulnerability and Adaptation

DR J SLINGSBY
global change impacts on fynbos

PROF C STIRTON
Plant systematics

DR S TODD
land use/climate change impacts

DR L WALLER

DR R M WANLESS 
Seabird conservation; island restoration; invasive alien 
species; mitigation measures for avoiding seabird 
bycatch in fisheries; marine protected areas and marine 
Important Bird Areas 

DR I WIESEL

DR ANTHONY J WILLIAMS 
Seabird biology and conservation; the status and 
distribution of seabirds in latin America; synanthropic 
ecology

Postdoctoral Fellows 

DR SANTIAGO ANDRES-SANCHEZ

DR MORAG AYERS

DR YAHKAT BARSHEP

DR ANNA BASTIAN

DR AMY BETZELBERGER

DR LAURA BLAMEY
Coastal and fisheries ecology

DR RUTLEDGE STEVE BOYES
rarity and Conservation of African parrots

DR MARIETTE BRAND

DR AURORE CANOVILLE
Palaeobiology of early tetrapods

DR TRISTAN CHARLES-DOMINIQUE

DR VALERIE CLARK

DR T R COOK 
Seabird research

DR BOGDAN CRISTESCU

DR SUSAN CUNNINGHAM
Sub-lethal effects of Climate Change on Desert Birds

DR SOFIE DE MEYER

DR ALETTA DE VOS
Spatial resilience of protected areas

DR SERENA DOOL

DR MARTHA FLOWER
Sexual selection in Pied Babblers
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DR THOMAS PATRICK FLOWER
Behavioural ecology

DR FITSUM GEBRESELASSIE
Integrated population modelling

DR ELEANORE HELLARD
Circulation of avian malaria within communities of 
wetland-associated birds in southern Africa

DR GARETH PETER HEMPSON

DR SOPHIE ANNE KOHLER

DR ALAN LEE
Birds & environmental Change

DR BENNY LEMAIRE

DR AINHOA LEZAMA OCHOA

DR KATRIN LUDYNIA 
Namibian seabirds in the Benguela System 

DR KRISTINE MACIEJEWSKI
Contribution of protected areas towards conservation 
of biodiversity

DR LYDIANE MATTIO

DR THABISO MICHAEL MOKOTJOMELA

DR RALF MULLERS
Conservation of the Shoebill

DR LLOYD NACKLEY

DR HILKKA NDJAULA 
Modeling marine fisheries 

DR RAGNA REDELSTORFF

DR TIMOTHY REID
Island Conservation & Seabird research

DR RICHARD SHERLEY
Seabird biology

DR SANDY-LYNN STEENHUISEN

DR ANTJE STEINFURTH
factors influencing the ecology of the African Penguin

DR GENEVIEVE THOMPSON

DR MALIKA VIRAH-SAWMY

DR NATASCHA VISSER

DR FLORIAN WELLER

DR KIRSTEN WIMBERGER
Animal behaviour

Research Output

Chapters in books

Anderson, T., Draper, k., Duggan, g., green, l.J., Jarre, 
A.C., rogerson, J., ragaller, S. and Norton, M. 2013. 
Conservation conversations: improving the dialogue 
between fishers and fisheries science along the Benguela 
coast. In l. green (ed), Contested ecologies: Dialogues 
in the South on Nature and knowledge, pp. 187-201. 
Cape Town: HSrC Press. ISBN 9780796924285.

gade, g. and Marco, H. 2013. AkH/rPCH peptides. In 
Handbook of Biologically Active Peptides, pp. 185-190. 
Amsterdam: Academic Press. ISBN 9780123694423.

Herbstein, T.P.W., froestad, J., Nel, D.C. and Shearing, 
C.D. 2013. Insurance, climate-risk and the barriers to 
change. Business and Climate Change governance: 
South Africa in comparative perspective, pp. 156-
172. Hampshire, england: Palgrave Macmillan. ISBN 
9780230235977.

Midgley, J.J. and Bond, W.J. 2013. Plant adaptations to 
fire: an evolutionary perspective. In C. Belcher (ed), fire 
Phenomena and the earth System. An Interdisciplinary 
guide to fire Science, pp. 125-134. Uk: Wiley-Blackwell. 
ISBN 9780470657485.

Pillay, D., Bownes, S.J. and Nel, H.A. 2013. Benthic 
invertebrates. In r. Perissinotto, D.D. Stretch and r.H. 
Taylor (eds), ecology and Conservation of estuarine 
ecosystems, pp. 227-245. New york: Cambridge 
University Press. ISBN 9781107019751.

Articles in peer-reviewed journals 

Abad, f.X., Busquets, N., Sanchez, A., ryan, P.g., 
Majo, N. and gonzalez-Solis, J. 2013. Serological and 
virological surveys of the influenza A viruses in Antarctic 
and sub-Antarctic penguins. Antarctic Science, 25(2): 
339-344.

Abdala, f., Jasinoski, S. and fernandez, V. 2013. 
ontogeny of the early triassic cynodont thrinaxodon 
liorhinus (therapsida): dental morphology and 
replacement. Journal of Vertebrate Paleontology, 33(6): 
1408-1431.

Achterberg, e.P., Moore, C.M., Henson, S.A., 
Steigenberger, S.S., Stohl, A., eckhardt, S., Avendano, 
C., Cassidy, M., Hembury, D., klar, J.k., lucas, M.I., 
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eruption. geophysical research letters, 40: 921-926.

Alstrom, P., Barnes, k., olsson, U., Barker, f., Bloomer, 
P., khan, A.A., Qureshi, M.A., guillaumet, A., Crochet, 
P.A. and ryan, P.g. 2013. Multilocus phylogeny of 
the avian family Alaudidae (larks) reveals complex 
morphology evolution, non-monophyletic genera and 
hidden species diversity. Molecular Phylogenetics and 
evolution, 69: 1043-1056.

Altwegg, r., Doutrelant, C., Anderson, M., 
Spottiswoode, C.N. and Covas, r. 2013. Climate, 
social factors and research disturbance influence 
population dynamics in a declining sociable weaver 
metapopulation. oecologia, 7: 413-425.

Amosu, A.o., robertson-Andersson, D.V., Maneveldt, 
g.W., Anderson, J. and Bolton, J.J. 2013. South African 
seaweed aquaculture: a sustainable development 
example for other African coastal countries. African 
Journal of Agricultural research, 8(43): 5268-5279.

Chambers, l., Altwegg, r., Barbraud, C., Barnard, P., 
Beaumont, l.J., Crawford, r.J.M., Durant, J.M., Hughes, 
l., keatley, M.r., low, M., Morellato, P.C., Poloczanska, 
e.S., ruoppolo, V., Vanstreels, r.e.T., Woehler, e. and 
Wolfaardt, A.C. 2013. Phenological changes in the 
southern hemisphere. PloS one, 8(10): e75514 DoI: 
10.1371/journal.pone.0075514.

Abadi, f., Botha, A. and Altwegg, r. 2013. revisiting the 
effect of capture heterogeneity on survival estimates in 
capture-mark-recapture studies: does it matter? PloS 
one, 8(4): e62636.

katz, e., Tolley, k.A. and Altwegg, r. 2013. Survival and 
abundance of Cape dwarf chameleons, Bradypodion 
pumilum, inhabiting a transformed, semi-urban 
wetland. Herpetological Journal, 23: 179-186.

Amar, A., koeslag, A. and Curtis, o. 2013. Plumage 
polymorphism in a newly colonized black sparrowhawk 
population: classification, temporal stability and 
inheritance patterns. Journal of zoology, 289: 60-67.

Authier, M., Peron, C., Mante, A., Vidal, P. and gremillet, 
D. 2013. Designing observational biologging studies to 
assess the causal effect of instrumentation. Methods in 
ecology and evolution, 4: 802-810.

Balme, g. and Hunter, l.T.B. 2013. Why leopards 
commit infanticide. Animal Behaviour, 86: 791-799.

Barlow, r., lamont, T., Britz, k. and Sessions, H. 
2013. Mechanisms of phytoplankton adaptation to 
environmental variability in a shelf ecosystem. estuarine 
Coastal and Shelf Science, 133: 45-57.

Barquete, V., ryan, P.g. and Strauss, V. 2013. Stable 
isotope turnover in blood and claws: a case study in 
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Marine Biology and ecology, 448: 121-127.
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227.
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Macroinvertebrates as unreliable indicators of human 
disturbance in temporary depression wetlands of the 
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19-37.

Bird, M., Day, J.A. and rebelo, A.J. 2013. Physico-
chemical impacts of terrestrial alien vegetation on 
temporary wetlands in a sclerophyllous sand fynbos 
ecosystem. Hydrobiologia, 711: 115-128.
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Department of 
Computer Science
Head of Department: Associate 
Professor Sonia Berman

Departmental Profile

The Department’s main research themes are Information 
and Communication Technology for Development 
(ICT4D) and High Performance Computing (HPC). ICT4D 
is a multi-disciplinary field which looks at the design 
and creation of computer systems for the developing 
world. These systems could cover any sub-discipline 
of computing, such as the Internet of Things, virtual 
environments, security, interaction design, artificial 
intelligence and information retrieval.  However they 
differ in that design constraints for the developing world 
are different: power is limited, networks scarce, users 
can be illiterate, etc. ICT4D deals with the creation of 
ICT solutions that address defined developmental and 
social challenges like education, medical care, identity 
and human dignity. High Performance Computing 
is an enabling technology that seeks to improve the 
performance of computing applications. for example, 
a molecular simulation might be reduced from years 
to months, or digital 3D content produced in real time 
rather than requiring minutes to generate. A major 
theme of this HPC research is improving the speed of 
discipline-specific computational solutions.

The Department has two research centres and 
several research laboratories. The Collaborative Visual 
Computing laboratory works in five main areas: 
procedural modelling, geometric compression, graphical 
simulation, virtual environments and computer games. 
The Digital libraries laboratory covers information 
storage and retrieval, including multilingual retrieval and 
cultural heritage preservation. The High Performance 
Computing laboratory applies gPU programming and 
high throughput computing to areas such as scientific 
computing, visualisation and information retrieval, 
particularly in the domains of cultural heritage, radio 
astronomy and computational chemistry. The Intelligent 
Systems and Advanced Telecommunications laboratory 
focuses on wireless sensor networks; and the Network 
and Information Security laboratory on algorithms and 
systems for safe and secure information access.

ICT is an enabling technology, and thus highly cross-
disciplinary. The UCT Centre in ICT for Development 
seeks to design, create and evaluate technologies that 
address the needs of the developing world, and to 
study the impacts of existing technology. This centre 
also includes staff from diverse UCT departments, such 
as Civil engineering and film and Media. It is closely 
associated with the Hasso-Plattner research School in 
ICT for Development, through which the Hasso-Plattner 
Institute (germany) funds African PhD students working 
in ICT for Development. The Samsung Mobile Innovation 
lab is a joint Information Systems – Computer Science 
unit. The Telkom-Siemens Centre of excellence in 
ATM and Broadband Networks and their Applications 
includes UCT’s Communications group in electrical 
engineering and the Departments of Computer Science 
at UCT and at Stellenbosch University.

Departmental Statistics

Permanent Staff

Professors  2
Associate Professors  4
Senior lecturers  6
Administrative & Support Staff  6
Total 18

Adjunct & Honorary Staff

Adjunct Professors 1
Honorary Professors 1
Total 2
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Students

Postdoctoral   3
Doctoral    28
Master’s    99
Honours    47
Undergraduate   953
Total  1130

Research Fields and Staff

Permanent Academic Staff

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR SONIA BERMAN 
Head of Department: Data management 

PROFESSOR EDWIN BLAKE
ICT for Development: Human-Computer Interaction; 
User experience in games and Virtual environments
 
PROFESSOR GARY MARSDEN
Mobile Interaction Design: ICT for Development

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR JAMES GAIN
Computer graphics: High Performance Computing; 
Visualisation

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR MICHELLE KUTTEL
Computational Science: Parallel Processing; Scientific 
Visualisation and Design

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR HUSSEIN SULEMAN
Digital libraries; Information retrieval; Internet 
technology; High Performance Computing; Computer 
Science education

DR ANTOINE BAGULA
Senior lecturer: Traffic engineering; Network 
engineering; Network Security; Internet of Things

DR ANNE KAYEM
lecturer: Information Security

DR HANH LE
Senior lecturer: Networks; Distributed Computing

DR PATRICK MARAIS 
Senior lecturer: Computer graphics; Image Processing, 
gPU Computing

DR AUDREY MBOGHO
Senior lecturer: Human language Technologies; 
e-Health; Intelligent Systems and User Interfaces

DR GEOFF NITSCHKE
Senior lecturer: Artificial Intelligence; Co-evolution; 
robotics

Administrative and Support Staff

MRS SALEGGA VALLEY
Administrative officer 

MRS EVE GILL
Administrative Assistant

MRS THELMA JENNEKER
Senior Secretary

MS BERNIE SAM
Departmental Assistant

MR CRAIG BALFOUR
Computer Systems Administrator

MR SAMUEL CHETTY
Computer Systems Administrator

Postdoctoral Fellows

DR BRUCE MERRY
Computer graphics

DR SIMON PERKINS
High Performance Computing for radio Astronomy

DR HENDRANUS VERMEULEN
Serious games and gamification
 
Adjunct and Honorary Professors

HONORARY PROFESSOR JUDITH BISHOP
Software engineering; Programming languages; 
Distributed Systems

ADJUNCT PROFESSOR ANDREW HUTCHISON
Information Security

Contact Details

Postal address: Department of Computer Science, 
University of Cape Town, Private Bag X3, rondebosch, 
7701
Telephone: SA (21) 650 2663
fax: SA (21) 650 3551
email: dept@cs.uct.ac.za
Web: http://www.cs.uct.ac.za/

Research Output 

Articles in peer-reviewed journals 
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in rural Africa. ACM Transactions on Computer-Human 
Interaction, 20(4): 22(33pp).
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engagement with face-to-face sessions. International 
Journal of Mobile and Blended learning, 3(2): 1-21.
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in underground terrains using SrM and entropy models. 
International Journal of Advanced robotic Systems, 10: 
338:2013.

le, H., van eck, J. and Takizawa, T. 2013. An efficient 
hybrid medium access control technique for digital 
ecosystems. Ieee Transactions on Industrial electronics, 
60(3): 1070-1076.

longmore, J., Marais, P.C. and kuttel, M. 2013. Towards 
realistic and interactive sand simulation: a gPU-based 
framework. Powder Technology, 235: 983-1000.

Mafuta, M., zennaro, M., Bagula, A.B., Ault, g., 
gombachika, H. and Chadza, T. 2013. Successful 
deployment of a wireless sensor network for precision 
agriculture in Malawi. International Journal of 
Distributed Sensor Networks, 2013: 150703(13pp) DoI: 
10.1155/2013/150703.

Merry, B., gain, J.e. and Marais, P.C. 2013. fast in-place 
binning of laser range-scanned point sets. Journal of 
Computing and Cultural Heritage, 6(3): 1-19.

Merry, B., gain, J.e. and Marais, P.C. 2014. Moving least-
squares reconstruction of large models with gPUs. Ieee 
Transactions on Visualization and Computer graphics, 
20(2): 249-261.

Perkins, S., Marais, P.C., gain, J.e. and Berman, M.N. 
2013. field D*path-finding on weighted triangulated 
and tetrahedral meshes. Autonomous Agents and 
Multi-Agent Systems, 26: 354-388.

rogers, y. and Marsden, g. 2013. Does he take 
sugar? Moving Beyond the rhetoric of Compassion. 
Interactions, 20(4): 48-57.

Peer-reviewed published conference 
proceedings

Asanger, S. and Hutchison, A. 2013. experiences and 
challenges in enhancing security information and event 
management capability using unsupervised anomaly 
detection. Proceedings 2013 International Conference 
on Availability, reliability and Security (AreS 2013), 2-6 
September 2013, Universität regensburg, germany. 
germany: Conference Publishing Services (CPS). ISBN 
9780769550084.

Badenhorst, S., Blyth, S. and kuttel, M. 2013. 
Acceleration of automated H1 source extraction. 
Proceedings of Astronomical Data Analysis Software 
and Systems XXII, 4-8 November 2012, University of 
Illinois, USA. San francisco, USA: Astronomical Society 
of the Pacific. ISBN 9781583818343.
Mullins, T. and Bagula, A.B. 2013. Monitoring community 
clouds: the lightweight network management protocol. 
Proceedings of 2013 Ieee 10th International Conference 
on Ubiquitous Intelligence & Computing and 2013 Ieee 
10th International Conference on Autonomic & Trusted 
Computing, 18-20 December 2013, Vietri sul Mare, 
Italy. Italy: Ieee. ISBN 9781479924813.

Bagula, A.B., Djenouri, D. and karbab, e. 2013. 
on the relevance of using interference and service 
differentiation routing in the internet-of-things. 
Proceedings of 13th International Conference on 
Internet of Things, Smart Spaces, and Next generation 
Networking, NeW2AN 2013 and 6th Conference on 
Internet of Things and Smart Spaces, ruSMArT 2013, 
28-30 August 2013, St Petersburg. germany: Springer. 
ISBN 9783642403156.

Bagula, A.B., Djenouri, D. and karbab, e. 2013. 
Ubiquitous sensor network management: the least 
interference beaconing model. Proceedings of 2013 
Ieee 24th Annual International Symposium on Personal, 
Indoor and Mobile radio Communications (PIMrC), 
8-11 September 2013, london, Uk. london, Uk: Ieee. 
ISBN 9781467362351.

Baxter, r., Marais, P.C. and kuttel, M. 2013. gPU-
based acceleration of radio interferometry point source 
visibility calculations in the MeQtrees framework. 
Proceedings of Astronomical Data Analysis Software 
and Systems XXII, 4-8 November 2012, University of 
Illinois, USA. San francisco, USA: Astronomical Society 
of the Pacific. ISBN 9781583818343.

Chepken, C., Blake, e.H. and Marsden, g. 2013. 
ICTs and survival tactics for the day-labour workers: 
implications for design. Proceedings of IST-Africa 2013, 
29-31 May 2013, Nairobi, kenya. kenya: Ieee. ISBN 
9781905824380.
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gain, J.e. 2013. Using poll sheets and computer vision 
as an inexpensive alternative to clickers. Proceedings of 
SAICSIT 2013, 7-9 october 2013, east london, South 
Africa. New york, USA: ACM. ISBN 9781450321129.

goldstein, M., Asanger, S., reif, M. and Hutchison, A. 
2013. enhancing security event management systems 
with unsupervised anomaly detection. Proceedings of 
ICPrAM 2013 Proceedings of the 2nd International 
Conference on Pattern recognition Applications and 
Methods, 15-18 february 2013, Barcelona. germany: 
ACM. ISBN 9789898565419.

goss, r. and Nitschke, g. 2013. Automated network 
application classification: a competitive learning 
approach. Proceedings of the 2013 Ieee Symposium on 
Computational Intelligence for Communication Systems 
and Networks CIComms - 2013 Ieee Symposium Series 
on Computational Intelligence (SSCI), 16-19 April 2013, 
Singapore. USA: Ieee. ISBN 9781467359030.

goss, r. and Nitschke, g. 2013. Network protocol 
identification ensemble with ea optimization. 
Proceedings of the 2013 genetic and evolutionary 
Computation Conference Companion geCCo ‘13, 6-10 
July 2013, Amsterdam, The Netherlands. USA: ACM. 
ISBN 9781450319645.

Isafiade, o. and Bagula, A.B. 2013. CitiSafe: adaptive 
spatial pattern knowledge using fp-growth algorithm 
for crime situation recognition. Proceedings of 2013 
Ieee 10th International Conference on Ubiquitous 
Intelligence & Computing and 2013 Ieee 10th 
International Conference on Autonomic & Trusted 
Computing, 18-20 December 2013, Vietri sul Mare, 
Italy. Italy: Ieee. ISBN 9781479924813.

Isafiade, o. and Bagula, A.B. 2013. efficient frequent 
pattern knowledge for crime situation recognition in 
developing countries. Proceedings of the 4th Annual 
Symposium on Computing for Development ACM DeV-
4 2013, 6-7 December 2013, Cape Town, South Africa. 
germany: ACM. ISBN 978145032558.

kamkuemah, M. and le, H. 2013. A study of different 
routing protocols for mobile phone ad hoc networks 
connected via bluetooth. In D. Al-Dabass, A. orsoni, J. 
yunus, r. Cant and z. Ibrahim (eds), Proceedings - UkSim 
15th International Conference on Computer Modelling and 
Simulation, UkSim 2013, 10-12 April 2013, Cambridge, 
United kingdom. Uk: Ieee. ISBN 9781467364218.

kamkuemah, M. and le, H. 2013. routing in 
Mobile Phone Ad Hoc Networks. Proceedings 
fifth International Conference on Computational 
Intelligence, Communication Systems and Networks 
(CICSyN2013), 5-7 June 2013, Madrid, Spain. USA: Ieee. 
ISBN 9780769550428.

khan, H. and Hutchison, A. 2013. Data privacy 
implications for security information and event 
management systems and other meta-systems. 
Proceedings of Trust in the Digital World and Cyber 
Security and Privacy eU forum 2013, 18-19 April 
2013, Brussels, Belgium. germany: Springer. ISBN 
9783642412042.

laidler, C. and kuttel, M. 2013. Detection of binary 
pulsars with gPU-accelerated sinusoidal Hough 
transformations. Proceedings of Astronomical Data 
Analysis Software and Systems XXII, 4-8 November 
2012, University of Illinois, USA. San francisco, 
USA: Astronomical Society of the Pacific. ISBN 
9781583818343.

Masinde, e., Bagula, A.B. and Muthama, N. 2013. 
Implementation roadmap for downscaling drought 
forecasts in Mbeere using ITIkI. Proceedings of the 2013 
ITU kaleidoscope Academic Conference, 22-24 April 
2013, kyoto, Japan. Japan: Ieee. ISBN 978926140618.

Masinde, M., Bagula, A.B. and Nzioka, M. 2013. 
SenseWeather: sensor-based weather monitoring 
system for kenya. Proceedings of IST-Africa 2013, 
29-31 May 2013, Nairobi, kenya. kenya: Ieee. ISBN 
9781905824380.

Mbogho, A., Dave, J.A. and Makhubele, k. 2013. 
Diabetes advisor - a medical expert system for diabetes 
management. Proceedings of AfrICoMM 2013 - fifth 
International Conference on e-Infrastructure and e-Services 
for Developing Countries, 25-27 November 2013, Blantyre, 
Malawi. Berlin: Springer. ISBN 9781631900006.

Mbogho, A. and Marquard, S.C. 2013. Improving the 
transcription of academic lectures for information 
retrieval. Proceedings of 2013 12th International 
Conference on Machine learning and Applications, 4-7 
December 2013, Miami, florida, USA. USA: Ieee. ISBN 
9780769551449.

Mbogo, C.C., Blake, e.H. and Suleman, H. 2013. A mobile 
scaffolding application to support novice learners of 
computer programming. g. Marsden and J. May (eds), 
Proceedings of the Sixth International Conference on 
Information and Communications Technologies and 
Development (ICTD 2013), 7-10 December 2013, Cape 
Town. Cape Town: ACM. ISBN 9781450319072.

Meissner, f. and Blake, e.H. 2013. Availability4D: 
refining the link between availability and adoption 
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g. lindgaard, J. Wesson and M. Winckler (eds), 
Proceedings of 14th IfIP TC 13 International Conference 
on Human-Computer Interaction, INTerACT 2013, 2-6 
September 2013, Cape Town, South Africa. germany: 
Springer. ISBN 9783642404825.
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of eurographics 2013, 6-10 May 2013, girona, Spain. 
Spain: eurographics Digital library. ISSN 01677055.
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g. lindgaard, J. Wesson and M. Winckler (eds), 
Proceedings of 14th IfIP TC 13 International Conference 
on Human-Computer Interaction, INTerACT 2013, 2-6 
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Springer. ISBN 9783642404825.
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ACM Symposium on Computing for Development, DeV 
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transcription. Proceedings of International Conference 
on Theory and Practice of Digital libraries, TPDl 2013, 
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ISBN 9783642405006.
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2013, Singapore. USA: Ieee. ISBN 978146735877.
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Department of 
Environmental and 
Geographical Science
Head of Department: Professor 
Michael E. Meadows

Departmental Profile

Major research themes covered by staff in the 
department reflect the interaction between humans 
and their environment and the variability of this 
environment, and the dynamic socio-economic and 
political conditions affecting society as a whole. 
Members of staff in the department draw empirical 
evidence from Africa to explore and engage these 
themes at various scales ranging from the global to 
the national, while also paying attention to specific 
challenges of reconstruction and development in 
South Africa. In the past five years, much of the 
research in the department focused on climate 
change, adaptation and modelling; ecology 
and society; environmental impact assessment; 
palaeoenvironment, geomorphology and remote 
sensing; theories, policies and practices in natural 
resource governance and management; biodiversity 
conservation and benefit sharing; and urban theory, 
policy and planning. 

The department has ongoing research initiatives and 
collaboration with 49 institutions that are spread in 
six (6) continents. It has strong working relationships 
with institutions in five countries in Africa (Botswana, 
kenya, liberia, Mozambique, and Tanzania); five 
countries in Asia (China, India, Indonesia, Japan 
and Sri lanka); eight countries in europe (france, 
germany, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Spain, Sweden 
and United kingdom); two countries in North 
America (Canada and the United States); and one 
country in South America (Brazil). It has, through 
research themes mentioned above, engaged with 
policy and development, and played advisory roles 
in government and international bodies. 

Structurally, the research enterprise in the 
department is diversified to accommodate various 
research cultures/approaches and interests. 
Academic staff members carry out research within 
and outside research nodes. There are three 
formally established research nodes, which include 
the Climate System Analysis group (CSAg), which 
applies core research to meet the knowledge needs 
of responding to climate variability and change; 

African Climate and Development Initiative (ACDI), 
which fosters interactions across disciplines at 
the University of Cape Town to enable improved 
understanding of the causes of climate change, 
the economic impact and the necessary policies to 
facilitate mitigation and adaptation; and the African 
Centre for Cities (ACC) which is an interdisciplinary 
research and teaching programme focusing on 
quality scholarship regarding the dynamics of 
sustainable urban processes in Africa, with an eye on 
identifying systemic responses. The fourth research 
grouping on Social and environmental Dimensions 
of the Bio-economy is under way. 

Departmental Statistics

Permanent and Long-term Contract Staff

Professors  3
Associate Professors  4
Senior lecturers  4
lecturers  4
research Staff  16
research Associates  3
Administrative & Support Staff  15
Total  49

Emeritus & Honorary Staff

Honorary Professors 3
emeritus Staff                          2

Students

Postdoctoral 9
Doctoral 38
Masters 65
Honours 23
Undergraduate 874
Total 1009

Research Fields and Staff

Permanent Academic Staff

PROFESSOR MIKE MEADOWS
Head of Department: Quaternary environmental 
Change

PROFESSOR BRUCE HEWITSON
Chair in Climate Change
Atmospheric Science, Climatology

PROFESSOR SUE PARNELL
Urban Studies, Historical geography

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR SOPHIE OLDFIELD
Political and economic geography

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR MAANO RAMUTSINDELA
Political geography, Transnational regionalism

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR MERLE SOWMAN
environmental Planning and Management, Coastal and 
Small-Scale fisheries Management

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR RACHEL WYNBERG
Chair in environmental and Social Dimensions of the 
Bio-economy
Biodiversity and Social Justice, Commercial Use of 
Biodiversity, Access and Benefit Sharing; genetic 
resources for food and Agriculture

DR BABATUNDE ABIODUN
Senior lecturer: Atmospheric Science, Climatology

DR PIPPIN ANDERSON
lecturer: Director of graduate Studies

DR SHARI DAYA
lecturer: gender, Modernity
DR FRANK ECKARDT
Senior lecturer: geomorphology, remote Sensing

DR RICHARD HILL
Senior lecturer: environmental Assessment and 
Management

DR PETER JOHNSTON 
research officer: Seasonal forecasting Applications; 
Climate Change

DR ZARINA PATEL
Senior lecturer: environmental governance and politics

DR. KEVIN WINTER
lecturer: environmental Management, Water 
resources, Monitoring and evaluation

DR GINA ZIERVOGEL
Senior lecturer: Vulnerability and Adaptation 

Emeritus Staff

PROFESSOR RICHARD FUGGLE

Contract Research Staff

MR CHIMANGO HARA
Intern: environmental law

MR TICH MUKUNGA
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comprehensive review. global and Planetary Change, 
111: 118-126.

Department of 
Geological Sciences
Head of Department: Professor 
Stephen Richardson

Departmental Profile

research in the Department of geological Sciences 
covers a wide range of disciplines. The Department 
has strengths in geochemistry, structural geology 
and tectonics, igneous and metamorphic petrology, 
sedimentology, marine geology, economic geology 
and petroleum geophysics. general research interests 
include: global tectonics and geodynamics with 
emphasis on gondwana geology; oceanic and 
continental igneous processes and the geochemical 
evolution of the underlying mantle; kimberlites and 
the genesis of diamonds; evolution of the kaapvaal 
craton and gold genesis; paleoenvironments; marine 
geoscience and sedimentary geochemistry. Analytical 
facilities include X-ray fluorescence, X-ray diffraction, 
electron microprobe, fluid inclusion stage, stable 
isotope extraction lines and access to a stable isotope 
mass spectrometer, quadrupole (single collector) and 
magnetic sector (multi-collector) inductively coupled 
plasma mass spectrometers (solution and laser analysis) 
and associated clean laboratories.

Departmental Statistics

Permanent and long-term contract staff

Professors 3
Associate Professors 2
Senior lecturers 3
lecturers 2
Senior research officer 1
Technical Support Staff 11
Administrative & Clerical Staff 2
Total 24

Honorary staff

Honorary research Associates 3
emeritus Professors 1
emeritus Associate Professors 2
Total 6

Students

Postdoctoral 1
Doctoral 9 
Master’s 22
Honours 16
Undergraduate 550
Total 598

Research Fields and Staff

Permanent staff

PROFESSOR STEPHEN RICHARDSON
Head of Department: Isotope geochemistry; 
geochronology; diamonds; continental mantle evolution.

PROFESSOR CHRIS HARRIS
Stable isotope geochemistry; igneous petrology.

PROFESSOR ANTON LE ROEx
Dean of Science: Igneous geochemistry; analytical 
geochemistry; mantle evolution.

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR JOHN COMPTON
low-temperature and sedimentary geochemistry; 
marine geology.

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR DAVID REID
economic geology; Precambrian crustal evolution; 
carbonatites; isotope geochemistry.

MR GEORGE SMITH
Senior lecturer: Petroleum geophysics.

DR EMESE BORDY
Senior lecturer: Sedimentology

DR PHIL JANNEY
Senior lecturer: Igneous geochemistry; analytical 
geochemistry; cosmochemistry
DR JOHANN DIENER
lecturer: Metamorphic petrology.

DR AKE FAGERENG
lecturer: Structural geology.

Honorary Research Associates

EMERITUS PROFESSOR JOHN GURNEY
Upper mantle research, diamonds, diamond exploration 
and instrumental analysis of minerals

EMERITUS ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR ANDY DUNCAN
Igneous Petrology; X-ray flourescence Spectroscopy
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EMERITUS ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR JAMES WILLIS
X-ray flourescence Spectroscopy

PROFESSOR HARTWIG FRIMMEL
Metamorphic petrology.

DR WENDY TAYLOR
Paleontology

DR CHRISTIE ROWE
Structural geology

Contact Details

Postal address: Department of geological Sciences, 
University of Cape Town, Private Bag X3, rondebosch, 
7701 
Telephone: +27 21 650 2931
fax: +27 21 650 3783
Web: http://www.uct.ac.za/depts/geolsci 
UCT general enquiries: +27 21 650 9111
UCT web: http://www.uct.ac.za

Research Output

Articles in peer-reviewed journals 

Abdala, f., Marsicano, C.A.M., Smith, r.M.H. and 
Swart, r. 2013. Strengthening western gondwanan 
correlations: a Brazilian dicynodont (Synapsida, 
Anomodontia) in the middle Triassic of Namibia. 
gondwana research, 23: 1151-1162.

Brumfitt, I., Chinsamy-Turan, A. and Compton, J.S. 
2013. Depositional environment and bone diagenesis 
of the Mio/Pliocene langebaanweg bonebed, South 
Africa. South African Journal of geology, 116(2): 241-
258.

Curtis, C., Harris, C., Trumbull, r., de Beer, C. and 
Mudzanani, l. 2013. oxygen isotope diversity in the 
anorogenic koegel fontein complex of South Africa: a 
casefor basement control and selective melting forthe 
production of low-d18o magmas. Journal of Petrology, 
54(7): 1259-1283.

Decker, J., Niedermann, S. and De Wit, M. 2013. 
Climatically influenced denudation rates of the southern 
African plateau: clues to solving a geomorphic paradox. 
geomorphology, 190: 48-60.

Depine, M.D., frimmel, H.e., emsbo, P.e., koenig, 
A.e.k. and kern, M.k. 2013. Trace element distribution 
in uraninite from Mesoarchean Witwatersrand 
conglomerates (South Africa) supports placer model 
and magmatogenic source. Mineralium Deposita, 48: 
423-435.

Diener, J.f.A., White, r.W., link, k.l., Dreyer, T.S.D. and 
Moodley, A. 2013. Clockwise low-P metamorphism 
of the Aus granulite terrain, southern Namibia, during 
the Mesoproterozoic Namaqua orogeny. Precambrian 
research, 224: 629-652.

fagereng, A. 2013. fault segmentation, deep rift 
earthquakes and crustal rheology: insights from the 
2009 karonga sequence and seismicity in the rukwa-
Malawi rift zone. Tectonophysics, 601: 216-225.

fagereng, A. 2013. on stress and strain in a continuous-
discontinuous shear zone undergoing simple shear and 
volume loss. Journal of Structural geology, 50: 44-53.

frimmel, H.e., Basei, M., Correa, V.C. and Mbangula, 
M. 2013. A new lithostratigraphic subdivision and 
geodynamic model for the pan-African western 
Saldania belt, South Africa. Precambrian research, 231: 
218-235.

ganino, C.g., Harris, C., Arndt, N.T., Prevec, S. and 
Howarth, g.H. 2013. Assimilation of carbonate country 
rock by the parent magma of the Panzhihua fe-Ti-V 
deposit (SW China): evidence from stable isotopes. 
geoscience frontiers, 4: 547-554.

gardner, M.f.g., Troll, V.r., gamble, J., gertisser, r., 
Hart, g.l.H., ellam, r.M., Harris, C. and Wolff, J.W. 
2013. Crustal differentiation processes at krakatau 
volcano, Indonesia. Journal of Petrology, 54(1): 149-
182.

Harris, C., fourie, D.S. and fagereng, A. 2013. Stable 
isotope evidence for impact-related pseudotachylite 
formation at Vredefort by local melting of dry rocks. 
South African Journal of geology, 116(1): 101-118.

Jeffery, A.J.J., gertisser, r., Troll, V.r., Jolis, e.M., 
Dahren, B., Harris, C., Tindle, A.g.T., Preece, k., 
o’Driscoll, B.D., Humaida, H.H. and Chadwick, J.P. 
2013. The pre-eruptive magma plumbing system of the 
2007-2008 dome-forming eruption of kelut volcano, 
east Java, Indonesia. Contributions to Mineralogy and 
Petrology, 166: 275-308.

Jonsson, e., Troll, V.r., Hogdahl, k.H., Harris, C., Weis, 
f.W., Nilsson, k.N. and Skelton, A.S. 2013. Magmatic 
origin of giant ‘kiruna-type’ apatite iron oxide ores in 
central Sweden. Scientific reports, 3: 1644(8pp) DoI: 
10.1038/srep01644.

kirkpatrick, J.D. and rowe, C.D. 2013. Disappearing 
Ink: how pseudotachylites are lost from the rock record. 
Journal of Structural geology, 52: 183-198.

klein, e., Angelica, r., Harris, C., Jourdan, f.J. and 
Babinski, M.B. 2013. Mafic dykes intrusive into pre-

Cambrian rocks of the Sao luis cratonic fragment and 
gurupi belt (Parnaiba Province), north-northeastern 
Brazil: geochemistry, Sr-Nd-Pb-o isotopes, 40Ar/39Ar 
geochronology, and relationships to CAMP magmatism. 
lithos, 172-173: 222-242.

kounov, A., VIolA, g., Dunkl, I.D. and frimmel, H.e. 
2013. Southern African perspectives on the long-
term morpho-tectonic evolution of cratonic interiors. 
Tectonophysics, 601: 177-191.

kramers, J.D., Andreoli, M., Atanasova, M., Belyanin, 
g.A.B., Block, D.l.B., franklyn, C.f., Harris, C., lekgoathi, 
M.l., Montross, C.S.M., Ntsoane, T.N., Pischedda, V., 
Segonyane, P.S., Viljoen, f. and Westraadt, J.e.W. 2013. 
Unique chemistry of a diamond-bearing pebble from 
the libyan desert glass strewnfield, SW egypt: evidence 
for a shocked comet fragment. earth and Planetary 
Science letters, 382: 21-31.

Macey, P.H.M., Miller, J., rowe, C.D., grantham, g.H.g., 
Siegfried, P., Armstrong, r., kemp, J.k. and Bacalau, J.B. 
2013. geology of the Monapo klippe, Ne Mozambique 
and it’s significance for assembly of central gondwana. 
Precambrian research, 233: 259-281.

Midgley, J.J., Harris, C., Harington, A. and Potts, A. 2012. 
geochemical perspective on origins and consequences 
of Heuweltjie formation in the Southwestern Cape, 
South Africa. South African Journal of geology, 115(4): 
577-588.

Miller, J., faber, C.f., rowe, C.D., Macey, P.H.M. and Du 
Plessis, A.D.P. 2013. eastward transport of the Monapo 
klippe, Mozambique determined from field kinematics 
and computed tomography and implications for late 
tectonics in central gondwana. Precambrian research, 
237: 101-115.

Mosoh Bambi, C.k.M.B., frimmel, H.e., zeh, A. and 
Suh, C. 2013. Age and origin of Pan-African granites 
and associated U-Mo mineralization at ekomedion, 
southwestern Cameroon. Journal of African earth 
Sciences, 88: 15-37.

Pasava, J., frimmel, H.e., Vymazalova, A.V., Dobes, 
P.D., Jukov, A.J. and koneev, r.I.k. 2013. A two-stage 
evolution model for the Amantaytau orogenic-type 
gold deposit in Uzbekistan. Mineralium Deposita, 48: 
825-840.

rennie, S.f.r., fagereng, A. and Diener, J.f.A. 2013. 
Strain distribution within a km-scale, mid-crustal shear 
zone: The kuckaus Mylonite zone, Namibia. Journal of 
Structural geology, 56: 57-69.

roberts, D.l., Sciscio, l.S., Herries, A., Scott, l., 
Bamford, M.k., Musekiwa, C.M. and Tsikos, H.T. 

2013. Miocene fluvial systems and palynofloras at the 
southwestern tip of Africa: implications for regional and 
global fluctuations in climate and ecosystems. earth-
Science reviews, 124: 184-201.

Smith, M.S. and roychoudhury, A. 2013. Mobilisation 
of iron from rocks in a fractured aquifer: lithological 
and geochemical controls. Applied geochemistry, 31: 
171-186.

Treasure, A.M., Moloney, C.l., Bester, M.N., McQuaid, 
C., findlay, k.P., Best, P., Cowan, D.A., de Bruyn, P.J.N., 
Dorrington, r., fagereng, A., froneman, P., grantham, 
g.H., Hunt, B.P.V., Meiklejohn, k.I., Pakhomov, e.A., 
roychoudhury, A., ryan, P.g., Smith, V., Chown, S. 
and Ansorge, I.J. 2013. South African research in 
the Southern ocean: new opportunities but serious 
challenges. South African Journal of Science, 109(3/4): 
1-4.

Troll, V.r., Deegan, f.M., Jolis, e.M., Harris, C., 
Chadwick, J., gertisser, r., Schwarzkopf, l., Borisova, 
A.y., Bindeman, I.N., Sumarti, S. and Preece, k. 2013. 
Magmatic differentiation processes at Merapi volcano: 
inclusion petrology and oxygen isotopes. Journal of 
Volcanology and geothermal research, 261: 38-49.

Viglietti, P., Smith, r. and Compton, J.S. 2013. origin 
and palaeoenvironmental significance of lystrosaurus 
bonebeds in the earliest Triassic karoo Basin, 
South Africa. Palaeogeography Palaeoclimatology 
Palaeoecology, 392: 9-21.

Wigley, r. and Compton, J.S. 2013. Microstratigraphy of 
a Miocene layered phosphatic pebble from the western 
margin of South Africa. Sedimentology, 60: 666-678.

Will, T.M.W. and frimmel, H.e. 2013. The influence 
of inherited structures on dike emplacement during 
gondwana breakup in southwestern Africa. Journal of 
geology, 121: 455-474.

Wirth, r., reid, D.l. and Schreiber, A.S. 2013. Nanometer-
sized platinum-group minerals (PgM) in base metal 
sulfides: new evidence for an orthomagmatic origin of 
the Merensky reef Pge ore deposit, Bushveld Complex, 
South Africa. Canadian Mineralogist, 51: 143-155.

Peer-reviewed published conference 
proceedings

greyling, l., Harris, C. and Harbridge, P.H. 2013. fluid 
inclusion and oxygen isotope constraints on gold 
mineralisation in the Senoufo greenstone belt, Cote 
d’Ivoire. In e. Jonsson (ed), Proceedings of 12th Biennial 
SgA Meeting. Mineral Deposit research for High-Tech 
World, 12-15 August 2013, Uppsala, Sweden. Sweden: 
elanders Sweden AB. ISBN 9789174032079.
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Nwaila, g., Becker, M.e., ghorbani, y., Petersen, J., 
reid, D.l., Bam, l.C., de Beer, f. and franzidis, J.-.P. 
2013. A geometallurgical study of the Witwatersrand 
gold ore at Carletonville, South Africa. In S. Dominy 
(ed), Proceedings of the Second AusIMM International 
geometallurgy Conference (geoMet 2013), 30 
September - 2 october 2013, Brisbane, Australia. 
Carlton Victoria, Australia: The Australasian Institute of 
Mining and Metallurgy. ISBN 9781921522987.

Weis, f.W., Troll, V.r., Jonsson, e., Hogdahl, k.H., 
Barker, A.k., Harris, C., Millet, M.M. and Nilsson, k.N. 
2013. Iron and oxygen isotope systematics of apatite-
iron oxide cores in central Sweden. In e. Jonsson (ed), 
Proceedings of 12th Biennial SgA Meeting. Mineral 
Deposit research for High-Tech World, 12-15 August 
2013, Uppsala, Sweden. Sweden: elanders Sweden AB. 
ISBN 9789174032079.

Department of 
Mathematics and 
Applied Mathematics
(Including the Cosmology and gravity group, the 
laboratory for Discrete Mathematics and Theoretical 
Computer Science (DMTCS lab), the Marine resource 
Assessment and Management group (MArAM), the 
Centre for research in Computational and Applied 
Mechanics (CereCAM), the Category Theory and 
Topology research group and the laboratory for 
Quantum gravity and Strings.)

Head of Department: Professor 
Hans-Peter Kunzi

Departmental Profile

The Department of Mathematics and Applied 
Mathematics houses a number of research groups and 
individual activities which, in total, cover a large part of 
the mathematical spectrum. examples are: cosmology 
and relativity, computational and applied mechanics, 
marine resource assessment and management, 
rangeland modelling, industrial mathematics, discrete 
mathematics and theoretical computer science, 
topology, category theory, nonlinear mathematical 
physics, functional analysis, cryptography, string theory, 
financial mathematics and algebra. The Department 
has active research collaboration with other groups in 
the country and abroad. There is a strong postgraduate 
program, with M.Sc. and Ph.D. students in a variety 
of fields. A number of staff have Nrf A-ratings and 

B-ratings. The Department has a good technical and 
administrative infrastructure, and regularly hosts visitors 
from abroad. More information can be found on the 
website www.mth.uct.ac.za.

Departmental Statistics

Permanent and long-term contract staff

Professors 6
Associate Professors 4
Senior lecturers 11
lecturers (full-time) 14
Senior Scholar 2
research Staff 5
Technical Support Staff 3
Administrative and Clerical Staff 11
Total 56

Honorary staff

emeritus Professors 7
emeritus Associate Professor 1
Visiting Professor and Principal research officer 1
research Associate 2
Total 11

Students

Postdoctoral     13
Doctoral 33
Master 52
Honours 18
Undergraduate 7292
Total 7408

Research Fields and Staff

Permanent Academic and long-term contract 
staff

PROFESSOR HANS-PETER KüNZI
Head of Department: Topology, orders, categories, 
combinatorics and their applications in analysis and 
algebra; particular focus being the theory of asymmetric 
topology; leader of topology and category theory 
research group

PROFESSOR IGOR BARASHENKOV 
Nonlinear waves and solitons; nonlinear dynamics; 
mathematical physics

PROFESSOR BRUCE BASSETT
observational and theoretical cosmology; nonlinear 

optimization. research astronomer at the South African 
Astronomy observatory and senior researcher, African 
Institute of Mathematical Sciences

PROFESSOR PETER DUNSBY
Director of the National Astrophysics and Space Science 
Programme. Co-Director of the Astrophysics, Cosmology 
and gravitation Centre:   cosmological perturbations; 
cosmic microwave background anisotropies; gravitational 
lensing; inflationary cosmology; cosmological magnetic 
fields; teaching and technology

PROFESSOR GEORGE JANELIDZE
Category theory, Algebra, Topology, Sets and logic

PROFESSOR DAYA REDDY 
South African research Chair in Computational 
Mechanics
Director, UCT Centre for research in Computational 
and Applied Mechanics (CereCAM); mathematical and 
computational aspects of continuum mechanics; the 
finite element method

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR CHRISTOPHER CLARKSON
Theoretical Cosmology – relativistic perturbation theory, 
dark energy, gravitational lensing

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR CHRISTOPHER GILMOUR
Pointfree topology and sigma-frames; categorical 
topology

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR CHARLES HELLABY
general relativity; cosmology; gravity

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR ALExANDAR IANOVSKY
Dynamical systems – finite and infinite dimensions; 
differential geometric methods in the theory of 
dynamical systems

DR NORA ALExEEVA
lecturer: nonlinear dynamics and solitons; pattern 
formation in reaction-diffusion systems; synchronization 
of chaotic systems

DR MARGARET ARCHIBALD
lecturer: analysis of algorithms and combinatorics

DR PETER BRUYNS
Senior lecturer: group theory; permutation groups

DR FRANCOISE EBOBISSE BILLE
Senior lecturer: calculus of variations; PDe; mathematical 
and computational aspects of continuum mechanics; 
the finite element method

DR TIRI CHINYOKA
lecturer: modelling and analysis of complex fluids and 
flows

DR JURIE CONRADIE
Senior lecturer: functional analysis; vector lattices; von 
Neumann algebras; non-commutative function spaces; 
mathematics education

DR DAVID ERWIN
Senior lecturer: classical, applied and algebraic graph 
theory

DR EBRAHIM FREDERICKS
lecturer: lie symmetries analysis of stochastic 
differential equations; lie symmetries analysis 
of partial differential equations; lie symmetries 
analysis of ordinary differential equations; applying 
lie symmetries to fluid mechanics, applying lie 
symmetries to mathematics of finance

DR JOHN FRITH
Senior lecturer: frame theory; topos theory; categorical 
topology; mathematical education

MS MARIOLA KIROVA
lecturer: mathematics education

DR HENRI LAURIE
Senior lecturer: mathematical biology, in particular 
ecology; industrial mathematics; mathematics education

DR ROBERT MARTIN
lecturer: functional analysis; operator theory

DR JEFF MURUGAN
Senior lecturer: string theory, quantum gravity, 
neurophysics. Deputy HoD and Head of laboratory for 
Quantum gravity and Strings

DR ANDRIY POTOTSKYY (LEFT THE DEPARTMENT 30 
SEPTEMBER 2013)
lecturer: rectification of brownian motion, directed 
transport of particles in molecular rectifiers; many body 
systems: non-equilibrium dynamical density functional 
theory; fluctuations and noise induced motion: 
stochastic differential equations, jump processes, 
collective phenomena in coupled stochastic networks; 
pattern formation in complex systems

MR KENNETH RAFEL
Senior lecturer: mathematics education

DR JESSE RATZKIN
lecturer: geometric analysis

DR NEILL ROBERTSON
Senior lecturer: functional analysis; locally convex 
spaces; descriptive set theory; infinite-dimensional 
holomorphy
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DR ANNELIESE SCHAUERTE
Senior lecturer: frame and biframe theory; categorical 
topology; uniform and quasi-uniform structures

DR HARIS SKOKOS
Senior lecturer: nonlinear dynamical systems, chaotic 
dynamics and computational mathematics

DR AMANDA WELTMAN
Senior lecturer: string theory, cosmology, gravity

DR JONATHAN SHOCK
lecturer: string theory, mathematical biology, 
neuroscience and symbolic computation

DR DEON SOLOMONS
lecturer: thermodynamics of spacetime; Interference 
and diffraction phenomena in gravitational lensing; 
structure formation in the universe; theories of higher 
order gravity

DR HOLGER SPAKOWSKI
lecturer: theoretical computer science; computational 
complexity

DR CHRISTINE SWART
lecturer: cryptography

DR VITALI VOUGALTER
lecturer: nonlinear analysis, partial differential 
equations, mathematical biology

MR THOMAS VAN HEERDEN
lecturer: nonlinear dynamics; mathematics education

Senior Scholars

EMERITUS DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR GEORGE 
ELLIS
Distinguished Professor of complex systems; 
cosmology and general relativity theory; emergence 
and functioning of complex systems, including 
the human brain; science policy; mathematics and 
science education; metaphysics of cosmology and its 
connections to ethics and religion; social indicators

Research staff

DR ANABELA BRANDãO
Senior research officer, MArAM; Southern ocean 
toothfish assessment;SA west coast rock lobster 
surveys; minke whales, SA abalone assessment.

DR CARRYN DE MOOR
Senior research officer, MArAM; S.A. sardine and 
anchovy assessment and management

DR SUSAN HOLLOWAY
Senior research officer, MArAM; S.A. west and south 
coast rock lobster and horse mackerel assessment; 
whale management procedures

DR KENNETH HUGHES 
Honorary research Associate; number theory; algebra; 
algebraic geometry; topological quantum field theory; 
p-adic analysis, nil-theta functions

DR éVA PLAGáNYI-LLOYD
Honorary research Associate; multispecies modelling; 
fisheries assessment and management ecological 
modeling, S.A. abalone assessment

Distinguished visitors

EMERITUS PROFESSOR BERNHARD BANASCHEWSKI
McMaster University, Hamilton, ontario, Canada – 
pointfree topology; partially ordered algebraic systems; 
applied category theory

PROFESSOR ROY MAARTENS, DIRECTOR OF INSTITUTE 
OF COSMOLOGY AND GRAVITATION, UNIVERSITY 
OF PORTSMOUTH, UK – RELATIVITY, COSMOLOGY, 
GRAVITY

Honorary staff

EMERITUS PROFESSOR RONALD BECKER 
Differential equations (bifurcations, abstract equations); 
theory of algorithms (graph partitioning, sorting 
networks) and Mathematical finance

EMERITUS PROFESSOR GUILLAUME BRüMMER
Topology and category theory group; categorical 
topology; asymmetric topology and uniformity

EMERITUS PROFESSOR DOUG BUTTERWORTH 
Director, Marine resource Assessment and Management 
group (MArAM); particular focus on South African 
fisheries, northwest Atlantic fisheries, and southern 
bluefin tuna, Antarctic whale and krill resources

EMERITUS PROFESSOR KATHY DRIVER
Special functions, orthogonal polynomials and 
approximation theory

EMERITUS DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR GEORGE 
ELLIS
Distinguished Professor of complex systems; cosmology 
and general relativity theory; emergence and functioning 
of complex systems, including the human brain; science 
policy; mathematics and science education; metaphysics 
of cosmology and its connections to ethics and religion; 
social indicators

EMERITUS PROFESSOR KEITH HARDIE
Homotopy theory; algebraic topology; digital topology; 
categorical topology

EMERITUS ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR RONALD CROSS
functional analysis; unbounded linear operators; linear 
relations

PROFESSOR PATRICIA WHITELOCK
Visiting Professor and Principal research officer; SAAo

DR DAVID RICHARDSON
research Associate; rangeland Modelling group; 
modelling grazing animal production systems; relations 
between complex and simple models

PROFESSOR JOHN WEBB
Mathematics education

Postdoctoral Fellows

DR MICHAEL ABBOTT
String Theory

DR VINCENT BOUILLOT
Cosmology

DR VINICIUS BUSTI
Cosmology

DR ALVARO DE LA CRUZ DOMBRIZ
Cosmology

DR SUGUMI KANNO
Cosmology and String Theory
DR NIMA KHOSRAVI
Cosmology

DR MARC LILLEY
Cosmology

DR PATRICE OKOUMA
Cosmology

DR ROBERT POLTIS
Cosmology

DR xAVIER ROY
Cosmology

DR DIEGO SAEZ GOMEZ
Cosmology

DR PARAMJEET SINGH (UNTIL JULY 2013)
Mechanics and partial differential equations

DR PER ERIC SUNDIN (UNTIL OCTOBER 2013)
String Theory 

Contact Details

Postal address: Department of Mathematics & Applied 
Mathematics, University of Cape Town, Private Bag, 
rondebosch, 7701 
Telephone: SA (21) 650 3191 
fax: SA (21) 650 2334
e-mail: mam-admin@uct.ac.za
Web: http://www.mth.uct.ac.za

Research Output

Edited books

Han, W. and reddy, B.D. (eds) 2013. Plasticity: 
Mathematical Theory and Numerical Analysis. 421pp. 
Second edition. New york: Springer. ISSN 09396047.

krasinski, A., ellis, g.f.r. and MacCallum, M.A.H. (eds) 
2013. golden oldies in general relativity. Hidden gems. 
489pp. Heidelberg: Springer. ISBN 9783642345043.

Chapters in books

ellis, g.f.r. 2013. kenotic ethics and SeTI: a present-
day view. In D.A. Vakoch (ed), extraterrestrial Altruism. 
evolution and ethics in the Cosmos, pp. 223-229. 
The frontiers Collection. Heidelberg: Springer. ISBN 
9783642377495.

Jasinoski, S.C., Cluver, M.A. and reddy, B.D. 2013. 
Anatomical plasticity in the snout of lystrosaurus. In 
C.f. kammerer, k.D. Angielczyk and J. frobisch (eds), 
early evolutionary History of the Synapsida, pp. 139-
149. New york Springer. ISBN 9789400768413.

kunz, M., Hlozek, r., Bassett, B.A., Smith, M., Newling, 
J. and Varughese, M. 2013. BeAMS: separating the 
wheat from the chaff in supernova analysis. In J.M. 
Hilbe (ed), Astrostatistical Challenges for the New 
Astronomy, pp. 63-86. New york: Springer Heidelberg 
New york Dordrecht london. ISBN 9781461435075.

Articles in peer-reviewed journals 

Abbott, M. 2013. Comment on strings in AdS3 x S3 X 
S3 X S1 at one loop. Journal of High energy Physics, 
2013(2): 1-33.
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Bacteroides fragilis; nitrogen metabolism; 
virulence; metronidazole; DNA damage and repair; 
Bifidobacterium; Lactobacillus; probiotics

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR SHARON REID
gram-positive and anaerobic bacteria; Clostridium 
acetobutylicum; Bifidobacterium; Lactobacillus, gene 
regulation of nitrogen- and carbon-substrate utilisation; 
probiotics; molecular systematics; biofuels

DR ROBERT INGLE
Senior lecturer: interactions between plants and 
their environment (plant innate immunity, metal 
hyperaccumulating plants)

DR PAUL MEYERS
Senior lecturer: actinobacterial taxonomy; family 
Streptosporangiaceae; Microbispora; Nonomuraea; 
Kribbella; bioprospecting; novel antitubercular antibiotics

DR COLLEEN O’RYAN
Senior lecturer: molecular and population genetics; 
genetics of neurodevelopmental disorders

DR LAURA RODEN
Senior lecturer: plant and human circadian rhythms; 
flowering time and photoperiodism; circadian regulation 
of plant defences; chronotype and performance

DR THOMAS OELGESCHLäGER
lecturer: molecular mechanisms of rNA polymerase II 
transcription regulation in eukaryotes; core promoter-
selective transcription regulation mechanisms; transcription 
regulation in Plasmodium falciparum

DR SUHAIL RAFUDEEN
lecturer: abiotic and biotic stress tolerance in plants; 
signalling and regulation of plant gene expression 
during stress; plant molecular biology; proteomics 
(protein expression profiling, protein mining); Xerophyta 
viscosa; maize; Tef

DR JERRY RODRIGUES
lecturer: protein chemistry; drug discovery; plant 
desiccation tolerance; polyphenol research

DR ZENDA WOODMAN
lecturer: HIV: structure-function and viral fitness; 
biochemical analysis of envelope’s role in HIV 
pathogenesis

Honorary staff

EMERITUS PROFESSOR HORST KLUMP
energy landscapes of dynamic ensembles of rolling 
triplet repeat bulge loops: implications for DNA 
expansion associated with mental-disease states
EMERITUS PROFESSOR JENNIFER THOMSON
Transgenic maize for resistance to the African Maize 
streak virus and tolerance to drought

Contract Research and Teaching staff

DR INGA HITZEROTH
Senior research officer: plant-derived vaccines; Human 
Papillomaviruses (HPV), Beak and feather disease virus 
(BfDV), rotavirus and Influenza virus

DR KERSHINI IYER
Senior Scientific officer: plant biotechnology; promoter 
studies and rNA silencing of stress-associated genes 
from Zea mays

DR REVEL IYER
Chief research Administrator: agricultural biotechnology; 
plant molecular biology; plant transgenics

DR ANN MEYERS
research officer: plant-produced proteins, monoclonal 
antibodies and vaccines; bluetongue virus; rift Valley 
fever virus; Crimean Congo haemorrhagic fever virus; 
foot and mouth disease virus

DR SHANE MURRAY
lecturer: crop genomics and transcriptomics; resistance 
in maize and grapevine to pathogens (fungi, viruses and 
phytoplasma)
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DR DIONNE SHEPHERD
research officer: virology and plant biotechnology; 
development of maize streak virusresistant maize; maize 
streak virus diversity; plant-virus interactions

Postdoctoral Fellows

DR GARETH EVEREST
Antimycobacterial antibiotic drug discovery; 
actinobacterial characterisation; phylogeny of the 
family Pseudonocardiaceae; alternative taxonomic 
marker genes

DR BRUNA GALVãO
Discovery and characterisation of novel putative 
virulence factors of the human opportunistic pathogen 
Bacteroides fragilis; membrane-associated adhesins; 
cell surface appendages; proteases

DR SUZANNE HUDDY
Plant and algal biotechnology; plant-produced enzymes 
and pharmaceuticals; plant and algal tissue culture and 
transformation studies; Influenza

DR RODRICK KATETE
glycosylation profile of matching transmitter/founder 
and chronic subtype C HIV-1 gp140

DR BRIAN KULLIN
Clostridium difficile (epidemiology, factors involved 
in host colonisation and mechanisms of antibiotic 
resistance); oxalate utilisation by probiotic gut bacteria 
(possible role in kidney stone prevention)

DR MARTHA NELSON-FLOWER
Molecular ecology; relatedness within cooperatively 
breeding groups; spatial genetics; ecological 
immunogenetics (investigating MHC in a cooperatively 
breeding bird)

DR NASHIED PETON
expression, structural and functional analysis of the 
“leAome” of the desiccation tolerant plant Xerophyta 
humilis

DR AMELIA REDDY
Agricultural biotechnology; plant and algal molecular 
biology; understanding how plants and algae respond 
to stress and the mechanisms required for surviving 
stressful conditions

DR MICHELE TOMASICCHIO
glucocorticoid receptor (gr) transcriptional signalling; 
cross talk between HIV-1 Vpr and the gr in 
transcriptional regulation of host genes

CONTACT DETAILS
Postal address: Department of Molecular and Cell 
Biology, University of Cape Town, 
Private Bag X3, rondebosch, 7701, South Africa
Telephone: SA (21) 650-3269
fax: SA (21) 650-1861
e-mail: ethne.liebenberg@uct.ac.za
Web: http://www.mcb.uct.ac.za

Research Output

Authored books

Thomson, J.A. 2013. food for Africa. 172pp. Claremont, 
Cape Town: UCT press. ISBN 9781920499815.

Chapters in books

Duarte, J., Serufuri, J.-M.S., Mulder, N.J. and Blackburn, 
J. 2013. Protein function microarrays: design, use and 
bioinformatics analysis in cancer biomarker discovery 
and quantitation. In X. Wang (ed), Bioinformatics 
of Human Proteomics: 39-74. london: Dordrecht: 
Springer. ISBN 9789400758100.
Thomson, J.A. 2013. South Africa: an early adopter of 
gM crops. In A. Hodson (ed), Insights, Africa’s future...
Can Biosciences Contribute? pp. 64-69. Cambridge: 
Banson. ISBN 9780956338761.

Articles in peer-reviewed journals 

Africander, D., louw, r. and Hapgood, J. 2013. 
Investigating the anti-mineralocorticoid properties 
of synthetic progestins used in hormone therapy. 
Biochemical and Biophysical research Communications, 
433: 305-310.

Agrawal, g.k., Sarkar, A., righetti, P.g., Pedreschi, r., 
Carpentier, S., Wang, T., Barkla, B.J., kohli, A., Ndimba, 
B.k., Bykova, N., rampitsch, C., zolla, l., rafudeen, 
M.S., Cramer, r., Bindschedler, l.V., Tsakirpaloglou, N., 
Ndimba, r., farrant, J.M., renaut, J., Job, D., kikuchi, 
S. and rakwal, r. 2013. A decade of plant proteomics 
and mass spectrometry: translation of technical 
advancement to food security and safety issues. Mass 
Spectrometry reviews, 32: 335-365.

Bolton, J.J., Davies-Coleman, M.T. and Coyne, V.e. 
2013. Innovative processes and products involving 
marine organisms in South Africa. African Journal of 
Marine Science, 35(3): 449-464.

Mcgrath, M., De Villiers, g., Shephard, e.g., Hitzeroth, 
I.I. and rybicki, e.P. 2013. Development of human 
papillomavirus chimaeric l1/l2 candidate vaccines. 
Archives of Virology, 158: 2079-2088.

Chege, g., Burgers, W., Stutz, H., Meyers, A.e., 
Chapman, r.e., kiravu, A., Bunjun, r., Shephard, e.g., 
Jacobs, W., rybicki, e.P. and Williamson, A.-l. 2013. 
robust immunity to an Auxotrophic Mycobacterium 
bovis BCg-VlP prime-boost HIV vaccine candidate in a 
nonhumam primate model. Journal of Virology, 87(9): 
5151-5160.

Cowan, D.A., rybicki, e.P., Tuffin, M.I., Valverde, M.I. 
and Wingfield, M.J. 2013. Biodiversity: so much more 
than legs and leaves. South African Journal of Science, 
109(11/12): 1-9. 

Duvenage, l., Hitzeroth, I.I., Meyers, A.e. and rybicki, e.P. 
2013. expression in tobacco and purification of beak and 
feather disease virus capsid protein fused to elastin-like 
polypeptides. Journal of Virological Methods, 191: 55-62.

elSayed, A.I., Boulila, M. and rafudeen, M.S. 
2013. Investigation into the expression of sucrose 
transporters and sucrose phosphate synthase mrNA 
in different plant species. Journal of Agricultural 
research, 2(1): 31-42.

everest, g., le roes-Hill, M., omorogie, C., Cheung, 
S.-k., Cook, A.e., goodwin, C. and Meyers, P. 2013. 
Amycolatopsis umgeniensis sp.nov., isolated from soil 
from the banks of the Umgeni river in South Africa. 
Antonie Van leeuwenhoek International Journal of 
general and Molecular Microbiology, 103: 673-681.

everest, g., Curtis, S., De leo, f., Urzi, C. and Meyers, 
P. 2013. kribbella albertanoniae sp.nov., isolated from 
a roman catacomb, and emended description of the 
genus kribbella. International Journal of Systematic and 
evolutionary Microbiology, 63: 3591-3596.

everest, g. and Meyers, P. 2013. Micromonospora 
equina sp.nov., isolated from soil from a racecourse. 
International Journal of Systematic and evolutionary 
Microbiology, 63: 879-885.

Hapgood, J. 2013. Immunosuppressive biological 
mechanisms support reassessment of use of 
theinjectable contraceptive medroxyprogesterone 
acetate. endocrinology, 154(3): 985-988.

Huddy, S., Meyers, A.e. and Coyne, V.e. 2013. Protoplast 
isolation optimization and regeneration of cell wall in 
gracilaria gracilis (gracilariales, rhodophyta). Journal of 
Applied Phycology, 25: 433-443.

Husain, f., Veeranagouda, y., Hsi, J., Meggersee, r.l., 
Abratt, V.r. and Wexler, H. 2013. Two multidrug-
resistant clinical isolates of bacteroides fragilis carry 
a novel metronidazole resistance nim gene(nimJ). 
Antimicrobial Agents and Chemotherapy, 57(8): 
3767-3774.

Ma, J., Christou, P., Chikwamba, r., Haydon, H., Paul, 
M., ferrer, M., ramalingam, S., rech, e., rybicki, e.P., 
Wigdorowitz, A., yang, D. and Thangaraj, H. 2013. 
realising the value of plant molecular pharming to 
benefit the poor in developing countries and emerging 
economies. Plant Biotechnology Journal, 11: 1029-1033.

Moloney, C.l., Coyne, V.e., griffiths, C.l., Scott, D. and 
Sowman, M. 2013. Society, marine ecosystems, innovation 
and change: current states of knowledge in South Africa. 
African Journal of Marine Science, 35(3): 359-360.

Moore, J.P., Nguema-ona, e., Vicre-gibouin, M., 
Sorensen, I., Willats, W., Driouich, A. and farrant, 
J.M. 2013. Arabinose-rich polymers as an evolutionary 
strategy to plasticize resurrection plant cell walls against 
desiccation. Planta, 237: 739-754.

Mortimer, e., Hitzeroth, I.I., Buys, A., Mbewana, S. and 
rybicki, e.P. 2013. An H5N1 influenza DNA vaccine for 
South Africa. South African Journal of Science, 109: 
0053(4pp) DoI: 10.1590/sajs.2013/20120053.

Nelson-flower, M., Hockey, P.A.r., o’ryan, C., english, S., 
Thompson, A.M., Bradley, C., rosenberg, r. and ridley, 
M. 2013. Costly reproductive competition between 
females in a monogamous cooperatively breeding bird. 
Proceedings of the royal Society B-Biological Sciences, 
280(1762): 20130728 DoI:10.1098/rspb.2013.0728.

Pineo, C., Hitzeroth, I.I. and rybicki, e.P. 2013. 
Immunogenic assessment of plant-produced human 
papillomavirus type 16 l1/l2 chimaeras. Plant 
Biotechnology, 11: 964-975.

robertson, S., Hapgood, J. and louw, A. 2013. 
glucocorticoid receptor concentration and the ability 
to dimerize influence nuclear translocation and 
distribution. Steroids, 78: 182-194.

robertson, S., rohwer, J., Hapgood, J. and louw, A. 
2013. Impact of glucocorticoid receptor density on 
ligand-independent dimerization, cooperative ligand-
binding and basal priming of transactivation: a cell 
culture model. PloS one, 8(5): e64831.

ruschhaupt, M., Martin, D.P., lakay, f., Bezuidenhout, 
M.e., rybicki, e.P., Jeske, H. and Shepherd, D.N. 2013. 
replication modes of maize streak virus mutants lacking 
repA or the repA-prBr interaction motif. Virology, 
442: 173-179.

rybicki, e.P., Hitzeroth, I.I., Meyers, A.e., Dus Santos, 
M.J. and Wigdodovitz, a. 2013. Developing country 
applications of molecular farming: case Studies in South 
Africa and Argentina. Current Pharmaceutical Design, 
19: 5612-5621.
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Samuel, f.o., Segun, A., Baba, M.M. and farrant, 
J.M. 2013. oil of camelia sinensis inhibits pathogenic 
bacteria. International Journal of Phytomedicine, 
5(2013): 163-172.

Scotti, l. and rybicki, e.P. 2013. Virus-like particles 
produced in plants as potential vaccines. expert review 
of Vaccines, 12(2): 211-224. 

Stanczyk, f.z., Hapgood, J., Winer, S. and Mishell, D.r. 
2013. Progestogens used in postmenopausal hormone 
therapy: differences in their pharmacological properties, 
intracellular actions, and clinical effects. endocrine 
reviews, 34(2): 171-208.

Thuenemann, e., Meyers, A.e., Verwey, J., rybicki, 
e.P. and lomonossoff, g. 2013. A method of rapid 
production of heteromultimeric protein complexes in 
plants: assembly of protective bluetongue virus-like 
particles. Plant Biotechnology Journal, 11: 839-846.

Thuenemann, e., lenzi, P., love, A.J., Taliansky, M., 
Becares, M., zuniga, S., enjuanes, l., zahmanova, g., 
Minkov, I.N., Matic, M., Noris, e., Meyers, A.e., Hattingh, 
A., rybicki, e.P., kiselev, o.I., ravin, N.V., eldarov, M., 
Skryabin, g. and lomonossoff, g. 2013. The use of 
transient expression systems for the rapid production 
of virus-like particles in plants. Current Pharmaceutical 
Design, 19: 5564-5573.

Tomasicchio, M., Avenant, C., kotitschke, A., ray, r. 
and Hapgood, J. 2013. The progestin-only contraceptive 
medroxyprogesterone acetate,but not norethisterone 
acetate, enchances HIV-1 Vpr-mediated apoptosis 
in human CD4+T Cells through the glucocorticoid 
receptor. PloS one, 8(5): e62895.

Weber, B.W., kimani, S., Varsani, A., Cowan, D.A., 
Hunter, r., Venter, g.A., gumbart, J.C. and Sewell, B.T. 
2013. The mechanism of the amidases - mutating the 
glutamate adjacent to the catalytic triad inactivates 
the enzyme due to substrate mispositioning. Journal of 
Biological Chemistry, 288(40): 28514-28523.

Patents

Williamson, A.-l., rybicki, e.P., Maclean, J. and 
Hitzeroth, I.I. 2013. expression of Proteins in Plants. 
registered in: Cape Town. US Patent. Date registered: 
29/01/2013. US 2013/0130314 A1.

Department of 
Oceanography
(Including the Nansen-Tutu Centre for Marine 
environmental research, ICeMASA, and the research 
Diving Unit)

Head of Department: Professor Chris 
Reason

Departmental Profile

The Department of oceanography is the only 
such Department in sub-Saharan Africa, and is the 
major focus for research in physical oceanography, 
atmospheric science, ocean circulation, and climate in 
South Africa and elsewhere in Africa. The Department 
has research groupings in sea-going observations, 
satellite marine remote sensing, coastal oceanography, 
ocean and atmospheric modelling, marine and coastal 
meteorology, severe weather, the science underpinning 
operational oceanography, and climate variability and 
change. Six scientists in the Department have been 
favourably evaluated in the review process of the National 
research foundation. Active international associations 
are maintained by collaborative projects with Norway, 
france, germany, Spain, the Uk, Australia, USA and 
Canada. The Department maintains close contact with 
marine science activities in the governmental, private 
and academic sectors in South Africa and into Africa. 
The UCT research Diving Unit (rDU) is housed within the 
Department and is fully equipped with a decompression 
chamber and compressor. Most scientific diving at UCT 
is carried out in conjunction with the rDU.

Departmental Statistics

   
Professors 2
Senior lecturer 2
lecturer 1
research Staff 2
Technical Support Staff 2
Administrative and Clerical Staff 2
Total 11

Honorary Staff

emeritus Professor 2
Honorary Professor 1
Honorary research Associates 13
Total 16

Students

Postdoctoral fellows 2
Doctoral 26
Master’s 20
Honours 9
Undergraduate 198
Total 255

Research Fields and Staff

Permanent Staff

PROFESSOR C.J.C. REASON
Head of Department: Southern Hemisphere climate 
variability and change, 
Coastal and mesoscale meteorology, severe weather, 
regional oceanography, modelling

PROFESSOR F.A. SHILLINGTON 
Shelf oceanography, satellite marine remote sensing

DR I.J. ANSORGE 
Senior lecturer: Southern ocean

DR M. ROUAULT 
Principal research officer: ocean-atmosphere 
interaction

DR H.N. WALDRON 
Senior lecturer: biogeochemical oceanography

DR J. JACKSON-VEITCH 
lecturer: Benguela upwelling system, modelling

DR R ROMAN 
Senior Scientific officer: satellite marine remote sensing

MR P TRUTER 
Diving Supervisor: ocean diving

MRS C. KHAI
Administrative officer

MRS N. JABAAR
resource Centre officer

Emeritus Professors

PROFESSOR G.B. BRUNDRIT 
operational oceanography 

PROFESSOR J.G. FIELD
Senior Scholar: Marine research Institute

Contract Research Staff

DR BJORN BACKEBERG
regional ocean modeling, data assimilation

Honorary Professors

PROFESSOR L.V. SHANNON 
Benguela ecosystem

Honorary Research Associates 

DR S. BERNARD
optical oceanography

DR D. BYRNE
Agulhas Current

DR C. DUNCOMBE RAE 
Coastal ocean dynamics 

DR J. HERMES
regional ocean modelling

DR P. MONTEIRO 
Biogeochemical oceanography

DR A. MAVUME
Tropical cyclones

DR MJ KRUG
Agulhas current, remote sensing

DR T LAMONT
Coastal oceanography, remote sensing

DR S SWART
Southern ocean and gliders

DR NC FAUCHEREAU
Climate Variability

DR C RUIZ-SEBASTIAN
Marine ecologist

DR CJ ROY
fisheries oceanography, upwelling systems

DR K BROWN
Marine ecologist

Postdoctoral Fellows

DR ANNE TREASURE
ecological modeling, Southern ocean

DR ISSUFO HALO
ocean circulation modelling
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Contact Details

Postal Address: Department of oceanography, 
University of Cape Town, Private Bag X3, rondebosch, 
7701 
Telephone: +27 21 650 3277
fax: +27 21 650 3979
e-mail: claire.khai@uct.ac.za 
Web: http://www.sea.uct.ac.za 
UCT general enquiries: +27 21 650 9111
UCT web: http://www.uct.ac.za 

Research Output

Chapters in books

flato, g., Marotzke, J., Abiodun, B.J., Braconnot, P., 
Chou, S.C., Collins, W., Cox, P., Driouech, f., emori, S., 
eyring, V., forest, C.e., gleckler, P.J., guilyardi, e., Jakob, 
C., kattsov, V., reason, C.J.C. and rummukainen, M. 
2013. evaluation of climate models. In T.f.Stocker, D. 
Qin, k.g. Plattner, et al. (eds), Climate change 2013: 
The Physical Science Basis, pp. 741-866. Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press. ISBN 9781107661820.
Strub, P.T., Combes, V., Shillington, f.A. and Pizarro, 
o. 2013. Currents and processes along the eastern 
boundaries. In g.Siedler, S. M. griffies, J. gould and 
J.A. Church (eds), ocean & Circulation and Climate: A 
21st Century Perspective, pp. 339-384. Amsterdam: 
elsevier. ISBN 9780123918512.

Vera, C., gutowski, W., Mechoso, C.r., goswami, 
B.N., reason, C.J.C., Thorncroft, C.D., Marengo, J.A., 
Hewitson, B.C., Hendon, H., Jones, C. and lionello, P. 
2013. Understanding and predicting climate variability 
and change at monsoon regions. In g. r. Asrar and 
J.W. Hurrell (eds), Climate science for serving society: 
research, modeling and prediction priorities, pp. 273-
306. Dordrecht: Springer Science & Business Media B.V. 
ISBN 978 94 007 66914.

Articles in peer-reviewed journals 

Allan, e.l., froneman, P.W., Durgadoo, J.V., McQuaid, 
C., Ansorge, I.J. and richoux, N.B. 2013. Critical indirect 
effects of climate change on sub-Antarctic ecosystem 
functioning. ecology and evolution, 3(9): 2994-3004.

Assmy, P., Smetacek, V., Montresor, M., klaas, C., 
Henjes, J., Strass, V.H., Arrieta, J.M., Bathmann, U., 
Berg, g.M., Breitbarth, e., Cisewski, B., friedrichs, l., 
fuchs, N., Herndl, g.J., Jansen, S., krägefsky, S., latasa, 
M., Peeken, I., röttgers, r., Scharek, r., Schuller, S.e., 
Steigenberger, S.S., Webb, A. and Wolf-gladrow, D. 
2013. Thick-shelled, grazer-protected diatoms decouple 
ocean carbon and silicon cycles in the iron-limited 
Antarctic circumpolar current. Proceedings of the 

National Academy of Sciences of the United States of 
America, 110(51): 20633-20638.

Barlow, r., lamont, T., Britz, k. and Sessions, H. 
2013. Mechanisms of phytoplankton adaptation to 
environmental variability in a shelf ecosystem. estuarine 
Coastal and Shelf Science, 133: 45-57. 

Blamey, r.C. and reason, C.J.C. 2013. The role of 
mesoscale convective complexes in Southern Africa 
summer rainfall. Journal of Climate, 26: 1654-1668.

Bucciarelli, e., ridame, C., Sunda, W.g., Dimier-
Hugueney, C., Cheize, M. and Belviso, S. 2013. Increased 
intracellular concentrations of DMSP and DMSo in iron-
limited oceanic phytoplankton Thalassiosira oceanica 
and Trichodesmium erythraeum. limnology and 
oceanography, 58(5): 1667-1679.

Currie, J., lengaigne, M., Vialard, J., kaplan, D.M., 
Aumont, o., Naqvi, S.W.A. and Maury, o. 2013. Indian 
ocean dipole and el Niño/southern oscillation impacts 
on regional chlorophyll anomalies in the Indian ocean. 
Biogeosciences, 10: 6677-6698.

Deshayes, J., Tréguier, A.-M., Barnier, B., lecointre, A.-
M., le Sommer, J., Molines, J.-M., Penduff, T., Bourdall-
Badie, r., Drillet, y., garric, g., Benshila, r., Madec, g., 
Biastoch, A., Böning, C.W., Scheinert, M., Coward, A.C. 
and Hirschi, J.J.-M. 2013. oceanic hindcast simulations at 
high resolution suggest that the Atlantic MoC is bistable. 
geophysical research letters, 40(12): 3069-3073.

Durgadoo, J.V., loveday, B.r., reason, C.J.C., Penven, P. 
and Biastoch, A. 2013. Agulhas leakage predominantly 
responds to the Southern Hemisphere westerlies. 
Journal of Physical oceanography, 43(10): 2113-2131.

field, J.g., Attwood, C.g., Jarre, A., Sink, k.., Atkinson, 
l.J. and Petersen, S. 2013. Cooperation between 
scientists, Ngos and industry in support of sustainable 
fisheries: the South African hake Merluccius spp. trawl 
fishery experience. Journal of fish Biology, 83: 1019-
1034.

fleddum, A., Atkinson, l.J., field, J.g. and Shin, P. 
2013. Changes in biological traits of macro-benthic 
communities subjected to different intensities of 
demersal trawling along the west coast of southern 
Africa. Journal of the Marine Biological Association of 
the United kingdom, 93(8): 2027-2038. 

gibberd, M., kean, e., Barlow, r., Thomalla, S. and 
lucas, M. 2013. Phytoplankton chemotaxonomy in 
the Atlantic sector of the Southern ocean during late 
summer 2009. Deep-Sea research Part I-oceanographic 
research Papers, 78: 70-78. 

gregor, l. and Monteiro, P.M.S. 2013. Is the southern 
Benguela a significant regional sink of Co2? South 
African Journal of Science, 109(5/6): 1-5.

gregor, l. and Monteiro, P.M.S. 2013. Seasonal cycle of 
N:P:TA stoichiometry as a modulator of Co2 buffering 
in eastern boundary upwelling systems. geophysical 
research letters, 40(20): 5429-5434.

Halo, I., Backeberg, B., Brito, A., Collins, C., Cossa, 
o., gemo, f., Jose, y., loveday, B.r., Malauene, B.S., 
Marsac, f., Maueua, C., Maury, o., Mavume, A.f., 
Nehama, f., Penven, P., Pous, S., reason, C.J.C., roberts, 
M.J. and Shillington, f.A. 2013. JeAI-MoCAs: a multi-
institutional initiative to build marine research capacity 
in Mozambique. South African Journal of Science, 
109(7/8): (2pp). 

Handegard, N.o., Du Buisson, l., Brehmer, P., Chalmers, 
S.J., De robertis, A., Huse, g., kloser, r., Macaulay, g., 
Maury, o., ressler, P.H., Stenseth, N.C. and godo, o.r. 
2013. Towards an acoustic-based coupled observation 
and modelling system for monitoring and predicting 
ecosystem dynamics of the open ocean. fish and 
fisheries, 14: 605-615.
Hart, N.C.g., reason, C.J.C. and fauchereau, N. 
2013. Cloud bands over southern Africa: seasonality, 
contribution to rainfall variability and modulation by the 
MJo. Climate Dynamics, 41: 1199–1212.

Hobday, A.J., young, J.W., Abe, o., Costa, D.P., Cowen, 
r.k., evans, k., gasalla, M.A., kloser, r., Maury, o. 
and Weng, k.C. 2013. Climate impacts and oceanic 
top predators: moving from impacts to adaptation in 
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Journal of Applied Physics, 114(6): 063518(5pp). 

Tupper, g.B., govender, I., Mainza, A.N. and Plint, 
N. 2013. A mechanistic model for slurry transport in 
tumbling mills. Minerals engineering, 43-44: 102-104.

Publications (104 in 2013) associated with the ATlAS 
collaboration and AlICe collaboration at CerN are not 
reflected in the list above.

Peer-reviewed published conference 
proceedings

Cleymans, J.W.A. 2013. The Tsallis distribution for p - p 
collisions at the lHC. Proceedings of 2nd International 
Workshop on Discovery Physics at the lHC, (kruger2012), 
3-7 December 2012, kruger, South Africa. South Africa: 
IoP Publishing limited. ISBN 9781629930930. 

Horowitz, W.A. 2013. Is it hard yet? The qualitative 
agreement of pQCD energy loss with rHIC and lHC 
data. Proceedings of 2nd International Workshop 
on Discovery Physics at the lHC, (kruger2012), 3-7 
December 2012, kruger, South Africa. South Africa: IoP 
Publishing limited. ISBN 9781629930930. 

Nwosu, V., Allie, M.S., Demaree, D. and Deacon, A. 2013. 
A study of postgraduate students in an astrophysics 
bridging year: identifying contradictions in a complex 
system. In P.V. engelhardt, A.D. Churukian, N.S. rebello 
(eds), Proceedings of 2012 Physics education research 
Conference, 1-2 August 2013, Philadelphia, PA, USA. 
Melville, New york: American Institute of Physics. ISBN 
9780735411340.

Peshier, A. 2013. Heavy-quark binary scattering in the 
quark-gluon plasma. Proceedings of 2nd International 
Workshop on Discovery Physics at the lHC, (kruger2012), 
3-7 December 2012, kruger, South Africa. South Africa: 
IoP Publishing limited. ISBN 9781629930930. 

Powell, C. 2013. Quarkonia production at the STAr 
detector. Proceedings of 2nd International Workshop 
on Discovery Physics at the lHC, (kruger2012), 3-7 
December 2012, kruger, South Africa. South Africa: IoP 
Publishing limited. ISBN 9781629930930.

Scriba, M.r., Britton, D.T. and Harting, M. 2013. Hot 
wire and spark pyrolysis as simple new routes to silicon 
nanoparticle synthesis. Proceedings of Nanostructured 
Materials and Nanotechnology V - 36th International 
Conference on Advanced Ceramics and Composites, 
ICACC 2012, 16 April, Daytona Beach, florida. USA: 
Unknown. ISSN 1966219.

Southey, D., Allie, M.S. and Demaree, D. 2013. Students’ 
understanding of density: a cognitive linguistics 
perspective. In P.V. engelhardt, A.D. Churukian, N.S. 
rebello (eds), Proceedings of 2012 Physics education 
research Conference, 1-2 August, Philadelphia, PA, 
USA. Melville, New york: American Institute of Physics. 
ISBN 9780735411340.

Patents

Britton, D.T. and Haerting, M. 2013. Semiconducting 
Nanoparticles with Surface Modification. registered 
in: Cape Town. United States Patent. Date registered: 
15/01/2013. US 8 354 662 B2.

Department of 
Statistical Sciences
Head of Department: Associate 
Professor Francesca Little

Departmental Profile

The Department of Statistical Sciences at the University 
of Cape Town is committed to the development of the 
statistical sciences within and beyond the university. 
In its teaching, the department recognises that there 
are needs both to train professionals in the statistical 
sciences, and to provide quantitative and decision-
making skills to students in other disciplines. In its 
research, the department seeks to maintain a balance 
between the development of theory and applications of 
that theory. researchers in the department collaborate 
with colleagues in the health and biological sciences, 
education, finance and industry. The research within 
the department is diverse but can be broadly grouped 
into the areas of Statistical Theory, Biological Statistics, 
financial Modelling, Social Statistics and operations 
research and Decision Modelling, and Analytics. The 
department hosts the recently established Statistics 
in ecology, the environment and Conservation (SeeC) 
research unit.

Departmental Statistics

Permanent and long-term contract staff

Professors 3

Associate Professors 4

Senior lecturers  6

lecturers   10

emeritus Professor  3

emeritus Associate Professor 1

Scientific officer 2

Administrative and Clerical Staff 6

Total 34

Honorary staff

Honorary research Associates 2
Total 2
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Students

Doctoral 8
Master’s 28
Postgraduate service courses 65
Honours 25
Undergraduate 4263
Total 4391

Research Fields and Staff

Permanent Academic staff 

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR FRANCESCA LITTLE
Head of Department: Biostatistics; longitudinal Data 
Analysis; Survival Analysis; Analysis of Causality.

PROFESSOR GRAHAM BARR
Macroeconomic model building and financial time 
series analysis; problem gambling analysis; teaching 
with spreadsheets.

PROFESSOR DAVE BRADFIELD
financial risk management; robust Portfolio 
Construction; Structural role of Assets in achieving 
Pension fund Mandates in South Africa

PROFESSOR TIM DUNNE 
Statistics for Measurement; statistical methods in 
education and psychology.

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR SUGNET LUBBE
Multivariate statistics; graphical displays; Biplots.
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR CHRISTIEN THIART
gIS and spatial modeling.

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR RES ALTWEGG
Statistics for ecology, the environment and Conservation.

DR BIRGIT ERNI
Senior lecturer: environmetrics; biometrics; generalized 
linear models; spatial statistics. 

DR JUWA NYIRENDA
Senior lecturer: operations research; management 
studies; simulation and Heuristics.

DR LEANNE SCOTT
Senior lecturer: decision analysis; statistical methods 
in the social sciences and local government; operations 
research in developing countries; gambling; teaching 
with spreadsheets.

MR KARL STIELAU
Senior lecturer: professional teacher.

DR FREEDOM GUMEDZE
Senior lecturer: Biostatistics; mixed effect linear models; 
longitudinal data analysis; survival analysis.

DR MELVIN VARUGHESE
Senior lecture: ecological modelling, statistical analysis 
of cosmological data; diffusion processes.

MR ALLAN CLARK
lecturer: Bayesian analysis; extreme value theory; 
econometric modelling; Statistics for ecology.

MR GREG DISTILLER
lecturer: statistical ecology; capture-recapture models.

DR SEBNEM ER
lecturer: Time series analysis; Panel data; Spatial 
statistics; Structural equation Modeling; 

MR DOMINIQUE KATSHUNGA
lecturer: Multivariate analysis; Copulas.

MS HANNAH KROON
lecturer: Professional teacher.

DR MIGUEL LACERDA
lecturer: Phylogenetics; Bioinformatics; Stochastic 
processes.

MS SHEETAL SILAL
lecturer: Mathematical modeling of infectious disease; 
public health.

DR JONAS STRAY
lecturer: optimization; operations research; Modeling 
for Sugar cane industry.

MR NEIL WATSON
lecturer: operations research and Decision Modeling 
for Development.

Technical Staff

MS KATYA MAUFF
Statistical Consultant: Statistical modelling; Nonlinear 
Mixed effect modelling; Multivariate Statistics.

MS USHMA GALAL
Statistical Consultant

Emeritus Professors

EMERITUS PROFESSOR RENKUAN GUO
reliability and quality; imprecise spatial analysis.

EMERITUS PROFESSOR LINDA HAINES
optimal experimental design; extreme value theory; 
modelling count data; time series.

EMERITUS PROFESSOR THEODOR STEWART
Senior Scholar: Multicriteria decision analysis and 
multiobjective optimization; resource allocation and 
management.

Emeritus Associate Professors

EMERITUS ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR JUNE JURITZ
Biostatistics, hierarchical generalised mixed models.

Contract staff 

DR IAN DURBACH
Adjunct Senior lecturer: decision analysis; risk and 
uncertainty.

Postdoctoral Research Fellows

DR THEONI PHOTOPOULOU 
Analysis of animal telemetry data, Bayesian state-space 
models for animal movement, movement ecology, 
regression analysis.

DR GUILLAUME PERON

Honorary Research Associates

PROFESSOR ANESTIS ANTONIADIS 
Inference on Stochastic Processes; Nonlinear 
regression; Nonparametric Statistics; Wavelets in 
Statistics; functional Data Analysis; Inverse Problems; 
Survival Analysis;Models in meteorology and 
climatology (Nuclear Agency, grenoble); Statistical 
methods in Crystallography;Quality Control; Mixtures; 
environmental Statistics; Statistical Analysis of 
Microarray Data; Sensitivity Analysis.

PROFESSOR DR GüNTER SCHMIDT
operations research, Combinatorial optimization, 
Conversion and Scheduling Problems, financial Decision 
Support.

Contact Details

Postal address: Department of Statistical Sciences, 
University of Cape Town, Private Bag X3, rondebosch, 
7701
Telephone: +27 21 650 3219
fax: +27 21 650 4773
Web: http://www.stats.uct.ac.za
UCT general enquiries: +27 21 650 9111
UCT web: http://www.uct.ac.za 

Research Output

Chapters in books

Janssen, r., Joubert, A.r. and Stewart, T.J. 2013. A 
multi-criteria approach to equitable fishing rights 
allocation in South Africa’s Western Cape. In P. J.H. 
van Beukering (ed), Nature’s Wealth. The economics of 
ecosystem Services and Poverty, pp. 155-171. USA, Ny: 
Cambridge Univ Press, edinburgh Bldg, Shaftesbury rd, 
Cambridge, england. ISBN 9781107698048.

kunz, M., Hlozek, r., Bassett, B.A., Smith, M., Newling, 
J. and Varughese, M. 2013. BeAMS: separating the 
wheat from the chaff in supernova analysis. In J. M. 
Hilbe (ed), Astrostatistical Challenges for the New 
Astronomy, pp. 63-86. New york: Springer Heidelberg 
New york Dordrecht london. ISBN 9781461435075.

Articles in peer-reviewed journals 

Altwegg, r., Collingham, y.C., erni, B. and Huntley, B. 
2013. Density-dependent dispersal and the speed of 
range expansions. Diversity and Distributions, 19: 60-68.

Barr, g.D.I. and kantor, B.S. 2013. Money supply and 
economic activity in South Africa - the relationship 
updated to 2011. Journal for Studies in economics and 
econometrics, 37(2): 23-40.

Barr, g.D.I. and Scott, l.D. 2013. Teaching statistical 
principles with a roulette simulation. Spreadsheets in 
education, 6(2): 12.

Barshep, y., Minton, C.D.T., Underhill, l.g., erni, B. and 
Tomkovich, P. 2013. flexibility and constraints in the 
molt schedule of long distance migratory shorebirds: 
causes and consequences. ecology and evolution, 3(7): 
1967-1976.

Bled, f.H.B., Nichols, J.D. and Altwegg, r. 2013. 
Dynamic occupancy models for analyzing species’ 
range dynamics across large geographic scales. ecology 
and evolution, 3(15): 4896-4909.

Cleary, S., Birch, S., Chimbindi, N., Silal, S.P. and 
McIntyre, D.e. 2013. Investigating the affordability of 
key health services in South Africa. Social Science & 
Medicine, 80: 37-46.

Cui, y., guo, r. and guo, D. 2013. Probabilistic DeAr 
models. International Journal of Machine learning and 
Cybernetics, 4: 17.

Durbach, I.N., katshunga, D. and Parker, H. 2013. 
Community structure and centrality effects in the South 
African company network. South African Journal of 
Business Management, 44(2): 35-43.
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Durbach, I.N. and Davis, S.J. 2012. Decision support 
for selecting a shortlist of electricity-saving options:a 
modified SMAA approach. orion: Journal of the 
operations research of South Africa, 28(2): 99-116.

Durbach, I.N., Scott, l.D., Nyirenda, J.C. and Silal, 
S.P. 2013. operational research (ers) in development: 
growing a new generation of operational researchers. 
orion: Journal of the operations research of South 
Africa, 29(1): 87-102.

erni, B., Bonnevie, B.T., oschadleus, H.D., Altwegg, 
r. and Underhill, l.g. 2013. Moult: an r package to 
analyze moult in birds. Journal of Statistical Software, 
52(8): 23pp. 

flournoy, N.f., Haines, l.M. and rosenberger, 
W. 2013. A graphical comparison of response-
adaptive randomization procedures. Statistics in 
Biopharmaceutical research, 5(2): 126-141.

gweshe, T. and Durbach, I.N. 2013. An analysis of the 
efficiency of player performance at the 2011 cricket 
world cup. orion: Journal of the operations research of 
South Africa, 29(2): 137-153.

Haines, l.M. 2013. A random walk approach for 
deriving exact expressions for probabilities associated 
with efron’s biased coin design. South African Statistical 
Journal, 47(2): 123-125.

Heathfield, l.J., lacerda, M., Nossek, C., roberts, l.J. 
and ramesar, r.S. 2013. Stargardt disease: towards 
developing a model to predict phenotype. european 
Journal of Human genetics, 21(10): 1173-1176 DoI 
10.1038/ejhg.2013.92.

kabera, g. and Haines, l.M. 2013. A note on the 
statistical analysis of point judgment matrices. orion: 
Journal of the operations research of South Africa, 
29(1): 75-86.

kaminer, D.B., Du Plessis, B., Hardy, A. and Benjamin, A. 
2013. exposure to violence across multiple sites among 
young South African adolescents. Peace and Conflict, 
19(2): 112-124.

kaminer, D.B., Hardy, A., Heath, k., Mosdell, J. and 
Bawa, U. 2013. gender patterns in the contribution 
of different types of violence to posttraumatic stress 
symptoms among South African urban youth. Child 
Abuse & Neglect, 37: 320-330.

khumalo, N., gantsho, N., gumedze, f.N. and Mthebe, 
T. 2013. Health risks of the clean-shave chiskop haircut. 
SAMJ South African Medical Journal, 103(7): 489-490.

knights, M., Bassett, B.A., Varughese, M., Hlozek, 
r., kunz, M., Smith, M. and Newling, J. 2013. 
extending BeAMS to incorporate correlated systematic 
uncertainties. Journal of Cosmology and Astroparticle 
Physics, 2013(1): 039(20pp). DoI: 10.1088/1475-
7516/2013/01/039.

kock, A., o’riain, M.J., Mauff, k.A.l., Meyer, 
M.A., kotze, D. and griffiths, C.l. 2013. residency, 
habitat use and sexual segregation of white sharks, 
Carcharodon carcharias in false Bay, SA. PloS one, 8(1): 
e55048(12pp). DoI: 10.1371/journal.pone.0055048.

lacerda, M., Moore, P.l., Ngandu, N., Seaman, M.S., 
gray, e.S., Murrell, B., krishnamoorthy, M.k., Nonyane, 
M., Madiga, M.C., Wibmer, C.k., Sheward, D., Bailer, 
r.T.B., gao, H.g., greene, k.M., karim, S.S.A., 
Mascola, J.r., korber, B.T.M., Montefiori, D.C., Morris, 
l., Williamson, C., Seoighe, C. and Consortium, 2013. 
Identification of broadly neutralizing antibody epitopes 
in the HIV-1 envelope glycoprotein using evolutionary 
models. Virology Journal, 10: 347(18pp).

Mayosi, B.M., Ntsekhe, M., Bosch, J., Pogue, J., 
gumedze, f.N., Badri, M., Jung, H., Pandie, S., Smieja, 
M., Thabane, l., francis, V., Thomas, k., Thomas, B., 
Awotedu, A., Magula, N., Naidoo, D.P., Damasceno, A., 
Banda, A.C., Mutyaba, A., Brown, B., Ntuli, P., Mntla, 
P., Ntyintyane, l., ramjee, r., Manga, P., kirenga, B., 
Mondo, C., russell, J.B.W., Tsitsi, J.M., Peters, f., essop, 
M.r., Barasa, A.f., Mijiwanya, M.S., Sani, M., olunuga, 
T., ogah, o.S., Adebiyi, A., Aje, A., Ansa, V., ojji, D., 
Danbauchi, S., Hakim, J., Matenga, J. and yusuf, S. 
2013. rationale and design of the investigation of the 
management of pericarditis (IMPI) trial: a 2 2 factorial 
randomized double-blind multicenter trial of adjunctive 
prednisolone and mycobacterium w immunotherapy in 
tuberculous pericarditis. American Heart Journal, 165: 
109-115.

Mcloughlin, J., little, f., Mazok, C., Parry, C. and 
london, l. 2013. Prevalence of and associations with 
papsak wine consumption among farm workers in the 
Western Cape province, South Africa. Journal of Studies 
on Alcohol and Drugs, 74: 879-888.

Mohr, e. and Schmidt, g. 2013. How much is it worth 
to know the future in online conversion problems? 
Discrete Applied Mathematics, 161: 1546-1555.

ochieng, A., Dalvie, M.A., little, f. and kromhout, H. 
2013. relationship between environmental exposure to 
pesticides and anthropometric outcomes of boys in the 
rural Western Cape, South Africa. SAMJ South African 
Medical Journal, 103(12): 942-947.

rodgers, A., Allie-Hamdulay, S., Jackson, g.e. and 
Durbach, I.N. 2013. Theoretical modeling of the urinary 
supersaturation of calcium salts in healthy individuals 
and kidney stone patients: precursors, speciation and 
therapeutic protocols for decreasing its value. Journal 
of Crystal growth, 382: 67-74.

Sather, B., Coulson, T., grotan, V., engen, S., Altwegg, 
r., Armitage, k.B., Barbraud,C., Becker, P.H., Blumstein, 
D.T., Dobson, S.f., festa-Bianchet, M., gaillard, J., 
Jenkins, A.r., Jones, C., Nicoll, M.A.C., Norris, k., oli, 
M.k., ozgul, A. and Weimerskirch, H. 2013. How life 
history influences population dynamics in fluctuating 
environments. American Naturalist, 182(6): 743-759.

Schmutz, A.M.S., lubbe, S. and Archer, e. 2013. Clinical 
educator’s self-reported personal and professional 
development after completing a short course in 
undergraduate clinical supervision at Stellenbosch 
University. African Journal of Health Professions 
education, 5(1): 8-13.

Scott, l.D. and Barr, g.D.I. 2013. Unregulated gambling 
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Journal of gambling Studies, 29: 719-732. 

Silal, S.P., Barnes, k.I., kok, g.k., Mabuza, A. and little, 
f. 2013. exploring the seasonality of reported treated 
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Stewart, T.J. 2013. Special Issue on evolutionary 
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Decision Analysis, 20: 3.
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function construction with application to impact 
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Stewart, T.J., french, S. and rios, J. 2013. Integrating 
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Marion Island. African Journal of Marine Science, 35(4): 
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Peer-reviewed published conference 
proceedings

Coetzer, r.l.J. and Haines, l.M. 2013. optimal designs 
for multiple-mixture by process variable experiments. In 
D. Ucinski, A.C. Atkinson and M. Patan (eds), Proceedings 
of the 10th International Workshop in Model-oriented 
Design and Analysis, 10-14 June 2013, lagow lubuski, 
Poland. Switzerland: Dordrecht: Springer Science & 
Business Media B.V. ISBN 9783319002170.
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DEAN’S REPORT 

Professor Francis Petersen

HAVINg A STroNg AND 
INTerNATIoNAlly CoMPeTITIVe 
reSeArCH AND INNoVATIoN 
AgeNDA WIll AlWAyS Be AT THe 
HeArT of STrATegIC PlANNINg 
for THe fACUlTy. 

Research in the Faculty of Engineering & the Built 
Environment continues to go from strength to strength. 
In the past year, a number of sophisticated analytical 
instruments have been purchased to assist various 
research groups in their work. The Department of Chemical 
Engineering received a new R14 million FEI QEMSCAN 
(quantitative evaluation of minerals by scanning electron 
microscopy) 650F as well as a high-resolution scanning 
electron microscope (see p156). 

The new geotechnical laboratory in the Department 
of Civil engineering has recently gone from a manual 
laboratory to a fully automated one, thanks to a grant 
from the Department of Higher education and Training 
and the University equipment Committee. The Department 
of electrical engineering has purchased a r3.5 million 
10 MHz to 67  gHz Agilent  PNA-X N5247A network 
analyser,  which is an instrument used to measure and 
characterise electronic devices, antennas and systems, 
such as components and systems relating to radar, radio 
astronomy and telecommunications. 
 
The high quality of research in the faculty is reflected in an 
increase in the number of peer-reviewed publications in 
international journals, and the international recognition that 
members of staff enjoy in their areas of research. A number of 
staff received international awards for their research, have been 
elected onto committees of local professional bodies, and serve 
on the editorial and advisory boards of various international 
journals and conferences. Clinton Hindes and liana Müller 
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NRF-rated researchers

value of Research 
contracts

1198

51
R135.42m

registered POSTGRADUATES 

Faculty of
ENGINEERING & The

BUILT ENVIRONMENT
The Faculty of Engineering & the Built 

Environment has emerged from a five-year 
strategic planning cycle and significant 

strides have been made towards our goal 
of establishing it as the faculty of choice 

for national and international staff and 
students. Investment in new buildings and the 

refurbishment of laboratories have improved 
the research space and infrastructure.
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(School of Architecture, Planning and geomatics) 
received an Award of excellence in the category 
“Publications and research” from the Institute for 
landscape Architecture of South Africa for the book pair 
South African Landscape Architecture: A compendium 
and A reader. Dr Denis kalumba (Department of Civil 
engineering) was appointed to the South African Bureau 
of Standards national working committee to draft the 
new South African geotechnical Design Standard. The 
best presentation award at the World gold Conference 
in Brisbane went to Dr Megan Becker (Minerals to 
Metals Initiative, Department of Chemical engineering). 
Associate Professor Neil Armitage (Department of Civil 
engineering) received an award from the Water research 
Commission for “Human Capital Development in the 
Water and Science Sectors”. 

Interdisciplinary thinking and activity have become 
firmly embedded in the objectives of the Centre for 
research in Computational and Applied Mechanics 
(CereCAM), which has grown into a research centre 
comprising 13 full-time academic staff members from 
six departments and three faculties. In 2013, CereCAM 
had 21 doctoral and 14 master’s students, who were 
drawn from all the member departments.

The DST/Nrf South African research Chairs Initiative 
(SArChI) is a flagship initiative of government designed 
to attract and retain excellence in research and 
innovation at South African universities. The faculty is 
proud that its total number of DST/Nrf SArChI chairs 
increased to seven when Professor Arnaud Malan took 
up his chair in 2014. four additional research chairs in 
the faculty are supported by industry.

The DST/Nrf Centre of excellence in Catalysis (c*change) 
has undergone its second five-year review and the DST/
Nrf has confirmed an additional five years of funding. 
A total of 20 projects were funded during the course 
of 2013, of which 13 were multi-institutional and/or 
interdisciplinary projects. The centre has been awarded 
a DST/Nrf SArChI Chair, which is expected to boost its 
scientific output. 

National research foundation (Nrf) ratings in the 
faculty have grown significantly over the past years, 
with 51 rated researchers at the end of 2013. It is 
exciting to see such a high number of young academics 
who have received ratings for their research and 
that the participation in the emerging researcher 
Programme continues to grow: a total of 79 researchers 
from the faculty have participated in the programme 
to date. The number of research contracts has 
increased significantly from 295 in 2012 to 395 in 2013.  
There has been a drive to grow our research and 
innovation output and with this in mind, a number of 
new master’s programmes have been introduced into 

the faculty, which will have spin-offs  in the form of 
research contracts and income. A new transdisciplinary 
and inter-institutional Master of Philosophy specialising 
in Sustainable Mineral resource Development was 
developed as part of the education for Sustainable 
Development in Africa project convened by the United 
Nations University for Sustainability and Peace. It is 
based in the Department of Chemical engineering, 
in partnership with the University of zambia and the 
United Nations University in Japan. A multidisciplinary 
research-based MPhil programme in space studies 
is recruiting students with strong backgrounds in 
engineering, science, law and commerce. It is based in 
the Department of electrical engineering and exposes 
participants to all the key aspects of space science 
and technology. The Meng programme specialising 
in nuclear power provides an interdisciplinary 
postgraduate qualification in the key aspects of nuclear 
power for societal benefit: it encompasses the scientific, 
engineering and applications aspects of nuclear power, 
including the policy-operating, safety and regulatory 
aspects. The Department of Civil engineering 
introduced an Meng and MSc eng in Civil Infrastructure 
Management and Maintenance as well as an MSc in 
geotechnical engineering.

The Department of electrical engineering hosted a 
workshop on high-performance signal processing, 
funded by the South African MeerkAT project, which 
allowed engineers and scientists to share thoughts 
on some of the technology underpinning high-
performance computing.

The HySA/Catalysis Competence Centre co-hosted 
a workshop with germany’s Centre for fuel Cell 
Technology. The workshop was on “Proton exchange 
Membrane fuel Cell Systems in South Africa: Supply 
chain opportunities and platinum-group metals 
beneficiation”. representatives from industry, 
government and academia from both countries met 
to see how they could chart collaborations in the field 
of hydrogen and fuel cell technology. 

With an eye to future collaboration, the flotation 
research group in the Department of Chemical 
engineering hosted a joint student flotation Day 
with the University of Queensland (UQ), Australia. 

THere HAS BeeN 
A DrIVe To groW 

oUr reSeArCH AND 
INNoVATIoN oUTPUT. 

In 2013, there were 1198 postgraduate students 
registered in the faculty. of these, 599 students 
received awards to the value of r33 744 581, with 
a large percentage of the funding coming from 
donations and external funders. There are 23 
postdoctoral research fellows in the faculty, with 11 
of them in their first year of research. 
 
Postgraduate students were rewarded for their 
excellent work. Phillippa Hedley, a 2012 Master of 
landscape Architecture graduate, received Corobrik’s 
Most Innovative final year landscape Architecture 
Project Award for her thesis on disused landscapes 
and the potential of damaged sites for redevelopment. 
electrical engineering PhD student Chris de Beer 
received a best paper award at the international 
conference sponsored by the Industrial Technology 
Industrial electronics Society. Janine loubser, a 
2012 City and regional Planning master’s graduate, 
received the royal Town Planning Institute’s education 
Award 2013 for excellence in spatial planning research 
– student entry. Mehdi Safari, a PhD student in the 
Centre for Minerals Processing, received first prize for 
the best student presentation and poster at MinProc 
2013, the “Southern African Mineral Beneficiation 
and Metallurgy Conference”. Doctoral student Petro 
ernest (Communications research group) won one 
of three best paper awards at the 16th “Southern 
Africa Telecommunication Networks and Applications 
Conference”. Drewan Sanders, a master’s student in the 
Aeronautical research group, received the best paper 
award at the “International Aerospace Conference 
of South Africa”. Another master’s student, Mfundo 
Vezi (Department of Civil engineering), attended the 
“South African National Committee on large Dams 
Conference” where he was awarded a prize for the 
best-prepared and presented paper.

The Initiative for Public good, co-ordinated by 
emeritus Professor Duncan fraser, continues to 
look at the development of new research projects 
that have wider socio-economic benefits. Bringing 
our research and training programmes in line with 
the developmental needs of society and industry 
guarantees that our work will remain relevant and 
attractive to funders. To this end, much has been 
achieved, and we will, through our inter- and 
transdisciplinary work, build on the excellence, 
visibility and impact of our research and innovation. 
Having a strong and internationally competitive 
research and innovation agenda will always be at 
the heart of strategic planning for the faculty. Part 
of our strategy over the next five years is to enable 
the faculty to grow, to link with other institutions, 
and to create frameworks at various academic levels. 
recognising opportunities academically and within 
industry will stand us in good stead.          

Royal Society honour for Civil 
Engineering professor

Alphonse zingoni, Professor of Structural engineering 
and Mechanics in the Department of Civil 
engineering, was invited by the royal Society of the 
United kingdom in february 2013 to present his work 
on symmetry and applications of group theory in 
structural mechanics at one of the themed meetings 
of the royal Society. 

The only civil engineer among a distinguished group 
of mathematicians, physicists, chemists and engineers, 
and the only speaker from Africa, zingoni explained 
how the mathematical concepts of group theory, 
exploited for many years by physicists and chemists to 
study problems in crystallography, quantum mechanics 
and molecular symmetry, could also be successfully 
applied in engineering.

According to zingoni, not only can group-theoretic 
formulations vastly reduce computational effort (an 
important consideration in large-scale engineering 
problems), but they can also allow researchers to 
gain valuable insights into complex phenomena in 
engineering mechanics such as bifurcation, stability, 
vibration and non-linear dynamics. Such insights 
greatly enhance the capacity to predict unfavourable 
or catastrophic behaviour in engineering systems, 
making it possible to design these systems more safely 
and more effectively.

The written version of zingoni’s lecture has 
recently been published as a research paper in the 
prestigious  Philosophical Transactions of the royal 
Society, which was founded in 1662, and is the oldest 
scientific journal in the world. 
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XRD cell opening up new vistas 
for catalysis research
The Department of Science and Technology Catalysis 
Competence Centre (HySA/Catalysis), co-hosted by 
the Department of Chemical engineering at UCT 
and Mintek, continues to make a research impact 
with its in situ reaction cell for a commercial X-ray 
diffractometer (XrD). 

In 2013, Professor Michael Claeys, the inventor of the 
XrD cell, together with co-authors Nico fischer, Brett 
Clapham, Theresa feltes and eric van Steen, published 
a paper on the use of the device in the respected 
Angewandte Chemie International Edition – one of the 
prime chemistry journals in the world with an impact 
factor of 13.7. The paper was also chosen by the editors 
as a “hot paper” for its importance in a rapidly evolving 
field, and artwork depicting the cell’s capabilities was 
included on the journal’s back cover.

The in situ XrD cell is proving to be a cutting-edge 
research tool and can be retrofitted to existing 
X-ray diffractometers or synchrotrons to enable 
materials such as catalysts to be studied at elevated 
temperatures and pressures in changeable gaseous 
or liquid environments. The construction and design 
overcome a number of shortcomings that restrict the 
use of current commercial systems and are opening 
up new areas of research. 

Advantages over commercially available in situ cells 
include minimised dead volume and the possibility of 
co-feeding gases such as water vapour.

An automated control system for the XrD cell has 
been developed, whereby the XrD cell can be 
controlled remotely using a tablet. This control system 
is particularly useful for synchrotron applications where 
the instrument itself cannot be easily accessed during 
operation. A marketable, industrially designed control 

box has been fabricated, with a holding place for the 
tablet. A transportation case for the XrD cell, control 
box and ancillary items has been manufactured.

Collaborative work is being conducted with local 
industry using international synchrotron facilities. Two 
units have been sold internationally, in europe and 
Asia, and interest has been expressed by other foreign 
institutions, including a global diffractometer supplier. 

This photograph (left) of edward Peters, an 
MSc Chemical engineering student in the 
Crystallisation and Precipitation research Unit, 
won first prize in the International year of Water 
Co-operation category at the South African 
Science lens Competition, which was hosted 
by the South African Agency for Science and 
Technology Advancement. It was submitted by 
Cullinan Nicholas of the Diocesan College.

prize winner

Professor Michael Claeys.
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Research booster 
research in the Centre for Minerals research (CMr) was 
given a shot in the arm in late 2013 with the successful 
installation of a new r14 million feI QeMSCAN 650f 
for automated mineralogy. funded by the National 
research foundation (Nrf) National equipment 
Programme and the Centre for Minerals research, 
the new instrument was delivered and installed in a 
custom-built facility for high-end electron microscopes 
and associated equipment, housed in the New 

From left: Professor Danie Visser, Dr Rob Schouwstra (Anglo American Technical Solutions), Dr Romilla Maharaj (NRF), 
Dr Megan Becker, Professor Dave Deglon and Emeritus Professor Cyril O’Connor. 

engineering Building on Upper Campus. It replaces the 
very successful 14-year-old leo QeMSCAN (donated 
to the CMr by Anglo American Platinum), which 
helped establish the mineralogical analyses capabilities 
of the CMr. The new QeMSCAN will be run as both 
a university and a regional facility (with the University 
of the Western Cape, the Cape Peninsula University of 
Technology and the University of Stellenbosch) for the 
acquisition of high-quality mineralogical data that will 
be used for world-class research across a broad range 
of disciplines. 

President Jacob zuma has bestowed the order of 
Mapungubwe on UCT wastewater treatment expert 
Professor george ekama of the Department of Civil 
engineering. The order was conferred on freedom 
Day, 27 April 2013, “for research that has provided 
innovative solutions to enhancing and improving 
wastewater treatment and helped South Africa find 
answers to its water shortage problems”. Professor 
ekama was among several South Africans, including 
the late Dr Neville Alexander, to be awarded this, 
the highest recognition in the land.

Professor ekama is a civil engineer who lives by a 
simple research credo: “locally inspired, globally 
relevant.” He has held a National research foundation 
(Nrf) A-rating since 2006, which recognises him as a 
world leader in his field.

After qualifying from UCT in civil engineering, he 
started work on a construction site, but his interest 
in wastewater treatment was sparked when he met 
former UCT Professor gerrit van rooyen Marais, 
an expert in the field, who later became his PhD 
supervisor. He has remained at the forefront of 
developments in wastewater treatment ever since, 
primarily through a strong research group. 

He describes his area of research as “fascinating” 
and says if you are looking for a biological process 
that needs to take place before treating water, don’t 
give up: “There are bacteria out there that can do 
amazing things. you are bound to find one.”

Widely published, with more than 150 papers on 
wastewater treatment in top international journals, 
Professor ekama is also highly cited. He is one of 
only seven South Africans to be listed on www.
ISIHighlyCited.com, an international website of the 
most cited academics globally. He is a senior fellow of 
the Water Institute of South Africa (WISA), and a fellow 
of the royal Society of South Africa, of UCT and of the 
South African Academy of engineers.

Highest honour in the land for UCT water expert
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Doctoral Graduations
E.O. AKROFI (GEOMATICS)
Assessing customary land administration systems for 
peri-urban land in ghana
Supervised by Associate Professor J. Whittal

H. APPA (CHEMICAL ENGINEERING)
Numerical modelling of hydrodynamics, gas dispersion 
and mass transfer in an autoclave
Supervised by Professor D. Deglon and Professor C. Meyer

I.N. BANDA (CONSTRUCTION ECONOMICS AND 
MANAGEMENT)
Institutional mechanisms for water supply to informal 
settlements in zambia: a grounded theory approach
Supervised by Associate Professor k. Michell and 
Professor k.S. Cattell

L. BBOSA (CHEMICAL ENGINEERING)
Probability based models for the power draw and 
energy spectra of a tumbling mill
Supervised by Dr A. Mainza and Dr I. govender

K.J. CARDEN (CIVIL ENGINEERING)
A measure of sustainability in the context of urban 
water management in South Africa
Supervised by Associate Professor N. Armitage

W. COETZEE (CHEMICAL ENGINEERING)
Development of a computationally efficient bubble 
column simulation approach by way of statistical bubble 
micro-flow modelling
Supervised by Dr r. rawatlal and Dr r. Coetzer

J. ENGELBRECHT (ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING)
Parameters affecting interferometric coherence and 
implications for long-term operational monitoring of 
mining-induced surface deformation
Supervised by Professor M. Inggs

R. JOBANPUTRA (CIVIL ENGINEERING)
An investigation into the reduction of road safety risk in 
Cape Town through the use of microscopic simulation 
modelling 
Supervised by Associate Professor M. Vanderschuren

D.V.V. KALLON (CHEMICAL ENGINEERING)
Circulation rate modelling of tumbling mill charge using 
Positron emission Particle Tracking (PePT)
Supervised by Dr I. govender and Associate Professor 
A.N. Mainza

D. KOBEL (CIVIL ENGINEERING)
Quantifying the value of non-user benefits of improving 
water and sanitation in informal settlements
Supervised by Associate Professor r. Del Mistro

E. MAZIMPAKA (MECHANICAL ENGINEERING)
Woodfuel in rwanda: impact on energy, poverty and 
the environment
Supervised by Dr g. Prasad

N. MOODLEY (ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING)
Power transformer health assessment derived from low 
energy and dissolved parameters
Supervised by Professor T. gaunt

N. MOORUTH (CHEMICAL ENGINEERING)
An investigation towards passive treatment solutions 
for the oxidation of sulphide and subsequent removal 
of sulphur from acid mine water
Supervised by Dr r. Van Hille

R. NADJIASNGAR (ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING)
on improving the performance of gauss-Newton filter
Supervised by Professor M. Inggs

B.N. NDLOVU (CHEMICAL ENGINEERING)
The effect of phyllosilicate mineralogy and surface 
charge on the rheology of mineral slurries
Supervised by Professor D. Deglon, Dr M. Becker and 
Dr e. forbes

O.A. OLAOFE (CHEMICAL ENGINEERING)
A bioprocess approach for enhanced biocatalytic 
activity and efficiency of whole cell escherichia coli 
expressing alkane hydroxylase CyP153A6 for terminal 
hydroxylation of n-octane
Supervised by Professor S. Harrison and Professor M. 
Smit

B.V. SOUBACHOV (ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING)
Pilot patterns and power loading in NC-ofDM cognitive 
radios
Supervised by Mr N. Ventura

PATENTS
Filed applications

Brijlal, y., John, l.r., Sivarasu, S. Hand exoskeleton.  PCT 
Patent Application PCT PCT/IB2013/059809.

gaunt, C.T., Malengret, M. optimal Currents for Power 
Injection or extraction in a Power Network.  Provisional 
Patent Application Britain 1322487.8.

ginsberg, S.I., Parsons, A.T., Vicatos, g. An 
endoprosthesis.  National Phase Patent Application 
United States 14/127,933.

Hill, J., Hoffmann, J.J., kloot, B.C, Molteno, M., Shelley, 
M. Hydraulic Pruning Shears.  Provisional Patent 
Application Britain 1319686.0.

Hussain, N., levecque, P.B.J, Tanaka, S. A Clamp 
Assembly for a fuel Cell Stack and a Method of 
Assembling a fuel Cell Stack.  Provisional Patent 
Application Britain 1320838.4.

Inggs, M.r., Mishra, A.k., Wilson-langman, A. An 
Integrated Commensal radar System.  Provisional 
Patent Application South Africa 2013/01224.

Mishra, A.k., Montsi, T.S. Imaging an Internal Volume 
of a Subject Body.  Provisional Patent Application Britain 
1322092.6.

Vicatos, g. rotating Hinge knee Prosthesis.  PCT Patent 
Application PCT PCT/IB2013/051728.

Granted applications

Bradshaw, D.J., Newell, A.J.H. Sulfidisation Process 
and Apparatus for enhanced recovery of oxidised 
and Surface oxidised Base and Precious Metal 
Minerals.  National Phase Patent Application ArIPo 
AP/P/2009/004867.

Bradshaw, D.J., Newell, A.J.H. Sulfidisation Process 
and Apparatus for enhanced recovery of oxidised 
and Surface oxidised Base and Precious Metal 
Minerals.  National Phase Patent Application Australia 
2007320759.

Claeys, M.C.M., rausch, A., rößner, f., van Steen, 
e.W.J. A Process for the Production of Hydrocarbons 
Including olefins from Synthesis gas.  National Phase 
Patent Application United States 12/937,694.

Claeys, M.C.M., rößner, f., Sango, T., van Steen, e.W.J. A 
Process for the Production of Nitrogen or Phosphorous 
Containing Compounds from Synthesis gas.  National 

Phase Patent Application United States 12/988,052.

etienne-Cummings, r.r., folowosele, f.o., Tapson, 
J.C., Tenore, f.V.g., Vismer, M.P. Neuromorphic Cross-
correlation engine.  National Phase Patent Application 
United States 12/467,759.

golovins, e. A Method for Improving Channel 
estimation Performance in dynamic spectrum access 
multicarrier systems.  National Phase Patent Application 
South Africa 2012/03925
Holder, D., Mcewan, A., Tapson, J.C., van Schaik, 
A. System and Method for Conducting Multiplexed 
electrical Impedence Tomography.  National Phase 
Patent Application South Africa 2010/04425.

Holder, D., Mcewan, A., Tapson, J.C., van Schaik, 
A. System and Method for Conducting Multiplexed 
electrical Impedence Tomography.  National Phase 
Patent Application United States 12/477,734.
lusilao-zodi, g-A., Morrison, N. A System and Method 
for estimating round-Trip Time in Telecommunication 
Networks.  National Phase Patent Application South 
Africa 2012/05903.
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School of 
Architecture, 
Planning and 
Geomatics
(Including the African Centre for Cities)

Director: Associate Professor Alta 
Steenkamp

School Profile

Within the School of Architecture, Planning and 
geomatics, research work includes conventional 
research and applied research as well as creative work. 
This takes place within the actively teaching divisions 
within the School, as well as within dedicated research 
units. In the Architecture and Planning programmes 
these research endeavours include areas of enquiry 
such as urban design, architectural design, architectural 
education, digital technology, contemporary 
architectural theory and practice, planning theory, 
urban conservation, urban transport policy and urban 
informality.

The ethos of this School is also strongly influenced 
by our context: the physical context, the city, and the 
broader social/cultural/economic context of the region 
and the country. We are committed to engage with 
these contexts in both a meaningful and critical way, 
not as abstract sites for investigation but rather as 
peopled places to which we can respond.

The geomatics Division within the School undertakes 
research in a variety of areas. These include 
documentation, modelling and visualization of African 
heritage sites, close-range photogrammetry, laser 
scanning of architectural structures and remote sensing 
of the environment; issues relating to land surveying, 
ownership, registration and tenure; modeling of the 
shape of the earth (geoid) using gravity and satellite 
data, applications of gPS and modeling of datum 
transformations in Africa; applications of remote 
sensing and geographic information systems (gIS) to 
urban, agricultural and environmental monitoring. 
Spatial data infrastructure (SDI) development for 
integrated development planning (IDP) in sub-Saharan 
African cities.

Research Units and Groups 

African Centre for Cities

known colloquially by the acronym ‘ACC’, the Centre 
has established an impressive international profile and 
reputation as a dynamic home for analysis of urban 
problems and policies. Its interdisciplinary brand gives 
the ACC huge potential to facilitate urban conversations 
and inquiry throughout UCT. 

‘Citylabs’, a new model of engaged and applied 
research, were created to address pressing concerns 
in Cape Town, including flooding, urban health, 
densification, ecology, and climate change. New labs 
on violence, culture and human settlements have been 
launched. The ACC partners with international research 
units studying food security, and women’s informal 
employment. Honours for ACC include its (renewed) 
status as a UCT ‘Signature Theme’ and a rockefeller 
Innovation Award. 

School Statistics

Permanent and Long-term Contract Staff

Professors 5

Associate Professors 6

Senior lecturers 10

lecturers 9

Technical Support Staff 9

Administrative Staff 12

Total 51

Students

Doctoral   16

Master’s  104

Honours 53

Undergraduates  324

Total 497

Research Fields and Staff

DR MAHMOUD ABDEL-GELIL
Senior lecturer: geomatics. gravity data analysis, gPS, 
geodesy and geophysics.

FRANCIS CARTER
Senior lecturer: Architecture. Curriculum theory in 
relation to undergraduate built environment design 
programmes; theories of making, with reference to 
contemporary South African architecture; programming 
for new knowledge space.

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR NICHOLAS COETZER
Architecture. Architectural design; contemporary 
architectural history and theory; digital technology.

ALBERTRUM CROWDER
lecturer: Architecture. Specializes in the area of 
cultural heritage conservation.  His research focuses 
on the inherent values that people associate with 
their environment and the possibility for this to help 
promote sustainable cultural heritage conservation and 
development.

KEVIN FELLINGHAM
Senior lecturer: Architecture. Interdisciplinary research, 
practice and design.

DR MATTEO FRASCHINI
Senior lecturer: BAS Programme

DR RAMESH GOVIND
Senior lecturer: geomatics Programme

CLINTON HINDES
Senior lecturer: landscape Architecture. History 
and theory of landscape architectural design and its 
application to teaching and practice. Documenting the 
history of South African landscape architecture.

SIMON HULL
lecturer: geomatics. Digital photogrammetry for 
heritage documentation, fields of land tenure reform, 
disaster management using remote sensing and gIS, 
heritage documentation, and improving education.

FADLY ISAACS
lecturer: Architecture. (Measuring) urban settlement 
quality, integrating strategic urban infrastructure 
investment.

TANIA KATZSCHNER
lecturer: Planning. education for sustainable 
development, sustainable urban systems, creating 
and nurturing educational systems that serves human 
needs while also protecting our resources for future 
generations, trans-disciplinarity and systems thinking.

MS TARNA KLITZNER
Part time lecturer – MlA Proramme

SIMONE LE GRANGE
lecturer: Architecture. Architectural design, Academic 
Development lecturer.

MIKE LOUW
lecturer: Architecture. Sustainable architecture and 
urbanism, architectural history and materiality.

PROFESSOR IAIN LOW
Architecture. Space and transformation; critical thinking 
/ practice and the ‘re-writing’ of architectural type; post 
apartheid South African condition: urbanism, the ‘new’ 
public realm, contemporary dwelling and architectural 
pedagogy.

PROFESSOR JO NOERO
Architecture.

DR NANCY ODENDAAL
Senior lecturer: Planning. relationship between 
Information and Communication Technology and urban 
transformation, metropolitan planning, planning theory 
and infrastructural transitions in cities of the global South. 
Commissioned research on planning and transformation, 
land use management and planning standards.

STELLA PAPANICOLAOU
lecturer: Design, the tension between meaning and 
the production of space in architectural practice and 
education; developing tools for critical thinking to 
enhance the creative process in architectural education.

PROFESSOR EDGAR PIETERSE
Director: African Centre for Cities, and holder of a DST/
Nrf SArChI research Chair. Promoting new approaches 
to urban development in South Africa and Africa, in 
collaboration with partners from the global South.

PROFESSOR GORDON PIRIE 
Deputy Director: African Centre for Cities. geographer, 
principal research field of transportation and travel.

MR JULIAN RAxWORTHY
Senior lecturer – MlA Programme

DR TOM SANYA
Senior lecturer: Architecture. Sustainable Habitat 
Innovations (SusHI), systems theory in sustainable 
architecture evaluation with particular focus on Africa. 
Sustainability evaluation tool (emerging from PhD). 
Design and making epistemology – in Search of an Afro-
centric perspective via the African Informal Settlement. 

MS MELINDA SILVERMAN
Senior lecturer – MArch Programme

DR GEORGE SITHOLE
Senior lecturer: laser altimetry, photogrammetry, 3D 
object reconstruction.

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR JULIAN SMIT
geomatics. Application of remote sensing, 
photogrammetry and geographic information systems 
for land and environmental management.
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ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR ALTA STEENKAMP
Director: School of Architecture, Planning & geomatics. 
History and theory of Southern African architecture and 
its relation to the global environment.
ADJUNCT ASSOC PROF STEPHEN TOWNSEND
Convenor – M Phil in Conservation of the Built 
environment

PROFESSOR VANESSA WATSON
Planning. Planning theory; governance; housing; 
urbanization; large city planning.

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR JENNY WHITTAL
geomatics. land tenure and cadastral systems, 
specialising in land for the urban poor and fiscal 
cadastral systems and reform.

DR TANJA WINKLER
Senior lecturer: Planning. Current research interests 
include critically assessing “the voice of the poor” 
in urban governance and public decision making 
processes. ongoing research on civil society, poverty, 
and inner city regeneration.

Research Associates

EMERITUS PROFESSOR JULIAN COOKE
Contemporary South African architecture.

EMERITUS PROFESSOR DAVID DEWAR
former Deputy Dean of the faculty of engineering and 
the Built environment; BP Chair of Planning; urban 
structure and form; place making; informal housing; 
housing policy; informal economic development; public 
space; regional planning and development.

EMERITUS PROFESSOR LUCIEN LE GRANGE 
Urban Conservation Policy; Urban Design; Mission 
Settlements in South Africa; Documenting modern 
architecture in Cape Town. Contemporary Architecture 
– Theory and Practice.

EMERITUS PROFESSOR FABIO TODESCHINI
Architect, city planner, urban designer, heritage 
practitioner.

EMERITUS PROFESSOR HEINZ RüTHER
Digital close range and aerial photogrammetry; precise 
engineering surveying; geographic information systems; 
visualisation and 3D modeling.

EMERITUS ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR CHARLES MERRY
earth’s gravity field; global positioning system; co-
ordinate transformations.

MR BARRIE GASSON
ecologically sustainable cities; regional planning and 
development.

Contact Details

School of Architecture, Planning and geomatics, 
University of Cape Town, Private Bag X3, rondebosch, 
7701, republic of South Africa
Telephone and fax: 
Architecture: Tel: SA (21) 650-2374 and fax: 
SA (21) 650-2383
Planning: Tel: SA (21) 650-2359 and fax: 
SA (21) 689-9466
geomatics: Tel: SA (21) 650-3577 and fax: 
SA (21) 650-3572
Webpage: http://www.apg.uct.ac.za 

Research Output

Authored books

Coetzer, N.r. 2013. Building Apartheid on Architecture 
and order in Imperial Cape Town. 242pp. england: 
Ashgate Publishing. ISBN 9781409446040.

Edited books

Pieterse, e.A. and Simone, A. (eds) 2013. rogue 
Urbanism-emergent African Cities. 489pp. Auckland 
Park: Jacana Media (Pty) ltd. ISBN 9781431406234.

Chapters in books

Battersby, J. 2013. Urban agriculture and race in South 
Africa. In r. Slocum and A. Saldanha (eds), geographies 
of race and food: fields, Bodies, Markets, pp. 117-135. 
england: Ashgate Publishing. ISBN 9781409469254.

Cartwright, A. 2012. Can mega events deliver 
sustainability? The case of the 2012 fIfA World Cup 
in South Africa. In W. Maennig and A. zimbalist (eds), 
International Handbook on the economics of Mega 
Sporting events, 13pp. United kingdom: edward elgar 
Publishing. ISBN 9780857930262.

Duminy, J., Watson, V.J. and odendaal, N. 2013. Doing 
research in African cities: the case study method. In 
P. kresl and J. Sobrino (eds), Handbook of research 
Methods and Applications in Urban economies, 
pp. 153-172. Uk: edward elgar Publishing. ISBN 
9780857934611.

gurney, k.J. 2013. Abracadabra. In e. Pieterse and A. 
Simone (eds), rogue Urbanism-emergent African Cities, 
pp. 421-425. Auckland Park: Jacana Media (Pty) ltd. 
ISBN 9781431406234.

Haysom, g., kelly, C., Schulschenk, J. and landman, 
A. 2012. food - a sustainable system for Stellenbosch. 
In M. Swilling, B. Sebitosi and r. loots (eds), 

Sustainable Stellenbosch opening dialogues, pp. 102-
115. Stellenbosch: SUN MeDIA Stellenbosch. ISBN 
9781920338558.

katzschner, T. 2013. Cape flats Nature: rethinking 
urban ecologies. In l. green (ed), Contested ecologies: 
Dialogues in the South on Nature and knowledge, pp. 
202-226. Cape Town: HSrC Press. ISBN 9780796924285.

low, I. 2012. A perspective of emergencies: a case of 
langa. In g. Bruyns and A. graafland (eds), African 
Perspectives - [South] Africa. City, Society, Space, 
literature and Architecture, pp. 64-73. rotterdam: 010 
Publishers rotterdam. ISBN 9789064507977.

low, I. 2013. South Africa: [enabling space / enabling 
people]. In C. ohajunwa and J. Mckenzie (eds), 
Disability Catalyst Africa - Series no. 4 : Beyond “if” to 
“how”: Disability inclusion in Higher education, pp. 63-
73. Cape Town: Disability Innovations Africa, Disability 
Studies Programme, DHrS, UCT. ISBN 9780987020938.

Mbaye, J.f. 2013. on the rogue practices of West 
African musical entrepreneurs. In e. Pieterse and A. 
Simone (eds), rogue Urbanism-emergent African Cities, 
pp. 253-263.  Auckland Park: Jacana Media (Pty) ltd. 
ISBN 9781431406234.

Pieterse, e.A. and Tavengwa, T. 2013. Designing 
against the grain: confronting the political economy of 
knowledge production. In e. Pieterse and A. Simone 
(eds), rogue Urbanism-emergent African Cities, pp. 
455-465. Auckland Park: Jacana Media (Pty) ltd. ISBN 
9781431406234.

Pieterse, e.A. 2013. Development, planning and 
sustainability. The Ashgate research Companion to 
Planning and Culture, pp. 239-255. United kingdom: 
Ashgate Publishing. ISBN 9781409422242.

Pieterse, e.A. and van Donk, M. 2013. local government 
and poverty reduction. In U. Pillay, g. Hagg and f. 
Nyamnjoh (eds), State of the Nation: South Africa 
2012-2013, pp. 98-123. South Africa: HSrC Press. ISBN 
9780796924223.

Sibolla, B. and Smit, J.l. 2013. A gIS based approach to 
embedded fire modelling: a South African case study. 
earth observation of global Changes (eogC), pp. 
235-254. New york: Springer Berlin Heidelberg. ISBN 
9783642327148.

Tawodzera, g. and Crush, J. 2013. The perilous trek: 
zimbabwean migrant children and teachers in South 
Africa. In l. Bartlett and A. ghaffar-kucher (eds), 
refugees, Immigrants, and education in the global 
South-lives in Motion, pp. 54-69. New york: routledge 
(Taylor & francis group). ISBN 9780415813969.

Watson, V.J. 2013. Planning theory and practice in a 
global context. The Ashgate research Companion to 
Planning and Culture, pp. 121-133. United kingdom: 
Ashgate Publishing. ISBN 9781409422242.

Watson, V.J. 2013. The Postcolonial Dimension. In M. 
Acuto and W. Steele (eds), global City Challenges, pp. 
88-100. United kingdom: Palgrave Macmillan. ISBN 
9781137286864.

Articles in peer-reviewed journals 

Akrofi, e.o. and Whittal, J.f. 2013. Compulsory 
acquisition and urban land delivery in customary areas 
in ghana. South African Journal of geomatics, 2(4): 
280-295.

Anderson, P.M.l., Brown-luthango, M.M., Cartwright, 
A., farouk, I. and Smit, W. 2013. Brokering communities 
of knowledge and practice: reflections on the African 
centre for Cities’ Citylab programme. Cities, 32: 1-10.

Battersby, J. 2013. Hungry cities: a critical review of 
urban food security research in sub-Saharan African 
cities. geography Compass, 7(7): 452-463.

Battersby, J. and Marshak, M. 2013. growing 
communities: integrating the social and economic 
benefits of urban agriculture in Cape Town. Urban 
forum, 24: 447-461.

Borland, H. and Saunders, S. 2013. Marketing-driven 
philanthropy: the case of PlayPumps. european Business 
review, 25(4): 321-335.

Brown-luthango, M. 2013. Community-university 
engagement: the Philippi Citylab in Cape Town and the 
challenge of collaboration across boundaries. Higher 
education, 65(3): 309-324.

Brown-luthango, M., Makanga, P. and Smit, J.l. 2013. 
Towards effective city planning - the case of Cape Town 
in identifying potential housing land. Urban forum, 24: 
189-203.

Carter, f. 2013. Structures of knowledge and pedagogy. 
Architecture South Africa: Journal of the South African 
Institute of Architects, May/June (61): 36-46.

Cartwright, A., Blignaut, J., de Wit, M.P., goldberg, 
k., Mander, M., o’Donoghue, S.H. and roberts, D. 
2013. economics of climate change adaptation at 
the local scale under conditions of uncertainty and 
resource constraints: the case of Durban, South Africa. 
environment and Urbanization, 25(1): 139-156.

Colding, J., Barthel, S., Bendt, P., Snep, r., Van Der 
knaap, W. and ernstson, H. 2013. Urban green 
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commons: insights on urban common property 
systems. global environmental Change: Human and 
Policy Dimensions, 23(5): 1039-1051.

Dewar, D. and Todeschini, f. 2013. lessons from the old 
city of Ahmedabad. Architecture South Africa: Journal 
of the South African Institute of Architects, 63: 36-42.

earle, l. 2013. Drawing the line between state and 
society: social movements, participation and autonomy 
in Brazil. Journal of Development Studies, 49(1): 56-71.

ernstson, H. and Sorlin, S. 2013. ecosystem services as 
technology of globalization: on articulating values in 
urban nature. ecological economics, 86: 274-284.

ernstson, H. 2013. The social production of ecosystem 
services: a framework for studying environmental justice 
and ecological complexity in urbanized landscapes. 
landscape and Urban Planning, 109(1): 7-17.

Hull, S. and Whittal, J.f. 2013. good e-governance 
and cadastral innovation: in pursuit of a definition 
of e-cadastral systems. South African Journal of 
geomatics, 2(4): 342-357.

Hyman, k.r. 2013. Urban infrastructure and natural 
resource flows: evidence from Cape Town. Science of 
the Total environment, 461-462: 839-845.

Ikokou, g. and Smit, J.l. 2013. A technique for optimal 
selection of segmentation scale parameters for object-
oriented classification of urban scenes. South African 
Journal of geomatics, 2(4): 358-369.

Jenner, S. and Abiodun, B.J. 2013. The transport of 
atmospheric sulfur over Cape Town. Atmospheric 
environment, 79: 248-260.

lawhon, M. 2012. The meaning of global engagements 
with Africa (for us). Political geography, 31(8): 530-533.

lawhon, M. 2013. flows, friction and the sociomaterial 
metabolization of alcohol. Antipode, 45(3): 681-701.

lawhon, M. 2013. Situated, networked 
environmentalisms: a case for environmental theory 
from the south. geography Compass, 7(2): 128-138.

lawhon, M. 2013. Why I want to be a South African 
geographer: a response to Hammett’s (2012) “W(h)
ither South African human geography?” geoforum, 47: 
A3-A5.
lawhon, M. and Herrick, C. 2013. Alcohol control in the 
news: the politics of media representations of alcohol 
policy in South Africa. Journal of Health Politics Policy 
and law, 38(5): 987-1021.

lawhon, M. and Patel, z. 2013. Scalar politics and 
local sustainability: rethinking governance and justice 
in an era of political and environmental change. 
environment and Planning C-government and Policy, 
31: 1048-1062.

Nell, D., Vogel, r.J., Muller, e., Barday, z. and kahn, D. 
2012. Slowly early graft function: a neglected entity 
after renal transplantation. Nephron Clinical Practice, 
120(4): c200-c204.

Nxumalo, C. and Whittal, J.f. 2013. Municipal boundary 
demarcation in South Africa: processes and effects on 
governance in traditional rural areas. South African 
Journal of geomatics, 2(4): 325-341.

Pieterse, e.A. 2013. City/university interplays amidst 
complexity. Territorios: revista de estudios regionales 
y Urbanos, 66: 26-32.

Pirie, g.H. 2013. Automobile organizations driving 
tourism in pre-independence Africa. Journal of Tourism 
History, 5(1): 73-91.

Salazar ferro, P., Behrens, r. and Wilkinson, P.B. 2013. 
Hybrid urban public transport systems in developing 
countries: portents and prospects. Transportation 
research Part A - general, 39(1): 121-132.

Shoko, M. and Smit, J.l. 2013. Use of agent based 
modelling to investigate the dynamics of slum growth. 
South African Journal of geomatics, 2(1): 54-67.

Simone, A. and Uzair fauzan, A. 2013. Majority time: 
operations in the midst of Jakarta. Sociological review, 
61(S1): 109-123.

Sitas, f. and Pieterse, e.A. 2013. Democratic renovations 
and affective political imaginaries. Third Text, 27(3): 
327-342.

Turok, I. 2013. Transforming South Africa’s divided 
cities: can devolution help? International Planning 
Studies, 18(2): 168-187.

Watson, V.J. 2013. Planning and the ‘stubborn realities’ 
of global south-east cities: some emerging ideas. 
Planning Theory, 12(1): 81-100.

Watson, V.J. 2013. The ethics of planners and their 
professional bodies: response to flyvbjerg. Cities, 32: 
167-168.

Winkler, T.A. 2013. At the coalface: community-university 
engagements and planning education. Journal of Planning 
education and research, 33(2): 215-227.

Winkler, T.A. 2013. Why won’t downtown Johannesburg 
‘regenerate’? reassessing Hillbrow as a case example. 
Urban forum, 24(3): 309-324.

Peer-reviewed published conference 
proceedings

Isaacs, f. 2013. Socio-spatial dialectics within langa, 
the first black township in Cape Town, 1923-1960. In 
y.o. kim, H.T. Park and k.W. Seo (eds), Proceeding of 
9th International Space Syntax Symposium (SSS9), 2013, 
Seoul. republic of korea: Sejong University Press. ISBN 
9788986177213.

Creative Works

Artistic works

farouk, I. 2013. Smaaklik: Permanent public artwork, 
produced for the City of ghent and Africalia, located at 
Jenaplan De kleurdoos. 

low, I. 2013. Digest of SA Architecture. 

Noero, M.f.J. 2013. Design exhibition work published 
in catalogue - energetic Architecture. Commissioned by 
Published by Maxxi.

Noero, M.f.J. 2013. Invited to give lecture at CAA world 
congress in Bangladesh - unable to deliver lecture because 
of political unrest in Bangladesh at the time. April 2013.

Noero, M.f.J. 2013. keynote lecture at Biennial Congress 
of Sri lanka Institute of Architects. March 2013.

Noero, M.f.J. 2013. lecture - Alghero School of 
Architecture, Sardinia, Italy. March 2013.

Noero, M.f.J. 2013. Public lecture - limits of Architecture 
at Museum of Architecture, Munich. September 2013.

Noero, M.f.J. 2013. received award of merit for 2013 
from the Cape Institute for Architecture for extensions 
to St Cyprians School in oranjezicht, Cape Town. 

Noero, M.f.J. 2013. Work published in catalogue - 
Africtecture - published by the Museum of Architecture, 
Munich.

Exhibitions

Noero, M.f.J. 2013. exhibition of work - Alghero School 
of Architecture. Sardinia, Italy 01/03/2013 to 01/06/2013.
Noero, M.f.J. 2013. Productive republic for the exhibitions. 
Maxxi National Museum of contemporary Art and 
Architecture in rome 01/03/2013 to 01/11/2013.
Noero, M.f.J. 2013. Work exhibited entitled  ‘Afritecture’. 
Museum of Architecture in Munich, germany 01/09/2013 
to 01/01/2014.

Department of 
Chemical Engineering
(Including the Centre for Bioprocess engineering 
research (CeBer), the Centre for Catalysis research, 
c*change – DST-Nrf Centre of excellence in Catalysis, 
HySA/catalysis – National Hydrogen Catalysis 
Competence Centre, the Centre for Minerals research, 
the Centre for research in engineering education and 
the Crystallization and Precipitation research Unit)

Head of Department: Professor 
Alison E Lewis 

Departmental Profile

The vision of The Department of Chemical engineering 
is to be “A Beacon in education and research”, which 
we aim to fulfil through our combined undergraduate 
and postgraduate programmes. The undergraduate 
programme is accredited by the engineering Council of 
South Africa, whilst the undergraduate and postgraduate 
programmes both have national and international 
recognition for their high quality graduates. 

our postgraduate programme is the largest academic 
research activity in Chemical engineering in Africa and 
is based on a strong link between fundamental research 
and its application to the solution of industrial and 
applied problems. 

The research programme is focussed around 
five University-accredited research groupings in 
Bioprocessing, Catalysis, Crystallization & Precipitation, 
engineering education and Minerals Processing. 
The department also has strong research interests 
in environmental Process engineering and Process 
Modelling. The Chemical engineering Department also 
hosts the DST-Nrf Centre of excellence in Catalysis, 
the DST Hydrogen Catalysis Centre of Competence, 
the South African Minerals to Metals research Institute 
(SAMrI), four DST/Nrf SArChI chairs: Minerals 
Beneficiation, Bioprocess engineering, Nano-Materials 
for Catalysis and reaction engineering, as well as the 
Anglo American Platinum Chair in Minerals Processing. 
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Departmental Statistics 

Professors 10
Associate Professors 3
Senior lecturers 5
lecturers  (contract) 1
Assistant lecturers  (contract) 11
research Staff (permanent) 14
research Staff (contract) 3
Senior research Scholar 1
Technical & Scientific Staff (permanent & long-
term Contract)

28

Technical & Support Staff (contract) 10
Administrative and Clerical Staff (permanent) 19
Administrative and Clerical Staff (contract) 10
Total 115

Honorary Staff

Honorary Professor 1
Honorary Adjunct Professors 2
Total 3

Students

Doctoral 57
Master’s 80
BSc(eng) including Aspect 521 
Total 658

Research Fields and Staff

Academic staff and research fields

DR LAWRENCE BBOSA
Centre for Minerals research - Comminution, DeM 
modelling

MR PAUL BEPSWA
Centre for Minerals research - Metal Accounting, 
Comminution

DR MEGAN BECKER
Centre for Minerals research - Process Mineralogy 

MR WALTER BöHRINGER
Centre for Catalysis research - Acid catalysis

DR JENNIFER BROADHURST 
Minerals to Metals Signature Theme - environmental 
sustainability of mineral beneficiation processes

DR ROALD BROSIUS
Centre for Catalysis research - Diesel selective and 
gasoline/kerosene selective catalytic synthetic fuel 
processes; noble metal promoted zeolite catalysts for 

fischer-Tropsch compatible hydrocracking catalysts; 
hierarchically and/or nano-structured zeolite catalysts 
for combined fT synthesis and fuels upgrading in micro-
channel and continuously stirred tank reactors

PROFESSOR JENNI CASE
Centre for research in engineering education - Student 
experience of learning in science and engineering

PROFESSOR MICHAEL CLAEYS
Centre for Catalysis research - Director DST/Nrf Centre 
of excellence in Catalysis (c*change), fischer-Tropsch 
synthesis, in-situ catalyst characterization, nano-
materials

DR OLAF CONRAD
Centre for Catalysis research - Director HySA/Catalysis 

DR KIRSTEN CORIN
Centre for Minerals research - flotation Chemistry  

PROFESSOR DAVID DEGLON
Centre for Minerals research - flotation Cells, CfD 
Modelling, Metal Accounting

PROFESSOR MARK DRY
Centre for Catalysis research – fischer-Tropsch (fT) 
catalytic processes, production of synthesis gas

DR CARYN FENNER
Centre for Bioprocess engineering research - Production 
of fine chemicals and commodity bioproducts, product 
optimisation and induction; production of affordable, 
modern biopharmaceuticals and chemicals; production 
of industrial, development and optimisation of bio-
analytical procedures

PROFESSOR JACK FLETCHER
Director of the Centre for Catalysis research – Contract 
Director National Hydrogen Catalysis Competence 
Centre (HySA/Catalysis) - catalysis by noble metals, 
zeolite catalysed conversion of phenol and derivatives, 
wax hydrocracking, shape selectivity in zeolites and 
molecular sieves, hydrogen processors and fuel cells

PROFESSOR JEAN-PAUL FRANZIDIS
SA research Chair in Minerals Beneficiation, Director of 
Minerals to Metals Signature Theme - Integrating and 
expanding capacity in minerals beneficiation research  

DR INDRESAN GOVENDER
Centre for Minerals research - Comminution, DeM 
Modelling, PePT

MR MARTIN HARRIS
Centre for Minerals research - flotation Circuit 
Modelling

PROFESSOR SUE HARRISON
SA research Chair in Bioprocess engineering, Director 
of the Centre for Bioprocess engineering research - 
Interaction of micro-organisms with the environment; 
microbial community dynamics in planktonic and sessile 
environments; biokinetics and metabolic modelling 
of biomass and bioproducts. The above is applied to 
the fields of: alkane biotechnology, biomanufacture 
of pigments, enzymes and nutraceuticals, yeast 
handling, mineral bioleaching through heap and tank 
processes, Acid rock Drainage (ArD) prevention, ArD 
remediation through sulphate reduction, wastewater 
bioprocessing, algal bioprocesses for bioenergy and 
fine chemicals, Bioprocess design and evaluation for 
sustainable process engineering

MR HILTON HEYDENRYCH
Crystallization & Precipitation research Unit - 
Development of a systematic approach for the 
treatment of effluent water streams using multi-criteria 
evaluations and comparisons of simulated processes to 
develop new heuristic principles for the design of water 
treatment processes. Chemical engineering education 
curriculum design and the analysis of throughput issues 

MR NABEEL HUSSAIN
Centre for Catalysis research - Design and development 
of catalytic components and devices for low temperature 
fuel cells

DR ADENIYI ISAFIADE
environmental and Process Systems engineering - 
Process design and optimization

DR MADELYN JOHNSTONE-ROBERTSON
Centre for Bioprocess engineering research - enzyme 
production, wastewater biorefineries, biopolymer 
production, integrated bioprocess development

DR PIETER LEVECQUE
Centre for Catalysis research - electrocatalysts for fuel 
cells and high throughput catalyst preparation

PROFESSOR ALISON LEWIS
Director of the Crystallization & Precipitation research 
Unit - Industrial precipitation and crystallization, product 
and particle analysis; process control for optimised product 
quality; crystallization process development; aqueous 
chemistry modelling of speciation, thermodynamic 
equilibria, hydrodynamic and population balance 
modelling of precipitation systems; water treatment 
through crystallization, eutectic freeze crystallization

MR NIELS LüCHTERS
Centre for Catalysis research - High throughput 
experimentation, parallel preparation of heterogeneous 
catalysts, high throughput methodology for fuel 
processing research

DR AUBREY MAINZA
Centre for Minerals research - Comminution, 
Classification, CfD/DeM Modelling, PePT

DR BELINDA MCFADZEAN
Centre for Minerals research - flotation Chemistry  

DR ANDREW MCBRIDE
Centre for Minerals research - Comminution, CfD/DeM 
Modelling

PROFESSOR KLAUS MöLLER
Process Modelling and optimisation group - Multiphase 
reactor modelling, separator modelling, integrated 
reaction – separation systems modelling, parameter 
estimation, modular process and flowsheet feasibility 
and optimisation. Centre for Catalysis research – wax 
hydrocracking modelling, fT process modelling

PROFESSOR CYRIL O’CONNOR
Centre for Minerals research - flotation Chemistry 

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR JOCHEN PETERSEN
Centre for Bioprocess engineering research - 
Hydrometallurgy, especially heap (bio) leaching of 
low grade minerals, heap reactor characterisation and 
modelling, bio-leaching processes

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR RANDHIR RAWATLAL
reactor engineering with focus on modelling and 
simulation,  mass transfer modelling in the activation 
of alkanes, multiphase flow, population balances 
and applications of segregation and compartment 
models in flow reactors for minerals bio-leaching and 
polymerization

DR MARCOS RODRIGUEZ PASCUAL 
Crystallization and Precipitation research Unit - Design 
and implementation of reactors for crystallization 
and precipitation processes applying thermo - fluid 
dynamics and non-intrusive optical techniques

MRS JEANNETTE SWEET
Centre for Minerals research - Comminution, flotation, 
Technology Transfer

DR SIEW TAI
Centre for Bioprocess engineering research - High-
value bioproducts, vaccines and biopharmaceuticals; 
bioreactor design, cell culture in bioreactors; beer and 
wine fermentation; metabolic engineering, systems 
biology

PROFESSOR ERIC VAN STEEN
Centre for Catalysis research/DST-Nrf Centre of 
excellence in Catalysis c*change - fischer-Tropsch 
synthesis, nano-materials, molecular modelling of 
heterogeneous catalytic systems, reaction kinetics
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MR ANDRIES VAN DER WESTHUIZEN
Centre for Minerals research - Classification  

DR ROB VAN HILLE
Centre for Bioprocess engineering research - Mineral 
biotechnology, algal biotechnology, microbial ecology, 
carbon cycling, sulphide chemistry and bioremediation, 
acid mine drainage retention treatment, anaerobic 
digestion, bioenergy

PROFESSOR HARRO VON BLOTTNITZ
environmental and Process Systems engineering - 
Industrial ecology especially life Cycle Assessment, 
waste management and bioenergy, for sustainable 
development

DR MARK WILLIAMSON
Process Modelling and optimisation - Development and 
characterisation of novel sensors for use in combustion 
processes, computational fluid dynamic modelling of 
combustion systems and optimisation of heat transfer 
in ovens, furnaces and driers

MRS JENNIFER WIESE
Centre for Minerals research - flotation Chemistry 

Honorary staff and associates 

HONORARY PROFESSOR DEE BRADSHAW
Centre for Minerals research - flotation Chemistry

HONORARY PROFESSOR JIM PETRIE  
environmental and Process Systems engineering - 
Decision support systems, sustainable energy systems, 
industrial ecology
 
HONORARY ADJUNCT PROFESSOR DAVID 
WILLIAM WRIGHT  
Chemical engineering Design and engineering 
education

Postdoctoral Fellows

DR ABOYADE AKINWALE 
environmental and Process Systems engineering - lCA 
of syngas from co-gasification

DR MARIJKE FAGAN 
Centre for Bioprocess engineering research - Heap 
bioleaching studies using non-invasive techniques

DR YOUSEF GHORBANI
Minerals to Metals - Heap leaching technology

DR MELINDA GRIFFITHS
Centre for Bioprocess engineering research - Process 
improvements and economics of large-scale production 
of Spirulina and other micro-algae

DR ROBERT HENKEL 
Centre for Catalysis research - Two-dimensional gas 
chromatography gCxgC-Tof, Magnometer

DR ROB HUDDY 
Centre for Bioprocess engineering research - 
Investigating the behaviour and ecology of mixed 
microbial communities in dynamic bioprocess 
environments

DR RENE LARYEA-GOLDSMITH
Centre for Catalysis research - Thermal conversion of 
biomass

DR THANOS KOTSIOPOULOS 
Centre for Bioprocess engineering research - liquid-
Mineral Contacting for the optimisation of Heap 
leaching and Prevention of Acid rock Drainage

DR TOBI LOUW 
Centre for Bioprocess engineering research - Multi-
scale mathematical modeling of algae raceway ponds 
for optimal mass transfer and energy usage

DR PETER MALATJI 
Centre for Catalysis research - Development of 
bimetallic precious metal catalysts for steam reforming 
of methane

DR RUSHANAH MOHAMED
Centre for Catalysis research - Membrane electrode 
assembly development for PeM fuel cell application

DR QILING NAIDOO
Centre for Catalysis research - Synthesis core-shell 
platinum group metal electrocatalysts by different 
approaches

DR SUZANA SAVVI
Centre for Bioprocess engineering research - redox 
Biotransformation of n-octane by recombinant e. coli

DR MAMOHALE MOHAJANE 
Centre for Minerals research - Collector mineral 
interactions within flotation

DR DARAMY KALLON 
Centre for Minerals research - Comminution research

DR MAxILLIAN RICHTER 
Centre for Minerals research - DeM/PePT

International Visitors

Centre for Minerals Research

PROFESSOR MICHAEL NICOL, SCHOOL OF 
ENGINEERING AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY, 
MURDOCH UNIVERSITY, WESTERN AUSTRALIA
PROFESSOR STEPHEN SIMUKANGA, VICE 
CHANCELLOR, UNIVERSITY OF ZAMBIA, ZAMBIA 
PROFESSOR LAURINDO DE SALLES LEAL FILHO, 
UNIVERSITY OF SAO PAULO, BRAZIL
PROFESSOR SANDOVAL CARNEIRO JUNIOR, VALE 
INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, BRAZIL
PROFESSOR ERIC FORSSBERG, LULEA UNIVERSITY, 
SWEDEN
MISS SENNI UUSI-HALLILA, CONTROL ENGINEERING 
LABORATORY, FACULTY OF TECHNOLOGY, 
UNIVERSITY OF OULU, FINLAND
MR DARIUS LELLINSKI, FLSHMIDT, UNITED STATES
DR JEWETTE MASINJA, UNIVERSITY OF ZAMBIA

Centre for Catalysis Research

PROFESSOR NI MINGJIANG, DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY 
ENGINEERING, ZHENJIANG UNIVERSITY JAPAN
PROFESSOR xUGUANG JIANG, DEPARTMENT OF 
ENERGY ENGINEERING, ZHENJIANG UNIVERSITY 
JAPAN
MR JOHANN SCHNEIDER-AMMANN, SWISS FEDERAL 
INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, SWITZERLAND
PROFESSOR GRAHAM HUTCHINGS, SCHOOL OF 
CHEMISTRY, CARDIFF UNIVERSITY, UNITED KINGDOM
PROFESSOR HANS NIEMANTSVERDRIET, EINDHOVEN 
UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY, NETHERLANDS                                       
MICHAEL EIKERLING, SIMON FRASER UNIVERSITY, 
CANADA
THOMAS SCHMIDT, PAUL SCHERRER INSTITUTE, 
SWITZERLAND
GUENTHER SCHERER, PAUL SCHERRER INSTITUTE, 
SWITZERLAND

Centre for Bioprocess Engineering Research

PROFESSOR JILL BANFIELD, UNIVERSITY OF 
CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY, UNITED STATES   
PROFESSOR JAN CILLIERS, IMPERIAL COLLEGE 
LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM
PROFESSOR KEVIN GALVIN, UNIVERSITY OF 
NEWCASTLE, AUSTRALIA  
PROFESSOR CHRIS HOWE, UNIVERSITY OF 
CAMBRIDGE, UNITED KINGDOM  
DR STEPHEN NEETHLING, IMPERIAL COLLEGE 
LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM  
PROFESSOR LYNNE MACASKIE, UNIVERSITY OF 
BIRMINGHAM, UNITED KINGDOM  
DR ANGELA MURRAY, UNIVERSITY OF BIRMINGHAM, 
UNITED KINGDOM
PROFESSOR LILIAN VELASQUEZ,   UNIVERSIDAD 

CATóLICA DEL NORTE, CHILE
PROFESSOR JOHN VILLADSEN, TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY 
OF DENMARK
PROFESSOR HENK VILJOEN, UNIVERSITY OF 
NEBRASKA, UNITED STATES

Crystallization and Precipitation 
Research Unit
PROFESSOR PATRICE NORTIER, GRENOBLE INP, 
PAGORA, SAINT MARTIN D’HERES, FRANCE 
ROB VANDERMEIJ AND BART DE GRAAF, EFC 
SEPARATIONS, THE NETHERLANDS

Minerals to Metals Initiative (MtM)
A.PROFESSOR PHILLIP KIRSCH, MINERALS INDUSTRY 
SAFETY AND HEALTH CENTRE, SUSTAINABLE 
MINERALS INSTITUTE   UNIVERSITY OF QUEENSLAND, 
AUSTRALIA
PROFESSOR TAKASHI MINO, GRADUATE SCHOOL 
OF SUSTAINABILITY SCIENCE, UNIVERSITY OF 
TOKYO, JAPAN
PROFESSOR MASAFUMI NAGAO, GRADUATE 
SCHOOL OF SUSTAINABILITY SCIENCE, UNIVERSITY 
OF TOKYO, JAPAN
PROFESSOR MIKE NICOL, SCHOOL OF 
ENGINEERING AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY, 
MURDOCH UNIVERSITY, WESTERN AUSTRALIA                                
PROFESSOR MARGIE SCOTT, WH BRYAN MINING 
AND GEOLOGY RESEARCH CENTRE, SUSTAINABLE 
MINERALS INSTITUTE, UNIVERSITY OF QUEENSLAND, 
AUSTRALIA

Contact Details

Postal Address: Department of Chemical engineering, 
University of Cape Town, Private Bag X3, rondebosch, 
7701
Telephone: +27 21 650 2509
Web: http://www.chemeng.uct.ac.za/
UCT main phone number: +27 21 650 9111
UCT web site: http://www.uct.ac.za

Research Output

Authored books

Case, J.M. 2013. researching Student learning in 
Higher education. A social realist approach. 153pp. 
oxfordshire, Uk: routledge Taylor & francis. ISBN 
9780414662345.

Chapters in books

griffiths, M. 2013. Microalgal cultivation reactor 
systems. In f. Bux (ed), Biotechnological applications of 
microalgae. Biodiesel and value-added products, pp. 
51-75. Boca raton, florida: CrC Press, Taylor & francis 
group. ISBN 9781466515291.
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Harrison, S.T.l., richardson, C. and griffiths, M. 2013. 
Analysis of microalgal biorefineries for bioenergy from 
an environmental and economic perspective focus 
on algal biodiesel. In f. Bux (ed), Biotechnological 
applications of microalgae. Biodiesel and value-added 
products, pp. 113-136. Boca raton, florida: CrC Press, 
Taylor & francis group. ISBN 9781466515291.

Articles in peer-reviewed journals 

Africa, C., van Hille, r.P. and Harrison, S.T.l. 2013. 
Attachment of acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans and 
leptospirillum ferriphilum cultured under varying 
conditions to pyrite, chalcopyrite, low-grade ore and 
quartz in a packed column reactor. Applied Microbiology 
and Biotechnology, 97: 1317-1324.

Africa, C., van Hille, r.P., Sand, W. and Harrison, S.T.l. 
2013. Investigation and in situ visualisation of interfacial 
interactions of thermophilic microorganisms with metal-
sulphides in a simulated heap environment. Minerals 
engineering, 48: 100-107.

Appa, H., Deglon, D.A. and Meyer, C.J. 2013. Numerical 
modelling of hydrodynamics and gas dispersion in an 
autoclave. Hydrometallurgy, 131-132: 67-75.

Apsey, g. and lewis, A.e. 2013. Selenium impurity in 
sodium sulphate decahydrate formed by eutectic freeze 
crystallization of industrial waste brine. Journal of the South 
African Institute of Mining and Metallurgy, 113: 415-421.

Azeez, o., Isafiade, A.J. and fraser, D. 2013. Supply-
based superstructure synthesis of heat and mass 
exchange networks. Computers & Chemical 
engineering, 56: 184-201.

Becker, M.e., yorath, g.A., Ndlovu, B., Harris, M.C., 
Deglon, D.A. and franzidis, J.-P. 2013. A rheological 
investigation of the behaviour of two Southern African 
platinum ores. Minerals engineering, 49: 92-97.

Bepswa, P.A. and Deglon, D.A. 2013. Numerical 
investigation of a heuristic methodology for designing 
precise metal accounting measurement networks. 
Minerals engineering, 42: 50-61.

Case, J.M., Marshall, D. and grayson, D. 2013. Mind the 
gap: science and engineering education at the secondary-
tertiary interface. South African Journal of Science, 109: 
0113(5pp). DoI: 10.1590/sajs.2013/20120113.

Chapman, N.A., Shackleton, N.J., Malysiak, V. and 
o’Connor, C.T. 2013. Comparative study of the use of 
HPgr and conventional wet and dry grinding methods 
on the flotation of base metal sulphides and PgMs. 
Journal of the Southern African Institute of Mining and 
Metallurgy, 113(5): 407-413.

Chimbganda, T., Becker, M.e., Broadhurst, J.l., 
Harrison, S.T.l. and franzidis, J.-P. 2013. A comparison 
of pyrrhotite rejection and passivation in two nickel 
ores. Minerals engineering, 46-47: 38-44.

Chonco, z., ferreira, A., lodya, l., Claeys, M.C. and 
Van Steen, e.W.J. 2013. Comparing silver and copper as 
promoters in fe-based fischer-Tropsch catalysts using 
delafossite as a model compound. Journal of Catalysis, 
307: 283-294.

Chonco, z., lodya, l., Claeys, M.C. and Van Steen, 
e.W.J. 2013. Copper ferrites: a model for investigating 
the role of copper in the dynamic iron-based fischer-
Tropsch catalyst. Journal of Catalysis, 308: 363-373.

Collier-reed, B.I., Case, J.M. and Stott, A. 2013. 
The influence of podcasting on student learning: a 
case study across two courses. european Journal of 
engineering education, 38(3): 329-339.

Corin, k.C., Mishra, J. and o’Connor, C.T. 2013. 
Investigating the role of pulp chemistry on the 
floatability of a CU-Ni sulfide ore. International Journal 
of Mineral Processing, 120: 8-14.

Dey, S., Paul, g.M. and Pani, S. 2013. flotation behaviour 
of weathered coal in mechanical and column flotation 
cell. Powder Technology, 246: 689-694.

fagan, M.A., Sederman, A.J., Harrison, S.T.l. and Johns, 
M.l. 2013. Phase distribution identification in the 
column leaching of low grade ores using MrI. Minerals 
engineering, 48: 94-99.

fischer, N., Van Steen, e.W.J. and Claeys, M.C. 2013. 
Structure sensitivity of the fischer-Tropsch activity 
and selectivity on alumina supported cobalt catalysts. 
Journal of Catalysis, 299: 67-80.

fuls, H.f. and Petersen, J. 2013. evaluation of processing 
options for the treatment of zinc sulphide concentrates 
at Skorpion zinc. Journal of the South African Institute 
of Mining and Metallurgy, 113: 423-434.

fung, W., ledwaba, l., Modiba, N., Claeys, M.C. and 
Van Steen, e.W.J. 2013. Choosing a suitable support for 
Co3o4 as an NH3 oxidation catalyst. Catalysis Science 
& Technology, 3: 1905-1909.

gaylard, P., randolph, N.g. and Wortley, C.M.g. 
2013. Metal accounting in the platinum industry: How 
effective is it? Journal of the Southern African Institute 
of Mining and Metallurgy, 113: 203-212.

ghorbani, y., Petersen, J., Becker, M.e., Mainza, A.N. 
and franzidis, J.-.P. 2013. Investigation and modelling 
of the progression of zinc leaching from large sphalerite 
ore particles. Hydrometallurgy, 131-132: 8-23.

ghorbani, y., Mainza, A.N., Petersen, J., Becker, M.e., 
franzidis, J.-P. and kalala, J.T. 2013. Investigation of 
particles with high crack density produced by HPgr 
and its effect on the redistribution of the particle size 
fraction in heaps. Minerals engineering, 43-44: 44-51.

ghorbani, y., Becker, M.e., Petersen, J., Mainza, A.N. 
and franzidis, J.-P. 2013. Investigation of the effect 
of mineralogy as rate-limiting factors in large particle 
leaching. Minerals engineering, 52: 38-51.

govender, e., Bryan, C. and Harrison, S.T.l. 2013. 
Quantification of growth and colonisation of low grade 
sulphidic ores by acidophilic chemoautotrophs using a 
novel experimental system. Minerals engineering, 48: 
108-115.

govender, I., Cleary, P. and Mainza, A.N. 2013. 
Comparisons of PePT derived charge features in wet 
milling environments with a friction-adjusted DeM 
model. Chemical engineering Science, 97: 162-175.

Jones, g., van Hille, r.P. and Harrison, S.T.l. 2013. 
reactive oxygen species generated in the presence of 
fine pyrite particles and its implication in thermophilic 
mineral bioleaching. Applied Microbiology and 
Biotechnology, 97: 2735-2742.

Jones, g., Becker, M.e., van Hille, r.P. and Harrison, S.T.l. 
2013. The effect of sulfide concentrate mineralogy and 
texture on reactive oxygen species (roS) generation. 
Applied geochemistry, 29: 199-213.

kazadi Mbamba, C., franzidis, J.-P., Harrison, S.T.l. and 
Broadhurst, J.l. 2013. flotation of coal and sulphur from 
South African ultrafine colliery wastes. Journal of the 
Southern African Institute of Mining and Metallurgy, 
113: 399-405.

luo, J., Conrad, o. and Vankelecom, I.f.J. 2013. 
Imidazolium methanesulfonate as a high temperature 
proton conductor. Journal of Materials Chemistry, 1(6): 
2238-2247.

Manono, M., Corin, k.C. and Wiese, J.g. 2013. The 
effect of ionic strength of plant water on foam stability: a 
2-phase flotation study. Minerals engineering, 40: 42-47.

McCoy, J., Soares, J.B.P. and rawatlal, r. 2013. Analysis 
of slurry-phase co-polymerization of ethylene and 
1-butene by ziegler-Natta catalysts part 1: experimental 
activity profiles. Macromolecular reaction engineering, 
7: 350-361.

Mcfadzean, B.J., Mhlanga, S. and o’Connor, C.T. 2013. 
The effect of thiol collector mixtures on the flotation 
of pyrite and galena. Minerals engineering, 50-51:  
121-129.

Nduna, M., rodriguez-Pascual, M. and lewis, A.e. 
2013. effect of dissolved precipitating ions on the 
settling characteristics of copper sulphide. Journal of 
the South African Institute of Mining and Metallurgy, 
113(5): 435-439.

Niyobuhungiro, r. and Von Blottnitz, H. 2013. 
Investigation of arsenic airborne in particulate matter 
around caterers’ wood fires in the Cape Town region. 
Aerosol and Air Quality research, 13: 219-224.

Niyobuhungiro, r., Naidoo, S., Dalvie, M.A. and Von 
Blottnitz, H. 2013. occurrence of CCA-treated timber 
in caterers’ fuelwood stocks in the Cape Town region. 
South African Journal of Science, 109(1/2): 1-5.

o’Connor, C.T. and Shackleton, N. 2013. Investigations 
into the recovery of platinum group minerals from the 
Platreef ore of the bushveld complex of South Africa. 
Platinum Metals review, 57(4): 302-309.

olaofe, o., fenner, C.f., gudiminchi, r.k., Smit, M.S. 
and Harrison, S.T.l. 2013. The influence of microbial 
physiology on biocatalyst activity and efficiency in the 
terminal hydroxylation of n-octane using escherichia 
coli expressing the alkane hydroxylase, CyP153A6. 
Microbial Cell factories, 12(1): 8(12pp).

randall, D.g., Mohamed, r., Nathoo, J., rossenrode, H. 
and lewis, A.e. 2013. Improved calcium sulfate recovery 
from a reverse osmosis retentate using eutectic freeze 
crystallization. Water Science and Technology, 67(1): 
139-146.

Stafford, W., Cohen, B., Pather-elias, S., Von Blottnitz, 
H., van Hille, r.P., Harrison, S.T.l. and Burton, S.g. 2013. 
Technologies for recovery of energy from wastewaters: 
applicability and potential in South Africa. Journal of 
energy in Southern Africa, 24(1): 15-26.

Stott, A. 2013. South African physical sciences teachers’ 
understanding of force and the relationship to teacher 
qualification, experience and their school’s quintile. 
African Journal of research in Mathematics, Science and 
Technology education (AJrMSTe) or African Journal of 
research in MST education, 17: 173-183.

Tupikina, o., Minnaar, S.H., van Hille, r.P., Van Wyk, N., 
rautenbach, g.f., Dew, D.W. and Harrison, S.T.l. 2013. 
Determining the effect of acid stress on the persistence 
and growth of thermophilic microbial species after 
mesophilic colonisation of low grade ore in a heap leach 
environment. Minerals engineering, 53: 152-159.

Tupper, g.B., govender, I., Mainza, A.N. and Plint, 
N. 2013. A mechanistic model for slurry transport in 
tumbling mills. Minerals engineering, 43-44: 102-104.
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eleftheriades, N. and Von Blottnitz, H. 2013. 
Thermodynamic and kinetic considerations for biodiesel 
production by reactive distillation. environmental 
Progress & Sustainable energy, 32(2): 373-376.

Peer-reviewed published conference 
proceedings

Broadhurst, J.l., Bryan, C.g., Becker, M.e., franzidis, 
J.-P. and Harrison, S.T.l. 2013. Characterising the acid 
generating potential of mine wastes by means of 
laboratory-scale static and biokinetic tests. In A.  Brown, 
l. figuero and C. Wolkersdorfer (eds), Proceedings 
of the International Mine Water Association Annual 
Conference 2013, 6-9 August 2013, Colorado, USA. 
USA: International Mine Water Association. ISBN 
9780615793856.

Case, J.M., Von Blottnitz, H., fraser, D., Heydenrych, 
H. and Petersen, J. 2013. Thinking and practising 
curriculum: a new first year course in chemical 
engineering at UCT. In B. Collier-reed (ed), Proceedings 
of the Second Biennial Conference of the South African 
Society for engineering education (SASee), 11-12 June 
2013, Cape Town, South Africa. Cape Town: The South 
African Society for engineering education (SASee). ISBN 
9780620571234.

Chiloane, l., Petersen, J., Von Blottnitz, H. and 
franzidis, J.-P. 2013. Towards a framework for analyzing 
co-location of utility scale solar power plants within 
metallurgical operations. In S. Winchester, f. Valenzuela 
and D. Mulligan (eds), Proceedings of the 3rd 
International Seminar on environmental Issues in Mining 
(enviromine 2013), 4-6 December 2013, Santiago, Chile. 
Santiago, Chile: gecamin. ISBN 9789569393044.

Do Amaral filho, J.r., Weiler, J., Schneider, I.A.H. and 
Broadhurst, J.l. 2013. Using humidity cells tests to 
evaluation an ArD minimization approach in Santa 
Catarina coal field, Brazil. In A. Brown, l. figuero and 
C. Wolkersdorfer (eds), Proceedings of the International 
Mine Water Association Annual Conference 2013, 6-9 
August 2013, Colorado, USA. USA: International Mine 
Water Association. ISBN 9780615793856.

Duku, P., Minnaar, S.H., Harrison, S.T.l. and Petersen, 
J. 2013. A novel apparatus to determine the bio-
oxidation kinetics of sessile leptospirillum ferriphilum. 
In N. guiliani, C. Demergasso, r. Quatrini, f. 
remonsellez and C. Davis-Belmar (eds), Proceedings 
of Integration of Scientific and Industrial knowledge 
on Biohydrometallurgy - Selected, Peer reviewed 
Papers from the 20th International Biohydrometallurgy 
Symposium (IBS 2013), 8-11 october 2013, Antofagasta, 
Chile. Switzerland: Trans Tech Publications ltd. ISSN 
10226680.

Dyantyi, N., Becker, M.e., Broadhurst, J.l., Harrison, 
S.T.l. and franzidis, J.-P. 2013. Use of mineralogy to 
interpret laboratory-scale acid rock drainage prediction 
tests - a gold case study. Proceedings of the World gold 
2013 Conference - Challenges in gold Mining, 26-29 
September 2013, Brisbane, Australia. Carlton Victoria: 
The Australasian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy. 
ISBN 9781921522963.

fagan, M.A., Ngoma, I.e., Chiume, r., Minnaar, S.H., 
Sederman, A.J., Johns, M.l. and Harrison, S.T.l. 2013. 
The impact of drip irrigation on heap hydrology and 
microbial colonies in bioleaching. In N. guiliani, C. 
Demergasso, r. Quatrini, f. remonsellez, C. Davis-Belmar, 
et al. (eds), Proceedings of Integration of Scientific and 
Industrial knowledge on Biohydrometallurgy - Selected, 
Peer reviewed Papers from the 20th International 
Biohydrometallurgy Symposium (IBS 2013), 8-11 
october 2013, Antofagasta, Chile, Switzerland: Trans 
Tech Publications ltd. ISSN 10226680.

govender, e., Bryan, C.g. and Harrison, S.T.l. 2013. True 
growth rate kinetics: an account of the colonisation and 
transport of microorganisms on whole low grade ore, 
at the agglomerate scale. In N. guiliani, C. Demergasso, 
r. Quatrini, f. remonsellez, C. Davis-Belmar, et al. 
(eds),  Proceedings of Integration of Scientific and 
Industrial knowledge on Biohydrometallurgy - Selected, 
Peer reviewed Papers from the 20th International 
Biohydrometallurgy Symposium (IBS 2013), 8-11 
october 2013, Antofagasta, Chile, Switzerland: Trans 
Tech Publications ltd. ISSN 10226680.

Nwaila, g., Becker, M.e., ghorbani, y., Petersen, J., 
reid, D.l., Bam, l.C., de Beer, f. and franzidis, J.-P. 
2013. A geometallurgical study of the Witwatersrand 
gold ore at Carletonville, South Africa. In S. Dominy 
(ed), Proceedings of the Second AusIMM International 
geometallurgy Conference (geoMet 2013), 30 
September - 2 october 2013, Brisbane, Australia, 
Carlton Victoria, Australia: The Australasian Institute of 
Mining and Metallurgy. ISBN 9781921522987.

Simunika, N., Broadhurst, J.l., Petersen, J., Harrison, 
S.T.l. and franzidis, J.-P. 2013. Predicting the time-related 
generation of acid rock drainage from mine waste: a 
copper case study. In S. Winchester, f. Valenzuela and 
D. Mulligan (eds), Proceedings of the 3rd International 
Seminar on environmental Issues in Mining (enviromine 
2013), 4-6 December 2013, Santiago, Chile. Santiago, 
Chile: gecamin. ISBN 9789569393044.

van Hille, r.P., Van Wyk, N., froneman, T. and Harrison, 
S.T.l. 2013. Dynamic evolution of the microbial 
community in BIoX leaching tanks. In N. guiliani, C. 
Demergasso, r. Quatrini, f. remonsellez, C. Davis-Belmar, 
et al. (eds), Proceedings of Integration of Scientific and 

Industrial knowledge on Biohydrometallurgy - Selected, 
Peer reviewed Papers from the 20th International 
Biohydrometallurgy Symposium (IBS 2013), 8-11 
october 2013, Antofagasta, Chile, Switzerland: Trans 
Tech Publications ltd. ISSN 10226680.

Department of Civil 
Engineering
Head of Department: Associate 
Professor Neil Armitage

Departmental Profile

The Department of Civil engineering currently has an 
establishment of 16 permanent full-time academic 
positions and 2 research officers, supported by a 
dedicated complement of 13 technical and administrative 
staff. It offers a four-year BSc (Civil engineering) 
degree programme and several taught postgraduate 
programmes, as well as supervised research studies 
leading to Master’s and Doctoral degrees. The current 
enrolment is about 424 undergraduate students and 226 
postgraduates – giving a total of 650 students. 

Postgraduate teaching and research is conducted within 
the framework of well-established research groups in 
the areas of Structural engineering and Mechanics, 
geotechnical engineering, Concrete Materials and 
Technology, Hydraulic engineering, Water Quality 
engineering, Urban Water Management, Urban 
engineering and Management, Transport Studies and 
gIS. Members of staff also interact with research groups 
in other departments, such as the Centre for research in 
Computational and Applied Mechanics (CereCAM) and 
the Africa Centre for Cities (ACC). The Department has 
fruitful collaborative links with several local and overseas 
universities, and with local industry. Much of the work 
done by members of staff finds application in industry. 

The high quality of the research undertaken by the 
Department is evidenced by the considerable number of 
peer-reviewed publications in ISI-accredited international 
journals produced by members of staff annually, and the 
international recognition that members of staff enjoy in 
their areas of research. Members actively participate on 
the committees of local professional bodies, provide expert 
advice to industry, and serve on the editorial and advisory 
boards of various international journals and conferences. 

Departmental Statistics

Permanent and Long-Term Contract Staff

Professors 4
Associate Professors 8
Senior lecturers 3
lecturers 1
research officers 2
Technical Support Staff 6
Administrative Support Staff 7
Total 31

Emeritus and Honorary Staff 

emeritus Associate Professors 5
Honorary research Associates 3
Total 8

Students

Doctoral 25
Master’s and Diplomas 201
Undergraduate 424
Total 650

Research Fields and Staff 

Permanent and Long-Term Contract Staff

PROFESSOR MARK ALExANDER
Concrete durability and deterioration; concrete materials; 
concrete service life; sustainability of concrete construction; 
applications to structural design and construction.

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR NEIL ARMITAGE
Urban water management including: Water Sensitive 
Urban Design (WSUD), Sustainable Drainage Systems 
(SuDS) and the provision of water services to informal 
settlements.

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR ROGER BEHRENS
Activity-based travel analysis; local movement network 
configuration and management; non-motorised 
transportation; policy analysis in the fields of urban 
passenger transport; land use-transport interaction.

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR HANS BEUSHAUSEN
Concrete materials; structural engineering; repair of 
concrete structures.

DR KIRSTY CARDEN
Urban water management; sustainability assessment; 
integrated approaches geared towards sustainable 
urban development and water sensitive cities.
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MS FARIIDAH CHEBET
geotechnical engineering

PROFESSOR GEORGE EKAMA
Chemical and biological wastewater treatment; physical 
and biological process modelling.

DR DENIS KALUMBA
geotechnical engineering: ground Improvement, 
Waste Minimisation, foundations/Soils Interaction, 
electrokinetics, geosynthetics, and Soil remediation

PROFESSOR PILATE MOYO
Structural analysis and Design, Structural dynamics 
and vibration analysis-, Structural integrity assessment, 
Structural health monitoring and vibration testing.

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR ULRIKE RIVETT
iCoMMS: Information for Community oriented Municipal 
Services.  role of ICTs in water service delivery and 
management.

MR HERRIE SCHALEKAMP
road-based public transport policy and regulation; 
institutional and operational reform processes in 
passenger transport systems; qualitative methods of 
investigation in the transport arena

DR SEBASTIAN SKATULLA
Multiscale Methods; Biomechanics; electromechanics; 
Meshfree Methods; High-Performance Computing.

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR MARIANNE VANDERSCHUREN
Assessment of urban transport systems; urban transport 
decision-making; transport policy.

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR MARK VAN RYNEVELD
Urban engineering; infrastructure planning and 
settlement planning; sanitation; capacity building/ 
engineering education

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR KOBUS VAN ZYL
Hydraulics; urban water management; water demand 
analysis; distribution networks.

MS NICKY WOLMARANS
Academic development; teaching and learning; mechanics 
of solids.

PROFESSOR ALPHOSE ZINGONI
Shell structures; space structures; structural mechanics; 
applications of group theory; finite element modelling; 
vibration and structural dynamics; structural analysis and 
design.

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR MARK ZUIDGEEST
Pedestrian activity on highways; transport network 
design; location-allocation modelling; land-use transport 

interaction models; transport-related social exclusion; 
climate change and transport; walkability assessment

Honorary Research Associates

MS LISA KANE
Transportation engineering and planning.

PROFESSOR MANU SANTHANAM
Concrete materials and technology; concrete diagnosis, 
service life design

MR VERNON COLLIS
Integrated structural design; sustainability solutions; 
concrete repair and rehabilitation

Contact details

Postal Address: 
Department of Civil engineering, University of Cape 
Town, Private Bag X3, rondebosch, 7701
Tel: +27 21 650 2584
e-mail:civil@ebe.uct.ac.za
Web: http://www.civil.uct.ac.za/
UCT general phone number: +27 21 650 9111
UCT web site: http://www.uct.ac.za

Research Output

Chapters in books

Alexander, M.g. and De Belie, N. 2013. Testing for 
degradation by inorganic acids. In M. Alexander; 
A. Bertron and N. De Belie (eds), Performance of 
Cement-Based Materials in Aggressive Aqueous 
environments, pp. 289-303. Netherlands: Springer. 
ISBN 9789400754126.

loudon, M. and rivett, U.k. 2013. enacting 
openness in ICT4D research. In M.l. Smith and 
k.M.A. riley (eds), open Development - Networked 
Innovations in International Development, pp. 53-
77. Cambridge, Massachusetts: The MIT Press. ISBN 
9780262525411.

Articles in peer-reviewed journals 

Adewumi, J., Ilemobade, A. and Van zyl, J. 2013. 
Application of a multi-criteria decision support tool 
in assessing the feasibility of implementing treated 
wastewater reuse. International Journal of Decision 
Support System Technology, 5(1): 1-23.

Beukes, e., Vanderschuren, M.J.W.A., zuidgeest, 
M., Brussel, M. and van Maarseveen, M. 2013. 
Quantifying the contextual influences on road design. 
Computer-Aided Civil and Infrastructure engineering, 
28: 344-358.

Beushausen, H. and Chilwesa, M. 2013. Assessment 
and prediction of drying shrinkage cracking in bonded 
mortar overlays. Cement and Concrete research, 53: 
256-266.

Bissonnette, B., Courard, l., Beushausen, H., fowler, D., 
Trevino, M. and Vaysburd, A. 2013. recommendations 
for the repair, the lining or the strengthening of concrete 
slabs or pavements with bonded cement-based material 
overlays. Materials and Structures, 46(3): 481-494.

Carden, k. and Armitage, N.P. 2013. Assessing 
urban water sustainability in South Africa - not just 
performance measurement. Water SA, 39(3): 345-350.

Cassa, A. and Van zyl, J. 2013. Predicting the head-
leakage slope of cracks in pipes subject to elastic 
deformations. Journal of Water Supply research and 
Technology-Aqua, 62(4): 214-223.

fisher-Jeffes, l. and Armitage, N.P. 2013. Charging for 
stormwater in South Africa. Water SA, 39(3): 429-436.

githachuri, k. and Alexander, M.g. 2013. Durability 
performance potential and strength of blended Portland 
limestone cement concrete. Cement & Concrete 
Composites, 39: 115-121.

legner, D., Wackerfu, J., klinkel, S. and Wagner, 
W. 2013. An advanced finite element formulation 
for piezoelectric beam structures. Computational 
Mechanics, 52(6): 1331-1349.

legner, D., klinkel, S. and Wagner, W. 2013. An 
advanced finite element formulation for piezoelectric 
shell structures. International Journal for Numerical 
Methods in engineering, 95(11): 901-927.

Muigai, r., Alexander, M.g. and Moyo, P. 2013. Cradle-
to-gate environmental impacts of the concrete industry 
in South Africa. Journal of the South African Institution 
of Civil engineering, 55(2): 2-7.

Nganga, g., Alexander, M.g. and Beushausen, H. 
2013. Practical implementation of the durability index 
performance-based design approach. Construction and 
Building Materials, 45: 251-261.

rivett, U.k., Champanis, M. and Wilson-Jones, T. 2013. 
Monitoring drinking water quality in South Africa: 
designing information systems for local needs. Water 
SA, 39(3): 409-414.

Salazar ferro, P., Behrens, r. and Wilkinson, P.B. 2013. 
Hybrid urban public transport systems in developing 
countries: portents and prospects. Transportation 
research Part A - general, 39(1): 121-132.

Sansour, C., Skatulla, S. and Hijaj, M. 2013. A shell 
theory with scale effects and higher order gradients. 
International Journal of Solids and Structures, 50: 2271-
2280.

Schalekamp, H.V. and Behrens, r. 2013. engaging the 
paratransit sector in Cape Town on public transport 
reform: Progress, process and risks. Transportation 
research Part A - general, 39(1): 185-190.

Skatulla, S. and Sansour, C. 2013. A formulation of a 
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Peer-reviewed published conference 
proceedings
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(ed), Proceedings of research and Applications in 
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Proceedings of the fifth International Conference on 
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Department of 
Construction 
Economics and 
Management
Head of Department:  
Professor Keith Cattell    

Departmental Profile

research and allied scholarly work in the Department falls 
under two broad themes of property and construction. five 
research groups examine issues related to infrastructure 
delivery, construction industry development, wellness in 
construction, emerging property markets, and facilities 
management. A number of cross cutting themes provide 
diversity and smaller research interest groups; these 
themes include sustainability, project management, 
human development, property markets and property 
valuations, procurement, entrepreneurship, and teaching 
and learning.

Strong research links exist with academic institutions 
in the United kingdom, Australia, United States of 
America, Canada, Hong kong, Central and east Africa, 
as well as with institutions within South Africa.

During 2013, papers were presented at key international 
conferences in Cape Town, New Delhi, ghana, reading 
and Brisbane. In addition, a number of papers were 
published in peer-reviewed local and international 
journals, frequently with international co-authorship, 
underlining the Department’s international profile and 
collaborative research philosophy.

Nationally, the Department continues its engagement 
with local and international organisations. These include:
•	 The Association of South African Quantity 

Surveyors on the Standard System and Chapter 
Committees,

•	 The South African Council for the Quantity 
Surveying Profession as Council Members and 
on the education Standards and research Sub-
Committee,

•	 The royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors on the 
World regional Board, and the education Standards 
Board,

•	 The South African facilities Management 
Association,

•	 The South African Property owners Association, 
•	 The Construction Industry Development Board, and
•	 The African real estate Society.
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research endeavours by individual staff have been good 
in terms of higher degree graduates, attracting research 
funding, and research outputs. The staff received research 
funding from a variety of sources in 2013, namely: the 
University research Committee (UrC), the National 
research foundation (Nrf), and the Construction Industry 
Development Board (CIDB). In addition, the department 
boasts a “B2” Nrf-rated researcher.

Departmental Statistics 

Permanent and Long-term Contract Staff

Professors 2
Associate Professors 2
Senior lecturers 8
lecturer -
Administrative and Clerical Staff 5
Departmental Assistant 1
TOTAL 18

Students

Doctoral 5
Masters 96
Postgraduate Diploma 20
Honours 74
Undergraduate 385
TOTAL 580

Research Fields and Staff

Permanent Staff

PROFESSOR KS CATTELL
Head of Department: Value management; workplace 
facilities management; learning spaces; the impact of 
HIV/AIDS on the South African construction industry; 
corruption in the construction industry; and stress 
management for built environment professionals.

PROFESSOR PA BOWEN
Value management; the impact of HIV/AIDS on the 
South African construction industry; corruption in the 
construction industry; and stress management for built 
environment professionals.

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR KA MICHELL
facilities management as a social and community 
enterprise in low-income areas of cities; urban facilities 
management; work space planning and management 
in buildings; learning spaces.

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR F VIRULY
Urban economics; property development; property 
feasibility studies; property and building cycles; property 

and the macro economy; econometric forecasting 
of the commercial and residential property markets; 
institutions and the structure of property markets. 

MRS E EDWARDES
Senior lecturer: education in construction studies; 
enhancement of skills required for construction studies.

MRS K EVANS
Senior lecturer: Work with the African Centre for Cities 
research laboratory; innovative financing of medium 
to low-income housing from the perspective of end-
users; working capital, bridging finance and wholesale 
finance.  

MR I JAY
Senior lecturer: Project Management – particularly 
in the area of project strategy and project portfolio 
(Programme) management. Application of value 
models to portfolio balancing, and enterprise wide 
project management structures and systems. Value 
Management – particular focus on client values, 
determination of project measures of success (success 
criteria) and modelling of client values.

MRS K LE JEUNE
Senior lecturer: gender related issues within the Built 
environment professions; green buildings; service 
learning and application in construction education; 
social responsibility and construction education.

MR M MASSYN 
Senior lecturer: Skills and competencies of SMe’s within 
the construction industry; procurement systems used in 
housing delivery with particular emphasis on the PHP 
delivery system.

MR R MCGAFFIN
Senior lecturer: The relationship between land 
economics and planning; property markets and value-
capture; housing and affordable housing markets.

DR M MOOYA
Senior lecturer: Informal/low income property 
markets; property market processes; property valuation 
theory and practice; epistemology and methodology in 
property market research.

DR A WINDAPO
Senior lecturer: Contractor performance and 
development studies; housing procurement and 
development studies; risk and quality management 
processes on construction projects; and health, safety 
and environmental issues.

Contact Details
Postal address: Department of Construction economics 
& Management, 
University of Cape Town, Private Bag X3, rondebosch, 
7701, South Africa
Telephone: +27 21 650 3443
fax: +27 21 689 7564
e-mail: Mareldia.fagodien@uct.ac.za
Web: http://www.cons.uct.ac.za

Research Output

Authored books

Windapo, A.o. 2013. fundamentals of Construction 
Management. 182pp. Cape Town: bookboon.com. 
ISBN 9788740303629.

Chapters in books

Mcgaffin, r. and Wanjiku k., C. 2013. Defining markets: 
a set of transactions between actors. In H. Perold and P. 
Jooste (eds), Trading Places - Accessing land in African 
Cities, pp. 21-46. Somerset West, South Africa: African 
Minds. ISBN 9781920489991.

Articles in peer-reviewed journals 

Bowen, P.A., Cattell, k.S. and edwards, P. 2013. 
Workplace stress experienced by quantity surveyors. 
Acta Structilia, 20(2): 1-29.

Bowen, P.A., edwards, P. and lingard, H. 2013. Workplace 
stress among construction professionals in South Africa: 
the role of harassment and discrimination. engineering, 
Construction and Architectural Management, 20(6): 620-635.

Bowen, P.A., edwards, P. and lingard, H. 2013. 
Workplace stress experienced by construction 
professionals in South Africa. Journal of Construction 
engineering and Management-Asce, 139(4): 393-403.

Bowen, P.A., edwards, P., lingard, H. and Cattell, k.S. 
2013. Harassment and discrimination experienced by 
quantity surveyors in South Africa. Acta Structilia, 
20(2): 50-77.

Bowen, P.A., edwards, P., Simbayi, l.C. and Cattell, k.S. 
2013. HIV/AIDS Interventions by construction firms in 
the Western Cape, South Africa: a thematic analysis 
of qualitative survey data. The International Journal of 
Construction Management, 13(4): 1-125.

oyewobi, l., Windapo, A.o. and Cattell, k.S. 2013. 
Impact of business diversification on South African 
construction companies’ corporate performance. 
Journal of financial Management of Property and 
Construction, 18(2): 1-203.

Windapo, A.o. 2013. relationship between degree of 
risk, cost and level of compliance to occupational health 
and safety regulations in construction. The Australasian 
Journal of Construction economics and Building, 13(2): 
67-82.

Windapo, A.o. and Cattell, k.S. 2013. The South African 
construction industry: perceptions of key challenges 
facing its performance, development and growth. 
Journal of Construction in Developing Countries, 18(2): 
65-79.

Windapo, A.o. and goulding, J. 2013. Value-based 
perspectives of stakeholders’ building requirements in 
low cost and government subsidised housing projects in 
South Africa. Construction Innovation, 13(4): 424-444.

Windapo, A.o. and Jegede, o.P. 2013. A study of health, 
safety and environment (HSe) practices of Nigerian 
construction companies. The Professional Builder, 
Journal of the Nigerian Institute of Building, 4(1): 127.

Peer-reviewed published conference 
proceedings

Bowen, P.A., edwards, P., Cattell, k.S. and Simbayi, 
l.C. 2013. HIV/AIDS interventions by construction 
firms - a mixed methods analysis of survey data. In P. 
Chynoweth (ed),  Proceedings of rICS CoBrA 2013 - 
The Construction, Building and real estate research 
Conference of the royal Institute of Chartered 
Surveyors, 10-12 September 2013, New Delhi, India. 
New Delhi, India: rICS.  ISBN 9781783210305.

edwardes, e. 2013. financial impact of carbon emissions 
tax on construction costs. In k. le Jeune and k. Michell 
(eds), Proceedings of SACQSP research Conference 
on “green Vision 20/20” - Proceedings of the Cape 
Town 2013 6th Annual research Conference, 20-21 
June 2013, Vineyard Hotel, Cape Town, South Africa. 
Cape Town: Department of Construction economics 
and Management, University of Cape Town. ISBN 
9780620568906.

Jay, C.I., Massyn, M.W., Viruly, f.M. and le Jeune, k. 
2013. Sustainability and value management. In k. le 
Jeune and k. Michell (eds), Proceedings of SACQSP 
research Conference on “green Vision 20/20” - 
Proceedings of the Cape Town 2013 6th Annual 
research Conference, 20-21 June 2013, Vineyard Hotel, 
Cape Town, South Africa. Cape Town: Department of 
Construction economics and Management, University 
of Cape Town. ISBN 9780620568906.

le Jeune, k., Nurick, S. and roux, J. 2013. The business 
case for building green: using life cycle cost analysis to 
motivate for energy saving design. In k. le Jeune and 
k. Michell (eds),  Proceedings of SACQSP research 
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Conference on “green Vision 20/20” - Proceedings of 
the Cape Town 2013 6th Annual research Conference, 
20-21 June 2013, Vineyard Hotel, Cape Town, South 
Africa. Cape Town: Department of Construction 
economics and Management, University of Cape Town. 
ISBN 9780620568906.

Nurick, S. and Cattell, k.S. 2013. An investigation 
into the mechanisms driving large property owning 
organisations to implement green building features. 
In k. le Jeune and k.  Michell (eds), Proceedings of 
SACQSP research Conference on “green Vision 20/20” 
- Proceedings of the Cape Town 2013 6th Annual 
research Conference, 20-21 June 2013, Vineyard Hotel, 
Cape Town, South Africa. Cape Town: Department of 
Construction economics and Management, University 
of Cape Town. ISBN 9780620568906.

oyewobi, l., Windapo, A.o., Cattell, k.S. and rotimi, 
J. 2013. A framework for identifying construction 
companies best practice: a panacea for corporate 
performance failure. In S. kajewski, k. Manley and k. 
Hampson (eds), Proceedings of the 19th CIB World 
Building Congress 2013: Construction and Society, 5-9 
May 2013, Brisbane, Australia. Australia: CIB conference. 
ISBN 9780987554208.

oyewobi, l., Windapo, A.o., Cattell, k.S. and rotimi, J. 
2013. Impact of organisational structure and strategies 
on construction organisations’ performance. In T.W. yiu 
and V. gonzalez (eds), Proceedings of 38th Australasian 
University Building educators Association Conference, 
20-22 November 2013, Auckland, New zealand. 
Auckland, New zealand: The University of Auckland 
Department of Civil and environmental engineering. 
ISBN 9780908689873.

oyewobi, l., Windapo, A.o. and rotimi, J. 2013. The 
effects of business environments on corporate strategies 
and performance of construction organisations. In 
S.D. Smith and D.D. Ahiaga-Dagbui (eds), Proceedings 
of the 29th Annual ArCoM Conference 2013, 2-4 
September 2013, reading. reading, Uk: ArCoM. ISBN 
9780955239076.

Tucker, g., Windapo, A.o. and Cattell, k.S. 2013. 
Correlates between construction company size and 
corporate performance: an exploratory study. In S. 
laryea and S.A. Agyepong (eds), Proceedings of 
West African Built environment research (WABer) 
Conference 2013, 12-14 August 2013, Accra, ghana. 
Witwatersrand: West Africa Built environment research 
(WABer) Conference. ISBN 9780956606068.

Tucker, g., Windapo, A.o. and Cattell, k.S. 2013. Impact 
of construction firms’ competitiveness on corporate 
performance: an exploratory study. In S. kajewski, k. 
Manley and k. Hampson (eds), Proceedings of the 19th 

CIB World Building Congress 2013: Construction and 
Society, 5-9 May 2013, Brisbane, Australia. Australia: 
CIB conference. ISBN 9780987554208.

Windapo, A.o., Cattell, k.S. and oyewobi, l. 2013. 
knowledge, attitude and perception of contractors on 
green building legislation requirements. In k. le Jeune 
and k. Michell (eds), Proceedings of SACQSP research 
Conference on “green Vision 20/20” - Proceedings of 
the Cape Town 2013 6th Annual research Conference, 
20-21 June 2013, Vineyard Hotel, Cape Town, South 
Africa. Cape Town: Department of Construction 
economics and Management, University of Cape Town. 
ISBN 9780620568906.

Department 
of Mechanical 
Engineering
(Including the Blast Impact and Survivability research 
Unit (BISrU), the Centre for Materials engineering 
(CMe), the Centre for research in Computational and 
Applied Mechanics (CereCAM), the energy research 
Centre (erC), and the SASol Advanced fuels laboratory 
(SAfl)).

Head of Department: Professor 
Robert Knutsen

Department Profile

The Department of Mechanical engineering includes 
the following recognized research groupings: Blast 
Impact and Survivability research Unit (BISrU), 
the Centre for Materials engineering (CMe), the 
Centre for research in Computational and Applied 
Mechanics (CereCAM), the energy research Centre 
(erC) and the SASol Advanced fuels laboratory 
(SAfl). The research interests of BISrU cover all 
engineering aspects of blast and impact scenarios, 
including the impact/blast process, structural 
response and material characterisation of structural 
components, as well as human bio-mechanical 
response under impact conditions. research in CMe 
is directed at an understanding of the relationships 
between the production processes and structure, 
properties and performance of engineering materials. 
CereCAM focuses on mathematical modelling 
of complex material behaviour, simulation of 
processes of deformation and failure of engineering 
components and artefacts, development of stable 
and accurate computational solution techniques and 
computational fluid dynamics. The erC researches 

energy efficiency, energy modelling, climate 
change issues and sustainable energy. The SAfl is 
arguably the most sophisticated engines laboratory 
undertaking fuels research in the country. A number 
of smaller research groupings focus on areas such as 
advanced manufacturing, aeronautics, orthopaedics, 
composite materials engineering, computational 
fluid dynamics, engineering education, engineering 
management, fracture and fatigue, non-destructive 
testing and robotics.

Departmental Statistics

Permanent and long-term contract staff 
(excluding research officers)

Professors 5
Adjunct Professors 2
emeritus Professor 2
Honorary Professor 1
Associate Professors 8
Senior lecturers 8
lecturers 2
Part-time lecturer 2
Academic Development lecturer 1
Teaching Assistants 10
Technical Support Staff 11
Administrative and Clerical Staff 4
Workshop Apprentices 5
Total 61

Students

Postdoctoral 3
Pg Diploma 5
Doctoral 30
occasional – Non degree Ug 0
occasional – Non degree Pg 3
Master’s 126
Honours 13
Undergraduate 602
Total 782

Research Fields and Staff

Permanent Staff

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR TUNDE BELLO-OCHENDE
Convective and numerical heat transfer; thermodynamic 
optimisation, renewable and complex energy system, 
constructal theory and design
Tunde.Bello-ochende@uct.ac.za

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR BRANDON COLLIER-REED 
Director of the Centre for research in engineering 
education (Cree); the sociocultural characterization of 

the student experience; social aspects of technology; 
technological literacy of adolescents; podcasting in 
engineering education
Brandon.Collier-reed@uct.ac.za

MR TREVOR CLOETE
Senior lecturer; BISrU, CereCAM; deformation and 
tearing of blast loaded metal plates; high strain rate 
plasticity; constitutive modeling
Trevor.Cloete@uct.ac.za

MR DIRK FINDEIS 
Senior lecturer; non-destructive testing; portable eSPI 
and shearography
Dirk.findeis@uct.ac.za

DR SARAH GEORGE
Senior lecturer; CMe, physical metallurgy.
Sarah.george@uct.ac.za

DR REUBEN GOVENDER
Senior lecturer; BISrU; high strain rate material 
characterisation; composite materials; blast and impact 
loading of structures and materials
reuben.govender@uct.ac.za

MR ERNESTO ISMAIL
lecturer; BISrU, CereCAM; meshless methods, non-
linear elasticity
ernesto.Ismail@uct.ac.za

PROFESSOR DORA KARAGIOZOVA
Honorary Professor; BISrU; analytical and computational 
analysis of dynamic systems
D.karagiozova@gmail.com

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR FRANZ-JOSEF KAHLEN
lean/advanced manufacturing; laser materials 
processing; laser diagnostics
fJ.kahlen@uct.ac.za

DR BRUCE KLOOT
Academic Development lecturer; sociology of 
education; higher education studies; foundation and 
extended curriculum programmes; student success and 
progression
Bruce.kloot@uct.ac.za

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR RAMESH KUPPUSWAMY
Advanced manufacturing; micro/nano systems
ramesh.kuppuswamy@uct.ac.za

PROFESSOR ROBERT KNUTSEN
Head of Department; Director, Centre for Materials 
engineering; physical metallurgy; thermo-mechanical 
processing; texture; microstructure; microscopy
robert.knutsen@uct.ac.za
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ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR GENEVIEVE LANGDON
BISrU; Cree; blast response of structures and materials; 
high strain rate behaviour; structural impact
genevieve.langdon@uct.ac.za

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR ARNAUD MALAN
Computational fluid Dynamics
Arnaud.Malan@uct.ac.za

MR STEPHEN MARAIS 
Senior lecturer; electro Mechanical design
Stephen.Marais@uct.ac.za

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR HENNIE MOUTON
lecturer; control systems and related fields modelling 
and research
Hennie.Mouton@uct.ac.za

PROFESSOR GERALD NURICK 
Director, BISrU; structural impact; crashworthiness; 
high strain rates; impact biomechanics
gerald.Nurick@uct.ac.za

PROFESSOR CHRIS REDELINGHUYS
Autonomously guided parafoils, airliners in formation 
flight
Christiaan.redelinghuys@uct.ac.za

MR PAUL SCHABERG
lecturer, SASol Advanced fuel lab, engines and fuels 
research
Paul.Schaberg@Sasol.com

DR CORRINNE SHAW 
Senior lecturer; engineering Management; 
management and engineering education, systems 
theory and practice
Corrinne.Shaw@uct.ac.za

PROFESSOR ROBERT TAIT 
Centre for Materials engineering; fracture mechanics; 
fatigue; assessment of residual stresses in structural 
components; applied non-destructive testing
robert.Tait@uct.ac.za

DR GEORGE VICATOS 
Senior lecturer; heat transfer and refrigeration; 
combined absorption and compression refrigeration 
cycles; bioengineering prosthesis design
george.Vicatos@uct.ac.za

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR CHRIS VON KLEMPERER
Composite materials; processing and modelling of 
composite materials and structures
Chris.vonklemperer@uct.ac.za

Contract Staff

MS TRACY BOOYSEN
lecturer; electro Mechanical engineering, robotics and 
agents
Tracy.Booysen@uct.ac.za

DR WIM FULS
Senior lecturer; research specialisation in energy 
efficiency; power plant process flow modeling
Wim.fuls@uct.ac.za

DR ANDREW MCBRIDE
Senior research officer: CereCAM and Applied 
Mechanics;
Nonlinear continuum mechanics; plasticity; finite 
element method; granular systems
andrew.mcbride@uct.ac.za

PROFESSOR BERNHARD SONDEREGGER
Centre for Materials engineering, creep, damage and 
mechanical behaviour of power plant materials
Bernhard.Sonderegger@uct.ac.za

Adjunct Professor

PROFESSOR ANDY YATES 
Adjunct Professor, SASol Advanced fuels lab, engines 
and fuels
Andy.yates@Sasol.com

PROFESSOR LOUIS JESTIN
Power generation systems design and operation
louis.Jestin@uct.ac.za

Emeritus Professors

Professor kevin Bennett
energy research Centre; energy research
kevin.Bennett@uct.ac.za

PROFESSOR JASSON GRYZAGORIDIS 
CereCAM; heat transfer and refrigeration; combined 
absorption and compression refrigeration cycles; optical 
techniques in non-destructive testing; holographic 
interferometry; eSPI; shearography; materials properties 
evaluation
Jasson.gryzagoridis@uct.ac.za

Contract Research Staff

MR VICTOR BALDEN 
research officer, BISrU; impact dynamics
MS ANYA BOYD
Assistant research officer, erC; energy, environment 
and climate change

MS L CHILOANE
research officer, erC; energy efficiency, measurement 
and verification

A DANE
research officer, erC; energy, environment and climate 
change

DR STEEVE CHUNG KIM YUEN
research officer, BISrU; structural dynamics, blast 
response, crashworthiness

W ENGEL
Senior research officer, erC; energy, environment and 
climate

GC GARISEB
energy efficiency engineer, erC

MR ANDREW HIBBERD
energy efficiency engineer, erC; measurement and 
verification

MS ALISON HUGHES 
Senior research officer, erC; energy efficiency; energy 
modeling

D KAPONGO 
energy efficiency engineer, erC

MR RICHARD LARMOUR
research officer, erC; Measurement and verification

MR THAPELO LETETE
research officer, erC: climate change

DR ANDREW MARQUARD
Senior research officer, erC; energy and climate 
change team

MS MASCHA MOORLACH
energy efficiency engineer, erC; measurement and 
verification

MR ALFRED MOYO
research officer, erC; energy & climate change group

DR GISELA PRASAD 
Chief research officer, erC; energy, poverty and 
development

DR SEBATAOLO RAHLAO
researcher, erC; energy, environment and climate 
change

DR B RENNKAMP
research officer, erC; energy and climate change

MRS M SENATLA
research officer, energy systems analysis & planning

DR DEBBIE SPARKS 
Senior research officer, erC; energy and climate 
change

A STEWART
Senior energy efficiency engineer, erC

MR AC STONE
Senior research officer, erC; energy systems analysis, 
modelling

DR M TORRES GUNFAUS
Chief research officer, erC; climate change

MR AJAY TRIKAM 
research officer, erC; energy efficiency; greenhouse 
gases; mitigation modeling

PROFESSOR HARALD WINKLER
Director: erC; climate change (economics, mitigation & 
policy) and environmental economics

MS HOLLE WLOKAS
Assistant research officer, erC; energy, poverty & 
development group

Postdoctoral Research Fellows

DR LABINTAN CONSTANT
energy studies specialisation

DR JULIEN GHIGHI
Materials engineering specialisation

DR TAMARYN NAPP
energy studies specialisation

Contact Details

Postal Address: Department of Mechanical engineering, 
University of Cape Town, Private Bag X3, rondebosch, 
7701
Telephone: +27 21 650 3231
facsimile +27 21 650 3240
e-mail: MeC-mechanicalengineering@uct.ac.za
Web: http://www.mecheng.uct.ac.za/
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Research Output

Chapters in books

Collier-reed, B. I., and Ingerman, Å. (2013). 
Phenomenography: from critical aspects to knowledge 
claim. In M. Tight and J. Huisman (eds), Theory and 
Method in Higher education research, Vol. 9, pp. 243-
260. emerald. ISBN 9781781906828.

Davydov, D., Javili, A., Steinmann, P. and McBride, 
A. (2013). A comparison of atomistic and surface 
enhanced continuum approaches at finite temperature.  
In H. Altenbach and N.f. Morozov (eds), Surface effects 
in Solid Mechanics, pp. 43-57. Springer-Verlag. ISBN 
9783642357831.

Moorlach, M.f.C. and larmour, r. 2012. Awareness 
programmes in the residential sector. In X. Xia and J. 
zhang (eds), Measurement & Verification Practices, pp. 
281-290. South Africa: Media in Africa (Pty) ltd. ISBN 
9781620543668.

Articles in peer-reviewed journals 

Adewumi, o.o., Bello-ochende, T. and Meyer, J.P. 
2013. Constructal design of combined microchannel 
and micro pin fins for electronic cooling. International 
Journal of Heat and Mass Transfer, 66: 315-323.

Appa, H., Deglon, D.A. and Meyer, C.J. 2013. Numerical 
modelling of hydrodynamics and gas dispersion in an 
autoclave. Hydrometallurgy, 131-132: 67-75.

Becker, T., Mostafavi, M., Tait, r.B. and Marrow, T.J. 
2012. An approach to calculate the J-integral by digital 
image correlation displacement field measurement. 
fatigue & fracture of engineering Materials & Structures, 
35: 971-984.

Bello-ochende, T. 2013. Maximum flow access in heat 
exchangers, heat generating bodies and inanimate flow 
systems: constructal law and the emergence of shapes 
and structures in thermo-fluid mechanics comment 
on the emergence of design in pedestrian dynamics: 
locomotion, self-organization, walking paths and 
constructal law by Antonio f Miguel. Physics of life 
reviews, 10: 191-192.

Bizinos, N. and redelinghuys, C. 2013. Tentative study 
of passenger comfort during formation flight within 
atmospheric turbulence. Journal of Aircraft, 50(3): 886-900.

Bock, B., Bell, A. and floweday, g. 2013. Investigation 
into the influence of charge cooling and auto ignition 
chemistry on the greater knock resistance of ethanol 
over iso-octane. SAe International Journal of fuels and 
lubricants, 11: 10. DoI: 10.4271/2013-01-2615.

Collier-reed, B.I. 2013. Considering two audiences 
when recording lectures as lecturecasts. The African 
Journal of Information Systems, 5(3): 71-79.

Collier-reed, B.I. and Ingerman, A. 2013. 
Phenomenography: from critical aspects to knowledge 
claim. International Perspectives on Higher education 
research, 9: 243-260.

Collier-reed, B.I., Case, J.M. and Stott, A. 2013. 
The influence of podcasting on student learning: a 
case study across two courses. european Journal of 
engineering education, 38(3): 329-339.

Chung kim yuen, S., Altenhof, W., opperman, C. and 
Nurick, g.N. 2013. Axial splitting of circular tubes by 
means of blast load. International Journal of Impact 
engineering, 53: 17-28.

Chung kim yuen, S., Nurick, g.N., Brinckmann, H.B. 
and Blakemore, D. 2013. response of cylindrical shells 
to lateral blast load. International Journal of Protective 
Structures, 4(3): 209-230.

Chung kim yuen, S., Nurick, g.N., ranwaha, r. and 
Henchie, T. 2013. The response of circular plates 
to repeated uniform blast loads. key engineering 
Materials, 535-536: 44-47.

Durbach, I.N. and Davis, S.J. 2012. Decision support 
for selecting a shortlist of electricity-saving options: 
a modified SMAA approach. orion: Journal of the 
operations research of South Africa, 28(2): 99-116.

george, S. and knutsen, r.D. 2013. evolution of the 
solidification microstructure of rheocast high purity 
aluminium. Solid State Phenomena, 192-193: 109-115.

govender, r., langdon, g.S., Nurick, g.N. and Cloete, 
T.J. 2013. Impact delamination testing of fibre reinforced 
polymers using Hopkinson pressure bars. engineering 
fracture Mechanics, 101: 80-90.

Heyns J.A., oxtoby o.f., Malan A.g. and Harms T.M. 
2013. Development of a compressive surface capturing 
formulation for modelling free-surface flow by using 
the volume-of-fluid approach. International Journal for 
Numerical Methods in fluids, 71(6): 788-804.

Heyns J.A., Malan A.g., oxtoby o.f. and Harms T.M. 
2013. A weakly compressible free-surface flow solver for 
liquid-gas systems using the volume-of-fluid approach, 
Journal of Computational Physics, 240: 145-157.

Javili, A., McBride, A.T. and Steinmann, P. (2013), 
Thermomechanics of solids with lower-dimensional 
energetics: on the importance of surface, interface and 
curve structures at the nanoscale. A unifying review. 
Applied Mechanics reviews, 65: 010802(31pp).

Javili, A., McBride, A.T. and Steinmann, P. (2013), 
Numerical modelling of thermomechanical solids with 
highly-conductive energetic interfaces. International 
Journal for Numerical Methods in engineering, 93(5): 
551-574.

Javili, A., McBride, A.T., Mergheim, J., Steinmann, P. 
and Schmidt, U. 2013. Micro-to-macro transitions 
for continua with surface structure at the microscale. 
International Journal of Solids and Structures, 50: 2561-
2572.

kajee, y., Pelteret, J. and reddy, B.D. 2013. The 
biomechanics of the human tongue. International 
Journal for Numerical Methods in Biomedical 
engineering, 29: 492-514.

kakogiannis, D.A., Chung kim yuen, S., Palanivelu, 
S., van Hemelrijck, D., van Paepegem, W., Wastiels, 
J., Vantomme, J. and Nurick, g.N. 2013. response of 
pultruded composite tubes subjected to dynamic and 
impulsive axial loading. Composites Part B-engineering, 
55: 537-547.

karagiozova, D., langdon, g.S. and Nurick, g.N. 2013. 
Compaction of metal foam subjected to an impact by a 
low-density deformable projectile. International Journal 
of Impact engineering, 62: 196-209.

kuppuswamy, r., Bower, D. and March, P. (2013. 
Blend of sharpness and strength on a ball nose endmill 
geometry for high speed machining of Ti6Al4V. The 
International Journal of Advanced Manufacturing 
Technology, 2: 5345-5357.

lamichhane, B.P., McBride, A.T. and reddy, B.D. (2013). 
A finite element method for a three-field formulation 
based on biorthogonal systems. Computer Methods in 
Applied Mechanics and engineering, 258: 109-117.

langdon, g.S., Chung kim yuen, S., Nurick, g.N. and 
Naidoo, k. 2013. Some insights into the response 
of “shallow V shape” structures to air blast loading. 
Journal of Pain SA -The South African Chapter of the 
IASP, 4: 695-703.

langdon, g.S., karagiozova, D., von klemperer, C.J., 
Nurick, g.N., ozinsky, A. and Pickering, e.g. 2013. The 
air-blast response of sandwich panels with composite 
face sheets and polymer foam cores: experiments and 
predictions. International Journal of Impact engineering, 
54: 64-82.

le roux, W.g., Bello-ochende, T. and Meyer, J.P. 2013. 
A review on the thermodynamic optimisation and 
modelling of the solar thermal Brayton cycle. renewable 
& Sustainable energy reviews, 28: 677-690.

lemanski, S.l., Petrinic, N. and Nurick, g.N. 2013. 
experimental characterisation of Aluminium 6082 at 
varying temperature and strain rate. Strain, 49: 147-157.

leteba, g.M. and lang, C.I. 2013. Synthesis of bimetallic 
platinum nanoparticles for biosensors. Sensors, 13(8): 
10358-10369.

leteba, g.M., Vanfleet, r.r. and lang, C.I. 2013. 
Synthesis of V, Pt and Pt-V colloidal nanoparticles. 
International Journal of Nanoparticles, 6(4): 282-295.

Malan A.g. and oxtoby o.f. 2013. An accelerated, 
fully-coupled, parallel 3D hybrid finite-volume fluid–
structure interaction scheme, Computer Methods in 
Applied Mechanics and in engineering, 253: 426-438.

Martin, C. 2013. generating low-cost national energy 
benchmarks: a case study in commercial buildings in 
Cape Town, South Africa. energy and Buildings, 64: 
26-31.

Merrett, r.P., langdon, g.S. and Theobald, M. 2013. 
The blast and impact loading of aluminium foam. 
Materials and Design, 44: 311-319.

Mwesigye, A., Bello-ochende, T. and Meyer, J.P. 2013. 
Numerical investigation of entropy generation in a 
parabolic trough receiver at different concentration 
ratios. energy, 53: 114-127.

Nwankwo, e., Soleiman fallah, A., langdon, g.S. and 
louca, l. 2013. Inelastic deformation and failure of 
partially strengthened profiled blast walls. engineering 
Structures, 46: 671-686.

ogunmodimu, o. and Marquard, A.k. 2013. CSP 
technology and its potential contribution to electricity 
supply in northern Nigeria. International Journal of 
renewable energy research - IJrer, 3(3): 529-537.

Pickering, e.g., Chung kim yuen, S. and Nurick, g.N. 
2013. The influence of the height of burial of buried 
charges - some experimental observations. International 
Journal of Impact engineering, 58: 76-83.

rampai, T., lang, C.I. and Sigalas, I. 2013. Investigation 
of MAX phase/c-BN composites. Ceramics International, 
39: 4739-4748.

Schutte, A., Wright, C.y., langdon, g.S., lochner, C. 
and Myers, B. 2013. What is the research experience of 
young scientists in South Africa? South African Journal 
of Science, 109(11-12): A0040(2pp).

Smith, l., oxtoby, o.f., Malan, A.g. and Meyer, 
J. 2013. An interactive boundary layer modelling 
methodology for aerodynamic flows. International 
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Journal of Numerical Methods for Heat & fluid flow, 
23(8): 1373-1392.

Stafford, W., Cohen, B., Pather-elias, S., Von Blottnitz, 
H., van Hille, r.P., Harrison, S.T.l. and Burton, S.g. 2013. 
Technologies for recovery of energy from wastewaters: 
applicability and potential in South Africa. Journal of 
energy in Southern Africa, 24(1): 15-26.

Tembo, B. and Merven, B. 2013. Policy options for the 
sustainable development of zambia’s electricity sector. 
Journal of energy in Southern Africa, 24(2): 16-27.

Tyler, e., Boyd, A., Coetzee, k., Torres gunfaus, M. 
and Winkler, H. 2013. Developing country perspectives 
on ‘mitigation actions’, NAMAs’, and ‘lCDS’. Climate 
Policy, 13(6): 770-776.

Velaers, A.J., de goede, S., Woolard, C. and Burnham, 
r. 2013. Injector fouling performance and solubility of 
gTl diesel dosed with zinc. SAe International Journal of 
fuels and lubricants, 6(1): 276-288.

Vilane, V. and knutsen, r.D. 2013. grain refinement 
in cast Ti-6Al-4V by hydrogenation, deformation and 
recrystallisation. Materials Science forum, 753: 271-
274.

Winkler, H., letete, T. and Marquard, A. 2013. equitable 
access to sustainable development: operationalizing key 
criteria. Climate Policy, 13(4): 411-432.

Peer-reviewed published conference 
proceedings

Booysen, T. and Marais, S. 2013. The development of 
a remote controlled, omnidirectional six legged walker 
with feedback. Proceedings of Ieee Africon 2013 
Conference, 9-12 September 2013, le Meridien Hotel, 
Mauritius. Mauritius: Ieee. ISBN 9781467359405.

Craig, T.S. and Cloete, T.J. 2013. observations and 
conclusions of Dynamics student’s mathematical 
fluency. In B. Collier-reed (ed), Proceedings of the 
Second Biennial Conference of the South African 
Society for engineering education (SASee), 11-12 June 
2013, Cape Town, South Africa. Cape Town: the South 
African Society for engineering education (SASee). ISBN 
9780620571234.

zhou, e., Malan, A.g., oxtoby, o., Coville, k. and 
Wyngaard, S. 2013. An implicit preconditioned 
gMreS solver on a graphic processing unit (gPU) with 
compute unified architecture device (CUDA), Third 
African Conference on Computational Mechanics – An 
International Conference – AfriCoMP13, 30 July – 2 
August 2013, livingstone, zambia.

gosai, P., Pretorius, J.P. and Malan, A.g. 2013. 
Numerical model that predicts the thermal response 
of a large cooling pond, Third African Conference 
on Computational Mechanics – An International 
Conference – AfriCoMP13, 30 July – 2 August 2013, 
livingstone, zambia.

Heyns, J.A., oxtoby, o.f. and Malan, A.g. 2012. 
A weakly compressible formulation for modelling 
liquid-gas sloshing. In J. eberhardsteiner, et al. (eds), 
Proceedings of eCCoMAS 2012, 10-14 September, 
Vienna, Austria. Austria: eur. Congr. Comput. Methods. 
Appl Sci. eng (eCCoMAS). ISBN 9783950353709.

Hibberd, A.C.M. 2013. The energy management 
system pre-implementation phase. In e. kruger 
(ed), Proceedings of South African energy efficiency 
Convention (2013SAeeC Proceedings), 13-14 November, 
emperors Palace, gauteng. Potchefstroom, South 
Africa: South African Association for energy efficiency. 
ISBN 9780620582049.

kuppuswamy, r., Bower, D. and March, P. 2013. effect 
of ball nose end mill geometry on high speed machining 
of TI6Al4V. In f. Pfefferkorn (ed), Proceedings of 
ASMe 2013 Manufacturing Science and engineering 
Conference (MSeC2013), 10-14 June 2013, Wisconsin, 
USA. USA: Asme-Amer Soc Mechanical eng. ISBN 
9780791855461.

kuppuswamy, r., Airey, k.A., Chenonya, g.M., 
Sardikamen, S. and ozbayraktar, S. 2013. Use of 
polycrystalline diamond (PCD) end mills on high speed 
milling of Ti6Al4V alloy. In J. Mathew and r. Manu 
(eds), Proceedings of the International Conference 
on Precision, Meso, Micro and Nano engineering 
(CoPeN-8: 2013), 13-15 December 2013, India. New 
Delhi: excel India Publishers. ISBN: 9789382880868.

kuppuswamy, r., Shaba, V. and Bower, D. 2013 Micro-
grinding of poly crystalline diamond insert using a 
controlled force technique, 1st National Conference on 
Micro and Nano fabrication, 21-23 January 2013, CMTI, 
Bangalore, India.

langdon, g.S., Chung kim yuen, S., Nurick, g.N. and 
Naidoo, k. 2013. Some insights into the response 
of “shallow V shape” structures to air blast loading. 
Proceedings of the Indian National Science Academy, 
Special Issue Part A, Vol 79(3): 695-704 ISSN 03700046.

larmour, r. 2013. Commercial heat pumps: a 
retrospective M&V case study. In e. kruger (ed), 
Proceedings of South African energy efficiency 
Convention (2013SAeeC Proceedings), 13-14 
November, gauteng. Potchefstroom, South Africa: 
South African Association for energy efficiency. ISBN: 
9780620582049.

luckay, M. and Collier-reed, B.I. 2013. Validating an 
instrument for use in assessing the technological literacy 
of upper secondary school students. In M. ogunniyi, o. 
Amosun, k. langenhoven, S. kwofie and S. Dinie (eds), 
Proceedings of the 21st annual meeting of the Southern 
African Association for research in Mathematics, 
Science and Technology education (SAArMSTe 2013), 
14-17 January 2013, Bellville, South Africa. Bellville: 
SAArMSTe. ISBN 9780986980077.

Moorlach, M.f.C. 2013. The rationale behind power 
alert. In e. kruger (ed), Proceedings of South African 
energy efficiency Convention (2013SAeeC Proceedings), 
13-14 November, gauteng. Potchefstroom, South 
Africa: South African Association for energy efficiency. 
ISBN 9780620582049.

Mowat, A.g.B., Malan, A.g., and Ismail, e.B. 2013. A 
3D unified, strongly coupled fluid–structure-interaction 
modelling methodology, Third African Conference 
on Computational Mechanics – An International 
Conference – AfriCoMP13, 30 July – 2 August 2013, 
livingstone, zambia.

Department of 
Electrical Engineering
Head of Department: 
Professor M Braae

Departmental Profile

The Department of electrical engineering has 25 
permanent academic staff, 157 MSc. students and 77 
PhD students. The research activities and projects are 
largely industrially based. The main funding sources 
are eskom, Telkom, Siemens, De Beers, Sasol, Mintek, 
, Anglo Platinum, Department of Trade and Industry, 
Dept of Science and Technology (DST), South African 
National Defence force, and the Nrf.

The Department has seen a growth in the number of 
undergraduate students over the past ten years, which is 
expected to result in higher postgraduate numbers. There 
are six large research groups in the Department, which 
attract 80% of the postgraduate students. These are:
•	 Broadband, Wireless, Communication, and 

Networks
•	 electrical Machines, Drives and Power electronics
•	 Image Processing and Vision Systems
•	 Control and Instrumentation
•	 Power engineering
•	 remote Sensing and radar

Departmental Statistics

Permanent and Long-term Contract Staff

Professors 6
Associate Professors 6
Adjunct Professor 1
Adjunct Associate Professor 1
Adjunct Senior lecturer 1
Senior lecturers 8
lecturers 6
research Staff 2
Senior Scholar 3
Senior research Scholar 1
Technical Support Staff 7
Administrative Staff 6
Total 41

emeritus Professors 5

Students

Doctoral 77
Masters 157
Undergraduates 758
Total 992

Research Fields and Staff

PROFESSOR A. BAGHAI-WADJI   
electronic and Accelerated Computational engineering 

PROFESSOR E.S. BOJE
Control Systems and Mechatronics

PROFESSOR M. BRAAE
Multivariable control; mineral extraction control 
applications; computer-based education

PROFESSOR C.T. GAUNT
electricity delivery networks 

PROFESSOR M.R. INGGS
radar remote sensing; synthetic aperture radar; 
software defined radio; parallel computing

PROFESSOR P. PILLAY
electrical machines and drives

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR S.P. CHOWDHURY
renewable energy, Distributed generation and  grid 
Integration,   Microgrids and Smartgrids,   energy 
efficiency and Demand Side Management, fuel Cells 
and energy Storage, electrical  Drives, Power System 
operation, Control and Stability
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ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR M. E. DLODLO
3g mobile and future communication systems 

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR K. FOLLY
Power system stability and control

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR R.H. GESCHKE
Microwave engineering

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR M.A. KHAN 
electrical Machines, electric Drives and Wind energy 
Systems 

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR A.J. WILKINSON
Senior lecturer; Signals and image processing; radar; 
SAr interferometry; tomography, Bayesian interference; 
inverse problems; rf power amplifiers

ADJUNCT PROFESSOR P.J. CILLIERS 
geomagnetic and electric fields, ionospheric modelling, 
space weather impacts on technology

ADJUNCT ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR M. MALENGRET
Power electronics; remote area power supplies and 
rural electrification

DR P.S. BARENDSE
Senior lecturer;  Machines, Drives, Power electronics 
and Condition Monitoring

DR S. CHOWDHURY
Senior lecturer, Power System Protection, renewable 
energy Systems and Distributed generation, Microgrids 
and Smart grids 

DR O.E. FALOWO
Senior lecturer, Communications

MR S. GINSBERG
Senior lecturer; Digital systems

DR M. HANIF
Senior lecturer, Power electronics

DR A. MISHRA
Senior lecturer; radar Signal Processing and Machine 
learning

DR A MURGU
Senior lecturer, Telecommunications, Networks, IP and 
Network reliability  

DR F.C. NICOLLS
Senior lecturer; Image processing, signal processing 
and computer vision 

ADJUNCT SENIOR LECTURER, MR I. KHAN
lecturer, High frequency power electronics, induction 
heating 

MRS K.E. AWODELE
lecturer, Power System reliability

MR A. PATEL 
lecturer, Bio-Inspired robotics

MR M.S. TSOEU
lecturer, Control and Instrumentation

MS R.A. VERRINDER
lecturer, robotics, Control and Instrumentation

DR S. WINBERG
lecturer, High Performance Computing & Software 
Defined radio 
  
MS R. SMIT
Academic Development Senior lecturer, engineering 
education, Philosophy of engineering and Technology

DR R. HERMAN
Senior research officer, The modelling and assessment 
of uncertainty in power systems

MR M.J.E. VENTURA
Senior research officer, Broadband communications & 
applications; digital systems

DR A. VAN DER BYL
research officer, Image and signal processing and re-
configurable computing

Honorary/Emeritus Professors

PROFESSOR B.J. DOWNING
Microwave systems and circuits

EMERITUS PROFESSOR G. DE JAGER
Image processing; machine vision and image 
compression

EMERITUS PROFESSOR A. PETROIANU
Power system analysis; operation and control

EMERITUS PROFESSOR K.M. REINECK
Antennas

EMERITUS ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR J.R. GREENE
Computational Intelligence

Contact Details

Postal address: Department of electrical engineering, 
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Faculty of
LAW

In the Faculty of Law we believe that 
teaching should be research-led and we are 

committed to excellence in research at all 
levels. As a result, we have excellent staff, 

both as teachers and researchers, and as 
leading authors in their subjects, working 

across all three departments of the faculty. 
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participants of the workshop were drawn in from various 
African law faculties as well as from further afield (europe 
and the United States).

The centre, which was established in 2011, promotes 
the study of comparative law and draws on the 
strengths of comparative methodology to research 
the multifaceted field of law in Africa. The Centre 
for law and the Society of the Department of Public 
law co-hosted, together with two major centres 
of research on land and the environment in South 
Africa and the region, a conference on “The land 
Divided: land and South African society in 2013, in 
comparative perspective”.

In December 2013, delegates from national and 
international governmental entities, the private 
sector, civil society and academia gathered for five 
days of inter-connected events in Cape Town. The 
combined “Third global Congress on Intellectual 
Property (IP) and the Public Interest and the open 
AIr Conference” was hosted by our IP Unit, which 
brought together leading experts on IP from around 
the world to discuss various issues under the theme 
“refining the Positive Agenda: global questions, 
local answers?” (see p162).

The faculty also hosted a tribute in the form of an 
Acta Juridica Conference, honouring former Chief 
Justice Pius langa in January 2014.

Professor evance kalula, former director of the 
Institute of Development and labour law (IDll), 
marked his departure from law with a talk titled “The 
Will to live and Serve: reflections on continuity and 
change in the faculty of law, 1992 to 2012”. The 
current IDll director and past head of commercial 
law, Professor rochelle le roux, presented her 
inaugural lecture, titled “employment: A dodo, or 
simply living dangerously?” 

Various members of staff received special recognition 
for their teaching and research. The American Society 
of Criminology awarded Professor Clifford Shearing 
the Thorsten Sellin & Sheldon and eleanor glueck 

We HAVe BeeN 
PrIVIlegeD To INTerACT 
WITH key INTerNATIoNAl 
AND AfrICAN SCHolArS 

DUrINg THe yeAr.

Award in recognition of his outstanding scholarship 
in criminology. Associate Professor rashida Manjoo 
received the inaugural William Mckinley Award 
for good governance from Albany law School in 
recognition of her contribution to the protection of 
women’s rights. 

At the joint graduation ceremony for the faculties of 
health sciences and law held on 16 December 2013, 
constitutional law expert Professor Pierre De Vos, 
deputy dean of the faculty of law and Claude leon 
foundation Chair in Constitutional governance, 
received the university’s Social responsiveness 
Award for 2013. 

lastly, Associate Professor Anne Pope, former chair 
of our faculty research ethics Committee, has been 
appointed by the national Minister of Health, Dr 
Aaron Motsoaledi, as a member of the National 
Health research ethics Council. 

The director of research and other members of the 
faculty remain committed to excellence in research.

MeMBerS of THe fACUlTy 
reMAIN CoMMITTeD To 

eXCelleNCe IN reSeArCH.

DEAN’S REPORT 

Professor Pamela Schwikkard

oUr reSeArCH IS INTerNATIoNAlly 
reCogNISeD for eXCelleNCe AND 
IS of greAT releVANCe To THe 
NATIoNAl AND INTerNATIoNAl 
NeeDS of oUr CoUNTry.

The Faculty of Law’s three departments – Commercial 
Law, Public Law and Private Law – are responsible 
for course offerings and research, and each hosts 
one or more specialised academic and research 
units. Our research is internationally recognised for 
excellence and is of great relevance to the national 
and international needs of our country. 

The faculty now has a total of 21 researchers holding 
National research foundation (Nrf) ratings and no doubt 
we will see many more in the years to follow.

A new benchmark on the research front was set in 2013. 
In addition to growing our journal outputs, members of 
the faculty authored or co-authored a number of books or 
chapters in books, and new editions of three seminal titles 
were released.

With guest visits, seminars, workshops, conferences and 
special lectures held at and by the faculty, we have engaged 
with the wider community to share research and ideas. We 
have been privileged to interact with key international and 
African scholars during the year, which the faculty benefited 
from in teaching, research and the opportunity to obtain 
concepts for future research endeavours. The Democratic 
governance and rights research Unit hosted Judge Thomas 
Masuku from Swaziland, who spent six weeks in the faculty 
conducting research. 

The Centre for Comparative law in Africa held its first 
“Comparative law Methodology Workshop” in late 2012. forty 
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Spotlight on the 
Customary Marriages Act

a year of honours and awards

The Chair in Customary law, Professor Chuma 
Himonga, hosted a workshop in february 2014 to 
share and discuss the preliminary findings of a study 
on The Operation of the Recognition of Customary 
Marriages Act (RCMA) and Rules of Intestate 
Succession in the Constitutional Court decision in 
Bhe v Magistrate khayelitsha. This study is being 
conducted in collaboration with Dr elena Moore, a 
lecturer in Sociology, and the National Movement of 
rural Women. 

Six chapters of the preliminary report, highlighting 
some of the key issues that are problematic to the 
implementation of the RCMA and the rules of intestate 
succession, were presented by the researchers. A major 
output of this research is a book, the proposal of which 
has already been accepted by a prominent publisher. 

<pic of Salvatore Mancuso>

Professor Salvatore Mancuso, Chair of the Centre for 
Comparative law in Africa (CClA), has had a year of 
honours and awards. In 2013 he received a B3 rating 
from the National research foundation (Nrf) and in 
early 2014 he embarked on a prestigious, Nrf-funded 
collaborative project to map Somaliland customary 
law. The CClA is collaborating with the faculty of 
law at the University of Hargeisa, Somaliland.

In April 2014, Professor Mancuso was also appointed 
one of two co-ordinators of the thematic working 
group on Justice and the rule of law at the global 
forum on law Justice and Development (gflJD). 
Among other things, thematic working groups 
develop collaborative research projects for gflJD 
members to promote knowledge exchange and 
improve development outcomes in the field of law 
and justice.

on the publications front, the first quarter of 2014 
saw the publication of the first edition of CClA’s 
new Journal of Comparative Law in Africa (JCLA), of 
which Professor Mancuso is the editor-in-chief, and 
in 2013 his book Terra in Africa: Diritto Fondiario 
Eritreo (eritrean land law) (University of Trieste 
Press) was published. An updated edition to be 
published in english is planned for a later date. The 
inaugural edition of the JCLA features articles on 
various issues by contributors within and outside the 
African continent and aptly has as its debut article 
a keynote paper on Legal Education in an Era of 
Globalisation and the Challenge of Development by 
Professor Muna Ndulo, professor of law at Cornell 
law School and director of the Institute for African 
Development at Cornell University.

located in the UCT faculty of law, the CClA 
addresses the need to devise contextually sound law 
and policy responses to pervasive developmental 
challenges facing Africa.

Two endowments for 
research at CCLA
research at the Centre for Comparative law in 
Africa (CClA) will benefit from two significant 
endowments launched at a UCT event in lagos on 6 
May 2014: the olu Akinkugbe Business law in Africa 
fellowship and the Ty Danjuma fund for law and 
Policy Development in Africa.

The olu Akinkugbe Business law in Africa fellowship 
will bring visiting researchers from other African 
countries to the CClA for a six-week visit, focused 
on producing a paper for publication on a topical 
aspect of business law in Africa. The inaugural 
fellow is expected to arrive in october 2014.

The US$5 million Ty Danjuma fund for law and 
Policy Development in Africa (TyD fund), instituted 
by Theophilus yakubu Danjuma, will support CClA 
research, capacity building and research-dissemination 
events. The TyD fund provides sustained support for 
research that is aimed at addressing African issues with 
African solutions in response to the ongoing changes 
in the economic, social and political landscape of the 
continent, including the growing global investment 
interest in the continent.

CClA chair Professor Salvatore Mancuso said that, 
when it comes to its legal traditions, Africa is not 
always given an equal footing. “It is assumed that 
europeans – westerners – can speak for Africa, given 
that African legal systems are seen as a simple heritage 
of the former colonial powers, despite a rich, peculiar 
and variegated African legal culture. This is because it 
is assumed that there is no law out of what has been 
transplanted during and after the colonial period.” 
The fund will seek to change this by exploring new 
ways through which African countries can develop 
their legal systems to make them effective and 
responsive to contemporary developments on the 
continent and more broadly.

Taking on fisheries crime 

The Institute for Marine and environmental law 
(IMel) in the Department of Public law, together 
with the Marine research Institute at UCT and 
Interpol’s Project Scale, hosted a fisheries Crime 
Symposium at the faculty of law in July 2013. 
The symposium brought together international, 
regional and domestic experts from academia and 
government for a one-day seminar to discuss the 
challenges and opportunities for improving fisheries 
compliance and enforcement. 

The symposium preceded a two-day consultation 
on fisheries crime convened by the Department of 
Agriculture, forestry and fisheries in collaboration 
with the Interpol environmental Crime Programme, 
through its Project Scale. one of the positive 
outcomes of the initiative is that IMel, together 
with the Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University, 
received a generous grant from the Ministry of 
fisheries in Norway to carry out this initiative – a 
three-year project commencing in 2014.

New law journals launched
Two new peer-reviewed journals, published by 
Juta, were launched last year. Both are currently 
being edited by members of the Department of 
Commercial law at UCT. 

The first is the South African Journal of Intellectual 
Property Law (IPLJ), the only South African journal to

 

focus solely in Intellectual Property law and policy issues, 
which is being edited by lee-Ann Tong and Associate 
Professor Caroline Ncube. The second is the Journal 
of Comparative Law in Africa, whose editor-in-chief is 
Professor Salvatore Mancuso, Chair of the Centre for 
Comparative law in Africa (CClA). 

The maiden issues of both journals appeared in 2013 
and 2014 respectively.
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Shaw steps up to Chair
International scholar and justice expert Dr Mark Shaw 
has been nominated to take over the DST/Nrf SArChI 
Chair in Security and Justice from Professor Clifford 
Shearing, whose term ends in 2014. 

Dr Shaw, who is currently the Director: Crime, 
Communities and Conflict at STATT Consulting 
in Hong kong, is noted as a scholar with an 
outstanding international profile. His research 
grapples with contemporary and highly relevant 
issues of security and justice – not just in 
South Africa, but on the African continent. He 
has published more than 16 manuscripts in 
international journals and written 26 books and 
22 chapters in books. 

Wikipedia schools
A Swiss–South African co-operation 

between the University of Applied Sciences 
and Arts of Southern Switzerland (SUPSI) and UCT’s 
Intellectual Property (IP) Unit, in partnership with 
Wikimedia Switzerland and the Africa Centre based in 
Cape Town, led to a new National research foundation-
funded research project in 2013. The Wikipedia Primary 
School Project seeks to bridge a previously identified 
gap between existing Wikipedia content and the 
requirements for successfully completing the cycle of 
primary education in selected African countries. The 
project will analyse and evaluate existing content on 
Wikipedia and enrich it with new content relevant to 
primary education where necessary, as well as foster 
the development of translations. 

The Intellectual Property (IP) Unit in the Department 
of Commercial law hosted one of the key annual 
global academic events in the area of IP in December 
2013: “The open African Innovation research (open 
AIr) Conference and Third global Congress on IP 
and the Public Interest”. Nearly 300 academics, 

advocates, lawyers and government officials 
from 47 countries came to Cape Town for intense 
engagement on key public-interest intellectual 
property issues. Two path-breaking publications 
were also launched at the conference: Innovation 
and Intellectual Property: Collaborative dynamics in 
Africa, published by UCT Press, and its sister report, 
Knowledge and Innovation in Africa: Scenarios for 
the future. 

According to IP Watch, an influential geneva-based 
publication, the conference is a who’s who of 
advocates in the access-to-knowledge and public-
health fields who are interested in intellectual 
property issues.

“This event came at a crucial time when policymakers 
around the world acknowledge the need for 
more balanced and locally relevant IP laws that 
facilitate innovation and development, and respond 
appropriately to the challenges brought about by the 
digital age,” said Dr Tobias Schonwetter, director of 
the IP Unit.

The IP Unit strives to add an African voice to the 
global debate on IP-related issues. It aims to create 
a leading IP programme in Africa that translates 
cutting-edge research into excellent teaching and 
increases the number of highly-skilled African 
IP experts.  The unit also administers the open 
African Innovation research and Training (open 
AIr) Network, one of Africa’s largest IP networks, 
which seeks to investigate how IP regimes can 
be harnessed in Africa to facilitate innovation 
through collaboration – and to make processes more 
participatory, knowledge more accessible, and 
benefits more widely shared.

An unusual element of the “Open AIR Conference” 
was a dramatic representation of research results.

IP Unit hosts prestigious 
global conference on 
intellectual property

DOCTORAL GRADUATIONS
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Securing compliance with African economic integration 
treaties
Supervised by Professor e. kalula

Y.A. AIYEDUN (PUBLIC LAW)
fair trial and access to justice in South Africa: How 
traditional tribunals cater to the needs of rural female 
litigants
Supervised by Professor T. Bennett
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from Sidumo to Dunsmuir: the test for review of CCMA 
arbitration awards
Supervised by Professor A. rycroft

B. GREENBAUM (CRIMINAL JUSTICE)
Compensation for victims of sexual violence in South 
Africa: a human rights approach to remedial criminal 
compensation provisions
Supervised by Dr A. Barratt

T.L. GUTUZA (COMMERCIAL LAW)
An analysis of the methods used in the South African 
domestic legislation and in double taxation treaties 
entered into by South Africa for the elimination of 
international double taxation
Supervised by Professor r. Jooste and Mr W. Horak

L. LEWIS (PUBLIC LAW)
The application and reconstruction of international 
law by domestic courts: an analytical framework for 
judicial mediation of a cosmopolitan and emancipatory 
international law
Supervised by Professor T. Bennett

W.K. MUTUMA (PUBLIC LAW)
revisiting the classification of private military and 
security contractors under international humanitarian 
law
Supervised by Professor D. Chirwa

Department of 
Commercial Law
(Including the Institute of Development and labour 
law, the Centre for Comparative law in Africa, the 
Shipping law Unit and the Intellectual Property Unit)

Head of Department: 
Professor Alan Rycroft 

Departmental Profile 
The Department of Commercial law is the biggest 
department in the law faculty in terms of both staff 
complement and student numbers.  Several of its 
academic staff members hold doctorate degrees 
whilst a few others are currently working on their 
doctorate degrees. In addition, a number of academic 
staff members are working on new books or on new 
editions of established works. All of this enhances the 
department’s scholarly achievements, as evidenced by 
the publications listed below.  The Department now has 
three Nrf rated researchers.

The Department has an increasing number of PhD and 
llM by dissertation students and teaches most of the 
students who are taking the llM by coursework and 
the Postgraduate Diplomas in law.  

In the llB programme the Department teaches 
compulsory courses in Corporation law and Commercial 
Transactions and offers optional courses to final year 
students. The Department also offers specialised 
commercial law courses to nearly 2600 students from 
other faculties.

There are four research and teaching units which form 
part of the Department: the Institute of Development 
and labour law, the Centre for Comparative law 
in Africa, the Shipping law unit and the Intellectual 
Property Unit. 

Departmental Statistics

Permanent and long-term contract staff

Honorary Professors 2
Adjunct Professors 6
Honorary research Associate 1
Professors 7
Associate Professors 3
emeritus Professors 2
Senior lecturers 8
lecturers 7
Teaching and research Assistants 2
Administrative staff 4
Total 42
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Students

other faculties 2455

llB 538

Pg Diplomas 64

Doctor of Philosophy 16

Master of Philosophy 39

llM By Dissertation 6

llM By Coursework and Dissertation 154

TOTAL 3272

*  These figures reflect actual registrations for 
Commercial law courses and llB courses.  Where 
a student registers for two Commercial law /llB 
courses he/she was counted twice.          

  

Research Fields and Staff

Professor and Head of Department  

PROFESSOR A. RYCROFT
labour law; Dispute resolution

Honorary Professors

PROFESSOR/JUDGE D.M. DAVIS
Capital Transfer and International Tax law; Competition 
law

JUDGE I. FARLAM

Professors

PROFESSOR P.S. BENJAMIN (PART-TIME) 
labour law

PROFESSOR R.D. JOOSTE 
revenue law; Company law

PROFESSOR E.R. KALULA
International Comparative labour law; labour Market 
regulation; Social Security

PROFESSOR R. LE ROUx 
labour law, Sport law

PROFESSOR S. MANCUSO
Comparative law

PROFESSOR R.C. WILLIAMS (PART-TIME) 
revenue law; Company law

Emeritus Professor

EMERITUS PROFESSOR J. KINDERLERER
Biotechnology and IPl

Associate Professors

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR G. BRADFIELD
Shipping law, International Trade
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR D. COLLIER 
labour law; electronic law; Intellectual Property law

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR T.S. EMSLIE SC (PART-TIME) 
revenue law

Emeritus Associate Professor 

EMERITUS ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR J. HOFMAN 

Honorary Research Associate

DR T. KRUGER 
International Trade law

Adjunct Professors

MS A. BOSMAN
MR N. JERAM 
DR T. MADIMA 
MR W. SCHOLTZ 
MR E. SWANEPOEL 
PROF C.R. THOMPSON

Senior Lecturers

DR W. AMIEN 
Business law, Muslim law

DR T.L. GUTUZA 
revenue law; Capital Transfer and International Tax law

DR A. HUTCHISON
Business law

MS K. IDENSOHN 
Company law

MS K. LEHMANN 
Business law; global economic law; International 
economic law

DR C. NCUBE 
Business law; Company law; Intellectual Property law

MS L.-A. TONG 
Intellectual Property law

MS J. YEATS 
Business law; Company law

Lecturers

MR R. BRADSTREET
Company law; Business law, Intellectual Property law 

MS J. FRANCO  
Business law
DR E. FERGUS
labour law; Business law

MS L. NAIDOO
Business law; Shipping law 

MR M. NKOMO 
Business law; Intellectual Property law

MS H. STOOP 
Business law; Company law

MS A.L. TITUS 
Business law; revenue law

Administrators

MR C. ELISSAC
Administrative officer
llB and Postgraduate Courses

MR M. MBEBE
Administrative Assistant
All Commerce Courses

MS F. KHAN
Administrative Assistant
labour and Development law

MS S. VAN DER BROCK
Centre for Comparative law in Africa

Contact details

Postal address: Department of Commercial law
faculty of law
Private Bag, rondebosch, 7701
Telephone: + 27 21 650 3068 / 65
fax: +27 21 650 5631
Web page: http://www.comlaw.uct.ac.za

Institute of Development 
and Labour Law
Director: Professor R. le Roux

Institute Profile

The Institute of Development and labour law was 
established in 1996 through the merger of the labour 
law Unit and the Institute of Development law. The 
Institute plays a leading role in development and 
labour law teaching and research. It is involved with 
training courses in South Africa and other countries in 
Southern Africa. It also regularly contributes to training 
programmes in other organisations and collaborates 
closely with other leading university centres and Ngos.

Research Fields and Staff

Professors

PROFESSOR E.R. KALULA
International and Comparative labour law; labour 
Market regulation; Social Security; law and regional 
Integration

PROFESSOR R. LE ROUx
labour law

PROFESSOR P. BENJAMIN
Collective Bargaining and Strike law; Health and Safety; 
Minimum labour Standards; regulatory framework

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR D. COLLIER
labour Market regulation, Inequality, Intellectual 
Property and Development

Adjunct Professors

PROFESSOR C. THOMPSON
Collective Bargaining; International labour law

DR T. MADIMA
Collective Bargaining

MR C. NUPEN
Dispute resolution; Social Dialogue

MS T. ORLEYN
Dispute resolution

MR N. JERAM
Social Security
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Administrative Staff

MS F. KHAN 

Researchers

MR S. GODFREY
Senior researcher, labour and enterprise Project 
Bargaining Councils; Industrial Sociology

MR J. THERON
Co-ordinator of the labour and enterprise Policy 
research group (leP)
labour rights; Small and Medium enterprise

MS M. VISSER
researcher

Honorary Research Associate

PROFESSOR N. RUBIN
International labour Standards; law and Development

Contact Details

Postal address: Institute of Development and labour 
law, 6.23, 6th level, Wilfred & Jules kramer law 
Building, Middle Campus, University of Cape Town, 
rondebosch, 7700
Tel: +27 21 650 5634
fax: +27 21 650 5660
Web: www.idll.uct.ac.za 

Centre for Comparative 
Law in Africa 
Director: Dr A. Ordor

Centre profile

The Centre for Comparative law in Africa (CClA) was 
established in 2011 to promote the study of comparative 
law and draw on the strengths of comparative 
methodology to research into the multifaceted field 
of law in Africa.  The Centre presents an opportunity 
to develop a discipline that lends itself to optimal 
application in the pluralistic legal frameworks within 
which life is lived in Africa. In its mission to contribute 
to the development of comparative law in Africa, the 
strategy of the CClA is to establish the field at UCT, 
build capacity in it across the continent through 
academic programmes, apply comparative law expertise 
in consultancies and disseminate new knowledge 
in comparative law in Africa through conferences, 
publications and professional networks.  Its location 
within the Department of Commercial law recognises 
the centrality of comparative law to on-going efforts 
at economic integration on the African continent. The 
CClA offers an llM and a postgraduate diploma in 
Comparative law and conducts research on a variety of 
themes that apply comparative methodology. Currently 
the Centre is involved in a collaborative research project 
on mineral law and policy in three southern African 
countries (South Africa, Namibia and zambia) under 
the UCT PerC Africa knowledge Project as well as 
customary law development in Somaliland. The CClA 
offers support for Africa-focused doctoral research and 
also undertakes consultancies from institutions in the 
public and private sectors.

Professor and Chair

PROFESSOR S. MANCUSO, LLB PALERMO PHD TRIESTE 

Administrator

MS S. VAN DER BROCK

Contact details
Postal address: room 4.41, 4th level, kramer law 
Building, faculty of law, Middle Campus
Tel: +27 21 650 5268 
fax: +27 21 650 3671 
email: info-ccla@uct.ac.za

Shipping Law Unit 
Associate Professor and Head:  
Associate Professor G. Bradfield

Unit profile

The Shipping law Unit has been in operation 
since the beginning of 1993. The Unit was set up 
within the Department of Commercial law to 
accommodate part-time and full-time studies in 
Shipping law at higher postgraduate level, and to 
support the Maritime law option offered to final 
level llB students. The Shipping law Unit provides 
postgraduate tuition and research in Admiralty 
law and practice and in all private law aspects of 
the law relating to the sea and ships. It serves as 
an information and advice centre to the shipping 
industry, and monitors developments in maritime 
law and policy in South Africa and abroad. The Unit 
co-operates closely with the Institute of Marine and 
environmental law which handles the public law 
elements of the law of the Sea and related subjects.

Visiting Teacher 

R. KNUTZEN, LLB CAPE TOWN BCL OxON 

Contact details
Postal address: room 5.03, 5th level, Wilfred & Jules 
kramer law Building, faculty of law, Middle Campus
Tel: +27 21 650 2676 
fax: +27 21 650 5662
email: graham.Bradfield@uct.ac.za

Intellectual Property Unit
Director:  Dr T. Schönwetter

Unit profile

The Intellectual Property Unit (IP Unit) was set up in 
2007 as a centre for policy research and teaching in 
intellectual property law. Intellectual property is a 
key determinant of human development, economic 
growth and competitiveness; and intellectual property 
rules impact on various public policy areas including 
health, research and development, bio-diversity, clean 
technologies, food security, and education. Important 
issues range from the way in which we access and 
share knowledge to strategies how to commercialise 
inventions and avoid misappropriation. The IP Unit 
comprises Dr Tobias Schonwetter, A/Prof. Caroline 
Ncube and Ms lee-Ann Tong, two adminstrators (Nan 
Warner and Phyllis Webb) as well as a varying number 
of soft-funded research collaborators, visiting scholars, 
fellows and visiting students from Africa, europe and 
North America. The IP Unit seeks to add a credible 
African voice to the global debates concerning the link 
between intellectual property, innovation, development 
and public policy.  The IP Unit offers PhD supervision, 
llM and fellowship programmes, hosts regular 
stakeholder workshops and seminars and is involved in 
numerous national and international research projects. 
IP Unit members are involved in various national, 
regional and international networks and, the unit is 
the centre of two of the largest intellectual property 
networks on the African continent, namely the open 
A.I.r. (African Innovation research, www.openair.
org.za) network and Creative Commons Africa (www.
creativecommons.org).

Contact details
Postal address: room 6.21, 6th level, Wilfred & Jules 
kramer law Building, faculty of law, Middle Campus
Tel: +27 21 650 3914 
fax: +27 21 650 5631
email: Tobias.Schonwetter@uct.ac.za

Research Output 

Authored books

Mancuso, S. 2013. Terra in Africa. Diritto fondiario 
eritreo. 164pp. Trieste, Italy: eUT - edizioni Universita di 
Trieste. ISBN 9788883035395.
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Edited books

Bosman, l. (ed) 2013. Arbitration in Africa: A 
Practitioner’s guide. 482pp. The Netherlands: Wolters 
kluwer law International. ISBN 9789041135209.

Chapters in books

Amien, W. 2013. reflections on the recognition of 
African customary marriages in South Africa: seeking 
insights for the recognition of Muslim marriages. In 
A. Claassens and D. Smythe (eds), Marriage, land and 
Custom, pp. 357-384. Claremont, South Africa: Juta & 
Co. ltd. ISBN 9781485101529.

Amien, W. 2013. South Africa. In J. Dingemans, C. 
yeginsu, T. Cross and H. Masood (eds), The Protections 
for religious rights. law and Practice, pp. 241-256. 
england: oxford Univ Press. ISBN 9780199660964.

Amien, W. 2013. The gendered benefits and costs of 
legal pluralism for Muslim family law in South Africa. 
In M. Maclean and J. eekelaar (eds), Managing family 
Justice in Diverse Societies, pp. 107-123. North America: 
Hart Publishing. ISBN 9781849464000.

Bosman, l. 2013. The Southern African development 
community and the UNCITrAl model law. In l. 
Bosman (ed), Arbitration in Africa: A Practitioner’s 
guide, pp. 3-26. The Netherlands: Wolters kluwer law 
International. ISBN 9789041135209.

Jeram, N. 2013. Allocation of death benefits: chapter 
9.15 and 9.16. In k. Hanekom (ed), The Manual on 
South African retirement funds and other employee 
Benefits 2013, pp. 190-290. South Africa: lexisNexis. 
ISBN 9780409078558.

Nkomo, M. and olmos, B. 2013. The MerCoSUr-SACU 
preferential trade agreement: a step forward in South-
South relations? In A. Bosl, A. du Pisani, g. erasmus, 
T. Hartzenberg and r. Sandrey (eds), Monitoring 
regional Integration in Southern Africa, pp. 194-210. 
Stellenbosch, South Africa: Tralac: Trade law Centre for 
Southern Africa. ISBN 9780981422190.

ordor, A.o. and oniekor o.o. 2013. refashioning the 
finishing school of legal education in Nigeria. In C.g. 
Nnoma (ed), law, Security and Development, pp. 21-41. 
Nigeria: Snaap Press ltd. ISBN 9789789102709.

Articles in peer-reviewed journals 

Amien, W. 2013. reflections on the recognition of 
African customary marriages in South Africa: seeking 
insights for the recognition of Muslim marriages. Acta 
Juridica, 1(2013): 357-384.

Badejogbin, o. 2013. Boko Haram: an enquiry into the 
socio-political context of Nigeria’s counter-terrorism 
response. law, Democracy and Development, 17: 226-252.

Bradstreet, r. 2013. Business rescue proves to be 
creditor-friendly: C.J. Claassen J’s analysis of the 
new business rescue procedure in oakdene Square 
Properties. South African law Journal, 130(1): 44-52.

Bradstreet, r. 2013. United States v business method 
patents: trial by trial and error. Journal of Intellectual 
Property law and Practice, 8(5): 374-382.

Brickhill, J., Corder, H.M., Davis, D. and Marcus, g. 
2013. The administration of justice. Annual Survey of 
South African law, 2011: 1-48.

Davis, D. 2013. The importance of reading - a rebutter 
to the jurisprudence of Anton fagan. South African law 
Journal, 130(1): 52-59.

emslie, T.S. 2013. Tax judgements against responsible 
third parties. The Taxpayer, 45(62): 62.3-4.

fergus, e. 2013. The reasonable employers resolve. 
Industrial law Journal, 34: 2486-2498.

Hutchison, A.J. and Stoop, H. 2013. Misrepresentation 
in consumer insurance: the United kingdom legislature 
opts for a ‘reasonable consumer’ standard. South 
African law Journal, 130(4): 705-721.

Hutchison, A.J. 2013. reciprocity in contract law. 
Stellenbosch law review, 24(1): 3-30.

Jooste, r.D. 2013. Commentary on Tax law Case 
developments. Income Tax reporter, 7(2013): 1-8.

Jooste, r.D. 2013. Companies & close corporations. Juta 
Quarterly review, JQr Companies & Close Corporations, 
(April to June 2013 (2)): online. 

Jooste, r.D. 2013. observations on the impact of the 
2008 companies act on the doctrine of constructive 
notice and the Turquand rule. South African law 
Journal, 130(3): 464-475.

Jooste, r.D. 2013. South Africa. Income Tax reporter, 
52(1): 3-32.

Jooste, r.D. 2013. South Africa. Income Tax reporter, 
52(4): 131-222.

Jooste, r.D. 2013. South Africa. Income Tax reporter, 
52(3): 81-128.

Jooste, r.D. 2013. South Africa. Income Tax reporter, 
52(5): 227-326.

Jooste, r.D. 2013. South Africa. Income Tax reporter, 
52(2): 35-77.

kruger, T. 2013. De evolutie van het europese internationaal 
privaatrecht op vlak van consumentenovereenkomsten. 
Journal of Consumer law, 100-101(2013): 237-250.

kruger, T. 2013. De exceptie cautio judicatum solvi 
bijna uitgestorven of toch niet? Tijdschrift voor 
Vreemdelingenrecht, 1(2013): 81-83.

kruger, T. and Mallentjer, M. 2013. Het kind dat een 
voldongen feit is: noot onder tribunal de premire instance 
de Bruxelles du 18 Decembre 2012. 2(2013): 99-104.

kruger, T. 2013. over het toepassingsgebied van het 
herkomstlandbeginsel in het spanningsveld tussen het vrij 
verkeer en het IPr. Tijdschrift voor Belgisch Handelsrecht, 
5(2013): 410-419.

le roux, r. 2013. A social economy and sustainability: is 
there potential for an interface? obiter, 34(3): 506-521.

lehmann, k.H. 2011. fishing in protected waters: 
balancing customary rights and conversation imperatives. 
The South African Journal of environmental law and law 
Policy, 18(2): 77-93.

Ncube, C.B. 2013. Harnessing intellectual property for 
development: some thoughts on an appropriate theoretical 
framework. Potchefstroom se elektroniese regsblad/ 
Potchefstroom electronic law Journal, 16(4): 370-396.

Ncube, C.B. and laltaika, e. 2013. A new intellectual 
property organisation for Africa? Journal of Intellectual 
Property law and Practice, 8(2): 114-117.

Nkomo, M. 2013. rwanda’s new intellectual property 
law and compulsory licensing for export under the WTo: 
not quite a panacea. African Journal of International and 
Comparative law/ revue Africaine de Droit International 
et Compare, 21(2): 279-294.

Nkomo, M. 2013. South Africa’s proposed intellectual 
property law: the need for improved regional 
cooperation. Comparative and International law Journal 
of Southern Africa, XlVI 46(2): 257-272.

rycroft, A.J. 2013. Settlement and the law. South 
African law Journal, 130: 187-209.

rycroft, A.J. 2013. The legal regulation of strike 
misconduct: the kapesi decisions. Industrial law Journal, 
34: 859-870.

Stoop, H.H. 2013. Towards greener companies - 
sustainability and the social and ethics committee. 
Stellenbosch law review, 24(3): 562-582.

Department of 
Private Law
Head of Department: Professor 
Tjakie Naudé

Departmental Profile  

The Department of Private law has seven Nrf-rated 
researchers. The Department continued to maintain 
its strong research record during the period of 
review. Members of the Department maintained a 
high rate of publication, which included a number 
of international publications. research highlights of 
2013 are set out below.

first, several members of the Department presented 
papers at local and international conferences. for 
example, Professor Helen Scott presented a paper 
entitled ‘error and Uncertainty in the South African 
law of enrichment’ at a seminar on comparative 
unjust enrichment organised by the Paul-André 
Crépeau Centre for Private and Comparative law, at 
Mcgill University in Montreal, Canada. Professor Scott 
also presented one of two papers at a seminar held 
at edinburgh University in January 2014 under the 
aegis of the edinburgh Centre for Private law entitled 
‘New Directions in Unjustified enrichment: learning 
from South Africa’. Her paper, ‘rationalising the 
South African law of enrichment’, sought to present 
the thesis of her book Unjust Enrichment in South 
African Law (further details below) to the international 
enrichment community, situating the project in its 
wider theoretical and comparative context.

Second, Professor Hanri Mostert organised a 
colloquium on expropriation law in the Netherlands, 
under the joint auspices of UCT and the groningen 
Centre for law and governance. The colloquium 
took place from 26-28 September at the University 
of groningen and attracted 22 experts in this field of 
law from all over the world. Countries represented 
at the colloquium include South Africa, the 
Netherlands, the United States of America, Canada, 
the United kingdom, Israel, Poland, Italy, germany, 
Australia and Ireland. A grant from the Programme 
for the enhancement of research Capacity (PerC) 
assisted with making possible the attendance of 
additional South African scholars. The theme of 
the colloquium was ‘rethinking the Public Interest 
in expropriation law’ and it focused on six broad 
topics in the field of expropriation, topics which 
are of significance not only for purposes of South 
African law but also for many other jurisdictions. 
The colloquium was very successful, and a follow-up 
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gathering is planned in rome next year from 25-
28 September. The papers presented at this year’s 
colloquium are to be published in a book edited by 
Prof Mostert and Prof leon Verstappen (University 
of groningen) entitled Rethinking the Public Interest 
Requirement in Expropriation Law.

Third, on 16-17 January 2014, the UCT law faculty 
hosted a conference to celebrate the life and work 
of the late former Chief Justice Pius langa, and event 
organised by Dr Alistair Price of this Department 
and Adv Michael Bishop of the Cape Bar and legal 
resources Centre.  Twenty papers were presented by 
distinguished South African and international academics 
addressing a variety of themes in Justice langa’s 
judgments and other writings, including transformative 
constitutionalism, equality, customary law, the value of 
dissent, state liability, contract and the Constitution, 
privacy, and the relationship between the judiciary and 
other political actors. Personal addresses were delivered 
by Justice Albie Sachs, Adv Marumo Moerane SC, and 
Acting Chief Justice Dikgang Moseneke.  A selection 
of the papers and addresses will be published in the 
2015 edition of Acta Juridica – the annual law journal 
of the UCT law faculty – in order to memorialise 
Justice langa’s immense contribution to South Africa’s 
constitutional democracy during a crucial period in our 
legal and political history.

finally, Professor Helen Scott’s monograph, Unjust 
Enrichment in South African Law: Rethinking Enrichment 
by Transfer (Hart, oxford/oregon) was published in 
2013.The same year also saw the publication Iniuria and 
the Common Law (Hart, oxford/oregon), an edited 
collection of essays (which Prof Scott edited with Dr eric 
Descheemaeker). 

Departmental Statistics

Permanent and long-term contract staff

emeritus Professor 2

Professors                                 7
Associate Professors 2

Senior lecturers 3
lecturers 1
Admin and Clerical Staff 2
Total 18

Students

llB 569
Masters 7
PhD 14
Total 590

Research Fields and Staff

Professor and Head of Department

PROFESSOR T. NAUDé
law of Contract; Consumer Protection

Professors

PROFESSOR A.J. BARNARD-NAUDé
Jurisprudence; legal Theory

PROFESSOR A.G. FAGAN
law of Delict; Jurisprudence; Constitutional Theory

PROFESSOR C. HIMONGA
African Customary law

PROFESSOR D.B. HUTCHISON
law of Contract; law of Delict

PROFESSOR H. MOSTERT
law of Property; land law; Mineral and Petroleum law

PROFESSOR H. SCOTT
Unjustified enrichment; law of Delict; legal History

Emeritus Professors

EMERITUS PROFESSOR S.B. BURMAN
Socio-legal Studies

EMERITUS PROFESSOR W. DE VOS SC 
Unjustified enrichment; legal History

EMERITUS PROFESSOR I. LEEMAN
Copyright law

Honorary Research Associate 

PROFESSOR F. DU BOIS 
University of leicester, england
law of Delict; legal Theory

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR M. HEWETT
South African and european legal History

Distinguished visitors

PROFESSOR R. EVANS-JONES
University of Aberdeen, Scotland
Unjustified enrichment; legal History

Associate Professors

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR M. PALEKER
law of Succession; Civil Procedure

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR A. POPE
law of Property; Bio-ethics; Customary law; family law

Senior Lecturers

DR A. BARRATT
law of Persons and Marriage; legal History; Intellectual 
Property law

DR L. GREENBAUM
legal education; legal Writing.

DR A. PRICE
law of Delict; Jurisprudence 

Lecturer

MR J. JONKER
legal theory

Contract Staff

MS F. OSMAN
law of Succession; African Customary law

MR N. SIBANDA 
research Co-ordinator

Administrators

MRS. N. CAMPBELL
Administrative officer 
llB Intermediate/final year

MRS. F. MOHAMED  
Senior Secretary 
llB Preliminary Undergraduate/Postgraduate/llM 
Courses

Contact Details

Postal Address: Department of Private law, faculty of law, 
University of Cape Town, Private Bag, rondebosch, 7701 
Telephone: +27 (21) 650-3447/5609
fax: +27 (21) 650-5770
e-mail: faiza.mohamed@uct.ac.za; nikki.campbell@uct.ac.za

Research Output

Authored books

Paleker, M. 2013. The law of South Africa. Civil 
Procedure: lower Courts. 367pp. 3rd edition. Durban: 
lexisNexis. ISBN 9780409058147.

Scott, H. 2013. Unjust enrichment in South African 
law. rethinking enrichment by Transfer. 221pp. United 
kingdom: Hart Publishing. ISBN 9781849462235.

Edited books

Descheemaeker, D and Scott, H. (eds). 2013. Iniuria 
and the Common law. 240 pp. United kingdom: Hart 
Publishing. ISBN 9781849465038.

reid, e. and Visser, D.P. (eds). 2013. Private law and 
Human rights. Bringing rights Home in Scotland and 
South Africa. 513pp. United kingdom: edinburgh 
University Press. ISBN 9780748684175.

Chapters in books

Barnard-Naudé, A.J. 2013. The politics of private 
law: sexual minority freedom in South Africa and 
Scotland. In e. reid and D. Visser (eds), Private law and 
Human rights. Bringing rights Home in Scotland and 
South Africa, pp. 37-80. United kingdom: edinburgh 
University Press. ISBN 9780748684175.

Descheemaeker, e. and Scott, H. 2013. Iniuria and 
the common law. In e. Descheemaeker and H. Scott 
(eds), Proceedings of Iniuria and the Common law, 
9-10 September 2011, oxford. United kingdom: Hart 
Publishing. ISBN 9781849465038.

Du Bois, f.g. 2013. Harassment: a wrong without a right? 
In e. Descheemaeker and H. Scott (eds), Proceedings 
of Iniuria and the Common law, 9-10 September 
2011, oxford. United kingdom: Hart Publishing. ISBN 
9781849465038.

fagan, A. 2013. The right to personal security. In e. 
reid and D. Visser (eds), Private law and Human rights. 
Bringing rights Home in Scotland and South Africa, pp. 
130-155. United kingdom: edinburgh University Press. 
ISBN 9780748684175.

fagan, A. 2013. The gist of defamation in South African 
law. In e. Descheemaeker and H. Scott (eds), Proceedings 
of Iniuria and the Common law, 9-10 September 
2011, oxford. United kingdom: Hart Publishing. ISBN 
9781849465038.

Himonga, C. and Pope, A. 2013. Mayelane v Ngwenyama 
and minister for home affairs: a reflection on wider 
implications. In A. Claassens and D. Smythe (eds), 
Marriage, land and Custom, pp. 318-338. Claremont, 
South Africa: Juta & Co. ltd. ISBN 9781485101529.

Hutchison, D.B. 2013. JC de Wet’s contribution to the 
development of the law of mistake in contract. In J. Du 
Plessis and g. lubbe (eds), A Man of Principle. The life 
and legacy of JC De Wet, pp. 190-216. Claremont, CPT: 
Juta law. ISBN 9781485100751.

laing, S. and Visser, D.P. 2013. Principles, policy and 
practice: human rights and the law of contract. In e. 
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reid and D. Visser (eds), Private law and Human rights. 
Bringing rights Home in Scotland and South Africa, pp. 
330-360. United kingdom: edinburgh University Press. 
ISBN 9780748684175.

Mostert, H. 2013. Nuisance. In e. reid and D. Visser 
(eds), Private law and Human rights. Bringing rights 
Home in Scotland and South Africa, pp. 256-293. 
United kingdom: edinburgh University Press. ISBN 
9780748684175.

Naudé, T. 2013. The typology of breach of contract: JC 
de Wet’s contribution in comparative perspective. In J. 
Du Plessis and g. lubbe (eds), A Man of Principle. The 
life and legacy of JC De Wet, pp. 270-301. Claremont, 
CPT: Juta law. ISBN 9781485100751.
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and D. Visser (eds), Private law and Human rights. 
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9780748684175.

Scott, H. 2013. Pits and pruners: culpa and social 
practice in digest 9.2. In A. Burrows, D. Johnston and r. 
zimmerman (eds), Judge and Jurist: essays in Memory 
of lord rodger of earlsferry, pp. 251-264. great Britain: 
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Scott, H. 2013. Contumelia and the South African 
law of defamation. In e. Descheemaeker and H. Scott 
(eds), Proceedings of Iniuria and the Common law, 
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Publishing. ISBN 9781849465038.

Articles in peer-reviewed journals 

Bangeni, A. and greenbaum, l. 2013. An analysis of the 
textual practices of undergraduate and postgraduate 
novice writers in law. Per linguam: A Journal of 
language learning, 29(2): 72-84.
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‘poststructural’ fairy tales...and the real: power, poverty 
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467-480.

Barnard-Naudé, A.J. 2013. ‘The greatest enemy 
of authority’- Arendt, Honig and the authority of 
post-apartheid jurisprudence. No foundations: An 
Interdisciplinary Journal of law and Justice, 10: 120-137.
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130: 688-704.
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Dennison, B. 2013. The resonance of Christian political 
conceptions within international humanitarian law. 
Uganda’s Paper Series: on International Humanitarian 
law, 1(1): 157-172.

fick, S.J. 2013. Valid consent to objectifying treatment 
should be allowed. Southern African Public law. 28: 
346-382.

greenberg, J., Smith, D. and Pope, A. 2013. Stem 
cells on South African shores: proposed guidelines for 
comprehensive informed consent. SAMJ South African 
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Himonga, C. and Pope, A. 2013. Mayelane v 
Ngwenyama and minister for home affairs: a reflection 
on wider implications. Acta Juridica, 1(2013): 318-338.

Himonga, C., Taylor, M. and Pope, A. 2013. reflections 
on judicial views of Ubuntu. Potchefstroomse 
elektroniese regsblad/ Potchefstroom electronic law 
Journal, 16(5): 372-429.

Himonga, C. 2013. The right to health in an African 
cultural context: the role of Ubuntu in the realization 
of the right to health with special reference to South 
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Milius, D. 2013. ‘Information aid’ and the dissemination 
of innovation. global Policy, 4(1): 122-124.
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C.J., Hotez, P.J., Milius, D., Neves-Pereira, M., Pang, T., 
rotimi, C.N., Sabra, r., Sarkissian, C.N., Srivastava, S., 
Tims, H., zgheib, N. and kickbusch, I. 2013. Crowd-
funded micro-grants for genomics and “big data”: 
an actionable idea connecting small (artisan) science, 
infrastructure science, and citizen philanthropy. 
Integrative Biology, 17(4): 161-172.

Price, A.M. 2013. The evolution of the rule of law. South 
African law Journal, 130(4): 649-661.

Scott, H. 2013. killing and causing death in roman law. 
law Quarterly review, 129: 101-122.

Scott, H. 2013. South Africa. restitution law review, 
21: 204-212.

Scott, H. 2013. Unjustified enrichment. Annual Survey 
of South African law, 2011: 1257-1260.

Wilke, J.M. 2013. The right to privacy and drug-testing 
in sport in South Africa: could the New zealand case 
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Department of 
Public Law
(Including the Centre of Criminology; Institute of Marine 
and environmental law; Democratic governance and 
rights Unit; law, Centre for law and Society; and 
refugee rights Unit)

Head of Department:   
Professor D.M. Chirwa 

Departmental Profile 

The Department of Public law now has 9 Nrf rated 
researchers and continues to produce high level 
research in various areas, including constitutional law 
and human rights, international law, environmental 
law, refugee law, criminal law, criminal procedure and 
evidence, land rights and policing. During the course 
of 2013, members of the Department were involved in 
the production of five books and four edited books. In 
addition a large number of book chapters and journal 
articles were published.

The four research units attached to the Department 
– the Centre of Criminology, the Institute of Marine 
and environmental law, the Democratic governance 
and rights Unit, and the Centre for law and Society – 
continued to make a substantial contribution to research 
output, policy involvement and outreach activities on a 
wide range of issues of legal and social importance.

Departmental Statistics

Permanent and long-term contract staff

Professors 14
Associate Professors   3
Senior lecturers   3
lecturers   3
Administrative   2
Teaching Assistants   5
Total 30

Honorary staff

research Associates 1
Honorary Professors 2
emeritus Professors 2

Students

llB  538
llM – Coursework and Dissertation    63
llM (by dissertation)      6
llM exchange Programme      1
MPhil    29
Postgraduate Diploma      8
PhD    39
Total  684

*  These figures reflect actual registrations for Public 
law courses and llB courses. Where a student 
registers for two Public law/llB courses he/she was 
counted twice.

Research Fields and Staff

Professor and Head of Department

PROFESSOR D.M. CHIRWA
International Human rights; the rights of the 
Child; Domestic implementation of Human rights; 
Administrative law; Social and economic rights

Professors

PROFESSOR T.W. BENNETT
African customary law; land rights; public and private 
international law

PROFESSOR J. BURCHELL
Criminal law; Personality rights

PROFESSOR H. CHEADLE
labour law; Human rights; Constitutional litigation; 
legal Drafting
PROFESSOR H.M. CORDER
Administrative law; the Judicial Process

PROFESSOR P. DE VOS, CLAUDE LEON FOUNDATION 
CHAIR IN CONSTITUTIONAL GOVERNANCE
Constitutional law; Current issues in Constitutional 
law; governing under Constitution 

PROFESSOR W. DE VOS
Criminal Procedure; law of evidence; Constitutional 
aspects of Procedure; Class Actions
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PROFESSOR L.A. FERIS
environmental law; Human rights, liability; Biodiversity; 
Climate Change; Trade and environment

PROFESSOR J.I. GLAZEWSKI
environmental law; energy law, Antarctic, Marine 
Pollution law

PROFESSOR C.M. MURRAY
Constitutional law including Co-operative government, 
Parliament, Intergovernmental relations, local 
government, Constitution Making, and Comparative 
Constitutional law

PROFESSOR A.R. PATERSON
environmental law; Biodiversity; Protected Areas; 
environmental fiscal reform

PROFESSOR P.J. SCHWIKKARD
evidence, Criminal Procedure

PROFESSOR C. SHEARING
governance of Security; environmental Security

PROFESSOR E. VAN DER SPUY
Policing (public); International Assistance to Policing 
in Transition; Security Sector reform; Police reform; 
Peace-keeping

Associate Professors

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR R. CALLAND
Accountable government; Access to Information; Whistle 
Blowing legislation; Constitutional law; Public ethics

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR D. SMYTHE
law and Society (particularly the use of interdisciplinary 
research methods); Criminal Justice Policy; Human 
rights; Violence against Women

Emeritus Professors

PROFESSOR D.J. DEVINE
International law of the Sea; general Principles of 
International law; regional Integration

PROFESSOR D. VAN ZYL SMIT
Criminal law

Honorary Professors

PROFESSOR J. DUGARD
ADVOCATE W. TRENGOVE

Honorary Research Associates 

JUSTICE L.W.H. ACKERMANN 
emeritus Justice of the Constitutional Court

Senior Lecturers

MS C.H. POWELL
Constitutional law; International law; International 
Criminal law

MS K. PHELPS
Constitutional Criminal Adjudication; Punishment; the 
Principle of legality and Sexual offences

MS J. BERG
governance of Security; Plural Policing; Policing 
Accountability

Lecturers

MS M.C. DU PLESSIS
Social Security law and governance; Workers’ 
Compensation

MS S. LUTCHMAN
evidence; International law; rights of the Child

DR H. WOOLAVER
International law, International Criminal law

Contract Staff
 
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR R. MANJOO
Women’s Human rights; Violence against Women; 
Culture, religion, Tradition and Human rights

MS M. VON BROEMBSEN
law and Poverty; Human rights and legal empowerment 
of the Poor; the Interrelationship between the Informal 
economy; Alleviation of Poverty and law

MS L. KOHN
Constitutional law; Administrative law

Administrative Staff

MS D. MWAMBALA
Administrative officer

MS R. FRANCKE
Senior Secretary

Contact Details

Postal address: Department of Public law, faculty 
of law, University of Cape Town, Private Bag X3, 
rondebosch, 7701
Telephone: +27 21 650 3072
fax: +27 21 650 5673
Website: http://www.publiclaw.uct.ac.za

Centre of Criminology
Director: Professor C. Shearing

Centre Profile

The Centre is a niche research unit within the faculty of 
law at the University of Cape Town.  our research and 
analysis in 2013 was organised around three principal 
foci, namely, developments in policing;   developments 
in penal policy and the emergence of new environmental 
risks and responses to them. A uniting theme is the 
concern to ensure that the programmes contribute to 
both theory development and to policy development 
and implementation.

The Centre’s research programme builds on established 
areas within Criminology and established strengths 
within the Centre of Criminology and is stretching the 
boundaries of Criminology in ways that will enable it 
to recognise and respond to the changing international 
and local risk landscapes. 

research on policing at the Centre of Criminology is 
concerned both with public police and private policing 
developments in South Africa and in transitional 
contexts, particularly in Africa.  

Centre Statistics

Permanent and long-term contract staff

Professors 2
Senior lecturer 1
Administrative Staff 2
research Staff 4
Honorary research Associates 3
Total 12

Research Fields and Staff

Permanent Staff 

PROFESSOR C. SHEARING
governance of Physical and environmental Security

PROFESSOR E. VAN DER SPUY
Policing (public); Police reform; Peace-keeping and 
police: History of criminal justice reform 

MS. J. BERG, SENIOR LECTURER,
governance of Security; Plural Policing; Policing 
Accountability

Honorary Research Associates

MR C. CULLINAN
Director, enAct International, Practising environmental 
Attorney 

DR DEON NEL, WWF (SA)
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR J. FROESTAD
Institute of Administration and organization Theory, 
University of Bergen

Research Staff

MS E. ATKINS (INFORMATION MANAGER)  
Multi-media electronic resource library

MR T. HERBSTEIN 
environmental Security Programme

Administrative Staff

MS V. TOLENI 
Administrative Assistant

MS T. HUME
finance Administrator

Postdoctoral Fellow

DR G. SUPER
Prisons and Crime in South Africa

DR L. PASQUINI
environmental Security

Contact Details

Postal address: Centre of Criminology, 6.34, 6th level, 
Wilfred & Jules kramer law Building, Middle Campus, 
University of Cape Town, rondebosch 7700
Telephone: +27 21 650 4486  
fax: +27 21 6503790
Web: www.criminology.uct.ac.za
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Institute of Marine 
and Environmental Law

Director: Professor A.R. Paterson 

Institute Profile

The Institute of Marine and environmental law 
undertakes research, teaching and consultancy in 
the fields of marine and environmental law both at 
the international level and in the context of Southern 
Africa. It also participates in multi-disciplinary projects 
in collaboration with other specialists in marine and 
environmental subjects. 2013 again saw members 
of the Institute continuing with research in several 
specialist areas, with one of the highlights being 
the publication of Professor glazewski’s loose leaf 
edition of Environmental Law in South Africa, to which 
several members of the Institute contributed chapters. 
Professor glazewski also published a chapter on the 
legal and regulatory aspects of carbon capture and 
storage. Professor loretta feris continued with her 
research examining the right to sanitation in both 
international law and domestic law. She presented 
several papers emerging from this project at domestic 
and international conferences and published papers 
and book chapters on traditional fishing rights, water 
and sanitation rights. Professor Paterson continued 
with his research in the area of protected areas law 
and governance which saw him being appointed 
lead author of the IUCN environmental law Centre’s 
Protected Areas law and governance Project. His 
research in this area led to the publication of several 
papers and chapters on conservation and land reform, 
transboundary protected areas and indigenous 
peoples’ rights to natural resources in protected areas. 
Ms Micha young, who joined the Institute as a lecturer 
at the beginning of 2013 to build the Institute’s 
marine research component following the sad death 
of Professor gibson in 2012, immediately contributed 
substantively to the Institute’s research profile through 
the publication of an article on the law and policy 
framework governing subsistence fishers in South 
Africa. In addition to the above, the Institute hosted 
several research workshops in 2013 which included: 
the environmental law Association’s Postgraduate 
research Conference; a workshop on South Africa’s 
new national planning legislation; and a Transnational 
fisheries Crime Symposium in collaboration with 
MAre, INTerPol and Norwegian counterparts.

Institute Statistics

Permanent and Long-term Contract Staff

Professors 3
Associate Professors 0
emeritus Professor 1
lecturers 1
Honorary research Associate 2
Administrative and Clerical Staff 1
Total 8

Students

Doctoral 8
Masters 39
Postgraduate Diploma 4
llB – final year 14
Non-law students 15
Total 80

Research Fields and Staff

Permanent Staff

PROFESSOR L.A. FERIS
environmental law; human rights and environment; 
trade and environment; sanitation biodiversity; liability.

PROFESSOR J.I. GLAZEWSKI
environmental law; energy law; Antarctic; marine 
pollution law

PROFESSOR A.R. PATERSON
environmental law; biodiversity; protected areas; 
environmental fiscal reform

MS M.A. YOUNG
International law of the sea, marine law; environmental 
law

Emeritus Professor

PROFESSOR D.J. DEVINE
law of the sea; international law

Honorary Research Associate

DR J. HALL
role of the judiciary in environmental governance
DR E.V. WITBOOI
law of the sea; marine fisheries

Administrative Assistant 

MS P. MURPHY 

Contact Details

Postal address: Institute of Marine and environmental 
law, University of Cape Town, Private Bag X3, 
rondebosch, 7701 
Telephone: +27 21 650 5642
fax: +27 21 650 5183
Web: http://www.imel.uct.ac.za/

Democratic Governance & 
Rights Unit

Director: Associate Professor 
R. Calland

Unit Profile

Based in the Department of Public law at the University 
of Cape Town, the DgrU’s mission is to advance the 
principles and practice of constitutional democracy 
in Africa. recognising the gap between the promise 
of constitutionalism and the reality of daily life for 
the majority of Africans, the DgrU aims to stimulate 
fresh thinking on the intersection between rights and 
transformative governance. In collaboration with others, 
the DgrU supports the process of law and policy reform, 
and informs public debate, through inter-disciplinary 
research and advocacy.

The vision for the future is that in ten years’ time, 
the DgrU will have a strong international reputation 
as a place where bold new ideas are born and then 
turned into working practice, providing a stimulating 
environment for policy-makers, academic thinkers 
and students alike, and an intellectual bridge between 
europe and Africa on some of the most significant public 
law issues that face modern societies everywhere.

Unit Statistics

Associate Professors 1
Permanent researchers 2
Programme Manager 1
Administrator 1
Total 5

Research Fields and Staff

Permanent and Contract Staff

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR R. CALLAND
Transparency law & Policy, the right of Access to 
Information, Whistle Blowing, Public ethics, Political 
and economic governance, Constitutional law, Multi-
stakeholder Processes

MS T. MASENGU
refugee law, Women’s rights and the impact of the 
Protocol to the African Charter on the rights of Women 
in Africa on Democracy and governance

MR C. OxTOBY
Judicial Appointments, Judicial ethics, Human rights, 
Anti-terrorism law and Practice in Southern and eastern 
Africa and the 2010 World Cup

Administrative Staff

MS V. KARTH
Programme and financial Management; Website 
Management, Marketing & Pr

MS C. PILLAY
general office administration, web development 

Contact details

Postal Address: The Democratic governance and rights 
Unit, kramer law School Building, Middle Campus, 
University of Cape Town, rondebosch, 7700
Tel: +27 21 650 2011 
fax: +27 21 650 5607
Web: www.dgru.uct.ac.za

Centre for Law and Society

Director: Associate Professor 
D. Smythe 

Centre Profile

The Centre for law and Society (ClS) [formerly the law, 
race and gender research Unit (lrg)] was established 
in 1993. ClS’s founding mission was to provide legal 
decision-makers with an understanding of the ways 
in which the history and social context of South Africa 
inform the creation, application and interpretation of 
our laws. Its first project was to provide training and 
support to judicial officers as courts faced the challenge 
of transforming their structures and jurisprudence in line 
with constitutional and democratic values after 1994. 
ClS trained over a thousand judicial officers, developing 
materials on issues including HIV, sexual offences, 
domestic violence, race and racism, and judicial ethics.

With a primary focus on producing excellent empirical 
studies of law in context, based on participatory 
methodologies and collaborative partnerships, ClS is 
committed to sound research underpinning evidence-
based advocacy on critical legal and social issues. In recent 
years we have expanded our areas of focus, retaining 
the emphasis on participation, knowledge-sharing, 
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and capacity-building as central tenets of our Centre’s 
scholarly approach. In 2009 the rural Women’s Action 
research Programme (rWAr) was established within the 
Centre, with the objective of challenging government 
policies and laws that undermine the citizenship rights 
of the 18 million people living within them and set the 
former homelands apart from the rest of South Africa 
as zones of chiefly sovereignty.  We are committed 
to foregrounding the understandings, initiatives and 
expertise of people living in rural areas in informing law 
and policy. To this end we support rural leaders to make 
direct submissions to parliament and engage directly in 
policy debates. We engage in ongoing conversations 
with our rural partners in order to develop joint strategies 
for change. We have made a significant contribution to 
shifting academic discourse in the area of rural power 
relations and citizenship rights and in creating a space for 
community-based groups and organisations to challenge 
the government’s approach to land reform, traditional 
courts and the elevation of chiefly interests at the 
expense of the citizenship rights of ordinary people. our 
work has also contributed to extensive media coverage 
and political debate about these issues, and we have 
provided extensive research and conceptual support in 
relation to a number of cases in the Constitutional Court. 

ClS runs the website Custom Contested (www.
customcontested.co.za), a one-stop website that 
provides news, information and analysis on laws and 
policies affecting custom, tradition and citizenship 
rights, exploring what is at stake for ordinary South 
Africans.  In addition, we maintain an institutional 
website for ClS (www.cls.uct.ac.za) on which, inter alia, 
all of our materials are available. In 2014 we launched 
a postgraduate Programme in Criminology, law and 
Society, in partnership with the Centre for Criminology, 
to train the next generation of scholars concerned with 
issues of law and society in Africa.

Permanent and Contract Staff

Associate Professor 1
Chief researcher/Associate Professor 1
Senior researchers 3
researchers 7
research Assistants 6
Administrators 2
research Associates 5
Total 25

Research Fields and Staff

Permanent Staff

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR D. SMYTHE – DIRECTOR OF 
THE CENTRE FOR LAW AND SOCIETY
law and society, criminal justice policy, women and 
law, violence against women, interdisciplinary research 
methods

DR A. CLAASSENS – CHIEF RESEARCHER AND RWAR 
PROGRAMME DIRECTOR
land rights, customary law, law and society, rural 
women’s rights in respect of land and marriage, property 
and power relations, citizenship and governance

MR B. BOYLE – SENIOR RESEARCHER (RWAR)
Mining in former homeland areas, corruption, political 
participation

DR M. BUTHELEZI – SENIOR RESEARCHER (RWAR)
Traditional leadership and governance, traditional 
dispute resolution, negotiating identities in transforming 
societies

MS M. VON BROEMBSEN – SENIOR RESEARCHER/
SENIOR LECTURER
economic justice, law and development

MS M. DE SOUZA – RESEARCHER (RWAR)
Traditional leadership and governance, customary 
marriage

MS F. EBERHARD – PHD CANDIDATE AND CONTRACT 
RESEARCHER (RWAR)
Mining in former the homelands, property rights and 
power relations

MS D. JEFTHAS – RESEARCHER  
gender-based violence, transitions to higher education, 
legal education, identity

MS N. LUWAYA – RESEARCHER (RWAR)
Women’s land rights, participatory research practices, 
land rights, traditional dispute resolution

MS B. MATLALA – RESEARCHER (RWAR)
Participatory action research; terms of community 
partnerships, land rights with a specific focus 
on women’s land rights,  citizen  participation in 
development

MS T. THIPE – RESEARCHER (RWAR)
Traditional leadership and governance, traditional 
dispute resolution, gender studies

MS. T. WEINBERG – RESEARCHER (RWAR)
land rights, including women’s land rights, customary 

tenure in historical perspective, land restitution and 
communal tenure. 

Research Associates

MR M. JARA
MS N. GASA
PROF C. LUND
DR S. MNISI WEEKS
DR R. KINGWILL

Research Assistants

MS L. KHAN
MR O. KOLAWOLE
MR J. LORENZEN
MS M. MUTLOANE
MR D. O’ REGAN
MS T. PAINE

Administrators

MS J. THOMAS (FINANCIAL MANAGER)
MS S. WRIGHT (ADMINISTRATION)

Contact Details

Postal address: Centre for law & Society, All Africa 
House, faculty of law, University of Cape Town
Private Bag X3, rondebosch, 7701
Telephone: +27 21 650 5906
fax: +27 21 650 3095 
Web: http://www.cls.uct.ac.za; www.customcontested.
co.za 

Refugee Rights Unit 
Unit Director: Ms. F Khan

Unit Profile

The refugee rights Unit was founded in 1998 as a Project 
within the UCT law Clinic, aimed at providing legal 
support services to the growing number of refugees and 
asylum seekers in South Africa.  It has since evolved into 
a fully independent Unit, with four main components: 
the Unit’s refugee law Clinic provides direct legal 
services to thousands of refugees and asylum seekers in 
the Western Cape each year; the Unit conducts applied 
research in refugee law and related topics; it teaches 
refugee law to undergraduate law and masters’ students 
within the Department of Public law; and, it undertakes 
a significant amount of targeted advocacy and training of 
government officials, the judiciary, civil society partners 
and refugee communities.  

The close relationship between the refugee law Clinic’s 
practice the Unit’s teaching of refugee and Immigration 
law courses to llB and llM students, and the Unit’s 
research is a unique aspect of the Unit’s work. The 
refugee law Clinic provides the Unit with a close link 
to the practical application of refugee law in South 
Africa and therefore directly informs and supports 
the Unit’s teaching activities and research outputs.  
Students often engage with the most current issues 
facing refugees and asylum seekers in South Africa, 
including those involved in the strategic litigations 
undertaken by the refugee law Clinic. Students are also 
encouraged to volunteer at the refugee law Clinic in 
order to gain practical experience and fulfil community 
service requirements. The Unit’s teaching component 
includes the direct supervision of undergraduate and 
graduate level research work in the field of refugee and 
immigration law.

The Working Paper Series, (http://www.refugeerights.uct.
ac.za/research/working_papers/) publishes the research 
reports of the refugee rights Unit, occasional papers of 
the Unit members and versions of some of the papers 
presented by the refugee rights Unit members.  A key 
focus of the Working Papers is the promotion of the rights 
of refugees in South Africa and the global South.

The refugee rights Unit remains not only committed to 
directly assisting refugees and asylum seekers but also 
in teaching and engaging in research which can be used 
to promote and further the law in this area and as an 
advocacy tool in the future.
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Department of Public law, faculty of law, University of 
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Telephone: +27 21 650 5632
fax: +27 21 650 4107
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Chapters in books
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Press. ISBN 9781919895901.
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In M. Tushnet, T. fleiner and C. Saunders (eds), The 
routledge Handbook of Constitutional law, pp. 219-
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ISBN 9780415782203.

Burchell, J. 2013. Defamation and freedom of 
expression. In e. reid and D. Visser (eds), Private law 
and Human rights. Bringing rights Home in Scotland 
and South Africa, pp. 180-204. United kingdom: 
edinburgh University Press. ISBN 9780748684175.
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r.Calland (eds), Access to information in Africa, pp. 
1-9. Netherlands: IDC Publishers and Martinus Nijhoff 
Publishers. ISBN 9789004250659.
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In f. Diallo and r. Calland (eds), Access to Information 
in Africa, pp. 13-26. Netherlands: IDC Publishers and 
Martinus Nijhoff Publishers. ISBN 9789004250659.
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hold’. In g. younge and M. rollo (eds), falls the 
Shadow: Between the Promise and the reality of the 
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Claassens, A. and Smythe, D.l. 2013. Marriage, land and 
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and D. Smythe (eds), Marriage, land and Custom, pp. 
1-27. Claremont, South Africa: Juta & Co. ltd. ISBN 
9781485101529.

Corder, H.M. 2013. J.C. De Wet: a personal view. In J. 
Du Plessis and g. lubbe (eds), A Man of Principle. The 
life and legacy of JC De Wet, pp. 23-38. Claremont, 
Cape Town: Juta law. ISBN 9781485100751.

De Souza, M. 2013. When non-registration becomes 
non-recognition: examining the law and practice of 
customary marriage registration in South Africa. In 
A. Claassens and D. Smythe (eds), Marriage, land and 
custom, pp. 239-272. Claremont, South Africa: Juta & 
Co. ltd. ISBN 9781485101529.

Diallo, f. 2013. Transparency and power relations: 
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IDC Publishers and Martinus Nijhoff Publishers. ISBN 
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Du Plessis, M.C. 2013. Access to social security: the case 
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M. rollo (eds), falls the Shadow: Between the Promise 
and the reality of the South African Constitution, pp. 
102-126. Claremont, Cape Town: UCT Press. ISBN 
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feris, l. and gibson, J.N.k. 2013. environment and 
human rights: the right to water in South Africa and 
Scotland. In e. reid and D. Visser (eds), Private law and 
Human rights. Bringing rights Home in Scotland and 
South Africa, pp. 497-513. United kingdom: edinburgh 
University Press. ISBN 9780748684175.

glazewski, J.I. 2013. legal and regulatory aspects 
of carbon capture and storage: a developing country 
perspective. In o.C. ruppel, C. roschmann and k. 
ruppel-Schlichting (eds), Climate Change: International 
law and global governance, pp. 933-956. germany: 
Nomos Verlagsgesellschaft. ISBN 9783832977979.

Herbstein, T.P.W., froestad, J., Nel, D.C. and Shearing, 
C.D. 2013. Insurance, climate-risk and the barriers to 
change. In T.A. Bӧrzel and r. Hamann (eds), Business 
and Climate Change governance: South Africa in 
Comparative Perspective, pp. 156-172. Hampshire, 
england: Palgrave Macmillan. ISBN 9780230235977.
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violence, and housing rights. In A. Amara, I. Abu-Saad 
and o. yiftachel (eds), Indigenous (In)Justice. Human 
rights law and Bedouin Arabs in the NAQAB/NegeV, 
pp. 194-226. USA: Harvard law School, Publications 
Ctr, Cambridge. ISBN 9780979639562.

Manjoo, r. 2013. Muslim family law in South Africa. 
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religion. In l. fishbayn Joffe and S. Neil (eds), gender, 
religion, and family law, pp. 164-189. USA: University 
Press of New england/UPNe. ISBN 9781611683257.

Mhongo, C. and Budlender, D. 2013. Declining rates 
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and analysts say? In A. Claassens and D. Smythe (eds), 

Marriage, land and Custom, pp. 181-196. Claremont, 
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Mnisi, S. 2013. Women’s eviction in Msinga: the 
uncertainties of seeking justice. In A. Claassens and 
D. Smythe (eds), Marriage, land and Custom, pp. 118-
142. Claremont, South Africa: Juta & Co. ltd. ISBN 
9781485101529.

Murray, C.M. 2013. kenya’s 2010 constitution. In P. 
Haberle (ed), Jahrbuch Des offentlichen rechts Neue 
folge Band 61, pp. 747-788. Bayreuth: Mohr Siebeck. 
ISBN 9783161524172.

oxtoby, C.C. and Sipondo, A. 2013. Judicial 
appointments: do procedure shortcomings hinder 
access to justice? In g. younge and M. rollo (eds), falls 
the Shadow: Between the Promise and the reality of 
the South African Constitution, pp. 127-147. Claremont, 
Cape Town: UCT Press. ISBN 9781919895901.

Schwikkard, P.J. 2013. Arrested, detained and accused 
persons. In I. Currie and J. De Waal (eds), The Bill of 
rights Handbook, pp. 744-813. 6th edition. Claremont, 
rSA: Juta & Co. ISBN 9780702199998.

Shale, M. 2013. of culture and religion: insurance 
regulation and the informal economy in a South African 
city. In T.A. Bӧrzel and r. Hamann (eds), Business 
and Climate Change governance: South Africa in 
Comparative Perspective, pp. 173-192. Hampshire, 
england: Palgrave Macmillan. ISBN 9780230235977.

Smythe, D.l. 2013. Consent, capacity and credibility: 
incorporating mental disability into teaching on sexual 
offences and the law. In C. ohajunwa and J. Mckenzie 
(eds), Disability Catalyst Africa - Series No. 4: Beyond 
“if” to “how”: Disability Inclusion in Higher education, 
pp. 105-115. Cape Town: Disability Innovations Africa, 
Disability Studies Programme, DHrS, UCT. ISBN 
9780987020938.

Super, g. 2013. governing through crime in South 
Africa: the politics of race and class in neoliberalizing 
regimes. In D. Nelken (ed), governing Through Crime 
in South Africa: The Politics of race and Class in 
Neoliberalizing regimes, pp. 1-174. Surrey, england: 
Ashgate Publishing. ISBN 9781409444749.

Weinberg, T. 2013. Contesting customary law in the 
eastern Cape: gender, place and land tenure. In A. 
Claassens and D. Smythe (eds), Marriage, land and 
Custom, pp. 100-117. Claremont, South Africa: Juta & 
Co. ltd. ISBN 9781485101529.
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Articles in peer-reviewed journals 
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The Faculty of Health Sciences makes a vital 
contribution to UCT’s research income. We signed 
747 research contracts in 2013, valued at just under 
R558 million. This is a 42% increase from 2012 and 
represents 57% of the university’s income. The faculty 
receives income from a wide range of national and 
foreign funders, and it has been encouraging to 
witness the recent partnering of local medical research 
funders with major international bodies to support 
health sciences research in South Africa. The faculty’s 
research publication output also continued to grow. 

These publications arise from all our departments and 
the numerous research groups spread across them, many 
promoting interdisciplinarity through cross-departmental 
interaction. Twenty-four of these groupings are accredited 
by the University research Committee (out of UCT’s total of 
73), the most recent accreditations being the lung Infection 
and Immunity Unit and the HIV Mental Health research 
Unit. eight of these are South African Medical research 
Council (MrC) units, which, in alignment with MrC goals, 
focus increasingly on the health priorities of the country. 
The MrC also awarded four merit awards to UCT Health 
Sciences academics in 2013 (see p168). 

These are not the only recent awards garnered by faculty 
academics. Professor Valerie Mizrahi, director of the 
Institute of Infectious Disease and Molecular Medicine 
(IDM), was awarded the prestigious Christophe Mérieux 

DEAN’S REPORT 

Professor Wim de Villiers
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NRF-rated researchers

value of Research 
contracts

1 691

109
R557.95m

registered POSTGRADUATES 

During 2013, the Faculty of Health Sciences 
significantly grew its research enterprise 

while effecting change at the highest level 
with a new dean and a new deputy dean for 

research. They are custodians of a faculty 
that has placed UCT in 53rd position among 

“clinical, pre-clinical and health” universities 
globally in the 2013/2014 Times Higher 

Education World University Rankings.

Faculty of
health sciences
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Prize in 2013 for infectious disease research in 
developing countries (see p168). Professor Tim 
Noakes, director of the UCT/MrC research Unit for 
exercise Science and Sports Medicine, received a 
lifetime Achievement Award at the National Business 
Awards in acknowledgement of his expertise in the 
field of exercise research. Professor Brian rayner, 
head of the Division of Nephrology/Hypertension, 
won the respected 2014 World Hypertension league 
Award for Notable Achievement in Hypertension, 
while Professor karen Sliwa, director of the Hatter 
Institute for Cardiovascular research, received 
the Paul Morawitz Award for her research into 
cardiovascular prevention, heart failure and the 
pathophysiology of cardiomyopathy (see p167).

evidence that our researchers are continuing to 
perform at a high level is also apparent from the 
2014 National research foundation (Nrf) ratings. 
During this cycle, the faculty grew its Nrf A-, B- 
and C-category ratings to yield a total of 109 rated 
researchers, which includes the 17 that are held by 
young researchers in the y category. UCT increased 
its number of prestigious A ratings to 35, with 
health sciences receiving our 12th coveted A rating 
in emeritus Professor robin Wood, director of the 
Desmond Tutu HIV Centre (see p166).

The faculty was home to 119 postdoctoral research 
fellows during 2013, more than a third of UCT’s 318. 
This is an increase of 20 fellows from 2012, again 
reflecting the growth of the research portfolio in 
health sciences. Between them, our postdoctoral 
fellows received 188 fellowships, valued at over 
r22 million. A further reflection of UCT’s efforts to 
foster successful health researchers is the growth of 
its emerging researcher Programme. During 2013, 
150 of the faculty’s academics participated in the 
programme, compared to six in the first year of the 
programme 10 years ago. This capacity-building 
initiative provides research development grants, 
workshops and mentoring to emerging researchers, 
strengthening their profiles and preparing them for 
future research leadership. 

In 2013, the faculty was home to around 2 000 
postgraduate students, roughly a quarter of UCT’s total. 
PhD candidates made up 360 of these, with 88 honours 
students and a large contingent of 1 243 master’s 
students. We also housed 38 occasional postgraduate 
students and 247 studying for postgraduate diplomas. 
The faculty is committed to fostering the growth of 
human research capacity and our postgraduate training 
is in keeping with national priorities, supporting the 
South African government’s target of 1 000 new PhD 
enrolments in health sciences by 2022. A total of 539 
of our health sciences postgraduate students received, 
between them, 809 scholarships, to the value of  

r37 million. During two graduation ceremonies, 
we awarded 70 honours, 181 master’s and 53 PhD 
degrees, as well as 163 postgraduate diplomas, across 
a wide range of disciplines. This is the highest number 
of postgraduate degrees and diplomas ever awarded in 
one academic year by the faculty.

Participation in health research is also encouraged at 
the undergraduate level, where we hope to inspire 
students to contribute to knowledge generation and 
develop research skills. The annual Health Sciences 
Undergraduate research Day again successfully 
engaged students in october 2013. one hundred 
undergraduate students from across the faculty 
took part. Twelve oral presentations were delivered, 
and 25 posters presented. These were selected for 
inclusion by a committee of senior staff members and 
subsequently judged by a panel of clinical science, 
basic science, health and rehabilitation and public 
health academics.

Two exciting faculty initiatives that kicked off 
in 2013 are the Cancer research Initiative and 
the UCT Clinical research Centre (CrC). The aim 
of the Cancer research Initiative is to promote 
translational cancer research by encouraging greater 
collaboration among basic, clinical, rehabilitative 
and public health researchers and building research 
capacity. early work on the initiative has included 
conducting a cancer situational analysis, discussions 
with internal and external role players, cancer 
seminars and work towards development of a 
strategic plan. The CrC, on the other hand, aims 
to provide expertise and support for the design, 
development, management, analysis and publication 
of high-quality clinical trials and other studies. This 
will include support for activities such as project 
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management, regulatory submissions, quality 
assurance and data management. Support is cross-
faculty and initial activity has included presentations 
and site visits to groups actively engaging in clinical 
research, facility development, pilot project support, 
and development of standard operating procedures, 
guidelines and training material.

Pilot work of both the Cancer research Initiative 
and the CrC were funded through the UCT research 
incentive scheme. The faculty released a call in April 
2013 for proposals for novel projects to incentivise 
research and five awards were granted. The other 
three were the creation of an evidence-based 
medicine research support unit, the establishment of 
a microbiome research platform and the development 
of a discipline-independent clinical information and 
experimental data portal. 

A second faculty funding initiative, funded by a 
Vice-Chancellor’s Strategic Award, was the Top 
Soft-funded Academic and research Staff (SfArS) 
scheme. In this initiative, merit-based awards were 
offered to SfArS in recognition of the significant role 
played by this component of our staff. Applications 
were competitive, with review by an independent 
committee, and were judged in two categories. In 
the Associate Professor/Professor category, awards 
were given to Professor linda-gail Bekker (Desmond 
Tutu HIV Centre), Associate Professor Crick lund 
(Department of Psychiatry and Mental Health), 
Associate Professor Helen McIlleron (Division of 
Clinical Pharmacology) and Associate Professor 
landon Myer (School of Public Health and family 
Medicine). In the lecturer/Senior lecturer category, 
these accolades were garnered by Dr Chris Colvin 
(School of Public Health and family Medicine) and 
Associate Professor Thomas Scriba (South African 
Tuberculosis Vaccine Initiative).

As 2014 progresses, the faculty of Health Sciences 
is actively working to support the rapid growth 
in its research activity and output with enabling 
infrastructure, administration and governance. We 
are conducting an analysis of the costs and benefits 
of research in the faculty to understand better the 
complex and inter-related sources of income and 
output so that these can best be supported in the 
future. We are also striving to broaden our funding 
base and engage with both local and international 
funders to understand how our mutual interest in 
health betterment can be realised optimally. 

following the success of the past year, and the 
invigoration of changes in leadership and new 
initiatives, we expect our research enterprise to 
continue to deliver bigger and better advances in 
science and health.

A-rating for HIV/AIDS pioneer

emeritus Professor robin Wood, director of the 
Desmond Tutu HIV research Centre at UCT, was 
awarded a National research foundation (Nrf) A2-
rating in the 2013 round of ratings, pegging him as a 
world leader in his field, and bringing the faculty’s tally 
of A-rated scientists to 12. 

Professor Wood first came across “slim disease” as a 
doctor in zambia in the early 1980s, before the human 
immunodeficiency virus (HIV) had been identified, 
or anyone knew that acquired immunodeficiency 
Syndrome (AIDS) was the result. He had no idea it 
would one day become a global pandemic – and that it 
would shape his career and research.

That body of work, nearly two decades of pioneering 
HIV/AIDS research, has earned the oxford-trained 
specialist physician and infectious-disease expert many 
accolades and honours, culminating in his Nrf A-rating. 

Among his many achievements has been developing 
the first community HIV clinic in gugulethu in 2002, 
which led to the development of national HIV protocols, 
implemented in 2004.

Professor Wood says he would like to turn his focus 
now towards tuberculosis (TB) and the very high rates 
of TB infection, particularly among South Africa’s 
children, as well as the intersection of TB and 
HIV. What has perhaps been lost in the HIV/AIDS 
landscape, he says, is that “TB is an unmitigated 
disaster. There is more TB in Cape Town than in 
Canada, the US, france and germany put together. 
And it’s getting consistently worse. We need a new 
approach to understanding TB transmission.” 
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Salt of success

Specialist nephrologist Professor Brian rayner 
received an award from the World Hypertension 
league in 2014 for Notable Achievement in 
Hypertension, a prestigious international accolade 
that recognises his research in salt-sensitive 
hypertension.

“This gives new recognition to our unit and research 
work on the international stage,” said Professor 
rayner, who is head of the Division of Nephrology/
Hypertension in the Department of Medicine at 
UCT/groote Schuur Hospital and president of the 
South African Hypertension Society. 

A UCT alumnus, Professor rayner is renowned for his 
ground-breaking work on the genetics underlying 
salt-sensitive hypertension in black and coloured 

South Africans. A unique gene – thought to have 
originated among the San people – has been linked 
to this. It makes these population groups more 
susceptible to strokes and heart disease, as they 
don’t excrete salt effectively.

A clinician-scientist, Professor rayner has been 
researching the mechanics of hypertension for the 
past 15 years. He received his PhD in December 2013.

Top award for heart specialist

Professor karen Sliwa, director of the Hatter Institute, 
received the prestigious Paul Morawitz Award in 
germany in April 2013 for her exceptional research 
in cardiovascular prevention, heart failure and the 
pathophysiology of cardiomyopathy.

The annual award is the highest recognition for 
exceptional cardiovascular research for german-
speaking countries (including Austria, Switzerland and 
germany) and can be given to scientists, cardiologists, 
cardiothoracic surgeons or paediatric cardiologists.

Professor Sliwa trained as a physician in Berlin, 
germany, and worked subsequently at the University 

of the Witwatersrand, where she was the director of 
the Soweto Cardiovascular research Unit. In 2010, she 
was appointed professor of cardiovascular research 
and director of the Hatter Institute for Cardiovascular 
research at UCT. 

Professor Sliwa, an National research foundation 
(Nrf) B2-rated researcher, is one of a rare breed of 
cardiologists in South Africa in that she is both clinically 
active and trained in fundamental molecular laboratory 
methods, combining laboratory and epidemiological 
skills. She has widely published in both local and 
international journals and books of various topics 
related to cardiovascular medicine. 

She is skilled in applying basic research methods to 
clinical problems and then devising novel and appropriate 
therapy. A major example is her work on heart failure 
of previously unknown origin occurring in African 
women around the time of childbirth (post-partum 
cardiomyopathy). By studying a laboratory rodent model, 
she and Professor Denise Hilfiker-kleiner from Hannover, 
germany, established the molecular mechanism of the 
disease and devised a hormonal cure with bromocriptine. 

The Hatter Institute falls within the Department of 
Medicine and is part of the Medical research Council’s 
Inter-University Cape Heart group, which comprises 
three groups from UCT and two from the University 
of Stellenbosch. The unit strives to facilitate national 
and international research collaborations to consolidate 
and expand existing efforts to combat the most serious 
cardiovascular threats to health, and to improve overall 
prosperity in the region.
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Grand Prix
Professor Valerie Mizrahi, director of the Institute of 
Infectious Disease and Molecular Medicine (IDM), 
has been awarded the coveted grand Prix Christophe 
Mérieux by the Institute de france in Paris for her 
tuberculosis (TB) research and her ability to mentor 
young researchers.

The €500,000 award (over r6 million), made by the 
Institute’s Academy of Sciences, is a highly prestigious 
international accolade and was presented to Professor 
Mizrahi at a ceremony in Paris on 5 June 2013.

Paying tribute to Professor Mizrahi’s research, Pascale 
Cossart, a member of the Academy of Sciences, said: 
“What characterises Valerie Mizrahi’s work is not only her 
excellent research on Mycobacterium TB and TB, but also 
her very active involvement in the TB community in South 
Africa, on the African continent, and internationally.”

The Academy of Sciences, which makes awards to the most 
meritorious scientists and promising research projects, 
also lauded Mizrahi for her special qualities in mentoring 
students, particularly those engaged in TB research.

Professor Mizrahi plans to use most of the prize money 
to hire senior researchers, who are able to bring new 
skills to the laboratory that she runs with IDM colleague 
Dr Digby Warner, particularly in chemical biology and 
bioinformatics. She also plans to purchase laboratory 
equipment to provide opportunities for students from 
the laboratory to travel abroad for specialised training.

The barefoot facts
A review published by UCT researchers from the 
MrC/UCT research Unit for exercise Science & Sports 
Medicine (eSSM) in the online British Journal of Sports 
Medicine in 2013, found a remarkable lack of evidence 
to support the benefits of barefoot running for injury 
prevention and performance. 

According to lead author and master’s student 
Nicholas Tam, barefoot running has become a 
popular topic of interest. However, the UCT article 
debates the current scientific evidence for and against 
barefoot running. What is noted is that often injuries 
encountered when wearing shoes (usually occurring 
in the knee) may be exchanged for different types 
of injuries (stress fractures in and around the ankle). 
“Those seeking a miracle cure for running-related 
injuries should note that barefoot running may not 
be the sole answer and that benefits of barefoot 
running may require an accommodation period and 
may not be immediate,” says Tam.

MRC stars 
UCT scientists featured prominently in the Medical 
research Council’s (MrC) merit award ceremony in 
November 2013, with “the highest honour in medical 
research in the country” being conferred on four high-
profile academics. 

Pictured left, clockwise from top, are emeritus Professor 
eric Bateman, former director of the UCT lung Institute, 
who received a lifetime achievement award in the form 
of the MrC’s platinum medal and Professor keertan 
Dheda, head of the Division of Pulmonology, who was 
awarded a gold medal. Associate Professor graeme 
Meintjes of the Department of Medicine and Professor 
kelly Chibale, from the Department of Chemistry and 
director of the Drug Discovery and Development Centre 
(H3-D), based in the Institute of Infectious Disease and 
Molecular Medicine (IDM), were acknowledged with 
the MrC young Scientist Award (silver medal). 
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Doctoral Graduations
D.H. AKENA (PSYCHIATRY AND MENTAL HEALTH)
Screening for depression among HIV-positive patients 
in a primary health care HIV setting in Uganda
Supervised by Professor D. Stein and Professor J. Joska

V. ALLEN (CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCES)
The development of a point-of-care diagnostic test for 
tuberculosis
Supervised by Professor M. Nicol and Dr l. Ah Tow

D.A. AUGER (HUMAN BIOLOGY) 
3D cine DeNSe MrI: ventricular segmentation and 
myocardial strain analysis
Supervised by Associate Professor e. Meintjes and Dr 
B.S. Spottiswoode

R. BAATJIES (PUBLIC HEALTH AND FAMILY MEDICINE)
The study of occupational risk factors and interventions 
for baker’s allergy and asthma among supermarket 
bakery workers
Supervised by Professor M. Jeebhay, Professor D. 
Heederik and Dr T. Meijster

L.T. BELL (CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCES)
High throughput proteomic analysis of Mycobacterium 
tuberculosis associated Immune reconstitution 
Inflammatory Syndrome (TB-IrIS)
Supervised by Professor J. Blackburn

F.G. BELTRAMI (HUMAN BIOLOGY)
Beyond the Vo2max plateau: a new approach for 
measuring maximal oxygen uptake
Supervised by Professor T. Noakes and Professor P.D. 
Wagner

B.M. BEREZOWSKI (SURGERY)
The pathological outcomes related to symptomatic 
impacted third molars and follicles as found in a private 
practice in South Africa
Supervised by Professor D. khan and Professor V. Phillips

S.R. BRUIJNS (SURGERY)
from anxiety to haemorrhage: describing the 
physiological effects that confound the prognostic 
inferences of vital signs in injury
Supervised by Professor l. Wallis and Dr H.r. guly

N.C. BURNHAMS (PUBLIC HEALTH AND FAMILY 
MEDICINE)
The effectiveness of an evidence-based workplace 
substance abuse and substance-related HIV prevention 
programme within a service industry
Supervised by Professor l. london and Professor  
C. Parry

E. CHIGUTSA (MEDICINE)
Population pharmacokinetics and pharmacokinetic-
pharmacodynamic modeling of antitubercular drugs
Supervised by Associate Professor H. McIlleron and 
Professor C. kirkpatrick

N.S. DAMBUZA (MEDICINE)
Antimalarial activity and pharmacokinetic properties of 
new chemical entities
Supervised by Associate Professor P. Smith, Dr l. 
Wiesner and Professor k. Chibale

M.-A. DAVIES (PUBLIC HEALTH AND FAMILY MEDICINE)
outcomes and effectiveness of antiretroviral therapy 
for HIV-infected children in South African treatment 
cohorts
Supervised by Associate Professor A. Boulle and 
Associate Professor B. eley

A. DEFFUR (MEDICINE)
The transciptomic landscape of HIV-TB
Supervised by Associate Professor N. Mulder, Professor 
B. Mayosi and Professor r. Wilkinson

M.E. ENGEL (MEDICINE)
A study of determinants and prevalence of rheumatic 
heart disease in Cape Town
Supervised by Professor B. Mayosi

C. FROYD (HUMAN BIOLOGY)
Central and peripheral regulation of performance
Supervised by Professor T. Noakes and Professor g.y. 
Millet

G.A. GABRIELS (MEDICINE)
The investigation and assessment of nutritional and 
traditional supplement products for content validity, 
contamination and adulteration
Supervised by Professor M. lambert and Associate 
Professor P. Smith

A. GEVERS (PSYCHIATRY AND MENTAL HEALTH)
An exploration of the nature of contemporary 
adolescents’ intimate relationships
Supervised by Associate Professor C. Mathews and 
Professor r. Jewkes

L.K. GRACE (MEDICINE)
The relationship between Alzheimer’s disease, 
inflammation, the APoe genotype and neuronal integrity
Supervised by Associate Professor M. Combrinck and 
Professor l. kellaway

A.R. HORN (PAEDIATRICS AND CHILD HEALTH)
early prediction of hypoxic ischaemic encephalopathy in 
newborn infants in a resource-limited setting
Supervised by Professor g. Swingler, Associate Professor 
l. Myer and Professor N. robertson

R. HURDAYAL (CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCES)
Deletion of Il-4 receptor alpha on dendritic cells renders 
BAlB/c mice hypersusceptible to leishmania major 
infection
Supervised by Professor f. Brombacher and Dr N. 
Nieuwenhuizen

J. JAYAKUMAR (CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCES)
The role of Il-4 receptor alpha in chronic allergic airway 
disease (AAD)
Supervised by Professor f. Brombacher and Dr N. 
Nieuwenhuizen

Y.T. JOFFE (HUMAN BIOLOGY)
Dietary fat modulates the relationship between 
polymorphisms in the TNfA and Il-6 genes, and obesity 
and serum lipid concentrations in black and white South 
African women
Supervised by Dr J. goedecke, Professor M. Collins and 
Dr l. van der Merwe

E.L. KAMPIRA (CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCES)
Pharmacogenetics of stavudine: role of genetic variation 
in mitochondrial DNA and polymerase gamma among 
adult Malawian HIV/AID patients
Supervised by Associate Professor C. Dandara and 
Professor J. kumwenda

B. KLEEMANN (HUMAN BIOLOGY)
St. John’s Wort photomedicine for melanoma
Supervised by Dr l. Davids

T.R. LINDSAY (HUMAN BIOLOGY)
Influences on the nonlinear dynamics of human running 
stride time series
Supervised by Professor T. Noakes and Professor S. 
Mcgregor

G.M. LONDON (MEDICINE)
Isolation, characterization and efficacy studies of 
rNA aptamers against HIV-1 subtype C envelope 
pseudotyped virus
Supervised by Dr M. khati and Professor B. Mayosi

H. MAHOMED (PUBLIC HEALTH AND FAMILY 
MEDICINE)
The incidence of tuberculosis in adolescents in the 
context of proposed TB vaccine trials
Supervised by Professor r. ehrlich and Professor  
g. Hussey

T.N.C. MANN (HUMAN BIOLOGY)
Post-exercise oxygen consumption and heart rate 
recovery as possible measures of the homeostatic stress 
of an exercise bout
Supervised by Professor M. lambert and Dr r. lamberts

G.T.M. MASHABELA (CLINICAL LABORATORY 
SCIENCES)
Characterization of a unique sulfoxide synthase found 
in pathogenic trypanosomes
Supervised by Associate Professor D. gammon and 
emeritus Associate Professor D.J. Steenkamp

M. MATEJCIC (CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCES)
Identification of genetic polymorphisms associated with 
oesophageal squamous cell carcinoma risk in South 
Africa
Supervised by Professor I. Parker

S. MOYO (PAEDIATRICS AND CHILD HEALTH)
optimal tuberculosis case-finding methodologies for 
field trials of new tuberculosis vaccines in young children
Supervised by Professor g. Hussey and Associate 
Professor M. Hatherill

H.H. NDLOVU (CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCES)
Investigating the role of CD28 costimulation and Il-4/
Il-13 responsive myeloid and lymphoid cells during 
helminth infections in mice
Supervised by Professor f. Brombacher and Dr W. 
Horsnell

A. NOFEMELA (CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCES)
Characterization of genotypic and phenotypic 
properties of transmitted human immunodeficiency 
virus type 1 variants circulating in Mbeya Tanzania
Supervised by Professor C. Williamson and Dr z. 
Woodman

D.B. OJJI (MEDICINE)
Biomarkers of ventricular remodelling in African 
hypertensives
Supervised by Professor k. Sliwa-Hahnle and Associate 
Professor S. lecour

R.E. PARKER (PSYCHIATRY AND MENTAL HEALTH)
Pain in HIV/AIDS: characteristics, contributing factors 
and the effects of a six-week peer-led exercise and 
education intervention
Supervised by Professor D. Stein and Professor J. Jelsma

N. PEER (MEDICINE)
Cardiovascular disease risk factors in the urban black 
population of Cape Town
Supervised by Professor N. levitt and Professor k. Steyn

J.P. PERES (HUMAN BIOLOGY)
The role and regulation of the T-box transcription factor, 
TBX3, in melanoma progression
Supervised by Associate Professor S. Prince and Dr S. 
Mowla
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J.G. PETER (MEDICINE)
Approaches to the diagnosis of smear-negative and 
sputum scarce TB in South Africa
Supervised by Professor k. Dheda

N. PETON (CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCES)
Development of an Activity-Based Protein Profiling 
(ABPP) array-based platform for quantitative analysis of 
kinase inhibitor selectivity
Supervised by Professor J. Blackburn

J.D. PILLAY (HUMAN BIOLOGY)
Steps that count! The use of pedometry for physical 
activity and health promotion in South Africa
Supervised by Professor V. lambert and Dr T. kolbe-
Alexander

P.J. RANDALL (CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCES)
Neurons are new host cells for Mycobacterium 
tuberculosis
Supervised by Associate Professor M. Jacobs, Dr N.J. 
Hsu and Professor l.A. kellaway

B.L. RAYNER (MEDICINE)
Investigation of the ethnic differences and genetics of 
salt sensitivity and salt sensitive hypertension in South 
Africa
Supervised by Professor r. ramesar

R. SARKAR (CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCES)
The innate immune response to mycobacterium 
tuberculosis is dependent on strain lineage and on the 
host population
Supervised by Professor M. Nicol and Professor r.J. 
Wilkinson

C.J. SAUNDERS (HUMAN BIOLOGY)
extracellular matrix gene sequence variant analyses and 
Achilles tendinopathy
Supervised by Professor M. Collins and Dr A.V. 
September

S.-K. SHARP (SURGERY)
The in vivo characterisation of a C-domain specific ACe 
inhibitor  Supervised by Dr N. Davies, Professor e. 
Sturrock and Associate Professor T. franz

L.C. SMITH (CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCES)
The role of CD4+T cells in host protective responses 
against cutaneous leishmaniasis using genome-wide 
transciptomics
Supervised by Professor f. Brombacher and Dr A. 
Schwegmann

E.A. STERN (PUBLIC HEALTH AND FAMILY MEDICINE)
reappraising men’s sexual behaviours and gendered 
attitudes from the sexual-histrory narratives of South 
African men and women in a time of HIV/AIDS

Supervised by Associate Professor D. Cooper and 
Professor r. Buikema

A.O. TIAMIYU (NEé INYANG) (HUMAN BIOLOGY)
Design and evaluation of a novel meniscal prosthesis 
for the knee
Supervised by Professor k. Vaughan

V. TIMMERMAN (MEDICINE)
The effect of antiretroviral treatment on HIV associated 
tuberculosis incidence and outcomes in the free State 
Province, South Africa
Supervised by Dr l. fairall and Professor M.o. Bachmann

J.J. VAN DER WATT (MEDICINE)
HIV- associated sensory neuropathy in an African 
cohort; a longitudinal study of risk factors predisposing 
to antiretroviral induced painful neuropathy
Supervised by Associate Professor J.M. Heckman, 
Professor r. Wilkinson and Professor C. Dandara

A. VIRA (CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCES)
role of M3 muscarinic receptor in regulation of 
immunity to infectious pathogens
Supervised by Professor f. Brombacher and Dr W. 
Horsnell

S.M. WANSLEBEN (HUMAN BIOLOGY)
The role of the transcription factor TBX2 in breast 
cancer and melanoma and its regulation in the UV-
induced DNA damage pathway
Supervised by Associate Professor S. Prince

Patents
Filed applications

Blackburn, J.M., Dheda, k.U.J., young-gqamana, B.l. 
Method for diagnosing tuberculosis in a urine sample.  
Provisional Patent Application Britain 1314873.9.

Brijlal, y., John, l.r., Sivarasu, S. Hand exoskeleton.  PCT 
Patent Application PCT PCT/IB2013/059809.

Collins, M.r., September, A.V. oligonucleotides and 
Methods for Determining a Predisposition to Soft 
Tissue Injuries.  PCT Patent Application PCT PCT/
IB2013/050083.

Habte, H.H., Mall, A.H.S, Peacocke, J. Microbicide.  
Provisional Patent Application South Africa 2013/04910.

Harris, H.C., Tiamiyu, A.o.J, Vaughan, C.l knee 
meniscus prosthesis.  Provisional Patent Application 
South Africa 2013/02102.

Hitzeroth, I.I., Maclean, J.M., rybicki, e.P., Williamson, 
A-l. expression of Proteins in Plants.  Divisional Patent 
Application United States 13/753,196.

Howells, M.f. Stabilising kit.  Provisional Patent 
Application Britain 1318310.8.

Jacobs, M., Jardine, M.A. Tricyclic Derivatives.  PCT 
Patent Application PCT PCT/IB2013/060403.

Masson, l., Passmore, J.S. Method for diagnosing 
sexually transmitted infections and bacterial vaginosis 
in women.  Provisional Patent Application Britain 
1319264.6.

Mfolozi, S. Apparatus for estimating Post-Mortem 
Interval of a Corpse.  National Phase Patent Application 
South Africa 2013/01019.

Mishra, A.k., Montsi, T.S. Imaging an Internal Volume 
of a Subject Body.  Provisional Patent Application Britain 
1322092.6.

Patnaik, S., Sivarasu, S. Anatomical Support facilitating 
Medical Imaging of the Hip, leg and knee.  Provisional 
Patent Application Britain 1319689.4.

Granted applications

Campbell, W.e., folb, P.I., Matsabisa, M., Smith, 
P. Treatment of Parasitic Infections in Humans and 
Animals.  National Phase Patent Application United 
States 11/718,690.

Acharya, k.r., Sturrock, e.D. Crystal Structure of 
an Angiotensin-Converting enzyme (ACe) and Uses 
Thereof.  Divisional Patent Application United States 
12/714,149.

Bourn, W., gray, C.M., karim, S.A., Van Harmelen, 
J.H., Williamson, C. HIV-1 Subtype Isolate regulatory/
Accessory genes, and Modifications and Derivatives 
Thereof.  National Phase Patent Application europe 
02802345.5.

Burger, I.H. Method for Compensating for respiratory 
Motion in Magnetic reasonce Imaging.  National Phase 
Patent Application South Africa 2012/06353.

Burger, I.H. Method for Compensating for respiratory 
Motion in Magnetic reasonce Imaging.  National Phase 
Patent Application United States 13/580,640.

Campbell, W.e., folb, P.I., Matsabisa, M., Smith, 
P. Treatment of Parasitic Infections in Humans and 
Animals.  National Phase Patent Application United 
States 11/718,690.

Chibale, k., Nchinda, A.T., Sturrock, e.D. Angiotensin 
I-Converting enzyme (ACe) Inhibitors.  National Phase 
Patent Application Canada 2,609,811.

Chibale, k., Nchinda, A.T., Sturrock, e.D. Angiotensin 
I-Converting enzyme (ACe) Inhibitors.  National Phase 
Patent Application Canada 2,609,812.

Dheda, k.U.J. Method and Device for Diagnosing 
Tuberculosis.  National Phase Patent Application South 
Africa 2011/04416.

Hitzeroth, I.I., Maclean, J.M., rybicki, e.P., Williamson, 
A-l. expression of Proteins in Plants.  National Phase 
Patent Application China 200680014202.5.

Hitzeroth, I.I., Maclean, J.M., rybicki, e.P., Williamson, 
A-l. expression of Proteins in Plants.  National Phase 
Patent Application United States 11/912,912.

Hunter, r., kaschula, C.H., Parker, M.I. organosulfur 
Compounds, a Method of Making organosulfur 
compounds and their Use for Inhibiting the growth of 
Tumor Cells.  National Phase Patent Application United 
States 13/057,960.

lazarus, J.M., Williams, J. Manually operable 
Positioning Device with locking facility.  Complete 
Patent Application South Africa 2012/08745.

Mfolozi, S. Apparatus for estimating Post-Mortem 
Interval of a Corpse.  National Phase Patent Application 
South Africa 2013/01019.
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rybicki, e.P., Tanzer, f.l. expression System Incorporating 
a Capsid Promoter Sequence as an enhancer of a 
Cytomegalovirus Promoter.  National Phase Patent 
Application ArIPo AP/P/2008/004476.

rybicki, e.P., Tanzer, f.l. expression System Incorporating 
a Capsid Promoter Sequence as an enhancer.  National 
Phase Patent Application United States 12/084,728.

Department of 
Anaesthesia
Head of Department: 
Professor JLC Swanevelder

Second Chair: Professor RA Dyer

Departmental Profile

Clinical research:
The Professor and Head of Department of Anaesthesia, 
Justiaan lC Swanevelder, has signaled a new era of 
cardiovascular research in the Department.  Professor 
Swanevelder is an international expert in the field 
of Transoesophageal (Toe) and Transthoracic (TTe) 
echocardiography, and has played a central role in the 
development of this field, and formal guidelines for 
practice and accreditation in the United kingdom.  He 
is a prominent member of the european Association 
of Cardio-thoracic Anaesthesia (eACTA).  His initial 
contribution has involved a paper on a suggested 
time course for accreditation in South Africa, as well 
as several case reports and an editorial on the subject.  
Several important collaborations have been established 
during 2013, and research initiatives established, 
involving teaching and research on TTe and Toe by 
visiting experts (Professors e Sloth, Denmark, A Dennis, 
Australia and J ender, leipzig), with a view to training 
and studies in both intraoperative and point of care 
echocardiography. Numerous courses have been 
conducted on various aspects of medical ultrasound, 
and considerable outreach has involved Universities 
around the country.  An HreC approved study will 
shortly be conducted on the value of ultrasound in 
medical student volunteers.  Professor Swanevelder has 
also established a new laboratory research post.  The 
first incumbent, Dr Nkanyiso Hadebe, is involved in his 
PhD project on cardiac pre-conditioning, which has a 
laboratory and a clinical component.  He is collaborating 
with Professors S lecour and karen Sliwa in the Hatter 
Institute of Cardiovascular research.

The red Cross Hospital operating theatre complex 
continued to create an environment conducive to 

research, and this was evidenced by the publication 
of several instructive case reports, and several 
MMed dissertations.  These include a completed 
pharmacokinetic study of the antimicrobial agent 
cefazolin during cardiopulmonary bypass. The 
Department of Pharmacology has developed an 
assay for cefazolin, which should facilitate several 
further important clinical trials.  Important projects in 
thromboelastography (Teg) are ongoing, and Dr owen 
Hodges is in the process of writing up his PhD on the 
use of Teg during burns surgery.  Valuable guidelines 
have been published for pain management and 
sedation in children.  A further study on the noninvasive 
measurement of haemoglobin in paediatrics, is nearly 
complete.  

obstetric Anaesthesia remains an important area 
of investigation.  ongoing projects involve spinal 
anaesthesia in preeclamptic parturients.  As part of 
this investigation, collaboration was initiated with 
the Department of Anaesthesia of the University of 
Washington.  This aspect of the study will examine the 
population characteristics of the adrenaline β2-haplotype 
in preeclamptic women.  Two MMed mini-dissertations 
are in progress in this regard.  An abstract was presented 
on stroke volume responsiveness in preeclampsia at the 
obstetric Anaesthetists’ Association Annual Meeting in 
Bournemouth in May 2013.  During the visit of Professor 
AT Dennis, from the University of Melbourne, data was 
collected on transthoracic echocardiography in pregnant 
women.  four abstracts will be presented at the obstetric 
Anaesthetists’ Association and Society of obstetric 
Anaesthetists and Perinatology meetings in May 2014, 
including findings in patients with severe preeclampsia, 
and HIV positive women.  The latter project is the subject 
of an MMed dissertation.  During a further visit from 
Professor C ortner from Seattle, a study was performed 
on acid base balance in preeclampsia; the data served as 
the basis for a further MMed dissertation.  The leader of 
this research group, Professor rA Dyer, has been B-2 Nrf 
rated, on the basis of completed research in the period of 
review from 2004-2011.  

The Department is an active research site for the 
international, multicentre PoISe-2 trial of aspirin and 
clonidine for perioperative protection of high risk 
patients against perioperative myocardial events, and 
has recruited the second highest number of patients in 
South Africa.  The South African principal investigator 
is Professor B Biccard, from the Department of 
Anaesthesia, UkzN.  The local site was initially set up by 
Prof M James.  The lead author is Dr A Myburgh, with 
Dr o Porrill as co-investigator in 2013.

Airway research:
2013 saw considerable advances in the Difficult Airway 
facility, under the leadership of Dr r Hofmeyr.  Dr D 
Wilson, of guy’s Hospital in london, collaborated with 

our Difficult Airway research group, and conducted 
original clinical research on the newly devised 
supraglottic device, the 3glM, and in addition devised 
a laboratory vomiting model using cadavers, in order 
to compare the function of various supraglottic airways 
with respect to protection against passive regurgitation 
and active vomiting. This work is to be presented at the 
SASA 2014 Congress.

Fluid research:
After the withdrawal of the hydroxyethyl starches 
as perioperative resuscitation fluids following recent 
well-publicized research papers, the Department 
became involved in an advisory capacity in composing 
an evidence-based letter, in conjunction with other 
SA universities, recommending the reinstatement of 
the HeS 130.4 solution for perioperative use.  This 
was successful.  There is ongoing research with the 
University College Hospital in london in connection 
with the identification of the ideal crystalloid anion.

Critical Care:
In the field of septic shock, two projects are in 
progress.  The first involves high dose Vitamin C in the 
management of haemodynamic failure, and the second 
relates to markers of oxidative stress in this condition.  
Part of the latter theme has already been presented 
at the World Congress of Critical Care, and won an 
award.  In the interests of improved quality assurance, 
an MMed project has addressed the important issue 
of ICU handoffs.  This has improved patient care and 
will be the subject of two publications.  A further 
study on semi-closed loop control of blood glucose is 
planned after a pilot study in 2013.  An international 
collaborative study is in progress on the attitudes of 
physicians to the withdrawal of therapy. 

Laboratory Research:
The Department was involved in several areas of research 
in 2013.  There are ongoing studies on coagulation, 
and an animal study of coagulation in a porcine model 
of acute liver failure, in collaboration with University 
College london.  further ongoing studies include the 
use of Teg to examine coagulation in HIV parturients, 
and in patients undergoing renal biopsy.  The acquisition 
of the thromboelastometry device (roTeM), will allow 
for more accurate diagnosis of causes of coagulation 
abnormalities.  lizel Immelman, our senior medical 
technologist, has been appointed to a permanent post 
and is performing an important research administrative 
role over and above her role in teaching and individual 
projects.  She plays an important role in teaching of 
the coagulation process and instruction on the use and 
utility of Teg and roTeM devices, which are based on 
viscoelastic changes during the clotting process.  

our Department is also collaborating with the 
Department of Cardiothoracic Surgery and Strait Access 

Technologies, and supporting innovative cardiovascular 
research on new heart valve procedures in animal 
models in the Christiaan Barnard Building. 

The  Department is co-supervising Mauritz van den 
Berg for his Master’s Degree research on new muscle 
relaxants, magnesium and a novel reversal agent 
(Sugammadex) in a rat model, in collaboration with 
emeritus Professor laurie kellaway of the Department 
of Human Biology.

Collaboration:
once again, junior consultants and registrars were 
encouraged to participate in research activities wherever 
possible, and scientific writing skills were also improved 
in this way.  

Interdisciplinary collaboration at UCT is strong, and 
includes the Departments of Cardiothoracic Surgery, 
obstetrics and gynaecology, Neonatology, Paediatrics, 
Critical Care, the Hatter Institute of Cardiovascular 
research, and the partly UCT- owned Strait Access 
Technologies (Biomedical engineering).  

National collaboration has been strengthened, in 
particular with UkzN, where a study has been planned 
on biomarkers and echocardiography in patients 
with severe preeclampsia.  A systematic review of the 
available evidence in this regard, was published in 
collaboration with UkzN.  

International collaboration continues, and is constantly 
expanding.  The Department collaborates with the 
University of Aarhus, Denmark, the University of 
Melbourne, the University College london Hospitals, 
the University of leipzig, the University of Toronto, 
Stanford University, rikshospitalet in oslo, the University 
of Washington, and glenfield Hospital/University 
Hospitals leicester.  In the field of echocardiography, 
important collaborations have been established with 
Professors e Sloth (Denmark), A Dennis (Australia), 
J ender (leipzig) and Andrew roscoe (Toronto).  In 
thoracic surgery, Professor Peter Slinger of Toronto is 
a world leader and collaborator with the Department.  
In the area of the difficult airway, new ties have been 
established with Dr D Miller of guy’s and St Thomas’ 
Hospital in london, and Dr ellen o’Sullivan (President of 
the Irish College of Anaesthetists) of Dublin. ongoing 
laboratory collaboration continues with Dr Monty 
Mythen of UClH.
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Divisional Statistics

Permanent and long-term contract staff

Professors 2
Associate Professors 1
emeritus Professors 2
Specialists 41
Affiliated Consultants 1
Medical officers 6
Technologists 7
Administrative and Support staff 6
Total 66

Students

Doctoral 2
Master’s 47
registrars 47
Undergraduate 4th and 5th year MBCHB 377
Total 473

Research Fields and Staff

SWANEVELDER, JLC.
The value of transoesophageal and transthoracic 
echocardiography  on cardiovascular patients in the 
perioperative period(see above); introducing TTe 
into undergraduate medical training and curriculum. 
laboratory work: muscle relaxants and reversal agents, 
intralipid and myocardial pre-conditioning.

HADEBE N, SWANEVELDER J.
Cardiac pre-conditioning.

VAN DEN BERG M, JAMES M, SWANEVELDER J.
New muscle relaxants, magnesium and novel reversal 
agent, Sugammadex.

MILLER M, JAMES MF, IMMELMAN L.
Coagulation studies using thromboelastography and 
thromboelastometry.

JOUBERT IA, PIERCY J, MILLER M.
Septic shock, ICU Quality Assurance, liver failure model.

DYER RA, VAN DYK D, REED AR, ARCACHE M, VORSTER A, 
K TIMMERMAN, M RADEMEYER, SWANEVELDER J.  

Obstetric anaesthesia:
Cardiac output studies during spinal anaesthesia in 
patients with preeclampsia; effects of fluid loading and 
vasopressors; the genetics of preeclampsia; effects of 
vasopressors on cord gases; spinal anaesthesia in the 
obese parturient; transoesophageal and transthoracic 
echocardiography. 

THOMAS J.
Management of burns in children; pain management 
in children; Case reports;  fluid management in 
children; Noninvasive haemoglobin measurement; 
Pharmacokinetics of antimicrobial agents during 
cardiopulmonary bypass;  Paediatric burns:  Coagulation 
studies; evaluation of the need for psychosocial services 
for paediatric burn patients at the rCWMCH.  

HODGES O, THOMAS J.
Coagulation in patients with paediatric burns.

SWANEVELDER J, MYBURGH A, NEJTHARDT M, ROODT 
F, CLOETE E.
Transoesophageal echocardiography in cardiac 
anaesthesia; Point of care TTe; Medical student 
education in ultrasound.

MYBURGH A, JAMES MF.
PoISe-2 trial

LLEWELLYN R.
Drug errors in anaesthesia.

ROODT F, DE VAAL A, HOFMEYR R.
Airway research.

Contact Details

Postal Address: D23 Department of Anaesthesia, New 
groote Schuur Hospital, Anzio road
observatory, 7925, South Africa
UCT Telephone: SA (21) 406 6143
gSH Telephone:SA (21) 404 5004
fax:SA (21) 406 6589
email: justiaan.swanevelder@uct.ac.za     
robert.dyer@uct.ac.za
      
Research output

Chapters in books

Dyer, r.A. and Schoeman, l.k. 2013. fetal distress. In y. 
ginosar, f. reynolds, S. Halpern and C.P. Weiner (eds), 
Anesthesia and the fetus, pp. 315-324. West Sussex, 
Uk: Blackwell Publishing ltd. ISBN 9781444337075.

Hofmeyr, M. 2013. South Africa: where are we going? In 
D.W. Crippen (ed), ICU resource Allocation in the New 
Millennium, pp. 169-176. New york, USA: Springer. 
ISBN 9781461438656.

Swanevelder, J. 2013. Drugs used in renal disease. In 
A.r. Aitkenhead, I.k. Moppett and J.P. Thompson (eds), 
Textbook of Anaesthesia, pp. 168-179. 6th edition. 
United kingdom: Churchill livingstone elsevier. ISBN 
9780702041921.

Swanevelder, J. and greenhalgh, D.l. 2013. 
Transesophageal echocardiography for coronary 
revascularization. In A.C. Perrino Jr and S.T. reeves 
(eds), A Practical Approach to Transesophageal 
echocardiography, pp. 302-326. 3rd edition. USA: 
Wolters kluwer/lippincott Williams & Wilkins. ISBN 
9781451175608.

Articles in peer-reviewed journals 

Afshani, A., Moustaqim-Barrette, A., Biccard, B.M., 
rodseth, r.N. and Dyer, r.A. 2013. Utilility of b-type 
natriuretic peptides in preeclampsia: a systematic 
review. International Journal of obstetric Anesthesia, 
22: 96-103.

Bester, k. 2013. Anaesthetist’s evaluation of a child 
with a heart murmur. Southern African Journal of 
Anaesthesia and Analgesia, 19(1): 14-17.

Casey, M.e., Hodges, o., Dunn, r.N. and Thomas, 
J.M. 2013. Thromboelastography to monitor the intra-
operative effects of low-molecular weight heparin 
following bridging anticoagulation in a child with 
normal renal function. Anaesthesia, 68(1): 91-96.

Dyer, r.A. 2013. obstetric anaesthesia: is there 
anything new under the sun. Southern African Journal 
of Anaesthesia and Analgesia, 19(1): 29-32.

firmin, r., Swanevelder, J. and ferreira, M.M. 2013. 
extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (eCMo) in South 
Africa. Southern African Journal of Critical Care, 29(1): 3-5.

gordon, P.C., Hauser, N. and Marais, J. 2013. Pioneers 
in South African anaesthesia: Professor Arthur Bull and 
the taurus radiofrequency blood warmer. Southern 
African Journal of Anaesthesia and Analgesia, 19(4): 
194-195.

gray, r. 2013. Anaesthesia and the paediatric muscle 
disorders. Southern African Journal of Anaesthesia and 
Analgesia, 19(1): 20-23.

Haus, N.J., kambarami, T.C. and Dyer, r.A. 2013. 
Spinal anaesthesia for brachytherapy for carcinoma 
of the cervix: a comparison of two dose regimens of 
hyperbaric bupivacaine. Southern African Journal of 
Anaesthesia and Analgesia, 19(3): 154-159.

Hofmeyr, M. and gordon, P.C. 2013. Pioneers in South 
African anaesthesia: Thomas Voss and the “elephant 
Tube”. Southern African Journal of Anaesthesia and 
Analgesia, 19(5): 239-241.

Jackson, T. and Thomas, J.M. 2013. Tuberculosis: the 
implications for anaesthesia. Southern African Journal 
of Anaesthesia and Analgesia, 19(6): 301-305.

lau, g., Ther, g. and Swanevelder, J. 2013. McConnell’s 
sign in acute pulmonary embolism. Anaesthesia and 
Analgesia, 116(5): 982-985.

Miller, N., Miller, M. and Hill, J.C. 2013. The impact of 
antioxidant supplementation on clinical outcomes in the 
critically ill: a meta-analysis. Southern African Journal of 
Critical Care, 29(1): 18-26.

Picken, g. and Myburgh, A.l. 2013. The use of 
intraoperative transoesophageal echocardiography as a 
monitor for haemodynamic instability during pulmonary 
hydatid cyst excision. Southern African Journal of 
Anaesthesia and Analgesia, 19(3): 174-177.

richards, g.A. and Joubert, I. 2013. extracorporeal 
membrane oxygenation (eCMo). Southern African 
Journal of Critical Care, 29(1): 7-9.

Selden, C., Spearman, W., kahn, D., Miller, M., figaji, 
A.A., erro, e., Bundy, J., Massie, I., Chalmers, S., 
Arendse, H.J., gautier, A., Sharratt, P., fuller, B. and 
Hodgson, H. 2013. evaluation of encapsulated liver 
cell spheroids in a fluidised-bed bioartificial liver for 
treatment of ischaemic acute liver failure in pigs in a 
translational setting. PloS one, 8(12): e82312.

Van Der linden, P., James, M.f.M., Mythen, M.g. and 
Weiskopf, r.B. 2013. Safety of modern starches used 
during surgery. Anaesthesia and Analgesia, 116(1): 35-
48.

Van Der Walt, J.J.N., Thomas, J.M. and figaji, A.A. 2013. 
Intraoperative neurophysiological monitoring for the 
anaesthetist. Part 1: a review of the theory and practice 
of intraoperative neurophysiological monitoring. 
Southern African Journal of Anaesthesia and Analgesia, 
19(3): 139-144.

Van Der Walt, J.J.N., Thomas, J.M. and figaji, A.A. 
2013. Intraoperative neurophysiological monitoring for 
the anaesthetist. Part 2: a review of anaesthesia and 
its implications for intraoperative neurophysiological 
monitoring. Southern African Journal of Anaesthesia 
and Analgesia, 19(4): 197-202.

Van Der Walt, J.J.N. and ernst, A.H. 2013. The 
anaesthetic management of microgravity-exposed 
individuals. Southern African Journal of Anaesthesia 
and Analgesia, 19(5): 243-247.

Wilson, g. 2013. ketamine: old dogs, new tricks. 
Southern African Journal of Anaesthesia and Analgesia, 
19(1): 24-26.
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Department of 
Clinical Laboratory 
Sciences

DIVISION OF ANATOMICAL
PATHOLOGY
Head of Division: 
Professor Dhiren Govender

The Division of Anatomical Pathology has both 
diagnostic and academic components.  The diagnostic 
laboratories form part of the National Health laboratory 
Service (NHlS) complex at groote Schuur (gSH) and red 
Cross War Memorial Children’s (rCWMCH) hospitals.  

The Diagnostic laboratories are at both sites and 
provide a diagnostic histopathology, cytopathology and 
autopsy services to gSH and rCWMCH, the academic 
hospital complex and associated hospitals and clinics in 
the Western Cape.  The division also serves as a public 
and private tertiary referral and consultation centre for 
Anatomical Pathology.

These service commitments drive most of the research 
programmes that are patient and disease orientated.  
The research laboratory had 1 PhD, 4 MSc (2 graduated 
in 2013), 15 MMed students and 1 elective student 
during the reporting period.  Two additional PhD 
students registered during 2013. The Division has 
been involved in a range of research activities using 
a variety of techniques and continues to broaden its 
research base.  The main research focus is in the field 
of molecular pathology pertaining to diseases that are 
common in South Africa and the Western Cape – these 
include various cancers, in particular those affecting 
disadvantaged population groups.  The major research 
focus since the establishment of the divisional research 
laboratory has been breast cancer, gastrointestinal 
cancer and lymphoma.  Cancer research includes studies 
related to the use of matrix-assisted laser desorption/
ionization time of flight mass spectrometry (MAlDI-
Tof-MS) to identify proteins and peptides in formalin 
fixed paraffin embedded cancer tissue. In addition, 
we are also investigating the use of MAlDI imaging 
mass spectrometry to identify proteomic patterns and 
their distribution directly in tissue.  other research 
areas include tuberculosis, cardiomyopathy and foetal-
alcohol syndrome.  

The Division successfully presented the young Pathologist 
seminar at the laboratory Medicine Congress held at 
the Cape Town International Convention Centre in 
July 2013.  Divisional staff were part of the organising 
committee for this Congress.

Collaborative Research

The Division has active collaborations internationally 
with the United States and continues to establish 
collaborations with other Academic Pathology 
departments in Africa.   We have an established joint 
breast cancer research project with the Aga khan 
University in Nairobi, jointly funded by the Nrf and 
kenya.  We are exploring similar collaborations with 
the Pathology department at the Muhimbili University 
of Health and Allied Sciences in Dar es Salaam.  A joint 
project with the University of Botswana was established 
in 2013 and a student from Botswana is registered for a 
PhD in the Division.

There are internal collaborations with the departments 
of Surgery, Medicine, Cardiology, obstetrics and 
gynaecology, radiation oncology, Human Biology, 
Human genetics, forensic Medicine and Medical 
Biochemistry. 

Divisional Statistics

Permanent and Long-term Contract Staff on 
UCT Establishment

Professor (HoD) 1
Chief Scientific officer 1
Administrative and Clerical Staff 1
Total 3

Joint Academic Staff on NHLS Establishment

Associate Professor 2
Senior lecturer 3
lecturer 3
Assistant lecturers (registrars) 11
Total 19

Honorary Staff

Honorary Senior lecturer 1
Total 1

Grant funded staff on UCT Establishment

Medical Technologist 1

Students

PhD 3
Master’s (MMed)                                                               13
Master’s (MSc) 2
Master’s (MPhil) 2
Undergraduate (MBChB) year 2 224
Undergraduate (MBChB) year 3 221
Undergraduate (MBChB) year 5 (gynaecology) 212
Allied Health Sciences 160
Intercalated course
elective students

5
1

Total 843

Research fields and staff

PROFESSOR DHIRENDRA GOVENDER
Pathobiology of cancers, especially breast cancer, 
gastrointestinal tract cancers and lymphoma.

A/PROFESSOR RICHARD NAIDOO 
Molecular pathology and biomarkers in cancer.

A/PROFESSOR HELEN WAINWRIGHT
foetal, perinatal & neonatal pathology, placental 
pathology, respiratory pathology including TB, cardiac 
pathology including cardiomyopathy and liver disease.

DR MAUREEN DUFFIELD
Neuropathology, renal pathology and electron 
microscopy.

DR MICHAEL LOCKETZ
gastrointestinal tract pathology.

DR SHUMANI MALAKA
Breast, gynaecological and thyroid gland pathology.

DR KOMALA PILLAY
Paediatric pathology, lymphoma and fine needle 
aspiration cytology.

DR RAVEENDRA SOOKHAYI
lymphoma and Soft tissue sarcoma

DR HUE-TSI WU
gynaecological pathology

Distinguished visitors

DR MARTINA VETTER – UNIVERSITY OF KLINIKUM HALLE 
GERMANY
PROF LOTHA BOHM – TYGERBERG HOSPITAL
DR REBECCA FOLKERTH – BOSTON USA
DR CHRIS WALKER – DAVIES LABORATORY, CAPE TOWN

Contact details 
Dhiren.govender@uct.ac.za
Website: Anatpath.uct.ac.za

DIVISION OF CHEMICAL PATHOLOGY
(Including the Chemical Pathology sections of groote 
Schuur Hospital and red Cross War Memorial Children’s 
Hospital)

Head of Division:  
Professor David Marais

Divisional Profile

The Division of Chemical Pathology comprises both 
academic and diagnostic sections. The academic 
section is located in the faculty of Health Sciences and 
the diagnostic laboratories are based in NHlS core 
laboratories at groote Schuur Hospital and red Cross 
Children’s Hospital. These laboratories offer a diagnostic 
service to both adult and paediatric patients attending 
the groote Schuur and red Cross Children’s Hospitals. 
Members of staff participate in ward rounds and clinical 
meetings, especially with the Division of endocrinology, 
Porphyria service and the lipid Clinic. The Division has 
a strong interest  in the investigation of metabolic 
disorders, of inherited or acquired nature; with an 
historical tradition of basic science research.  Teaching 
includes undergraduate (MBChB) and postgraduate 
courses (MMed, MSc and PhD).  The Division also 
contributes to the teaching in the Division of Medical 
Biochemistry, Human Biology and Department of 
Molecular Cell Biology in the faculty of Science. 

recent research activities covered  the molecular genetics 
of inherited metabolic disorders, and mitochondrial 
myopathies. The division now also researches 
dyslipoproteinaemias and disorders of lipid metabolism 
at a biochemical and genetic level.  Individual researchers 
have established international collaborations. There 
is also interaction with the University of Stellenbosch 
division of chemical pathology. The Division hosted 
supernumerary staff from neighbouring SADC 
countries (Malawi, Nigeria, zambia) for the purpose of 
postgraduate training as it is regarded as one of the 
premier Chemical Pathology academic units in Africa.  
Training courses in laboratory methods and laboratory 
management have been offered.  The active academic 
programme includes CPD-accredited weekly journal 
clubs, seminars and clinical ‘grand rounds’. The division 
also hosts international guest lecturers under the 
auspices of the Visiting lecturer’s fund. 
 
The research laboratories and expertise have attracted 
junior and senior colleagues from other specialties 
and institutions who have been keen to interact with 
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colleagues. Such interaction includes the Department 
of Medicine (Prof. Bongani Mayosi), and Division 
of Medical Biochemistry (Prof. Peter Meissner); the 
Department of Chemical Pathology at the University 
of Stellenbosch (Prof. rajiv erasmus). International links 
include work on PCSk9 with the University of Nantes 
(Prof. g lambert).

Highlights

DART 
Direct Analysis in real Time (DArT) chromatography 
is a new development coupled to time of flight mass 
spectrometry that will revolutionise investigation 
of small to middle molecules in health and disease.  
funding was finally found through the National lottery 
Board to diagnose lipid and other metabolic disorders 
in the country.  The system, apparently the first in the 
country, was acquired through Chemetrix Pty which 
included an Agilent HPlC and mass spectrometer. 

ABI 310 Sequencer
This machine was donated by the University of Western 
Australia as they have advanced to modern technology 
and the machine can still provide excellent service in the 
investigation of genetic causes of metabolic disease.  It 
will be set in operation in the near future. 

Divisional Statistics

Permanent and Long-term Contract Staff

Professors 1
emeritus Professors 2
Honorary Professors 3
Medical Natural Scientists 3
Medical Specialists 4
lecturers 1
Administrative and Secretarial Staff 1
Scientific officer 1
Technical officer 1
Departmental Assistants 2
Total  19

 
Students

Doctoral 1
Master’s 2
M Med Chemical Pathology
M Med Clinical Pathology

2
3

Undergraduate 210
Total 237

Research Fields and Staff

Permanent Staff

DR HELEEN VREEDE
Senior Specialist; oversees routine laboratory service 
at gSH; method development; information technology 
expertise is provided nationally.  

DR GEORGE VAN DER WATT
Specialist  overseeing the routine chemical pathology 
laboratory and inherited metabolic disease diagnostic 
service at red Cross Hospital with an additional interest 
in chemical pathology of HIV/AIDS, undergraduate and 
postgraduate teaching, and paediatric biochemistry.

DR FIERDOZ OMAR
Dr omar oversees the routine diagnostic and molecular 
laboratory service at groote Schuur Hospital. Dr omar 
is in charge of the undergraduate teaching portfolio 
and is responsible for postgraduate teaching. She has 
a special interest in the role of cell-free DNA in prenatal 
sex determination.  Dr omar also takes care of the 
clinical pathology registrar teaching programme. 

DR PHILIP FORTGENS
Dr fortgens is responsible for various aspects of the 
routine diagnostics laboratory service at groote Schuur 
Hospital, as well as a variety of enzyme assays helpful in 
the diagnosis of inherited metabolic diseases.  He has a 
further interest in the molecular diagnosis of  porphyria 
and contributes to undergraduate and postgraduate 
teaching.

DR JUDY A. KING
Medical Scientist (Principal) and Senior lecturer. She 
oversees the radioimmunoassay laboratory (diagnostic 
and research) in the NHlS laboratory service at groote 
Schuur Hospital, performs clinical diagnostic reviewing, 
registrar training and undergraduate and postgraduate 
teaching. She supervises postgraduate students with 
dissertations and clinical biochemistry projects. 

DR PATRICIA OWEN
Dr owen, a principal medical scientist has continued 
contributing to the Division after retirement with 
ongoing interests in inherited metabolic disease including 
complement C5 and C6 deficiencies, cystinosis, glutaric 
aciduria type 1 and new born screening. Postgraduate 
teaching is also undertaken. 

MR DAVID WOOLLEY
Mr Woolley maintains the core laboratory and dedicates 
most of his time to the Pathology learning Centre with 
his expertise in website design. 

MS FELICITY LEISEGANG
Senior medical scientist contributing to studies on 
the molecular genetics of galactosaemia, spinal 
muscular atrophy, cystic fibrosis and limb-girdle 
muscular dystrophy. She is also involved in PCr studies 
of tuberculosis, genetic screening in general and 
postgraduate teaching. 

DR J MCCARTHY
Medical Scientist. The chief interest currently is 
diagnostic and other investigations relating to therapy 
in homozygous familial hypercholesterolaemia using 
fibroblast cultures.  

Dr Dee Blackhurst
lecturer. The interest in lipid peroxidation has extended 
work to members of other divisions in this faculty as 
well as to collaborations with the health science faculty 
of the University of Stellenbosch. There is increasing 
interest in HDl metabolism and to document this by non-
denaturing electrophoresis. Additionally, paraxonase 
activity and myeloperoxidase activities are being assayed. 

PROF.  DAVID MARAIS 
Prof. Marais has a continued interest in severe 
dyslipidaemias and their genetic causes, including familial 
hypercholesterolaemia, dysbetalipoproteinaemia and 
lipoprotein lipase deficiency. Additional interests are 
in lipoprotein particle size, disturbances of fatty acid 
metabolism and sterol biosynthesis, especially Smith 
lemli opitz syndrome. Assistance in these projects is 
received from Ms g Solomon, Ms B ratanjee and Mr 
A Mohamed.  A joint project has been undertaken 
with Prof J Parkington of the Division of Archaeology 
in nutrition with a special emphasis on n- fatty acids. 

PROF. HOWARD HENDERSON
Prof Henderson, retired from active research in metabolic 
disorders, is assisting with diagnosis of inborn errors of 
metabolism at the red Cross Children’s War Memorial 
Hospital laboratory. 

Emeritus Professors

PROFESSOR E HARLEY

Honorary Professors

Professor Ishwarlal Jialal; Honorary Professor of 
Chemical Pathology and Medicine, University of 
Cape Town;  robert e. Stowell endowed Chair in 
experimental Pathology, Director of the laboratory for 
Atherosclerosis and Metabolic research, and Professor 
of Internal Medicine, Division of endocrinology, Clinical 
Nutrition and Vascular Medicine, at the University of 
California, Davis, Medical Center.

Professor Tahir S Pillay formerly head of chemical 
pathology at this university, he joined the University of 
kwazulu Natal.  He was recently appointed as head of 
Chemical Pathology at Pretoria University. 

Professor DB Sacks. A UCT graduate who worked in 
Chemical Pathology in 1981 before emigrating to the 
United States. He qualified as an internist and recently 
joined the National Institutes of Health, Department of 
laboratory Medicine, Bethesda, MD, USA. 

Distinguished visitors 

MR NICK DESMOND-SMITH (29 JULY 2013). 
CHEMETRIx, DART MACHINE.
DR SEBASTIAN BROECKER (29 JULY 2013).  
CHEMETRIx, DART MACHINE.
MR DAVID KOK (29 JULY 2013). CAPE PENINSULA 
UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY
MS LORNA MARSHALL (29 JULY 2013).  CAPE 
PENINSULA UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY
MR STEVE MCDONALD (20 AUGUST 2013) ACUMEN 
LABORATORY SOLUTIONS
PROF. JOHAN KUYL (20 SEPTEMBER 2013)  
CHEMICAL PATHOLOGY, UNIVERSITY OF FREE STATE 
HEALTH SCIENCE FACULTY.
DR MAGDALENA TURZNIECKA (20 SEPTEMBER 2013) 
CHEMICAL PATHOLOGY, UNIVERSITY OF KWAZULU 
NATAL. 
PROF. NICKY OOSTHUIZEN (20 SEPTEMBER 2013) 
CHEMICAL PATHOLOGY, UNIVERSITY OF PRETORIA
DR JOCELYN NAICKER (20 SEPTEMBER 2013) 
CHEMICAL  PATHOLOGY, UNIVERSITY OF 
WITWATERSRAND.
PROF R  ERASMUS (20 SEPTEMBER 2013) CHEMICAL  
PATHOLOGY, TYGERBERG HOSPITAL. 
DR CHANTAL DECHASTELLIER (09 SEPTEMBER 2013), 
CIML, FRANCE. PROTEA PROJECT. 
DR J VERCHOOR (21 NOVEMBER 2013) UNIVERSITY 
OF  PRETORIA.
DR I LEMMER (29 NOVEMBER 2013) UNIVERSITY OF  
PRETORIA,
DR ALAN DENNIS (02 DECEMBER 2013) TORONTO 
CANADA, ELIZA METHODS
 
Contact Details

Postal Address: Division of Chemical Pathology, faculty 
of Health Science, Private Bag X3, observatory, 7935
Physical Address: 6.33 falmouth Building, UCT Health 
Science faculty, Anzio rd, observatory 7925. 
Telephone: +27 21 406 6192
fax: +27 21 448 8150
e-mail: cpy-secretary@uct.ac.za 
Web:  http://web.uct.ac.za/depts/chempath/
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COMPUTATIONAL BIOLOGY GROUP
Head of Group: 
Associate Professor Nicola Mulder

Group Profile

The University of Cape Town Computational Biology 
(CBIo) group is the centre of Bioinformatics activities 
at the university. It was originally set up as a Node of 
the National Bioinformatics Network, which aimed to 
develop capacity in bioinformatics in South Africa, and 
to perform world-class bioinformatics research. The 
CBIo group is located within the Institute of Infectious 
Disease and Molecular Medicine (IDM) in the Health 
Science faculty, and integrates researchers interested 
in bioinformatics at the university. The mission of 
the UCT Computational Biology group is to become 
an exceptional, internationally recognized research 
and training center, addressing the challenges of 
bioinformatics capacity development in South Africa. 

The group performs bioinformatics research and 
provides training and services in the discipline. research 
focuses on infectious diseases from both the host 
and pathogen perspectives, particularly for TB and 
viral diseases. CBIo uses data mining and systems 
biology approaches to study the molecular biology 
and evolution of bacterial and viral pathogens and 
their interaction with their hosts. Through involvement 
in H3ABioNet, a pan African bioinformatics network 
for H3Africa, and the Human Heredity and Health in 
Africa (H3Africa) initiative, research has also focused 
on population genetics and gWA studies and the 
development of new algorithms to analyze the genetics 
of admixed populations.
CBIo has a large network of connections with other 
bioinformatics groups in Africa through the African 
Society for Bioinformatics and Computational Biology 
and H3ABioNet. The group also has close ties with the 
African Institute for Mathematical Sciences (AIMS) by 
supervising student essays.

Divisional Statistics

ASSOCIATE PROF NICOLA MULDER (HEAD OF 
GROUP)
DR DARREN MARTIN (SENIOR LECTURER)
AYTON MEINJIES (SOFTWARE DEVELOPER)
GERRIT BOTHA (SOFTWARE DEVELOPER) 
CASHIFA KARRIEM (ADMINISTRATOR)

Students

Postdoctoral fellows 4
Doctoral 8
Master’s 6
Honours 2
Undergraduate 0
Total 20

Contact details

Physical address: UCT Computational Biology group, 
room N1.05, Werner Beit North Building Basement, 
Institute of Infectious Disease and Molecular Medicine, 
Anzio rd, observatory

Postal address:

UCT Computational Biology group, Institute of Infectious 
Disease and Molecular, Medicine, University of Cape 
Town Health Sciences Campus, Anzio rd, observatory 
7925, South Africa
e-mail: info@cbio.uct.ac.za
web: http://www.cbio.uct.ac.za/
Tel:  021-406 6176
fax: 021-650 6068

DIVISION OF FORENSIC MEDICINE 
AND TOXICOLOGY
(Including the gender, Health and Justice research Unit)

Head of Division:  Professor L.J. Martin

Divisional Profile

A large component of operational activity of the Division 
of forensic Medicine is that of service delivery. The 
academic staff are on the joint staff establishment of the 
University of Cape Town and the WCg: Health; forensic 
Pathology Service. This is a fairly new programme of 
the WCg: Health, established in April 2006, when the 
responsibility of “mortuary services” was transferred 
to the Province from SAPS. We are responsible for 
the medico-legal investigation of death of all persons 
who die within the Metropol, an area comprising 
approximately 4,5 million persons, stretching from 
Atlantis on the West Coast, the Peninsula, the City, to 
everything south of the N2 up to, but not including,   
khayelitsha. our clinical services are based at Salt 
river Mortuary and we perform approximately 3500 
autopsies per annum. 

The Division now has a dedicated research laboratory 
in the falmouth Building. We provide a clinical 

teaching neuropathology laboratory with a specialist 
neuropathologist. The Division has limited research 
activities due to our heavy investigative service load, but 
this is slowly increasing with our new M Phil offering in 
Biomedical forensic Sciences.

There are active collaborations with the departments 
of Anatomical Pathology, Surgery, obstetrics and 
gynaecology, Human genetics, Paediatrics and 
Psychiatry; and eMS and the law faculty.

A range of activities related to the role of forensic 
Medicine in public policy and health promotion are 
being pursued. These relate specifically to violence 
against women and children, the role of drugs and 
toxins in deaths, and firearm injuries.  We provide 
input into the Provincial Injury Mortality Surveillance 
System (PIMSS).

Divisional Statistics

Permanent and Long-term Contract Staff

Head: Clinical Department/Professor 1
Head: Clinical Unit 1
Specialists 8
Senior lecturer / Course Convener 1
Chief Medical Technologist 1
Medical Technologist 1
Administrative and clerical 5
laboratory Assistant 1
Total 19

Students

Master’s (M Med) 6
Biomedical forensic Science (M Phil) 22
Undergraduate (MBChB) - year 5 177
Undergraduate (llB)  - final year 40
Special Study Module – year 2 10
Total  255 

Research Fields and Staff

Permanent Staff

PROFESSOR L.J. MARTIN
Head of Clinical Department & Professor: Management 
protocols for rape survivors; domestic homicide; 
monitoring implementation of rape law reforms; domestic 
violence guidelines for the health sector; epidemiology 
of female murder; aortic disease; indicators for the lodox 
Statscan in children; age estimations for children using 
lodox statscans; National study of female and children 
homicide in South Africa; Child Death reviews.

DR G.M. KIRK
Head of Clinical Unit & Senior lecturer: Sudden deaths 
in sport; firearm injuries; death notification; drug-
related deaths; forensic histopathology; history of 
forensic medicine.

DR Y.Y. VAN DER HEYDE
Senior Specialist & Senior lecturer: The effects of pre-
natal alcohol exposure; paediatric mortality; animal 
bites in children; early adolescent suicide, child homicide 
including child abuse; sudden unexpected death in 
childhood including SIDS.

DR L. LIEBENBERG
Senior Specialist & Senior lecturer: firearm fatalities and 
final judicial outcome; aortic disease project; mast cell 
Tryptase; case studies – curious deaths; atherosclerotic 
disease prevalence in the Cape Town population; lodox 
X-ray application in the forensic setup.

DR M. HEYNS
Senior lecturer: forensic Science; educational research; 
gross Anatomy; entomology; Blunt force trauma to the 
skull

DR I.J. MOLEFE
Specialist and lecturer: A 10 year retrospective study of 
epidemiology and analysis of injury patterns of femicide 
and rape homicide in Cape Town: A follow-up study.

DR S. MAISTRY
Specialist and lecturer: Deaths on Table Mountain: A 
retrospective analysis 2000-2011.

DR S. MFOLOZI
Specialist and lecturer: Development of the 
NecroChronometer: determining the post-mortem 
interval using a combination of three methods and 
location-specific weather information.

DR E.B. AFONSO
Identifying trends and risk factors for deaths in police 
custody in the Cape Town Metropole, 1999-2008.

DR A KHAN
SNP genotypes and skin tone variation in Pregnancy 
related maternal deaths at Salt river forensic Pathology 
laboratory (SrfPl). A 5 year retrospective study of 
the epidemiological data and spectrum of pathology 
and disease in all pregnancy related deaths at SrfPl 
irrespective of the cause of death. 

DR I.H. ALLI
forensic Pathologist: Combatting human trafficking; 
motor vehicle injuries sustained at various speeds; 
deaths from explosions; review of rape victims in a single 
Thutuzela Centre over a 5 year period. research study: 
grading the degree of difficulty of post-mortems.
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Distinguished visitors

Professor klaus Püschel, Head of the Institute of legal 
Medicine at Universitätsklinikum, Hamburg-eppendorf, 
germany visited the Division of forensic Medicine on 28 
february 2013.
 

Contact Details

Postal Address:  Division of forensic Medicine, P o Box 
13914, Mowbray, 7705
Telephone: +27 21 406 6110
fax: +27 21 448 1249
e-mail: june.mehl@uct.ac.za; lornaj.martin@uct.ac.za 
Web:  www.forensicmedicine.uct.ac.za 

GENDER, HEALTH AND JUSTICE 
RESEARCH UNIT

Acting Director: Dr Kelley Moult (2013)

Director: 
Associate Professor Lillian Artz

Unit Profile

The mission of this Unit is to improve service provision 
to victims of violence against women in South Africa 
through research, advocacy and education. Drawing 
together established researchers with a strong record 
of social-action research in disciplines including 
law, criminology, forensic sciences and pathology, 
gynaecology, and psychology, this Unit is the first of 
its kind in South Africa to respond to the pressing need 
for research and interventions that cross disciplines in 
support of our efforts to address the alarmingly high 
levels of violence against women in this country. The 
Unit fulfils its mission by conducting rigorous evidence-
based research into:
•	 	South	African	women’s	experiences	of	sexual	and	

gender-based violence;
•	 	The	responses	of	women,	 their	communities	and	

the criminal justice, health, and welfare systems to 
violence against women;

•	 	The	intersections	and	disjunctures	between	health	
and criminal justice responses to violence against 
women;

•	 	The	 developmental	 context	 in	 which	 violence	
occurs, and the role of violence in perpetuating 
women’s under-development;

•	 	The	implementation	difficulties	of	translating	‘law	
on paper’ into ‘law in practice’ in health, criminal 
justice and medico-legal settings;

•	 	The	 development	 of	 indicators	 for	 monitoring	
the implementation of progressive legislation and 

compliance by criminal justice and health sector 
personnel with statutory duties;

•	 	Risk	factors	and	women’s	pathways	to	crime	and	
experiences and impacts of female incarceration;

•	 	International	and	local	models	of	best	practice	for	
addressing violence against women.

The gender, Health and Justice research Unit was 
awarded the University of Cape Town’s Social 
responsiveness Award for 2009.

Divisional Statistics

Unit Staff

research Staff 7

Associate research Staff 2

Interns 9

Administrative 1

Total 14

Research Fields and Staff

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR LILLIAN ARTZ
feminist legal theory; women and law reform; sexual 
offences; domestic violence; research ethics; the 
medical management of female survivors of violence; 
incarcerated women; prison reform and torture.

DR KELLEY MOULT
feminist criminology; gender-based violence and 
policy; domestic homicide; forensics, the intersection 
of traditional and western justice systems, research 
methods.

YONINA HOFFMAN-WANDERER
International and comparative law; women’s socio-
economic rights; religious and cultural rights; 
incarcerated women; sentencing.

KATE ASCHMAN
Policing and law enforcement; sexual offences and HIV; 
human rights; gender-based violence and incarcerated 
women.

TALIA MEER
gender-based violence, women’s rights, lgBTI rights, 
access to justice, rural development, and political 
ecology

TSITSI MPOFU-MKETWA
Women’s empowerment, rural development, urban 
poverty, social justice and social inclusion.

CARMEN CORRAL-BULNES
gender-based violence, incarceration, women’s mental 

health, domestic homicide and aggressive behaviour in 
intimate relationships.

Research Associates

PROFESSOR JEANNE FLAVIN (FULBRIGHT SCHOLAR – 
FORDHAM UNIVERSITY)
The impact of the criminal justice system on women; 
social and civil rights of women; reproductive rights.

HELENE COMBRINCK (UNIVERSITY OF THE 
WESTERN CAPE)
Disability law and policy, domestic violence and 
disability.

Administration

MILLICENT KEEN

Interns

LOUISE CARMODY (FACULTY OF LAW, UCT)
CHLOë MCGRATH (DEPARTMENT OF CRIMINAL 
JUSTICE, UCT)
KATERIINA MATILLA (JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY)
EMILY COLPITTS (DALHOUSIE UNIVERSITY)
DAPHNE D’CRUZ (UNIVERSITY OF MONTREAL)
GINA SCHULZ (UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN)
NIDA ABBASSI (UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN)
LORNA MORRIS (UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
– CHAPEL HILL)
HAEKYUNG HUM (GOVERNMENT OF SOUTH 
KOREA)

Contact Details

Postal Address: gender, Health & Justice research Unit, 
entrance 1, level 1, falmouth Building, faculty of Health 
Sciences, UCT, Anzio road, observatory, 7925
Telephone: +27 21 406 6024
fax: +27 21 406 6020
e-mail: mrd-gender@uct.ac.za or kelley.moult@uct.
ac.za
Web: http://www.ghjru.uct.ac.za

DIVISION OF HAEMATOLOGY and 
UCT LEUKAEMIA UNIT
Head of Division: 
Professor Nicolas Novitzky

Divisional Profile

Diagnostic Services

The Division of Haematology at groote Schuur Hospital 
is a complex unit with multi- disciplinary activities 
that include outpatient clinics, admission beds as well 
as diagnostic and research laboratories. The clinical 
services are organised under the umbrella of the 
Department of Internal Medicine, while the laboratory 
diagnostic sections are under the broader organisation 
of the Department of Clinical & laboratory Sciences 
and National Health laboratory Service (NHlS). 
 
The laboratory continues to offer comprehensive 
diagnostic testing for the diagnosis and management of 
all haematological malignancies. It also offers diagnostic 
services for a Comprehensive Haemophilia Centre, as 
well as to a number of tertiary / quaternary programs.  
This laboratory also acts as a tertiary referral centre for 
local hospitals and outlying clinics of the Western Cape, 
as well for referral samples from the eastern Cape.  
The routine diagnostic and molecular haematology 
laboratories were again successfully accredited by 
SANAS.  Dr Wilhelm van Schalkwyk has been appointed 
as the Haematology pathologists at red Cross Hospital 
and took over from Dr Margie Shuttleworth who retired 
last year.

Teaching and Training

The department remains a primary teaching and 
training site for medical technologists, technicians, 
undergraduate medical students of the University 
of Cape Town and registrars in Haematopathology 
and Clinical Haematology.  Currently there are five 
haematology pathology registrars one Clinical Pathology 
and Clinical Haematology registrar who are enrolled in 
the UCT postgraduate program.

Dr karen Shires continues to provide training in the 
molecular haematology course for haematology 
registrars and technologists together with Ms Iva 
Shankland. Dr karen Shires and Ms Iva Shankland 
have provided PCr and DNA lectures/practicals for 
Anatomical Pathology registrars.  Dr karen Shires is part 
of a team who have developed the Molecular forensic 
MSc course. She is the forensic genetics course 
convener. 
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Dr Shaheen Mowla is involved in the following 
Undergraduate Teaching:  MBChB Intercalated 
Molecular Medicine course: Basic cell structure and 
function; Cell Cycle; Cell Stress responses and cell death 
mechanisms; restriction enzymes and electrophoresis;  
MBChB Semester 2: Histology of the skin; MBCHB 
Semester 3: Histopathology of the skin.

Haematology Research Projects

DR KAREN SHIRES 
Novel diagnostic, prognostic and MrD assays for 
haematological malignancies; cancer testis expression 
in Multiple Myeloma.

PROF NICOLAS NOVITZKY
Immunomodulation of stem cells for transplantation.

DR SHAHEEN MOWLA 
Molecular Biology of Cancer; Burkitt’s lymphoma and 
HIV; role of activation-induced cytidine deaminase in 
cancer; mirNA in cancer

DR L A DU PISANI
Malaria diagnosis, Western Cape, managed and the 
outcome.

DR JESSICA OPIE 
HIV-Associated Burkitt lymphoma and Antiretroviral 
Therapy; HIV-Associated Hodgkin lymphoma.

Divisional Statistics

Permanent and Long-term Contract Staff:

Professor 1
Clinical Service
Senior Specialists 2
Clinical registrars 2
Senior House officers 2
Chief Professional Nurse 2
Administrative and clerical staff 3

Diagnostic Service
Senior Pathologist 1
Pathologists 2
Pathologist part-time 1
Scientist 1
Pathology registrars 5
laboratory Manager 1
Medical Technologists 14
Student Medical Technologists 3
Technicians 4
UCT leukaemia Unit
Scientist 1

research officer 1
research Technologist 1

Clinical research Co-ordinator 1
Administrative and clerical staff 1
laboratory assistants (medical school) 2

Students

Doctoral 1
Master’s 7
Honours 1
MMed 1
Mphil 1
Total 11

Research Fields and Staff

Professor Nicolas Novitzky
Haematopoietic stem cell biology; clonogenic assays; 
haematopoietic stem cell transplantation; immune 
reconstitution; haematological malignancies

Dr Cecile du Toit
Haematopoietic stem cell transplantation; 
haematological malignancies; haemophilia

Dr estelle Verburgh
Haemophilia; thrombophilia; stem cell transplantation

Dr Jessica opie
Molecular biology of neoplasia: chronic myelogenous 
leukaemia; coagulation abnormalities

Dr karen Shires
Molecular biology and diagnostics

Dr Shaheen Mowla
Minimal residual disease and flow cytometry.

Mrs rygana Abdulla
Cellular biology of neoplasia; clonogenic assays

Contact Details

Postal Address: 6th floor, Chris Barnard Building, Anzio 
road, observatory, 7925
Telephone: +27 21 406 6154/404 3073
fax: +27 21 448 8607
e-mail: Coleen.fredericks@uct.ac.za
Web : http://web.uct.ac.za/depts/haem/ 

DIVISION OF HUMAN GENETICS
Including the MRC/UCT Human Genetics Research Unit 
and
CANSA’s National Colorectal Cancer Research 
Consortium

Head of Division: 
Professor Raj S. Ramesar

Divisional Profile

The Division is unusual in that it conducts its business 
through three interacting ‘institutions’:
1.  an extensive clinical service through the Provincial 

government of the Western Cape;
2.  its laboratory diagnostic services through the 

National Health laboratory Services, and
3.  Its academic (research and teaching) activities 

through the University.

The UCT/MrC Human genetics research Unit was 
created while the Human genome Project was 
underway.  The mandate for this Unit was (i) primarily 
one of capacity development in the field of genetics 
and genomics, (ii) understanding the relevance of 
developments in genetics and genomics, as they may 
be applicable to South Africans, and (iii) the translation 
of research to the clinical environment.  

An emphasis of this Unit is the investment in 
understanding the rich Human Diversity on our 
continent and relating this to disease and health.  In 
this regard there has been a head-on engagement 
with state of the art high-throughput genetic studies 
of indigenous southern African population populations, 
which has resulted in the empowerment and capacity 
development of South African researchers in large scale 
data handling and analysis.   The Division is also in 
involved in several Human, Hereditary and Health Africa 
projects in networks spanning the continent (www.
h3africa.org), and which are funded by the National 
Institutes of Health (USA) and the Wellcome Trust (Uk). 

A further investment has been in taking genetics to 
the ‘clinical’ high street.  A measure of relevance and 
success of the Unit in this regard, is its attraction to 
other mainstream clinical practitioners e.g. from the 
disciplines of gastroenterology, Nephrology, Internal 
Medicine, Psychiatry, Surgery, and Dentistry (UWC) 
who are completing PhDs in genetics, in this Unit.  
A substantial effort has been made into introducing 
genetics/genomics into the undergraduate MBChB 
curriculum and to specialist groups.  

Divisional Statistics

UCT Staff 

Professors 2
emeritus Professors 1
Associate Professor 1
research Staff 7
Chief Scientific officer 1
Administrative and Secretarial Staff 2
Departmental Assistants 1

Part Time Staff 4
PgWC Personnel 4
PgWC/UCT Personnel 3
NHlS Personnel 11
Honorary Staff 4
Total 26

Students

Postdoctoral fellows 4
PhD 15
Master’s 12
Honours 8
Total 39

Research Fields and Staff

PROFESSOR RAJ S. RAMESAR (UCT/PGWC)
Head of Division and Personal Chair 
Director: MrC Human genetics research Unit
Chairman: Ngo The Africa genome education Institute 
Principal Investigator: genetics of Bipolar Disorder; 
genetics of retinal Degenerative Disorders; Molecular 
genetics of Complex Disorders; Pharmacogenetics – 
Adverse Drug reactions in Cancers

PROFESSOR JACQUIE GREENBERG (UCT)
Principal Investigator: genetics of Neurological 
Disorders; genetics of Neuromuscular Disorders
Co-Principal Investigator: genetics of retinal 
Degenerative Disorders

EMERITUS PROFESSOR PETER BEIGHTON
Principal Investigator: genetics Connective Tissue Disorders

HONORARY PROFESSOR WILMOT JAMES

HONORARY PROFESSOR MATTHEW WOOD
Co-investigator: genetics of Neurological Disorders
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Honorary Senior Lecturers

DR LEON JEDEIKIN
DR SOLLY ZIEFF

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR AMBROISE WONKAM (UCT)
Principal Investigator: Phenotypic correlation of sickle 
cell anemia to genotypic variations; genetics of 
Deafness

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR COLLET DANDARA (UCT)
Principal Investigator: Pharmacogenomics

DR KAREN FIEGGEN (PGWC / UCT)
Senior Specialist: Principal Investigator: X- linked Mental 
rretardation; Bardet-Biedl Syndrome

MRS. THERESA RUPPELT (NHLS)
laboratory Manager: Cytogenetics

Contact Details

Postal Address:
Division of Human genetics, Department of Clinical 
laboratory Sciences, level 3, Werner
and Beit North Building; Institute for Infectious Diseases 
and Molecular Medicine, faculty of
Health Sciences, University of Cape Town, 7925, 
observatory
Telephone: SA (21) 406 6297; fax: SA (21) 406 6826/650 
2010 

DIVISION OF IMMUNOLOGY
Head of Division: Professor 
Clive Gray, PhD.

Divisional Profile

The Division of Immunology is involved with a range 
of activities from identifying the basic mechanisms of 
immunity in infectious disease to immunology diagnostic 
testing in the National Health laboratory Services (NHlS) 
at groote Schuur Hospital. The vision statement for the 
Division of Immunology is “Driving Science to promote 
World Health” and a detailed strategic document 
outlining the next 5-10 years has been formulated. Part of 
the mission is to formulate and introduce Immunology as 
a curriculum subject for MBChB undergraduate students. 
In 2013, an 8-lecture course was introduced to the 1st 
year undergraduate students in semester 2 covering the 
basics of molecular and clinical immunology. Numerous 
staff are also either full or Associate members of the 
Institute of Infectious Disease and Molecular Medicine 
(IDM) and there is a very integrated relationship between 
the Division of Immunology and the IDM

Basic research: The DoI houses the UCT/MrC Unit on 
Immunology of Infectious Diseases, an Allergy Section 
and the SArCHi chair on ‘Immunology of infectious 
diseases in Africa’. The Division has an internationally 
recognized expertise in generating transgenic mice, 
for use in a wide range of immunological studies 
applicable to communicable and non-communicable 
diseases. These have been used to make important 
advances in diseases, such as Tuberculosis, Bilharzia, 
African Trypanosomiasis, Candidiasis and cutaneous 
leishmaniasis and have contributed significantly 
to identifying fundamental cellular and molecular 
immunological mechanisms. Together with 
international and national collaborations, these animal 
tools contribute to many advances in Immunology and 
other fields. Basic research in the Allergy Section has 
focused on the role of Il-4 and Il-13 in allergy as well 
as the application of novel assays to identify sensitivity 
profiles. There are very close ties with the South African 
component of the International Centre for genetic 
engineering and Biotechnology, providing a very strong 
genomics thrust to the Division. 

Translational research: There is also a strong clinical 
immunology emphasis in the Division, specifically in 
HIV and TB immunology where studies are underway 
to understand adaptive and innate immune responses 
during acute HIV infection and in infants exposed to 
HIV in utero and upon receiving different childhood 
vaccinations. Successfully funded grants have been 
garnered from the Canadian Institute of Health research 
and the South African Department of Science and 
Technology for investigating the link between breast-
feeding practices and newborn infant immune activation 
status, which may mitigate ePI responses. Understanding 
the link between HIV-induced inflammation and 
autoimmunity, where peripheral tolerance has been 
broken, is also a new direction within the Division.

NHlS activities: The combined functions of the 
laboratory for Tissue Immunology (lTI) and the Clinical 
Immunology and Allergy laboratory are responsible 
for providing NHlS activities. The lTI is responsible 
for HlA class I and class II typing for solid organ and 
bone marrow/stem cell matching. The laboratory also 
performs cross-matching and pre-formed antibody 
testing for renal transplantation. The lTI is accredited 
with the european federation of Immunogenetics (efI) 
and is the only such accredited laboratory in South 
Africa. The Clinical Immunology and Allergy laboratory 
performs routine diagnostic testing for autoantibodies 
and different allergies. The DoI plays a leading role 
in the Immunology expert Committee, which has 
formulated a new workload model for immunology 
services within the NHlS. The major task for the expert 
Committee over the next year will be to formulate a 
national immunology curriculum so that immunology 
can become a registered medical specialist discipline.

Teaching: The Division has an active teaching 
component in the medical undergraduate syllabus and 
provides cutting edge lectures on the basics of the 
immune system and integrates immunology concepts 
and principals with the case studies and problem based 
learning approach by the Health Sciences faculty.  More 
advanced courses are offered at the post-graduate 
level through the Honours in Infectious Disease and 
Immunology programme and the short semester 
research Immunology Course for postgraduate 
students. The Division also holds workshop on infectious 
disease and immunology and specifically train students 
from other countries in Africa on advanced immunology 
related techniques and cutting-edge science.

International links: There are very strong links between 
staff in the Division with international collaborators on 
all continents in both basic and applied research.

Divisional Statistics 

Permanent & Long Term Contract Staff (UCT/
NHLS)

Professors 2
Associate Professors 1
lecturers 2
research Staff 7
Technical Staff 6
Technical Support Staff 5
Administrative Staff 2
Total 25

Students

Postdoctoral research fellows 12
Doctoral 19
Master’s 10
Honours 5
Total 46

Research Fields and Staff

Academic Staff

PROFESSOR CLIVE GRAY, PHD
Professor of Immunology
Wernher Beit Chair and HoDv Immunology, Joint UCT/
NHlS
full member of the IDM and member of exco; B rating 
by Nrf; research Profile: Immunology of HIV infection 
and antigen-specific T cell responses during acute 
infection.  

PROFESSOR FRANK BROMBACHER, PHD
Professor of Immunology 
UCT fellow; SArCHi Chair, Director of an MrC Unit; 
ICgeB Coordinator & group leader, Member of IDM; 
A1-rating by Nrf; research profile: Immunology of 
infectious diseases, including Tuberculosis, African 
Trypanosomiasis, leishmaniasis, Bilharzia and other 
Helminth infections. 

A/PROFESSOR MUAZZAM JACOBS, PHD
NHlS Medical Scientist and UCT A/Professor; full 
member of the IDM. research profile:  Understanding 
host pathogen interaction and associated immune 
mechanisms that bring about protection against 
tuberculosis infection.

DR WILLIAM HORSNELL PHD
Senior lecturer. Associate member of IDM. C2 Nrf 
rating. Convener of IDI Honours postgraduate degree. 
research profile: Immunity to helminth infections. 
Maternal and co-infection immunity. Acetylchoine 
signalling in the immune system. 

DR HEATHER JASPAN MD, PHD, FAAP  
Senior lecturer. Associate member of the IDM. research 
Profile: Investigating immune activation, T cell immunity 
and susceptibility to HIV in infants. 

Visiting Professors

PROF GUIDO FERRARI
Professor, Duke University Medical Center, Durham, 
North Carolina, USA

Identifying CD8+ T cell activation, functional profile, 
and memory differentiation during acute HIV infection 
and role in in determining HIV escape mutants.
Identifying epitope targeted by ADCC-mediating 
Antibody responses and their role in protection from 
infection. 

PROF JIM ALExANDER
Strathclyde University, Scotland

Postdoctoral Fellows

DR LYCIAS ZEMBE
Understanding CD8+ T cell recognition patterns in HIV 
infection

DR SURAJ PARIHAR
Dr reto guler
Investigate using 4 different pathogens, i.e. listeria 
monocytogenes, mycobacteria tuberculosis, 
mycobacteria bovis BCg, and leishmania major

DR ROANNE KEETON
TB Immunology
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DR FRANK KIRSTEIN:
Investigation of immune responses in different mouse 
models of allergic asthma”
 
DR TIROYAONE BROMBACHER 
Neuro-immunological effects of Nippostrongylus 
brasiliensis on cognitive function.

DR ROANNE KEETON:
The role of TNfr signalling in pulmonary tuberculosis  

DR JENNIFER CLAIRE HOVING
Asthma and Allergy

Distinguished Visitors

HARUKAZU SUZUKI, RIKEN INSTITUTE-JAPAN
DANIEL BARBER, MAx PLANCK, GERMANY 
MARTIN BACHMANN, CYTOS,SWITZERLAND
CLAUDIA JAKUBZIC, VIRGINIA, USA
MATTIAS SVENSSON, KAROLINSKA INSTITUTE, SWEDEN
BENJAMIN MARSLAND, ETH ZURICH, 
SWITZERLAND 
GORDON BROWN, UNIV ABERDEEN, UK
LUISA MARTINEZ, POMARES UNIV NOTTINGHAM, UK
JIM ALExANDER, UNIV STRATHCLYDE, UK
ANDREW  MCDONALD, UNIV EDINBURGH, UK
ABHAY SATOSKAR, OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY, USA
MICHAEL PEPPER. UNIVERSITY OF PRETORIA, SA
JOHANNA SPAANS, UNIVERSITY OF OTTAWA
STEFAN MAGEZ, VRIJE UNIVERSITY, BELGIUM 
BLANKA VIDAN-JERAS, SLOVENIA
DEBRA ROSA, CSIR
GOTFRIED ALBER, UNIV OF LEIPZIG,   GERMANY
MUSA MHLANGA, CSIR, PRETORIA
THOMAS HEUNIG, UNIVERSITY WUERZBURG, 
GERMANY
BERNHARD RYFFEL, UNIVERSITY OF ORLEANS, 
FRANCE
S. BARTH, UNIV. FRAEUENHOFER, GERMANY

Contact details:

Tel: 406-6616
fax: 406-6029
email: dhuraiyah.abdullatief@uct.ac.za

DIVISION OF MEDICAL BIOCHEMISTRY

Head of Division: 
Professor Peter Meissner 

Divisional Research Profile

The Division of Medical Biochemistry is a preclinical, 
basic science division in the UCT faculty of Health 
Sciences and is associated, either wholly or partly, 
with a number of advanced research entities. Some 
such entities are laboratory research groups contained 
entirely within Division, while some have certain 
components or personnel falling within the Division, 
affiliated to other Institutes or Departmental groupings.

Specifically: The Division incorporates the MrC/UCT 
research group for receptor Biology (co-directed by 
A/Prof Arieh katz and Dr Colleeen flanagan, ex-UCT 
now at WITS, and Prof Bob Millar, Senior Scholar in 
our Division); the UCT Structural Biology research 
group (directed by Prof Trevor Sewell); members of the 
Institute of Infectious Disease and Molecular Medicine 
(IIDMM) at UCT (Profs Sturrock, Blackburn, Meissner, 
Parker, katz and leaner); and the International Centre 
for genetic engineering and Biotechnology (ICgeB) 
(Prof Iqbal Parker).

Through 2013 there were 47 research postgraduate 
students registered for either Master’s or PhD (53 in 
2012), and a further 9 Honours students were based 
wholly in Medical Biochemistry for the duration of their 
research projects (April – November) (11 in 2012).  The 
Division graduated 3 PhD and 6 MSc students during 
the course of 2013 (4 PhD and 2 MSc during 2012). 
Together with various scientific and academic staff our 
postgraduate students and 22 postdoctoral fellows (20 
in 2012) continued to form the basis of a vibrant and 
on-going research thrust and culture in the Division, 
forming the core of our Divisional research strategy – out 
of which flows a contemporary and effective approach 
to teaching at both under- and post-graduate levels. 
During 2013 the Division and its’ affiliates published 
69 papers in ISI accredited science journals, and 4 non-
accredited journal articles. research activities of the 
Division cover seven major areas:
1.  gnrH receptors, signalling, structure – function 

and as a target for development of therapeutics 
for treatment of reproductive cancers (katz & 
Millar labs);

2.  Molecular mechanisms of cervical cancer and 
oesophageal cancer development and progression 
(leaner, Hendricks and Parker labs)

3.  Identification and characterisation of anticancer 
drugs in natural products (Hendricks lab); 

4.  Angiotensin converting enzyme (ACe) structure 
activity relationships and development of 

ACe inhibitors (drug design) for treatment of 
hypertension, congestive heart failure, myocardial 
infarction and renal disease (Sturrock lab);

5.  Application of functional proteomics for 
diagnostics, drug and vaccine development for 
infectious disease and cancers (Blackburn lab).

6.  Diagnostic, structure and function studies in the 
porphyrias and haem biosynthesis (Meissner lab – 
currently sited and staffed in the Dept. of Medicine) 

7.  Structural basis for differential regulation of 
glutamine synthetase in humans and the malaria 
parasite, structural studies on the nitrilase family of 
enzymes in the context of cancer, mycothiol synthetic 
pathway in Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Sewell 
lab- currently located on UCT upper campus)

Physical space for the Structural biology research Unit 
and the Porphyria labs remain a problem.

research staff members, fellows, postgrad students 
participated in many local and international conferences 
during the year. our Division considers such travel 
essential and worthwhile in that they give rise to 
new collaborations and maintenance of established 
collaborations and lab research visits.

Divisional Statistics

Professors 5
Professor (emeritus) appointed as Senior 
Scholar

1

Professors on establishment but working in 
affiliated Institutions

1

Associate Professors 3
Senior-lecturers 0
Technical Support Staff 4
Departmental Assistants 3
Administrative Staff 1
Total 18

Honorary Staff

Honorary Professor 1
Honorary Associate Professor 1
Honorary Senior lecturers 2
Honorary research Associate 1
Total 5

Students & Fellows

Postdoctoral fellows 22
research students:
Doctoral 30
Master’s 17
Honours 9
Undergraduate students 626
Total    704

Research fields and staff

Professors:

J M BLACKBURN, BSC (HONS)  DPHIL 
oxon (South African research Chair) 
Proteomics and genomics for diagnostics, drug and 
vaccine development for infectious disease and cancers

P N MEISSNER, BSC(MED)(HONS) 
PhD Cape Town (fellow of UCT) 
Haem biosynthesis, disorders of porphyrin metabolism

E D STURROCK, BSC (MED)(HONS) PHD CAPE TOWN 
Angiotensin converting enzyme (ACe) structure activity 
relationships and drug design related to ACe inhibitors 
for treatment of hypertension, congestive heart failure, 
myocardial infarction and renal disease

B T SEWELL, MSC WITWATERSRAND, PHD LONDON.  
Structural biology related to regulation of glutamine 
synthetase in humans and the malaria parasite, nitrilases 
in the context of cancer, mycothiol synthetic pathway in 
Mycobacterium tuberculosis)

A A KATZ, PHD REHOVOT
gonadotropin-releasing Hormone (gnrH) receptors: 
function regulation and ligand receptor interactions; 
role of cyclooxygenases and prostaglandins in cervical 
cancer and uterine pathologies

R P MILLAR PHD, FRCPATH (CHEM), FRSE (LIFE FELLOW 
OF UCT)
endocrine receptor and molecular biology

Professors (working in affiliated Institutes):

M I PARKER, BSC(HONS) PHD CAPE TOWN (MASSAF
(based in the International Centre for genetic 
engineering and Biotechnology – ICgeB, Cape Town) 
Cellular and molecular biology of cancer; regulation of 
gene expression in cancer

Associate Professor:

DENVER HENDRICKS, BSC(HONS) PHD CAPE TOWN 
Molecular biology of oesophageal cancer and 
development of novel chemotherapeutic drugs

VIRNA LEANER, BSC(HONS) PHD CAPE TOWN 
Molecular mechanisms associated with the development 
and treatment of cervical cancer

CYNTHIA SIKAKANA, BS WESLEYAN PHD 
WISCONSIN-MADISON 
Medical education, Metabolism of xenobiotics
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Honorary Professor

C. SEOIGHE, PHD DUBLIN
W-D SCHUBERT, PHD BERLIN

Honorary Associate Professor

LUIZ ZERBINI, MSC PHD SãO PAULO BRAZIL

Emeritus Associate Professor:

L R THILO, MSC UNIVERSITY OF PRETORIA DR RER NAT 
Heidelberg

Honorary Senior Lecturers:

HENRY JABBOUR, PHD SYDNEY
g protein – coupled receptors in reproductive biology 
and HIV

COLLEEN FLANAGAN, PHD CAPE TOWN
Cyclooxygenases in gynaecological cancers

Honorary Research Asssociate:

ARVIND VARSANI, PHD CAPE TOWN. 
KURT SALES, PHD CAPE TOWN. 

Postdoctoral fellows:

PAULINE VAN DER WATT
ANDREW JM NEL
PUTUMA GQAMANA
BRANDY YOUNG
KATE HADLEY
YABING WANG
ARON ABERA
VICTOR FRANCIS 
ROSS ANDERSON 
CLAIRE NEWTON 
JACQUELINE BRACHER
JEREMY WOODWARD
ALBERT ABRIE
SERAH KIMANI
LISELOTTE ANGUS
REBECCA TADOKERA
BEVERLEY VAN ROOYEN
ROBERT NDORIA THUKU
JOSEPH RAINMONDO
AFOLOKE AROWOLO
SIKIRU JIMOH
SANKAR RAMACHANDRAN

Chief scientific officer:

SYLVA SCHWAGER, MSC
Proteolytic processing of membrane proteins

Research Officer: 

GEORGIA SCHäFER (KATZ/MILLAR LAB, IIDMM) 

Contact Details

Division of Medical Biochemistry, Dept. of Clinical 
laboratory Sciences, level 6, room 6.07, falmouth 
Building, UCT Medical School, Anzio rd, observatory, 7925 
Cape Town, SoUTH AfrICA
Tel: 021 404 7712 (Secretary) 
021 406 6206 (Head) 
fax: 021 4066061
e-mail (Head): Peter.Meissner@uct.ac.za

MEDICAL MICROBIOLOGY
Head of Division: 
Professor Mark Nicol

Divisional Profile

The Division of Medical Microbiology (www.
medmicro.uct.ac.za) encompasses a tertiary diagnostic 
microbiology service, provided by the National Health 
laboratory Service, groote Schuur Hospital and an 
active research programme based at the Health Sciences 
Campus. 

We aim to conduct research that is relevant to the 
needs of diagnostic microbiology services and focused 
on important infectious diseases in South Africa. This 
includes work on childhood febrile illness (pneumonia, 
meningitis and diarrhoea), the origin and evolution 
of the human microbiome in early childhood, the 
development and assessment of novel diagnostics 
for tuberculosis, the epidemiology of drug-resistant 
tuberculosis as well as the transmission and molecular 
epidemiology of drug resistant pathogens within our 
hospitals. 

The Division is the academic home of the highly 
regarded Molecular Microbiology research Unit (www.
mrc.ac.za/mycobacteriology/mycobacteriology) headed 
by Professor Valerie Mizrahi and Dr Digby Warner 
which aims to develop and apply genetic tools for the 
identification, validation and characterisation of novel 
drug targets and vaccine candidates for tuberculosis. 
The Division is also the home of Professor gregory 
Hussey who leads the ‘Vaccines for Africa’ Initiative 
(www.vacfa.com) which is a partnership of concerned 
individuals and organizations who have come together 
with the expressed purpose of increasing awareness 
of and promoting uptake of vaccines on the African 
continent. Two Wellcome Trust fellows (Dr Helen Cox, 
Intermediate fellow and Dr Mamadou kaba, research 
Training fellow) are based in the Division.

The Division has been successful in attracting substantial 
research funding from the Wellcome Trust, eDCTP, 
National Institutes of Health, Carnegie foundation, 
Howard Hughes Medical Institute  and Bill and Melinda 
gates foundation in recent years. 2013 was a successful 
year for research in the Division, with the award of 
two Wellcome Trust fellowships and 30 publications, 
including publications in high impact journals.

The composition of the Division is complex with staff 
drawn from the University of Cape Town, groote Schuur 
Hospital and the National Health laboratory Service 
and National Institute for Communicable Diseases. This 
mix of pathologists, scientists and students offers the 
opportunity for creative, cross-disciplinary research.  

Divisional Statistics

Permanent and Long-term Contract Staff

Professors 3
Senior lecturers 4
lecturers 2
Clinical research officer 1
research Assistant 3
Senior research officer 2
Administrative and Clerical Staff 1
Project Manager 1
lab Manager 1
Data Management staff 3
Clinical staff 4
Technologists 2
Technical Support Staff 1
Total 28

Honorary Staff

Honorary lecturers 2

Students

Postdoctoral 3
registrars 3
Doctoral 8
Master’s 6
Undergraduates (Sem 3,4 and 5) 429
Total 446

Research Fields and Staff

Permanent Staff

PROFESSOR MARK P NICOL
Development and evaluating point-of-care tests for 
tuberculosis; the strain biology of Mycobacterium 
tuberculosis; the origin and evolution of the human 
microbiome in early childhood and its impact on 
respiratory illness.

PROFESSOR GREGORY HUSSEY 
Understanding the dynamics of TB infection and disease 
in adolescents; the epidemiology of TB in infants and 
young children; evaluation of new TB vaccines

PROFESSOR VALERIE MIZRAHI AND DR DIGBY WARNER 
Investigate fundamental aspects of the metabolism and 
physiology of Mycobacterium tuberculosis of relevance 
to tuberculosis drug discovery and drug resistance
 
DR C BAMFORD
laboratory detection of multi-resistant organisms; 
molecular epidemiology of hospital acquired 
infections; rational use of antibiotics and surveillance 
of antimicrobial resistance; appropriate use of 
microbiological investigations; microbiological diagnosis 
of tuberculosis 

DR LOURENS ROBBERT
enhanced surveillance for shiga toxigenic Escherichia 
coli in stool specimens from the Western Cape.

DR CLINTON MOODLEY
Carbapenemase Surveillance

Registrars, Joint Appointments

DR SINDILE NTULI
DR CHAD CENTNER
DR HAFSAH TOOTLA

Honorary Staff

A/PROFESSOR DAVID LEWIS
•	 Gonococcal	resistance
•	 STI	surveillance
•	 Men’s	sexual	health

DR JOHN SIMPSON
laboratory diagnosis of tuberculosis and identification 
of drug-resistance
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Fixed-term appointment staff

DR HELEN COx (WELLCOME TRUST INTERMEDIATE 
FELLOW)
A systems approach to evaluating prospects for the 
control of drug-resistant tuberculosis in khayelitsha, 
South Africa

DR WIDAAD ZEMANAY 
evaluation of novel diagnostic methods for tuberculosis 
in adults and children; evaluation of the impact of novel 
TB diagnostics on patient outcomes

DR LEMESE AH TOW EDRIES
•	 	The	 evaluation	 of	 inter-seasonal	 house	 dust	

microbiota in the Western Cape, South Africa
•	 	Molecular	detection	of Helicobacter pylori in stool 

of apparently healthy children, the Drakenstein 
sub-district, South Africa

DR LINDY DICKSON-HALL
linkage to Care for drug resistant TB patients following 
Xpert implementation in SA. 

Postdoctoral fellows

DR ELLOISE DU TOIT 
Household dust microbial burden and the development 
of recurrent wheezing in children in the Western Cape: 
a cohort study

DR MAMADOU KABA
•	 	The	faecal	microbial	community	and	its	association	

with wheezing illness in young Children – The 
Drakenstein Child lung Health Study, South Africa

•	 	Phenotypic	 and	 genomic	 study	 of	 the	 antibiotic	
resistome in a paediatric population, Drakenstein 
sub-district, South Africa

•	 	Dynamics	 of	 faecal	 bacterial	 populations	 in	
early infancy as determined by massively parallel 
sequencing

•	 	Epidemiology	 of	 extended	 spectrum	 beta-
lactamase and carbapenemase-producing bacteria 
in apparently healthy children, South Africa

DR VERONICA ALLEN
Sequencing and identifying rifampicin discordant results 
from gene Xpert

Contact Details
Postal Address: Division of Medical Microbiology, 
University of Cape Town, Medical School, Anzio road, 
observatory, 7925
Telephone: +27 21 406 6727

DIVISION OF MEDICAL VIROLOGY

Head of Division: 
Professor Carolyn Williamson 

Divisional Profile

The Division of Medical Virology contributes to the 
diagnosis, treatment, prevention and eradication of viral 
diseases in South Africa through a diagnostic laboratory 
service together with a dynamic research programme.  

research within the Division focuses on Human 
Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV), Human Papillomavirus 
(HPV), virus discovery and vaccinology, and is largely 
performed within the Institute of Infectious Diseases 
and Molecular Medicine.  The division has contributed 
to research on HIV prevention, transmission and 
pathogenesis (including research on broadly cross-
neutralizing antibodies; HIV superinfection; the impact 
of mucosal inflammation and other sexually transmitted 
co-infections on HIV transmission risk; and HIV vaccine 
and microbicide development); and HPV natural history 
in South Africa and next generation sequencing 
discovery of novel HPVs. There has also been research 
on BCg and poxviruses as vaccine vectors. The division 
hosts one Nrf research Chair (Professor Anna-lise 
Williamson, Vaccinology).  
 
The Virology Diagnostic laboratory is a SANAS 
accreditation facility within the National Health 
laboratory Service, and is located at groote Schuur 
Hospital (gSH).  It provides a comprehensive service 
to both gSH and red Cross Children’s Hospital, and 
serves as a regional reference centre providing a clinical 
and diagnostic service to local teaching hospitals and 
surrounding public health clinics.    

The division contributes to undergraduate teaching 
and plays a major role in post-graduate training and 
currently hosts 31 post-graduate students (registered 
for, MMed, MSc, PhD or Postdoc degrees).  

Special awards / honours / promotions

•	 	Carolyn	Williamson	was	 accepted	 as	 a	 Fellow	 of	
UCT

•	 Diana	Hardie	was	promoted	to	Associate	Professor
•	 	Gerald	 Chege	was	 promoted	 to	 Senior	 Research	

officer
•	 	Shaun	 Barnabas	 was	 awarded	 MRC	 National	

Health Scholars Program Scholarship for Clinical 
research 2014 

•	 	Shaun	 Barnabas	 was	 awarded	 Fogarty	 Training	
fellowship 2013

•	 	Colin	Anthony	was	awarded	a	Fogarty	Postdoctoral	
fellowship 2013

•	 	Tracy	Mering	was	awarded	a	Carnegie	Postdoctoral	
fellowship 2013

•	 	Gama	Bandawe,	Ruby	Bunjun,	Shivan	Chetty	and	
kristy opperman were awarded Carnegie PhD 
scholarships

•	 	Ruby	Bunjun	and	Gama	Bandawe	were	awarded	
prestigious CAPT (Canada-Africa Prevention Trials 
Network) Academic Scholarship awards for 2013

•	 	Colin	 Anthony	 received	 a	 Clinical	 Infectious	
Diseases research Initiative (CIDrI) equipment 
award for a Bio rad QX200 droplet digital PCr 
(ddPCr) system 

•	 	Ruby	Bunjun	and	Kristy	Offerman	won	third	prizes	
for the oral presentation and poster presentation 
respectively at the faculty Postgraduate research Day

Distinguished visitors

•	 Prof	Robin	Shattock,	Imperial	College	London,	UK
•	 	Prof	 Francesca	 Chiodi,	 Karolinska	 Institute,	

Stockholm, Sweden
•	 	Prof	Tom	Hope,	Northwestern	University,	Chicago,	

USA
•	 Dr	Kelly	Arnold,	MIT,	USA
•	 Dr	Andy	Redd,	NAID

Divisional Statistics

Permanent and Long-term Contract Staff

Professors 4
Academic 13
research and Technical Support Staff 13
Administrative and Clerical Staff 3
Total 34

Honorary Staff

Honorary Senior lecturer 1
Honorary research Associate 1

Students

MMed 3
Postdoctoral 8
PhD 13
M.Sc. 6

Research Staff and Fields

Emeritus Professor

PROFESSOR KEITH DUMBELL

Academic Staff

PROFESSOR CAROLYN WILLIAMSON (UCT/NHLS)
HIV diversity and pathogenesis; HIV-1 vaccine 
development – Head of Division.

PROFESSOR ANNA-LISE WILLIAMSON (NHLS/UCT)
Human Papillomavirus; Poxviruses, Vaccinology, 
Microbiomics, Viromics

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR  DIANA HARDIE  (NHLS/UCT)
Viral infections in the immuno-compromised host; 
Molecular biology of Hepatitis B Virus – Head Diagnostic 
Virology laboratory.

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR JO-ANN PASSMORE 
(NHLS/UCT)
HIV prevention and pathogenesis; HPV clinical disease 
and immunology, mucosal STIs.

DR WENDY BURGERS
HIV Immunology and Pathogenesis

DR ROS CHAPMAN
HIV Vaccines

DR NICOLA DOUGLASS
HIV Vaccines / poxviruses

DR GERALD CHEGE
HIV Vaccines

DR MARVIN HSIAO (NHLS/UCT)
Clinical Virology, cytomegalovirus and molecular 
diagnostics

DR. STEPHEN KORSMAN (NHLS/UCT)
Clinical Virology, Hepatitis B, molecular diagnostics and 
outreach

DR ZIZIPHO MBULAWA (NHLS/UCT)
Human Papillomavirus

DR CATHERINE RIOU
HIV Immunology and Pathogenesis

Dr Heidi SMUTS  (NICD/NHlS/UCT)
Hepatitis C; Novel respiratory viruses.

DR ZIYAAD VALLEY-OMAR (NICD/NHLS/UCT)
Molecular epidemiology
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Honorary Staff

DR ERICA ANDERSEN-NISSEN
research Associate

DR TIM TUCKER   
Senior lecturer; HIV.

Research Staff 

MELISSA-ROSE ABRAHAMS
HIV Diversity and Pathogenesis.

CRAIG ADAMS
HIV Vaccines.

BRUCE ALLAN
Human papillomavirus.

DESIREE BOWERS
HIV Vaccines.

SHIREEN GALANT
HIV Vaccines.

HOYAM GAMIELDIEN
Mucosal HIV/STI infections.

JINNY  MARAIS
HIV Diversity and Pathogenesis.

TRACEY MULLER  
HIV Immunology and Pathogenesis.

NONKULULEKO NDABAMBI
HIV Diversity and Pathogenesis.

CECILIA RADEMEYER
HIV Diversity and Pathogenesis.

DEBBIE STEWART
HIV Diversity and Pathogenesis/Project co-ordinator 
and glP archivist

DANIEL SHEWARD
HIV Diversity and Pathogenesis.

RUWAYHIDA THEBUS
HIV Diversity and Pathogenesis.

Postdoctoral Fellows

DR COLIN ANTHONY
HIV Diversity and Pathogenesis

SHAMEEM JAUMDALLY
Mucosal HIV/STI Infections

DR TRACY MEIRING
Microbiomics and Viromics

DR COBUS OLIVIER
Mucosal HIV/STI Infections

DR PHILIPPE SELHORST
HIV Diversity and Pathogenesis.

DR LINDI ROBERTS
Mucosal HIV/STI Infections

DR ANDREIA SOARES
HIV Immunology and Pathogenesis

DR NATALIE STRICKLAND
HIV Immunology and Pathogenesis

Administrative Staff

NYAMEKA MHLONYELWA-MONA
Divisional Secretary

SUSAN LANFEAR
PA to Prof Anna-lise Williamson

KATHRYN NORMAN
PA to A/Prof Jo-Ann Passmore and Dr Wendy Burgers

Contact Details

email:  nyameka.mhlonyelwa-mona@uct.ac.za
Postal Address: 
Division of Medical Virology, S3.23 Wernher Beit South 
Wing Building, University of Cape Town, faculty Health 
Sciences, Anzio road, 7925
Telephone: +27 21 406 6983
fax: +27 21 406 6682

DEPARTMENT OF CLINICAL 
LABORATORY SCIENCES
Research output

Chapters in books

Artz, l.M. and Smythe, D.l. 2013. South African law 
and policies supporting victims’ rights. In r. Peacock 
(ed), Victimology in South Africa, pp. 47-76. 2nd 
edition. Pretoria, rSA: Van Schaik Publishers. ISBN 
9780627030208.

Artz, l.M. 2013. The troublesome gender: (re)
considering gender-based violence. In r. Peacock 
(ed), Victimology in South Africa, pp. 147-159. 2nd 
edition. Pretoria, rSA: Van Schaik Publishers. ISBN 
9780627030208.

Bruwer, z. and ramesar, r.S. 2013. lynch syndrome: 
genetic counselling of at-risk individuals and families. 
In M. Vogelsang (ed), DNA Alterations in lynch 
Syndrome. Advances in Molecular Diagnosis and 
genetic Counselling, 195pp. Netherlands: Springer. 
ISBN 9789400765962.

Duarte, J., Serufuri, J.-M.S., Mulder, N.J. and Blackburn, 
J. 2013. Protein function microarrays: design, use and 
bioinformatics analysis in cancer biomarker discovery 
and quantitation. In X. Wang (ed), Bioinformatics of 
Human Proteomics, pp. 39-74. london: Dordrecht: 
Springer. ISBN 9789400758100.

flavin, J. and Artz, l.M. 2013. Understanding women, 
gender, and crime. In C.M. renzetti, S.l. Miller and 
A.r. gover (eds), routledge International Handbook of 
Crime and gender Studies, pp 9-31. United kingdom: 
routledge. ISBN 9780415782166.

Jacobs, M. and ryffel, B. 2013. role of TNf in host 
resistance to tuberculosis Infection: membrane TNf is 
sufficient to control infection. In M. zierhut, f. Paulsen, 
J. Niederkorn and U. Schraermeyer (eds), Innate 
Immunity and the eye, pp.116-138. Nepal: Jaypee 
Brothers Medical Publishers. ISBN 9789350903094.

Articles in peer-reviewed journals 

Abdullah, S., enrico, N. and Dunn, r.N. 2012. Posterior 
vertebral column resection for severe spinal deformities. 
SA orthopaedic Journal, 11(4): 21-24.

Abrahams, M.H., Treurnicht, f., Ngandu, N., goodier, 
S., Marais, J.C., Bredell, H., Thebus, r., de Assis rosa, 
D., Mlisana, k., Seoighe, C., Abdool karim, S., gray, C. 

and Williamson, C. 2013. rapid, complex adaptation 
of transmitted HIV-1 full-length genomes in subtype 
C-infected individuals with differing disease progression. 
AIDS, 27: 507-518.

Abrahams, N., Mathews, S., Martin, l.J., lombard, 
C. and Jewkes, r. 2013. Intimate partner femicide in 
South Africa in 1999 and 2009. Plos Medicine, 10(4): 
e1001412.

Akinola, r., Mazandu, g.k. and Mulder, N.J. 2013. A 
systems level comparison of Mycobacterium tuberculosis, 
mycobacterium leprae and mycobacterium smegmatis 
based on functional interaction network analysis. Journal 
of Bacteriology and Parasitology, 4: 1-11.

Alleyne-Mike, k., Mohammed, k., Van Wijk, A.l. and 
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Departmental Profile

The Department of Human Biology (HUB) includes 
Anatomy; Biokinetics; Biological Anthropology; 
Biomedical engineering and Medical Imaging; Cell 
Biology; exercise Science; Healthcare Technology 
Management; Human Nutrition and Dietetics; 
Neurosciences; Physiology and Sport and exercise 
Medicine. 

The Division of Anatomy sent Professor graham louw 
and Dr geney gunston as delegates to the Anatomical 
Association of Southern Africa conference in Durban in 
April, and students and staff were also part of the 17th 
reach to recovery International Breast Cancer Support 
Conference and the UCT Human Biology and Clinical 
laboratory Sciences research Day.   MSc student kyle 
Paulssen won best post presentation at the research 
Day. Devin finaughty and Carrie Clarke attended the 
International Association for Craniofacial Identification 
in kruger Park in August.  Two MSc students (rip da 
Silva and kerri v.d.Berg) graduated in 2013.  Professor 
Morris completed the second half of his fulbright 
Visiting Scholarship at the ohio State University in June 
but attended the American Association of Physical 
Anthropology meetings in knoxville before his return.  
His recently published book ‘Missing and Murdered’ 
was awarded the 2013 WW Howells Brook Prize by 
the American Association of Anthropologists and he 
returned to the USA in November to attend the award 
ceremony in Chicago.

Postgraduate students and faculty of the Division 
of Biomedical engineering attended and presented 
papers the Annual Scientific Meeting and exhibition 
of the International Society for Magnetic resonance 
in Medicine (ISMrM) in Salt lake City, the Annual 
Meeting of the organization for Human Brain Mapping 
(oHBM) in Seattle, and at the 1st ASMe/fDA frontiers 
in Medical Devices conference in Washington, all in 
the United States. Another BMe PhD student attended 
the 2nd Cardiff International Symposium on Magnetic 
resonance Spectroscopy in September 2013.  Dr 
Sivarasu was presented with ‘young scientist award’ 
for best oral presentation during the 18th International 
leprosy congress held at Brussels, Belgium, September 
2013. Dr Sivarasu’s research was also highlighted on 
the ANN7 TV channel in an interview and was featured 
in the BBC Health Check programme aired in May 

2013. Mladen Poluta has been involved in a number 
of key initiatives (global, regional, national and local) 
focusing on innovation of medical devices and in-vitro 
diagnostics as well as contributing to the work of the 
CSIr Infrastructure Unit Support System (IUSS) project 
developing norms and standards for healthcare delivery 
in South Africa.  

The Division of Physiology had a particular active year for 
conferences and sent both staff and student delegates 
to the Neurological Association of South Africa in 
Stellenbosch in March, the Society for Neuroscientists 
of Africa in rabat Morocco in June, the Biological 
Psychiatry conference in kwa-zulu Natal in August, 
and the Society for Neuroscience in San Diego USA in 
November.  Jacqueline Dimetalis was an invited speaker 
at the Morocco conference.   

Cell Biologist Professor Sharon Prince was invited 
to present talks at the federal University of Ceará 
infortaleza and at the Biomedical Sciences Institute in 
rio de Janeiro in Brazil.  reyna Deeya Ballim represented 
South Africa at the 5th HoPe meeting in Tokyo Japan 
where she was awarded first prize for her poster 
presentation. Several staff and students attended local 
conferences of the Physiological Society of Southern 
Africa, the South African Society for Human genetics 
and the Neurology Association of South Africa, and the 
UCT Clinical laboratory Science and Human Biology 
postgraduate research Day.  Britta kleemann won 2nd 
prize for her presentation in the Physiological Society 
and lauren Watson and Danielle Smith received prizes 
for the oral and poster presentations at the Neurology 
Association.  lester Davids was selected as a group 
member to launch the inaugural African Cancer leader’s 
Institute and Professor kidson together with Professor 
greenberg of genetics created a website as part of the 
Stem Cell Initiative.  lester Davids’ student Shelley Ma 
was awarded a prestigious fulbright Student fellowship 
which she will take up in Washington in 2014.  Dirk 
lang was guest lecturer in the Honours programme at 
rhodes University and the Confocal & light Microscope 
facility in HUB hosted a highly successful workshop as 
part of the 8th meeting of the International Proteolysis 
Society.  Natasha Hardcastle was sponsored by zeiss(SA) 
to present at the Microscopy Society meeting at Wits 
University.  

The UCT/MrC research Unit for exercise Science 
and Sports Medicine is based at the Sports Science 
Institute of South Africa (SSISA). Because Prof Noakes 
will be retiring at the end of 2014, Prof Vicki lambert 
was appointed as Acting Director in 2013. The Unit 
has four main research areas, namely, Health and 
well-being; exercise in the management of chronic 
disease; Injuries and medical conditions associated with 
sport and exercise; and exercise performance. During 
2013, funding for research projects was received from 
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UCT, MrC, Nrf, Training Human resources Industry 
Programme (THrIP), Discovery Health and other industry 
partners.  Within the academic staff, there are 14 Nrf-
rated staff. Prof Noakes has the highest rating, namely, 
A1. A total of 59 research articles were published by 
staff and students in various relevant ISI-rated journals 
during 2013, and 25 students graduated during 2013 
(10 Honours students, 6 MSc students, 7 PhD students, 
1 MPhil (Biokinetics) and 1 MPhil (Sport and exercise 
Medicine). Several staff and students were recipients 
of awards during 2013. of the staff, Prof Noakes was 
one of the City Press’ 100 World Class South Africans, 
under the category of Changemakers and crusaders. Dr 
Julia goedecke received the Society for endocrionology 
and Diabetes in South Africa (SeMDSA) endocrinology 
award for the best original research paper published in 
2013. of the postdoctoral students, Dr Jordan Santos 
Concejero was awarded the young Investigator Award 
travel grant by the european College of Sports Science 
to attend the european Conference of Sports Science 
in Barcelona, Spain. one of our MSc students, Ms 
Shameemah Abrahams was awarded the prestigious 
Master’s DST fellowship Women in Science Award 
2013. finally, Prof Mike lambert launched the Athlete 
Monitoring and Assessment Software (AMAS) which 
will be very useful in SSISA’s High Performance Centre.

The Division of Nutrition and Dietetics staff was 
consulted regularly on various nutrition issues by the 
public, lay media, communities, clinical colleagues as 
well as industry. Dr J Harbron was appointed by the 
National Department of Health: Nutrition Directorate 
to facilitate the development of the “responsive 
feeding” guideline of the new paediatric food Based 
Dietary guidelines. This culminated in a publication in 
the SA Journal of Clinical Nutrition with Dr Harbron 
being primary author and three other division staff, 
Sharmilah Booley, Baheya Najaar and Cath Day being 
the co-authors. Assoc/Prof Senekal continues to serve 
as expert nutrition research, media liaison and  project 
advisor to the Discovery Vitality team.

Departmental Statistics

Permanent and long-term contract staff

Professors (1 Discovery) 13
Associate Professors (1 MrC) 6
Senior lecturers (1 MrC) 15
lecturers (including part-time) 19
Postdoctoral and research Staff  32
Technical and Support Staff  24
Admin and Clerical Staff 15
Total 124

Students

Doctoral 51
Master’s 113
M Phil 28
Honours 52
Pg Diploma 16
Undergraduate 1589
Total 1849

Research Fields and Staff

PROFESSOR LAURISTON KELLAWAY
Head of Department; Models of neuroinflammation, 
stress and brain function, in vivo and in vitro visual 
cortical mechanisms

PROFESSOR MALCOLM COLLINS
rUeSSM:  Chief Specialist Scientist, MrC; Biochemistry; 
Molecular biology; genetics – applied to performance 
and injuries

PROFESSOR WAYNE DERMAN
rUeSSM: Sport and exercise Medicine Co-director, 
Clinical Sport and exercise Medicine research group, 
Co-Convenor: MPhil (Sport and exercise Medicine). 
Skeletal muscle dysfunction in chronic disease; exercise 
training in chronic disease

PROFESSOR TANIA DOUGLAS
Director of the MrC/UCT Medical Imaging research 
Unit (MIrU); biomedical engineering, image processing

PROFESSOR SUE KIDSON
Developmental biology; melanocytes and 
hypopigmentary disorders; eye development and 
glaucoma

PROFESSOR MIKE LAMBERT
rUeSSM:  exercise training and recovery; Science 
applied to rugby, Coordinator of the ex Sci Hons Course

PROFESSOR ESTELLE V. LAMBERT
rUeSSM: Physical activity epidemiology and chronic 
diseases of lifestyle; obesity and chronic disease

PROFESSOR GRAHAM J. LOUW
Human growth; medical education; skeletal analysis

PROFESSOR ALAN G. MORRIS
Human evolution; forensic anthropology, skeletal 
biology of early peoples in southern Africa; history of 
physical anthropology

PROFESSOR TIMOTHY D. NOAKES
Discovery Health Chair of exercise and Sports Science 
and Director of UCT/MrC research and exercise 

Medicine research Unit
rUeSSM:  regulation of exercise performance; sports 
medicine

PROFESSOR VIVIENNE RUSSELL
Neurophysiology: Development, stress, exercise and 
vulnerability to neuronal injury; Attention deficit 
hyperactivity disorder; Depression

PROFESSOR MARTIN P. SCHWELLNUS
rUeSSM: Sport and exercise Medicine, Convenor of the 
MPhil (Sport and exercise Medicine) programme

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR ANDREW BOSCH
rUeSSM:  fuel substrate metabolism, exercise training

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR DIRK M. LANG
Nervous system development; axon growth and 
regeneration

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR ERNESTA MEINTJES
MIrU: Nrf chair; magnetic resonance imaging

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR EDWARD OJUKA
rUeSSM: glucose disposal in muscle

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR SHARON PRINCE
The cell and molecular biology of cancer and the 
identification of novel targets for anti-cancer drugs, 
with special focus on the T-box transcription factors 
Tbx2 and Tbx3.

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR MARJANNE SENEKAL
Head: Division of Human Nutrition, Weight management 
and health interventions, dietary assessment, nutritional 
genomics

DR COLIN ANDREW 
MIrU: Senior lecturer (part-time); Biomedical signal 
processing

MS ELMI BADENHORST
lecturer; medical education, under-preparedness and 
academic performance

MS SHARMILAH BOOLEY
lecturer; Division of Human Nutrition; Nutrition, HIV/
AIDS and quality of life; nutrition related behaviour 
change interventions for prevention and management 
of chronic diseases of lifestyle  (school and work-place 
based)

DR KISHOR BUGARITH
Senior lecturer; physiology, neurobiology of stress, 
neurobiology of food intake

MS DINAH CURLING 
lecturer (part-time) Division of Human Nutrition

DR LESTER M. DAVIDS
Senior lecturer; redox and antioxidant biology; skin 
cancer, pigmentary disorders of the skin, vitiligo, hair 
follicle biology

MS ZARINA EBRAHIM
Clinical educator (part-time); Division of Human 
Nutrition

DR JACQUI FRIEDLING
lecturer; skeletal biology; physical anthropology, 
forensic anthropology

DR JULIA H. GOEDECKE
rUeSSM: Specialist Scientist, MrC; obesity in relation 
to disease risk; exercise metabolism and sports nutrition

DR GENEY GUNSTON
Senior lecturer; gross anatomy; clinical anatomy; 
medical education

DR ASFREE GWANYANYA
Senior lecturer; cardiac pathophysiology, hypertrophy, 
ion channels

DR JANETTA HARBRON
Senior lecturer; Division of Human Nutrition; obesity 
and other CDl intervention, Nutritional genomics; 
Sports nutrition.

MS FIONA HERRMANN
Clinical educator (part-time); Division of Human 
Nutrition, risks for obesity development in SA 
communities, nutrition in palliative oncology
Dr lauren Hill
lecturer; Division of Human Nutrition, clinical dietetics; 
critical care, nutrition in surgical gastroenterology, 
gastrointestinal dysfunction, parenteral and enteral 
nutrition, oxidative stress and antioxidants

MS FATIMA HOOSEN
Clinical educator (part-time); Division of Human 
Nutrition

DR MARCIN JANKIEWICZ
MIrU: lecturer.  Cape Universities Brain Imaging Centre:  
Magnetic resonance Imaging 

DR LESTER JOHN
MIrU: Senior lecturer and Software Specialist; 
electromyography, electroencephalography, Brain-
Computer Interfacing, Medical electronics & Devices

DR TRACY KOLBE-ALExANDER
rUeSSM: Senior lecturer, Physical activity and health; 
Co-ordinator of the BSc (Hons) Biokinetics and MPhil 
(Biokinetics) courses
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MS BAHEYA NAJAAR
lecturer, Division of Human Nutrition, community 
nutrition, infant and young child feeding

MR MLADEN POLUTA
Senior lecturer; Director: Healthcare Technology 
Management 

DR DELVA SHAMLEY
Senior lecturer; upper limb morbidity in breast cancer, 
molecular effects of adjuvant therapies in cancer

DR CHARLES P. SLATER
Senior lecturer; anatomy, medical education

MR STEF STEINER 
lecturer; biomechanics

DR SUDESH SIVARASU
lecturer, biomechanics, biomechatronics, medical 
devices & rehabilitation engineering

DR LIZ VAN DER MERWE 
Senior lecturer; ocular development and regeneration, 
vascular biology, pancreatic islet regeneration, 3-D 
microscopic image reconstruction. 

DR WILLEM VAN DER MERWE
rUeSSM: Senior honorary lecturer: Sports orthopaedic 
research
DR CHRISTOPHER WARTON
Senior lecturer; medical education, teaching materials, 
MrI analysis and cerebellar structure 

Postdoctoral Fellows/Scientific and Research 
Officers, Research Associates

DR AMAAL ABRAHAMS
Cell Biology: research officer. role and regulation of 
the T-box transcription factor TBX3 during the cell cycle

DR YUMNA ALBERTUS-KAJEE
rUeSSM: research officer. electromyography in 
the prevention of chronic disease in patients, and 
neuromuscular adaptations to exercise in athletes, 
commercial research.

DR ALI ALHAMUD
MIrU: Postdoctoral fellow; magnetic resonance 
imaging

DR REYNA DEEYA BALLIM
Cell Biology: Postdoctoral fellow. The identification of 
target genes of the transcription factor TBX2 which 
mediate its pro-proliferative activities in cancer and 
the elucidation of its crystal structure with a view to 
designing drugs that inhibit TBX2’s oncogenic function

DR ROBEA BALLO
Cell Biology and genetics: genetics of vitiligo.

DR IAN BURGER
MIrU: Postdoctoral fellow; magnetic resonance 
imaging

MS SUSAN COOPER
Microscopy Unit: Technical officer

DR KYLIE DE JAGER
MIrU: Postdoctoral fellow; automated microscopy; 
medical devices

DR JACQUELINE DIMATELIS
Physiology: Postdoctoral fellow. Neurophysiology: 
Development, stress, exercise and vulnerability to neuronal 
injury; Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder; Depression

DR CATHERINE DRAPER
rUeSSM: Senior research officer. Social science aspects 
of physical activity as a means of health promotion 
and disease prevention. Development and evaluation 
of promotion programmes. Physical activity in early 
childhood. 

DR JANINE GRAY
rUeSSM: Honorary lecturer. Cricket research – research 
coordinator for Cricket South Africa

DR MARTHA HOLMES
MIrU: Postdoctoral fellow, neuroimaging

MR DAVID KARPUL
rUeSSM: research officer: Biomechanics research, 
Manager of the Biomechanics lab., electronics 

DR DHESHNIE KESWELL
rUeSSM: Postdoctoral fellow: Molecular and cellular 
aspects of obesity and type 2 diabetes

DR TERTIUS KOHN
rUeSSM: Senior research officer.  Skeletal muscle 
biochemistry of exercise adaptation, muscle fatigue and 
weakness

MR SRIRAM KRISHNAN
Development of a light microscope for automated 
identification of TB bacilli in zN stained sputum smears

DR JACOLENE KROFF
rUeSSM:  Senior research officer: Manages, runs and 
supervises all research conducted in the Metabolic lab.

DR WENDY KRöGER
Postdoctoral fellow in cell biology: The molecular 
mechanisms by which the T-box transcription factor 
TBX3 contributes to tumourigenesis.

DR AMOD KULKARNI
Postdoctoral fellow (Claude leon foundation).  In 
vitro and in vivo neuro-pharmacokinetics and 
neuropharmacodynamics of natural neuroprotective 
agents.

DR ROBERT LAMBERTS
rUeSSM: Senior research officer (UCT)/Head of 
orthopaedic research (SUN), Predicting and monitoring 
performance, Thermoregulation, Biomechanics, 
orthopaedics Cerebral Palsy and HIV
 
DR BARAK MORGAN
MIrU: Behavioural, physiological and neuroimaging 
studies in affective neuroscience

DR LISA MICKLESFIELD
rUeSSM:  Senior researcher/Honorary research fellow 
(Wits University). Bone health and physical activity 

Ms Mweete Nglazi
rUeSSM: research officer. epidemiology and 
biostatistics

DR MICHAEL POSTHUMUS
rUeSSM: Senior research officer. genetics – applied to 
performance and injuries, Sports orthopaedic research

DR DALE RAE
rUeSSM: Senior research officer:  Circadian rhythms 
and performance; Commercial research division 
manager

DR LAURIE RAUCH
rUeSSM: research officer: Brain activity and cognitive 
stress

DR FRANCES ROBERSTON
MIrU: Postdoctoral fellow; magnetic resonance 
imaging

DR ELSKE SCHABORT
rUeSSM:  research officer:  Brain regulation of exercise; 
Commercial research

DR JORDAN SANTOS CONCEJERO
rUeSSM: Postdoctoral fellow: exercise physiology; 
Brain oxygenation during exercise

DR ALISON V. SEPTEMBER
rUeSSM: Senior research officer.   Molecular human 
genetics

DR JAMES SMITH
rUeSSM: research officer:  Diet, health, metabolism 
and exercise performance

DR JEROEN SWART
rUeSSM: Honorary research Associate. Sports medicine

DR ROSS TUCKER
rUeSSM: Senior research officer: Central governor 
research, exercise training; Commercial research 
division co-management

MRS HENDRIENA VICTOR
rUeSSM: Senior Scientific officer:  HPlC analysis, 
laboratory support

Contact Details

Postal Address: Department of Human Biology, Health 
Sciences faculty,
observatory, 7925, South Africa
Telephone: +27 21 406 6235
fax: + 27 21 448 7226
email:malcolm.collins@uct.ac.za Web: http://www.uct.
ac.za/departments/humanbio/

Research output

Articles in peer-reviewed journals 

Abrahams, y., laguette, M.J., Prince, S. and Collins, 
M. 2013. Polymorphisms within the Col5A1 3’-UTr 
that alters mrNA structure and the MIr608 gene are 
associated with achilles tendinopathy. Annals of Human 
genetics, 77: 204-214.

Aliwaini, S., Swarts, A.J., Blanckenberg, A., Mapolie, 
S.f. and Prince, S. 2013. A novel binuclear palladacycle 
complex inhibits melanoma growth in vitro and in 
vivo through apoptosis and autophagy. Biochemical 
Pharmacology, 86: 1650-1663.

An, r., Patel, D., Segal, D. and Sturm, r. 2013. eating 
better for less: a national discount program for healthy 
food purchases in South Africa. American Journal of 
Health Behavior, 37(1): 56-61.

Badenhorst, e.S. and kapp, r. 2013. Negotiation of 
learning and identity among first-year medical students. 
Teaching in Higher education, 18(5): 465-476.

Ballo, r., greenberg, J. and kidson, S.H. 2013. A new 
class of stem cells in South Africa: iPS cells. SAMJ South 
African Medical Journal, 103(1): 16-17.

Boonzaier, J., Van der Merwe, e.l., Bennett, N. and 
kotze, S.H. 2013. A comparative histochemical study of 
the distribution of mucins in the gastrointestinal tracts 
of three insectivorous mammals. Acta Histochemica, 
115(6): 549-556.
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Boonzaier, J., Van der Merwe, e.l., Bennett, N. 
and kotze, S.H. 2013. Comparative gastrointestinal 
morphology of three small mammalian insectivores: 
Acomys spinosissimus (rodentia), Crocidura cyanea 
(eulipotyphla), and Amblysomus hottentotus 
(Afrosoricida). Journal of Morphology, 274: 615-626.

Bradley, P.S. and Noakes, T.D. 2013. Match running 
performance fluctuations in elite soccer: indicative of 
fatigue, pacing or situational influences? Journal of 
Sports Sciences, 31(15): 1627-1638.

Brown, J.C., lambert, M.I., Verhagen, e., readhead, C., 
van Mechelen, W. and Viljoen, W. 2013. The incidence 
of rugby-related catastrophic injuries (including cardiac 
events) in South Africa from 2008 to 2011: a cohort 
study. BMJ open, 3: e002475.

Burch, V.C., Sikakana, C.N.T., gunston, g.D., Shamley, 
D.r. and Murdoch-eaton, D. 2013. generic learning 
skills in academically-at-risk medical students: a 
development programme bridges the gap. Medical 
Teacher, 35: 671-677.

Burger, I. and Meintjes, e.M. 2013. elliptical subject-
specific model of respiratory motion for cardiac MrI. 
Magnetic resonance in Medicine, 70(3): 722-731.

Carstens, M.T., goedecke, J.H., Dugas, l., evans, J., 
kroff, J., levitt, N. and lambert, e.V. 2013. fasting 
substrate oxidation in relation to habitual dietary fat 
intake and insulin resistance in non-diabetic women: a 
case for metabolic flexibility? Nutrition & Metabolism, 
10: (8pp). DoI: 10.1186/1743-7075-10-8.

Carter, r.C., Jacobson, J.l., Sokol, r.J., Avison, M.J. 
and Jacobson, S.W. 2013. fetal alcohol-related growth 
restriction from birth through young adulthood and 
moderating effects of maternal prepregnancy weight. 
Alcoholism-Clinical and experimental research, 37(3): 
452-462.

Cuzen, N., Andrew, C., Thomas, k., Stein, D.J. and fein, 
g. 2013. Absence of P300 reduction in South African 
treatment-naive adolescents with alcohol dependence. 
Alcoholism-Clinical and experimental research, 37(1): 
40-48.

Dendere, r., osibote, o., krishnan, S. and Douglas, T.S. 
2013. Comparison of image fusion and focus function-
based techniques for autofocusing in fluorescence 
microscopy for tuberculosis screening. International 
Journal of Medical engineering and Informatics, 5(2): 
177-177.

Derman, e.W., Schwellnus, M.P., Jordaan, e., Blauwet, 
C.A., emery, C., Pit-grosheide, P., Martinez-ferrer, 
J.o., Stomphorst, J., Van de Vliet, P., Webborn, N. and 

Willick, S.e. 2013. Illness and injury in athletes during 
the competition period at the london 2012 Paralympic 
games: development and implementation of a web-
based surveillance system (WeB-IISS) for team medical 
staff.  British Journal of Sports Medicine, 47: 420-425.

Dimatelis, J., Stein, D.J. and russell, V.A. 2013. Chronic 
exposure to light reverses the effect of maternal 
separation on proteins in the prefrontal cortex. Journal 
of Molecular Neuroscience, 51: 835-843.

Dimatelis, J., Hendricks, M.S., Hsieh, J.H..W., Vlok, N.M., 
Bugarith, k.H., Daniels, W.M. and russell, V.A. 2013. 
exercise partly reverses the effect of maternal separation 
on hippocampal proteins in 6-hydroxydopamine-
lesioned rat brain. experimental Physiology, 98(1): 233-
244.

Divekar, N. and John, l.r. 2013. Neurophysiological, 
behavioural and perceptual differences between 
wrist flexion and extension related to sensorimotor 
monitoring as shown by corticomuscular coherence. 
Clinical Neurophysiology, 124: 136-147.

Diwadkar, V., Meintjes, e.M., goradia, D., Dodge, 
N.C., Warton, C.M.r., Molteno, C.D., Jacobson, 
S.W. and Jacobson, J.l. 2013. Differences in cortico-
striatal-cerebellar activation during working memory 
in syndromal and nonsyndromal children with prenatal 
alcohol exposure. Human Brain Mapping, 34(8): 1931-
1945.

Domingo, r., Sturrock, e.D. and Collins, M. 2013. ACe 
activity and endurance performance during the South 
African ironman triathlons. International Journal of 
Sports Medicine, 34: 402-408.

Draper, C.e., errington, S., omar, S. and Makhita, S. 2013. 
The therapeutic benefits of sport in the rehabilitation of 
young sexual offenders: a qualitative evaluation of the 
fight with insight programme. Psychology of Sport and 
exercise, 14: 519-530.

el khoury, l., Posthumus, M., Collins, M., Handley, 
C.J., Cook, J. and raleigh, S.M. 2013. Polymorphic 
variation within the ADAMTS2, ADAMTS2, ADAMTS5, 
ADAM12 and TIMP2 genes and the risk of Achilles 
tendon pathology: a genetic association study. Journal 
of Science and Medicine in Sport, 16: 493-498.

evans, J., lambert, M.I., Micklesfield, l.k., goedecke, 
J.H., Jennings, C., Savides, l., Claassen, A. and lambert, 
e.V. 2013. Near infrared reactance for the estimation 
of body fatness in regularly exercising individuals. 
International Journal of Sports Medicine, 34: 612-615.

faulenbach, M.V., Wright, l.A., lorenzo, C., 
Utzschneider, k.M., goedecke, J.H., fujimoto, W.y., 

Boyko, e.J., McNeely, M.J., leonetti, D.l., Haffner, S.M. 
and kahn, S.e. 2013. Impact of differences in glucose 
tolerance on the prevalence of a negative insulinogenic 
index. Journal of Diabetes and its Complications, 27: 
158-161.

fein, g., greenstein, D., Cardenas, V., Cuzen, N., 
fouche, J., ferrett, H., Thomas, k. and Stein, D.J. 
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Perks, T., Trauernicht, C., Hartley, T., Hobson, C., 
lawson, A., Scholtz, P., Dendere, r., Steiner, S.V.g. 
and Douglas, T.S. 2013. effect of aluminum filtration 
on dose and image quality in paediatric slot-scanning 
radiography. Proceedings of 35th Annual International 
Conference of the Ieee engineering in Medicine and 
Biology Society in Conjunction with the 52nd Annual 
Conference of Japanese Society for Medical and 
Biological engineering (JSMBe), 3-7 July 2013, osaka, 
Japan. Piscataway, NJ, United States of America: Ieee 
eMBS. ISBN 9781457702143.
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lawson, A.J., Scholtz, P., Dendere, r., Steiner, S.V.g. 
and Douglas, T.S. 2013. effect of aluminium filtration 
on dose and image quality in paediatric slot-scanning 
radiography. Proceedings of 35th Annual International 
Conference of the Ieee engineering in Medicine and 
Biology Society in Conjunction with the 52nd Annual 
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eMBS. ISBN 9781457702143.

zantow, M., Dendere, r. and Douglas, T.S. 2013. 
Image-based analysis of droplets in microfluidics. 
Proceedings of 35th Annual International Conference 
of the Ieee engineering in Medicine and Biology Society 
in Conjunction with the 52nd Annual Conference 
of Japanese Society for Medical and Biological 
engineering (JSMBe), 3-7 July 2013, osaka, Japan. 
Piscataway, NJ, United States of America: Ieee eMBS. 
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Department of 
Medicine
Head of Department:  
Professor B.M. Mayosi

Departmental Profile

The Department of Medicine is a large clinical 
department which plays a leading role in medical 
education and research, and provides clinical services 
to the communities of the Western Cape and, in the 
case of our highly specialised services, to patients 
throughout southern Africa. The Department consists 
of 21 clinical and service divisions, 11 major research 
units, and four affiliated departments of medicine at gf 
Jooste, New Somerset, II Military, and Victoria hospitals 
(www.medicine.uct.ac.za).  each day, members of 
the department treat an average of 2,000 patients in 
our clinics, admit about 100 patients to our hospital 
services and perform over 210 medical procedures. 
The department offers a number of highly specialised 
services that are unique nationally such as allergology, 
bone marrow, heart, kidney, and liver transplantation, 
cardiac electrophysiology, endobronchial ultrasound 
guided bronchoscopy, and double balloon enteroscopy 
for visualisation of the small bowel.

There approximately 80 registrars who are training in 
the department,  20 of whom are from other countries 
such as Botswana, ghana, kenya, libya, Malawi, 
Namibia, Swaziland, Tanzania, Uganda, zambia, and 

zimbabwe. The department produces formularies and 
guidelines that are used in most health facilities in South 
Africa, such as the South African Medical Formulary and 
Primary Care 101.

Departmental Statistics

Permanent and Long-term Contract Staff

Professors 10
Associate Professors 7
Senior lecturers/ lecturers full-time 27
Administrative and clerical staff 100
Total 144

Honorary Staff

Honorary Professors 15
emeritus Professors 11
Honorary Associate Professors 3
Honorary Senior lecturers 42
Honorary research Associates 11
Total 82

Students

Doctoral 51
Master’s 13
Undergraduates 1015
Total 1079

Research Fields and Staff

See Divisions and Research Units within the Department

Contact Details

Postal Address: 
Department of Medicine,
faculty of Health Sciences  
University of Cape Town, 
observatory 7925, 
Cape Town
Telephone: +27 21 406 6200
fax: +27 21 448 6815
e-mail: lorraine.wakefield@uct.ac.za

DIVISION OF CLINICAL IMMUNOLOGY

Head of Division: 
Associate Professor S.R. Ress

Divisional Profile

The Division of Clinical Immunology undertakes a 
multi-disciplinary activity that includes teaching of 
undergraduate and post-graduate students, a clinical 
service involving evaluation of immune function in 
patients with suspected immune deficiency, and 
a translational research programme focussed on 
immunology of autoimmunity, HIV and TB.

Undergraduate teaching involves lectures in immunology 
to semester 3-5, 4th year, & 6th year medical student. 
Postgraduate teaching includes registrar teaching, 4 
and 5 pm faculty of health science talks, and journal 
clubs. research projects include immune pathogenesis 
of TB & autoimmunity.

Service delivery comprises in-and out-patient 
consultations. These entail an assessment of immune 
status in patients with suspected immune deficiency 
and autoimmune disorders. research and Development 
(r&D) translational research involves the application 
of basic science advances and their implementation 
in innovative, clinically applicable diagnostic assays 
and assays for monitoring of disease activity. In 
the past clinical assessments were directly linked to 
specialized immune functional assays required for the 
comprehensive evaluation of immune status, performed 
by this unit. Several of these tests were discontinued 
with the formation of the NHlS who have been unable 
to offer all the required specialised, tertiary, complex 
immune assays which are labour intensive (unlike 
high throughput, routine assays which is their main 
focus). The interest, expertise and necessary facilities 
to undertake this function are all available in the 
department of medicine. There is an urgent need to 
re-establish essential, specialized tertiary tests that are 
required both for optimal care of patients, and for the 
maintenance of the required academic standard of a 
world class institute. 
 

Divisional Statistics

Permanent and Long-term Contract Staff

Associate Professors 1
Technical Support Staff        1
Total 2

Research Fields and Staff

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR STANLEY RESS
Immunology of tuberculosis; Autoimmunity 

Contact Details

Postal Address: 
Clinical Immunology laboratory, 
H47 old Main Building, 
groote Schuur Hospital, 
observatory 7925
Telephone: +27 21 406 6201
fax: +27 21 448 6815
e-mail: stan.ress@uct.ac.za

DIVISION OF CLINICAL 
PHARMACOLOGY
Head of Division:  
Professor Gary Maartens

Divisional Profile

The major research thrusts of the division are focused 
on drugs for malaria, tuberculosis and HIV. The 
research in these fields is broad and encompasses 
drug discovery, pharmacokinetics, pharmacodynamics, 
pharmacogenomics, clinical trials, adverse drug 
reactions, and pharmacoeconomic evaluation. The 
analytical laboratory plays a key research role with small 
animal models for drug discovery and in patient samples 
for drug concentrations. A large multicentre malaria 
clinical research group headed by Prof karen Barnes is at 
the forefront of translational malaria research in Africa. 
The analytical laboratory has recently been awarded 
funding from NIH as an International Pharmacology 
Specialty laboratory. Prof Helen McIlleron heads 
our clinical pharmacokinetic group, which conducts 
a series of studies evaluating pharmacokinetic-
pharmacodynamic relationships of anti-tuberculosis 
drugs, antiretroviral drugs, and the interaction between 
them in adults and children with funding. We have a 
pharmacometric laboratory headed by Dr Paolo Denti 
to perform these complex analyses. Professor gary 
Maartens runs a broad research programme focused on 
the clinical pharmacology of HIV and tuberculosis.
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Divisional Statistics 

Permanent and long term contract staff

Professors 2
Associate Professors 2
Senior lecturer 2
Senior research officer 3
Medical research officer 2
registrars 4
research fellow 1
Technical Support 14
Database Manager 2
Quality Assurance Manager 1
Information Pharmacist 5
editor SAMf 1
Clinical Trial Monitors 1
Administrative and Clerical Staff 7
Departmental Assistance 1
TOTAL 47

Honorary staff

Honorary professor 2
Honorary lecturers 1
Honorary research Associates 1
Total 4

Postgraduate students

Postdoctoral research fellows 3
Doctoral 11
Master’s 4
Honours 5
Total 23

Research Fields and Staff

BARNES, KI. 
Malaria: antimalarial therapy – drug development 
(including Phase 1 and first-in-human studies), 
operational and policy research. Antimicrobial 
pharmacokinetic studies to inform optimal dosing in 
vulnerable populations

BLOCKMAN, M. 
rational and cost-effective prescribing of medicines; drug 
utilisation review; adverse drug reaction monitoring; 
drug policy and regulation; human research ethics.

COHEN, K. 
Antiretroviral pharmacokinetics, adverse drug reactions, 
and effectiveness; HIV and non-communicable diseases; 
anti-tuberculosis drug-induced liver injury.

DENTI, P
Pharmacokinetic modelling of pharmacokinetics and 
pharmacodynamics of antiretrovirals, anti-tuberculosis, 
and anti-malarials.

GABRIELS, G. 
Nutritional and traditional supplements product content 
validity, contamination and adulteration; drugs in sport. 

MAARTENS, G. 
Adherence-resistance relationships in antiretroviral 
therapy; treatment algorithms for HIV-associated 
tuberculosis; tuberculosis preventive therapy for 
people living with HIV; pharmacoeconomic evaluation 
of antiretroviral therapy; pharmacogenomics and 
adverse drug reactions of antiretrovirals; HIV and non-
communicable diseases.

MCILLERON, H. 
Pharmacokinetic-pharmacodynamic relationships 
of anti-tuberculosis and antiretroviral drugs; 
pharmacogenomics; population pharmacokinetics; 
drug interactions between antiretrovirals and anti-
tuberculosis drugs.

SMITH, PJ. 
Pharmacokinetics of anti-tuberculosis and antiretroviral 
drugs; in vitro antimalarial assays, toxicology, drug 
development

WIESNER, L. 
Pharmacokinetics and Pharmacodynamics of new  
antimalarial and anti-TB compounds in small animal 
models.  Bioanalytics of clinical pharmacokinetic studies

Contact Details

Postal Address: Division of Clinical Pharmacology, 
University of Cape Town, k45, old Main Building, 
groote Schuur Hospital, observatory, 7925
Telephone:  (021) 406 6286
fax:  (021) 448 1989
email:  gary.maartens@uct.ac.za

DIVISION OF ENDOCRINOLOGY AND 
DIABETIC MEDICINE

Head of Division: Professor N.S. Levitt

Divisional Profile

The Division provides an inpatient and outpatient 
clinical service and sub-speciality training in adult 
endocrinology and diabetes.  It has close clinical 
links with Paediatric endocrinology and Diabetes, 
reproductive endocrinology and Chemical pathology. 

Research

The Division is involved in a wide range of research 
activities, interacts with a number of international and 
local collaborators and is a member of the recently 
established Chronic Disease Initiative for Africa. The 
primary areas of research are:

•	 	Metabolic consequences of antiretroviral therapy 
in HIV+ patients and:  A number of cross-sectional 
and longitudinal studies examine the metabolic 
consequences of HAArT are still in progress.  
These have been funded by the World Diabetes 
foundation and Department of Health.

•	 	Burden of disease: The contribution of diabetes 
and other chronic diseases to the overall burden 
of disease pattern in the South African context 
is been studied in collaboration with Dr Debbie 
Bradshaw, BoD group, MrC and Professor karen 
Hofman from the University of Witwatersrand.

•	 	Phenotype of patients presenting with diabetic 
ketoacidosis in Cape Town. This study aim to 
describe the phenotype and type of diabetes in 
people presenting with diabetic ketoacidosis in 
Cape Town ; to develop standardized strategies 
for the safe withdrawal of insulin and prediction 
models to aid in identifying patients that may not 
require lifelong insulin.

•	 	Understanding the epidemiology and health 
system impact of the overlap between infectious 
and non-communicable diseases in low- and 
middle-income countries. These studies are being 
undertaken in collaboration with the Institute 
of Infectious Diseases and Molecular Medicine, 
School of Public Health and family Medicine, 
and other international members of a Worldwide 
University Network grant.

•	 	Obesity: In collaboration with the Department 
of Human Biology, a number of studies are 
in progress. These examine the mechanisms 
underlying the aetiology of obesity and insulin 
sensitivity in black and white African women.

•	 	Addison’s Disease: Cardiovascular risk factors 
in Addison’s disease has been investigated in 
collaboration with the University of gothenberg. 
The impact of glucocorticoid receptor 
polymorphisms on cardiovascular risk factors has 
been assessed in Addison’s disease.

•	 	Health Systems Research: The Division collaborates 
in projects being conducted by the Chronic Diseases 
Initiative for Africa. These include: a pragmatic 
cluster randomised trial of an integrated guideline 
for the management of diabetes and other chronic 
diseases in the eden/overberg primary care 
setting,, a randomised controlled trial to evaluate 
the effectiveness of a group diabetic education 
programme using motivational interviewing in 
underserved communities; the development of a 
resource package for primary health care providers 
and community health workers to enable them 
to offer brief counselling on lifestyle, evaluation 
of the roles of community health workers in non 
communicable disease care in the primary care 
setting and a randomised trial of  the use of mobile 
phone technology to enhance adherence in people 
with hypertension.

•	 	Diabetes in the older person In collaboration with 
the Division of geriatrics, this study aims to develop 
a self-Management care program for older People 
with Type 2 diabetes attending Community Health 
Centres in Cape Town.

Divisional Statistics

Permanent and Long-term Contract Staff

Professor 1
Professor (visiting ) 1
Senior lecturers 2
Senior registrar in Training 1
Medical officer (sessional) 1
Diabetes Specialist Nurse 2
Administrative and Clerical Staff 1
Total 8

Research Fields and Staff

PROFESSOR N S LEVITT
Diabetes and hypertension health systems research, 
diabetes burden of disease, mechanisms underlying the 
metabolic sequelae of obesity, metabolic consequences 
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of HAArT and the interaction between tuberculosis 
and diabetes

PROFESSOR K STEYN
Hypertension health systems research, burden of 
chronic disease and smoking in pregnancy

DR I L ROSS
National registry for Study of Addison’s Disease and 
polyglandular autoimmune syndrome

DR J DAVE
Metabolic consequences of antiretroviral therapy 

Contact Details

Postal Address: Divisions of endocrinology and Diabetic 
Medicine, Department of Medicine, faculty of Health 
Sciences, observatory, 7925
Telephone: +27 21 406 6140
fax: +27 21 406 6513
e-mail: susan.botha@uct.ac.za

HATTER INSTITUTE FOR CARDIOLOGY 
RESEARCH
Director:  Prof. Karen Sliwa-Hähnle

Institute Profile

Under the directorship of Professor karen Sliwa, the Hatter 
Institute for Cardiovascular research in Africa (HICrA) 
has been expanded to encompass more clinical research. 
our focus is (1) to investigate cardiac disease interlinked 
with pregnancy (Cardiac Disease and Maternity group); 
(2) to undertake African population studies with a focus 
on translational research (Heart of Africa studies); (3) to 
develop awareness projects linked to health education in 
South Africa and Africa (HeDU-Africa), (4) to study the 
mechanisms of protecting the heart against insults such 
as lack of blood flow  (Cardiac Protection group) and (5) 
the genetic basis of cardiomyopathy and other forms of 
heart disease (Cardiovascular genetics group).   

our major goal is to deliver first-class internationally 
competitive research on the pathogenesis, treatment 
and prevention of heart disease in Africa.  We have set 
ourselves the goal of taking a dual approach to heart 
disease research; at the molecular-cellular level and at 
the population epidemiological level. 

our vision is to facilitate national and international 
collaborations in its fields of expertise.  In order to 
achieve research excellence we strive to produce work 
that is published in high impact factor journals and is of 
relevance to the society in which we live.

HICrA trains a number of Honours, Master’s and 
PhD students in cardio-protection, cardiac signalling, 
cardiovascular genetics, acute heart failure, pulmonary 
arterial hypertension and translational preventative 
research. Several students from other African countries, 
including Nigeria, Tanzania and Cameroon, are currently 
undertaking PhD training under the supervision of 
Professor karen Sliwa.

Research Collaborative initiatives 

Local collaborations

PROF ZILLA, DR DAVIES, CARDIOVASCULAR 
RESEARCH UNIT, UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN
PROF DAVID MARAIS, DR BLACKHURST, LIPID 
LABORATORY, UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN
DR ROISIN KELLY, HUMAN BIOLOGY DEPARTMENT, 
UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN
PROF JUSTIAAN SWANEVELDER, DEPARTMENT OF 
ANAESTHESIA, UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN
DR TONY LACHMANN, DEPT OBSTETRICS & 
GYNAECOLOGY, UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN
DR CATHERINE ELLIOT, DEPT OBSTETRICS & 
GYNAECOLOGY, UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN
DR JOHN ANTHONY, DEPT OBSTETRICS & 
GYNAECOLOGY, UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN
DR FRIEDRICH THIENEMANN, INSTITUTE OF 
INFECTIOUS DISEASE & MOLECULAR MEDICINE, 
UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN AND INTEGERAFRICA
PROF AMANDA LOCHNER, PROF FAADIEL 
ESSOP, PROF FLORIAN BAUER, UNIVERSITY OF 
STELLENBOSCH

Collaborations in Africa

PROF ALBERTINO DAMASCENO, EDUARDO 
MONDANE UNIVERSITY, MAPUTO, MOZAMBIQUE
PROF ANA MOCUMBI, NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF 
HEALTH, MAPUTO, MOZAMBIUE
PROF CHARLES MONDO, MAKARERE UNIVERSITY, 
KAMPALA, UGANDA
PROF GERALD YONGA, NAIROBI, KENYA
PROF E. OGOLA, NAIROBI, KENYA
DR R. MVUNGI, DAR ES SALAM, TANZANIA
PROF MAHMOUD SANI, KANO UNIVERSITY, KANO, 
NIGERIA
DR O. OGAH, LAGOS, NIGERIA
DR D. OJJII, ABUJA, NIGERIA
PROF AMAM MBAKWEM, LAGOS, NIGERIA

International collaborators include:

PROF BERNARD GERSH, PROF LORI BLAUWET, MAYO 
CLINIC, ROCHESTER, USA
PROF D YELLON, HATTER INSTITUTE, UNIVERSITY 

College London:

PROF SIMON STEWART, BAKER IDI MELBOURNE 
AUSTRALIA; 
PROF DENISE HILFIKER-KLEINER, UNIVERSITY OF 
HANNOVER, GERMANY; 
PROF MICHAEL BOEHM, UNIVERSITY OF SAARLAND, 
GERMANY; 
PROF SALIM YUSUF, MCMASTER UNIVERSITY, 
ALBERTA, CANADA  
PROF MARCELO IRITI, UNIVERSITY OF MILAN, ITALY
PROF ANNE JONASSEN, UNIVERSITY OF BERGEN, 
NORWAY
PROF RICHARD JAMES, UNIVERSITY OF GENEVA, 
SWITZERLAND
PROF LUC ROCHETTE, UNIVERSITY OF BURGUNDY, 
FRANCE
PROF MICHAEL SACK, NATIONAL HEALTH INSTITUTE, 
NEW BETHESDA, USA
PROF HUGH WATKINS AND DR MARTIN FARRALL, 
DEPARTMENT OF CARDIOVASCULAR MEDICINE, 
UNIVERSITY OF OxFORD, UK
PROF BERNARD KEAVNEY AND PROFESSOR PETER 
AVERY, INSTITUTE FOR LIFE, UNIVERSITY OF 
NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE, UK
PROF PETER SCHWARTZ, UNIVERSITY OF PAVIA, ITALY
DR DEBO ADEYEMO, HOWARD UNIVERSITY, 
WASHINGTON DC, USA
DR GUILLAUME PARE, MCMASTER UNIVERSITY, 
HAMILTON, ONTARIO, CANADA
PROFJIM DALE, UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS, USA
PROF JONATHAN CARAPETIS, MENZIES SCHOOL OF 
HEALTH RESEARCH, DARWIN, AUSTRALIA
PROFABRAHAM HAILEAMLAK, UNIVERSITY OF JIMMA, 
ETHIOPIA
DR GANESAN KARTHIKEYAN, ALL INDIA INSTITUTE OF 
MEDICAL SCIENCE, DELHI, INDIA
PROF LUIZA GUILERME, UNIVERSITY OF SAO PAULO, 
SAO PAULO, BRAZIL
PROF MASSIMILIANO GNECCI, UNIVERSITY OF PAVIA, ITALY

Institute Statistics

Permanent and Long-term Contract Staff

Director/Professor 1
emeritus Professor 1
Associate Professor 1
Clinical Staff 2
Senior lecturers 2
Senior researcher 1
research Staff 6
laboratory Assistants 2
Administrative and Clerical Staff 1
Total 16

Honorary Staff

Honorary Professors 4
Total 4

Students

Postdoctoral research fellows 1
Doctoral 11
Master’s 3
Total 15

Research Fields and Staff

PROF KAREN SLIWA-HäHNLE (CARDIAC DISEASE IN 
MATERNITY AND HEART OF AFRICA STUDIES)
Cardiac disease in pregnancy and heart failure.

EMERITUS PROFESSOR LIONEL OPIE (ISCHAEMIA)
Delineation of cellular and molecular mechanisms 
promoting cardiac protection

PROFESSOR BONGANI MAYOSI (GENETICS GROUP 
LEADER) 
epidemiology, genetics, and treatment of non-ischaemic 
heart disease

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR SANDRINE LECOUR 
(CARDIOPROTECTION GROUP LEADER)
Delineation of cellular and molecular mechanisms 
promoting cardiac protection with special reference to 
Tumour Necrosis factor alpha

MS TASNEEM ADAM
The anti-aging molecules sirtuins and their role in 
cardioprotection

Contact Details

Postal Address: 
4th floor Chris Barnard Building, 
Private Bag X3, 
observatory, 7925
Tel:  +27 (021) 406 6358
fax: +27 (021) 650 4101
e-mail:  Sylvia.Dennis@uct.ac.za
Web addresses: http://web.uct.ac.za/depts/medicine 
and www.hatter.uct.ac.za
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THE ALBERTINA AND WALTER 
SISULU INSTITUTE OF AGEING IN 
AFRICA/ DIVISION OF GERIATRIC 
MEDICINE

Head of Division of Geriatric Medicine: 
Professor M Combrinck

Head of Institute of Ageing in Africa: 
Dr S. Kalula

Institute Profile

The Albertina and Walter Sisulu Institute of Ageing 
in Africa (IAA) is a Cross-Disciplinary group. The IAA 
represents a coalescence of institute – wide disciplines 
with a focus on ageing: specifically geriatric Medicine; 
geriatric Neurology; geriatric Neuropsychology 
and old Age Psychiatry. The International longevity 
Centre–South Africa is incorporated in the Institute. 
The vision of the IAA is to be an academic, clinical, 
research and policy centre of excellence and relevance 
in Africa. Its mission is to facilitate the delivery 
of the highest standard of inter-disciplinary, in-
context training for health and allied professionals 
and evidence-based clinical and social care for older 
people, whilst undertaking appropriate research and 
audit upon which policy and planning for older persons 
may be based. The mission is achieved through inter-
disciplinary partnerships and teamwork, and human 
resources development within current legal, ethical 
and financial constraints. The IAA is a leader in the 
area of research on ageing in sub-Saharan Africa, and 
enjoys international recognition and acclaim.   

Institute Statistics

Permanent and Long-term Contract Staff

Associate Professor 3
Senior lecturers 3
Senior Scientific officer 0
Medical registrars 1
Administrative and Clerical Staff 1
Total 8

Honorary Staff

Visiting researcher 1
Senior lecturer 3
Total 4

Students

Doctoral 2
Master’s 6
Total 8

Research Fields and Staff

DR SEBASTIANA KALULA
epidemiology of dementia; falls; quality of care.

DR LINDA DE VILLIERS
Stroke risk factors and rehabilitation; post-discharge 
stroke community care.

PROFESSOR MARC COMBRINCK
neuro-inflammation and mechanisms of neuro-
degeneration with specific reference to cognitive 
impairment in the elderly and in HIV-associated 
encephalopathy.

DR KEVIN G.F. THOMAS
Senior lecturer, Department of Psychology: geriatric 
neuropsychology; dementia; impact of stress on 
memory; impact of life stressors on age-related 
cognitive decline.

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR JOHN A. JOSKA 
Senior lecturer, Division of Neuropsychiatry, Department 
of Psychiatry and Mental Health: neurocognitive 
disorders in HIV infection.

Contact Details

Postal Address: The Albertina and Walter Sisulu Institute 
of Ageing in Africa, faculty of Health Sciences, University 
of Cape Town, l51, old Main Building, groote Schuur 
Hospital, observatory 7925, Cape Town, South Africa.
Telephone: +27 21 406 6211
fax: +27 21 406 6846
e-mail: iaa-institute@uct.ac.za
Web: http://www.instituteofageing.uct.ac.za

DIVISION OF NEPHROLOGY AND 
HYPERTENSION

Heads of Division:  Associate Professor 
B.L. Rayner

Divisional Profile

Currently the new division offers a wide range of clinical 
services including chronic and acute dialysis, renal 
transplantation, assessment and treatment of a broad 
range of kidney disease and resistant hypertension, 24 
blood pressure monitoring renal biopsies, prevention 
of chronic kidney, and cardiovascular risk assessment. 
The unit is supported by a dedicated team of transplant 
surgeons. Treatment is offered to both private and 
indigent patients. It also offers outreach programmes 
to khayelitsha Community Health Centre and gf Jooste 
Hospital locally, and to george Hospital, the Northern 
and eastern Cape. 

There is active training programme for senior registrars 
in Nephrology and the unit is currently training 
6 nephrology fellows. The division supports the 
Department of Medicine training of medical students, 
specialist physicians, professions’ allied to medicine, 
renal technologists and the nephrology course for 
nurses.

The main academic research activities of the division 
relate to:
1. Vitamin D and outcomes in Sle
2. systemic lupus erythematosis (Sle) registry
3. genetics of salt sensitive hypertension
4.  diabetic nephropathy and treatment of type 2 

diabetes
5.  classification, genetics, prevalence and treatment 

of HIV associated nephropathy
6. renal anaemia
7.  HIV associated nephropathy and chronic diseases 

of lifestyle
8. Tenofovir nephrotoxicity
9.  physiological treatment of hypertension in 

indigenous people
10. ethical consideration for dialysis rationing
11. prevalence and outcome of AkI
12.  assessment of adherence to anti-hypertensive 

treatment through drug monitoring
13. Mesangiocapillary glomerulonephritis
14. CAPD registry
15.  Association of the use of TIk with hypertension 

and CkD
16. epidemiology of membranous nephropathy
17. renal denervation for resistant hypertension
18.  renal denervation for hypertension in transplant 

patients

19.  Comparison of fgf23 blood levels in CkD 
patients on HD.  Could differences in levels 
explain the vascular calcification preponderance in 
non- blacks?

20. Myocardial imaging in HD patients
21. rapidly progressive glomerulonephritis
22. Diagnosis of renal Tb in HIV+ve patients
23. Assessment of AV fistulas using MrI scanning

Divisional Statistics

Permanent and Long-term Contract Staff and 
students

Associate Professors 2
Senior lecturers 3
emeritus Professor 1
Senior registrar 6
Part-time consultant 0
Medical officers 3
Medical registrars 3
PhD Students 0
M Phil Students 3
Total 18

Research Fields and Staff

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR C.R. SWANEPOEL
HIV the kidney, renal anaemia, Sle, fgf-23 and renal 
bone disease, myocardial imaging in dialysis patients

DR Z BARDAY
kidney transplantation, renal denervation in kidney 
transplant patients 

DR IKE OKPECHI
lupus registry; mesangiocapillary gN, CAPD registry, 
rapidly progressive gN

DR WEARNE
HIV and kidney, tenofovir nephrotoxicity, CAPD registry, 
HIV and diseases of lifestyle, TB and the kidney

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR BRIAN RAYNER 
ethical considerations for dialysis rationing, acute renal 
failure, Physiological treatment of hypertension, Tik, 
hypertension and CkD, Therapeutic drug monitoring 
in hypertension, renal denervation in resistant 
hypertension, Salt sensitive hypertension, Diabetic 
nephropathy, MrI scanning and AV fistulas
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Contact Details

Postal Address: e13 groote Schuur Hospital, 
observatory, 7925
Telephone: +27 21 404 3318
fax: +27 21 404 5215
e-mail: gSH-e13-rU@westerncape.gov.za

DIVISION OF LIPIDOLOGY
Head of Division: Dr D. Blom 

Divisional Profile

lipidology at UCT is currently spread over two 
Departments. The Department of Medicine houses 
the Division of lipidology (Head: Dr D. Blom) while 
the lipid laboratory is located within the Division of 
Chemical Pathology (Head: Professor A.D. Marais) in the 
Department of Clinical laboratory Sciences. The two 
components of lipidology co-operate very closely in the 
investigation and management of patients. The Division 
of lipidology in the Department of Medicine performs 
the following functions within the limits of funding, 
staff and facilities: expert clinical consultation, clinical 
research including drug development studies with 
the pharmaceutical industry, and ultrasonography for 
assessment of carotid intima media thickness. The lipid 
laboratory provides specialized diagnostic investigations 
including determination of lipoprotein particle size 
by non-denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis, 
ultracentrifugation and analysis of VlDl composition 
for the diagnosis of dysbetalipoproteinaemia and 
genotyping to detect mutations in the lDl-receptor, 
apolipoproteine and lipoprotein lipase. More 
specialized investigations such as measurement of 
7-dehydrocholesterol for the diagnosis of Smith-lemli-
opitz syndrome, measurement of plant sterols for the 
diagnosis of sitosterolaemia, cell culture and analysis of 
other genes are performed as required. The staff, service 
and research are funded chiefly by contract research. 
The lipid laboratory receives limited support from the 
Medical research Council. The clinical research describes 
the severe dyslipidaemias occurring in the public health 
sector of the province but includes some referrals from 
the private sector and academic institutions in the 
country. Pharmaceutical studies investigate novel lipid 
modifying agents in severe hypercholesterolaemia, 
management of severe hypertriglyceridaemia, novel 
anti-diabetic therapies and studies of cardiovascular 
outcome with novel agents.

Divisional Statistics

Permanent and Long-term Contract Staff

Consultants 1
Medical officers 2
Nursing sisters 3
Contract Dietitian 1
Sonographers 1
laboratory Technologists 1
Technical Support Staff 1
Administrative Staff 1
Total 11

Students

Master’s 1
Total 1

Research Fields and Staff

AD MARAIS, DJ BLOM, BC BRICE, KH WOLMARANS, G 
SOLOMON, RJ JOOSTE  
Severe dyslipidaemias including familial 
Hypercholesterolaemia, Dysbetalipoproteinaemia, 
chylomicronaemia. 

KH WOLMARANS, Z BEHARDIEN,DJ BLOM, AD MARAIS
Carotid intima-media thickness in dyslipidaemic patients

DJ BLOM, G SOLOMON, BD RATANJEE, AD MARAIS
Dysbetalipoproteinaemia. lipodystrophy.

D J BLOM, KH WOLMARANS, BC BRICE, RJ JOOSTE, R 
TAYLOR, AD MARAIS. 
Anti-sense oligonucleotides for limiting lDl production 
in homozygous familial hypercholesterolaemia and 
refractory heterozygous familial hypercholesterolaemia

DJ BLOM, BC BRICE, KH WOLMARANS, RJ JOOSTE, R 
TAYLOR
Microsomal triglyceride protein inhibition in 
homozygous familial hypercholesterolaemia

DJ BLOM, BC BRICE, KH WOLMARANS, RJ JOOSTE, R 
TAYLOR
PCSk-9 inhibition for the management of severe 
hypercholesterolaemia

DJ BLOM IN COLLABORATION WITH J DAVE OF THE 
DIVISION OF ENDOCRINOLOGY AND DIABETIC 
MEDICINE
lipid metabolism in patients with HIV infection receiving 
antiretroviral therapy

DJ BLOM IN COLLABORATION WITH IL ROSS OF 
THE DIVISION OF ENDOCRINOLOGY AND DIABETIC 
MEDICINE
glucocorticoid receptor polymorphisms in patients with 
Addison’s disease

DM BLACKHURST, AD MARAIS.  
Anti-oxidant effects of wine. 

AD MARAIS, BC BRICE, KH WOLMARANS, DJ BLOM, 
BD RATANJEE IN COLLABORATION WITH PROF G 
LAMBERT, 
Heart research Institute, Sydney, Australia.  Plasma 
PCSk9 levels in familial hypercholesterolaemia. 

Contact Details

Postal Address: 
lipidology, 5th level, C Barnard Building, University of 
Cape Town, faculty of Health Science, Anzio road, 
observatory 7925
Telephone: +27 21 406 6166
fax: +27 21 406 6396
e-mail: elizabeth.phillips@uct.ac.za

DIVISION OF NEUROLOGY

Head of Division: Associate Professor 
Alan Bryer

Divisional Profile

We operate a general clinical neurology service at 
groote Schuur Hospital. This provides a comprehensive 
range of clinical activities, including in-patient, 
consultative, and emergency services. Additionally, 
there is a clinical neurophysiology laboratory and a 
dedicated acute stroke unit, as well as specialised clinics 
for stroke, myasthenia gravis, HIV neurology, neuro-
genetic disorders, dystonia,  and epilepsy.  

Areas of research include:

Stroke: Clinical and laboratory based research projects 
are focussed on causes of stroke in young persons. A 
longitudinal study of HIV-associated stroke to evaluate 
the underlying biological mechanisms (specifically 
endothelial dysfunction and ultrasonographic vascular 
phenotypes) was commenced in 2010 and continues 
to date. our unit is developing an in-service training 
program for health care workers involved in stroke care 
in under-resourced settings. The pilot module has been 
completed and tested for efficacy with favourable result 
and currently funds are being secured to produce the 
remaining 9 modules.
 

Myasthenia gravis (MG):  Clinical and laboratory-
based research projects are focussing  on improving 
therapeutic strategies and increasing understanding of 
disease pathogenesis. These include the following:

1.  Dr C freeman was awarded a MMed (Psych) 
for the dissertation: Psychiatric manifestions in 
thymomatous vs. non-thymomatous Mg patients. 
Prof Heckmann was the principal supervisor.

2.  Ms J Auret was awarded MSc (Cell Biol) for her 
work in examining the effect which standard Mg 
therapies have on DAf (CD55) expression and the 
implications for Mg subjects. Principal investigator: 
Prof Heckmann was the principal supervisor.

3.  Tgfb polymorphisms and their association 
with extraocular muscle damage in Mg are 
being studied; Dr M Nel (MrC award) and Dr r 
rautenbach (Discovery award).

HIV/AIDS: Clinical and laboratory-based research 
projects have been established to investigate the risk 
factors for developing neuropathy complications in HIV-
infected subjects. 

1.  Dr J van der Watt, was awarded a PhD for the thesis 
entitled:  HIV-associated sensory neuropathy in an 
African cohort; a longitudinal study of risk factors 
predisposing to antiretroviral induced painful 
neuropathy. Aspects of this work was recently 
published in BMC Infect Dis february 2014.

2.  Dr C Centner was awarded a MSc (Medicine) for 
his work on Pyridoxine and NAT-2 genotypes as 
risk factors for TB-HIV-associated neuropathy. The 
work was published in the IJTBLD January 2014. 

Dementia: Prof Marc Combrinck, Nrf Chair in Clinical 
Neurosciences, Divisions of Neurology and geriatric 
Medicine.

Research projects:

1  The role of systemic inflammation and the 
apolipoprotein e gene in human immunodeficiency 
virus-associated cognitive impairment  (MSc Med 
student, Dr elana van Brakel, thesis completed and 
to be submitted february 2014).

2  The association between physical neurological 
signs and cognitive impairment in young adults 
with newly diagnosed Human Immunodeficiency 
Virus infection (MSc student, Dr Harshadh Jeena).

3  The relationship between psychosocial stress, high 
cortisol, apolipoprotein e4, hippocampal volume 
and Alzheimer’s disease ( Ms katharine James, 
graduated PhD Dec 2013 ).

4  The relationships between inflammation, neuronal 
loss, the apolipoprotein e genotype and cognition 
in community-dwelling older persons in the Cape 
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metropole ( Ms laurian grace graduated PhD Dec 
2013).

5  A prospective, observational cohort study of 
tuberculous meningitis in adults in Cape Town 
(study completed, manuscript in preparation. Dr 
kathleen Bateman, neurologist).

6  The relationships between Vitamin B12, folate, 
homocysteine, apoe gene and cognition in older 
South Africans. Dr Ilhaam Mohamed, MSc Med 
student, thesis completed and to be submitted feb 
2014.

7  The role Von Willebrandt factor and its cleaving 
enzyme ADAMTS13 in HIV associated stroke. Dr 
Sameera Allie, MSc Med passed with distinction 
June 2013. Manuscript in preparation

8  A folder review of cases of motor neurone disease 
seen at groote Schuur Hospital 2005 to 2010. Dr 
Amina Daude, MMed part 3, thesis completed to 
be submitted 2014)

Epilepsy: The Neurology Unit plans to construct 
a web-based distance neurophysiology course for 
training in electroencephalography (eeg). To this 
end, approximately r500,000-00 has been raised 
to date from the World federation of Neurology, 
the International league Against epilepsy and the 
Neurological Association of South Africa. It is anticipated 
that the majority of sub-Saharan career neurology 
registrars will enroll for the 6-month course and that 
the programme will be up and running by January 2014 
and will be tested for efficacy.

Multi-media teaching: The use of clinical encounter 
simulations is currently being developed by Dr lee-Pan 
in collaboration with Dr rachel Weiss. 

Divisional statistics

Permanent and Long-term Contract Staff

Associate Professors (full-time) 2
Senior lecturers (full-time) 3
lecturers (Part-time) 1
Total 6

Postgraduate Students

MSc Med 8
PhD 3
M. Med 3
Total 14

Grants:

MRC SELF-INITIATED GRANT 2013-2015 (PROF 
COMBRINCK)
Nrf research Chair in Clinical Neurosciences (Prof M 
Combrinck)
UCT top-up grant (Prof Heckmann)
Post-internship MrC fellowship (M Nel)
Discovery fellowships (r raurtenbach; C Albertyn)

Research Fields and Staff

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR A. BRYER
Cerebrovascular Disease; neuro-genetics.

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR J. HECKMANN
Myasthenia gravis; HIV neurological disease, HIV 
neuropathy, neuro-immunology; neuro-genetics.
 
DR E. LEE PAN
Health systems information technology; multi-media 
teaching.

DR L TUCKER
epilepsy.

DR BATEMAN
Infectious Disease Neurology, TBM, HIV peripheral 
nervous disease, Stroke

Contact Details

Postal Address: e8, New groote Schuur Hospital, 
observatory, 7925
Telephone: +27 21 404 3198
fax: +27 21 406 6251
e-mail: alan.bryer@uct.ac.za

Department of 
Medicine
Research output  

Authored books

Sliwa, k. and Anthony, J. 2013. Cardiac Drugs in Pregnancy. 
131pp. london: Springer. ISBN 9781447154716.

Edited books

Maartens, g., Cotton, M., Wilson, D., Venter, W.D., 
Meyers, T. and Bekker, l. (eds) 2012.  Handbook 
of HIV medicine. 644pp. 3rd edition. South Africa: 
oxford University Press Southern Africa (Pty) ltd. ISBN 
9780199053667.

opie, l.H. and gersh, B. (eds) 2013.  Drugs for the 
Heart. 573pp. 8th edition. USA: elsevier Sauders. ISBN 
9781455733224.

Chapters in books

Duarte, J., Serufuri, J.-M.S., Mulder, N.J. and Blackburn, 
J. 2013. Protein function microarrays: design, use and 
bioinformatics analysis in cancer biomarker discovery 
and quantitation. In X. Wang (ed), Bioinformatics of 
Human Proteomics, pp. 39-74. london: Dordrecht: 
Springer. ISBN 9789400758100.

fox, k., White, H.D., gersh, B. and opie, l.H. 2013. 
Antithrombotic agents: platelet inhibitors, acute 
anticoagulants, fibrinolytics and chronic anticoagulants. 
In l. opie and B. gersh (eds), Drugs for the Heart, 8th 
edition, pp. 332-397. USA: elsevier Sauders. ISBN 
9781455733224.

gersh, B. and opie, l.H. 2013. Which therapy for which 
condition? In l. opie and B. gersh (eds), Drugs for the 
Heart, 8th edition, pp. 463-541. USA: elsevier Sauders. 
ISBN 9781455733224.

gotto, A. and opie, l.H. 2013. lipid-modifying and 
Antiatherosclerotic drugs. In l. opie and B. gersh (eds), 
Drugs for the Heart, 8th edition, pp. 398-435. USA: 
elsevier Sauders. ISBN 9781455733224.

Maartens, g. 2012. Adverse drug interaction. In M. W.J. 
Strachan, S.k. Sharma and J.A.A. Hunter (eds), Davidson’s 
100 Clinical Cases, 2nd edition, pp. 374pp. China, Churchill 
livingstone elsevier. ISBN 9780702044595.

Nattel, S., gersh, B. and opie, l.H. 2013. Antiarrhythmic 
drugs and strategies. In l. opie and B. gersh (eds), 

Drugs for the Heart, 8th edition, pp. 272-331. USA: 
elsevier Sauders. ISBN 9781455733224.

opie, l.H., krum, H., Victor, r.g. and kaplan, N. 2013. 
Antihypertensive therapies. In l. opie and B. gersh 
(eds), Drugs for the Heart, 8th edition, pp. 224-271. 
USA: elsevier Sauders. ISBN 9781455733224.

opie, l.H. 2013. B-Blocking Agents. In l. opie and B. 
gersh (eds), Drugs for the Heart, 8th edition, pp. 1-37. 
USA: elsevier Sauders. ISBN 9781455733224.

opie, l.H. 2013. Calcium channel blockers. In l. opie 
and B. gersh (eds), Drugs for the Heart, 8th edition, pp. 
65-92. USA: elsevier Sauders. ISBN 9781455733224.

opie, l.H., Victor, r.g. and kaplan, N. 2013. Diuretics. 
In l. opie and B.gersh (eds), Drugs for the Heart, 
8th edition, pp. 93-118. USA: elsevier Sauders. ISBN 
9781455733224.

opie, l.H. and Horowitz, J.D. 2013. Nitrates and newer 
antianginals. In l. opie and B. gersh (eds), Drugs for 
the Heart, 8th edition, pp. 38-63. USA: elsevier Sauders. 
ISBN 9781455733224.

opie, l.H. and Pfeffer, M. 2013. Inhibitors of the renin-
antiogensin aldosterone system. In l. opie and Bernard 
gersh (eds), Drugs for the Heart, 8th edition, pp. 119-
168. USA: elsevier Sauders. ISBN 9781455733224.

opie, l.H. and Meier, J. 2013. Metabolic syndrome, 
hyperglycemia and type 2 diabetes. In l. opie and B. 
gersh (eds), Drugs for the Heart, 8th edition, pp. 436-
462. USA: elsevier Sauders. ISBN 9781455733224.

Senkubuge, f. and Mayosi, B.M. 2013. The state of 
the national health research system in South Africa. 
In A. Padarath and r. english (eds), South African 
Health review 2012/2013, pp. 141-149. Durban: Health 
Systems Trust. ISBN 9781919839738.

Sliwa, k. and Tibazarwa, k. 2013. Managing heart 
failure pre- and postpartum. In k. Sliwa and J. Anthony 
(eds), Cardiac drugs in Pregnancy, pp. 35-52. london: 
Springer. ISBN 9781447154716.

Teerlink, J.r., opie, l.H. and Sliwa, k. 2013. Heart 
failure. In l. opie and g. Bernard (eds), Drugs for the 
Heart, 8th edition, pp. 169-223. USA: elsevier Sauders. 
ISBN 9781455733224.

Weiss, r. 2013. Patients as text: collaborative knowledge 
construction in the context of disability. In C. ohajunwa 
and J. Mckenzie (eds), Disability Catalyst Africa - Series 
No. 4: Beyond “if” to “how”: Disability Inclusion in 
Higher education, pp. 36-45. Cape Town: Disability 
Innovations Africa. ISBN 9780987020938.
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Articles in peer-reviewed journals 

Abboud, H., labreuche, J., Arauz, A., Bryer, A., lavados, 
P.g., Massaro, A., Collazes, M.M., Steg, P.g., yamout, 
B.I., Vicaut, e. and Amarenco, P. 2013. Demographics, 
socio-economic characteristics, and risk factor prevalence 
in patients with non-cardioembolic ischaemic stroke in 
low- and middle-income countries: the oPTIC registry. 
International Journal of Stroke, 8: 4-13.

Abubakar, I., zignol, M., falzon, D., raviglione, M., Ditiu, 
l., Masham, S., Adetifa, I., ford, N., Cox, H., lawn, S.D., 
Marais, B.J., McHugh, T., Mwaba, P., Bates, M., lipman, 
C.I., zijenah, l., logan, S., McNerney, r., zumla, A., 
Sarda, k., Nahid, P., Hoelscher, M., Pletschette, M., 
Memish, z., kim, P., Hafner, r., Cole, S., Migliori, 
g.B., Maeurer, M., Schito, M. and zumla, A. 2013. 
Drug-resistant tuberculosis: time for visionary political 
leadership. lancet Infectious Diseases, 13: 529-539.

Adam, T., Sharp, S., opie, l.H. and lecour, S. 2013. loss 
of cardioprotection with ischemic preconditioning in 
aging hearts: role of sirtuin 1? Journal of Cardiovascular 
Pharmacology and Therapeutics, 18(1): 46-53.

Adams, M., De kock, C., Smith, P.J., Malatji, P., Hutton, 
A.T., Chibale, k. and Smith, g.S. 2013. Heterobimetallic 
ferrocenylthiosemicarbazone palladium(II) complexes: 
synthesis, electrochemistry and antiplasmodial 
evaluation. Journal of organometallic Chemistry, 739: 
15-20.

Adams, M., De kock, C., Smith, P.J., Chibale, k. 
and Smith, g.S. 2013. Synthesis, characterization 
and antiplasmodial evaluation of cyclopalladated 
thiosemicarbazone complexes. Journal of 
organometallic Chemistry, 736: 19-26.

Adams, M., li, y., khot, H., De kock, C., Smith, P.J., land, 
k.M., Chibale, k. and Smith, g.S. 2013. The synthesis 
and antiparasitic activity of aryl- and ferrocenyl-derived 
thiosemicarbazone ruthenium(II)-arene complexes. 
Dalton Transactions, 42: 4677-4685.

Allen, e., Chandler, C.I.r., Mandimika, N., Pace, C., 
Mehta, U.C. and Barnes, k.I. 2013. evaluating harm 
associated with anti-malarial drugs: a survey of methods 
used by clinical researchers to elicit, assess and record 
participant-reported adverse events and related data. 
Malaria Journal, 12: 325.

Allen, e., Mushi, A.k., Massawe, I.S., Vestergaard, l.S., 
Imnge, M., Staedke, S.g., Mehta, U.C., Barnes, k.I. and 
Chandler, C.I.r. 2013. How experiences become data: 
the process of eliciting adverse event, medical history 
and concomitant medication reports in antimalarial and 
antiretroviral interaction trials. BMC Medical research 
Methodology, 13: 140(13pp).

Allwood, B.W., Myer, l. and Bateman, e.D. 2013. 
A systematic review of the association between 
pulmonary tuberculosis and the development of chronic 
airflow obstruction in adults. respiration, 86: 76-85.

Allwood, B.W. 2013. The electronic cigarettes debate. 
SAMJ South African Medical Journal, 103(11): 832-833.

Ambele, M., Sewell, B.T., Cummings, f.r., Smith, P.J. and 
egan, T.J. 2013. Synthetic hemozoin β-hematin) crystals 
nucleate at the surface of neutral lipid droplets that control 
their sizes. Crystal growth & Design, 13: 4442-4452.

Amico, r.k. and orrell, C. 2013. Antiretroviral therapy 
adherence support: recommendations and future 
directions. Journal of the International Association of 
Providers of AIDS Care, 12(253): 128-137.

Amornkul, P.N., karita, e., kamali, A., rida, W.N., 
Sanders, e.J., lakhi, S., Price, M.A., kilembe, W., 
Cormier, e., Anzala, o., latka, M.H., Bekker, l., Allen, 
S., gilmour, J. and fast, P.e. 2013. Disease progression 
by infecting HIV-1 subtype in aseroconverter cohort in 
sub-Saharan Africa. AIDS, 27: 2775-2786.

Andersson, M.I., Maponga, T., Ijaz, S., Barnes, J., Theron, 
g.B., Meredith, S.A., Preiser, W. and Tedder, r.S. 2013. 
The epidemiology of hepatitis B virus infection in HIV-
infected and HIV-uninfected pregnant women in the 
Western Cape, South Africa. Vaccine, 31: 5579-5584.

Andrasik, M.P., karuna, S.T., Nebergell, M., koblin, B.A. 
and kublin, J.g. 2013. Behavioral risk assessment in HIV 
vaccine trials network (HVTN) clinical trials: a qualitative 
study exploring HVTN staff perspectives. Vaccine, 31: 
4398-4405.

Andrews, J.r., lawn, S.D., Dowdy, D. and Walensky, r.P. 
2013. Challenges in evaluating the cost-effectiveness of 
new diagnostic tests for HIV-associated tuberculosis. 
Clinical Infectious Diseases, 57(7): 1021-1026.

Andrews, J.r., Morrow, C.D. and Wood, r. 2013. 
Modeling the role of public transportation in sustaining 
tuberculosis transmission in South Africa. American 
Journal of epidemiology, 177(6): 556-561.

Asiki, g., Abaasa, A., ruzagira, e., kibengo, f., 
Bahemuka, U., Mulondo, J., Seeley, J., Bekker, l., 
Delany, S., kaleebu, P. and kamali, A. 2013. Willingness 
to participate in HIV vaccine efficacy trials among high 
risk men and women from fishing communities along 
lake Victoria in Uganda. Vaccine, 31: 5055-5061.

Ayodele, o.e., okpechi, I.g. and Swanepoel, C.r. 2013. 
long-term renal outcome and complications in South 
Africans with proliferative lupus nephritis. International 
Urology and Nephrology, 45: 1289-1300.

Bahr, N., Boulware, D.r., Marais, S., Scriven, J., 
Wilkinson, r.J. and Meintjes, g. 2013. Central nervous 
system immune reconstitution inflammatory syndrome. 
Current Infectious Disease reports, 15: 583-593.

Balti, e.V., kengne, A.P., fokouo, J.V.f., Nouthe, B.e. 
and Sobngwi, e. 2013. Metabolic syndrome and fatal 
outcomes in the post-stroke event: a 5 year cohort 
study in Cameroon. PloS one, 8(4): e60117.

Bandewar, S., Calazans, g., Chipasula, T., Chheng, k., 
Davies, A., Dunn, M., faiz, M.A., Imrie, J., kamuya, D., 
kerasidou, A., lavery, J.V., lindegger, g., MacPherson, 
e., Muga, C.T., Nkabinde, S., Ndebele, P., Sadalaki, 
J., Seeley, J., Sheehan, M., Twine, r. and de Vries, J. 
2013. Consent and community engagement in diverse 
research contexts: reviewing and developing research 
and practice. Journal of empirical research on Human 
research ethics, 8(4): 1-18.

Baral, S., Scheibe, A., Sullivan, P., Trapence, g., lambert, 
A., Bekker, l. and Beyrer, C. 2013. Assessing priorities 
for combination HIV prevention research for men who 
have sex with men (MSM) in Africa. AIDS and Behavior, 
17: S60-S69.

Achan, J., Adam, I., Arinaitwe, e., Ashley, e. and Awab, 
g.A., … Barnes, k.I., et al. (The Worldwide Antimalarial 
resistance Network DP study group). 2013. The effect 
of dosing regimens on the antimalarial efficacy of 
dihydroartemisinin-piperaquine: a pooled analysis of 
individual patient data. PloS one, 10(12): e1001564.

Barton, g.r., fairall, l., Bachmann, M.o., Uebel, 
k., Timmerman, V., lombard, C. and zwarenstein, 
M. 2013. Cost-effectiveness of nurse-led versus 
doctor-led antiretroviral treatment in South Africa: 
pragmatic cluster randomised trial. Tropical Medicine & 
International Health, 18(6): 769-777.

Bateman, e.D., ferguson, g.T., Barnes, N., gallagher, 
N., green, y., Henley, M. and Banerji, D. 2013. 
Dual bronchodilation with QVA149 versus single 
bronchodilator therapy: the SHINe study. european 
respiratory Journal, 42: 1484-1494.

Bateman, e.D. 2013. efficacy and safety of high-dose 
ciclesonide for the treatment of severe asthma. expert 
review of respiratory Medicine, 7(4): 339-348.

Bateman, e.D., kornmann, o., Ambery, C. and Norris, 
V. 2013. Pharmacodynamics of gSk961081, a bi-
functional molecule, in patients with CoPD. Pulmonary 
Pharmacology & Therapeutics, 26: 581-587.

Batist, e., Brown, B., Scheibe, A., Baral, S. and Bekker, 
l. 2013. outcomes of a community-based HIV-
prevention pilot programme for township men who 

have sex with men in Cape Town, South Africa. Journal 
of the International AIDS Society, 16(Supplement 3): 
18754(7pp).

Berman, D. 2013. regional-specific pollen and fungal 
spore allergens in South Africa. Current Allergy & 
Clinical Immunology, 26(4): 196-209.

Bertram, M.y., Jaswal, V.S., Pillay-van Wyk, V., levitt, N. 
and Hofman, k.J. 2013. The non-fatal disease burden 
caused by type 2 diabetes in South Africa, 2009. global 
Health Action, 6: 19244.

Bethel, M.A., Chacra, A.r., Deedwania, P., fulcher, 
g.r., Holman, r.r., Jenssen, T., khan, S.e., levitt, N., 
McMurray, J.J.V., Califf, r.M., raptis, S.A., Thomas, 
l., Sun, J.-l. and Haffner, S.M. 2013. A novel risk 
classification paradigm for patients with impaired 
glucose tolerance and high cardiovascular risk. American 
Journal of Cardiology, 112: 231-237.

Black, J.M., Ntusi, N., Stead, P., Mayosi, B.M. and 
Mendelson, M. 2013. Human fascioliasis in South Africa. 
SAMJ South African Medical Journal, 103(9): 658-659.

Black, S., zulliger, r., Myer, l., Marcus, r., Jeneker, S., 
Taliep, r., Pienaar, D., Wood, r. and Bekker, l. 2013. 
Safety, feasibility and efficacy of a rapid ArT initiation 
in pregnancy pilot programme in Cape Town, South 
Africa. SAMJ South African Medical Journal, 103(8): 
557-562.

Blauwet, l., libhaber, e., forster, o., Tibazarwa, k., 
Mebazaa, A., Hilfiker-kleiner, D. and Sliwa, k. 2013. 
Predictors of outcome in 176 South African patients 
with peripartum cardiomyopathy. Heart, 99: 308-313.

Blom, D. 2013. Dyslipidaemia in type 2 diabetes. SA 
Journal of Diabetes & Vascular Disease, 10(2): 48-50.

Blom, D., Marais, A.D., raal, f. and lambert, g. 2013. 
The potential use of monoclonal antibodies and other 
novel agents as drugs to lower lDl cholesterol. Clinical 
lipidology, 8: 243-256.

Bloom, C., graham, C.M., Berry, M.P.r., rozakeas, 
f., redford, P.S., Wang, y., Xu, z., Wilkinson, k., 
Wilkinson, r.J., kendrick, y., Devouassoux, g., ferry, 
T., Miyara, M., Bouvry, D., Dominique, V., gorochov, 
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Department of 
Paediatrics and Child 
Health
The Department of Paediatrics and Child Health is a 
large department in the faculty of Health Sciences, 
encompassing the field of general paediatrics as well 
as a full spectrum of paediatric medical subspecialties. 
other disciplines affiliated with the Department make 
up the School of Child and Adolescent Health. The 
Department provides clinical services at the red Cross 
War Memorial Children’s Hospital, groote Schuur 
Hospital, Somerset Hospital, Mowbray Maternity and 
Victoria Hospital. These venues also provide the major 
teaching and training sites for undergraduate and 
postgraduate training in Paediatrics and Child Health. 
All paediatric registrars are now required to register for 
a MMed degree as part of their training.

The department has a wide breadth of clinical research 
activities with a substantial research output especially 
in the areas of priority child health problems such as 
tuberculosis, pneumonia, infectious diseases and 
HIV. In 2013, a new, expanded clinical research unit, 
the research Centre for Adolescent and Child Health 
(reACH) was opened at red Cross War Memorial 
Children’s Hospital, as the existing unit had been 
outgrown. Current studies located in reACH include 
studies of childhood pneumonia, diarrhoea, pertussis, 
paediatric TB and of HIV-associated illness. There 
are approximately 30 staff members located in 
reACH, funded on grant support, mainly awarded by 
international funding agencies including the National 
Institute of Health (NIH) USA, Wellcome Trust, global 
Alliance for Vaccines and Immunisation(gAVI) and the 
gates foundation.  reACH serves as a central hub 
supporting satellite clinical research sites  in secondary 
and community based facilities. A unique birth cohort 
study, the Drakenstein Child lung Health study funded 
by the  gates foundation,  to investigate the early life 
determinants of child health is now well established  in 
Paarl; this study involves collaborations across a number 
of departments in the faculty of Health Sciences and 
with several international collaborators. There are 3 
Nrf rated researchers in the Department including one 
A-rated person. 

Professor and Head of Department: 
Professor Heather Zar

General Paediatrics

•	 Emergency	Unit
•	 Inpatient	unit

Subspecialties:

•	 Adolescent	Medicine
•	 Allergy
•	 Cardiology
•	 Critical	Care
•	 Endocrine
•	 GIT
•	 Haematology/Oncology
•	 Infectious	Diseases
•	 Neonatology
•	 Nephrology
•	 Neurodevelopment
•	 Neurology
•	 Pulmonology
•	 Rheumatology

Affiliated Disciplines

•	 Allied	Health	Sciences
•	 Dietetics
•	 Child	&	Adolescent	Psychiatry
•	 Child	Health	Unit	
•	 Children’s	Institute
•	 Dermatology
•	 Nuclear	Medicine
•	 Paediatric	Anaesthesia
•	 Palliative	Care
•	 Paediatric	Pathology
•	 Paediatric	Radiology
•	 Paediatric	Surgery
•	 Poisons	Centre
•	 	South	 African	 Tuberculosis	 Vaccine	 Initiative	

(SATVI)-IIDMM
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Departmental Statistics

Permanent and long-term contract staff

Professors 3
Associate Professors 10
emeritus Professors 3
emeritus Associate Professors 6
Honorary Senior lecturers 12
Honorary lecturers 2
Senior lecturers (full time) 31
lecturers (full time) 3
Senior lecturers (part time) 7
lecturers (part-time) 8
research Staff 71
Administrative and clerical staff 16
Total 172

Students

Doctoral 12
Master’s 45
- MPhil 39
Pg Diploma (Child Nurse Practice) 34
Undergraduate 563
Total 693

Research Fields and Staff

J. AHRENS
experience of the pandemic (H1N1) influenza A at red 
Cross Hospital ICU in 2009; Analysis of referrals to the 
Paediatric ICU, red Cross children’s Hospital, over 6 
months in 2008

A.C. ARGENT
respiratory mechanics in croup; respiratory mechanics 
and endotracheal suctioning; electrical impedance 
tomography and respiratory disease in the PICU; 
care practices and inter-personal relationships in ICU; 
quality of care and safety in the PICU; management of 
traumatic brain injury in PICU; HIV in the PICU;  fluids 
in the critically ill; prevention of nosocomial infections 
including ventilator associated pneumonia and central 
line sepsis;  viral infections in the PICU; cardiomyopathy 
/ myocarditis in children; ethical issues in resource 
allocation in the PICU; severe sepsis and septic shock; 
“Pathways to care” for critically ill children; training and 
simulation training for healthcare workers working with 
critically ill or injured children.

H. BARLOW
Nurses and Care.

C. BONACONSA
Paediatric stabilization in critical care; ethnography

H. BUYS
Ambulatory, emergency and outreach care; paediatric 
HIV disease and nutrition; diarrhoeal disease.

M. CARRIHILL
Type 1 diabetes in the South African youth; Neonatal 
screening programmes; Disorders of sex development.

M COETZEE
Improvement science in clinical paediatrics; models of 
paediatric nursing care; participative approaches – post-
graduate curriculum development and clinical practice 
development

G COMITIS
kawasaki disease; Myocarditis / dilated cardiomyopathy; 
Cardiac CT angiography; Post-operative outcomes in 
AVSD repairs, systemic to pulmonary shunts, Tetralogy 
repairs;  Cardiac MrI (in future); Interventional 
catheterizations especially aortic coarctation and 
pulmonary artery stenting; electrophysiology studies 
and ablations; Transvenous pacemakers

ML COOKE
general paediatrics and gastroenterology

A. DAVIDSON
HIV-related malignancy; Brain tumours; the impact of 
ethnicity on All outcomes; Stem Cell Transplantation 
for Immunodeficiency.

C. DAVIS
Paediatric critical care, nurse to nurse communication 
and the action research methodology

R. DE DECKER
The 22q11.2 deletion syndrome; Warfarin: 
implementation and impact; genetic associations of 
congenital heart disease.

R. DE LACY
Cystic fibrosis; gastroenterology.

S. DELPORT 
Abnormalities of growth; abnormal pubertal 
development; advances in diabetes care.

R. DIEDERICKS
emergency paediatrics; Infectious Diseases.

K. DONALD
Developmental disabilities as they manifest and are 
managed in resource limited settings such as South 
Africa (including Cerebral palsy, Autism, Intellectual 
disability, genetic syndromes). Specific interests include 
the preventable causes of neurodisability such as alcohol 
and methamphetamine exposure, organophosphate 
poisoning and the neurological and neurocognitive 
complications of HIV.

R. DUNKLEY 
learning from mortality; improving flow and bed 
management in the hospital to cope with the Surge season

B.S. ELEY
Primary immune deficiency disorders; paediatric 
tuberculosis; paediatric HIV/AIDS; paediatric infectious 
disease.

P. GAJJAR
renal disease; paediatric organ transplantation especially 
infectious complications; paediatric hypertension 
including Takayasu’s Arteritis; acute renal failure 
and peritoneal dialysis; paediatric HIV nephropathy; 
adolescent medicine.

E. GODDARD
Paediatric liver disease; transplantation in children; 
immunology; paediatric infectious disease; paediatric 
gastroenterology and nutrition.

C. GRAY
food allergies and eczema

M. HARRISON
Preterm outcomes; Neonatal respiratory disease; 
Hypoxic Ischaemic encephalopathy.

M. HENDRICKS
Clinical outcomes in children with rhabdomyosarcoma 
at red Cross Children’s Hospital.

M.K. HENDRICKS
Public health nutrition; children’s rights; community 
child health

I. HENDRY
Post-graduate education; clinical nursing research and 
forensic nursing

L. HENLEY
research ethics 

J. HEWITSON
resource allocation and cardiovascular disease; Trisomy 
21 and cardiovascular disease; surgical management of 
patients with a single ventricle.

A. HORN
epidemiology; assessment and management of Hypoxic 
Ischaemic encephalopathy.

Y. JOOLAY
Neonatology

M. KIBEL
Child Health generally (Community Paediatrics), and 
Childhood TB

S.M. KROON
Mother-to-child transmission of HIV; Human Milk 
Banking

A. LEONARD
Implementation research (evidence based practice and 
improvement research)

M. LEVIN
genotypic and phenotypic features of allergic Xhosa 
children; Prevalence and associations of food allergy in 
unselected children in Cape Town and in the eastern 
Cape; relationship between food allergy and atopic 
dermatitis; the impact of demographic, environmental, 
nutritional and infectious influences on the expression 
of allergy and atopy within the Drakenstein birth-cohort 
study; allergy and atopy in children with Vernal kerato-
conjunctivitis; communication issues in management of 
asthma and allergy in indigenous people in South Africa.

J. LAWRENSON
Developing standards for echocardiographic screening 
of individuals to detect subclinical rheumatic heart 
disease; Thoracopagus conjoined twins; Cardiovascular 
disease in patients with HIV disease.

L. LINLEY
kangaroo mother care; HIe and the effect of head 
cooling; ethical issues in neonatal care.

M. MCCULLOCH
Acute kidney injury especially in PICU setting; 
Acute Peritoneal dialysis in Children and Infants;  fluid 
management in emergency and PICU settings; 
Transplantation(renal, liver and Cardiac) as well as 
Development of Paediatric Transplantation programmes 
and young Adult Transition;  long-term follow-up 
of steroid withdrawal in transplantation; Takayasu’s 
arteritis; Atypical hemolytic uremic syndrome; Training 
of African fellows in PICU/Nephrology and Challenges 
faced on return home.

G. MOLLER
Neonatal jaundice

B. MORROW
Paediatric respiratory infections; nosocomial infections 
in the PICU; distribution of ventilation in children with 
and without lung disease; respiratory mechanics; 
cystic fibrosis; resource allocation in PICU; paediatric 
cardiopulmonary physiotherapy.

R. MULOIWA
Pertussis in children hospitalised with lower respiratory 
Tract Infection (lrTI).
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S. NAIDOO
Aeroallergen sensitisation and the prevalence of 
asthma, allergic rhinitis, and eczema in children with 
Vernal keratoconjunctivitis.

A. NDONDO
Hydatid disease of the spine; epilepsies in 
childhood;neurometabolic disorders; the ketogenic 
diet in the African context; rett syndrome; optimal 
management of refractory status; non-polio enterovirus 
infections; childhood stroke.

P. NOURSE
Peritoneal dialysis; glomerulonephritis including HIV.

J. NUTTALL
Infants, children and adolescents with HIV infection and 
HIV/TB co-infection including early infant diagnosis; 
performance of HIV rapid tests in young children; drug 
dosing and pharmacokinetics; treatment failure and 
drug resistance. Antimicrobial stewardship. 
R. PETERSEN
CEREBRAL PALSY.

M.S. RABAN
Neonatology

V. RAMANJAM
Phenotype, neuroimaging and neurocognitive 
characteristics of children with neurofibromatosis 
type 1; DAX1 mutation; investigating the prevalence, 
comorbidities and responses to different forms of medical 
therapy for children and adolescents with ADHD.

M. RICHARDS
general and Developmental medicine

G. RIORDAN
Paediatric epilepsy; ADHD; mitochondrial disease; 
juvenile Huntingtons disease

B. ROSSOUW
Cardiac critical care: dilated cardiomyopathy in 
rCWMCH PICU; AlCAPA in rCWMCH PICU

P. ROUx
early Childhood Development and psycho-social aspects 
of care for children and adolescents with HIV/AIDS.

S. SALIE
Sepsis, HIV and fluid resuscitation.

B. SCHLEGEL
Tuberous sclerosis.

C. SCOTT
Paediatric Systemic lupus erythematosus; Juvenile 
Idiopathic Arthritis; fibrodysplasia ossificans 

Progressiva; HIV Arthropathy; Juvenile Dermatomyositis 
and Childrens rights

A. SPITAELS
Paediatric endocrinology, metabolism and diabetes; 
social circumstances, diabetes control, intersex.

G. SWINGLER
Systemic literature reviews.

C. THOMSON
follow-up of the high risk infant; HIe and the effect of 
head cooling

L. TOOKE
Neonatal research especially congenital infections, HIV 
and the care of the VlBW.

A. (NIKI) VAN NIEKERK
Neonatology and Neonatal cardiology.

A VAN EYSSEN
Pharmacogenomics in patients treated at red Cross 
Hospital with Acute lymphoblastic leukaemia; the 
use of flow cytometry in evaluating minimal residual 
disease in B lineage Acute lymphoblastic leukaemia 
at red Cross Hospital.( In conjunction with Dr W Van 
Schalkwyk of the NHlS)

A. VANKER
Indoor air pollution and tobacco smoke exposure and 
the effects on lung health.Determinants of childhood 
pneumonia.

K. WALKER
Sydenham’s chorea: post streptococcal movement 
disorders. Point of care INr testing. Cardiac management 
of Duchenne’s Muscular Dystrophy. HIV encephalopathy 
and HIV associated neurocognotive deficits in children. 
Use of Methylphenidate and management of ADHD in 
HIV. 

K. WEBB
Paediatric rheumatology and immunology

A.T. WESTWOOD
Coordination of health services; quality of health 
care; epidemiology, diagnosis and management 
of cystic fibrosis in South Africa; management of 
acute diarrhoea; causes of death among children; 
epidemiology of chronic illness in South Africa; health 
systems for children with long-term health conditions; 
policy perspectives on children with long term health 
conditions.

P. WICOMB
Medical education

J. WILMSHURST
Spinal muscular atrophy; limb girdle muscular dystrophy; 
peripheral neuropathies; congenital myopathies; 
complex epilepsies in childhood; role of video telemetry 
in paediatric neurology practice; neurofibromatosis; 
paediatric spinal pathologies; neuroradiological 
diagnostic and prognostic indicators of TBM, 
neurological manifestations of HIV; rare neuromuscular 
disorders; tuberous sclerosis; ketogenic diet in epilepsy; 
child neurology training in Africa; child neurology 
service capacity in Africa; guidelines for management 
of epilepsy disorders (for the IlAe).

M. ZAMPOLI
Childhood respiratory infections; HIV-associated lung 
disease; Cystic fibrosis; respiratory manifestations of 
neuromuscular disease and Sleep medicine.

H. ZAR
Childhood TB (specifically new diagnostic strategies), 
childhood pneumonia, HIV-associated lung disease; 
childhood asthma.  Drakenstein child lung health study, 
a birth cohort study to investigate the antenatal and 
early life determinants of child health

Contact Details

Postal Address: Department of Paediatric Medicine 
and Child Health, University of Cape Town, red Cross 
Children’s Hospital, rondebosch, 7700
Tel: +27 21 658 5324
fax: +27 21 689 1287
Web:http://www.scah.uct.ac.za
UCT general enquiries: +27 21 650 9111
UCT web: http://www.uct.ac.za
research coordinator: geanine Hopley @ 021-6860086
email: geanine.hopley@uct.ac.za

DEPARTMENT OF 
PAEDIATRICS AND CHILD 
HEALTH
AFFILIATED DISCIPLINES:

ALLIED HEALTH SCIENCES
Unit Representative: Sameer Rahim 

Department Structure:

Manager [Head of Unit] of Allied 
Health Professionals: Dr T Blake

HOD of each department:

•	 Dietetics:	Shihaam	Cader
•	 Occupational	Therapy:	Mereille	Pursad
•	 Physiotherapy:	Sameer	Rahim
•	 Audiology:	Colleen	Cox
•	 Social	Worker:	Andre	Pieters
•	 Speech	Therapy:	Lezanne	LeRoux

Unit Profile

The Unit of Associated Paediatric Disciplines is multi-
disciplinary, including all the paediatric therapy 
professions of Physiotherapy, occupational Therapy, 
Dietetics/Nutrition, Speech Therapy, Audiology and 
Social Work. The Division undertakes undergraduate 
and postgraduate teaching and training in all aspects of 
paediatric care, both acute and chronic. The Division is 
active in conducting research in Paediatric fields, often 
collaborating with members of other Divisions. The 
individual departments also run departmental weekly 
and monthly CPD programs accredited by UCT. 

Unit Statistics

Students

Master’s 3
Total 3
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Permanent and long-term contract staff 
(PGWC)

Permanent staff (full time) 34
Permanent staff (Part time) 2
Community service 5
Total 41

Undergraduate students 168
elective registered via UCT 2
Post graduate students (nursing and allied 
health)

114

Total 284

Research Fields and Staff

LEZANNE LE ROUx (SPEECH THERAPY)
The Nature of feeding and Swallowing Difficulties in 
the Paediatric Cerebral Palsy Population Who Have Had 
Videoflouroscopic Swallow Studies. (Completing in 
2014)

SHAFEEQAH NANA (SPEECH THERAPY)
Master’s in early Communication Intervention (course 
work)- Univ of Pretoria (commenced 2014)

Physiotherapy 

The epidemiology of children with Cerebral Palsy 
attending the physiotherapy department and the 
Western Province Cerebral Palsy Association (WPCPA) 
Cerebral Palsy (CP) Clinic at red Cross War Memorial 
Children’s Hospital over three months.

DES SCOTT (PHYSIOTHERAPY)
MSc Physiotherapy: The association between Health 
related Quality of life, Health Condition and function 
in South African children. A pilot study.

JANINE VERSTRAETE (PHYSIOTHERAPY)
MSc Physiotherapy: Development of an english Health 
related Quality of life measure, for children under the 
age of 6, to be completed by proxy 

LIESELOTTE CORTEN (PHYSIOTHERAPY PHD STUDENT) 
The use of Assisted Autogenic Drainage in children with 
acute respiratory disease in a developing country.

SHIHAAM CADER [IN COLLABORATION WITH EDWARD 
KIJA FROM NEUROLOGY]
Bone metabolism abnormalities in children with 
epilepsy at red Cross War Memorial Children’s Hospital, 
Capetown South Africa.(commence 2014)

DEPARTMENT OF CHILD AND 
ADOLESCENT PSYCHIATRY
Head of Clinical Unit: Dr Wendy Vogel
Academic Lead: Prof Petrus de Vries

Unit Profile

The Division of Child & Adolescent Psychiatry (DCAP), 
is based at 46 Sawkins road, rondebosch, and is part 
of the Department of Psychiatry and Mental Health. 
Clinical services are rendered as part of red Cross 
War Memorial Children’s Hospital. As such, DCAP 
therefore works in close collaboration between 
the departments of Psychiatry and Paediatrics. The 
clinical services are offered by four main teams: an 
outpatient Team, a  Consultation-liaison Team, an 
Infant Mental Health Team and by the Therapeutic 
learning Centre (TlC), an in-patient unit for children 
under 13 years. The Division is very active in training 
across disciplines, ranging from medical students, 
psychiatric registrars (M.Med) to advanced nursing 
students and clinical psychology interns. The Division 
offers a two-year M. Phil. (Child and Adolescent 
Psychiatry) degree, which leads to registration with 
the HPCSA as a sub-specialist in Child and Adolescent 
Psychiatry. In addition, staff members in the Division 
supervise candidates for postgraduate degrees such 
as Master’s and Doctoral degrees.

Research at DCAP is organised around 
five main themes:

a)  Centre for Autism in Africa – an interdisciplinary, 
interfaculty research group with interest in building 
a research base for research about autism in Africa. 
Activities include tool development, translation, 
validation, training and involvement with NPo sector. 
(Steering group: Prof Petrus de Vries, Dr Wendy 
Vogel, Dr kirsty Donald, Prof Colleen Adnams, 
Dr Susan Malcolm-Smith, Dr Colleen o’ryan, Dr 
Nokuthula Shabalala, Michelle Hoogenhout)

b)  Adolescent Health research Unit – a UCT-
accredited research unit with specific focus on 
health and health promotion in adolescents. 
Activities include a large-scale community 
education programme to reduce risk behaviours 
and intimate partner violence in 12-14 year olds in 
the Western Cape Province (Director: Prof Petrus 
de Vries; Co-director: A/Prof Cathy Mathews)

c)  Tuberous Sclerosis Complex research Programme 
– an international research programme, specifically 
focusing on molecularly targeted treatments 
of TSC and the neuropsychiatry of TSC. recent 
activities included development and validation of 
a checklist for the neuropsychiatric manifestations 
of the disorder (Head: Prof Petrus de Vries).

d)  Infant Mental Health Programme – A developmental 
research programme of parent-infant mental 
health work forcusing on mentalisation and 
mentalisation-based interventions for high-risk 
families (Head: A/Prof Astrid Berg)

e)  DCAP research Development Programme – a 
staff research development programme. Activities 
include research development workshops, writing 
workshops and research capacity building in 
existing staff (lead: Prof Petrus de Vries) 

Unit Statistics

Joint staff

Professor   1
Associate Professor   1
Senior lecturers   6
emeritus Professor   1
Honorary staff   3
Administrative staff 0.5
Total 12.5

Permanent provincial staff = 26
Trainee staff (junior registrars, senior registrars, 
intern psychologists) = 8

Registered Students supervised by DCAP staff in 
2013

–MSc (Neurosci) 1
M.Med 2
M.Phil 3
other 2
Total 8

Contact Details

Postal Address: Division of Child and Adolescent 
Psychiatry, 46 Sawkins road, rondebosch, 7700
Tel: +27 21 685 4103
fax: +27 21 689 1343

Please refer to the Psychiatry and Mental Health 
research report for publications by members of the 
Division of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry.

DEPARTMENT OF 
PAEDIATRICS AND CHILD 
HEALTH
AFFILIATED DISCIPLINES:

CHILD HEALTH UNIT
Director:  Rotating Acting Head

Unit Profile

The Child Health Unit’s mission is to contribute to 
promoting equity in child health. The core business 
of the Unit is directed at children’s public health and 
community-oriented child health promotion, protection, 
care and rehabilitation.

The target of the Unit’s endeavours is those areas, 
which have a strong children’s public health and 
interdisciplinary focus, viz. child development and 
disability, community nutrition, infectious diseases and 
health policy and service development. The Unit has 
close links with the Children’s Institute.

Unit Statistics

Permanent and long-term contract staff

Associate Professor (part-time) 1
emeritus Professor (part-time) 2
Specialist 2
Sub-specialist trainees 2
Senior lecturers (part-time) 4
lecturers 2
Administrative staff 1
Total 14

Research Fields and Staff

J. SHEA
Health promotion and education; the adaptation 
and piloting of a behavioural intervention to support 
HIV+ women in the core domains of health, mental 
health, parenting and HIV prevention for use by 
non-governmental organizations; an assessment of 
the feasibility of intervention trials on tuberculosis 
prevention in schools in the Western Cape Province; 
development of a certificate course in clinical research.
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CHILDREN’S INSTITUTE

Director: 
Associate Prof. Shanaaz Mathews

Institute Profile

The Children’s Institute aims to contribute knowledge 
and understanding to promotion of policies which 
govern improvement of child well-being, and fulfillment 
of the rights of all South Africa’s children, with special 
emphasis on children rendered vulnerable by a range 
of difficult circumstances. It addresses the needs and 
rights of South Africa’s children through policy research, 
advocacy and education and other academic activities 
that contribute to improvement in the policy analysis, 
formulation, implementation and evaluation processes.

Institute Statistics

Permanent and long-term contract staff

Professors 1
Senior lecturers (Snr researchers) 5
lecturers (researchers) 1
PASS (Administrative) 4
PASS (Scientific and Technical) 4
Total 15

Students

PhD 2
Master’s 2
Total 4

Research Fields and Staff 

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR SHANAAZ MATHEWS
Director; Children & violence, child protection, child 
abuse, gender policy, gender-based violence, evidence-
based programming.

LIZETTE BERRY 
Senior researcher; Child socio-economic rights 
indicators; child poverty.

DR ARIANE DE LANNOY
Senior researcher; youth and youth identity in 
rapidly changing, urban  environments; Perceptions 
of opportunity structure; education, identity  and 
educational decision-making.

KATHARINE HALL 
Senior researcher; social policy; Child poverty and 
inequality; social grants; households and mobility; 
indicators

LUCY JAMIESON   
Senior advocacy co-ordinator; Child rights; participatory 
democracy; governance; law reform & policy 
development; child protection.

HELEN MEINTJES
Senior researcher; HIV/AIDS & children; alternative care; 
social policy; children’s participation; media

DR TENDAI NHENGA-CHAKARISA
Senior researcher; International law; human rights 
law; child rights; child labour; applying international 
children’s rights law in African cultural contexts; 
curriculum design & legal drafting.

PAULA PROUDLOCK
Programme manager; Child rights; legislative review; 
law reform; democracy & governance; socio-economic 
rights for children.

WINNIE SAMBU
researcher; Malnutrition; food security; urban 
environments; poverty

Contact Details

Postal Address: Children’s Institute, University of Cape 
Town, 46 Sawkins road, rondebosch, 7700
Tel: +27 21 689 5404
fax: +27 21 689 8330/1287
e-mail: info@ci.org.za
Web: www.ci.org.za
UCT general enquiries: +27 21 650 9111
UCT web: http://www.uct.ac.za

PAEDIATRIC ANAESTHESIA
Head of Unit: 
Associate Professor Jenny Thomas

Unit profile

The Unit of Paediatric Anaesthesia, a division of the 
Department of Anaesthesia, University of Cape Town 
and School of child and Adolescent Health, is responsible 
for the provision of anaesthesia for all children, infants 
and adolescents undergoing surgery or procedures at 
the red Cross War Memorial Children’s Hospital and 
Maitland Cottage Children’s Home. This department 
also provides acute, chronic and palliative care services 
for the children at this hospital as well as providing input 
into paediatric intensive care services. The Paediatric Pain 
Team is a multidisciplinary group of practitioners - some 
with funded positions, others whom are volunteers - 
which is anaesthesia-directed and nurse driven. These 
include SrN Angeline Schrikker (nurse practitioner in 

pain) and a number of other volunteers which include 
child and family psychotherapists, aroma therapists, 
music and art therapists. These all work to provide an 
integrated approach to pain management. radiotherapy 
and oncology services are provided at both gSH and 
rCWMCH when their need arises this should be 
formalised to provide a more sustainable service.

Unit Profile

Permanent staff

Head of clinical unit 1
Specialists 7
registrars 5
Total 13

Research fields and staff

PROFESSOR JENNY THOMAS
Acute and chronic pain management, palliative care, 
analgesia and sedation, burns, conjoined twins’ 
anaesthesia, general paediatric surgery, cardiothoracic 
anaesthesia, perioperative behaviour disorders, and 
perioperative morbidity and mortality.

DR GRAEME WILSON
Paediatric pharmacology, total intravenous techniques in 
children, target-controlled anaesthesia, cardiothoracic 
anaesthesia.

DR REBECCA GARY
Transfusion medicine, vascular access, premature 
infants, ultrasound applications, cardiac, general 
paediatric surgery, burns and paediatric simulation.

DR KARMEN KEMP
Cardiac anaesthesia, childhood malignancies, teaching. 
Dr kemp is in charge of registrar activities.

DR KOTIE BESTER
Ultrasound and echocardiography applications in 
paediatric anaesthesia, modalities for analgesia and 
sedation, interventional radiology and MrI. Dr Bester also 
has an interest in perioperative morbidity and mortality. 

Contact Details

Paediatric Anaesthesia
D floor Main Hospital, rCWMCH,
klipfontien road, rondebosch, 7700,
Cape Town, 
South Africa
Telephone: Prof Thomas +27 21 6585466
Ms Williams  +27 21 6585183 
emails: Prof Thomas - j.thomas@uct.ac.za    
Ms Williams - Melissa.williams@uct.ac.za

PAEDIATRIC DERMATOLOGY

Head of Unit: Dr Carol Hlela

Unit profile

Dr Carol Hlela is the Head of Paediatric Dermatology at 
red Cross Hospital and managing of Adult inpatients 
and outpatients with varied skin conditions. She is the 
division’s only consultant that runs the clinical service 
and is assisted by dermatology registrars from groote 
Schuur Hospital for two clinics a week and also two 
sisters of red Cross Hospital.

Current Studies

She completed conducting a clinical trial at red Cross 
entitled: Accessible and Affordable Moisturizers for 
Atopic eczema, the 3AM Atopic eczema Study.  The 
aim of which is to find easily accessible moisturizers 
with a view to replace the standard of care regime. The 
intention of which is to empower patients and reduce 
the dependence on the health sector for moisturisers.
She is also currently conducting her own research in the 
following areas:
1.   Prevalence of HTlV-1 infection amongst blood 

donors in South Africa. Carol Hlela, Wendy 
Sykes, Marion Vermeulen, edward Murphy. A 
collaborative project with the South African 
National Blood Services (SANBS).

2.   epidemiology of HTlV-1 infection in South Africa, 
the forgotten epidemic. Carol Hlela, Maia lesosky, 
Diane Hardie, ravi Moodley, edward Murphy. A 
project conducted in partnership with the national 
health services laboratory (NHlS).

3.  formulating a National Multicentre registry of 
Infective Dermatitis Associated with HTlV-1 (IDH), 
a collaborative project with the South African 
Dermatology Society of SA.

Student Supervision

1.  filipe ferreira de Almeida rego, PhD 
student – Africa Centre, kwazulu Natal 
Project title: Analysis of HTlV-1 integration sites 
(IS), proviral load and mutations in pX orf-I and 
orf-II and infective dermatitis associated with 
HTlV-1 (IDH) development.

2.  Nomthandazo Ngcobo, MMeD student – 
Dermatology Department, kwazulu Natal 
Project title: Prevalence of steven-johnson 
syndrome / transient epidermal necrosis (SJS/TeN) 
in HIV in South Africa, a literature review.

3.  kate Webb, PhD student- Paediatric rhuematology 
department, University of Cape Town,  
Project title: Sweet’s syndrome as a possible 
autoinflammatory disorder in children.
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4.  Nonhlanhla lunjani: Department of Dermatology. 
University of Cape Town. Project title: Mechanisms 
of eczema and Allergy Development in Xhosa 
children

5.  felix Dube, PhD student-Microbiology Department, 
University of Cape Town. Project title: Human T-cell 
lymphotropic virus type 1 (HTlV-1) -associated 
infective dermatitis (IDH) and the risk of adult T cell 
leukaemia/lymphoma (ATll)

Project collaborations are with:

Prof Mike levin from the Department of Allergy, 
University of Cape Town and the Switzerland based 
group of investigators including Drs. Akdis, Schmid-
grendelmeier and Weibel working on the research 
project entitled- Mechanisms of the Development of 
Allergy (SoS-All), which will aim to generate novel 
knowledge on the origin of the epidemic of Ige-
associated allergic diseases, particularly mechanisms 
of initiation of allergy to propose early diagnosis, 
prevention and targets for therapy.

PAEDIATRIC NUCLEAR MEDICINE
Head of Unit: Dr A. Brink

Unit profile

The Paediatric Nuclear Medicine Service is part of the 
Department of Paediatric and Child Health.  It provides 
the Nuclear Medicine investigations and therapy for 
all neonates and children being treated in facilities 
associated with UCT and supports State and Private 
Health Care facilities in the Western Cape and other 
provinces which do not have a dedicated Paediatric 
Nuclear Medicine Service.  In addition, staff actively 
participate in the Division of Nuclear Medicine at groote 
Schuur Hospital.  

registrars from a number of institutions spend time 
at the Children’s Hospital as part of their training, as 
do radiography students from groote Schuur Hospital.  
other activities include participation in International 
Congresses and the College of Nuclear Physicians.

Unit Statistics

Permanent and long term contract staff

Senior specialist 1
Part-time specialist / emeritus Associate 
Professor

1

Total 2

Students

registrars 1
Total 1

Research fields

renal scintigraphy, “milk” scans in gastro-intestinal 
motility disorders, limb perfusion in children with 
vascular compromise due to infection or burns, PeT/
CT applications in children, and brain perfusion 
scintigraphy.

Contact Details

Postal address: Paediatric Nuclear Medicine, School of 
Child and Adolescent Health, University of Cape Town, 
red Cross War Memorial Children’s Hospital, klipfontein 
road, rondebosch, 7700, Cape Town, South Africa.
Tel: +27 21 6585367
Web: http://web.uct.ac.za/depts/ich
UCT general enquiries: +27 21 650 9111
UCT web: http://www.uct.ac.za

PAEDIATRIC PATHOLOGY
Head of Histopathology Unit: 
Dr K. Pillay

Unit profile

The Unit of Paediatric Pathology is primarily an NHlS 
laboratory service unit to red Cross Children’s Hospital 
and provides paediatric and neonatal services to other 
Western Cape Health Care Institutions. The pathology 
service functions as an amalgam of three sub units 
comprising: Anatomical Pathology, Chemical Pathology 
and Haematology. Undergraduate teaching activities 
are largely undertaken through equivalent disciplines at 
groote Schuur Hospital and the Medical School of the 
University of Cape Town to medical and physiotherapy 
students. Postgraduate teaching is undertaken to MPhil 
(Paediatric Pathology), MMed (in all the pathology 
disciplines), and MSc and PhD students at UCT.  
research activities are related to laboratory aspects 
of child health and molecular mechanisms underlying 
paediatric disease. research also undertaken through 
collaborative projects with clinical colleagues, mainly in 
paediatrics and paediatric surgery.

Unit Statistics

Permanent and long-term contract staff

Senior lecturers   3
NHlS Staff  40
Total  43

Students

registrars    3
Total    3

Research Fields and Staff

DR WILLIE VAN SCHALKWYK
Molecular genetics of paediatric leukaemias and 
neuroblastomas; paediatric myelodysplastic syndromes; 
haemophagocytic lymphohistiocytosis.

DR KOMALA PILLAY
Pathology of skeletal muscle; brain tumours; lymphomas.

Dr george van der Watt
Inherited metabolic disorders.

CONTACT DETAILS

Postal Address: Paediatric Pathology, School of Child 
and Adolescent Health,
University of Cape Town, red Cross Children’s Hospital, 
klipfontein rd, rondebosch, 7700
Tel: +27 21 658 5209
fax: +27 21 658 5206
Web: http://web.uct.ac.za/depts/ich/ 
UCT general enquiries: +27 21 650 9111
UCT web: http://www.uct.ac.za

PAEDIATRIC RADIOLOGY
Head of Unit: Dr. T. Kilborn

Unit profile

A clinical radiology department providing imaging 
to all divisions in the School, performing a total of 
approximately 40,000 examinations per annum. Imaging 
modalities include plain-film radiography, computed 
and digital radiography, digital fluoroscopy, ultrasound 
(including Doppler), computerised tomography (CT), 
magnetic resonance imaging (MrI), angiography 
and interventional radiology. The Division conducts a 
Postgraduate teaching program for three registrars 
registered for the M.Med (Diagnostic radiology) at 

the University of Cape Town on an ongoing rotational 
basis and for one registrar registered at the University 
of Stellenbosch. An undergraduate lecture series 
in paediatric radiology is provided at 5th year level. 
Training in paediatric sonography is conducted for 
B.Tech (Ultrasound) students of the Cape Peninsula 
University of Technology. 

In addition, the Division offers an annual Paediatric 
radiology fellowship, providing further training in 
the discipline for qualified radiologists. fellows are 
registered for the University’s Postgraduate Diploma in 
Paediatric radiology. 

Unit Statistics

Permanent and Long-term Contract Staff

lecturers 3
radiographers and Aux. Staff 30
Total 33

Students

PhD 0

registrars/Master’s 4

fellow  1

Total 5

Research Fields and Staff
 
T. KILBORN
oncology, Neuro-imaging, HIV and TB, Pulmonary 
Imaging, gastrointestinal, 

N. WIESELTHALER
Neuro-imaging; orthopaedic imaging; Interventional 
radiology

E. BANDERKER
Cardiac and Chest imaging, orthopaedics, Imaging in 
Trauma

Contact Details

Postal Address: Paediatric radiology, School of Child 
and Adolescent Health, University of Cape Town, red 
Cross Children’s Hospital, klipfontein rd, rondebosch, 
7700
Tel: +27 21 658 5104
fax: +27 21 658 5101
Web: http://web.uct.ac.za/depts/ich/ 
UCT general enquiries: +27 21 650 9111
UCT web: http://www.uct.ac.za
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PAEDIATRIC SURGERY

Head of Unit: Prof. A. Numanoglu

Unit profile

The department functions as a tertiary and quarternery 
health care centre for paediatric surgery for the University 
of Cape Town and the red Cross War Memorial 
Children’s Hospital. The department is a national/
international centre for postgraduate paediatric surgical 
career development and is accredited with the HPCSA.

An extensive surgical outreach programme is in 
existence primarily to improve the surgical care of 
children at secondary and primary health care levels. 
The division is regarded as a national centre for 
minimally invasive surgery, surgical skills training, 
organ transplantation, specialized hepatobiliary 
surgery, oncology and burn care in children and for 
the separation of conjoined twins.

research is being conducted in the department into a 
wide variety of aspects of paediatric surgical practice 
including gastrointestinal surgery, minimal invasive 
surgery, surgical skills training, trauma care and 
prevention, liver and renal transplantation, renovascular 
hypertension, burn therapy, pain assessment and 
management, conjoined twins and common diseases 
of Africa including tuberculosis and HIV/AIDS. 

Unit Statistics

Permanent and long-term contract staff

Professor 2
emeritus Professor 3
Adjunct Professor 1
Head of Clinical Unit 1
Senior lecturers 2
Career Paediatric Surgical registrars 3
African fellowship Training Programme 1
karl Storz fellowship Programme 1
research Technologists / Social Worker 2
Administrative staff 2
Total 18

Students

Master’s 4

Undergraduate 168

Total 172

Research Fields and Staff

PROFESSOR A. NUMANOGLU
Minimal invasive surgery; transplantation; HIV/AIDS and 
diseases of the gastro-intestinal tract; teaching with 
technology; web based outreach; neonatal surgery

S. COx
The child sexual assault ‘epidemic’; burns; surgical 
aspects of necrotising enterocolitis and other childhood 
general surgical conditions; surgical oncology

PROFESSOR A.B. VAN AS
Traumatology; child accident prevention; vascular 
injuries

PROFESSOR A.J.W. MILLAR
Biliary atresia, choledochal cysts, liver transplantation, 
renovascular hypertension, non-transplant surgery 
for short bowel syndrome, oesophageal replacement 
with colon, hepatoblastoma, bilateral Wilms’ tumour, 
surgical management of intestinal failure

EMERITUS PROFESSOR H. -RODE
Burn and nutrition research; short bowel syndrome; 
HIV/AIDS; oncology and trauma.

ADJUNCT PROFESSOR R.A. BROWN
gastrointestinal surgery; surgical endoscopy; 
constipation and gastro-intestinal polyposis.

DR R. ALBERTYN
Paediatric pain; rehabilitation and HIV/AIDS; web-based 
education

J. RAAD
Manometry and gastro-enterology.

Contact Details

Postal Address: Division of Paediatric Surgery, School 
of Child and Adolescent Health, University of Cape 
Town, red Cross War Memorial Children’s Hospital, 
rondebosch, 7700
Tel: +27 21 658 5012
fax: +27 21 685 6632
Web: http://www.surgicalskills.co.za‘ - http://www.
scah.uct.ac.za/clinicalservices/surgery.html
UCT general enquiries: +27 21 650 9111
UCT web: http://www.uct.ac.za

POISONS CENTRE

Head of Unit: Dr C. Roberts

Unit profile

The Poisons Information Centre maintains and 
distributes the AfriTox poisons information database 
designed to help clinicians in Southern Africa  treat 
poisoned adults and children.   All types of potentially 
toxic substances are included with a particular accent on 
local South African trade names and natural toxins. The 
treatment protocols are tailored for the South African 
situation.  AfriTox is used at over 35 treatment centres 
countrywide and by both the other Poisons Centres, to 
underpin poisons advice given to health workers and 
the public.  It is also distributed to centres in Botswana, 
kenya, Mozambique, Nigeria and zimbabwe. AfriTox is 
also used by doctors on smart phones, laptops and PCs.

The Poisons emergency Telephone line is answered by 
the staff of the Poisons Information Centre during office 
hours on weekdays, and after hours in the emergency 
Department of the hospital, using the AfriTox database.

The Centre collects data on all children seen at red Cross 
Children’s Hospital with known or suspected poisoning 
and on all calls received during working hours on the 
Poisons emergency line.  

Unit Statistics

Permanent and Sessional Staff

Medical officers 2

Pharmacists 2

Total 4

Research Fields and Staff

All staff members are involved in data collection 

Dr kate Balme is responsible for case data on poisoning.

Contact Details

Postal Address: Poisons Information Centre, School 
of Child and Adolescent Health, University of Cape 
Town, red Cross Children’s Hospital, klipfontein rd, 
rondebosch, 7700
Tel: +27 21 658 5308
fax: +27 21 658 5331
email  poisonsinformation@uct.ac.za

SOUTH AFRICAN TUBERCULOSIS 
VACCINE INITIATIVE (SATVI)

Head of Unit: 
Professor Willem Hanekom

Unit profile

SATVI’s vision is “A World Without TB”, while our 
mission is “Innovative And High-Quality TB Vaccine 
research In Africa, To Impact The global epidemic”. 
To achieve its mission, SATVI has been testing 7 new 
TB vaccine candidates in 15 completed or ongoing 
clinical trials. SATVI also addresses other critical clinical, 
epidemiological, immunological and human genetic 
questions in TB vaccine development. A large focus of 
this research is on identification of markers in blood to 
indicate whether a person is at risk of developing, or 
protected against, TB disease (correlates or risk or of 
protection).

SATVI is the largest dedicated TB vaccine research 
group on the African continent, with an annual 
budget of ~r70 million. Its success is evident from 
manuscripts published in high impact journals, funding 
support from multiple international funding agencies, 
invited presentations at international conferences and 
representation on multiple international policy bodies.

SATVI also has an active postgraduate academic training 
programme, with a total of 13 postdoctoral, doctoral 
and master’s students. 

Particular highlights from 2013 included publication of 
the results of the first efficacy trial of a new TB vaccine, 
MVA85A, in nearly 50 years. The group was also 
awarded two new grants to the value of r 37.4m and 
r 47.7m from the Bill and Melinda gates foundation to 
identify correlates of risk of TB disease.

Divisional Statistics

Students and Postdoctoral Fellows

Master’s 2
Doctoral 4
Postdoctoral fellows 7
Total 13

Permanent and Contract Staff

Permanent staff 72
fixed term contract staff 21
Total 93
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Academic and Support Staff

Academic staff 6
PASS staff 87
Total 93

Research Fields and Staff

Research Staff

WILLEM HANEKOM – DIRECTOR
TB vaccine development and testing; Correlates of 
risk of TB disease in infants, adolescents and adults; 
Immunopathogenesis of TB and of TB/BCg/IrIS in 
infants, adolescents and adults.

MARK HATHERILL – DEPUTY DIRECTOR FOR CLINICAL 
TRIALS AND EPIDEMIOLOGY
TB vaccine development and testing; epidemiology and 
diagnosis of TB in infants, adolescents and adults.

THOMAS SCRIBA – DEPUTY DIRECTOR FOR 
IMMUNOLOGY
Immunopathogenesis studies; TB vaccine development 
and testing; Correlates of risk of TB in infants 
and adolescents; adolescents and adults; Assay 
development.

HENNIE GELDENHUYS
TB vaccine development and testing, including novel 
administration of vaccines; epidemiology and diagnosis 
of TB in infants, adolescents and adults.

ANGELIQUE LUABEYA
TB vaccine development and testing; epidemiology and 
diagnosis of TB in infants, adolescents and adults.

MICHELE TAMERIS
TB vaccine development and testing; epidemiology and 
diagnosis of TB in infants and adolescents; Drama as a 
vehicle for communicating research technology.

ELISA NEMES
TB vaccine development and testing; Correlates of risk 
of TB disease in infants; Immunopathogenesis of TB and 
of TB/BCg/IrIS in infants, adolescents and adults.

ADAM PENN-NICHOLSON
TB vaccine development and testing; Correlates of risk 
of TB disease in adolescents; Assay development.

EDWARD MAKGOTHLO
Correlates of risk of TB disease in adolescents.

SARA SULIMAN
TB vaccine development and testing; Correlates of risk 
of TB disease in adolescents; Assay development.

HELEN MEARNS
Analysis of immune responses to novel vaccine strategies 
against TB.

VIRGINIE ROZOT
TB vaccine development and testing; Correlates of risk 
of TB disease in infants; Immunopathogenesis of TB and 
of TB/BCg/IrIS in infants, adolescents and adults.

SELECTED RESEARCH GRANTS
SATVI received additional financial support through the 
following grant awards during 2013:
1.  Project: robin Wood (T. Scriba), Tuberculosis 

Transmission: Host, Bacterium and environment
 funder: MSC SA
 grant period: 2013 –2016
2.  Project: T. Scriba, T cell determinants of risk for TB 

disease in adolescents
 funder: Bill & Melinda gates foundation
 grant period: 2013 – 2016
3.  Project: T Scriba, The role of human naive-

like memory T cells in natural infection with  
Mycobacterium tuberculosis

 funder: MrC SA
 grant Period: 2013 – 2015
4.  Project: T Scriba, CyTof Mass Cytometer for T cell 

correlates of risk of TB disease in adolescents
 funder: SA Department of Science and Technology
 grant Period: 2013 – 2014
5.  Project: z Brey, riley Method TB Vaccine research 

facility
 funder: Bill & Melinda gates foundation
 grant Period: 2013 - 2015
6.  Project: M Hatherill, A phase IIb, double-blind, 

randomised, placebo controlled study to evaluate 
the efficacy, safety and immunogenicity of gSk 
Biologicals’ candidate tuberculosis (TB) vaccine 
gSk 692342 against TB disease, in healthy adults 
aged 18-50 years, living in a TB endemic region

 funder: Aeras / gSk
 grant Period: 2013 – 2017
7.  Project: M Hatherill, A double-blind, randomised 

controlled Phase IIb trial of safety and 
immunogenicity of MVA85A given for prevention 
of recurrent tuberculosis

 funder: National Institutes of Health (NIH)
 grant Period: 2013 – 2014
8.  Project: M Hatherill, A randomized, Placebo 

Controlled, Partially Blinded Phase II Study to evaluate 
Safety, Immunogenicity, and Prevention of Infection 
with Mycobacterium tuberculosis of AerAS-404 and 
BCg revaccination in Healthy Adolescents

 funder: Aeras
 grant Period: 2013 – 2017
9.  Project: M Hatherill, UCT Clinical Trials Unit SATVI 

CrS
 funder: NIH
 grant Period: 2013 – 2020

10. Project: M Tameris,  Vaccine Development registry
 funder: Aeras
 grant Period: 2013 – 2015
11.  Project: M Tameris,   A Phase 1b, randomized, 

Double-blind, Placebo-controlled, Dose-escalation 
Study to evaluate the Safety and Immunogenicity 
of the ID93 + glA-Se Vaccine in BCg-Vaccinated 
Healthy Adults

 funder: Aeras
 grant Period: 2013 – 2015
12.  Project: A luabeya, A Phase I/IIa Double-Blind, 

randomized, Placebo-Controlled, Dose-finding 
Study to evaluate the Safety and Immunogenicity 
of AerAS-456 in HIV-negative Adults with and 
without latent Tuberculosis Infection

 funder: Aeras
 grant Period: 2013 – 2015
13.  Project: A luabeya, Host-Based Assessment of 

MTB
 funder: University of Washington
 grant Period: 2013 – 2014

Contact Details

South African Tuberculosis Vaccine Initiative (SATVI)
Postal Address: Wernher and Beit Building South, Anzio 
road, observatory 7925
Tel: +27 21 406 6791
fax: +27 21 406 6693
Web: http://www.satvi.uct.ac.za
UCT general enquiries: +27 21 650 9111
UCT web: http://www.uct.ac.za

DEPARTMENT OF 
PAEDIATRICS AND CHILD 
HEALTH
Research output

Authored books

Woods, D.l. and eley, B.S. 2013. Childhood HIV: what 
health professionals need to know (update). South 
Africa: electric Book Works.  ISBN 9781920218218.

Chapters in books

Donald, k.A.M., Hall, D. and Dawes, A.r.l. 2013. 
International models for prevention, early detection, 
intervention and professional training: early child 
development and detection in South Africa. In f.P. 
glascoe, k.P. Marks, J.k. Poon and M.M. Macias (eds), 

Identifying & Addressing Developmental-Behavioral 
Problems: A Practical guide for Medical and Non-
Medical Professionals, Trainees, researchers and 
Advocates, pp. 405-408. USA: PeDStest.com, llC. ISBN 
9780966432350.

Morrow, B. and Argent, A.C. 2013. Diagnosis, 
prevention, and treatment of ventilator-associated 
pneumonia in children. In M. Astuto (ed), Pediatric 
Anesthesia, Intensive Care and Pain: Standardization in 
Clinical Practice, pp. 13-26. Italy: Springer-Verlag. ISBN 
9788847026841.

Articles in peer-reviewed journals 

Adikibi, B., Arnold, M., Van Niekerk, g., Alexander, A., 
Numanoglu, A. and Millar, A.J.W. 2013. Magnetic bead 
toy ingestion: uses and disuses in children. Pediatric 
Surgery International, 29: 741-744.

Adikibi, B.T., Wood, r.J., Pillay, k. and Millar, A.J.W. 
2013. omental cyst presenting with profound anaemia. 
African Journal of Paediatric Surgery, 10(2): 180-184.

Argent, A.C. 2013. What’s new in the recognition 
and management of septic shock in children: dos and 
don’ts. Current Pediatrics reports, 1: 17-26.

Argent, A.C. and Morrow, B. 2013. Ventilator-associated 
pneumonia: the answer depends on the question being 
asked. Pediatric Critical Care Medicine, 14(1): 109-111.

Arkwright, P.D., Motala, C., Subramanian, H., Spergel, J., 
Schneider, l.C. and Wollenberg, A. 2013. Management 
of difficult-to-treat atopic dermatitis. Journal of Allergy 
& Clinical Immunology: In Practice, 1: 142-151.

Balme, k.H. and roberts, C. 2013. More about... 
Paediatric emergency medicine: what’s new in 
toxicology? CMe-Continuous Medical education, 31(1): 
24-26.

Bergman, N. 2013. Neonatal stomach volume and 
physiology suggest feeding at 1-h intervals. Acta 
Paediatrica, 102: 773-777.

Boyede, g., lesi, f.e.A., ezeaka, V.C. and Umeh, C.S. 
2013. Impact of socio demographic factors on cognitive 
function in school-aged HIV-infected Nigerian children. 
HIV/AIDS - research and Palliative Care, 5: 145-152.

Boyede, g., lesi, f.e.A., ezeaka, V.C. and Umeh, C.S. 
2013. The influence of clinical staging and use of 
antiretroviral therapy on cognitive functioning of school-
aged Nigerian children with HIV infection. Journal of 
AIDS & Clinical research, 4:195. DoI: 10.4172/2155-
6113.1000195.
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Boyles, T.H., Bamford, C., Bateman, k.J., Blumberg, 
l., Dramowski, A., karstaedt, A.S., korsman, S.N.J., 
le roux, D.M., Maartens, g., Madhi, S., Naidoo, r.N., 
Nuttall, J., reubenson, g., Taljaard, J., Thomas, J., 
van zyl, g.U., von gottberg, A., Whitelaw, A.C. and 
Mendelson, M. 2013. guidelines for the management 
of acute meningitis in children and adults in South 
Africa. Southern African Journal of epidemiology and 
Infection, 28(1): 5-15.

Braithwaite, I., Stewart, A.W., Hancox, r.J., Beasley, r., 
Murphy, r., Mitchell, e., Baena-Cagnani, C.e., gomez, 
M., Weyler, J., Pinto-Vargas, r., Cunha, A.J.l.A., de freitas 
Souza, l., ferguson, A., Aguilar, P., Benavides, l.A.V., 
and zar, H.J. 2013. The worldwide association between 
television viewing and obesity in children and adolescents: 
cross sectional study. PloS one, 8(9): e74263(8pp).

Brink, A. 2013. The use of nuclear medicine in childhood. 
Continuing Medical education, 31(8): 309-311.

Brown, r. and Wood, r.J. 2013. Constipation in 
children. South African family Practice, 55(4): 350-353.

Burns, J.C., Herzog, l., fabri, o., Tremoulet, A.H., 
rodo, X., Uehara, r., Burgner, D., Bainto, e., Pierce, D., 
Tyree, M., Cayan, D., McCrindle, B., Manlhiot, C., Jin, 
C.-J., Jin, l.-H., Jin, z.-y., Piao, J.-H., zhou, y., Jiao, f., 
Huang, g.-y., Salo, e. and eley, B.S. 2013. Seasonality of 
kawasaki disease: a global perspective. PloS one, 8(9): 
e74529(11pp).

Buys, H., Muloiwa, r., Westwood, C., richardson, D., 
Cheema, B. and Westwood, A.T.r. 2013. An adapted 
triage tool (eTAT) at red Cross War Memorial Children’s 
Hospital medical emergency unit, Cape Town: an 
evaluation. SAMJ South African Medical Journal, 
103(3): 161-165.

Campbell, N.M., Colville, J.g., Van der Heyde, y. and 
Van As, A.B. 2013. firearm injuries to children in Cape 
Town, South Africa: impact of the 2004 firearms control 
act. South African Journal of Surgery, 51(3): 92-96.

Carapetis, J., zuhlke, l., Taubert, k. and Narula, J. 2013. 
Continued challenge of rheumatic heart disease: the 
gap of understanding or the gap of implementation? 
global Heart, 8(3): 185-186.

Cheema, B., Stephen, C. and Westwood, A.T.r. 2013. 
Paediatric triage in South Africa. South African Journal 
of Child Health, 7(2): 43-45.

Claassen, S., Du Toit, e., kaba, M., Moodley, C., zar, H.J. 
and Nicol, M.P. 2013. A comparison of the efficiency 
of five different commercial DNA extraction kits for 
extraction of DNA from faecal samples. Journal of 
Microbiological Methods, 94: 103-110.

Coetzee, e.D.T., rode, H. and kahn, D. 2013. 
Pseudomonas aeruginosa burn wound infection in a 
dedicated paediatric burns unit. South African Journal 
of Surgery, 51(2): 50-53.

Comitis, g., lawrenson, J., van Schalkwyk, A. and 
zuhlke, l. 2013. refractory, missed and severe kawasaki 
disease: diagnostic and therapeutic challenges. SA 
Heart, 10(2): 462-468.

Cox, S., Westgarth-Taylor, C., Dix-Peek, S. and Millar, 
A.J.W. 2013. Pre-peritoneal pelvic packing in a 
paediatric unstable pelvic fracture:  an undescribed 
complication of lower limb compartment syndrome. 
Injury-International Journal of the Care of the Injured, 
44: 258-260.

Cox, S., Naidoo, N.g., Wood, r.J., Clark, l.M. and 
kilborn, T. 2013. Tuberculous iliac artery aneurysm in 
a pediatric patient. Journal of Vascular Surgery, 57(3): 
834-836.

Danne, D., Philotheou, A., goldman, D., guo, X., Ping, 
l., Cali, A. and Johnston, P. 2013. A randomized trial 
comparing the rate of hypoglycemia - assessed using 
continuous glucose monitoring - in 125 preschool 
children with type 1 diabetes treated with insulin 
glargine or NPH insulin (the PreSCHool study). 
Pediatric Diabetes, 14: 593-601.
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Primary Health Care 
Directorate
Director: Prof Steve Reid

Directorate Profile

The vision of the Primary Health Care Directorate is 
a Health Science faculty that promotes equity and 
quality in health care, guided by the primary health 
care approach.  The Directorate aims to promote the 
primary health care approach in teaching, research, 
policy, health services and community engagement 
by the faculty of Health Sciences.  Its objectives are 
to integrate a primary health care approach into the 
faculty’s undergraduate and postgraduate curriculae 
by means of extending and developing  the faculty’s 
clinical teaching platform in rural and primary care sites; 
deepening community engagement within the health 
service and the faculty’s curriculae; enhancing the 
recruitment and support of students of rural origin in 
the faculty; and increasing inter-disciplinary research in 
health sciences.  The mission of the PHC Directorate is 
to promote equitable, comprehensive, compassionate 
and quality care at all levels of the health system by 
means of:  the recognition of diversity and culture; 
evidence-based practice and policy; active health 
promotion; community-based education; and strategic 
partnerships.

Directorate Statistics

Permanent and long-term contract staff

Professors 1
Senior lecturers 2
lecturers 3
Junior research officer 1
Health Teaching Platform Manager 1
Site facilitators 4
Ngo facilitators 2
Site Coordinators 4
facility Manager 1
Admin Staff 2
Total 21
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Honorary staff

Honorary lecturers 2
Honorary research Associate 1
Total 3

Research Fields and Staff

Permanent staff

PROF STEVE REID
Director: Primary health care; Collaboration for Health 
equity through education and research; compulsory 
community service; family medicine; rural health; 
district health systems; community based services 
support & intermediate care policy; community oriented 
primary care; population based approaches to health; 
community based education; medical education; 
human resources for health; global consensus on social 
accountability; creativity and health; arts and healthcare
steve.reid@uct.ac.za 

MR JAMES IRLAM
Senior lecturer: Primary health care; evidence-based 
practice; climate change and health
james.irlam@uct.ac.za 

DR LAURAINE VIVIAN
Senior lecturer: Primary health care; medical 
anthropology; culture, psyche and illness; medical 
education; electromagnetic radiation health implications 
from cell phone technology
lauraine.vivian@uct.ac.za

MRS JOHANNAH KEIKELAME
lecturer: Primary health care; health promotion; 
community needs assessment; patient and carers 
perspectives on epilepsy
johannah.keikelame@uct.ac.za

MRS SARAH CRAWFORD-BROWNE
lecturer: Primary health care; culture, psyche and 
illness; psychological trauma; community based mental 
health programming
sarah.crawford-browne@uct.ac.za 

Contract staff

DR DES MICHAELS
lecturer: Primary health care; health promotion; 
integrated clinical practice, Collaboration for Health equity 
through education and research; social accountability
des.michaels@uct.ac.za

MRS CLAUDIA NAIDU
Junior research officer: Collaboration for Health equity 
through education and research; social accountability
claudia.naidu@uct.ac.za 

Honorary Lecturers & Honorary Research 
Associates

DR BEN GAUNT
Honorary lecturer: Primary health care; rural health; 
district health systems; community based healthcare 
& development; health systems research; multi-
disciplinary healthcare; clinical services; medical 
education & outreach programmes; HIV/AIDS; obstetrics 
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gaunts@gmail.com 

DR KARL DU PRE LE ROUx
Honorary lecturer: Primary health care; rural health; 
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Honorary research Associate: Playwriting; theatre, 
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inter-disciplinary arts research; African dance 
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rob.baum@uct.ac.za 

Research Highlights

Medicine and the Arts: A new postgraduate Medicine 
and the Arts course which commenced in 2014 was 
designed by Prof reid and Dr Susan levine, Dept of 
Social Anthropology. The course  contributes to new 
interdisciplinary research initiatives underway at UCT, 
and provides an unparalleled opportunity for students 
from the Health Sciences and Humanities to engage 
with the production of knowledge of and about the 
body, from multiple perspectives. The course also 
provides an intellectual platform for students to explore 
new possibilities, already activated on the global stage, 
about the ways in which the arts can constructively 
engage with medical pedagogy and practice, and to 
engage in key debates relating to medicine, the arts and 
medical anthropology.

Promoting rural Health: A portion of a faculty r1.2m 
Atlantic Philanthropies 3-year grant dispersed to the 
PHCD was utilized to encourage the recruitment of 
health sciences students from rural and underserved 
areas, support them to develop leadership skills, 
better prepare medical students for rural practice, and 
contribute overall to health equity. The PHCD worked at 
raising the profile of rural health amongst the students 
and faculty; expose an increasing number of students 
to rural situations via the subsidy provided for 5th year 
rural electives; raise awareness amongst rural learners 
about health careers and processes to be followed 
to become health professionals in future; and expose 

students to leadership through workshops and practice 
whilst leading their student societies. 

Interdisciplinary Work: James Irlam brought together 
a workshop on Trans-disciplinary and Inter-disciplinary 
(TDID) research in the faculty, which has the potential 
for increasing research output. The statistics from 
around the world show that the output of those 
universities that have deliberately created an enabling 
environment for interdisciplinary research, has increased 
exponentially, as compared to those who continue 
ploughing the same furrows within their disciplinary 
boundaries.  Although a lot of the work done at the 
PHCD  is interdisciplinary, this is not the case for most 
departments, and one of our core functions is to initiate 
and stimulate this kind of thinking within the faculty.

Curriculum revision: The faculty-led Curriculum revision 
Task Team (CrTT) chaired by Prof reid met for their 
final meeting in october 2013 to review what has been 
achieved since the inception of the Task Team in August 
2010, evaluate if the major objectives have been served 
and to bring clarity to the way forward with respect to 
salient issues that remain a work-in-progress and will be 
taken up by the MBChB Programme Committee. Initial 
revisions to the 4th year curriculum would take effect 
in 2014 including the introduction of primary care 
Paediatrics, incorporating additional on-site student 
clinical work, inclusion of alternative off-campus sites, 
home visits, and integrating PHC themes and learning 
outcomes across the curriculum. revisions to the 6th 
year curriculum would continue to be interrogated 
with the aim of exploring the implementation of a 
longitudinal 6th year programme in george or other 
community-based off-campus sites on the expanded 
teaching platform, and interrogating workable models. 
Task Teams would continue to examine graduate 
attributes in relation to templates that were designed 
to identify and integrate PHC threads across the major 
themes of human rights; inter-professional teamwork; 
communications & cultural competence; evidence based 
practice; life-long learning; bio-psychosocial approach; 
ethics; gender & sexuality (lgBT); SHAWCo Health 
Proposal; and oral health. The curriculum mapping 
process which was half-way through, would also be 
completed. The Culture, Psyche and Illness thread of 
the MBChB was reviewed leading to a clarification of 
outcomes and strategies. 

Visiting Scholars: Prof Stewart Mennin, an expert in 
curriculum reform from the University of New Mexico, 
was invited by Prof reid to run a workshop on “Curriculum 
Change & Models” at the faculty in September 2013 on 
the vital subject of curriculum revision, curriculum models 
and the challenges of curriculum changes pertaining 
to the MBChB undergraduate early and clinical years. 
The workshop interrogated the numerous complex 
issues at play including what rules can be instituted 

to synergize teachers and learners; how size can be 
used advantageously; how a teacher delivery model 
(one speaking to many) can address the fact that size 
is unlimited and inversely proportional to engagement 
and meaningful exchange; how basic rules of working 
together can be better understood and instituted; which 
curriculum models could work within our context; and 
how to examine the basic unit of function, which is 
learning not content.  Prof David Hirsch, Assistant 
Professor of Medicine at Harvard Medical School 
and  Director and co-founder of the Harvard Medical 
School-Cambridge Integrated Clerkship, was invited 
to present to the faculty in August 2013 on “The Case 
for Curricular Integration: What Harvard’s longitudinal 
Integrated Clerkship teaches about educational design”.  
Prof Hirsch is an expert in the so-called ‘longitudinal 
Integrated Clerkship’ model of teaching, in which 
clinical students undertake their learning in each 
discipline over a whole year ‘longitudinally’ rather 
than ‘vertically’ in blocks.  The Harvard Medical School 
Cambridge Integrated Clerkship story has much to say 
about educational transformation and will be helpful 
to open ideas about our final year MBChB curriculum 
revision.

Conference Presentations: Prof reid, Dr Michaels, 
Claudia Naidu and James Irlam gave oral & poster 
presentations at the SAAHe 6th National Conference 
on “The relationship of health science faculties to their 
health service partners: implications for clinical teaching 
in SA”; “Peer review for social accountability of health 
sciences education: a model from SA”; “The home 
visit: still a feasible teaching tool for medical students? 
A pilot study for curriculum revision”; “A system that 
is constantly trying to shape you in a different way 
- student’s perspectives on being a good doctor”; 
“Career and practice intentions of health science 
students across three SA medical schools”; “A review of 
the Wits University medical students’ community-based 
health promotion service learning projects in SA”. James 
Irlam gave oral & poster presentations on “Advocacy 
for a health energy policy: the experience of a national 
roundtable process” at the ruDASA 17th rural 
Health Conference and the 9th PHASA Conference; 
“Micronutrient supplementation in children with HIV 
infection: a Systematic review for the HIV/AIDS Cochrane 
review group” at the African Cochrane Indaba; and “A 
cost-effective strategy for primary prevention of acute 
rheumatic fever and rheumatic heart disease in SA 
children with pharyngitis” at the UCT SCHAH research 
Day. Prof reid gave oral presentations on “Why we 
do what we do: the philosophy of rural health” at the 
ruDASA Conference and “Medicine and humanities in 
conversation” at the WiSer Body knowledge Medical 
Humanities in Africa Conference.
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Contact Details

Postal address: Primary Health Care Directorate, 
old Main Building, groote Schuur Hospital, e47-25, 
observatory, 7925
Telephone: +27 21 406 6031/6761
fax: +27 21 448 5653
e-mail: cha.johnston@uct.ac.za
Web: www.primaryhealthcare.uct.ac.za

Research output

Chapters in books
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Articles in peer-reviewed journals 
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Departmental Profile

The Department of Psychiatry and Mental Health is 
firmly committed to strengthening the integration 
between services, teaching, and research. Clinicians 
in each of the Divisions of the Department (addiction 
psychiatry, child and adolescent psychiatry, consultation-
liaison psychiatry, forensic psychiatry, general hospital 
psychiatry, intellectual disability, psychotherapy, 
neuropsychiatry, psychopharmacology, and public 
mental health) are active in research in their particular 
areas. Thus clinical research in the Department covers key 
clinical problems that are relevant in the South African 
context, including behavioural and neuropsychiatric 
aspects of HIV/AIDS, substance use disorders (including 
fetal alcohol spectrum disorder), adolescent risk-taking 
behaviour, posttraumatic stress disorder, and mental 
health policy and services.

In addition, the Department plays a key role in several 
cross-departmental and cross-institutional research 
initiatives:
•	 	The	Brain-Behaviour	Initiative	(BBI)	is	one	of	UCT’s	

signature themes. The initial focus of the BBI was 
on trauma, but it has extended to include neuroHIV 
and substance use disorders. More details of the 
aims, methods, and partners, are available at - 
http://www.health.uct.ac.za/research/groupings/
bbi/overview/

•	 	The	Adolescent	Health	Research	Unit	is	examining	
adolescent risk-taking behaviour, predictors of 
school dropout, and violence in intimate adolescent 
relationships. Data analysis is in progress for two 
large school-based cluster randomised control 
trials of AIDS prevention.

•	 	The	Alan	J	Flisher	Centre	for	Public	Mental	Health	
addresses a range of questions in mental health 
policy and implementation science, and offers 
advanced training in public mental health. The 
Centre currently conducts research in 9 low and 
middle-income countries in Africa and south Asia, 
including the Programme for Improving Mental 
health care (PrIMe) (www.prime.uct.ac.za), the 
Africa focus on Intervention research for Mental 
health (AffIrM) (www.affirm.uct.ac.za), and 
emerging Mental Health systems in low and 

middle-income countries (eMerAlD) research and 
capacity building initiatives.  Within the Centre, 
The Perinatal Mental Health Project (PMHP) 
contributes research on maternal mental health 
from its own service and training initiatives as well 
as in collaboration with other partners.

Departmental Statistics

Permanent and long-term contract staff

Professors 3
emeritus Professors 5
Associate Professors 4
Senior lecturers 41 
lecturers 15
research Staff 35
Administrative and Clerical Staff 5
Total 96

Honorary Staff

lecturers 11
Senior lecturers 3
Professors 14
Total 17

Students

Postdoctoral / Clinical research fellows 8
Doctoral   14
Master’s 34
Total 58

Research Fields and Staff

ADDICTION PSYCHIATRY
Substance use and anxiety disorders (Don Wilson); 
Interventions (katherine Sorsdahl, Sonja Pasche)

CHILD AND ADOLESCENT PSYCHIATRY 
Adolescent risk behaviour (Cathy Mathews), infant 
mental health (Astrid Berg), , autism and pervasive 
development disorders (Petrus de Vries). 

CONSULTATION-LIAISON PSYCHIATRY 
Women’s mental health, stress and pregnancy 
(Bavanisha Vythilingum), liaison psychiatry and HIV 
(Jackie Hoare and kerry louw), pain (louise frenkel) 

FORENSIC PSYCHIATRY
Mentally ill offenders and femicide (Sean kaliski and 
Tania Swart). 

GENERAL PSYCHIATRY  
mHealth interventions (Pete Milligan), bipolar disorder 
(Neil Horn), substance-induced  psychosis ( (Henk 
Temmingh), clinical audit (robin Allen). 
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INTELLECTUAL DISABILITY 
fetal alcohol spectrum disorder (fASD) neurobehaviour 
and brain imaging (Colleen Adnams)

PSYCHOTHERAPY 
Intimate partner violence (Adele Marais), recovery in 
serious mental illness (Sharon kleintjes) 

NEUROPSYCHIATRY 
Neurocognitive disorders and neuropsychiatry of HIV, 
brain imaging and HIV (John Joska; Carla freeman), ArV 
initiation and adherence (John Joska and Hetta gouse) 

PSYCHOPHARMACOLOGY 
Pharmacological MrI, evidence-based 
psychopharmacology (Dan Stein, Taryn Amos) 

PUBLIC  MENTAL HEALTH 
Mental health policy and services (Crick lund), green 
psychiatry (John Parker) 

Contact Details

Postal Address: UCT Department of Psychiatry and 
Mental Health, groote Schuur Hospital, observatory, 
Cape Town, 7925
Tel: +27 21 404 2174 or +27 21 4066566
fax: +27 21 448 8158
Web: http://web.uct.ac.za/depts/psychiatry/
UCT general enquiries: +27 21 650 9111
UCT web: http://www.uct.ac.za

Research highlights from 2013

•	 	Awarding	of	the	Emerging	Mental	Health	systems	
in low and middle-income countries (eMerAlD) 
eU-fP7 grant (€6,000,000). The grant is being 
led by Prof graham Thornicroft at the Institute of 
Psychiatry, king’s College london, and the UCT 
CPMH is leading Work Package 3 of the grant, 
together with Dr Dan Chisholm at the World 
Health organization, geneva.

•	 	Publication	of	a	“flagship”	paper	for	PRIME	in	PLoS	
Medicine (December 2012).

Research output
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ISMrM - International Society for Magnetic resonance 
in Medicine. ISSN 15454428.

School of Public 
Health and Family 
Medicine
Director: 
Professor Mohamed F Jeebhay 

School Profile

The School of Public Health and family Medicine is 
a strong multidisciplinary department in the faculty 
of Health Sciences. Its teaching, research and service 
extend to a wide range of settings and content areas 
consistent with the evolving disciplines of Public Health 
and family Medicine. 

The School is currently organised into 8 disciplinary teaching 
and training divisions and 4 UrC accredited research 
units. Three of these divisions, Public Health Medicine, 
occupational Medicine and family Medicine have a 
clinical service responsibility through joint appointments 
with Western Cape government Department of Health 
(Directorate of Health Impact Assessment, groote Schuur 
Hospital occupational Medicine Clinic, Chief Directorate 
Metro District Health Services) respectively.

Teaching

The School runs a large postgraduate programme, 
including 7 postgraduate diplomas, 6 Master’s 
programmes, 3 professional Master’s programmes and a 
PhD programme. In 2013, there were 364 postgraduate 
students in the School including 29 PhD students. A 
total of 102 postgraduate students graduated in 2013, 
including 5 PhDs, 41 Master’s and 56 postgraduate 
diploma students (one third of all faculty diplomas 
awarded). The Master’s in Public Health (MPH) is the 
School’s flagship public health programme and the 
largest taught master’s in the faculty, with 200 students 
having graduated over the past decade. 

The MPH continues to attract widespread interest from 
potential applicants, particularly from other African 
countries.  There were 226 applicants for 50 places, of 
which 52 were accepted and took up places for study in 
2013. A record number of 30 students (from 26 in 2012) 
graduated during 2013 out of a total registration of 156 
students pursuing this 3 year degree. With appropriate 
resourcing, there is scope for an increased intake and 
increased throughput on this flagship programme. As 
the only Master’s programme in palliative medicine in 
Africa, the MPhil in Palliative Medicine continues to 
attract students from South Africa and other countries 
in Africa.

The School is also playing an increasing role in the 
new undergraduate medical curriculum with the aim 
of producing medical professionals able to function 
effectively at the primary care level and imbued with 
an understanding of public health.   Public Health and 
Health Promotion training to undergraduates take 
place in community-based settings and has been 
instrumental in pioneering community-placements for 
MBChB students at UCT.   A number of initiatives are 
underway to develop off-campus teaching sites linked 
to Community Health Centres and district hospitals.   
The family Medicine division has been closely involved 
in developing and supporting the rural teaching venue 
in Vrendenburg. 

Research – overview  

There are four UrC-accredited research entities within 
the School: Centre for Infectious Disease epidemiology 
& research (CIDer), Centre for occupational and 
environmental Health research (CoeHr), Health 
economics Unit (HeU) and the Women’s Health 
research Unit (WHrU). research outputs in 2013 
included approximately 185 peer-reviewed journal 
publications (a 3% increase from 2012) and 12 book 
chapters. Total research grant and contract income to 
the School was r46 882 032 in 2013, a 20% increase 
from 2012 research income. 

furthermore, in addition to subsidy-attracting 
publications, academic staff participate in a range 
of provincial, national and international policy and 
produce a number of technical and policy papers. 
These contributions do not always find their way into 
peer-reviewed scientific journals, but which are integral 
to the department’s service mission, reflecting the 
School’s strong social responsiveness profile in applying 
research and scholarly activity as part of advocacy to 
promote the public’s health.
                      
The School’s research mission is reflected in the 
wide range of research activities and the associated 
research outputs are notable for their multidisciplinary 
perspective. In infectious diseases and women’s health, 
publications cover childhood and adult tuberculosis 
prevention, diagnosis and treatment; HIV epidemiology, 
transmission and treatment (including treatment 
outcomes, adherence and mortality); adolescent 
risk-taking behaviour and educational interventions; 
prevention of mother-to-child transmission of HIV 
infection; contraceptive services and women’s 
reproductive health more broadly; economic analyses 
of tuberculosis and HIV services; HPV vaccination and 
cervical cancer prevention and health systems aspects 
of care related to TB and HIV. The integration of human 
rights considerations into public health policy and 
health systems practice receives attention in a number 
of publications. The department continues its role as 
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a national leader in occupational and environmental 
health research with investigations into occupational 
allergy, pesticides, hazardous metals and lung disease 
due to mineral dust. finally, the question of equity of 
resource allocation in health, and particularly in primary 
health care, continues to occupy researchers in health 
economics, who remain the leading South African 
source of peer-reviewed publications in this field. 

The School has eight Nrf-rated researchers, including 
Dr Chris Colvin (Promising young researcher), A/
Prof Aqiel Dalvie (established researcher), Dr richard 
Matzopolous (established researcher), Professor Jonny 
Myers (Internationally Acclaimed researcher), Professor 
lucy gilson (Internationally Acclaimed researcher), 
Professor Mohamed Jeebhay (Internationally Acclaimed 
researcher), Professor leslie london (Internationally 
Acclaimed researcher) and Professor Di McIntyre 
(Internationally Acclaimed researcher). 

In 2013, Dr Mary-Ann Davies in CIDer received the 
Bronte Stewart Memorial research Award for the 
best PhD in the faculty. The School also made its third 
award of the David Bourne prize for the best student 
in the MPH programme to Monika kamkuemah. The 
prize commemorates David Bourne, a demographer in 
the School who died in 2009, and whose death left a 
huge gap in the HIV research world. keren Middelkoop 
was awarded the ethne Jacka prize for the top MPH 
dissertation by a graduating candidate in 2012. John 
Ataguba received the young Investigator Award for 
the best publication in the faculty (2012) as well as 
the Claude leon Merit Award for young lecturers. 
Two staff members, Associate Professor landon Myer 
and Dr Chris Colvin, were among the recipients of the 
Top Soft-funded Academic and research Staff (SfArS) 
Awards in the faculty.

Centre for Occupational and Environmental 
Health Research (COEHR) 

The Centre’s aim is to be a principal centre of oeH 
research, teaching and training, occupational medical 
clinical services, policy advisory, technical consultancy 
services, advocacy and a source of supportive 
outreach activities in South Africa, in the Southern and 
eastern regions of Africa, Africa more generally, and 
internationally.

The major objectives of the Centre are firstly, to 
conduct multidisciplinary research, teaching and 
service provision of high priority in Southern Africa, 
integrating laboratory, clinical, epidemiological and 
policy skills. Another key objective is to explore and 
develop means of maintaining the health of workers 
and environmentally exposed communities. A third 
objective is to conduct policy research into issues 
ranging from toxic or injurious exposures through to 

health surveillance. fostering inter-institutional research, 
teaching and service (including outreach) collaboration 
and capacity development constitutes another major 
objective. finally, another aim is to foster local and 
global networks for occupational and environmental 
health promotion through collaboration with United 
Nations and other agencies. 

Key research projects

key research areas for the Centre currently include the 
identification of risk factors and evaluating preventive 
approaches for allergens and asthma in the workplace, 
health hazards of chemicals (such as pesticides and 
endocrine disruptors) and silicosis elimination in gold 
miners. 

Workforces that are of particular relevance for the 
Centre’s work include health care workers, with a 
specific focus on studying the determinants of TB 
infection and diagnostic approaches in order to 
prevent the spread of TB related to the HIV epidemic. 
other vulnerable groups include agricultural workers 
(for whom injuries and pesticide-related asthma and 
neurotoxicity are a problem) and mine workers (at high 
risk of developing pneumoconioses and TB). 

environmental risks for workers and communities 
exposed to metals, such as manganese and arsenic, 
and other chemicals in the working and residential 
environments are assessed and monitored. Climate 
change and its impact on occupational and general 
health has become a focus linked to the UCT African 
Climate and Development Initiative. 

These areas are supplemented by a broader focus on 
research to address occupational and environmental 
health systems and worker’s compensation, to promote 
ethical issues in occupational health practice as well as 
developing programmes to build oHS capacity through 
research and training in the SADC region, through 
the fogarty International Centre Millenium Promise 
Programme (MPP) for non-communicable chronic lung 
diseases.

The Centre commenced a project analysing the 
approximately 9 million records of mining contracts over 
the last 40 years from an anonymised database provided  
by the main recruiting company in the South African 
mining industry. The study has a number of objectives, 
viz. to  map the changing distribution of recruitment, 
particularly from gold mines, to estimate actuarially 
mortality rates and the number of living miners, and 
to project the number of living miners with silicosis, 
tuberculosis and HIV infection. The ultimate goal is to 
inform activities directed at silicosis elimination, control 
of tuberculosis and the just compensation of miners 
with occupational lung disease on the subcontinent.

The work of the Centre led by Prof Jonny Myers has 
played a major role in contributing towards a safer 
occupational exposure limit for manganese exposed 
workers through its contribution to the American 
Conference for government Industrial Hygienists 
Threshold limit Values (TlV). 

roslynn Baatjies doctoral study on baker’s allergy 
and asthma demonstrated the substantial positive 
impact of targeted interventions in reducing flour dust 
allergens in bakeries, thereby contributing towards 
preventative strategies for protecting baker’s lung 
health. The findings will be used recommendations to 
the Department of labour to revise the current flour 
dust exposure standard in South Africa, bringing it in 
line with international best practice. 

The Centre received two grants from the International 
Development research Centre to evaluate the 
effectiveness of upstream interventions including urban 
upgrading and alcohol trading restrictions in reducing 
violence in selected low-income community in the 
Western Cape with high rates of violence. Violence 
Prevention through Urban Upgrading (VPUU) are the 
primary implementation partners and key proponents of 
participatory approaches to community development. 

The Health risk Management Programme (HrMP) 
has begun to conduct research in the area of climate 
change and climate variability impacts on health and 
chemical exposure risks. research in 2013 continued 
to also focus on the silent public and environmental 
health problem of informal vendors selling agricultural 
pesticides for domestic use in low-socio economic 
communities of street pesticides and child poisonings; 
occupational herbicide exposures of community 
workers removing alien vegetation in the Working for 
Water programme; and developing health interventions 
for low literate populations. These research projects 
involved engagement with Ngos, community 
leaders/members, national, provincial and municipal 
government departments (health, agriculture and 
environment) and research institutions (i.e., MrC, CSIr). 
Capacity building has also included dissemination 
of research findings to decision makers and lay 
populations. Mechanisms for capacity building by the 
HrMP are through a Post graduate Diploma in Pesticide 
risk Management (DPrM) targeted at regulators and 
inspectors; information dissemination through UCT’s 
pesticide electronic list servers, a bi-monthly online 
chat discussion forum -  virtual seminar - for students 
and global experts in the field of pesticides and health. 
The HrMP also develops a range of risk communication 
materials and health interventions, algorithm, and 
policy briefs based on research findings. These mediums 
are used in order to disseminate and translate research 
findings for a broad range of stakeholders and continue 
to be widely distributed in printed form and as Creative 

Commons licensed electronic material posted on UCTs 
openContent UCT site. The programme also conducts 
policy analysis and inputs to national, regional and 
international policies on chemical risk management and 
environmental health.

Major highlights for 2013 included the 
following:
 
•	 	The	Centre	successfully	underwent	the	5	year	URC	

Quality Assurance review, which commended the 
work of the Centre as being highly productive, 
generating high quality output with an international 
reputation.

•	 	The Centre hosted the 12th International 
Symposium of Neurobehavioural Methods and 
effects in occupational and environmental Health 
in Cape Town in March 2013 under the auspices of 
the Scientific Committee for Neurotoxicology and 
Psychophysiology of the International Congress on 
occupational Health (ICoH). The conference was 
co-chaired by emeritus Professor Jonny Myers and 
Professor leslie london, who have been asked to 
co-guest edit a special edition of Neurotoxicology 
for papers presented at the Symposium. Associate 
Professors Aqiel Dalvie and Andrea were members 
of the Scientific organizing Committee. 

•	 	Professor	London	was	also	appointed	guest	editor	
for a special edition of the journal New Solutions 
to focus on the extractive Industries. 

•	 	Professor	 Leslie	 London	 was	 also	 awarded	 a	
fulbright Senior research fellowship to spend a 
sabbatical in the Department of environmental 
Health at Boston University School of Public Health 
in the latter part of 2013. 

•	 	Professor	Rodney	Ehrlich	spent	three	weeks	at	the	
yale University  law School and School of Public 
Health as a gruber fellow in global Health and 
Justice.  one of the outcomes was a postgraduate 
student project entitled “fulfilling Broken Promises.  
reforming the Century-old Compensation System 
for occupational lung Disease in the South African 
Mining Sector”.  

•	 	Professor ehrlich was confirmed as Head of the 
newly formed Division of occupational Medicine 
in the School and Prof Jeebhay as Head of the 
occupational and environmental Health Division.

•	 	Associate Professor Hanna-Andrea rother was 
promoted ad hominem to Associate Professor. She 
was appointed Deputy Director of the Centre for 
the period of 2013-2015.  

•	 	Associate Professor rother chaired a UN advisory 
group’s 7th fAo/WHo Joint Meeting on Pesticide 
Management of which she is a WHo nominated 
panel member. 

•	 	A/Prof rother is a member of the Scientific 
organizing Committee for the 2014 World 
Universities Network Conference on Climate 
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Change and Public Health. She also convened a 
Satellite Session on Climate Change and Health. 

•	 	A/Prof rother also serves as a member of UNePs 
expert group on the Development of legal and 
Institutional Infrastructures and Cost recovery 
Measures for Sound Management of Chemicals. 
She was also promoted to Associate Professor.

•	 	Prof Jeebhay was presented with the Collegium 
ramazzini medal by the Mayor of Carpi in Italy on 
being elected as a new fellow of the Collegium 
ramazzini.

•	 	Prof Jeebhay was invited to two technical 
taskforces of the european Academy of Allergy 
and Clinical Immunology (eAACI) occupational 
Allergy section to develop consensus guidelines 
in relation to occupational allergy and asthma 
viz. MoCeA (measurement of airborne allergens) 
taskforce and occupational Anaphylaxis taskforce. 

•	 	roslynn Baatjies was awarded her PhD for her 
work on occupational allergy and asthma among 
bakery workers.

•	 	Professor Jeebhay was invited to do a presentation 
on diagnosis of occupational asthma at the XXXII 
Congress of the european Academy of Allergy and 
Clinical Immunology and World Allergy Congress 
held in Milan, Italy, June 2013.

Industrial Health Resource Group (IHRG)

Within the CoeHr, the Industrial Health resource 
group (IHrg) operates as an action research and socially 
responsive development group, providing occupational 
health and safety research, curriculum development, 
training, advice, and resource development services 
for trade unions and their members. The work of IHrg 
is guided by a vision of building the capacity of trade 
unions and their members to independently monitor, 
enforce, defend and advance the health and safety 
rights of workers.

IHrg does representation, investigative and advocacy 
work for workers and trade unions in relation to 
workplace health and safety incidents and cases of work-
related injury and disease. IHrg assisted with 83 cases of 
occupational injury and disease during 2013, involving 51 
men, 29 women and 3 workplaces. Cases came from a 
variety of workplaces and sectors including the breweries, 
clothing, furniture making, engineering, education, 
farming, municipalities, security, transport, retail, public 
health, mining and asbestos manufacturing. In March 
the Western Cape High Court ruled in favour of a worker 
(and against the Director general of the Department of 
labour) who claimed that he had contracted Hepatitis B 
as a result of an occupational exposure whilst working 
in the plumbing of a naval vessel. This court action was 
the result of a collaboration between IHrg and the trade 
union Solidarity. In December 2013 lawyers filed an 
application in the High Court to contest the Department 

of labour’s refusal to provide the families of workers 
killed in the 2009 Paarl Print fire access to the Dol Section 
32 formal enquiry report. Numsa is acting as financial 
guarantor should IHrg lose the case and be ordered to 
pay costs. This legal action follows IHrg’s unsuccessful 
efforts to secure access to the report from the Dol under 
the Promotion of Access to Information Act. 

In the course of 2013 IHrg ran a series of workshops 
for shop stewards and trade unionists on occupational 
injury and disease case management. This training seeks 
to develop capacity amongst union organisers and 
workplace representatives to investigate incidents in the 
workplace, manage compensation claims, and represent 
workers in incapacity dismissal cases. Alongside this 
training activity, IHrg published a revised version of 
its handbook on COIDA and Case Management. The 
publication is being piloted in training courses and has 
been circulated for comment to a reference group that 
includes representatives from CoSATU, NUM, NUMSA, 
SAMWU and Solidarity, occupational medicine 
specialists from the University of Cape Town, as well 
as Dr. Sophia kisting, former Director of the Ilo HIV/
AIDS Program.

IHrg also plays an advocacy role within a national, 
regional and global context of deregulation, 
outsourcing and casualisation of labour - trends 
which enable public and private sector employers to 
shed responsibility for workplace health and safety. In 
this regard, IHrg is collaborating with the federatie 
Nederlandse Vakbeweging and its South African 
partners in a campaign for decent work that is directed 
particularly at vulnerable workers. our current work 
with vulnerable workers includes: Nine workshops in 
collaboration with Naledi and Satawu during 2013 with 
shop stewards from contract cleaning, security and 
aviation companies at or Tambo International Airport; 
weekly meetings with a group of 20 Community Health 
Care Workers in Delft; and health and safety workshops 
with farmworkers organised by Sikhula Sonke. 

In November 2013 IHrg convened an indaba for 
27 shop stewards and organisers from Numsa who 
have been participating in a three year Strengthening 
Workers Rights programme funded by the german 
union confederation, DgB-BW. The purpose of the 
programme is to build the capacity of the shop stewards 
to engage with german multi-national companies in 
the negotiation of workplace level agreements. The 
participants on the programme represent workers at 
11 german multinational companies in the eastern 
Cape, gauteng, Mpumalanga and kwazulu-Natal. 
During 2013 IHrg, Samwu and DgB-BW negotiated 
an agreement for a health and safety training and 
organisational development programme for the period 
2014 to 2016. 

IHrg provided health and safety training workshops 
in response to requests from Nehawu and Chevron 
petrochemical refinery. 

IHrg collaborates locally, nationally, regionally and 
globally with other labour service organisations, non-
governmental organisations, adult educationists, 
occupational health experts, various academic 
programmes, and health research institutions. 
During 2013, IHrg collaborated with - amongst 
others –federatie Nederlandse Beweging, Deutscher 
gewerkschaftsbund, Naledi, Ditsela, Workers World 
Media Productions, legal resources Centre, labour and 
enterprise Policy research group and the Department 
of occupational and environmental Health at UkzN. In 
August 2013 IHrg programmes underwent an external 
evaluation by fNV and by DgB-BW.

research activity of IHrg contributes towards the 
production and distribution of a variety of popular and 
accessible resources (including posters, newsletters, 
research reports, workshop materials, and handbooks) 
for trade unions and their members on issues of 
occupational health and safety. During 2013 IHrg 
produced a guide for shop stewards on compensation 
COIDA and Case Management, a housing audit tool for 
farmworkers, Afrikaans translations of eight health and 
safety training modules, an article on the class action 
lawsuit for gold mine workers with silicosis, a DVD 
about three contract workers injured in a fire at the 
engen refinery in Cape Town and another DVD on the 
working conditions of Community Health Care Workers 
in Delft, Cape Town. IHrg further developed its website 
www.ihrg@org.za  by setting up a mobi version for cell-
phone access and establishing a discussion forum on 
compensation.

Centre for Infectious Disease Epidemiology 
and Research (CIDER)

The Centre for Infectious Disease epidemiology and 
research (CIDer) is a multi-disciplinary research group 
with the following objectives:
•	 	To conduct public health research integrating 

laboratory, clinical, epidemiological, social science 
and health systems research into infectious 
diseases that have high priority in Southern 
Africa (in particular HIV, tuberculosis and sexually 
transmitted infections) in order to improve the 
prevention and management of these diseases. 

•	 	To be a service-led research entity, maintaining 
very strong links with health services at all levels, 
and to assist policy makers, programme and 
services managers with the implementation of the 
results of research.

•	 	To be a centre of expertise in the surveillance and 
monitoring of infectious diseases and infectious 

disease programmes and services, and in the 
conduct of robust observational research based on 
routine data sources.

•	 	To provide postgraduate teaching and supervision 
in epidemiology. 

The Centre has a strong track record in researching 
strategies for HIV prevention. Historically the Centre 
ran field sites for two large multicentre HIV prevention 
trials, one for a candidate vaginal microbicide, and 
the other testing the efficacy of twice daily acyclovir 
suppressive therapy in preventing HIV transmission 
among heterosexual HIV-discordant couples in which 
the HIV-infected partner is Herpes Simplex Virus-2 
seropositive. furthering the focus on HIV prevention the 
Centre is developing tools and indicators for measuring 
and evaluating PMTCT programmes in resource limited 
settings, and is testing novel service strategies for further 
improving the effectiveness of PMTCT interventions.

A further focus of the work of the Centre is in the area of 
treatment and service delivery for HIV and tuberculosis.  
This encompasses an expanding portfolio of health 
systems research as well as the clinical epidemiology of 
treatment interventions in individual cohorts.   Health 
system projects have focussed on the use of lay health 
workers and community-based care, and the integration 
of TB and HIV services in the Western Cape, free State 
and gauteng.  A major strength of the Centre is cohort 
studies of patients receiving antiretroviral therapy.  This 
includes work with individual cohorts in khayelitsha 
and gugulethu, through to running an NIH-funded 
data centre for collaborative cohort research combining 
data from 14 cohorts in South Africa.

The Centre has an excellent working relationship 
with the Provincial Department of Health, with staff 
supporting the conduct and analysis of the annual 
antenatal HIV seroprevalence survey, the development 
and maintenance of information systems to monitor 
HIV programmes, and assistance with infectious disease 
surveillance and outbreak investigations.   The work 
on context-appropriate information systems for HIV 
programmes has led to further collaborations nationally, 
regionally and with the World Health organization.  

The Centre has a strong multidisciplinary team of PhD 
scientists and continues to be a significant resource 
for epidemiology, biostatistics, infectious disease 
modelling and qualitative research support within the 
faculty. There are active collaborations with a range of 
clinical and laboratory departments, including with the 
Departments of Psychiatry and Mental Health, Virology, 
obstetrics and gynaecology, Child and Adolescent 
Health, and Medicine.  
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The major highlights for 2013 include:

A number of staff were promoted during the year or 
took on new senior appointments
•	  Associate Professor landon Myer was appointed 

as the head of the new Division of epidemiology 
and Biostatistics and as Deputy Director of CIDer

•	 Dr Chris Colvin was appointed as the head of the 
new Division of Social and Behavioural Sciences

•	 Dr kathryn Stinson was promoted ad hominem to 
Senior research officer

CIDER was successful with the following 
new grants

•	  2 NIH supplements were awarded to the 
International epidemiologic Databases to evaluate 
AIDS (IeDeA) grant – one to the transfer of children 
on HIV treatment and one on the impact of HIV 
treatment (Davies) on adult mortality in South 
Africa (Johnson).

•	 Dr Mary-Ann Davies led a successful global 
consortium that was awarded a grant from the 
International AIDS Society to develop a global 
paediatric HIV treatment cohort collaboration 
(CIPHer

•	  Collaborative Initiative for Paediatric HIV education 
and research)

•	 Dr Chris Colvin was awarded an NIH training grant 
in HIV Social Sciences together with colleagues at 
Brown University

The following staff were successful with their 
post-graduate studies: 

•	 	Master’s Degrees: Phuelele Trasada, Monika 
kamkuemah, leatitia kampiire (MPH); lucy 
Campbell (MSc Statistics)

•	 	Dr Mary-Ann Davies was awarded her PhD, 
and was awarded the Bronte Stewart Memorial 
research Award for the best PhD in the faculty of 
Health Sciences.

•	 	Dr lele rangaka, awarded her PhD in 2012 by the 
london School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, 
was awarded in 2013 the Woodruff medal for the 
PhD most likely to impact health in developing 
countries.

CIDer had another productive year in terms of 
publication output, with staff being authors on over 80 
peer reviewed articles, many in leading general medical 
journals and lead by CIDer staff.

Health Economics Unit 

The Health economics Unit (HeU) conducts research 
in health economics and health system issues. The 

HeU maintains a balance between conceptual and 
applied research as well as between topics of local and 
international relevance and focuses on three thematic 
areas of research, namely health systems and health 
equity research; health financing and the economic 
evaluation of disease-priority areas. 

There are currently a number of projects relating to 
issues of health financing and the achievement of 
universal coverage. In addition to this research work, 
the HeU is active in knowledge translation through 
the provision of input into the Ministerial Advisory 
Committee on National Health Insurance and its various 
sub-committees in South Africa. other key policy work 
includes participation in the economics and financing 
group for the government’s new “National Strategic 
Plan for HIV and AIDS, STIs and TB” and the provision 
of scientific advice to the World Health organisation to 
look at health economics issues related to vaccines in 
low- and middle-income countries.

A five-year research project (UNITAS – Universal 
coverage in Tanzania and South Africa: Monitoring and 
evaluating progress) continued in 2013.   The UNITAS 
project focuses on monitoring and evaluating policy 
formulation and implementation processes aimed at 
achieving universal health coverage in South Africa and 
Tanzania. The project undertakes monitoring mainly at 
the district level, with some monitoring and evaluation 
at the national level.  It aims to support implementation 
processes and will establish an ‘early warning system’ 
of implementation difficulties. It is a collaborative, eU-
funded project with 2 other South African institutions, 
a Tanzanian institution and 2 european institutions.

The global Network for Health equity (gHNe) continued 
in 2013 and will enable comparative and collaborative 
work across three continents to advance equitable 
universal health coverage. It draws on 3 existing 
networks: eQUITAP (equity in Asia-Pacific Health 
systems, an Asia-Pacific research Partnership); lANeT 
(The latin American and Caribbean research Network 
on financial Protection and Health observatory); 
SHIelD (Strategies for Health Insurance for equity in 
less Developed Countries, an African network that the 
HeU co-ordinates). It is funded by the IDrC.

The DST/National research foundation South African 
research Chairholder in Health and Wealth focuses on 
the inter-play of health and wealth in the South African 
context and the impact of a range of government 
policies on health. researchers contextualised the social 
determinants of health within an African context to 
increase awareness about this issue and to take into 
account health equity issues to address the root causes 
of socioeconomic health inequalities. In 2013, the HeU 
started compiling existing global and domestic evidence 
on social determinants of health (broadly defined) 

both at disease specific level and for health in general. 
Specific disease conditions that we are exploring at 
the moment include malnutrition in children, obesity, 
diabetes, hypertension and mental health.   Based 
on this synthesised evidence and the broad WHo 
framework for SDH, the HeU is developing a conceptual 
framework for more fully understanding the causal 
pathways and mechanisms through which SDH operate 
within the South African context. The ultimate goal is 
to inform domestic policy actions that can address key 
social determinants (e.g. through macro-economic and 
social policies) and improve population health status. 
Another key area of research relates to providing a 
strong evidence base to contribute to current policy 
debates on health care financing reform.

The XTeND and XPHACTor studies continued in 2013. 
The XTeND evaluates the impact and cost-effectiveness 
of Xpert MTB/rIf in the investigation of TB, and its 
impact on patient and programme outcomes and 
transmission at a population level, and thus informs 
policy on the scale up of Xpert MTB/rIf in low- and 
middle-income countries. The XPHACTor project 
focuses on the Xpert MTB/rIf for people attending HIV 
clinics.   It will identify an evidence-based algorithm, 
which is feasible to implement within HIV clinics, to 
guide the utilisation of TB investigations. The results will 
complement the XTeND study, and provide evidence to 
guide the rational use of Xpert MTB/rIf in national roll-
out in South Africa and other settings where HIV and TB 
are both prevalent. The projects run until end of 2014, 
and the HeU is partnering with the london School of 
Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, the Aurum Institute, 
the World Health organisation, and the National Health 
laboratory Services. The gates foundation is funding 
this project. 

The HeU also worked on a number of short-term research 
projects in 2013.  A cost analysis of a decentralized drug-
resistant TB management model developed by Medicines 
Sans frontieres was conducted in partnership with the 
City of Cape Town and the Provincial government of 
the Western Cape.  Another study that was initiated and 
completed in 2013 explored the cost-effectiveness of 
adding the MVA85A vaccine to the BCg vaccine in children 
from the perspective of the South African government. 
The recently published results of the Phase IIb clinical 
trial conducted in Worcester, South Africa, showed the 
efficacy of the MVA85A vaccine in preventing TB in infants 
to be 17.3%.   Therefore, the vaccine can be considered 
ineffective.  This has a noticeable effect on the outcomes 
of the cost-effectiveness analysis. However, a Markov 
model that we developed for this vaccine could also be 
used to determine the cost-effectiveness of other new TB 
vaccines being tested in infants.   In addition, the model 
could, potentially, be adapted to reflect the different 
populations that the efficacy of MVA85A continues to be 
tested in (e.g. HIV-positive adults).  Another study, called 

Safe generations, which explores the cost-effectiveness 
of option B+ approach to antiretroviral therapy for HIV 
positive pregnant women in Swaziland was initiated in 
2013.  lastly, an implementing and scaling up a community 
health policy in kenya project focuses on community 
health policy in kenya; the HeU is working with Japanese 
Aid and the kenyan Ministry of Health to analyse issues 
related to implementing a health promotion programme 
with Community Health Workers. The project will run until 
the end of January 2014. 

resilient and responsive Health Systems (reSyST) is 
a consortium that is undertaking health policy and 
systems research (with a focus on financing, health 
workers and governance) in a set of African and Asian 
settings, including India, kenya, Nigeria, South Africa, 
Thailand, Tanzania and Vietnam. funded by DfID, the 
consortium began in 2011 and will run until 2016.

Coordination work for eQUINeT (regional Network for 
equity in Health in east and Southern Africa) continued 
in 2013 around equitable financing of health systems 
and equitable allocation of health care resources in a 
range of east and Southern African countries. 

During this year, Dr John Ataguba was promoted to 
Senior lecturer. 

Women’s Health Research Unit (WHRU)

The WHrU enjoys local, national and international 
research standing especially in the areas of sexual and 
reproductive health and gender issues. The Unit is 
involved in research, teaching, technical health service 
support, and advocacy in the area of women’s health. 
It is made up of a multidisciplinary team of researchers 
with expertise in public health, epidemiology, sociology 
and anthropology. The Unit’s focus on women’s health 
and on gender and health is aligned with local and global 
challenges in addressing the health needs of women.

The Unit’s research focus can be summarised into 
three thematic areas: Socio- behavioural research; 
health services operational research and quantitative/
epidemiological research.

The major highlights for 2013 include:

•	 	A wide range of research collaborators and 
other  visitors visited  the Unit and included, 
Dr grossman and kelly Blanchard from Ibis 
reproductive Health, USA, yi-ling Tan from 
gynuity Health Projects and Mary fjerstad Director 
of Woman Health global.

•	 	The Unit also continued to host a study abroad 
programme from New york University in 
collaboration with Professor Sally guttmacher, 
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Professor of Public Health and Director of Master’s 
in Public Health Program in  Community Health, 
New york University

•	 	Unit members received numerous awards and 
honours with Dr Jane Harries, the director of the 
Unit, being promoted Ad hominem to Associate 
Professor  in the School of Public Health and family 
Medicine

•	 	Associate Professor Jennifer Moodley was 
appointed as a member of the Ministerial Advisory 
Committee on Cancer Prevention and Control and 
was also appointed as Director of Cancer research 
in the faulty of Health Sciences, UCT.

•	 	The Unit continued with its interdisciplinary and 
translational research collaborations in Africa and 
hosted the Africa knowledge workshop supported 
by the UCT research office with collaborators from 
the University of Namibia, University of lesotho, 
eduardo Mondlane University, Mozambique and 
University of Botswana.

•	 	The Unit co-hosted and taught on the Men engage 
Africa Training course with Sonke gender Justice 
and on the Stanford University Bing overseas 
Study Program: Public and Community Health in 
Sub-Saharan Africa.

•	 	Unit members continue to attend and disseminate 
research at invited International Meetings including 
at WHo Headquarters geneva, University of 
California San francisco, 2nd International 
Congress on Women’s Health and Unsafe 
Abortion, Bangkok and AIDS impact Conference 
in Barcelona.

•	 	Associate Professor Diane Cooper was an invited 
expert member of a Harvard University-USAID 
Maternal Health and HIV task team developing a 
global research agenda for priorities in HIV/AIDS 
and maternal health in African countries.

Health Policy and Systems Division

The Health Policy and Systems Programme in the HPS 
Division encompasses a range of activities aiming to 
build this area of work through research, teaching, 
and networking within and outside the SoPHfM. The 
particular focus of our work is health policy analysis and 
health systems research.

In 2013, work continued under the umbrella of the 
Consortium for Health Policy and Systems Analysis 
(CHePSAA) an 11-partner consortium funded by the 
european Commission (see www.hpsa-africa.org). This 
work built on the initial assets and needs assessment of 

health policy and systems research in UCT and South 
Africa – for example, by developing teaching curriculae 
for relevant courses, and supporting skills development 
of staff. We have also continued to engage with other 
colleagues working on HPSr issues in the Western Cape 
and nationally. We also hosted the first workshop of 
the CHePSAA emerging leaders programme for 27 
emerging HPS researchers from across Africa, to think 
about the leadership capabilities needed in this field. 
The emerging leaders programme was co-funded by 
the rockefeller foundation.

Continued implementation of work within the District 
Innovation, Action and Learning for Health Systems 
development (DIAlHS) project, funded by the Atlantic 
Philanthropies. This project is being implemented in 
collaboration with the SoPH at the University of the 
Western Cape, and colleagues from the Western Cape 
health department and City of Cape Town, within the 
Mitchell’s Plain sub-district of the Metro District Health 
System. In 2013 we continued to: work at local level 
bringing together a range of local actors from local 
communities and different government sectors better 
to understand the locally available health assets and 
needs, and more specifically engage with environmental 
Health Care practitioners; as well as engage with and 
support primary health care facility managers and sub-
district managers. We also organized a special session at 
the South African Public Health Association Conference 
to discuss this work, led by our managerial colleagues, 
published a chapter in the annual South African Health 
review and have prepared and submitted a set of papers 
for consideration by international journals. our work 
is now being carried forward by similar learning site 
initiatives, which have drawn lessons from DIAlHS, in 
gauteng and kenya (funded by the reSyST consortium, 
see below).

The Collaboration for Health Systems Analysis and 
Innovation (CHeSAI) was initiated during 2012. CHeSAI is 
a collaborative of health policy and systems researchers 
based in the Western Cape, South Africa—with a 
focus on strengthening the health policy and systems 
research field through conceptual and methodological 
development, as well as interdisciplinary and multi‐
sectoral engagement.   The main partners are The 
University of Cape Town and the University of the 
Western Cape, Schools of Public Health — supported 
by a grant from the International Development research 
Centre, Canada.   In 2013 we engaged in a range of 
reflective activities to share our experience, develop 
ideas and infer our ongoing research. These included 
welcoming two practitioner sabbaticants (from the 
gauteng and eastern Cape Departments of Health) 
to take time out of their work lives to look afresh at a 
key challenge in their workplace and how to address 
it, and also welcoming Prof Irene Ageypong from the 
ghana School of Public Health to spend time with us 

and share her experience and work. Irene travelled with 
two of her PhD students, with whom we were also 
able to share and learn. finally, we established a regular 
reflective meeting to draw together HPS researches and 
practitioners in Cape Town, to think together about the 
nature and challenges of health system development.

In 2013 we initiated work on a new project, 
funded by the Doris Dukes Charitable foundation, 
called  Implementing large-scale health system 
strengthening interventions: experience from the 
DDCF’s African Health Initiative.  In this project we will 
closely with colleagues in Mozambique and zambia to 
add a qualitative and process evaluation of the health 
systems strengthening interventions, focussed on 
health planning and management   and primary level 
quality of care, respectively, they have introduced. 

The International Religious Health Assets Programme 
(IrHAP), formerly based in UCT’s faculty of Humanities 
has settled into the SoPHfM. International collaborative 
work continues, including writing and research projects. 
Several empirical research projects under the IrHAP 
banner continued in 2013. These included a three-country 
evaluative case study in Cameroon, ghana and Malawi 
of Catholic maternal health service provision and systems 
interventions – funded by CorDAID. Also completed 
was the first stage of research on the Health System 
Strengthening through Strategic Partnership (HeSP) 
Project for the Hospice and Palliative Care Association 
of South Africa (HPCA) – an evaluation of civil society 
driven health committees in 32 sites in South Africa. 
Several small international ‘think-tank’ meetings were 
convened by IrHAP in 2013 and early 2014, with a focus 
on issues such as community systems strengthening and 
governance of faith-based health institutions.

The HPSP also works with HeU within the reSyST 
consortium, a Uk DfID funded international health 
systems research consortium (HPSP leads the governance 
work of reSyST); and in the UNITAS project.

Resilient and Responsive Health Systems (RESYST)  is 
a Consortium that is undertaking health policy and 
systems research (with a focus on financing, health 
workers and governance) in a set of African and Asian 
settings, including India, kenya, Nigeria, South Africa, 
Thailand, Tanzania and Vietnam. funded by DfID, the 
consortium began in 2011 and will run until 2016. The 
Health Policy and Systems Division has a particular 
focus on the governance agenda within the reSyST 
programme of work. The  UNITAS project  focuses on 
monitoring and evaluating policy formulation and 
implementation processes aimed at achieving universal 
health coverage in South Africa and Tanzania. The 
project undertakes monitoring mainly at the district 
level, with some monitoring and evaluation at the 
national level.  It aims to support implementation 

processes and will establish an ‘early warning system’ 
of implementation difficulties. The project runs from 
2011 to 2015 and is funded by the european Union. It 
is a collaborative project with partners from the london 
School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, Ifakara Health 
Institute (in Tanzania), Institute of Tropical Medicine 
Antwerp (in Belgium), Centre for Health Policy, 
University of Witwatersrand and the Africa Centre in 
South Africa.

Public Health Medicine Division

The Health and Human Rights Programme in the PHM 
Division undertakes a range of teaching, research and 
advocacy aimed at helping to build a culture of human 
rights in South Africa. Its work extends into east and 
Southern Africa. research areas include the role of civil 
society organisations (CSos) in the realisation of the 
right to health, community participation in the right to 
health, the rights of the Deaf in the health care system 
and how health care providers can be involved in the 
realisation of the right to health. 
 
The learning Network for Health & Human rights 
(lN) with 5 Western Cape CSos in partnership with 
Universities of Maastricht, Warwick and Western Cape 
continues to explore models for linking civil society 
action to health rights and to identify best practice 
for realising health rights. This network draws on a 
multidisciplinary team of researchers in partnership with 
CSos to develop best practice for realising the right 
to health. CSos in the learning Network have been 
utilising a toolkit for training on the right to Health to 
raise awareness and to empower community members 
to claim their health rights. 
 
A key part of the programme in 2013 focused on 
community participation as a strategy for the realisation 
of the right to health. This work followed the release of 
the results of a two year research project by the learning 
Network in the Cape Town Metropole focusing on the 
challenges faced by health committees as the formal 
structures for community participation in health. The 
project has two large grants for ongoing work with 
Health Committees to enhance community participation 
as a vehicle for the realization of the right to Health. 
This focuses on the roles of Health Committees in a 
primary health care led health system. one funder is 
the european Union which has supported projects that 
enhance the demand for quality primary health care 
and this project examines health care users experiences 
as a focus for unlocking opportunities to access quality 
health services in the eastern and Western Cape. An 
additional grant from the International Development 
research Centre in Canada supports work with 
collaborators in Uganda on governance in the health 
system, specifically focusing on community participation 
as a key strategy for the realisation of the right to 
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health. In these projects we continue our collaboration 
with researchers from Maastricht University, Warwick 
University and the University of North Carolina.

Family Medicine Division

The mission of the Division of family Medicine is to 
graduate doctors who are able to enter their internship 
and community service years with the appropriate level 
of confidence and competence when diagnosing and 
managing common primary care problems. They are 
able to function fully in the PHC team, and are able 
to take the lead in district-based health care, teaching 
and research in any community setting in South and 
Southern Africa. 

our postgraduate students enrolled for the M fam 
Med, M Med (fam Med), and M Phil (Pall Med) degrees 
are all required to complete a research dissertation. 

Research highlights for 2013 included the 
following:

•	 	The Division of family Medicine partnered with 
Professor leslie london in the Public Health 
Medicine Division and the learning Network 
to successfully apply for an eU funded grant for 
the strengthening of primary health care services 
in 2012, to the value of around 1 million eUro. 
family Medicine has 5 packages in this project to 
the approximate value of over r5 million over a 
period of 30 months, viz

(a)  Package 17: extension of undergraduate student 
language learning into the 5th year of the MBChB 
curriculum. Two blocks of 5th year students have 
completed the training and we started our third 
block from the beginning of the new semester in 
2014. We successfully ran an SSM in languages/
family Medicine for eight students in their 
second year of study – four in isiXhosa and four 
in Afrikaans at the Vanguard, Mitchells Plain and 
gugulethu CHC’s. The Becoming a Doctor SSM 
concept was flighted on national television (SABC 
2) on the “Doctor’s orders” show in January 2014.

(b)  Package 18: Providing language instruction in 
isiXhosa and Afrikaans for service personnel 
at Delft and kraaifontein CHC’s. eleven staff 
members in isiXhosa and six in Afrikaans have 
successfully completed the course.  

(c)  Package 19: ProMS (Patient related outcome 
Measures) being conducted by Palliative Medicine 
in association with king’s College, london. ethics 
approval obtained. Data  collected from the 
research sites and data analysis is underway at 
present. 

(d)  Package 20: PCAT (Primary Care Assessment Tool). 
ethics approval obtained and data collection and 
analysis nearing completion. 

(e)  Package 21: Chronic Disease Audit. ethics approval 
obtained and data collection underway.

•	 	A/Professor Derek Hellenberg is the PI for packages 
17 and 18  

•	 	Dr liz gwyther is the PI for the IMPAQT study 
(Package 19) for the eU grant: Measuring and 
Improving outcomes for Patients with Progressive 
Chronic Disease: a Palliative Care Audit in two   
Western Cape sites

•	 	Dr elma De Vries leads the annual audit of 
chronic diseases of lifestyle for the Western Cape 
Department of Health. This project has now added 
a new dimension to the audit tool (that of patient 
perceptions of the management they receive for 
chronic diseases at CHC’s which forms part of the  
eU grant (Package 21).

•	 	Dr graham Bresick is the PI for the PCAT study that 
started in 2011 and was completed in 2012. This 
study has been extended to include a rural and 
a few more urban sites and forms part of the eU 
grant (Package 20).

•	 	Dr Abdul Isaacs is the PI for the Prescription costs 
study which was started in 2012 and compared 
medicine costs for chronic diseases at a few CHC’s 
in the Metro District. The first article from this 
study was accepted for publication in the SAfPJ in 
2014. The second article relating to this topic has 
also been submitted for review.

•	 	Professor D A Hellenberg is the PI of a survey 
initiated in 2009 of the first graduates of the 
new curriculum (2007) to assess the usefulness 
of language learning during the BaDr course in 
the work environment. Surveys and focus group 
interviews were done annually until end 2013 to 
record the effects of innovations in the course 
structure and content on the outcomes. The data 
is currently being analysed.

•	 	Dr Nazlie Beckett completed a project: “A 
Qualitative evaluation of UCT medical students’ 
feedback of the oSCe (objectively Structured 
Clinical examination) at the end of the family 
medicine clerkship” which has been submitted for 
publication

•	 	The database of 6th year family medicine student 
CHC-based projects is continuously updated on our 
database. The database serves as a useful guide 
for district management, the family physicians 
and family medicine registrars at the CHCs when 
deciding on research priorities and interventions to 
improve delivery of primary health care services

•	 	Meetings with MDHS senior management and 
staff continued in 2013, to develop a common 
research agenda, prioritise key research questions 
and commission research. our students and 
staff have addressed many topics which facility 
managers felt concerned about.

School Statistics
 
Permanent and long-term contract staff

Professors  5
Associate Professors 9
emeritus Associate Professor 1
Senior lecturers 14
lecturers (including part-time) 14
Chief research officer 1
Clinical Senior research officer 1
Senior research officer 6
research officer 9
research Assistant 7
research Project Management Staff 3
Data Management staff 8
facilitators 25
Admin and Clerical Staff 26
Total 134

 
Honorary Staff

Honorary Professor 6
Honorary Associate Professor 5
Honorary Senior lecturer 10
Honorary lecturer 18
Honorary research Associates 11
Visiting lecturers 10
Total 60

Students
 

Doctoral 29
Master’s 222
Pg Diploma 113
Undergraduate 1245
Total 1609

Contact details

School of Public Health and family Medicine, faculty of 
Health Sciences, University of Cape Town, observatory, 
7925, South Africa
Telephone:  +27 21 406 6300
fax:  +27 21 406 6459
Web: http://www.publichealth.uct.ac.za/

Research output

Edited books

lorenzo, T., Ned, l. and Cois, A. (eds) 2013. Disability 
Catalyst Africa: youth, Disability and rural Communities. 
facing the Challenges of Change. 96pp. Series No 3. 
Cape Town: Disability Innovations Africa, Disability 
Studies Programme. ISBN 9780987020321.

Chapters in books

Adams, S., ehrlich, r.I., Ismail, N., Quail, z. and Jeebhay, 
M.f. 2013. occupational health challenges facing the 
department of health: protecting employees against 
tuberculosis and caring for former mineworkers with 
occupational health disease. In A. Padarath and r. 
english (eds), South African Health review 2012/2013, 
pp. 67-82. Durban: Health Systems Trust. ISBN 
9781919839738.

Corrigal, J. and Matzopoulos, r. 2013. Violence, alcohol 
misuse and mental health: gaps in the health system’s 
response. In A. Padarath and r. english (eds), South 
African Health review 2012/2013, pp. 103-114. Durban: 
Health Systems Trust. ISBN 9781919839738.

elloker, S., olckers, P., gilson, l. and lehmann, U. 2013. 
Crises, routines and innovations: the complexities and 
possibilities of sub-district management. In A. Padarath  
and r. english (eds), South African Health review 
2012/2013, pp. 161-173. Durban: Health Systems Trust. 
ISBN 9781919839738.

Honda, A. 2013. Investigations d’anthropologie 
prospective. In e.M. Colle (ed), Investigations 
d’Anthropologie Prospective, 27pp. Paris: l’Harmattan. 
ISBN 9782343004846.

Jeebhay, M.f. 2013. A breath of fish air. In D. Jopling 
(ed), International Innovation, 3pp. Bristol, Uk: research 
Media ltd. ISBN 20518552.

Jeebhay, M.f., Harber, P., Baur, X., ribeiro, M., Park, 
H. and Malo, J.-l. 2012. Impairment and disability 
evaluation: II. various legislations. In J.l. Malo, M. 
Chang-yeung and D.I. Bernstein (eds), Asthma in the 
Workplace, 4th edition, pp. 182-193. New york: CrC 
Press, Taylor & francis group. ISBN 9781841849256.

london, l., Baldwin-ragaven, l. and rubenstein, l. 
2013. Dual loyalty in clinical and public health settings-
the imperative to uphold human rights. In M.A. grodin, 
D. Tarantola, g.J. Annas and S, gruskin (eds), Health 
and Human rights in a Changing World, pp. 316-
318pp. New york: routledge (Taylor & francis group). 
ISBN 9780415503983.

Myers, J.e. and rother, H. 2013. Public health impact 
of and response to climate change in South Africa. In 
A. Padarath and r. english (eds), South African Health 
review 2012/2013, pp. 127-138. Durban: Health 
Systems Trust. ISBN 9781919839738.

orgill, M.S., Nxumalo, N., Amde, W., erasmus, e., 
lehmann, U., goudge, J. and gilson, l. 2013. Health 
policy and systems research: needs, challenges and 
opportunities in South Africa-a university perspective. 
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In A. Padarath and r. english (eds), South African 
Health review 2012/2013, pp. 151-160. Durban: Health 
Systems Trust. ISBN 9781919839738.

Pacheco, k., gautrin, D., lopata, A. and Jeebhay, M.f. 
2012. Asthma and allergy to animals. In J.l. Malo, M. 
Chang-yeung and D.I. Bernstein (eds), Asthma in the 
Workplace, 4th edition, pp. 238-261. New york: CrC 
Press, Taylor & francis group. ISBN 9781841849256.

rother, H. 2013. exposing a hidden harm. In D. Jopling 
(ed), International Innovation, 140pp. Bristol, Uk: 
research Media ltd. ISBN 20518552.

Swartz, S., Harding, J.H. and De lannoy, A.M.f.A. 2013. 
Ikasi style and the quiet violence of dreams: a critique 
of youth belonging in post-apartheid South Africa. In 
S. Swartz and M. Arnot (eds), youth Citizenship and 
the Politics of Belonging, pp. 27-40. USA & Canada: 
routledge. ISBN 9780415659680.

Articles in peer-reviewed journals 

Abiiro, g. and McIntyre, D.e. 2013. Universal financial 
protection through national health insurance: a 
stakeholder analysis of the proposed one-time premium 
payment policy in ghana. Health Policy and Planning, 
28: 263-278.

Abrams, e. and Myer, l. 2013. Can we achieve an AIDS-
free generation? Perspectives on the global campaign to 
eliminate new pediatric HIV infections. Jaids-Journal of 
Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndromes, 63(2): S208-212.

Abubakar, I., zignol, M., falzon, D., raviglione, M., Ditiu, 
l., Masham, S., Adetifa, I., ford, N., Cox, H., lawn, S.D., 
Marais, B.J., McHugh, T., Mwaba, P., Bates, M., lipman, 
C.I., zijenah, l., logan, S., McNerney, r., zumla, A., 
Sarda, k., Nahid, P., Hoelscher, M., Pletschette, M., 
Memish, z., kim, P., Hafner, r., Cole, S., Migliori, 
g.B., Maeurer, M., Schito, M. and zumla, A. 2013. 
Drug-resistant tuberculosis: time for visionary political 
leadership. lancet Infectious Diseases, 13: 529-539.

Adam, y., McIntyre, J.A. and de Bruyn, g. 2013. 
Incidence of cytological abnormalities within 24 months 
of a normal cervical smear in Soweto, South Africa. 
SAMJ South African Medical Journal, 103(1): 34-39.

Ahmed, S., Haigh, A., de Jager, C.A. and garrard, 
P. 2013. Connected speech as a marker of disease 
progression in autopsy-proven Alzheimer’s disease. 
Brain, 136: 3727-3737.

Alaba, o. and Chola, l. 2013. The social determinants 
of multimorbidity in South Africa. International Journal 
for equity in Health, 12: 63.

Allwood, B.W., Myer, l. and Bateman, e.D. 2013. 
A systematic review of the association between 
pulmonary tuberculosis and the development of chronic 
airflow obstruction in adults. respiration, 86: 76-85.

Arnold, M., Struthers, H., McIntyre, J.A. and lane, T. 
2013. Contextual correlates of per partner unprotected 
anal intercourse rates among MSM in Soweto, South 
Africa. AIDS and Behavior, 17: S4-S11.

Ashmore, J. 2013. ‘going private’: a qualitative 
comparison of medical specialists’ job satisfaction in 
the public and private sectors of South Africa. Human 
resources for Health, 11(1): 1(12pp).

Ataguba, J.e. 2013. Inequalities in multimorbidity in 
South Africa. International Journal for equity in Health, 
12: 12:64.

Ataguba, J.e., Ichoku, H.e. and fonta, W.M. 2013. 
Multidimensional poverty assessment: applying the 
capability approach. International Journal of Social 
economics, 40(4): 331-354.

Ataguba, J.e. and McIntyre, D.e. 2013. Who benefits 
from health services in South Africa? Health economics 
Policy and law, 8(1): 21-46.

Baatjies, r. and Jeebhay, M.f. 2013. Baker’s allergy and 
asthma-a review of the literature. Current Allergy & 
Clinical Immunology, 26(4): 232-243.

Baatjies, r. and Jeebhay, M.f. 2013. Sensitisation to 
cereal flour allergens is a major determinant of elevated 
exhaled nitric oxide in bakers. occupational and 
environmental Medicine, 70: 310-316.

Balabanova, D., Mills, A., Conteh, l., Akkazieva, 
B., Banteyerga, H., Dash, U., gilson, l., Harmer, A., 
Ibraimova, A., Islam, z., kidanu, A., koehlmoos, 
T.P., limwattananon, S., Muraleedharan, V.r., 
Murzalieva, g., Palafox, B., Panichkriangkrai, W., 
Patcharanarumol, W., Penn-kekana, l., Powell-Jackson, 
T., Tangcharoensathien, V. and Mckee, M. 2013. good 
health at low cost 25 years on: lessons for the future of 
health systems strengthening. lancet, 381: 2118-2133.

Balfour, l., farrar, T., Mcgilvray, M., Wilson, D., Tasca, 
g., Spaans, J., Mathews, C., Maziya, l., khanyile, S., 
Dalgleish, T. and Cameron, D.W. 2013. HIV prevention 
in action on the football field: the whizzkids united 
program in South Africa. AIDS and Behavior, 17: 2045-
2052.

Barnett, W., Patten, g., kerschberger, B., Conradie, 
k., garone, D., Van Cutsem, g. and Colvin, C.J. 2013. 
Perceived adherence barriers among patients failing 
second-line antiretroviral therapy in khayelitsha, 

South Africa. Southern African Journal of HIV 
medicine, 14(4): 170-176.

Bernhardt, g., Cameron, N., Willems, B., Boulle, 
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Department of 
Radiation Medicine 
DIVISION OF MEDICAL PHYSICS
Head of Division: Ms Hester Burger

Divisional profile

The Medical Physics Division has been actively working 
towards reinventing themselves over the last twelve 
months.  five students enrolled in the newly established 
BSc(Hons)(Medical Physics) course, and the class 
achieved a 100% pass-rate with a class average of 
68.6%.  

In addition, the division was involved in the training of 
two IAeA fellows from Nigeria, one from zimbabwe, 
as well as one medical physics intern who will be 
completing her training in 2014.

Other activities included:
•	 PhD students (2)
•	 MSc student (1 – graduated 2013)
•	 Medical Physics Honours project supervision (5)
•	 	National and international posters/presentations 

(9)
•	 	IAeA international workshop hosted (13 lectures 

and practicals)
•	 	Publications (1 published/ 1 in press / 1 SA journal 

report)
•	 external examiner/moderator (9)
•	 examiner (College of Medicine, BSc(Hons)) (6)
•	 Departmental lectures (18)
•	 formal lectures (231)
•	 	research and development collaboration projects (2)

During the year, staff was also involved in the design, 
installation and commissioning of new high technology 
equipment that will allow for future research in modern 
radiotherapy treatment techniques.

Research Fields and Staff

Head of Department

H. BURGER MSC (MED PHYS) (UP) 
Modern radiotherapy and radiosurgery Treatments 
and Treatment Planning

Deputy Manager

C TRAUERNICHT MSC (MED) IN MEDICAL PHYSICS 
(UCT)
Nuclear Medicine and Brachytherapy

Assistant Managers (Medical Physics):
 
H MAC GREGOR BSC (HONS) (STARTED NOVEMBER 
2012)
radiotherapy and  Advanced Technique QA and 
Treatment Planning

T KOTZE PHD (US)
Diagnostic radiology teaching and radiation Protection

N JOUBERT (WILLEMSE) M.MED.SC MEDICAL PHYSICS 
(UFS)
Slot-scanning mammography
radiotherapy and Nuclear Medicine

Technical Staff

Chief Radiographer

k Botha Nat Dipl radiography (Therapy), Dipl Computer 
Science

Mould Room

Chief Radiographer

S TOVEY DIPL. RADIATION LABORATORY 
TECHNOLOGY (RLT), NAT DIPL RADIOGRAPHY 
(DIAGNOSTIC AND RADIOTHERAPY), BTECH 
(RADIOGRAPHY RADIOTHERAPY)

Radiation Technologist

M HENDRICKS DIPL. RADIATION LABORATORY 
TECHNOLOGY (RLT), NAT DIPL RADIOGRAPHY 
(DIAGNOSTIC)

Intern Radiation Technologist

MARILYN MANUEL  NATIONAL DIPLOMA IN 
RADIOGRAPHY (DIAGNOSTIC)

Mechanical Workshop

Chief Industrial Technician

C THOMSON NTCII

Artisan

RE HISCOCK NIII

Secretarial

Senior Admin Clerk

O KWAYIBA
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Contact Details

Division of Medical Physics, groote Schuur Hospital/
University of Cape Town, observatory, 7925 Cape Town
Telephone: +27 21 404-6240
fax: +27 21 404-6269
email: Hester.Burger@uct.ac.za

DIVISION OF NUCLEAR MEDICINE
Head of Division: Dr Tessa Kotze

Divisional Profile

Nuclear medicine currently provides a wide spectrum of 
diagnostic procedures, in-vivo studies and therapy; all 
pertaining to the use of unsealed sources of radioactivity. 
Procedures cover the central nervous system, respiratory, 
cardiac, gastrointestinal, genitourinary, endocrine, 
lymphatic and skeletal systems. There is access to both 
SPeCT/CT and PeT/CT. All procedures are integrated 
into service provision, training and research. In the 
department is also an osteodensitometer. 

Divisional Statistics

PERMANENT AND LONG TERM CONTRACT 
STAFF

JOINT STAFF (UCT/PGWC)

Senior Consultant full time 1
Junior Consultant full time 1
Senior Consultant Part time 1

Research fields and staff

Specialist Staff

DR TESSA KOTZE
Therapy; PeT

DR RACHELLE STEYN
erNA

PROF MIKE MANN
Peadiatric Nuclear Medicine

Undergraduate Staff

SUPERNUMERARY REGISTRAR DR GARBA YUNUSA
REGISTRAR DR NERISHA GOVENDER

Contact Details

Division of Nuclear Medicine, groote Schuur Hospital 
and University of Cape Town, observatory, 7925 Cape 
Town.
Telephone: +27 21 404-6747
fax: +27 21 404-3402
email: Tessa.kotze@uct.ac.za

DIVISION OF RADIATION ONCOLOGY
HEAD OF DIVISION - Professor R P 
Abratt

Divisional Profile

1.     The Division of radiation oncology provides the 
following services:

 1.1    Investigation, management and treatment 
of all forms of malignant disease.  This is 
co-ordinated by 23 multidisciplinary clinics, 
which meet weekly.

 1.2    Participation in clinical studies, both 
investigator initiated and as part of co-
operative groups.

2.     Teaching of undergraduate medical courses and 
provision of post graduate specialists training 
courses.  Pre and post-diplomate instruction to 
radiographers and post-diplomate courses to 
nurses.  full training in radiobiology from under-
graduate to honours, master’s and doctoral level.

3.     Provision of a comprehensive clinical radiobiological 
research facility.

Divisional Statistics

Permanent and long term contract staff

JMS staff

Professors      1 1

University staff

research Staff   3
Administrative/Clerical Staff   1
Total   4

Joint staff (UCT/PAWC)  

Head of Clinical Unit 1
Senior full-time lecturers 3
lecturers 3
Principal Medical officers 1
Sessional Medical officers 3
Medical Scientists 2
Total 13

Honorary staff

Honorary lecturers 3 13
Total 1

Postgraduate students

registrars    16
Total    16

Research Fields and Staff

Permanent Staff

Specialist Staff

PROFESSOR RAYMOND ABRATT 
Chief Specialist radiation oncology & Head of Division; 
Nrf rated – Category B

DR JEANETTE PARKES
Senior Specialist radiation oncology and Senior 
lecturer; Main interests - neurological tumours, 
paediatric tumours, bones and sarcoma

DR SAMEERA DALVIE  
Specialist radiation oncology lung Cancer; Male 
genito-urinary tract cancer, ear, nose and throat cancer

DR ZAINAB MOHAMED
Senior Specialist radiation oncology and Senior 
lecturer; Main interests - lymphoma, Myeloma, 
Melanoma, Hodgkin’s Disease

DR BARBARA ROBERTSON
Specialist radiation oncology & lecturer; Main interests 
- Thyroid, oesophageal and gastro-intestinal cancers, 
stomach, pancreas, liver, unknown primary cancers.

DR LEON VAN WIJK 
Senior Specialist radiation oncology & Senior lecturer; 
Main interests - gynaecological tumours.

DR JULIE WETTER
Specialist radiation oncology and lecturer; Main 
interests – skin cancers, melanoma, eye Head and 
neck. 

DR T NAIKER  – STARTED 1 NOVEMBER 2013
Specialist radiation oncology -  Main interests – breast 
cancer

DR HENRIETTE BURGER
Specialist radiation oncology – Main interests – Urology 
and oesophagus

Medical Officers

DR CINDY SHEPHERD 
Principal Medical officer radiation oncology; Main 
interests - lung cancer, Tumours of the thyroid, Male 
genito-urinary tract cancer.

Scientific Staff

DR ANDRE HENDRIKSE 
Senior Medical Natural Scientist & lecturer; Main interest 
- research in Medical Natural Science radiobiology 
(research on tumours with experimental animals)

DR ALISTAIR HUNTER 
Medical Natural Scientist; Main interest - research in 
Medical Natural Science radiobiology (research on 
tumours with experimental animals)

Contract Research Staff

PArT-TIMe ClerICAl reSeArCH ASSISTANTS (DATA 
MANAgerS)

MRS GLYNIS CHILCOTT
MISS E NEL
MRS M HENDRICKS

Contact Details

Postal address:  Division of radiation oncology, 
groote Schuur Hospital & University of Cape Town, 
observatory, 7925, South Africa
Telephone:  +27 21 404 4263/5
fax:  +27 21 404 5259
e-mail:  raymond.abratt@uct.ac.za
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DIVISION OF RADIOLOGY

Head of Division: Professor Stephen 
James Beningfield 

Divisional Profile 

The Division of radiology works closely with clinical 
colleagues and their patients throughout the 
hospital, both in service and academic capacities. 
This collaboration involves all major medical, surgical, 
therapy and women’s health areas, including their 
subspecialties. The recently acquired multi-slice CT’s 
are heavily utilised, especially for vascular and thoraco-
abdominal problems. red Cross is making good use 
of their new MrI and CT scanners. There is now also 
direct access to PeT-CT scanning at Tygerberg. links 
to Somerset and gf Jooste Hospitals remain strong, 
with some teaching activity also at Victoria Hospital. 
The experience of our post-retirement sessional staff 
continues to benefit the Division. The impact of the full 
conversion to digital radiology over the next year has 
been very positive, with electronic requests and reports 
almost universal.

All available posts are filled with interest in 
supernumerary registrar posts from within and outside 
the country remaining strong.

Research Fields and Staff 

PROFESSOR STEPHEN BENINGFIELD
Hepatobiliary, vascular, interventive radiology, computer 
applications and digital radiology. 

DR NAZIR AHMED
Cross-sectional imaging, colorectal imaging. 

DR SALLY CANDY
Neuroradiology and Magnetic resonance Imaging. 

DR DILESH CHIBA
Musculoskeletal radiology, cross-sectional imaging, 
interventive radiology.

DR QONITA SAID-HARTLEY
High resolution computerized tomography and fine 
needle biopsies, chest radiology. 

DR THARBIT HARTLEY
Hepatobiliary, vascular, interventive radiology

DR PAUL SCHOLTZ
Cardiac and vascular radiology

DR ROBERT SEGGIE
Ultrasound, computerised tomography and general 
radiology. 

DR TRACY KILBORN
Paediatric radiology. 

DR NICOLE WIESELTHALER
Paediatric radiology. 

DR E BANDERKER
Paediatric radiology

Divisional Statistics 

Permanent and long-term contract staff 
University staff 

Professor and Head of Division 1 
Administrative Staff 1 
Total 2

JMS Staff 

Senior lecturers  3
lecturers  8
Total  11

Part-time JMS Staff 

emeritus Professor 1 
emeritus Associate Professors 2 
Total 3 

Part-time UCT Staff 

Digital imaging assistant 1

Students 

Master’s [registrars] 22  

Teaching 

•	 Postgraduate 
  This major activity continues, with new inputs from 

the University, Colleges and the HPCSA having 
significant roles. More structured teaching, regular 
assessments and revised examination structure 
plus obligatory theses are now reality. The division 
is has upgraded and complete refurbished into a 
fully digital radiology unit, with a formal Picture 
Archival and Communication Systems (PACS) and 
radiology Information System (rIS) in place. This is 
having a major beneficial effect on the manner and 
quality of postgraduate teaching and supervision, 
both in radiology and other specialties.

•	 Undergraduate
  regular weekly structured teaching sessions 

continue, with the case-based multidisciplinary 
meetings in various specialties allowing both 
under- and post-graduate students to see the 
impact of imaging on clinical-decision making

Research

There are a number of collaborative and self-initiated 
projects running, with the recent requirement for a 
thesis dissertation leading to increased activity. The 
consequences of digital imaging and newer modalities 
remain strongly felt, with diversification of interests. 
These continue to be largely on the basis of combined 
collaboration and multidisciplinary applied clinical 
research, together with some basic research that is also 
being undertaken in MrI and digital mammography. 
There is a good prospect of a full body 3T MrI being 
installed soon.

Service 

The increase in service load, particularly on the multislice 
CT’s, is placing an increased demand on reporting time. 
The PACS and rIS does allow more efficient distribution 
of the resulting reporting work.

Close interaction with UCT PAH clinical service adds 
another dimension to the work undertaken.

Social responsiveness 

There is ongoing collaboration with a number of 
the closer satellite hospitals, most notably Mitchells 
Plain, New Somerset and Victoria, but also II Military 
Hospital (with significant recent  equipment upgrades), 
as well as with the newly-developed and refurbished 
regional hospitals such as george, Worcester and 
Paarl, khayelitsha and Mitchells Plain, that are likewise 
converting to digital imaging and PACS.

Publications

These are mostly on the basis of close clinical 
collaboration and applied research, although some 
more basic MrI and digital radiography research has 
also been published

General 

The refashioning of the division into a purely digital 
system has had a major impact on the manner of our 
clinical interaction within and outside the division.

Contact Details

Postal Address: Division of radiology, room 16, C16, 
groote Schuur Hospital and University of Cape Town, 
Private Bag, observatory, 7935 
Telephone: +27 21 404 4184 or 406 6426 
fax: +27 21 404 4185 
e-mail: Steve.Beningfield@uct.ac.za

Research output

Articles in peer-reviewed journals 

Alleyne-Mike, k., Mohammed, k., Van Wijk, A.l. and 
Botha, f.C.J. 2013. Unique case of dual gynecological 
malignancies coexisting with an uncommon thyroid 
lymphoma. International Journal of Case reports and 
Images, 4(12): 714-718.

Alleyne-Mike, k., Van Wijk, A.l. and Hunter, A.J. 2013. 
A restropective review of patients with stage IB2 cervical 
cancer treated with radical radiation versus radical 
surgery as a primary modality. International Journal of 
gynecological Cancer, 23(7): 1287-1294.

Hamunyela, r., kotze, T. and Philotheou, g. 2013. 
Normal reference values for thyroid uptake of 
technetium-99m pertechnetate for the Namibian 
population. Journal of endocrinology, Metabolism and 
Diabetes of South Africa (JeMDSA), 18(3): 142- 147.

Hofmeyr, S., Burmeister, S., Beningfield, S.J. and krige, 
J.e.J. 2013. Pancreatic pseudocyst haemorrhage treated 
by common hepatic artery embolisation. The South 
African gastroenterology review, 2013: 21-22.

katz, I., Nkala, B., Dietrich, J., Wallace, M., Bekker, 
l., Pollenz, k., Bogart, l.M., Wright, A.A., Tsai, A.C., 
Bangsberg, D. and gray, g. 2013. A qualitative analysis 
of factors influencing HPV vaccine uptake in Soweto, 
South Africa among adolescents and their caregivers. 
PloS one, 8(8): e72094.

kotze, T. 2013. Nuclear medicine in oncology 2: 
breast, prostate and cervical cancer, melanoma and 
neuro-endocrine tumours. CMe-Continuous Medical 
education, 31(8): 284-288.

McDonald, I.M., Mate, r.A., zusi, C., Huang, H., Post-
Munson, D.B., ferrante, M.A., gallagher, l., Bertekap, 
r.l., knox, r.J., robertson, B.M., Harden, D.g., 
Morgan, D.g., lodge, N.J., Dworetzky, S.I., olson, r.e. 
and Macor, J.e. 2013. Discovery of a novel series of 
quinolone a7 nicotinic acetylcholine receptor agonists. 
Bioorganic & Medicinal Chemistry letters, 23: 1684-
1688.
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Mohammed, k. and Van Wijk, A.l. 2013. The types and 
treatment outcomes of germ cell tumours of the ovary 
seen at groote Schuur Hospital, Cape Town, between 
1994 and 2008: a retrospective survey. Southern African 
Journal of gynaecological oncology, 5(1): 21-28.

Mohammed, k., Alleyne-Mike, k. and Parkes, J. 2013. 
Unexpected brain atrophy following administration 
of intratumoral interferon alpha-2b for cystic 
craniopharyngioma. International Journal of Case 
reports and Images, 4(12): 719-722.

Pather, S., Mohamed, z., Mcleod, H.D. and Pillay, k. 
2013. large cell lymphoma: correlation of HIV status 
and prognosis with differentation profiles assessed by 
immunophenotyping. Pathology & oncology research, 
19(4): 695-705.

Patterson, e., Nunez, M., Philotheou, g. and Hutton, 
f. 2013. Meeting the challenges of global nuclear 
medicine technologist training in the 21st Century: the 
IAeA distance assisted training (DAT) program. Seminars 
in Nuclear Medicine, 43(3): 195-201.

Sauer, J., Simonds, H., Van Der Merwe, H. and Hattingh, 
S.M. 2013. A retrospective analysis comparing clinical 
staging with magnetic resonance imaging staging in 
patients with cervical cancer. Southern African Journal 
of gynaecological oncology, 5(1): 11-15.

Smit, B.J. and Van Wijk, A.l. 2013. An improved, 
disposable indwelling intrauterine tube (Smit Sleeve) 
not requiring retaining stitches for brachy-radiotherapy 
for carcinoma of the cervix. european Journal of 
gynaecological oncology, XXXIV(4): 289-290.

Stannard, C.e., Sauerwein, W., Maree, g.J. and 
lecuona, k. 2013. radiotherapy for ocular tumours. 
eye, 27(2): 119-127.

Stannard, C.e., Vernimmen, f., Carrara, H.r.o., Jones, D., 
fredericks, S., Hille, J. and de kock, e. 2013. Malignant 
salivary gland tumours: can fast neutron therapy results 
point the way to carbon ion therapy? radiotherapy and 
oncology, 109(2): 262-268.

Peer-reviewed published conference 
proceedings

Perks, T., Trauernicht, C.J., Hartley, T., Hobson, C., 
lawson, A., Scholtz, P., Dendere, r., Steiner, S.V.g. 
and Douglas, T.S. 2013. effect of aluminium filtration 
on dose and image quality in paediatric slop-scanning 
radiography. Proceedings of 35th Annual International 
Conference of the Ieee engineering in Medicine and 
Biology Society in Conjunction with the 52nd Annual 
Conference of Japanese Society for Medical and 
Biological engineering (JSMBe), 3-7 July 2013, osaka, 

Japan. Piscataway, NJ, United States of America: Ieee 
eMBS. ISBN 9781457702143.

Perks, T.J., Trauernicht, C.J., Hartley, T., Hobson, C., 
lawson, A.J., Scholtz, P., Dendere, r., Steiner, S.V.g. 
and Douglas, T.S. 2013. effect of aluminium filtration 
on dose and image quality in paediatric slot-scanning 
radiography. Proceedings of 35th Annual International 
Conference of the Ieee engineering in Medicine and 
Biology Society in Conjunction with the 52nd Annual 
Conference of Japanese Society for Medical and 
Biological engineering (JSMBe), 3-7 July 2013, osaka, 
Japan. Piscataway, NJ, United States of America: Ieee 
eMBS. ISBN  9781457702143.

Department of Surgery
 
Head of Department: 
Professor Del Kahn

Departmental Profile 

The Department of Surgery comprises the nine 
Divisions: general Surgery, Cardiothoracic Surgery, 
emergency Medicine, Neurosurgery, ophthalmology, 
orthopaedics, otorhinolaryngology, Plastic Surgery and 
Urology

each of the Divisions functions very independently with 
regard to administration, clinical service, undergraduate 
and postgraduate teaching, and research. The Special 
Clinical expertise, research interests, and outstanding 
achievements over the last year, are documented in the 
individual divisional profiles. 

The Department of Surgery research Day, organised 
by Dr Sally rothemeyer, was a most successful 
collaboration between the Divisions. Professor graham 
fieggen delivered the John Terblanche lecture.

DIVISION OF GENERAL SURGERY 

Head of Division: Professor Del Kahn

Divisional Profile

The four surgical firms within the Division of general 
Surgery are responsible for Hepatobiliary Surgery, 
Surgical oncology/endocrine Surgery, Colorectal 
Surgery, and Vascular Surgery. The Surgical Intensive 
Care Unit, the Trauma Unit, and the Transplant Unit are 
also part of the Division. In addition there is an Acute 
Care Surgery firm which managers all the non-trauma 
surgical emergencies.

The Division prides itself on maintaining high standards 
of clinical service, and teaching of both undergraduates 
and postgraduates. The Division continues to function 
as a true academic unit, with its members making 
significant contributions at both local and international 
meetings, while at the same time maintaining a high 
research output. 

Divisional statistics

Permanent and Long Term Contract Staff

Professors   7
Senior lecturers   13
Administrative  Staff 6
Total    19

Research fields and staff

Permanent Staff (Full-Time)

PROFESSOR JEJ KRIGE
Hepatobiliary Surgery

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR A NICOL
Trauma Surgery

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR P GOLDBERG
Colorectal Surgery

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR WL MICHELL
Critical Care

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR P NAVSARIA
Trauma Surgery

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR E PANIERI
Surgical oncology

DR M BERNON
Hepatobiliary Surgery

DR A BOUTALL
Colorectal Surgery

DR S BURMEISTER
Hepatobiliary Surgery

DR L CAIRNCROSS
Surgical oncology

DR G CHINNERY
Upper gastrointestinal Surgery

DR N CLOETE
Vascular Surgery

DR S EDU
Trauma Surgery

DR J KLOPPER
Acute Care Surgery

DR C KLOPPERS
Acute Care Surgery

DR E MULLER
Transplantation

DR NG NAIDOO
Vascular Surgery

DR D THOMSON
Critical Care

DR C WARDEN
Acute Care Surgery

Contact Details

Division of general Surgery, University of Cape Town, 
groote Schuur Hospital, J46, old Main Building, 
observatory 7925
Tel:  +27 21 406 6475
fax: +27 21 448 6461
UCT web: http://www.uct.ac.za

DIVISION OF OPHTHALMOLOGY
Head of Division: Professor C. Cook 

Divisional Profile

The Division of ophthalmology combines an academic 
hospital service with University teaching, clinical training 
and research.  

Specialist tertiary care clinical services are provided to 
patients in the Western Cape and beyond.  

Teaching is provided to fifth year medical students, and 
specialist training of both local graduates and graduates 
from other countries is provided.  

A postgraduate diploma course in community eye 
health and a master’s in public health with a community 
eye health track is provided for Vision 2020 programme 
managers working in sub Saharan Africa. 
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Divisional statistics

Permanent and Long Term Contract Staff

Professors   1
Honorary professors 2
Senior lecturers   6
lecturers   11
Administrative  Staff  1
Total    21

Students 

Master’s 10
Postgraduate diploma 8
Undergraduate 187
Total 205

Research fields and staff

Permanent Staff (Full-Time)

PROFESSOR C. COOK
Professor and Head, Division of ophthalmology, UCT 
faculty of Health Sciences, groote Schuur Hospital and 
red Cross Children’s Hospital. Community eye health, 
glaucoma.

DR N. DU TOIT
Consultant Specialist, groote Schuur Hospital. Anterior 
segment surgery, glaucoma, ocular trauma.

DR K. LECUONA 
Consultant Specialist, groote Schuur Hospital. 
Prevention of blindness in developing countries, lacrimal 
drainage disorders, inflammatory eye disease, ocular 
oncology.

DR T. POLLOCK
Consultant Specialist, red Cross Children’s Hospital. 
Paediatric ophthalmology.

DR J. RICE
Consultant Specialist, groote Schuur Hospital. Vitreo-
retinal disease.

DR J STEFFEN
Consultant Specialist, groote Schuur Hospital. Vitreo-
retinal disease.

DR C. TINLEY 
Consultant Specialist, red Cross Children’s Hospital. 
Paediatric ophthalmology.

Permanent Staff (Part-Time)

DR E. ALBRECHT
Medical retina.

DR M. ATTENBOROUGH
Cornea.

DR N COCKBURN
oculoplastics

DR J. DE VILLIERS
Strabismus.

DR R. GROTTE
Paediatric ophthalmology

DR D. HARRISON
oculoplastics

EMERITUS PROFESSOR A. MURRAY
Strabismus.

DR A. PERROTT
glaucoma.

DR P. STEVEN 
Neuro-ophthalmology.

DR K SUTTLE
Surgical retina, oculoplastics.

DR H. VAN VELDEN
Surgical retina.

Honorary Staff

PROFESSOR P COURTRIGHT
epidemiologist. Director of kilimanjaro Centre for 
Community ophthalmology.

PROFESSOR S LEWALLEN
ophthalmologist. Director of kilimanjaro Centre for 
Community ophthalmology.

Contact Details

Division of ophthalmology, University of Cape Town 
Medical School, observatory 7925
Tel:  +27 21 406 6216
fax: +27 21 406 6218
UCT general enquiries: +27 21 650 9111
UCT web: http://www.uct.ac.za

DIVISION OF ORTHOPAEDIC SURGERY

Head of Division: 
Professor Robert Dunn

Divisional Profile

The Division of orthopaedic Surgery continued to provide 
secondary and tertiary orthopaedic services to the 
Western Cape and surround surrounding communities 
organized in the following sub-units:  Trauma, Hands, 
Acute Spine Injury Unit, Spine Surgery Unit, Upper limb 
unit, lower limb unit and orthopaedic oncology.  This 
comprehensive service is made possible with the input 
from enthusiastic sessional staff from private practice, 
highlighting the benefits of public-private partnerships.

This platform provides an excellent training experience 
for our 19 registrars, with all 4 senior being successful 
in their exit exams in this period.

Increasing emphasis has been placed on restoring the 
large joint arthroplasty throughput.  Total hip and knee 
output has doubled compared to recent history due to 
reallocation of theatre resource.  Current challenges 
remain the high trauma and infectious pathology case 
load, necessitating ongoing unacceptable late night 
surgery on the emergency lists.

DIVISION OF EMERGENCY MEDICINE
Head of Division: Professor LA Wallis

Divisional Profile

emergency Medicine is run as two academic Divisions 
(at UCT and SUN) but has a single Head. The Division 
utilises various academic and satellite hospitals for the 
purposes of teaching and research; these include: groote 
Schuur, red Cross War Memorial Children’s, Victoria, 
gf Jooste, Paarl, and New Somerset Hospital. The types 
of patients seen and emergencies treated vary among 
hospitals, allowing our MMed students to become fully 
competent emergency Medicine specialists. 

The Division places an emphasis on post graduate 
programmes, with 15 PhD students, 5 MSc, and 20 
MPhil. In 2013, the Division produced 30 publications 
in peer-reviewed journals and contributed to 10 book 
chapters. The Division’s research has been focused 
in the following areas: emergency care systems, 
emergency ultrasound, pre-hospital care and disaster 
medicine, and mHealth. 

The Division has 1 Professor, 2 Senior lecturers, 3 
lecturers, and 1 research Coordinator between SU 

and UCT. There are 9 honorary lecturers at SU and an 
additional 10 honorary lecturers at UCT.

Head of Division (UCT, SU & PgWC)
PROFESSOR LEE A. WALLIS MBCHB MD DIMC DIP 
SPORT MED FRCSED FCEM FCEM(SA) FIFEM

Head of education (UCT & PgWC)
HEIKE I. GEDULD MBCHB FCEM(SA) MMED(EM)

MPhil Programme Convenor
TYSON B. WELZEL MBCHB DIPPEC H DIP INTMED 
DIP HIV Man DTM&H Dip forMed(Clin/Path) BSc(Med)
(Hons)(Diving Med) eMDM MMedSc (Clin epi)

Divisional Statistics

Permanent and Long-term UCT Contract Staff

Professor 1
Senior lecturers 2
research Staff 1
Total 4

Honorary staff

Honorary lecturers 10
Total 10

Students

PhD 14
MMed / College 16 (&16 Stellenbosch) 
MMed supernumerary 6 (& 6 Stellenbosch)
MPhil 20
MSc 5
Undergraduate 3rd, 4th, 5th and 6th years

Contact Details

Divisional Website: www.emergencymed.co.za
Telephone: +27 21 948 9908
fax: +27 21 948 9909
lee.wallis@uct.ac.za
Postal Address: Division of emergency Medicine, 
University of Cape Town, Medical School, groote 
Schuur Hospital, J46 old Main Building, observatory, 
7925
Tel: +27 21 948 9908
fax: +27 21 948 9909
UCT general enquiries: +27 21 650 9111
UCT web: http://www.uct.ac.za
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DIVISION OF NEUROSURGERY

2013 saw the fruition of a number of long-term 
objectives concerning infrastructure and staffing. The 
establishment of the UCT/gSH Neurosurgery Clinical 
Hub in the f3 Core Area has transformed our meetings 
and we were delighted to acknowledge the donors 
who made it possible, especially the Parker family 
and the Mauerberger foundation fund at an opening 
ceremony on 22 August 2013. A new Cathlab at 
UCTPAH enhanced the neurointerventional program 
and the first fluorescence-guided glioma resection was 
performed by Dr Sally rothemeyer.

Members of the Division collaborated with our 
counterparts in Neurology to run a very successful gP 
refresher Course in february and this was matched 
by the first edition of Continuing Medical education 
(March 2013) devoted entirely to neurosurgical topics. 
Dr rothemeyer and Dr David le feuvre organised the 
Surgical research Day and the year ended on a high note 
on the international front with Professor Anthony figaji 
hosting the 4th biennial meeting of the International 
Society for Intraoperative Neurophysiology (ISIN).

Well-deserved promotions went to Professor Allan 
Taylor (Head of Clinical Unit), Professor Patrick Semple 
(Professor) and Dr David le feuvre (Associate Professor). 
This year saw the award of a number of substantial 
research grants and training fellowships. Dr Tiago 
Morgado was appointed as the inaugural Neurocritical 
Care fellow (funded by Johnson and Johnson) and 
the Division hosted our first ever postdoctoral student 
in Dr Nelleke langerak (UCT Postdoctoral Award) 
who received a prestigious CIPHer grant from the 
International AIDS Society which will enable her to stay 
on as a Senior research officer. Dr llewellyn Padayachy 
received a Harry Crossley Award for his doctoral 
research, Ursula rohlwink a CIDrI Wellcome Trust 
Postdoctoral Award pending completion of her PhD in 
2014 and Professor figaji received a substantial research 
grant from the Cancer research Initiative of South 
Africa (CArISA) and was nominated by the University 
Selection Committee for the very prestigious SArChI 
Chair in Clinical Neuroscience.

We were fortunate to have Dr Nte Mjoli stay on as 
Chief registrar while Dr edwin Mogere passed the 
fCNeurosurg(SA) exam. Two registrars received major 
international awards. Dr David roytowski received 
the International Abstract Award from the American 
Association of Neurological Surgeons and was invited 
to present at the main plenary session, an extraordinary 
achievement while Dr Mogere received the Professor 
Ming Chien kao Scholarship from the World federation 
of Neurosurgical Societies and presented his work at the 
14th World Congress of Neurosurgery in Seoul, korea 

where he also participated in the Pediatric neurosurgery 
Pre-Congress Course, talking on Management of 
asymptomatic patients: chronic subdural haematoma. 
Dr rohen Harrichandparsad, a neurosurgeon from 
Durban, completed training in neuro-intervention and 
is now running a service at the Inkosi Albert luthuli 
Central Hospital. Visiting professors included Dr Abhaya 
kulkarni (Hospital for Sick Children, Toronto, Canada) 
and Dr Mohamed raji Mahmud (National Hospital 
Abuja, Nigeria). 

We were greatly honoured by the generous establishment 
of the estelle yach Award by the Mauerberger 
foundation fund and this will be used to establish an 
annual neurosurgical meeting in Cape Town. A great 
deal of work went into organizing an annual ISPN/
eSPN African Paediatric Neurosurgery Course which will 
kick off in Pretoria in March 2014. finally, the plans to 
return the academic department to J Block, co-located 
with Neurology and Neuropsychology as a Clinical 
Neurosciences Centre were formally approved by the 
hospital and submitted to the Provincial Department of 
Health with a request for support.

Postgraduate students

Dr Padayachy registered for a PhD and Ursula rohlwink 
continued with her PhD (Neuroscience) in Neurosurgery, 
while the number of neurosurgical trainees grew to 11. 
registrars included Drs Nte Mjoli, edwin Mogere, Johan 
Malan, David roytowski, Nico enslin, Mohamed Ben 
Husein, Ncedile Mankahla,  emmanuel Wegoye with 
Drs Chris young and Nqobile Thango as medical officers 
and Dr Tiago Morgado as the first ever Neurocritical 
Care fellow. 

Research Grants

generous grants from the Mauerberger foundation 
fund, the Parker family, the Wellcome Trust, the 
Medical research Council of South Africa, the Integra 
foundation and Johnson & Johnson (Codman), Baroque 
Medical, Boston Scientific, karl Storz and the University 
of Cape Town (including the Department of Surgery 
and the Department of Paediatrics and Child Health) 
are gratefully acknowledged.

Contact Details

Postal address:  H-53, old Main Building, groote Schuur 
Hospital, observatory, 7925, South Africa
Tel: +27 21 406 6213
fax: +27 21 406 6555
UCT general enquiries: +27 21 650 9111
UCT web: http://www.uct.ac.za

DIVISION OF UROLOGY

Head of Division: 
Associate Professor JM Lazarus

Divisional Profile

The Division of Urology renders a urological service 
to groote Schuur Hospital, red Cross War Memorial 
Children’s Hospital and Somerset Hospital. An operating 
list is done once per week at eerste river Hospital, 
operating on groote Schuur Hospital patients.

A Prof John lazarus is head of Paediatric Urology at red 
Cross Hospital and Dr lisa kaestner attends Somerset 
Hospital for ward rounds and outpatients. The operating 
list at eerste river Hospital is done by a Senior registrar 
assisted by Professor Johan Naudé (ex head of Division 
of Urology).

Undergraduate teaching is provided to 6th year medical 
students, who do a two week block in Urology. 
Postgraduate training is provided to Urology registrars 
and also to supernumerary registrars. The members of 
our division make significant contributions at both local 
and international meetings. A number of our members 
have attended instructional courses both locally and 
overseas. The Division has maintained its productivity 
despite staff shortages and the financial crisis.

The Division is involved with two combined clinics – 
Urological oncology Clinic (with radiation oncologists) 
and female Continence Clinic (with gynaecologists). We 
run a number of other specialised clinics – Adolescent 
Spinal Defects Clinic, Haematuria Clinic, Stricture Clinic, 
erectile Dysfunction Clinic, reconstructive Urology 
Clinic and Metabolic Stone Clinic.

Divisional Statistics

Permanent and Long-term Contract Staff

Principal lecturer 1
Senior lecturers 3
Administrative 1
Sessional Senior lecturers 3
Total 8

Students

MMed 5
Undergraduate (6th years) 187
Total 192

Research Fields and Staff

PROFESSOR R D BARNES
Metabolic aspects of Urolithiasis, Urological oncology

PROFESSOR A R PONTIN
renal infections in diabetics, female Incontinence, 
Urological oncology

DR J LAZARUS
All aspects of Paediatric Urology; Surgical Treatment of 
renal Calculi

DR S SINHA
Widening indications for laparoscopic surgery in urology; 
double J stent insertion under local anaesthetic; radical 
cystectomy and extended pelvic lymphadenectomy

DR L KAESTNER
Prostate cancer; renal Transplantation; Urogynaecology

DR A VAN DEN HEEVER
results of urethroplasty for urethral strictures

DR M KOLIA
retrospective review Prostatectomies done between 
2005 and 2011 at groote Schuur Hospital

DR F CASSIM
retrospective review of Bladder of open versus 
laparoscopic radical Cystectomy for the Treatment of 
Bladder Cancer: Complications and oncological outcome

Contact Details

Postal Address: Division of Urology, Area e26, New 
groote Schuur  Hospital, Anzio road, observatory, 7925
Telephone: SA (021) 406 6529
fax: SA (021) 406 6122
e-mail: lesley.burke@uct.ac.za

DIVISION OF OTOLARYNGOLOGY
Head of Division: 
Professor Johan Fagan

Divisional Profile

The Division of otolaryngology combines an academic 
hospital service with university teaching, training and 
clinical research. It provides specialist clinical services to 
patients in the Western Cape and beyond. Its university 
responsibilities include in-hospital and community-
based training of 5th year medical students, teaching of 
dental and paramedical students, and specialist training 
of both local graduates and graduates from other 
countries. An outreach programme supplements the 
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training of students and primary health care workers in 
the fundamentals of ear care.  We continue to provide 
specialist training to supernumerary registrars from 
other African countries, always having 2-3 such trainees 
on our staff. We recently trained our 8th UCT Karl Storz 
Fellow in Advanced Head and Neck Surgery from 
Malawi. Previous fellows are from Senegal, Nigeria, 
ghana (2), kenya, Uganda and rwanda. All have 
returned to teaching hospital in their home countries. 
our next fellow is from Tanzania. This fellowship 
training, the only such training in Africa, has made a 
significant contribution to the quality of head and neck 
care in Sub-Saharan Africa, and strengthened UCT’s 
connections with other African countries.

Research outputs 

The Division had 7 publications in peer-reviewed journals 
in 2013. Dr kate Stephenson (registrar) won the award for 
the best presentation at the annual UCT Department of 
Surgery Research Day and at the 2013 National Meeting 
of the South African Society of Otolaryngology - Head 
and Neck Surgery. Two registrars (Drs Pedro Monteiro 
and gavin Quail) presented their research at the 2013 
IFOS World Congress in Seoul, S korea.

Open Access Textbooks

Prof fagan edits and publishes two open access textbooks 
which are hosted on the UCT webserver. Chapters from 
The Open Access Atlas of Otolaryngology, Head & Neck 
Operative Surgery have been downloaded >185 000 
times, currently at a rate of >500 downloads per day. 
Chapters from The Open Access Guide to Audiology 
and Hearing Aids for Otolaryngologists have been 
downloaded >15 000. Although primarily directed at 
surgeons in Developing Countries, the biggest users of 
the textbooks, following India and South Africa, are the 
USA and the Uk. Chapters are authored by international 
experts. from UCT, Prof fagan has authored 34 
chapters, and Dr Tasheem Harris 10 chapters, and Dr 
Shazia Peer 1 chapter. The textbooks are reportedly the 
standard surgical text in some countries.

Divisional statistics

Permanent and Long-term Contract Staff

Professors 1

lecturers 5 

lecturers (part-time) 6

Audiologists 3

Administrative Staff 1

Total 16 

Students

Master’s 9

karl Storz fellow in Advanced Head and Neck 
Surgery

1

Research fields and staff

J.J. FAGAN
Head and Neck Cancer; Developing World eNT

D.E. LUBBE
rhinology; Minimally invasive cranial base surgery

G.J. COPLEY
Paediatric eNT, eNT primary care

T. HARRIS
otology; Head and Neck

E. MEYER
otology; Paediatrics; Head and Neck

O. EDKINS
Sialendoscopy; general eNT

Contact Details

Postal Address: Division of otolaryngology, faculty of 
Health Sciences, Anzio road, observatory, 7925
Tel: +27 21 406 6420
fax: +27 21 448 8865
UCT general enquiries: +27 21 650 9111
UCT web: http://www.uct.ac.za

CHRIS BARNARD DIVISION OF 
CARDIOTHORACIC SURGERY
Head of Division: Professor Peter Zilla 

Divisional Profile

The Division offers the full range of adult and paediatric 
cardiac and thoracic surgery services, catering to 
all forms of congenital heart disease, myocardial 
revascularisation (on- and off-pump), cardiac valvular 
repair and replacement surgery as well as thoracic 
aortic surgery.  research will be conducted within 
the Division’s Cardiovascular research Unit during 
2014 to evaluate an affordable left Ventricular Assist 
Device (VAD) for use at red Cross Children’s Hospital. 
VADs promise to allow a period of stability and lead to 
recovery of the heart, or alternatively allow survival until 
cardiac transplantation in otherwise inoperable cases, 
for example primary pump failure due to viral infection. 

Currently, the use of such a device is prohibitively 
expensive in a developing world scenario.

The Division’s transcatheter valve programme was 
officially launched in March 2013. groote Schuur 
Hospital has been approved by Department of Health 
Head Professor Househam as a Centre of excellance for 
Transcatheter Aortic-Valve Implantation (TAVI) services 
for current clinical cases. The development of low 
cost TAVI solutions appropriate to Subsaharan Africa 
is currently being conducted by a University of Cape 
Town startup company (Strait Access Technology) based 
in the Cardiovascular research Unit and formed around 
IP originally developed there. The goals of this company 
are acutely aimed at collaborative studies together with 
the medical device industry and other international 
academic units to produce cost-effective devices which 
are more readily appropriate to the developing world. 
Preclinical testing of prototype designs is anticipated in 
2014. A second phase of funding has secured another 
33mio rand for the next two years of this project.

Hybrid minimally invassive/minimum access procedures 
were also launched in 2013. The envisaged ‘hybrid’ 
operating theatre for this purpose has been approved 
and building construction is planned for April 2014. 
While funding of the C-arm and beds remain an issue, 
funding has been secured for the construction phase. 
This facility will not only offer to reduce hospital stays 
but remove the costs of open heart surgery thereby 
bringing heart valve treatment closer to the third world 
where rheumatic disease remains highly prevalent.

Divisional Profile (Cardiovascular Research 
Unit)

Although 2013 continued to remain financially 
challenging, the Western Cape Heart research 
grouping of the Medical research Council, of which the 
Cardiovascular research Unit is a member, continued 
to support essential basic research and will continue to 
do so in 2014. The Unit also relies on National research 
foundation research grants.

A significant breakthrough in our synthetic vascular 
graft research was achieved in the previous year where 
spontaneous endothelialization of the luminal surface 
across an engineered porous graft wall was shown to 
be independent of trans-anastomotic outgrowth. A 
confluent endothelial lining in small diameter vascular 
grafts remains the ‘Holy grail’ in humans and is essential 
for long-term patency.

In 2013, the breakthrough results on porous 
polyurethane grafts were published in an international 
peer reviewed journal and followed by a successful 
study to elucidate and differentiate between the two 

non-trans-anastomotic modes of healing, namely 
transmural and fallout healing.  The former was shown 
to be the most prevalent and reliable. These findings 
may be useful for the development of clinical peripheral 
vascular (including endolumenal) grafts, as transmural 
endothelialization remains a viable healing mode in 
humans. Continued work in this field in 2014 will focus 
on accelerating the healing response.

A collaboration with gothenburg University in the field 
of vascular grafts was concluded, with publication of 
the results anticipated in 2014.  Similarly, publication of 
the initial results on our studies with Clemson University 
on the use of elastin-derived grafts is imminent, and 
work continues in a large animal model.

research continued to focus on a regenerative medicine 
approach based on remodelling of synthetic engineered 
hydrogels. A model for assessment of the regenerative 
capacity of these synthetic hydrogels in the treatment 
of myocardial infarction  has generated further 
promising  results. Therapeutic benefits with  respect 
to cardiac function and scarring were shown for 
hydrogels carrying growth factor coacervates. Strong 
preliminary data has been obtained showing both 
improved engraftment and therapeutic effect of stem 
cells delivered with the synthetic hydrogel into infarcted 
hearts. Synthetic ‘smart’ hydrogels were also developed 
that were shown to control invasion of specific cell types, 
a finding that has generated considerable international 
interest in the field of tissue regeneration.

Building on the groundwork laid down in 2012 with 
respect to porcine pericardial tissue, research evaluating 
the immune and inflammatory cell responses as well 
as the potential for mineralisation and resorbtion of 
animal tissue used in the construction of ‘bioprosthetic’ 
transcatheter heart valve designs, in 2013 concentrated 
on understanding the benefits of tissue decellularisation, 
the introduction of different covalent ‘cross-links’ 
and capping alternatives and the use of non-covalent 
agents when applied to bovine pericardium. A short list 
of regimens emerging from that research are already 
undergoing preclinical testing in a circulatory model.

Milestones of the Biomechanical Sciences group in 
2013 included the successful completion of a 3-year 
project into biomechanics of biomaterial therapies 
for myocardial infarction funded from the South 
African Centre for High Performance Computing; the 
commencement of an interdisciplinary collaborative 
project aiming at reducing the failure rate of arterio-
venous access for haemodialysis in patients with 
end-stage renal diseases and the graduation of two 
M.Sc.(Med) students with distinction. The group also 
extended its activities in the biomechanics of single 
cells through organization of an international event 
on cell mechanics and mechanobiology in Cape Town 
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with speakers from the Uk, germany, Spain and South 
Africa that included a meeting with the Uk Minister for 
Science and Universities, rt. Hon. David Willets.

Divisional Statistics 

Permanent and Long Term Contract Staff

Professor 1

Associate Professors 5

Senior Consultants 3

Assistant Director 1
Senior lecturer 1
Supernumerary registrars 2
Surgical registrar 6
Surgical rotator 1
Senior Medical officer 1
Senior Scientific officer 2

Secretary 2

Clinical Technologist/Perfusionist 4

TOTAL 29

Students

Postdoctoral research fellows 3
Doctoral 4
M.Med. 4
Master’s 5
Honours 1
TOTAL 17

Research Fields and Staff

Permanent Staff

PROFESSOR PETER ZILLA
Head of Division

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR JOHAN BRINK
Clinical Director

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR JOHN HEWITSON
Section Head: Paediatric Surgery

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR ANTHONY LINEGAR
Section Head: Thoracic Surgery

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR DEON BEZUIDENHOUT
Senior lecturer, Section Head Polymer Sciences

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR THOMAS FRANZ
Section Head: Biomechanics

DR PAUL HUMAN
research Director, Section Head Pathobiology

DR LOVEN MOODLEY
Section Head: Thoracic Surgery

DR ANDRE BROOKS
Senior Consultant

DR JACQUES SCHERMAN
Senior Consultant

DR NEIL DAVIES
Senior lecturer, Section Head Biology and regeneration

Contact Details

Chris Barnard Division of Cardiothoracic Surgery
D24, New groote Schuur Hospital, Anzio road, 
oBSerVATory 7925, Cape Town, South Africa
Tel: +27 21 406 6181
fax: +27 21 448 1145
Web: http://www.health.uct.ac.za/departments/
surgery/cardiothoracic/
UCT general enquiries: +27 21 650 9111
UCT web: http://www.uct.ac.za

Cardiovascular Research Unit

room 3.13, Chris Barnard Building, faculty of Health 
Sciences, University of Cape Town, Anzio road, 
oBSerVATory 7925, Cape Town, South Africa
Tel: +27 21 406 6476/6385
fax: +27 21 448 5935

DIVISION OF PLASTIC SURGERY
Head of Division: Professor DA Hudson

Divisional Profile

The Division of Plastic Surgery combines an academic 
hospital service, with university teaching, clinical training 
and research.  The division also functions at red Cross 
Children’s Hospital and pressures sores are dealt with 
at eerste river Hospital. Specialist tertiary services are 
provided to patients of the Western Cape and beyond.

The Department is actively involved in a number of 
multidisciplinary which include:
1. head and neck cancer clinic
2. skin cancer clinic
3. melanoma clinic
4. transsexual clinic
5. combined breast clinic

Multi-disciplinary clinics at red Cross Children Hospital 
include:
1. Cleft lip and palate clinic
2. Inter sex  clinic

3. Cranio facial clinic
4. Congenital ear clinic
5. Congenital hand clinic

Teaching is provided to fifth year medical students PAMS, 
and specialist training of post graduates is undertaken – 
including supernumerary registrars from other countries. 
The Department is actively involved in research in all aspects 
of Plastic Surgery, including paediatric Plastic Surgery.

The Department enjoys a strong partnership with 
colleagues in private practise.  These part time surgeons 
provide valuable input to the Department both in 
teaching and in clinical services.

Dr S Adams was an invited guest and chairman at the 
World Cleft lip & Palate Congress held in USA.

The Division continued to conduct research in breast 
reconstruction, complex wounds, paediatric plastic 
surgery, microsurgery and buns and a number of 
publications emanated from this.

Divisional statistics

Permanent and Long Term Contract Staff

Professors   1
Senior lecturers   2
lecturers   10
Administrative  Staff  1
Total    14

Students 

PhD 1
Master’s 6
Undergraduate 0
Total 7

Research Fields and Staff

PROF. D.A. HUDSON
Breast reconstruction; Wound Healing; Burns.

DR K. ADAMS
Management of complex wounds, Transsexual Surgery, 
Burns

DR S. ADAMS
Cleft lip Palate; lower leg reconstruction, Burns

Contact Details

Postal address: Department of Plastic, reconstructive 
& Maxillo-facial Surgery, room H53/69, old Main 
Building, groote Schuur Hospital, observatory, 7925, 
republic of South Africa.
Tel: +27 21 406 6415
fax: +27 21 406 6649
UCT general enquiries: +27 21 650 9111
UCT web: http://www.uct.ac.za

Research output

Articles in peer-reviewed journals 

Airoldi, f., Baldino, g., Mortola, P., losa, S., Clerici, 
g., Tavano, D., latib, A., gori, A. and faglia, e. 2013. 
Nitinol stents with polymer-free paclitaxel coating for 
stenosis of failing infrainguinal bypass grafts. Journal of 
Cardiovascular Surgery, 54: 441-445.

Baigrie, r.J. 2013. Modern management of colorectal 
cancer. South African family Practice, 55(1): 47-52.

Bernon, J., Mcguire, C.I., Carrara, H. and lubbe, D. 
2013. endotracheal tube cuff pressures - the worrying 
reality: a comparative audit of intra-operative versus 
emergency intubations. SAMJ South African Medical 
Journal, 103(9): 641-643.

Bezuidenhout, D., oosthuysen, A., Davies, N.H., 
Ahrenstedt, N., Dobner, S., roberts, P. and zilla, P. 2013. 
Covalent incorporation and controlled release of active 
dexamethasone from injectable polyethylene glycol 
hydrogels. Journal of Biomedical Materials research 
Part A, 101A: 1311-1318.

Bezuidenhout, D., Pennel, T., fercana, g., zilla, P. and 
Simionescu, D. 2013. evaluation of elastin-derived 
vascular grafts in a circulatory model. Cardiovascular 
Pathology, 22(3): e29-e52.

Botha, M., Wells, M., Dickerson, r., Wallis, l.A. and 
Stander, M. 2013. Adrenaline and amiodarone dosages 
in resuscitation: rectifying misinformation. SAMJ South 
African Medical Journal, 103(10): 713-714.

Bracher, M.J., Bezuidenhout, D., lutolf, M., franz, T., 
Sun, M., zilla, P. and Davies, N.H. 2013. Cell specific 
ingrowth hydrogels. Biomaterials, 34: 6797-6803.

Broeders, J., roks, D., Ali, U., Watson, D., Baigrie, 
r.J., Cao, z., Hartmann, J. and Maddern, g. 2013. 
laparoscopic anterior 180-degree versus nissen 
fundoplication for gastroesophageal reflux disease. 
Annals of Surgery, 257(5): 850-859.
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Bruijns, S. 2013. Junk food and the rise of acute coronary 
syndrome in Africa. African Journal of emergency 
Medicine (AfJeM), 3: 101-101.

Bruijns, S. 2013. Shajara (African diary/dossier Africa). 
African Journal of emergency Medicine (AfJeM), 3: 35-
36.

Bruijns, S. and Wallis, l.A. 2013. Submission for 
publication made easy. African Journal of emergency 
Medicine (AfJeM), 3: 49.

Bruijns, S., guly, H. and Wallis, l.A. 2013. effect of 
spinal immobilization on heart rate, blood pressure 
and respiratory rate. Prehospital and Disaster Medicine, 
28(3): 210-214.

Bruijns, S., guly, H., Bouamra, o., lecky, f. and Wallis, 
l.A. 2013. Heart rate and systolic blood pressure in 
patients with minor to moderate, non-haemorrhagic 
injury versus normal controls. emergency Medicine 
Journal, 30: 901-905.

Bruijns, S., guly, H., Bouarma, o., lecky, f. and Wallis, 
l.A. 2013. The value of traditional vital signs, shock 
index, and age-based markers in predicting trauma 
mortality. Journal of Trauma and Acute Care Surgery, 
74(6): 1432-1437.

Bruwer, z., futter, M.J. and ramesar, r.S. 2013. 
Communicating cancer risk within an African context: 
experiences, disclosure patterns and uptake rates 
following genetic testing for lynch syndrome. Patient 
education and Counseling, 92: 53-60.

Buys, H., Muloiwa, r., Westwood, C., richardson, D., 
Cheema, B. and Westwood, A.T.r. 2013. An adapted 
triage tool (eTAT) at red Cross War Memorial Children’s 
Hospital medical emergency unit, Cape Town: an 
evaluation. SAMJ South African Medical Journal, 
103(3): 161-165.

Caesar, B., McCollum, g.A., elliot, r., Williams, A. and 
Calder, J.D.f. 2013. Stress fractures of the tibia and 
medial malleolus. foot and Ankle Clinics, 18(2): 339-
355.

Cairncross, l.l. and Panieri, e. 2013. Pre-operative 
diagnosis of thyroid cancer: clinical, radiological and 
pathological correlation. South African Journal of 
Surgery, 51(2): 46-49.

Calvello, e., Megan, B., risko, N., Theodosis, C., Totten, 
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DEAN’S REPORT 

Professor Don Ross

THe rATe of NeW 
PoSTgrADUATe eNrolMeNTS 
TICkeD UPWArD, AND AS 
of 2014 STANDS AT A THIrD 
HIgHer THAN IT DID IN 2008. THe 
fACUlTy SeT A NeW reCorD for 
grANT AND CoNTrACT INCoMe, 
AND for PUBlICATIoN oUTPUTS.

A primary strategic goal of the Faculty of Commerce is to 
organise most academic staff into thematic research units. 
This offers several benefits. First, a strong research unit 
is more likely to attract significant grants and contracts. 
Second, research units with international visibility attract 
world-class graduate students. Third, graduate students 
enjoy the network effects that help them succeed, 
and are apprenticed in the team approach to research 
that is characteristic of contemporary science. Fourth, 
research units can establish institutional relationships 
with businesses and non–governmental organisations 
(NGOs) that have material interests in the units’ agendas, 
and can thereby create working partnerships among 
academia, business and organised citizenry. Economists 
recognise these elements as crucial engines of growth and 
innovation. A strong research unit very much resembles an 
entrepreneurial small business, with all the dynamism and 
engagement that comparison implies.

The faculty now has two dedicated postgraduate training 
institutes in addition to the long-established graduate 
School of Business (gSB). The graduate School for 
Development Policy and Practice (gSDPP), launched in 
late 2012, welcomed its first cohort of executive master’s 
students in early 2014. A consortium of funders from the 
national financial services sector joined forces with the 
Western Cape government to establish the African Institute 
for financial Markets and risk Management (AIfMrM) (see 
p174), which will be the first consolidated entity on the 
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NRF-rated researchers

value of Research 
contracts

910

33
R77.43m

registered POSTGRADUATES 

Faculty of
COMMERCE

In recent years, the Faculty of Commerce has 
undergone a significant reorganisation to 

align our research thematically and is now 
home to 13 research units. The impact of this 

organisational principle has been seen in a 
number of milestones, including a tripling of 

the overall number of researchers rated B or A 
in 2013 in the faculty.
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(rUBeN) were two studies in Cape Town townships. 
rUBeN teamed up with the Southern African  
Sustainable Development Initiative (SASDI) foundation, 
knowledge Pele and georgia State University to study 
the rollout of new crèches in Mfuleni, and with the 
National responsible gambling Programme to study 
the extent and consequences of unlicensed gambling 
in khayelitsha. rUBeN researchers also worked with the 
Western Cape government to develop interventions to 
promote after-school programmes, healthy lifestyles 
among teen girls, recycling in the city business district, 
and safe behaviour by youth in Cape Town townships. 
each of rUBeN’s two National research foundation 
(Nrf) A-rated researchers (Professor Don ross and 
Professor Harold kincaid) published a book with a 
leading international publisher.

A nascent unit incubating within rUBeN, the 
Development Unit for New enterprise (DUNe), in 
partnership with the Manufacturing, engineering 
and related Services Sector education and Training 
Authority, hosted an international colloquium 
on technology-based entrepreneurship in 2014, 
following a successful national colloquium in 2013. In 
collaboration with the SASDI foundation, DUNe raised 
two tranches of funding to conduct community-needs 
analysis intended to establish an early-childhood 
development hub in New Crossroads, and additional 
funds for equipping the Mfuleni Computer Centre, a 
township-based educational resources facility. DUNe 
worked with the UCT Angel fund to help raise the 
funding required to run training programmes for a 
total of 27 township entrepreneurs. 

The Centre for Information Technology and National 
Development in Africa (CITANDA) found its research 
emphasis continuing to shift toward M4D (Mobile 
Communication for Development) – how mobile 
technologies drive development, governance and 

continent to offer master’s and doctoral qualifications 
in quantitative finance, investment banking and  
risk management. 

A review of highlights of research unit activities over 
the past year provides a sense of the diverse range of 
work, spanning 21st-century priorities in business and 
economics, that makes our faculty the leading hub of 
commercial scholarship in Africa.

The Institute for Monitoring and evaluation has 
completed contract research in the areas of 
literacy and extended curriculum programmes. It is 
currently leading an innovative global Astronomy for 
Development programme.

The Development Policy research Unit (DPrU) 
continued to combine academically credible research 
with high-level policy impact. Achievements in 2013 
included research into the impact of minimum wages 
and enforcement on general employment, wages 
and hours of work in South Africa; skills needed at 
the workplace; and understanding the African jobs 
challenge. The DPrU remains a key partner in the 
Africa growth Initiative at the Brookings Institution in 
the USA. Towards the end of 2013, the unit engaged 
in a World Bank initiative as the Sub-Saharan African 
partner for the Jobs knowledge Platform.

The UCT Unilever Institute of Strategic Marketing 
released two landmark research studies. The Majority 
Report shatters longstanding misconceptions about 
South Africa’s 21 million ”survivor households” 
living on less than r25 000 per month and is the 
first comprehensive cross-disciplinary study into this 
market segment. Another study, 4 Million and Rising, 
tracks the dizzying dynamics of South Africa’s new 
black middle class. 

The environmental economics Policy research 
Unit (ePrU) emphasised two main avenues of 
exploration. The first was into conservation, 
specifically the impacts of conservation zones on 
nearby communities and the optimal pricing of entry 
into national parks. The second concerned climate 
change and behaviour. 

The Centre for Actuarial research launched Tools for 
Demographic Estimation at the “27th International 
Population Conference” in Busan, South korea. This 
work, funded by the United Nations Population fund, 
sets out state-of-the-art methods of estimating 
demographic parameters from limited and deficient 
data – the kind of data characteristic of Africa and 
other poor and emerging regions. 

Among the activities of the research Unit for 
Behavioural economics and Neuroeconomics 

A STroNg reSeArCH 
UNIT Very MUCH 

reSeMBleS AN 
eNTrePreNeUrIAl 

SMAll BUSINeSS, WITH 
All THe DyNAMISM 

AND eNgAgeMeNT THAT 
CoMPArISoN IMPlIeS.

co-authored with Professor Anthony Black a report on 
Industrial Policy Options for the South African Customs 
Union. The graduate School of Development Policy and 
Practice (gSDPP) established a research partnership with 
the effective States and Inclusive Development research 
Centre at the University of Manchester. The programme 
is implemented jointly with Harvard University’s kennedy 
School of government, India’s Institute of economic 
growth, Bangladesh’s BrAC Development Institute, the 
Centre for Democratic Development in ghana and the 
University of Malawi. The gSDPP’s contributions include 
an analytical overview of South Africa’s evolving political 
settlement in comparative perspective, with particular 
attention to the influence of inequality on governance 
and political stability, and research in partnership with 
humanities researchers on the politics and governance of 
basic education in South Africa.

outside the research units, the faculty’s departments 
promoted a range of additional scholarship. The 
gSB published a record 48 publications in 2013. 
Academics in the College of Accounting presented 10 
papers at the biennial “South African Association of 
Accountants/International Association for Accounting 
education and research Conference”. The first edition 
of the college’s new electronic journal, Accounting 
Perspectives in Southern Africa, was published. other 
projects include the adjudication of the ey excellence 
in Integrated reporting Awards and 2013 saw the 
appointment of a staff member to the board of the 
global reporting Initiative.

The Tax Section of the Department of finance and Tax is 
actively engaged in a four-year research project funded 
by the research Council of Norway titled Sustainable 
Tax governance in Developing Countries through 
global Tax Transparency. 

researchers in the Department of Information 
Systems secured an Nrf grant of almost r1 million 
to explore the impact of mobile technology and 
public access on collective empowerment among the 
urban poor, and a South Africa–Tanzania research 
agreement to explore the role of ICTs in empowering 
women in rural areas. The department was chosen 
as the lead partner in the more than €3 million 
enterprise Systems education for Africa project to 
research and develop an enterprise system education 
programme for the African continent, linking up 
tertiary institutions from 10 African countries.

All these collaborative and institutional-scale projects 
coincided with highly productive years for individual 
researchers in the other departments and sections 
of the faculty, including the schools of economics 
and Management Studies (Actuarial Science, 
organisational Psychology, Marketing, Business 
Communication and entrepreneurship).

innovation. Apart from its focus on larger research 
issues and projects, one tiny mobile application 
developed within CITANDA’s Samsung–UCT Mobile 
Innovation laboratory to teach english-speaking South 
Africans basic Xhosa/zulu/Tswana phrases, is averaging 
well over 100 downloads daily.

It was a year of threes for the Southern African labour 
and Development research Unit (SAlDrU). The third 
wave of the National Income Dynamics Survey (NIDS) 
was publicly released and public downloads of NIDS data 
passed the 3 000 mark (see p91). Associate Professor 
Ingrid Woolard, a NIDS principal investigator, was 
asked to serve on the National Tax review Commission 
by the Minister of finance. The Poverty Action lab, 
J-PAl Africa, celebrated its third year, with laura 
Poswell taking over a well-established organisation 
as its second executive director. Dr Vimal ranchhod, 
a chief research officer, was awarded a y1-rating 
by the National research foundation (Nrf). He is the 
third SAlDrU researcher to earn this rating as one of 
South Africa’s promising young researchers.

THeSe CollABorATIVe 
AND INSTITUTIoNAl-

SCAle ProJeCTS WeNT 
oN AMIDST HIgHly 

ProDUCTIVe yeArS for 
INDIVIDUAl reSeArCHerS.

Datafirst opened its new Secure Data Service, 
which houses a version of the NIDS with global 
positioning systems information. It has also acquired 
administrative data from the Department of Basic 
education. A new version of the Post-apartheid 
Labour Market Series was released with wage 
information stretching from 1994 to 2012.

Professors Mike Morris and raphael kaplinsky and Dr 
David kaplan of the unit for Policy research in Industry, 
Services and Manufacturing (PrISM) produced a book 
titled Making the Most of the Commodities Boom 
in Sub-Saharan Africa. Professor lawrence edwards 
and Harvard University’s Professor robert lawrence 
published a book and a policy brief with the Petersen 
Institute for International economics on causes of recent 
employment shifts in the United States. Professor Morris 
and Dr Cornelia Staritz completed a large research 
project on global Value Chains and ownership in the 
Madagascar Apparel Industry, and Professor Morris 
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identifying the potholes in the 
road to economic success
The 2013 South African Global Entrepreneurship 
Monitor (geM) research report published by the geM 
South African team in the Development Unit for New 
enterprise (DUNe) in the faculty of Commerce had 
some good news for the South African economy. The 
research, which is the largest and most authoritative 
longitudinal study of entrepreneurship in the world, 
shows that South Africa’s entrepreneurial activity is 
on an upward trend.

Although the country still compares poorly with similar 
economies – the latest data shows South Africa’s TeA 
(total early-stage entrepreneurial activity) rate is at 
10.6% compared to Brazil’s 17.3 % – entrepreneurship 
levels, as measured by the number of individuals who 
are engaged in starting or have just started a new 
business, are now at their highest since 2002.

Dr Mike Herrington, executive director of the geM 
international operations and co-author of the geM 
South African report, says that this is significant 
because entrepreneurial activity is understood to be 
a necessary condition of healthy societies, specifically 
as it contributes to economic growth and job creation, 
which in South Africa is a key concern. 

The geM study provides very clear guidelines as to 
what needs to be done to support entrepreneurs 
and boost job creation. Its recommendations include 
investing in changing attitudes and perceptions towards 
entrepreneurship, which are still poor in this country, 
fixing the education and health systems and cleaning up 
crime and corruption. “These elements are the potholes 
in South Africa’s road to economic success. And unless 
government takes the time to fill them in, very little 
will change and even the fanciest of policies to support 
entrepreneurs will founder,” cautions Dr Herrington.

Research flowering at GSB

The UCT graduate School of Business (gSB) celebrated 
a record intake of PhD students in 2014, a clear 
indication that the school’s emphasis on research 
is paying off. In the past few years, research has 
gone from strength to strength, with 27 students 
registered for the PhD programme in 2014, including 
nine international students, and the highest research 
output to date being registered in 2013.

“An active research community is the foundation for 
our claim to be a leading business school with high 
aspirations,” says Professor ralph Hamann, research 
director at the school. The gSB is consistently rated 
as the top business school in Africa and it is the only 
African school to have its full-time MBA ranked in the 
prestigious Financial Times top 100 MBA ranking. 

gSB research focuses on three thematic clusters: social 
innovation and sustainability; values-based leadership; 
and emerging markets finance, investment and trade. 
PhD students are supported by a rigorous programme 
of five PhD and research Colloquia throughout the 
year to provide strong theoretical and methodological 
foundations and to develop a collegial, supportive and 
well-informed research culture at the school. first-year 
PhD students are required to participate, while other 
students and faculty are encouraged to become involved 
as participants and facilitators. 

The investment in student research also contributes 
to the gSB’s growing publication output. faculty 
and students published a record 48 peer-reviewed 
scholarly publications in 2013, including 33 journal 
papers, 10 books or book chapters, and five accredited 
conference papers.

stats and maths for Africa
The African Collaboration for Quantitative finance 
and risk research (ACQufrr) Unit continued its 
drive over the past year to advance the theory and 
application of modern quantitative, statistical and 
mathematical techniques to the modelling and risk 
management of financial products and markets – 
particularly as they apply in Africa. 

The unit, which is the research arm of the 
newly established African Institute of financial 
Markets and risk Management, co-hosted two 
groundbreaking “Prescient Securities/ACQufrr 
Quant” conferences and co-organised the “African 
Institute of Mathematical Sciences Summer School 
in Mathematical finance” in 2013. In addition to 

Africa’s first academic risk 
institute launched
In a first for Africa, the faculty of Commerce 
launched the African Institute of financial Markets 
and risk Management (AIfMrM) in January 2014, a 
unique academic institute that will conduct research 
and deliver education and training in financial 
markets and risk management.

“In the 21st century‚ capacity for situation-
specific innovation in financial markets and risk 
management will be among the core determinants 
of which emerging markets graduate to mature 
development and which remain mired in middle-
income traps,” commented the dean of the faculty 
of Commerce‚ Professor Don ross, at the launch. 
“AIfMrM’s establishment improves the prognosis 
in this area.”

founding sponsors of the institute are firstrand 
ltd‚ Barclays Africa group‚ liberty Holdings ltd and 
the Western Cape government’s Department of 
economic Development and Tourism.

The unit will be headed up by Associate Professor 
David Taylor, who said that the institute was 
specifically focused on two key areas. one was 
transforming the profile of quantitative finance‚ risk 
management‚ insurance and banking professionals. 
The other was ensuring that a steady and sustainable 
pipeline of African university graduates with 
sophisticated knowledge in banking‚ insurance‚ 
risk management and quantitative finance exists 
on the continent.

Boosting tourism in SA

The faculty of Commerce celebrated the launch 
of the Tourism research Unit (UCT-TrU) in 2013, 
a specialist research and teaching unit within the 
School of Management Studies that will work to 
increase the knowledge base of the tourism industry 
in order to contribute to policy formation by business‚ 
governments and international organisations.

UCT-TrU, which is headed up by Dr richard george, 
is currently working with Cape Town Tourism, grant 
Thornton  and the City of Cape Town in a United 
Nations–World Tourism organisation collaborative 
project analysing the economic impact of tourism in 
Cape Town, and is also working with the regional 
Tourism  organisation of Southern Africa on 
international tourist data collection for the Southern 
African Development Community. 

its regular weekly Seminar Series, the unit also 
hosted two industry-led Masterclasses and four 
extraordinary Seminars, and established a research 
collaboration with the University of Nairobi in kenya.

ACQufrr’s publication output continues to grow, 
with members publishing 13 peer-reviewed journal 
articles in 2013.
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DOCTORAL GRADUATIONS
R.C. DANIELS (ECONOMICS) 
The income distribution with multiple sources of 
survey error  
Supervised by Professor M. leibbrandt and Professor 
M. Wittenberg

J. DIKGANG (ECONOMICS)  
The economic value of natural resources around the 
kgalagadi Transfrontier Park and implications for the 
khomani San in South Africa  
Supervised by Associate Professor e. Muchapondwa

J.G. FAY (GRADUATE SCHOOL OF 
BUSINESS) 
The role of market- based incentives to promote low 
carbon development in developing countries
Supervised by Associate Professor r. Hamann

G. GAMARIEL (ECONOMICS) 
financial liberalisation and banking crises in sub-
Saharan Africa  
Supervised by Professor H. Abraham

A.V. GORDON (GRADUATE SCHOOL OF 
BUSINESS) 
Adaptive vs. visionary-advocacy approaches in scenario 
planning: implications of contrasting purposes and 
constraint conditions 
Supervised by Associate Professor M. Soko

S.K. KABANDA (INFORMATION SYSTEMS)
e-commerce and Small and Medium enterprises (SMes) 
in least developed countries: the case of Tanzania
Supervised by Professor I. Brown

M. KABINGA (GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS)
governance, capabilities and performance in state-
owned enterprises: the case of South Africa’s electricity 
sector
Supervised by Professor A. eberhard and Dr H. Worch

E.L. MCKINNEY (GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS)
The experiences of people with disabilities during their 
integration and retention into employment in South 
Africa
Supervised by Dr l. ronnie, Professor f.M. Horwitz 
and Professor S.D. Amosun

A.S. METFULA (INFORMATION SYSTEMS)
The interplay between policy network actors and 
information and communication technology policies in 
a developing country context
Supervised by Associate Professor W. 
Chigona 

M.A. NCHAKE (ECONOMICS)
Product market price integration in developing 
countries
Supervised by Professor l. edwards

D.E. PIETERSE (ECONOMICS)
Adverse childhood experiences and educational 
outcomes, problem drinking and the perpetration of 
violence
Supervised by Professor N. Nattrass

S.L. SNYMAN (ECONOMICS)
High-end ecotourism and rural communities in 
Southern Africa - a socio-economic analysis
Supervised by Associate Professor A. leiman

M.C. TANNER (INFORMATION SYSTEMS)
Social conditions leading to scrum process breakdowns 
during global agile software development: a theory of 
practice perspective
Supervised by Associate Professor W. Chigona and 
Associate Professor k. Sewchurran

B. TIBESIGWA (ECONOMICS)
An economic perspective on the influence of social 
interaction on risky behaviours
Supervised by Associate Professor M. Visser

College of Accounting
Head of Department: 
Associate Professor Mark Graham

College Profile

research in the College of Accounting is carried out in 
five broad areas, namely auditing, financial accounting, 
financial management, management accounting 
and taxation. The research effort is conducted on 
three general levels: applied research related directly 
to professional practice; applied research of a more 
general nature; and pure research on the broader 
frontiers of the discipline. In addition, research is 
carried out on the educational aspects of accountancy. 
The research is carried out by the academic staff 
members and postgraduate students. 

College Statistics

Permanent and Long-term Contract Staff

Professors 3
Associate Professors 4
Senior lecturers 9
lecturers 10
Administrative and Clerical Staff 10
Total 36

Students

Postgraduate Diplomas 306
Undergraduate 2701
Total 3007

Research Fields and Staff

Permanent Staff

MR JAMES ANTHONY
Management accounting; financial management; 
accounting education

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR PETER BOURNE 
Auditing; corporate governance; company law

MR RILEY CARPENTER
South African income tax; capital gains tax; 
international tax; trust and estate duty

PROFESSOR CARLOS CORREIA 
Capital budgeting; cost of capital; valuations

MR PETER CRAMER
Cost of capital; taxation

PROFESSOR GEOFF EVERINGHAM 
financial reporting; International financial reporting 
Standards (IfrS); corporate governance

MS JOLANDI GEVERS
financial management;  accounting education

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR MARK GRAHAM 
International financial reporting Standards (IfrS); 
integrated thinking ; integrated reporting; financial 
analysis; corporate reporting

MR MICHAEL HARBER
Audit committees; corporate governance issues; risk 
management

MRS SHELLY HERBERT
International financial reporting Standards (IfrS); 
financial analysis; corporate reporting; accounting 
education.

MR ANDREW HYLAND
International financial reporting Standards (IfrS) 
development; framework  based teaching and 
education 

MS JACQUI KEW
Accounting education; financial literacy; 
entrepreneurship

MS ILSE LUBBE
Accounting education; International financial 
reporting Standards (IfrS); IfrS for SMes.

MR RIYAAN MABUTHA
International taxation

MR DONALD MACDONALD
Accounting education; financial literacy; integrated 
reporting disclosure.

MR PAUL MAUGHAN
Accounting education; financial analysis

MRS TARYN MILLER
International financial reporting Standards (IfrS); 
integrated reporting

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR TESSA MINTER 
Information risk management; financial systems 
and controls; the teaching of financial systems and 
controls; corporate governance; corporate governance 
education
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MR GOOLAM MODACK
Accounting education; International financial 
reporting Standards (IfrS); integrated reporting

MR SHAUN PARSONS
South African income tax; financial instruments; 
banking and the taxation thereof
 
MR BRAD STRAUSS
Accounting education

PROFESSOR ALEx WATSON 
International financial reporting Standards (IfrS) 
development;  professional accounting education; 
integrated reporting

MS SUMAYA WEST
Corporate governance;,auditing; accounting education

MS GIZELLE WILLOWS
financial reporting; financial analysis; behavioural 
finance 

MR JAMES WINFIELD
Accounting education; business and professional 
ethics; foundations of accounting

Associate Professor Michael Wormald 
Corporate capital structures; financial policy

 
Contact Details

Postal Address: College of Accounting, University of 
Cape Town, Private Bag X3, rondebosch, 7701
Telephone: +27 21 650 2269/2257
fax: +27 21 689 7582
e-mail: mark.graham@uct.ac.za
Website: http://www.commerce.uct.ac.za/accounting

Research output

Articles in Peer-reviewed Journals 

Bakoro, l.e., De Jager, P. and Parsons, S.g. 2013. 
Commentary: how accounting information is used 
by the South African bank regulator. SA Journal of 
Accounting research, 27(1): 181-203.

Holman, g.S., Correia, C.D.J., Pitt, l.P. and Majoni, A. 
2013. The corporate use of derivatives by listed non-
financial firms in Africa. Corporate ownership and 
Control, 11(1): 671-690.

lubbe, I. 2013. educating accounting professionals: 
development of a theoretical framework as a language 
of description of accounting knowledge production 

and its implications for accounting academics at 
South African universities. SA Journal of Accounting 
research, 27(1): 87-124.

Thurner, W. and Varughese, A. 2013. experiences of 
project developers around CDM projects in South 
Africa. energy Policy, 61: 1271-1275.

Winfield, J.H. and luyt, J. 2013. An evaluation of an 
exploratory intervention to improve progression in a 
first-year accounting course. SA Journal of Accounting 
research, 27(1): 1-36.

Peer-reviewed published conference 
proceedings

Anthony, J.A. and Wormald, M.P. 2013. Assessment 
of the validity of use of the approaches to study skills 
inventory for students (ASSIST) within the context of 
a professionally accredited post-graduate accounting 
programme in South Africa. Proceedings of 2013 
Southern African Accounting Association Biennial 
Conference, 26-28 June 2013, Somerset West, Cape 
Town. Cape Town, South Africa: Southern African 
Accounting Association. ISBN 9780620563826.

Correia, C.D.J. and Muller, M. 2013. An analysis of IPo 
underpricing in South Africa. In H. Siringoringo, r.M.S. 
laureano and A.A. rosa (eds), Proceedings of the 
fifth global Management Conference on Managing 
globalization in Times of economic Crisis, 22-25 May 
2013, lisbon, Portugal. lisbon, Portugal: ISCTe-IUl. 
ISBN 9789897321566.

De Jager, P. and Parsons, S.g. 2013. Signs of Jibar 
manipulation? Proceedings of 2013 Southern African 
Accounting Association Biennial Conference, 26-
28 June 2013, Somerset West, Cape Town. Cape 
Town, South Africa: Southern African Accounting 
Association. ISBN 9780620563826.

gevers, J. and lubbe, I. 2013. effective teamwork 
design, implementation and assessment: addressing 
the need for the acquisition of pervasive skills by 
undergraduate accounting students. Proceedings of 
2013 Southern African Accounting Association Biennial 
Conference, 26-28 June 2013, Cape Town, South 
Africa. Cape Town, South Africa: Southern African 
Accounting Association. ISBN 9780620563826.

Herbert, S.l. 2013. enhancing student understanding 
in an undergraduate accounting course through 
student-created videos. Proceedings of 2013 Southern 
African Accounting Association Biennial Conference, 
26-28 June 2013, Somerset West, Cape Town. Cape 
Town, South Africa: Southern African Accounting 
Association. ISBN 9780620563826.

Pitt, l.P., Correia, C.D.J. and Holman, g.S. 2013. 
Does size matter? An analysis of derivative use by 
small South African firms listed on the JSe and AltX. 
Proceedings of 2013 Southern African Accounting 
Association Biennial Conference, 26-28 June 2013, 
Somerset West, Cape Town. Cape Town, South 
Africa: Southern African Accounting Association. ISBN 
9780620563826.

Willows, g.D. 2013. Differential investment 
performance in South Africa based on age. In U. 
laptaned & g. Nartea (eds), Proceedings of the 4th 
International Conference on Business and economics 
(ICBe 2013) “Business Challenges of globalization for 
Sustainable economic Development”, 13-15 June 2013, 
reykjavik, Iceland. Bangkok, Thailand: UP organizer 
and Publication Co., ltd. ISBN 9786163351302.

Willows, g.D., De Jager, P., Drummond, C.D., Sinton, 
D.S. and Carr, l. 2013. Is the Ceo of Investec overpaid? 
Proceedings of 2013 Southern African Accounting 
Association Biennial Conference, 26-28 June 2013, 
Somerset West, Cape Town, South Africa. Cape 
Town, South Africa: Southern African Accounting 
Association. ISBN 9780620563826.

Wormald, M.P. and Miller, M.J. 2013. The value 
proposition of black economic empowerment 
transactions on South African companies. Proceedings 
of 2013 Southern African Accounting Association 
Biennial Conference, 26-28 June 2013, Somerset West, 
Cape Town. Cape Town, South Africa: Southern African 
Accounting Association. ISBN 9780620563826.

School of Economics
Director: Associate Professor Edwin 
Muchapondwa

Departmental Profile

The School of economics is located in two faculties, 
namely the faculty of Commerce (which is also its 
administrative home) and the faculty of Humanities. 
In March 2011, the School of economics moved into 
a newly-constructed building on Middle Campus.  
The new infrastructure provides a good working 
environment for staff and helps the School in attracting 
good students and eminent academics from around 
the world. The School has 64 permanent and long-
term contract staff. Two Honorary Professors are also 
affiliated with the School: george Ainslie and David 
lam.

The School has more than 3000 undergraduate 
students. In 2013, the School had 198 Honours 
students (88 in economics and 110 in financial Analysis 
and Portfolio Management), 58 Masters students, and 
79 PhD students. 

The School’s flagship programmes involve PhD training. 
Since 2003, the School offers two PhD programmes. In 
addition to the traditional PhD by thesis programme, 
the School also has a coursework-and-thesis based 
PhD programme which is offered in collaboration with 
seven other universities on the African continent. The 
four-year collaborative PhD programme consists of 18-
24 months of core and applied coursework, followed 
by a thesis. Between 2003 and 2012 this programme 
has attracted 72 students, nearly all from African 
countries. 

Since inception of the collaborative programme 
in 2003, a substantial number of PhD students in 
this programme have been funded by the African 
economic research Consortium (AerC).  The AerC 
has typically funded about 11 students per year since 
2011, up from 3-5 students per year before then.  
furthermore, Carnegie Corporation has provided 
scholarships to another 24 PhD students since 2012.  
The scholarships from Carnegie Corporation are also 
tenable for students in the traditional PhD programme.  
The growth in PhD enrolment means that the School 
can expect a sharp increase in PhD graduates in three 
or four years’ time.  The School graduated a total of 10 
PhD students in 2012 and 8 in 2013.

Current research activity, with an emphasis on policy 
related research, is spread across a number of fields, 
including development economics; international 
economics; international finance; financial theory; 
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growth theory and empirics; labour economics; 
poverty and inequality; health economics; education; 
environmental and resource economics; and political 
economy. Most of the School’s research takes place in 
the context of big projects coordinated by our research 
units. The quality of our research is on an international 
level and several staff have received high recognition 
through the Nrf rating system. The School is the only 
South African Department of economics to host two 
Nrf A-rated researchers. The School is also home to 
two SArChI chairs.

The School of economics hosts six research units 
which are led by its academic staff but also recruit 
other research staff.  These are the Aids and Society 
research Unit (ASrU), the Development Policy research 
Unit (DPrU), the environmental-economics Policy 
research Unit (ePrU), Policy research on International 
Services and Manufacturing (PrISM), research Unit in 
Behavioural economics and Neuroeconomics (rUBeN) 
and the Southern Africa labour and Development 
research Unit (SAlDrU).

Aids and Society Research Unit (ASRU)

ASrU is an inter-disciplinary unit that conducts 
quantitative and qualitative social science research on 
various aspects of AIDS policy and the socio-economic 
dimensions of living with HIV. recent research by 
students and researchers in ASrU has focussed on 
the socio-economic determinants of HIV infection, 
medical male circumcision, AIDS conspiracy beliefs 
(and how they are contested), sexual behaviour, the 
international AIDS response (including Millennium 
Development goal 6), HIV and reproductive rights, 
HIV and gender, the modelling of HIV in Southern 
Africa, the effect of antiretroviral treatment on labour 
market behaviour and household composition.  ASrU 
continues to engage with community organisations 
and Ngos outside of the university. ASrU is directed 
by Professor Nicoli Nattrass.

environmental-economics Policy research Unit (ePrU)
The environmental-economics Policy research Unit 
(ePrU) is a research group which seeks to enhance 
environmental policy-making in South Africa through 
rigorous policy research and extension in order to attain 
sustainable development and poverty reduction. ePrU 
is funded by the Swedish International Development 
Cooperation Agency (SIDA) through the environment 
for Development (efD) Initiative managed by the 
environmental economics Unit (eeU) at the University of 
gothenburg. The efD consists of seven environmental 
economics research centers in developing countries 
(Costa rica, Chile, China, ethiopia, kenya, South 
Africa and Tanzania), University of gothenburg and 
resources for the future in Washington DC, US. The 
efD Initiative provides ePrU with a rich network of 

highly skilled academics trained in environmental 
economics to draw on.

The existing focus of ePrU’s research projects are 
in the following areas: biodiversity and ecosystems 
management; responses to climate risk; distributional 
consequences of climate policy; poverty, service 
delivery and local environmental quality; community 
based resource management; fisheries; behavioural 
aspects of natural resource management including risk 
preferences and cooperative behavior.

ePrU has collaborated with a number of local and 
national stakeholders on medium-size projects; these 
collaborators include South African National Parks in 
the wildlife sector, The Department of Water Affairs 
and forestry in the water sector, The Department of 
environmental Affairs and Tourism on marine and 
coastal management, The Department of Agriculture, 
forestry and fisheries, and the City of Cape Town on air 
quality management and energy savings. Increasingly 
the unit’s efforts are being channelled into research 
outputs accessible to policy makers. 

ePrU’s research fellows are actively involved in teaching 
environment and Natural resource economics, both 
within the School of economics and in the broader 
university. 

ePrU has six Senior research fellows (Anthony Black, 
Anthony leiman, edwin Muchapondwa, Mare Sarr, 
Jane Turpie and Martine Visser); several research 
fellows (Sunday Adewara, kerri Brick, Johane 
Dikgang, Dambala gelo, Coretha komba, Sue Snyman 
and Byela Tibesigwa); PhD students (reviva Hasson, 
gerald kibira, Herbert Ntuli, Jackson otieno and grant 
Smith); an administration officer (libbi Downes).   A 
number of Masters students are also being funded 
and supervised by ePrU fellows.  ePrU is directed by 
Associate Professor Anthony leiman.

Southern Africa Labour and Development 
Research Unit (SALDRU)

The Southern Africa labour and Development research 
Unit (SAlDrU) carries out research in applied empirical 
microeconomics with an emphasis on labour markets, 
human capital, poverty, inequality and social policy. 
SAlDrU is governed by an executive committee. It 
strives for academic excellence and policy relevance. 

SAlDrU was founded in 1975 and, in the apartheid 
years, conducted a number of surveys revealing the 
negative impacts of apartheid on the population. In 
the post-apartheid period, SAlDrU has continued 
to gather data and conduct research directed at 
informing and assessing anti-poverty policy. recent 
survey projects include the ongoing Cape Area Panel 

Study, the financial Diaries Project, the Public Work 
research Project and the Quality of life Survey. In 
2006 the Presidency awarded SAlDrU the tender to 
set up and conduct the base wave of South Africa’s 
first national panel study of well-being, the National 
Income Dynamics Study. In 2009, 2011 and 2014 
respectively, SAlDrU won the tenders for the second, 
third and fourth waves of NIDS. Data from the third 
wave was publically released in 2013. In January 2011 
J-PAl Africa was launched as a project within SAlDrU. 
linked to a global network of researchers, J-PAl Africa 
is building capacity within Africa to run randomized 
impact evaluations of anti-poverty programmes. In 
2012 the National Treasury asked SAlDrU to run a 
national project to stimulate and support research 
in three areas; employment, income distribution and 
inclusive growth. Three national research groups are 
in place to undertake this work. 

Currently SAlDrU’s research team includes a Director 
(Professor Murray leibbrandt), a permanent Associate 
Professor, the executive Director of J-PAl Africa, a Chief 
research officer, a Senior research officer, 3 Post-
doctoral fellows, a Survey Manager, 2 researchers, 
19 research associates from within the School of 
economics, 4 honorary research associates. There 
are 19 research affiliates, reflecting SAlDrU’s active 
national and international research collaborators. The 
NIDS survey office is run by the survey manager and 
contains 7 dedicated staff and, during fieldwork, up to 
30 temporary staff members. The J-PAl Africa office is 
run by the executive Director, laura Poswell, and has 
two research managers, a policy manager and four 
research assistants. 

Aside from the National Income Dynamics Study and 
the work of J-PAl Africa, current research work falls 
into the following research themes:
Post-apartheid Poverty, employment, education, 
Health and Migration dynamics In 2013 our key 
funders were the Nrf research Chair in Poverty and 
Inequality research, the Nrf Programme, grand 
Challenges, Social Dynamics, european Union’s 
NoPoor Consortium, the National Institutes of Child 
Health and Development, the Presidency’s Programme 
to Support Pro-poor Policy Development, the National 
Treasury, WIDer and the oeCD. 

fertility and Intergenerational Transfers (funded by 
the Hewlett foundation and Population reference 
Bureau).

Social Protection, Public Works and the labour force 
(funded by the International Development research 
Centre, the ford foundation and the British eSrC).

The economics of Tobacco Control in Africa (funded 
in 2011 by the American Cancer Society (ACS) and in 

2012 onwards by the ACS and the Bill and Melinda 
gates foundation). 

Since 1999 SAlDrU has run the annual UCT Summer 
Programme in Social Science research Using Survey 
Data. Currently this programme trains over 100 
Southern African researchers per year. It was funded by 
the Mellon foundation for the first decade and, in 2011 
was endowed by large grants from kresge, ford and 
Mellon foundations and Statistics South Africa as well 
as smaller grants from 10 of South Africa’s universities. 
In addition, SAlDrU runs Winter Workshops in the 
analysis of panel data and in programme evaluation.

Development Policy 
Research Unit (DPRU)

The Development Policy research Unit (DPrU) aims 
to inform economic and social policy making by 
producing academically credible research and rigorous 
policy analysis of labour market challenges such as 
education and regulation, and their consequences as 
manifest in poverty and inequality.

one of South Africa’s premier research institutions, the 
DPrU is located within the School of economics at the 
University of Cape Town. The Unit has been actively 
engaged in policy-relevant research since 1990, and 
from inception fostered strong linkages with the 
anti-apartheid mass democratic movement. Valuable 
relationships have been cultivated with policy makers, 
national and provincial government departments 
(including the Presidency), and international and 
multilateral agencies. 

The DPrU has three core objectives: 
to foster high quality, policy relevant research within 
the DPrU;
to train a new generation of research economists 
within the Unit and engage in training and teaching 
activities; and to
to disseminate information and knowledge to, and 
develop effective networks with, decision- and policy-
makers in government,  the research community, 
the private sector and civil society. 

The Unit publishes a number of research outputs 
including a notable Working Paper series, a Policy Brief 
series (featuring condensed versions of selected papers 
making key policy-relevant findings accessible), and a 
set of factsheets analysing changes, and focusing on 
trends, in the South African labour market. 

DPrU researchers are frequently published in peer-
reviewed journals, book chapters, reports, online blogs 
and opinion forums, and the Unit is often cited in the 
domestic and global press, in print, radio and TV. The 
Unit has a growing social media presence via an active 
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facebook page, the Director’s flourishing Twitter feed 
and a dedicated youtube channel. DPrU outputs are 
freely available in print, digital format and online.

Prof. Haroon Bhorat, DPrU Director, was awarded a 
Tier 1 research Chair under the Nrf SArChI (South 
African research Chairs Initiative) for 2010-14.  The 
thematic focus of the Chair is economic growth, 
Poverty and Inequality, and has facilitated the 
awarding of post-graduate bursaries and fellowships 
to economics students at the University. 

Current and recently completed projects undertaken 
by the DPrU include:
•	 The Africa growth Initiative (AgI) Programme
•	 Understanding enforcement of Minimum Wage 

laws
•	 Monitoring the Impact of the economic Downturn 

on the SA labour Market
•	 labour Market Dynamics in the Western Cape
•	 The labour Market Intelligence Partnership 

Project: Skills Biased labour Demand, Human 
Capital Accumulation and Pro-Poor growth etc.

•	 The Pursuit of Inclusive economic growth in 
South Africa

•	 National Transfer Accounts (NTA): Maximising 
South Africa’s Demographic Dividend

Policy Research on International Services 
and Manufacturing (PRISM)
 
Policy research in International Services and 
Manufacturing (PrISM) is a research and policy unit 
located within the School of economics. PrISM provides 
a lens to focus research and policy work broadly on 
issues of globalization, trade and industrialization. It 
is home to a number of related research activities, 
projects and programmes concerned with issues of 
globalization, global value chains, industrialization 
paths, international trade, foreign investment, the 
defence industry, policy governance, infrastructure 
development, the role of knowledge intensive services, 
innovation, and international competitiveness. 
Another feature of PrISM’s work has been its applied 
focus, responding to economic policy questions issues 
in South Africa, the rest of Africa and beyond.  PrISM 
is managed by a Steering Committee consisting of 
Mike Morris (Head), David kaplan and Anthony Black.

PrISM research and policy activities are focused 
around the following issues: 
•	 globalisation and industrialization development
•	 International trade and foreign investment
•	 governance and economic policy
•	 Commodities and resource based linkage 

industrialization
•	 Innovation and upgrading in developing countries
•	 Industrial policy and development

•	 employment intensive growth in South Africa
•	 International competitiveness of firms and sectors
•	 Clusters and learning networks
•	 China’s economic impact on Africa
•	 regulatory frameworks for trade, services and 

sectors
•	 The distributional gains of industrial growth.

Research Unit in Behavioural Economics 
and Neuroeconomics (RUBEN)

rUBeN’s interdisciplinary team of experimental 
economics researchers seek to understand the way in 
which people in developing economies assess risk and 
make decisions. They do this through quantitatively 
analyzed laboratory and field experiments with 
people earning real monetary rewards for performing 
experimental tasks. rUBeN researchers especially focus 
on trust - the essential basis of business relationships 
– and people’s attitudes to risk, uncertainty and time. 
This knowledge is crucial to innovative product design 
in insurance, banking and retail asset management. 
for certain studies, rUBeN researchers also have the 
technology and expertise to conduct brain imaging 
studies, of the kind needed for neuroeconomics and 
neuromarketing. In 2014, rUBeN was directed by 
Professor Harold kincaid, and includes researchers 
from other Departments at UCT and international 
associates. Members within the School of economics 
are Andre Hofmeyr, Don ross, Mare Sarr, Martine 
Visser and Honorary Professor george Ainslie. 

Current rUBeN research projects underway include 
experimental and neuroimaging studies of addictive 
consumption and illegal gambling; a study of the risk 
and time preferences of Western Cape fruit farmers 
that can inform the design and pricing of new insurance 
products to support innovation for export promotion; 
a study of the consistency of choices under risk among 
South Africans living in disadvantaged communities;  
a study of the prevelance and determinants of 
pathological gambling among Informal gamblers In a 
township;  a study of a new initiative to deliver early 
childhood education in Cape Town townships;  a study 
of behavioral “nudges” to reduce water consumption 
in Cape Town, and a national prevalence study of 
problem gambling and gambling behaviors in South 
Africa. 

rUBeN is currently the only centre for experimental 
research in economics on the African continent and 
thus a key aspect of rUBeN activity is training. rUBeN 
hosts annual training workshops for scholars from 
the rest of the continent, and raises funds to cover all 
workshop costs for these participants. 

Departmental Statistics

Permanent and long term contract staff

Professors 14
Associate Professors 11
Senior lecturers 9
lecturers 5
research Staff 25
Administrative staff 18
Total 82

Students

Doctoral 79
Masters 58
Honours 198
Undergraduate* 3000+
Total 3335

*  Number of students enrolled for economics courses.  
Students can take a number of courses in one year.

Research Fields and Staff

Permanent teaching staff

PROFESSOR HAIM ABRAHAM
finance; futures and derivatives; monetary economics 
in a general equilibrium context.

PROFESSOR HAROON BHORAT
Director of the DPrU: labour markets and labour 
market policy; poverty and income distribution.

PROFESSOR ANTHONY BLACK
Development economics, trade and industrial policy; 
automotive industry, garment industry, foreign direct 
investment, regional integration; global location of 
manufacturing and services.

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR JUSTINE BURNS
Microeconomics; labour; poverty and income 
distribution; rural development; institutional 
economics.

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR BEATRICE CONRADIE
farm labour markets; women in agriculture; wine 
industry mechanisation; irrigation farming;  human 
animal conflicts.

DR REZA C. DANIELS
Applied development microeconomics; applied 
econometrics; analyses of household & firm surveys; 
public policy.

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR CLARA DELAVALLADE
Development economics; applied econometrics; 
corruption; health; education; evaluation of public 
policies.

PROFESSOR PAUL J DUNNE 
Defence, conflict and peace economics; applied 
econometrics 

PROFESSOR LAWRENCE EDWARDS
International trade and competitiveness; trade policy; 
trade and infrastructure; trade, employment and 
poverty.

MS KATHERINE EYAL
labour; development; education; program evaluation; 
econometrics, behavioural economics

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR LUKASZ GRZYBOWSKI
Industrial organisation; game theory; 
applied econometrics; network economics; 
telecommunications; competition and antitrust policy.

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR SHAKILL HASSAN 
finance: fixed income, currency and commodity 
markets; arbitrage and asset pricing; applied financial 
econometrics. economics: currency speculation and 
crises; monetary policy and asset prices; applicable 
economic theory. 

MR ANDRé HOFMEYR
game theory; behavioural economics; the economics 
of addiction; political economy.

PROFESSOR DAVID KAPLAN
Technology development; technology policy; industrial 
policy; telecommunications industry; migration of 
skilled persons.  Work on the SA mining industry – 
technological change;  innovation;  mining based 
exports (capital equipment and services); local 
(Western Cape) economic development issues.

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR MALCOLM KESWELL
econometrics of Programme evaluation, Behavioural 
economics, Development economics

PROFESSOR HAROLD KINCAID
Philosophy and methodology of social science; causal 
modeling; addiction; experimental elicitation of risk 
and time preferences and other topics in behavioral 
economics

MR KEVIN KOTZE
Macroeconomics; financial economics; econometric 
Modelling.

MS LEIGH LAKAY
labour economics; environmental economics.
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PROFESSOR MURRAY LEIBBRANDT
Director of SAlDrU; income distribution and poverty; 
survey econometrics; labour; education.

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR ANTHONY LEIMAN
Director of ePrU; environmental and resource 
economics; cost-benefit analysis; informal sector.

MR CECIL MLATSHENI
youth and the labour market; participation, search 
and unemployment; fertility and labour market 
participation; the brain drain and skills migration.

PROFESSOR MIKE MORRIS
Director of PrISM; globalisation; impact of China on 
Africa; industrialization and the Africa commodities 
boom;  clothing and textiles;  automotive industry;  
clusters and industrial development;  industrial policy.

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR EDWIN MUCHAPONDWA
Director of Soe; Community based natural resource 
management; nature-based tourism; valuation of non-
market environmental amenities

PROFESSOR NICOLI NATTRASS
Director of ASrU;  The socio-economic dimensions 
of living with HIV; the clothing industry; attitudes to 
employment; the political-economy of job creation; 
the moral economy of dealing with predators. 

DR AMOS PETERS
International migration and development;  aid 
and foreign direct investment;  open economy 
macroeconomics. 

MS NERYVIA PILLAY
risk measurement, financial markets.

DR PATRIZIO PIRAINO
Applied microeconometrics; labour economics; 
economics of education; immigration; development 
economics; experimental economics.

DR VIMAL RANCHHOD
labour economics; economics of education; economic 
demography; poverty; inequality and development 
economics.

PROFESSOR DON ROSS
experimental economics of risk and time preference; 
game theory; philosophy of economics (methodology); 
infrastructure development;  African trade and industry 
policy;  philosophy of science.

DR MARE SARR
Natural resource wealth, institutions and growth;  
foreign policy interventions in dictatorships (foreign 
aid, military, etc.) and their impace on likelihood 

of dictators to loot and prospect for investment 
in the country;  Intellectual property rights in the 
biopharmaceutical industry (pharmaceutical and 
biotech);  bioprospecting, intellectual property rights 
and traditional knowledge;  neglected diseases.

DR ALBERT TOUNA MAMA
Macroeconomics (households’ consumption/
investment behavior);  international macroeconomics 
(current account imbalances, sovereign borrowing);  
dynamic stochastic equilibrium models;  development 
economics (informal insurance arrangements, terms of 
trade shocks, structural changes).

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR CORNE VAN WALBEEK 
The economics of tobacco control; the economics of 
alcohol policy; evaluating economic forecasts; the 
quality of official data, economics education.

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR MARTINE VISSER
Behavioural and experimental economics applications 
to natural resource utilization; environmental and 
natural resource economics; poverty, inequality and 
sustainability; social institutions and networks; applied 
game theory and microeconometrics; valuation 
techniques.

PROFESSOR MARTIN WITTENBERG
Data Quality; Measurement of Poverty, Incomes and 
economic Well-being; labour economics; economics 
of the household; analysis of time-use data; 
microeconometrics.

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR INGRID WOOLARD
Measurement of poverty; income inequality; labour 
economics; social assistance;  tax policy.

Adjunct staff

ADJUNCT PROFESSOR BRIAN LEVY
governance and political economy; development 
policy and practice.

ADJUNCT ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR MARK ELLYNE
Monetary economics (monetary transmission, 
monetary policy, inflation targeting); exchange rates 
(policy, valuation, exchange regimes and controls); 
regional integration (SADC convergence, African 
integration); IMf and World Bank (structural adjustment 
programs); country macroeconomic studies.

DR NICK SAMOUILHAN
financial economics: asset allocation and portfolio 
construction, asset class modelling, quantitative market 
strategies and volatility modelling and forcasting.

Honorary staff

HONORARY PROFESSOR GEORGE AINSLIE
Behavioral economics (picoeconomics); motivation; 
choice; self-control; higher mental functions; interface 
among economics; experimental psychology; 
philosophy (theory of mind).

Research Staff

ASRU
Nathan geffen (researcher, deputy director of ASrU, 
and co-ordinator of groundUp)

DPRU

MR MORNé OOSTHUIZEN
Deputy Director: labour markets; poverty and 
inequality, inflation, wage inequality and demographic 
economics. 

MS CARLENE VAN DER WESTHUIZEN
Senior researcher: labour economics; poverty and 
inequality.

MS AALIA CASSIM
Development economics; labour economics, 
competition and regulation; economics of education; 
social entrepreneurship.

MS SUMAYYA GOGA
labour markets; poverty and inequality.

Ms Toughedah Jacobs
Project management, labour market profiles, poverty, 
inequality, development.

MS ELNE JACOBS
Development economics; labour economics; 
institutional economics; micro economics; survey data 
analysis; economics of education.

MS NATASHA MAYET
labour economics; minimum wage

MS KARMEN NAIDOO
Development economics, financial sector, financial 
inclusion, small & medium size enterprise (SMe) 
financing, growth & development, and economics of 
education.
 
MR BENJAMIN STANWIx
Applied economics, labour economics, economic and 
social history

MR NAN TIAN
labour economics;  conflict;  economic growth.

MR DAVID (CHEN-WEI) TSENG
labour economics; survival analysis; time series and 
forecasts.

MR DEREK YU (PART-TIME)
labour economics, development economics, 
household survey analysis and economic education. 

SALDRU

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR CALLY ARDINGTON
Intergenerational support;  analysis of household 
surveys;  orphanhood;  family background, school 
quality and educational outcomes.

PROFESSOR SEAN ARCHER
economics of human rights; economics of education 
training, and economics and ecology of arid zones.

PROFESSOR FRANCIS WILSON
Poverty and development; unemployment; household 
survey data collection; water policy.

DR THOMAS BOSSUROY
Inequalities and social mobility; political economy; 
social structures and identities and evaluation of public 
policy.

DR BRENDAN MAUGHAN-BROWN
HIV-related stigma; socioeconomic and behavioural 
determinants of HIV.

DR EVA WEGNER
Political mechanisms of inequality persistence; 
clientelism; political parties; authoritarian regimes; 
Islamist movements.

DR NICOLA BRANSON
Quantitative research in education inequality and the 
intergenerational consequence of teenage childbearing 
in South Africa.

ARDEN FINN
Inequality, poverty and the analysis of panel data

CLARE HOFMEYR
economics of education, training, communications 
and policy work.

MS LAURA POSWELL
executive Director of J-PAl Africa.

LAURA COSTICA
J-PAl Africa research Manager

EMMANUEL BAKIRDJIAN
J-PAl Africa research Manager
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Distinguished visitors

PROF LEONCE NDIKUMANA
Taught on lSe-UCT July School
University of Massachusetts

DR EVAN BLECHER
Senior economist, economic and Health Policy 
research
American Cancer Society

DR HANA ROSS
Managing Director, economic and Health Policy 
research
American Cancer Society

Dr yussuf Saloojee
executive Director
National Council Against Smoking

MR ALEx LIBER
economic and Health Policy research
American Cancer Society

DR HELEN SUICH 
Australian National University

PROFESSOR JANE CARRUTHERS
Department of History, UNISA

PROFESSOR RAPHAEL KAPLINSKY
open University, Uk 

PROFESSOR JOHN BOARDMAN
environmental Change Institute, oxford.

PROFESSOR GLENN HARRISON
georgia State University

PROFESSOR LISA RUTSTROM
georgia State University

PROFESSOR JULIE WASHINGTON
georgia State University

DR MORTEN LAU
University of Copenhagen

Contact Details

School of Economics
Postal address: School of economics, University of 
Cape Town, Private Bag X3, rondebosch, 7701
Telephone: +27 21 650 2723
fax: +27 21 650 2854
email: charlene.juries@uct.ac.za
Web: http://www.commerce.uct.ac.za/economics/

AIDS and Society Research Unit (ASRU)
Postal address: ASrU, University of Cape Town, Private 
Bag X3, rondebosch, 7701
Telephone: +27 21 650 4656
email: kathy.forbes@uct.ac.za
Web:  http://www.cssr.uct.ac.za/asru.html 

Development Policy Research Unit (DPRU)
Postal address: DPrU, University of Cape Town Private 
Bag X3 rondebosch 7701
Telephone: +2721 6505705
fax: +2721 6505711
email: Waseema.Petersen@uct.ac.za
Web: www.dpru.uct.ac.za 

Environmental-Economics Policy Research 
Unit (EPRU)
Postal address:  ePrU, University of Cape Town, Private 
Bag X3, rondebosch 7701
Telephone:  +27 21 650 2982
fax:  +27 21 650 2854
email:  olivia.europa@uct.ac.za 
http://www.efdinitiative.org/centers/south-africa

Southern Africa Labour and Development 
Research Unit (SALDRU) 
Postal address: SAlDrU, University of Cape Town, 
Private Bag X3, rondebosch, 7701
Telephone: +27 21 650 5696
fax: +27 21 650 6597
email: brenda.adams@uct.ac.za
Web: http://web.uct.ac.za/depts/saldru/

Research Unit in Behavioural Economics and 
Neuroeconomics (RUBEN) 
Postal address: School of economics, University of 
Cape Town, Private Bag X3, rondebosch, 7701
Telephone: +27 21 650 2723
fax: +27 21 650 2854
email: paula.bassingthwaighte@uct.ac.za
Web: http://www.commerce.uct.ac.za/economics/

Policy Research in International Services And 
Manufacturing (PRISM)
Postal address: School of economics, University of 
Cape Town, Private Bag X3, rondebosch, 7701
Telephone: +27 21 650 2723
fax: +27 21 650 2854
email: elizabeth.downes@uct.ac.za
Web: http://www.prism.uct.ac.za

Research output

Authored books

edwards, l.J. and lawrence, r. 2013. rising Tide. Is 
growth in emerging economies good for the United 
States? 251pp. Washington: Peterson Institute for 
International economics. ISBN 9780881325003.

Edited books

ross, D.A., ladyman, J. and kincaid, H. (eds) 2013. 
Scientific Metaphysics: pp. 1-235. oxford: oxford 
University Press. ISBN 9780199696499.

Chapters in books

Ainslie, g. 2013. Picoeconomics in neural and 
evolutionary contexts. In P.A. Hall (ed), Social 
Neuroscience and Public Health. foundations for the 
Science of Chronic Disease Prevention, pp. 3-18. New 
york: Springer. ISBN 9781461468516.

Bhorat, H.I. and Mayet, N. 2013. A nation in search 
of jobs: challenges in employment creation in the 
South African labour market and policy suggestions. 
In U. Pillay, g. Hagg and f. Nyamnjoh (eds), State of 
the Nation: South Africa 2012-2013, pp. 273-300. 
Pretoria: HSrC Press. ISBN 9780796924223.

Bhorat, H.I., Mayet, N. and Van Der Westhuizen, C. 
2013. labour demand trends, inequality and social 
protection in South Africa. An overview. In g. rodgers 
(ed), Aligning economic and Social goals in emerging 
economies: employment and Social Protection in 
Brazil, China, India and South Africa: pp. 121-158. New 
Delhi: Academic foundation. ISBN 9788171889938.

Dunne, J.P. 2013. Military keynesianism: an assessment. 
In li Junsheng, C. Bo and H. Na (eds), Cooperation for 
a Peaceful and Sustainable World Part 2, pp. 117-129. 
Bingley, Uk: emerald group Publishing limited. ISBN 
9781781906552.

fessehaie, J. 2013. Chinese and Indian investment in 
Africa’s extractive industries: implications for local 
industrial development. In e. guillon and l. Chauvet 
(eds), foreign Direct Investment (fDI). Policies, economic 
Impacts and global Perspectives, pp. 1-42. New york: 
Nova Science Publishers. ISBN 9781628084047.

kincaid, H. 2013. Introduction: pursuing a naturalist 
metaphysics. In D. ross, J. ladyman and H. kincaid 
(eds), Scientific Metaphysics, pp. 1-26. oxford: oxford 
University Press. ISBN 9780199696499.

ladyman, J. and ross, D.A. 2013. The world in the 
data. In D. ross, J. ladyman and H. kincaid (eds), 

Scientific Metaphysics, pp. 108-150. oxford: oxford 
University Press. ISBN 9780199696499.

leibbrandt, M.V., finn, A. and Woolard, I.D. 2013. 
Post-apartheid changes in South African inequality. 
In J.C. gornick and M. Jantti (eds), Income Inequality. 
economic disparities and the Middle Class in Affluent 
Countries, pp. 459-485. Stanford: Stanford University 
Press. ISBN 9780804778244.

leiman, A. 2013. Health care costs of urban air 
pollution in South Africa. In M. livermore and r. revesz 
(eds), The globalization of Cost-Benefit Analysis in 
environmental Policy, pp. 178-197. New york: oxford 
University Press. ISBN 9780199934386.

levy, B. 2013. Seeking the elusive developmental 
knife edge: zambia and Mozambique - a tale of 
two countries. In D. North, J. Wallis, S. Webb and B. 
Weingast (eds), In the Shadow of Violence, pp. 112-
148. Cambridge, New york: Cambridge University 
Press. ISBN 9781107014213.

ross, D.A. 2013. The evolution of individualistic norms. 
In k. Sterelny, r. Joyce, B. Calcott, and B. fraser (eds), 
Cooperation and its evolution, pp. 17-43. Cambridge, 
MA: The MIT Press. ISBN 9780262018531.

Articles in peer-reviewed journals 

Ainslie, g. 2013. Cold climates demand more 
intertemporal self-control than warm climates. 
Behavioral and Brain Sciences, 36(5): 17-18.

Ainslie, g. 2013. grasping the impalpable: the role 
of endogenous reward in choices, including process 
addictions. Inquiry, 56(5): 446-469.

Ainslie, g. 2013. Intertemporal bargaining predicts 
moral behavior, even in anonymous, one-shot 
economic games. Behavioral and Brain Sciences, 36(1): 
78-79.

Ainslie, g. 2013. Monotonous tasks require self-control 
because they interfere with endogenous reward. 
Behavioral and Brain Sciences, 36(6): 679-680.

Aknin, l., Barrington-leigh, C., Dunn, e., Helliwell, 
J., Burns, J.C., Biswas-Diener, r., kemeza, I., Nyende, 
P., Ashton-James, C. and Norton, M. 2013. Prosocial 
spending and well-being: cross-cultural evidence for 
a psychological universal. Journal of Personality and 
Social Psychology, 104(4): 635-652.

Bhorat, H.I. and goga, S. 2013. The gender wage 
gap in post-apartheid South Africa: a re-examination. 
Journal of African economies, 22(5): 827-848.
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Bhorat, H.I. and Van Der Westhuizen, C. 2013. Non-
monetary dimensions of well-being in South Africa, 
1993-2004: a post-apartheid dividend? Development 
Southern Africa, 30(3): 295-314.

Bhorat, H.I., kanbur, r. and Mayet, N. 2013. A note 
on measuring the depth of minimum wage violation. 
labour [Italy]: review of labour economics and 
Industrial relations, 27(2): 192-197.

Bhorat, H.I., Mayet, N. and kanbur, r. 2013. The impact 
of sectoral minimum wage laws on employment, 
wages, and hours of work in South Africa. IzA Journal 
of labor and Development, 2(1): 1-27.

Burns, J.C., edwards, l.J. and Pauw, k. 2013. revisiting 
wage subsidies: how pro-poor is a South African wage 
subsidy likely to be? Development Southern Africa, 
30(2): 186-210.

Conradie, B.I. and garcia Corbeira, M. 2013. An 
estimate of the recreational value of the Agulhas plain, 
South Africa, with special reference to the value of 
plant biodiversity. South African Journal of economic 
and Management Sciences, 16(2): 170-182.

Conradie, B.I., Treurnicht, M., esler, k. and gaertner, 
M. 2013. Conservation begins after breakfast: the 
relative importance of opportunity cost and identity 
in shaping private landholder participation in 
conservation. Biological Conservation, 158: 334-341.

Conradie, B.I., Piesse, J., Thirtle, C., Vink, N. and 
Winter, k.J. 2013. explaining declining agricultural 
total factor productivity in the karoo districts of the 
Western Cape, 1952 to 2002. Agrekon, 52(1): 1-23.

Conradie, B.I. and Piesse, J. 2013. The effect of predator 
culling on livestock losses: Ceres, South Africa, 1979 
to 1987. African Journal of Agriculture and resource 
economics, 8(4): 265-274.

Crookes, D.J., Blignaut, J., de Wit, M.P., esler, k., le 
Maitre, D.C., Milton, S.J., Mitchell, S.A., Cloete, J., 
de Abreu, P., fourie(nee Vlok), H., gull, k., Marx, D., 
Mugido, W., Ndhlovu, T., Nowell, M., Pauw, M. and 
rebelo, A.g. 2013. System dynamic modelling to assess 
economic viability and risk trade-offs for ecological 
restoration in South Africa. Journal of environmental 
Management, 120: 138-147.

Dellis, A. and Spurrett, D. 2013. An eye for an eye: 
reciprocity and the calibration of redress. Behavioral 
and Brain Sciences, 36(1): 20.

Dellis, A., Spurrett, D., Hofmeyr, A.k., Sharp, C. and 
ross, D.A. 2013. gambling participation and problem 

gambling severity among rural and peri-urban poor 
South African adults in kwazulu-Natal. Journal of 
gambling Studies, 29: 417-433.

Doganoglu, T. and grzybowski, l. 2013. Dynamic 
duopoly competition with switching costs and network 
externalities. review of Network economics, 12(1): 1-25.

Dunne, J.P. and Tian, N. 2013. Military expenditure 
and economic growth: a survey. The economics of 
Peace and Security Journal, 8(1): 4-11.

fessehaie, J. 2013. The impact of privatisation on 
technological upgrading: a case study. African Journal 
of Science, Technology, Innovation and Development, 
5(6): 499-509.

fessehaie, J. and Morris, M.l. 2013. Value chain 
dynamics of Chinese copper mining in zambia: 
enclave or linkage development? european Journal of 
Development research, 25(4): 537-556.

gummerson, e., Maughan-Brown, B. and 
Venkataramani, A.S. 2013. Who is taking up voluntary 
medical male circumcision? early evidence from 
Tanzania. AIDS, 27(16): 2657-2659.

Hasan, r., Mitra, D. and Sundaram, A. 2013. The 
determinants of capital intensity in manufacturing: 
the role of factor market imperfections. World 
Development, 51: 91-103.

Hasan, r., Mitra, D. and Sundaram, A. 2013. 
What explains the high capital intensity of Indian 
manufacturing? Indian growth and Development 
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Hassan, S.J. and Simione, f. 2013. exchange rate 
determination under monetary policy rules in a 
financially underdeveloped economy: a simple 
model and application to Mozambique. Journal of 
International Development, 25: 502-519.

keswell, M.M., girdwood, S. and leibbrandt, M.V. 
2013. educational inheritance and the distribution of 
occupations: evidence from South Africa. review of 
Income and Wealth, 59: S111-S137.
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taxometric analysis of problem gambling data from 
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influence of older classmates on adolescent sexual 
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Mah, T. and Maughan-Brown, B. 2013. Social and 
cultural contexts of concurrency in a township in Cape 
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Maughan-Brown, B. 2013. Concurrent sexual 
partnerships among young adults in Cape Town, 
South Africa: how is concurrency changing? Sexual 
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impacts of tourism in Botswana, Namibia and South 
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sharing schemes in protecting mountain gorillas in 
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Peer-reviewed published conference 
proceedings

Whelan, B. and Muchapondwa, e. 2012. Assessing 
the viability of small-scale wind turbines in different 
scenarios in South Africa. In W. Nyangena (ed), 
Proceedings of Natural resource Management and 
Climate Change in Africa. kenya: African economic 
research Consortium. ISBN 9789966345882.

Woolard, I.D. and leibbrandt, M.V. 2012. The evolution 
and impact of unconditional cash transfers in South 
Africa. In C. Sepulveda, A. Harrison, and J.y. lin (eds), 
Proceedings of Annual World Bank Conference on 
Development economics global, 2010, Washington, 
USA. Washington, USA: The World Bank. ISBN 
9780821385227.

Department of Finance 
and Tax
Head of Department: Associate 
Professor Craig West

Departmental Profile

The Department of finance and Tax was formed with 
effect from 1 January 2012.  

The Department houses two disciplines, namely: 
finance at an undergraduate and post-graduate level 
and taxation at a post-graduate level only. 

As the Department becomes more established, it is 
anticipated that the research outputs of its staff will 
increase. 

The tax section within the Department is participating in 
a collaborative research project with 6 other institutions 
around the world.  The research Council of Norway funds 
this project.  The staff of this section of the Department 
are also participating in the Marie Curie International 
Staff exchange Scheme (IrSeS) for particular research 
topics in international tax.  To this end, the Department 
hosted three visiting doctoral student from Vienna 
University of Business and economics in Austria and will 
host further guests in 2014.  Department staff will also 
participate in the exchanges in the coming years.  The 
IrSeS programme provides funding for the travel and 
accommodation of the visiting academic.  

The department has two Nrf-rated researchers, being 
Professor Paul van rensberg (full-time) and Professor 
enrico Uliana (part-time).

An exceptional 15 Master’s students graduated from 
the department in 2013.  The Masters graduates are 
expected to increase as are PhD students.  

Departmental Statistics

Permanent and long-term Contract Staff (including 
both full and part-time staff)

Professors 3
Associate Professors 3
Senior lecturers 7
lecturers 4
Administrative and Clerical Staff 5
Total 22

Adjunct and Honorary Staff

Adjunct Associate Professors 2

registered Students

Master’s 15
Honours 31
Undergraduate 753
Total 799

Research Fields and Staff

Permanent Staff

MR ABDUL ABDULLA
Accounting education; financial ratio analysis.
Islamic finance.

DR EDWARD CHAMISA 
International accounting standards in developing 
countries; corporate governance; corporate social 
responsibility.

MR PHILLIP DE JAGER
fair value accounting; banks; capital markets.

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR GLEN HOLMAN
Capital markets.

MR CHUN-SUNG HUANG
financial risk management and modelling; Value-at-
risk estimates and Improvements; Utility-Indifference 
Pricing; Stochastic Modelling.

DR RYAN KRUGER
Predictive modelling of asset returns and the financial 
applications of machine learning.

MR AKIOS MAJONI
liquidity in African financial markets; corporate 
restructuring and shareholder value.

MR LUCIAN PITT
general field of disclosure with emphasis on risk 
disclosure in AfS.

MR KANSHUKAN RAJARATNAM
Decision making in consumer credit finance; credit 
union models; optimisation.

PROFESSOR JENNIFER ROELEVELD 
International double tax treaties; South African income 
tax. estate duty     

MR COLIN SMITH 
Valuation models; working capital management; 
behavioural issues in Management Accounting;  Ngo 
accounting and financial management.

PROFESSOR PETER SURTEES
South African income tax.

DR FRANCOIS TOERIEN
entrepreneurial and small business finance; alternative 
investments; equities.

PROFESSOR ENRICO ULIANA 
Management accounting practices; strategic cost 
analysis; use of accounting in aligning performance 
with strategy; intellectual capital.

PROFESSOR PAUL VAN RENSBURG
Asset Pricing. explaining the cross section of equity 
returns in local and international markets.

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR CRAIG WEST 
International Tax (Income and Capital); Tax Information 
exchange Agreements and South African income tax.

MR DARRON WEST
Taxation of savings and investments; behavioural 
finance and investing.

Contact Details

Postal Address: Department of finance and Tax, 
University of Cape Town, Private 
Bag X3, rondebosch, 7701
Telephone: +27 21 650 5337
fax: +27 21 650 4487
e-mail: Waleda.Salie@uct.ac.za 
Website: http://www.commerce.uct.ac.za/
financeandTax/ 

Research output

Articles in peer-reviewed journals 

Bakoro, l.e., De Jager, P. and Parsons, S.g. 2013. 
Commentary: how accounting information is used 
by the South African bank regulator. SA Journal of 
Accounting research, 27(1): 181-203.

Campbell, A. and rajaratnam, k. 2013. Avoiding 
frustrations of unprepared students with online 
quizzes. International Business and economics 
research Journal, 12(8): 969-977.

Hodnett, k., Hsieh, H. and Van rensburg, P. 2013. 
Nonlinearities in stock return prediction: a blended 
approach. Journal of Applied Business research, 29(1): 
7-22.

Holman, g.S., Correia, C.D.J., Pitt, l.P. and Majoni, A. 
2013. The corporate use of derivatives by listed non-
financial firms in Africa. Corporate ownership and 
Control, 11(1): 671-690.

kruger, r. and Toerien, f. 2013. The impact of 
index migrations on share prices: evidence from the 
Johannesburg stock exchange. Journal of Applied 
Business research, 29(6): 1861-1872.

Plimsoll, J., Saban, B., Spheris, A. and rajaratnam, 
k. 2013. The day of the week effect: an analysis of 
the Johannesburg stock exchange top 40 firms. 
International Business and economics research 
Journal, 12(3): 319-330.

rajaratnam, k. and Campbell, A. 2013. enhancing 
students’ learning through practical knowledge taught 
by industry professionals. International Business and 
economics research Journal, 12(6): 717-724.

rubin, g.M., overstreet, g.A., Beling, P. and 
rajaratnam, k. 2013. A dynamic theory of the credit 
union. Annals of operations research, 205: 29-53.

van gysen, M., Huang, C.S. and kruger, r. 2013. 
The performance of linear versus non-linear models 
in forecasting returns on the Johannesburg stock 
exchange. International Business and economics 
research Journal, 12(8): 985-994.

PEER-REVIEWED PUBLISHED CONFERENCE 
PROCEEDINGS

Boraine, A., Jepthas, J., rix, k. and rajaratnam, k. 
2013. The relationship of the South African stock 
market with those of its major trading partners. In U. 
laptaned and g. Nartea (eds), Proceedings of the 4th 
International Conference on Business and economics 
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(ICBe 2013) “Business Challenges of globalization for 
Sustainable economic Development”, 13-15 June 2013, 
reykjavik, Iceland. Bangkok, Thailand: UP organizer 
and Publication Co., ltd. ISBN 9786163351302.

Chinhamu, k., Huang, C., Hammujuddy, J. and Huang, 
C.S. 2013. Modelling the South African mining index 
with generalized hyperbolic distribution. In l. Santana 
(ed), Proceedings of the 55th Annual Conference of 
the South African Statistical Association for 2013 
(SASA 2013), 4-8 November 2013, Polokwane, 
South Africa. Polokwane, South Africa: SASA. ISBN 
9781868226498.

De Jager, P., Holman, g.S. and Nel, e. 2013. An 
investigation into the effects of liquidity draw downs 
by asset backed commercial paper conduits on South 
African banks. Proceedings of 2013 Southern African 
Accounting Association Biennial Conference, 26-
28 June 2013, Somerset West, Cape Town. Cape 
Town, South Africa: Southern African Accounting 
Association. ISBN 9780620563826.

De Jager, P. and Parsons, S.g. 2013. Signs of Jibar 
manipulation? Proceedings of 2013 Southern African 
Accounting Association Biennial Conference, 26-28 
June 2013, Somerset West, Cape Town, South Africa. 
Cape Town, South Africa: Southern African Accounting 
Association. ISBN 9780620563826.

Hedley, g., lu, D., van der riet, C. and Huang, C.S. 
2013. Impact of economic climate changes on 
significant style characteristics in predicting share 
returns on the JSe. In U. laptaned and g. Nartea 
(eds), Proceedings of the 4th International Conference 
on Business and economics (ICBe 2013) “Business 
Challenges of globalization for Sustainable economic 
Development”, 13-15 June 2013, reykjavik, Iceland. 
Bangkok, Thailand: UP organizer and Publication Co., 
ltd. ISBN 9786163351302.

Macfarlane, A. and West, D.g. 2013. Do macroeconomic 
variables explain future stock market movements in 
South Africa? Proceedings of 2013 Southern African 
Accounting Association Biennial Conference, 26-28 
June 2013, Somerset West, Cape Town, South Africa. 
Cape Town, South Africa: Southern African Accounting 
Association. ISBN 9780620563826.

Makan, r., ramdenee, y., Severaj, r. and rajaratnam, 
k. 2013. The December effect: evidence from the 
Johannesburg stock exchange. In U. laptaned & g. 
Nartea (eds), Proceedings of the 4th international 
Conference on Business and economics (ICBe 2013) 
“Business Challenges of globalization for Sustainable 
economic Development”, 13-15 June 2013, reykjavik, 
Iceland. Bangkok, Thailand: UP organizer and 
Publication Co., ltd. ISBN 9786163351302.

Pitt, l.P. and Pamburai, H.H. 2013. A review of the 
compliance with disclosure requirements as outlined 
in IfrS 7 by a sample of non-financial companies listed 
on the Johannesburg stock exchange. Proceedings of 
2013 Southern African Accounting Association Biennial 
Conference, 26-28 June 2013, Cape Town, South 
Africa. Cape Town, South Africa: Southern African 
Accounting Association. ISBN 9780620563826.

Pitt, l.P., Correia, C.D.J. and Holman, g.S. 2013. 
Does size matter? An analysis of derivative use by 
small South African firms listed on the JSe and AltX. 
Proceedings of 2013 Southern African Accounting 
Association Biennial Conference, 26-28 June 2013, 
Cape Town, South Africa. Cape Town, South Africa: 
Southern African Accounting Association. ISBN 
9780620563826.

Pitt, l.P. and rajaratnam, k. 2013. loan restructuring 
for small business. In U. laptaned and A. Benabdelhafid 
(eds), Proceedings of the 2nd International Conference 
on Production and Supply Chain Management 
(ICPSCM 2013), 7-10 November 2013, rome, Italy. 
Bangkok, Thailand: UP organizer and Publication Co., 
ltd. ISBN 9786167695105.

Willows, g.D., De Jager, P., Drummond, C.D., 
Sinton, D.S. and Carr, l. 2013. Is the Ceo of Investec 
overpaid? Proceedings of 2013 Southern African 
Accounting Association Biennial Conference: Peer-
reviewed Conference Proceedings, 26-28 June 2013, 
Cape Town, South Africa. Cape Town, South Africa: 
Southern African Accounting Association. ISBN 
9780620563826.

Department of 
Information Systems
Head of Department: Associate 
Professor Lisa Seymour

Department Profile

A core focus of the department and the Department’s 
accredited research unit CITANDA (Centre for IT and 
National Development) remains the role of ICT in 
Developing Country context but this is complemented 
by our other key research areas IS and education, ICTs 
and innovation, IS management, IS development and 
digital forensics.

This year saw the departmental review as well as the 
review of CITANDA and both reviews were highly 
complimentary on the strong research ethic of the 
department and the high growth in both research 
outputs and post-graduate enrolments. We have 
increased our research outputs to 12 DHeT-accredited 
journal articles, 4 chapters in books and 44 peer-
reviewed published conference papers. This is also a 
record publication output for the department. With 
another staff member obtained his Nrf-rating, we have 
eight rated staff, which is more than half the academics. 

our post-graduate program keeps growing strongly. 
The more than 10% growth meant that our 89 Masters 
and PhD students represent a new record enrolment 
in the department. An especially proud achievement is 
that, among our 2013 PhD graduates are three female 
staff members.

The department managed to secure some highly 
competitive research grants, including three Nrf 
grants of almost r1.8 million to explore: the impact 
of mobile technology and public access on collective 
empowerment among the urban poor; the role of 
ICTs in empowering women in rural areas in South 
Africa and Tanzania; and the nature, prevalence and 
implications of mobile bullying in South African schools. 
These projects have also facilitated awarding of post-
graduate bursaries to a number of Information Systems 
students. The department was also chosen as the lead 
partner in the €3+million eSefA (enterprise Systems 
education for Africa) project to research and develop an 
enterprise System education programme for the African 
continent, linking up tertiary institutions from 10 African 
countries. The department is also collaborating in a 
Water research Council research project into mobile 
technology for increasing rural water quality.

Departmental Statistics

Permanent staff

Professors 2.5
Associate Professors 5
Senior lecturers 6
lecturers 0
Administrative and Clerical Staff 5
Total 18.5

Honorary Staff

emeritus Professors 2
registered Students

Doctoral 38
Masters 51
Honours 98
Postgraduate Diploma 285
Undergraduate 2095
Total 2567

Research Fields and Staff 

PROFESSOR IRWIN BROWN
IS in developing countries; IS management; grounded 
Theory in IS research.

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR WALLACE CHIGONA
ICT for national development; community informatics; 
and mobile technology for development.

EMERITUS PROFESSOR MIKE HART
Strategic use of IS; key management issues in IS; 
business intelligence; data mining and analytics. 

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR KEVIN JOHNSTON
ICT strategy and management, IS educational issues, 
open Source Software, Social and Networking 
Systems, emerging technology, and entrepreneurship.

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR MICHAEL KYOBE
Strategic IT planning; IT alignment; computer 
security and utilisation of IT to leverage knowledge 
management; enterprise and IT governance.

DR ELSJE SCOTT
object-orientated programming and methodologies; 
efficient teaching methods for programming concepts; 
IS project management, with the specific focus on 
student group projects using C# as programming 
language.

DR SALAH KABANDA
IT adoption; M and e commerce; ICT4D.
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PROFESSOR OJELANKI NGWENYAMA
Developing and using critical social science methods 
for IS research. empirical research focused on: 
software process innovation; IS implementation; 
IS management; the impact of ICT on social and 
economic development.

DR JACQUES OPHOFF
Information and cyber security; privacy; design science 
research.

MR MIKE POLLOCK
effective IS teams, IS programming with students; 
technology acceptance; the digital divide in South 
Africa; digital forensics; virtual teams.

DR SUMARIE ROODT
IS and education: Technology-enhanced learning 
with a focus on using emerging technologies for 
the Net generation, Digital game-Based learning 
(DgBl), Virtual Worlds, educational Neuroscience & 
Technology- enhanced learning. IS and Business: Using 
emerging technologies for Competitive Advantage

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR LISA SEYMOUR
enterprise systems and business process management 
with a developing country focus.

EMERITUS PROFESSOR DEREK SMITH
Project portfolio management; project teams; project 
manager competencies.

MR ADRIE STANDER
Data communications; database design; human-
computer interaction; culture and information systems.

DR MAUREEN TANNER
Agile, global Software development.

PROFESSOR JEAN-PAUL VAN BELLE
Adoption of information technologies; ICT4D; e-commerce 
and m-commerce; e-government and m-government; 
open source software; enterprise IS architectures; 
e-readiness of SMes and Ngos; green IS/IT.

Contact Details

Postal Address: Department of Information Systems, 
University of Cape Town, Private 
Bag X3, rondebosch, 7701
Telephone: +27 21 650 2261
fax: +27 21 650 2280
e-mail: linda.Magodla@uct.ac.za
Website: http://www.commerce.uct.ac.za/
InformationSystems/

Research output

Chapters in books

Brown, C. and Hart, M.l. 2013. exploring higher 
education students technological identities using 
critical discourse analysis. In P. Isaias, and M. 
Baptista-Nunes (eds), Information Systems research 
and exploring Social Artifacts: Approaches and 
Methodologies: pp. 181-198. University of Sheffield, 
Uk: IgI global. ISBN 97814666249.

Johnston, k. 2013. Bringing the personal to the 
professional in information systems. In C. ohajunwa 
and J. Mckenzie (eds), Disability Catalyst Africa - Series 
no. 4: Beyond “if” to “how”: Disability Inclusion in 
Higher education, pp. 100-104. Cape Town: Disability 
Innovations Africa, Disability Studies Programme, 
DHrS, UCT. ISBN 9780987020938.

Mtingwi, J. and Van Belle, J.W.g.D. 2013. e-government 
status and m-government readiness in Malawi. In 
z. Mahmood (ed), e-government Implementation 
and Practice in Developing Countries: pp. 211-241. 
Hershey: IgI Publishing. ISBN 9781466640900.

Stevenson, g. and Van Belle, J.W.g.D. 2013. Using 
social media technology to improve collaboration: 
a case study of micro-blogging adoption in a South 
African financial services company. In N. Azab (ed), 
Cases on Web 2.0 in Developing Countries: Studies on 
Implementation, Application, and Use, pp. 313-341. 
Hershey: IgI Publishing. ISBN 9781466625167.

Articles in peer-reviewed journals 

Bankole, f., osei-Bryson, k. and Brown, I.T.J. 2013. The 
impact of ICT investments on human development: 
a regression splines analysis. Journal of global 
Information Technology Management, 16(2): 59-85.

Bisimwa, k. and Johnston, k. 2013. Impact of mobile 
phones on integration: the case of refugees in South 
Africa. Journal of Community Informatics, 9(4): 11pp.

Chigona, W.M.g., Nyemba-Mudenda, M. and Metfula, 
A. 2013. A review on mhealth research in developing 
countries. Journal of Community Informatics, 9(2): 1-7.

Dawson, l.J. and Van Belle, J.W.g.D. 2013. Critical 
success factors for business intelligence in the South 
African financial services sector. South African Journal 
of Information Management, 15(1): 545.

Hinde, C. and Van Belle, J.W.g.D. 2012. Cloud computing 
in South African SMMes risks and rewards for playing at 
altitude. International Journal of Computer Science and 
electrical engineering (IJCSee), 1(1): 10pp.

Johnston, k. 2013. A guide to educating different 
generations in South Africa. Issues in Informing 
Science and Information Technology, 10: 261-273.

Johnston, k., Begg, S. and Tanner, M.C. 2013. exploring 
the factors influencing the adoption of open source 
software in Western Cape schools. International 
Journal of education and Development using ICT, 9(2): 
64-84.

Johnston, k., Chen, M.M. and Hauman, M. 2013. 
Use, perception and attitude of university students 
towards facebook and Twitter. electronic Journal of 
Information Systems evaluation, 16(3): 200-210.

Johnston, k., Tanner, M.C., lalla, l. and kawalski, D. 
2013. Social capital: the benefit of facebook ‘friends’. 
Behaviour & Information Technology, 32(1): 24-36.

Joubert, J. and Van Belle, J.W.g.D. 2013. The role of 
trust and risk in mobile commerce adoption within 
South Africa. International Journal of Business, 
Humanities and Technology, 3(2): 27-38.

Makoza, f. 2013. The level of e-government 
implementation: case of Malawi. electronic Journal of 
e-government, 11(2): 268-279.

Matavire, r. and Brown, I.T.J. 2013. Profiling grounded 
theory approaches in information systems research. 
european Journal of Information Systems, 22(1): 119-
129.

Metfula, A. and Chigona, W.M.g. 2013. The effects 
on policy of the composition of the ICT public 
policy network in Swaziland. The African Journal of 
Information and Communication, 1(13): 83-94.

Mpazanje, f., Sewchurran, k. and Brown, I.T.J. 2013. 
rethinking information systems projects using actor-
network theory: a case of Malawi. The electronic 
Journal of Information Systems in Developing 
Countries, 58(7): 32.

ononiwu, C. 2013. A delphi examination of inhibitors 
of the effective use of process industry enterprise 
resource planning (erP) systems: a case study of 
New zealand’s process industry. electronic Journal of 
Information Systems evaluation, 16(2): 114-131.

rogerson, C. and Scott, e. 2013. effective online staff 
training: is this possible? World Academy of Science, 
engineering and Technology, 1(79): 1822-1829.

roodt, S. and Peier, D. 2013. Using youtube in the 
classroom for the net generation of students. Issues 
in Informing Science and Information Technology, 10: 
473-488.

Seymour, l. and Naidoo, M. 2013. The usage and 
impact of broadband: a South African household 
analysis. electronic Journal of Information Systems 
evaluation, 16(2): 132-145.

Stanton, g. and ophoff, J. 2013. Towards a method 
for mobile learning design. Issues in Informing Science 
and Information Technology, 10: 501-523.

Van Belle, J.W.g.D. and Cupido, k. 2013. Increasing 
public participation in local government by means 
of mobile phones: the view of South African youth. 
Journal of Community Informatics, 9(4): 1-17.

Van Heerden, M., ophoff, J. and Van Belle, J.W.g.D. 
2013. Are university students ready to dump their 
textbooks? A survey on student attitudes towards 
e-readers and tablet computers. International Journal 
of Cyber ethics in education (IJCee), 2(3): 15-44.

Weimann, P., Pollock, M.A., Scott, e. and Brown, I.T.J. 
2013. enhancing team performance through tool use: 
how critical technology-related issues influence the 
performance of virtual project teams. Ieee Transactions 
on Professional Communication, 56(4): 332-353.

Peer-reviewed published conference 
proceedings

Abrahams, B. and kyobe, M. 2013. Investigating the 
quality and effectiveness of the picture archiving 
communication system (PACS) at an academic 
hospital in South Africa. In B. John, M. Nkhoma and 
N. leung (eds), Proceedings of the 4th International 
Conference on Information Systems Management 
and evaluation, 13-14 May 2013, Ho Chi Minh City, 
Vietnam. oxfordshire, Uk: Academic Conferences 
and Publishing International limited reading. ISBN 
9781909507203.

Adeniran, T., Chigona, W.M.g., Madisha, M., Makoza, 
f. and Van Beulen, I. 2013. Perceived business benefits 
and risks of using social networking sites. In A. koch 
and P.A. van Brakel (eds), Proceedings of the 15th 
Annual Conference on World Wide Web Applications, 
10-13 September 2013, Cape Town. Cape Town, 
South Africa: Cape Peninsula University of Technology. 
ISBN 9780620595704.

Bijker, M. and Hart, M.l. 2013. factors influencing 
pervasiveness of organisational business intelligence. 
Proceedings of The Third International Conference on 
Business Intelligence and Technology (BUSTeCH 2013), 
27 May - 1 June 2013, Valencia, Spain. Valencia, Spain: 
IArIA. ISBN 978612082783.
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Chigona, A. and Chigona, W.M.g. 2013. South African 
pre-service teachers’ under-preparedness to teach with 
information communication technologies. Proceedings 
of The Second International Conference on e-learning 
and e-Technologies in education (ICeee 2013), 23-
25 September 2013, lodz University of Technology, 
Poland. lodz, Poland: Ieee. ISBN 9781467350938.

Chigona, W.M.g., Petersen, T. and Nyemba-
Mudenda, M. 2013. Uses & gratifications of social 
network sites revisited. In A. koch and P.A. van Brakel 
(eds), Proceedings of the 15th Annual Conference 
on World Wide Web Applications, 10-13 September 
2013, Cape Town, South Africa. Cape Town, South 
Africa: Cape Peninsula University of Technology. ISBN 
9780620595704.

Chigona, W.M.g., Mgomezulu, N. and Makoza, 
f. 2013. Uses and gratification of mobile internet 
amongst the disadvantaged: case of South Africa. 
Proceedings of the 12th International Conference 
on Social Implications of Computers in Developing 
Countries (IfIP), 21-24 May 2013, Mongo, Jamaica. 
Mongo, Jamaica: Ieee. ISBN 9789764102557.

Dawson, l.J. and Van Belle, J.W.g.D. 2013. Critical 
success factors in South African business intelligence 
projects in the insurance industry. In J. yerby (ed), 
Proceedings of knowledge Management Conference 
2013: refereed Proceedings, 26-28 June 2013, Novi 
Sad, Serbia. Serbia: Middle georgia State College. 
ISBN 9788662110879.

faasen, J., Seymour, l. and Schuler, J. 2013. SaaS erP 
adoption intent: explaining the South African SMe 
perspective. Proceedings of 6th International IfIP TC8 
Wg 8.9 Conference on research and Practical Issues 
in enterprise Information Systems, 19-21 September 
2012, ghent, Belgium. New york: Springer. ISBN 
9783642366109.

gebers, J. and ophoff, J. 2013. exploring cloud 
computing legal and privacy issues in South Africa. 
In A. koch and P.A. van Brakel (eds), Proceedings of 
the 15th Annual Conference on World Wide Web 
Applications, 10-13 September 2013, Cape Town, 
South Africa. Cape Town, South Africa: Cape Peninsula 
University of Technology. ISBN 9780620595704.

Harry, r., Sewchurran, k. and Brown, I.T.J. 2013. The 
impact of introducing a mobile payment system to an 
emerging economy’s mobile phone subscriber market. 
Proceedings of the 12th International Conference 
on Social Implications of Computers in Developing 
Countries (IfIP), 21-24 May 2013, Mongo, Jamaica. 
Mongo, Jamaica.: Ieee. ISBN 9789764102557.

Hope, S. and Van Belle, J.W.g.D. 2013. A framework 

for the evaluation of e-commerce solutions for use by 
South African SMes. In A. koch and P.A. van Brakel 
(eds), Proceedings of the 15th Annual Conference 
on World Wide Web Applications, 10-13 September 
2013, Cape Town, South Africa. Cape Town, South 
Africa: Cape Peninsula University of Technology. ISBN 
9780620595704.

Hubbard, M. and Van Belle, J.W.g.D. 2013. factors 
driving an organisation’s capability to develop mobile 
compatible websites. In V. Potdar, P. Shah, r. Ingle 
and f. liu (eds), Proceedings of 2013 International 
Conference on Cloud & Ubiquitous Computing & 
emerging Technologies, 15-16 November 2013, Pune, 
India. ISBN 9781479922345.

James, e.C. and Van Belle, J.W.g.D. 2013. Information 
and support requirements ICT decision making in 
South African micro-businesses. Proceedings of 
The International Academy of Business and Public 
Administration Discipline, July 1-4, 2013, Istanbul, 
Turkey. Istanbul, Turkey: IABPAD. ISSN 1547-4836.

Jansen van Vuuren, I. and Seymour, l. 2013. Towards a 
model for user adoption of enterprise systems in SMes. 
In A. gerber and P. van Deventer (eds), Proceedings 
of the first enterprise Systems Conference (eS 2013), 
7-8 November 2013, Cape Town, South Africa. New 
Jersey, USA: Ieee. ISBN 9781467364126.

Johnston, k., Chen, M.M. and Hauman, M. 2013. 
Changes in use, perception and attitude of first year 
students towards facebook and Twitter. In B. John, 
M. Nkhoma & N. leung (eds), Proceedings of the 
4th International Conference on Information Systems 
Management and evaluation, 13-14 May 2013, Ho 
Chi Minh City, Vietnam. oxfordshire, Uk: Academic 
Conferences and Publishing International limited 
reading. ISBN 9781909507203.

khalane, T. and Tanner, M.C. 2013. Software quality 
assurance in scrum: the need for concrete guidance 
on SQA strategies in meeting user expectations. 
Proceedings of 2013 International Conference on 
Adaptive Science and Technology (ICAST), 25-27 
November 2013, Pretoria, South Africa. New jersey, 
USA: Ieee. ISBN 9781479930678.

Makoza, f. and Chigona, W.M.g. 2013. Accessibility 
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School of 
Management Studies
Head of School: Associate 
Professor Anton F. Schlechter

over the last five years the staff members in the School 
have dramatically increased their research outputs to 
the point where the School fares favourably when 
compared to much larger and traditionally research-
focused departments in the faculty. over the last 4 
years the School has been placed in the second or 
third position in the faculty in terms of total research 
outputs. The increased focus on research and growing 
a research culture is evident in the growth in UrC 
funding awarded to staff. Several staff members have 
also received best paper awards at conferences that to 
some extent reflects the quality of what is produced. 

for a School that mainly consists of young/junior staff 
(42% of staff are at lecturer level and only a third of 
staff have PhDs) the research output is both gratifying 
and encouraging. Much of the research output, 
however, is dependent on the work of individual staff 
members and we are encouraging collaborations and 
across discipline partnerships in order to increase 
research emanating from research-teams.

The School makes use of the programmes offered by 
the research office to support, develop, and assist 
young and mid-career academics. The School has 
33 active members within the emerging researcher 
Programme (erP). The erP is a university-wide, co-
ordinated research and mentoring programme for 
young researchers. Two new research seminar groups 
have been formed in the last year, which adds to the 
already established groups which are active in the 
School. These are designed to further cement the 
research culture and provide support. The School also 
annually participates in Writer’s Workshops facilitated 
by the research office.

We actively support the development of research 
capacity at mid-career level and above, and assist 
and encourage academics to achieve an Nrf rating. 
There are currently two Nrf rated researchers 
within the School, namely Prof Jeffrey Bagraim 
and Prof Tom Moultrie. younger staff members are 
regularly encouraged to apply for a y rating, while 
established researchers are encouraged to apply for 
higher ratings. 

The School is focused on supporting both the 
University and faculty research agenda. given the 
multi-disciplinary nature of the School its staff work 

on vastly different and wide ranging research topics 
which span both more theoretical and applied research 
approaches. 

During 2012 academic staff at CAre were the 
principal investigators in a multi-year project funded 
by the UNfPA to update and rewrite a major manual 
on demographic estimation from limited and defective 
data. The results of this work appeared in 2013. 
During 2013 the unit was evaluated by an external 
panel, which included international experts and was 
reaccredited by the UrC for another 5 years.

The organisational Psychology Section has PhD 
students working in the areas of talent retention, 
work-family studies, organisational health and safety 
and programme evaluation. During 2013 the UrC 
funded a Post Doc fellowship within the Section. The 
organisational Psychology Section hosts the Institute 
for Monitoring and evaluation Unit (IMe) (Director: 
Professor Joha louw-Potgieter). During 2013 the IMe 
presented various public short courses in programme 
evaluation. Despite some competition in the market, 
the IMe remains the preferred provider of short courses 
for public sector and non-governmental clients. The 
Institute is inundated with various contract evaluations 
for clients within and outside of the university.

The Marketing Section continues to engage key 
questions in both the scholarly and applied domains 
of marketing. The UCT Unilever Institute of Strategic 
Marketing (Director: emeritus Professor John Simpson) 
is aligned with the Marketing Section. The main purpose 
of the UCT Unilever Institute of Strategic Marketing is 
to develop marketing theory and information for the 
uniquely South African market place. This has become 
a critical source of marketing intelligence for South 
African marketers and is widely used by corporates, 
market research houses, advertising agencies and 
academics.

The research focus in the Section for Applied 
Management reflects the applied and varied nature of 
the disciplines being taught within this Section. The 
Tourism research Unit (UCT-TrU) has published widely 
in the area of tourists’ perceptions of risks and safety, 
and security of mega-events, such as the fIfA World 
Cup and the olympic games. Dr David Priilaid is currently 
working on a large dataset collated to understand the 
effect of extrinsic cues as heuristic errors, and how 
these manifest across certain demographic transects 
like age, experience, gender and so forth. David is 
mapping out the neurological impact of cue-exposure 
as individuals become increasingly conditioned to 
price information, and similar cues. The price-cue is 
ubiquitous and the method developed is cheaper than 
prevailing fMrI techniques.  More so it provides a 
remarkable degree of comparative accuracy.
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School Statistics

Permanent and long-term contract staff
Professor 4
Associate Professor 5
Senior lecturers 14
lecturers 12
emeritus Professor 1
Adjunct Professor 1
research Staff 2
Technical Support Staff 4
Administrative and Clerical Staff 11
Contract lectures (3 of which are course 
convenors)

7

Total 61

Students

Postdoctoral 1
Doctoral 13
Visiting scholar 1
Dean of Commerce (offered by CAre) 58
Masters 53
Honours 43
Postgraduate Diplomas 1690
Undergraduates 5437
Total 7296

Research Fields and Staff

Permanent staff

PROFESSOR JEFFREY BAGRAIM
Work-family issues; organisational commitment; 
commitment to change; organisational culture; 
workplace attitudes; student integrity; occupational 
Health Psychology
 
PROFESSOR ROB DORRINGTON (CARE)
Demography; mortality; migration; HIV/AIDS 
modelling; analysis of census and survey data;  
population estimation and projection; burden of 
disease quantification; ageing 

PROFESSOR JOHA LOUW-POTGIETER
Programme evaluation; human resource management
 
PROFESSOR ERIC WOOD
Value creation; Innovation management; 
entrepreneurship; The influence of religious belief 
on entrepreneurial behaviour; The survival and 
performance of entrepreneurial firms
 
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR IAIN MACDONALD
Applied probability; new time series models (especially 
hidden Markov models); eM algorithm; mathematical 
finance

 
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR TOM MOULTRIE (CARE)
Demography, especially the analysis of fertility 
patterns and trends; analysis of census and survey 
data; modelling of birth intervals; contraceptive use 
and adoption; HIV/AIDS
 
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR ANTON SCHLECHTER
reward Management and talent retention; leadership; 
positive organisational behaviour
 
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR DAVID TAYLOR
financial derivatives; mathematical finance; financial 
time series models (asset returns and volatility). 
 
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR GERT HUMAN
Industrial marketing and inter-firm networks; strategic 
marketing; strategic management and international 
marketing

DR TERRI GRANT
Business communications in the global economy; 
scenario learning and pedagogy; non-verbal 
communication and multimodality; graphics; 
commerce education and learning theories

DR RICHARD GEORGE
Safety and security issues in tourism, and events (with 
a specific focus on mega-events), township tourism, 
social media and tourism, tourism marketing
  
DR SUKI GOODMAN
organisational and individual learning; training and 
programme evaluation; graduate attributes
  
DR SHANNON KENDAL
Measuring and managing retirement product risk; 
taxation of retirement funds; living annuities, defined 
benefit valuation bases
 
DR SURE MATARAMVURA
financial Mathematics; Stochastic Calculus; game 
Theory
 
DR DAVID MARALACK
Sport governance; sport policy and politics; sport 
and development; sport institution building; sport in 
transformation; sport strategic management; sport 
and tourism

DR INES MEYER
Humanitarian work psychology, intergroup relations 
in the workplace; transformation; workplace diversity 

DR DAVID PRIILAID
Wine pricing and brand valuations;  extrinsic cues; 
placebo effects; the entrepreneurial mind-set
 

DR VISSéHO ADJIWANOU (CARE)
Maternal and reproductive Health in sub-Saharan 
Africa, gender Inequality, Demography, endogeneity, 
Multilevel and Structural equation Modelling

MR JUSTIN BENEKE
retailing management; electronic marketing; customer 
relationship management & higher education marketing
 
MS SHIVANI RAMJEE
Health care financing; medical price indices; health 
care application of operations research; private-sector 
engagement with health care reform

MR DAVE STRUGNELL
Asset pricing; behavioural finance; experimental 
economics; decision making under risk and uncertainty

MRS ADIILAH BOODHOO
Monitoring and programme evaluation; decision 
making in evaluation; recruitment and selection

MRS ELSAMARI BOTHA
Viral Marketing; Digital Marketing; Social Networks; 
Marketing research methodology 
 
MR FRANCOIS DE KOCK
Personnel selection; development and validation of 
psychological tests; accuracy and bias in ratings

MRS CHAO NKHUNGULU MULENGA
occupational Health Psychology, recruitment and 
Selection; Academic Integrity; & Monitoring and 
evaluation

MRS CARREN FIELD
Monitoring and evaluation; training evaluation; 
employee relations
 
MS JOANNA LEGUTKO
retirement and social security; subjective well-being

MR GAONTEBALE NODOBA
Inter-cultural Communication; Second language 
Acquisition; language  Policy and Planning; 
Multilingualism in Higher education 

MR STUART HENDRY
High-Technology entrepreneurship; social 
entrepreneurship and action-based learning
 
MRS AMEETA JAGA
Work-family; organisational design; performance 
management
 
MS CLAUDIA KALIL
Applied language and literacy studies; incentivising 
academic writing; scenario learning teaching practice 

MR JACQUES ROUSSEAU
religious conflict, philosophy of science, epistemology 
and business ethics

EMERITUS PROFESSOR
emeritus Professor John Simpson
Consumer behaviour; retailing; strategic marketing; 
management in sport; teaching methodology

ADJUNCT PROFESSOR 
Adjunct Professor Heather Mcleod
Healthcare financing; risk adjustment; social security 
reform; health services research; palliative care and the 
financing of end-of-life care

Contact Details

Postal address: School of Management Studies, 
University of Cape Town, Private Bag X3, 
rondebosch, 7701, South Africa
Telephone: +27 21 650 2466
fax: +27 21 689 7570
e-mail: nonnie.falala@uct.ac.za
Website: http://www.commerce.uct.ac.za/
Managementstudies/

Centre for Actuarial research
Postal address: Actuarial Science, University of Cape 
Town, Private Bag X3,
rondebosch, 7701, South Africa
Telephone: +27 21 650 5475
fax +27 21 650 5937
e-mail: care@commerce@uct.ac.za
Website: http://www.commerce.uct.ac.za/
Demography/, http://www.commerce.uct.ac.za/care

Research Output

Authored books

Moultrie, T., Dorrington, r.e., Hill, A.g., Hill, k., 
Timaeus, I. and zaba, B. 2013. Tools for Demographic 
estimation 419pp. Paris, france: International Union 
for the Scientific Study of Population (IUSSP). ISBN 
9780620574914.

Chapters in books

Beneke, J. 2013. layout and design. In J. loedolff 
and N. Terblanche (eds), retail Management: A South 
African Perspective, pp. 79-109. Cape Town, South 
Africa: oxford University Press. ISBN 9780199045778.

Bothma, H., Dayan, o., Human, g.J., roberts-lombard, 
M., van Heerden, N., van Tonder, e. and Wiid, J. 
2013. Strategic marketing. In J. Wiid (ed), Strategic 
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Marketing, 413pp. Claremont, Cape Town: Juta. ISBN 
9781485102137.
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Introduction to psychological assessment in the 
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(eds), Introduction to Psychological Assessment in the 
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Town, South Africa: oxford University Press. ISBN 
9780199044733.
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france: International Union for the Scientific Study of 
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Graduate School of 
Business
Director: Professor Walter Baets

School Profile 

gSB research broadly focuses on emerging market 
business. our context places the gSB in one of the 
most interesting learning laboratories in the world, 
in a society and economy characterised by significant 
change and complexity. This presents gSB researchers 
with a special opportunity to conduct research that 
is of interest to leading scholarly journals while 
simultaneously addressing the various social, economic 
and environmental challenges facing emerging market 
societies. The gSB’s overarching research mission is 
thus “engaged inquiry in a complex world.” 

With our focus on “engaged inquiry” we build on 
the work of Andrew van de Ven, Tima Bansal and 
others, who have been arguing for the need to design 
and implement research so that it impacts on both 
theory and practice. We feel that this orientation is 
particularly fitting to our context, given the many 
pressing organisational and social challenges facing 
our southern African societies, as well as the important 
opportunities arising from this context for contributing 
to global conversations on organisational theory. 

Within this broad orientation, gSB research focuses 
on three thematic clusters: Social innovation and 
sustainability; Values-based leadership; and Emerging 
markets finance, investment and trade.

In our research node Emerging markets finance, 
investment and trade we seek to comprehensively 
unpack the political, institutional, economic, financial 
and social forces at work in emerging economies. 
This is to better inform organizations and investors 
as to how to adapt their strategies and portfolios 
to take advantage of the opportunities presented. 
This includes work on the impact of institutions 
on economic development in emerging markets; 
companies’ strategic responses to institutional 
voids; democratisation, local governance and service 
delivery; and emerging financial markets, implications 
for corporate finance, and new developments in 
sustainable and responsible investment. Specific 
research units in this cluster include the gSB’s 
Management Programme in Infrastructure reform 
and regulation (MIr), which undertakes research 
across the African continent on investment in network 
industries, restructuring of utilities and improved 
regulatory regimes.

In the research node Social innovation and 
sustainability we are concerned with the nature 
of intentional, collaborative work that creatively 
transforms social-ecological systems across multiple 
scales. We focus on the development of products, 
processes, initiatives, or organizations that: 1) create 
social value through both means and ends; and 2) 
reconfigure institutionalized rules, values, beliefs, 
or relational patterns. We see emerging economies 
as especially fertile places to explore these themes. 
gSB researchers currently explore these questions 
via a variety of topics and contexts, including health 
care, education, food security, climate change, 
impact investing, the sociology of finance, social 
entrepreneurship, supply chain innovation, and 
inclusive innovation. Much of the research in this area 
is supported by the Bertha Centre for Social Innovation 
and entrepreneurship, which includes the raymond 
Ackerman Academy of entrepreneurial Development. 
Social innovation is also a prominent theme in the 
lean Institute Africa.

In the cluster on Values-based leadership, researchers 
focus on the growing concern about unethical 
behaviour among managers. An array of scandals is 
eroding public confidence in corporations as agents of 
development and positive social change. Such scandals 
exacerbate worries about companies acting as vehicles 
for self-enrichment at the expense of society and 
the environment. yet despite a plethora of analyses, 
debates and laws, it seems that nothing much has 
changed. Why is change so difficult and what is 
our role in such change? What are the assumptions 
supporting our current business management model, 
and what are their implications? These are among the 
key questions addressed in various ways in this gSB 
research cluster. research on this theme is supported 
in particular by the Allan gray Chair in Values-Based 
leadership, and related work is also undertaken in 
the Centre for Coaching. In 2013 gSB researchers 
were awarded a grant of Swedish krona 1,037,000 
(approx 1.7m rand) for a study of South African local 
government.

During 2013, the gSB’s research strategy saw a number 
of important innovations. Chief among these was the 
development and the first round implementation of the 
gSB PhD programme and the associated gSB research 
Calendar. This includes a series of PhD and research 
Colloquia, in which students and faculty discuss key 
themes in organisational theory and research design. In 
some of these workshops, participants benefited from 
dedicated contributions from leading international 
scholars, including Ted Baker and Pratima Bansal.

2013 also saw the third instalment of the gSB’s 
international conference on “The Business of Social 
and environmental Innovation.” Chaired by Verena 

Bitzer, it focused on the theme of co-innovation 
and had keynote speakers including Trevor Manuel, 
Bulelwa Makalima-Ngwana, and oana Branzei.

These various activities have started bearing fruit. 2013 
was the gSB’s best year ever in terms of publication 
output, including 26 accredited journal papers, 
three books and seven book chapters. The growing 
importance of students in the gSB’s research effort is 
also apparent in their contributions to this publication 
output. It is also evident in the record number of PhD 
students joining the gSB in early 2014.

School Statistics 

Permanent and long-term contract staff

Professors 8
emeritus Professors 3
Associate Professors 4
Senior lecturers 17
Professional and Administrative Staff 81
Total 113

Students

Doctoral (PhD) 31
Master of Business Administration (MBA) 144
Master of Commerce (MCom) 103
Master of Philosophy (MPhil) 35
executive MBA 69
Associate in Management Programme (AIM) 47
Postgraduate Diploma in Business 
Administration (PDBA)

70

Customised Academic learning - Associate in 
Management (AIM) in Management Practice

115

Customised Academic learning - Postgraduate 
Diploma in Management Practice (PgDip) 

216

executive education 1499
Total 2329

Research Staff and Fields

PROFESSOR WALTER BAETS
Innovation; knowledge management; management 
learning; non-linear dynamic (complex) behaviour in 
management; pedagogical approaches; workplace 
learning; personal development

PROFESSOR GEOFF BICK
Marketing, particularly marketing metrics

PROFESSOR NICHOLAS BIEKPE
Development finance, econometrics, statistics and 
financial economics.

PROFESSOR KURT APRIL
Human dynamics; organisational leadership; 
organisational psychology; personal psychology; 
diversity; inclusive workplaces and cross-cultural 
dynamics.

PROFESSOR ANTON EBERHARD
Strategic management; restructuring and regulation 
of infrastructure industries, including the electricity, 
gas, telecommunication and water sectors.

PROFESSOR THOMAS KOELBLE 
globalisation; european politics; business, governance 
and society; electoral laws; South African democracy.

PROFESSOR JOHN LUIZ
International business; business in Africa; business, 
society, and government economics of emerging 
markets.

PROFESSOR (EMERITUS) NORMAN FAULL
operations management; strategy and implementation; 
lean thinking in operations; supply chain management; 
world-class manufacturing.

PROFESSOR (EMERITUS) PAUL SULCAS
Information systems and technology; business strategy; 
applied business strategy; change management.

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR RICHARD CHIVAKA
Strategic cost management; supply chain management; 
business strategy; business process improvement.

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR RALPH HAMANN
Sustainable enterprise; corporate citizenship and social 
responsibility; organizational strategy; cross-sector 
collaboration.

EMERITUS PROFESSOR TOM RYAN
Systems thinking and organisational development; 
management development and learning; management 
research methodology.

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR KOSHEEK SEWCHURRAN
Innovation management, information systems, 
systems thinking and project organising.

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR MILLS SOKO
International trade, international business; emerging 
markets; globalization; foreign direct investment; 
commercial diplomacy; regional economic integration, 
with a specific focus on southern Africa; public-
private partnerships; economic competitiveness and 
innovation; government-business relations in South 
Africa.

DR FRANCOIS BONNICI
Social innovation, social entrepreneurship, health
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MS JANINE EVERSON
executive coaching; leadership and team development; 
large group facilitation; organisational development; 
productive dialogue skills; virtual teams; cross-cultural 
and global teams; implementation of small and large-
scale coaching interventions.

DR CO-PIERRE GEORGE
lecturer, microfinance, microeconomics of banking, 
computational economics, quantitative finance

DR STEPHANIE GIAMPORCARO
responsible and sustainable investment; 
developmental finance; carbon finance and impact 
investment; social studies of finance; anthropology 
of markets and consumption; economic sociology; 
sustainability (green building, fair trade).

DR SEAN GOSSEL
Applied financial econometrics; applied macro 
econometrics; development finance; capital flows; 
corporate finance.

MS FATIMA HAMDULAY
operations management; change leadership.

DR MLENGA JERE
Advertising; consumer behaviour; social marketing.

DR MUNDIA KABINGA
lecturer, innovation, base of the pyramid, emergent 
market economic and business policy

MR FARAI KAPFUDZARUWA 
lecturer, Corporate sustainability, Inclusive business, 
organisational strategy, emerging market

DR SHADRICK MAZAZA
Health management; personal transformation; 
leadership; continuous quality improvement; 
healthcare quality and accreditation.

DR CHIPO MLAMBO
Investments; finance; financial markets.

DR WARREN NILSSON
relationship between positive organizational dynamics 
(e.g., engagement, creativity, compassion) and broader 
patterns of deep, intentional, institutional change.

DR NCEKU NYATHI
Senior lecturer, organisation studies and theory 
leadership, critical perspectives on management, 
International management learning, post-colonialism

DR ELIADA W GRIFFIN-EL
Social entrepreneurship; entrepreneurial development 
in African emerging markets; social capital/

networks and economic development; international 
development; global political economics; grounded 
theory.

DR HAMIEDA PARKER
Manufacturing and operations; supply chain 
management; entrepreneurship; innovation and new 
product development.

DR STEVEN ROGERS 
lecturer, housing market and urbanization in 
developing countries, social and public policy analysis, 
changing socio-spatial configurations in developing 
countries, emerging markets and urbanization, 
regional economic integration, governance and 
political economy in Africa

DR LINDA RONNIE
Managing people in organisations; organisational 
change; adult learning; sociology of education; 
research methodology; Hr good practice and 
management; organisational behaviour.

MS ELANCA SHELLEY
executive development; systems thinking; 
organizational diagnostics and design.

MS BEVERLY SHRAND
Marketing; database marketing; business 
administration.

MR BARRY STANDISH
Macro-economic performance and trends; economic 
modelling; economic impact assessment; market size 
studies.

MR LANCE STRINGER
Technology strategy and management; IT 
management.

DR NOSAKHERE GRIFFIN-EL
freirean thought, love as a theoretical framework, 
qualitative methods, autobiography as methodology, 
and educational and societal issues of peoples from 
oppressed backgrounds.

Contact Details

Postal address: graduate School of Business, University 
of Cape Town, Breakwater Campus, Private Bag X3, 
rondebosch, 7701
Telephone: +27 21 406 1503
fax: +27 21 406 1412
e-mail (research director): ralph.hamann@gsb.uct.ac.za 
Website: http://www.gsb.uct.ac.za 

Research output

Authored books

April, k., kukard, J. and Peters, k. 2013. Steward 
leadership: A Maturational Perspective. 116pp. 
Claremont: UCT Press. ISBN 9781919895321.

Borzel, T.A. and Hamann, r. 2013. Business and 
Climate Change governance: South Africa in 
comparative perspective. 218pp. Hampshire, england: 
Palgrave Macmillan. ISBN 9780230235977.
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DEAN’S REPORT 

Professor Sakhela Buhlungu

The impressive range of research in the Faculty of 
Humanities is a tribute to the heads of the various 
sections, departments and schools, who take care 
to support and encourage colleagues to engage in 
research. Below are brief summaries of some of the key 
achievements in 2013/14. These are mere illustrations 
and should by no means be read to represent the full 
spectrum of research activities in the faculty.

In 2013, Professor Carolyn Hamilton’s DST/Nrf SArChI Chair 
in Archive and Public Culture was renewed for a further five 
years. Based in the School of African and gender Studies, 
Anthropology and linguistics (AXl), the chair has become 
one of the key research hubs in the faculty, bringing together 
senior and younger scholars, as well as international 
collaborators. The chair has started a new project to study 
the Southern African pre-colonial past. This has several 
dimensions, one of which is the five Hundred year Archive 
Project, which involves collaborations with the killie Campbell 
Africana Museum, the University of kwazulu-Natal (UkzN), 
the kwazulu-Natal Museum, the Johannesburg Art gallery, 
Historical Papers at the University of the Witwatersrand, the 
British Museum, the Phonogramm Archiv Berlin, and the 
Museum of Anthropology and Archaeology in Cambridge, 
United kingdom.

Associate Professor Shamil Jeppie’s ongoing Tombouctou 
Manuscript Project saw the Institute for Humanities in Africa 

oNe of THe MoST grATIfyINg 
ASPeCTS of THe reSeArCH 
ACTIVITIeS IN THe fACUlTy of 
HUMANITIeS IS THe fACT THAT 
THey Are SPreAD oUT AMoNg THe 
DIffereNT CATegorIeS AND leVelS 
of ACADeMIC STAff: yoUNg AND 
olD, JUNIor AND SeNIor, AND 
WoMeN AND MeN.
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NRF-rated researchers

value of Research 
contracts

1 592

71
R78.47m

registered POSTGRADUATES 

Faculty of
HUMANITIES

The past year has been an extremely busy and 
productive time for members of the Faculty of 

Humanities. What is most exciting about it is 
not only the quantity and quality of research 

outputs but also the wide range of disciplinary 
areas and interests that they span. 
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Also in religious Studies, Associate Professor Sa’diyya 
Shaikh is leading a collaborative interdisciplinary 
research project titled Theorising experience, 
Subjectivity and Narrative in Studies of gender and 
Islam, in collaboration with Associate Professor 
gabeba Baderoon (Penn State University) and Dr 
Nina Hoel (UkzN). In 2013, Associate Professor 
Shaikh organised an international conference at 
UCT on this project and co-edited a special issue of 
the Journal for Islamic Studies (2013).

(HUMA) co-host an international conference on 
“The Arts and Crafts of literacy: Manuscript cultures 
in Muslim, Sub-Saharan Africa” in September 2013. 
The project has become a catalyst for collaborative 
research between UCT and researchers in West 
Africa and the Sahel region. 

Among new research activities embarked on by 
members of the faculty was a two-year project 
begun by Dr Siona o’Connell of the Michaelis 
School of fine Art on the “Miss Spring Queen” and 
“Miss gay Western Cape” pageants. Dr o’Connell 
is a joint leader of the project, alongside colleagues 
from the royal Holloway University of london and 
the Queen Mary University of london. The project is 
funded through the Uk Arts and Heritage Council, 
and follows an earlier research project, also led by 
Dr o’Connell, at the Centre for Curating the Archive. 
one of the main outcomes of this project will be the 
development of a digital archive.

African Textualities: Mobilities, Translations, frames 
is a new collaborative research grouping which was 
established in 2014 and is based in the Department 
of english language and literature. Associate 
Professor Meg Samuelson is leading the project 
and the UCT team members are Dr Victoria Collis-
Buthelezi, Associate Professor Harry garuba, Dr 
Chris ouma and Dr Sandra young. The collaborative 
project is funded by a grant from UCT’s Programme 
for the enhancement of research Capacity and 
involves colleagues from kenyatta University (kenya), 
Makerere University (Uganda) and the University 
of Ibadan (Nigeria). There are plans to involve 
researchers from the open University of zimbabwe 
and the universities of Pretoria, Stellenbosch, the 
Western Cape, the Witwatersrand, and rhodes 
University. The long-term objective of the project is 
to forge a continent-wide research network in literary 
and cultural studies.

Academics in the faculty attracted substantial 
amounts of research funds during 2013. Although 
significant amounts came from local sources, 
principally the National research foundation (Nrf) 
and sources such as the National lottery and the 
South African National Arts Council, the bulk of 
research funding came from outside, including 
international foundations and donors.

A strong emphasis on collaborative research is 
exemplified in the work of Professor David Chidester 
in religious Studies, who has collaborated for five 
years with the research network Heritage Dynamics: 
The Politics of Authentication and the Aesthetics of 
Persuasion, which links colleagues in Amsterdam, 
Cape Town, ghana and Brazil.

A sample of achievements 
across the faculty
 

 In 2013, Dr Shose Kessi (Department 
of Psychology) was awarded the 
Harvard Mandela-Mellon Fellowship 
(tenable to May 2014). 

 Professor Mark Solms (Department 
of Psychology) received an AW 
Mellon Foundation award to 
develop an interactive website 
for distance-learning purposes. 
Titled “Talking Head”, the award 
is worth US$250 000 and is for the 
period 2013 to 2015.

 Associate Professor Imraan 
Coovadia (Department of English 
Language and Literature) won the 
South African Literary Award for 
Creative Non-fiction for his 2013 
essay collection Transformations. 
He also won the M-Net Prize for 
English Fiction for his novel The 
Institute for Taxi Poetry (2013).

 Professor Pippa Skotnes (Michaelis 
School of Fine Art) was awarded 
a year-long fellowship at the 
prestigious Wissenschaftskolleg 
in Berlin (Institute for Advanced 
Study) for 2013/14.

 In February 2014, Associate 
Professor Ana Deumert 
(Linguistics, AXL) received the 
Neville Alexander Award for the 
Promotion of Multilingualism from 
the Western Cape Government.

Professor Bob Mattes from the Political Studies 
Department heads the Afrobarometer, a consortium 
that conducts survey research on public attitudes 
to the social, political and economic atmosphere in 
Africa based on nationally representative samples. 
The latest 34-country results represent the views 
of approximately three-quarters of the continent’s 
population. In october 2013, Afrobarometer 
published a policy brief titled After a Decade of 
Growth in Africa, Little Change in Poverty at the 
Grassroots (Mattes, together with Boniface Dulani 
and Carolyn logan). 

Some of the research activities in the faculty have 
a strong public-service dimension, with regard to 
modes of dissemination and public engagement. 
During 2013 and early 2014, many researchers, often 
working with community organisations, movements 
and non-governmental organisations (Ngos), took 
their research to communities in the greater Cape 
Town area. for example, in february 2013, Dr zethu 
Matebeni of HUMA partnered with lesbian, gay, bi-
sexual, transgender and intersex (lgBTI) organisations 
in Cape Town and hosted an evening symposium on 
the politics and contestations of gay pride and city 
space in South Africa. The symposium took place in a 
community centre in langa.

In the same year, HUMA hosted a public lecture on 
the history of the 1913 land Act. The lecture was part 
of HUMA’s public lecture/seminar series “know your 
City”, a long-standing initiative that is intended as a 
public history programme aimed at bringing academic 
experts into conversation with interested members of 
the public – particularly those resident on the Cape 
flats. This series is organised in partnership with a 
local Ngo, the International labour research and 
Information group (IlrIg), which is well connected 
to the Ngo community, including those on the Cape 
flats. In 2013/14 the gordon Institute for Performing 
and Creative Arts (gIPCA) ran a highly successful 
series of festivals titled “Infecting the City” in Cape 
Town (March 2013) and Mbombela in Mpumalanga 
province (January 2014) (see p180).

Members of the faculty won numerous awards, prizes 
and other honours in recognition of their excellent 
work in scholarship, performance and creative work 
in the past year. 

The faculty also continued to play its role as one 
of the leading centres for training postgraduate 
students in the humanities, the social sciences, and 
the performing and creative arts. A total of 109 
master’s and 19 doctoral candidates graduated from 
the faculty in 2013. In addition, the faculty was host 
to 33 postdoctoral fellows.                                  

surrogacy takes centre stage

There can’t be many sociologists who present their 
academic work as a piece of theatre, but that is 
exactly what Dr Amrita Pande from the Department 
of Sociology has been doing, with huge success. 

Pande, who has been researching the fast-growing 
commercial surrogacy market in India (worth US$2,3 
billion a year) for several years, turned her work into 
an interactive performance, with the assistance of a 
Danish producer and director. The first performance 
was at the german Sociological Association in 
2010, but since then she has played to ordinary 
theatregoers in Denmark and Sweden, touring 14 
cities in the latter country. Pande presented an 
english-only version in Copenhagen in June 2014, 
after which she hopes to perform it at the American 
Sociological Association conference.

As the biggest unregulated market in the world, 
commercial surrogacy has deservedly received 
significant media attention. Pande’s research, which 
involved living in a surrogacy hostel and interviewing 
several surrogates, sets out to shine a light into the 
hidden corners of the industry and to set right some 
of the myths surrounding it – including the belief 
that the surrogates are passive victims who are 
exploited by unscrupulous clinics and their clients. 

Dr Pande is also working on a book, Wombs in 
Labour: Transnational commercial surrogacy in India, 
to be published by Columbia University Press in the 
USA and open University Press in India in 2014.
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A Handel on success
A piece of research that started as a side project has 
won the prestigious Händel-forschungspreis – an 
annual prize by the german Handel Society awarded 
for outstanding research on the life and work of the 
composer george frideric Handel. 

Associate Professor rebekka Sandmeier, director of 
the SA College of Music, and a german colleague, 
Dr Dominik Höink of the University of Münster, 
were nominated for the publication Aufführungen 
von Händels Oratorien im deutschsprachigen 
Raum (1800–1900): Texte und Rezensionen in 
ausgewählten Musikzeitschriften, which will be 
published by V&r Unipress in September 2014. 

The publication was produced with the help of 
student research assistants, both in germany and 
at UCT (Maike gevers, Nicole d’oliveira and Itunu 
ogunseitan) and, in addition to its scholarly merit, 
was chosen because it introduced students to 
research on Handel. Their research has put facts to 
what was only guessed at before, and has shown 
many of these guesses to be incorrect. for instance, 
it has always been assumed that Messiah was the 
most commonly performed oratorio, followed by 
Judas Maccabeus and Israel in Egypt. Messiah’s 
status has been confirmed – that was no surprise 
– but in fact the next most commonly performed 
oratorio was Samson.

oUTSTANDINg 
reSeArCH 
oN THe lIfe 
AND Work of 
HANDel.

Child labour on SA wine farms exposed
A new book by Dr Susan levine, a senior lecturer in the School of African and 
gender Studies, Anthropology and linguistics, has laid bare an uncomfortable truth 
about child labour on South African wine farms. Consisting of 100 short stories 
documenting moments in the lives of children, some as young as nine, who worked 
on the Cape wine farms between 1996 and 2010, the book – Children of a Bitter 
Harvest: Child labour in the Cape winelands – challenges readers to think a little 
more deeply about the origins of the products they consume. 

fellowship to build expertise 
in a much-neglected area
Dr Johannes John-langba, a senior lecturer in 
the Department of Social Development, has been 
nominated by the eIDoS Institute, an Australian-
based public policy think-tank, for the prestigious 
Australian fellowship to continue his work on the 
use and misuse of alcohol and other drugs (AoD) 
among indigenous Australians and previously 
disadvantaged South Africans. 

Working in collaboration with Associate Professor 
Deborah graham and other colleagues from the 
Cairns Institute at James Cook University in Australia, 
Dr John-langba seeks to explore issues around AoD 
misuse intervention, prevention and treatment, 
as well as problems related to new types of drugs 
that are appearing in vulnerable and underserved 
communities. According to Professor Sue Mcginty, 
acting director of the Cairns Institute, the fellowship 
has the potential to increase South African expertise 
in a much-neglected area. 

As part of this work, Dr John-langba, who is also 
a research fellow of the Cairns Institute, visited 
the Institute in March 2013 and presented a paper 
which has since been published in the journal 
International Peacekeeping.
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A new chair honouring the late South African political analyst, 
businessman and politician frederik van zyl Slabbert (left), has been 
established in the faculty of Humanities. The Van zyl Slabbert Chair 
has been made possible through the open Society foundation for 
South Africa, which has provided an initial five-year grant to fund a 
series of Van zyl Slabbert Visiting Professorships in the departments 
of Political Studies and Sociology between 2013 and 2018. The 
chair’s first incumbent is Professor roger Southall, former head of 
sociology at the University of the Witwatersrand and Distinguished 
research fellow at the Human Sciences research Council.

Infecting the City
The gordon Institute for Performing and Creative 
Arts (gIPCA) partnered with the Africa Centre for 
the 2014 “Infecting The City” Public Arts festival in 
Cape Town in March. The annual festival showcases a 
number of international and local collaborative works, 
along with a diversity of entertaining, engaging and 
thought-provoking pieces encompassing performance 
art, dance, music, visual art and other forms beyond 
conventional categories.

gIPCA’s contributions embraced interdisciplinarity 
and engaged with public spaces in compelling ways 
and included Uncles & Angels, an interactive dance 
and video collaboration between choreographer 
Nelisiwe Xaba and video artist Mocke J van Veuren, 
and Cubicle, a mobile gallery offering artworks by 
students and alumni of the Michaelis School of fine 
Art. Students from the School of Architecture also 
presented an exhibition of beautiful Urban Resting 
Places for people to meet.

new chair Honouring 
van zyl slabbert

UCT project voted one of top 
five CD releases in SA for 2013
A new CD, The Mike Rossi Project: Trespassing 
Permitted, featuring 10 original compositions by 
Mike rossi, professor of jazz and woodwinds at the 
SA College of Music at UCT, arranged for a six-piece 
jazz ensemble, has been getting feet tapping across 
the continent.

released by Advance Music, one of the world’s 
leading jazz publishers, The Mike Rossi Project 
was featured at the kinshasa International Jazzkif 
festival in the Democratic republic of the Congo 
and at the grahamstown National Arts festival in 
2013, and was accepted for the 2014 Joy of Jazz 
festival in Johannesburg. The CD was nominated 
as one of the top five South African CD releases of 
2013 by jazz journalist Don Albert. 
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Doctoral Graduations
C.J. AlMeleH (SoCIology)
HIV disclosure in ‘public’ and personal spaces: a mixed 
methods study of people living with HIV in khayelitsha, 
South Africa
Supervised by Professor N. Nattrass

k. BATISAI (AfrICAN AND geNDer STUDIeS, 
ANTHroPology AND lINgUISTICS)
Body politics: - an illumination of the landscape of 
sexuality and nationhood? re-seeing zimbabwe 
through elderly women’s representations of their sexual 
and gendered lives
Supervised by Associate Professor J. Bennett

V.S. BellINg (HISTorICAl STUDIeS)
recovering the lives of South African Jewish women 
during the migration years, c1880 – 1939
Supervised by Professor M. Shain and Associate 
Professor r. Mendelsohn

M.A.J. CASAle (PSyCHology)
The protective role of social support for the health of 
caregivers of children in HIV-endemic South Africa
Supervised by Dr l. Wild

M.l. CroUS (eNglISH lANgUAge AND lITerATUre)
Abjection in the novels of Marlene Van Niekerk
Supervised by Professor J. Higgins

J.N. gITHAIgA (PSyCHology)
An interpretative phenomenological analysis of the 
experiences of women family caregivers of advanced 
cancer patients in Nairobi
Supervised by Dr D. learmonth and Professor P. 
gobodo-Madikizela

S.D. goDfrey (SoCIology)
A study of changes and continuities in the organisation 
and regulation of work with empirical examination of 
the South African and lesotho clothing/retailing value 
chain
Supervised by emeritus Professor J. Maree

A. gooDrICH (SoCIAl ANTHroPology)
rifling through ‘nature’: an ethnographic account of 
biltong hunting, late capitalist ‘nature’ and a politics 
of belonging in the South African wildlife ranching 
industry
Supervised by Associate Professor l. green and 
Associate Professor A.D. Spiegel

k.A. JAMeS (PSyCHology)
relationships between psychosocial stress, cortisol, 
apolipoprotein α4, beta-amyloid, hippocampal volume, 

and Alzheimer’s disease in a sample of South African 
older adults
Supervised by Associate Professor k. Thomas and 
Associate Professor M.I. Combrinck

k.M. kefAle (SoCIology)
The University as a social system Niklas luhmann on the 
problem of self-descriptions: the case of the University 
of Cape Town’s Admissions Policy
Supervised by emeritus Associate Professor k. Jubber

C.H. kelly (PSyCHology)
Constructing activitst identities in post-apartheid South 
Africa
Supervised by Professor D. foster

f.S. lANgerMAN (MICHAelIS SCHool of fINe ArT)
The exploded book: a disarticulation of visual knowledge 
systems within sites of natural history display
Supervised by Professor P. Skotnes and Professor C. 
Hamilton

W. loNg (PSyCHology)
A history of ‘relevance’: South African psychology in 
focus
Supervised by Professor D. foster

l.B. MAABA (HISTorICAl STUDIeS)
The history and politics of liberation archives at fort 
Hare
Supervised by emeritus Professor C. Saunders and 
Professor C. Hamilton

k.f. MACINTyre (AfrICAN AND geNDer STUDIeS, 
ANTHroPology AND lINgUISTICS)
restitution as justice: historical redress and distributive 
justice in New zealand and other settler economies
Supervised by Dr H. MacDonald and Associate Professor 
f. ross

A. MAW (PSyCHology)
The psychological impact of rape: a longitudinal study 
of adult female survivors in the Western Cape, South 
Africa
Supervised by Professor C. Tredoux

S.k. MorreIrA (AfrICAN AND geNDer STUDIeS, 
ANTHroPology AND lINgUISTICS)
Transnational human rights and local moralities: the 
circulation of rights discourses in zimbabwe and South 
Africa
Supervised by Associate Professor f. ross

J.N. MUASyA (AfrICAN AND geNDer STUDIeS, 
ANTHroPology AND lINgUISTICS)
exploring discourses of access and sexual harassment 
in higher education: a study of students’ perceptions of 

University of Nairobi’s Institutional Culture, kenya
Supervised by Associate Professor J. Bennett and 
Professor J. gatumu

f. NCAPAyI (SoCIology)
land and changing social relations in South Africa’s 
former reserves: the case of luphaphasi in Sakhisizwe 
local Municipality, eastern Cape
Supervised by Professor l. Ntsebeza

g. oBerTH (PolITICAl STUDIeS)
Who governs public health? The spheres of influence in 
Southern African HIV/AIDS policy-making
Supervised by Professor r. Mattes

e.V. o’SHAUgHNeSSy (eNglISH lANgUAge AND 
lITerATUre)
‘History lives in these streets’: reading place and urban 
disorder in three post-apartheid Johannesburg novels
Supervised by Associate Professor C. Clarkson

N.M. PAllITT (CeNTre for fIlM AND MeDIA STUDIeS)
gender identities at play: children’s digital gaming in 
two settings in Cape Town
Supervised by Dr M. Walton and Associate Professor M. 
Prinsloo

e.N. PrAH (AfrICAN AND geNDer STUDIeS, 
ANTHroPology AND lINgUISTICS)
Children on the move: experiences of children living in a 
temporary relocation camp in Cape Town, South Africa
Supervised by Dr S. levine

e.J. rIley (HISTorICAl STUDIeS) 
from Matieland to Mother City: landscape, identity and 
place in feature films set in the Cape Province, 1947-
1989.
Supervised by Professor V. Bickford-Smith

l.e. SCHrIeff (PSyCHology)
Investigating severe pediatric traumatic brain injury 
in South Africa: a demographic profile of admissions, 
brain oxygenation and neuropsychological outcomes 
and an attention-training intervention
Supervised by Associate Professor k. Thomas

S.C.T. SHell (HISTorICAl STUDIeS)
from slavery to freedom: the oromo slave children of 
lovedale, prosopography and profiles Supervised by 
emeritus Professor C. Saunders

k. VAN Der WAlT (College of MUSIC)
The mezzo-soprano as representation of ‘the other’ in 
nineteenth century opera
Supervised by Associate Professor r. Sandmeier

C. VAN Der WeSTHUIzeN (SoCIology)
Identities at the intersection of race, gender, sexuality 
and class in a liberalising, democratising South Africa: 
the reconstitution of the ‘the Afrikaner woman’
Supervised by Professor M. Steyn and Professor r. Sitas

S.l. VAN SCHAlkWyk (eNglISH lANgUAge AND 
lITerATUre)
‘An American parallel for each new european marvel’: 
robert lowell’s imitations and the Cold War World
Supervised by Associate Professor I. Coovadia and Dr 
C. Parsons

J.M. WANDerA (relIgIoUS STUDIeS)
Public preaching by Muslims and Pentecostals in 
Mumias, Western kenya and its influence on interfaith 
relations
Supervised by Professor A. Tayob

S.J. WArNer (eNglISH lANgUAge AND lITerATUre)
ruth Miller and the poetics of literary maternity
Supervised by Dr S. young and Dr N. Distiller

H.B. zUMA (PSyCHology)
The social psychology of self-segregation: the case of 
university student friendship groups
Supervised by Professor C. Tredoux

N.P. zUNgU (PSyCHology)
Social representations of AIDS and narratives of risk 
among Xhosa men
Supervised by Dr f. Boonzaier and Professor D. foster
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Centre for Film and 
Media Studies
(Including the Centre for rhetoric Studies)

Director: 
Associate Professor Lesley Marx

Centre Profile

The Centre for film and Media Studies, based in the 
faculty of Humanities, was established in March 2003. 

The aims of the Centre are:

to enable students at undergraduate and postgraduate 
levels to pursue research in film and television studies 
and media studies more broadly and
to offer students training as creative practitioners 
in a choice of screen production, radio journalism, 
screenwriting, print journalism and digital media; 
to extend, intensify and enrich students’ intellectual, 
creative and practical training and equip them to make 
key contributions both to scholarship and to the film 
and media industries;
to foster cutting-edge research in film, television and 
media that has especial relevance to Africa, and to 
South Africa’s place both continentally and globally;
to strengthen ties with similar institutions, scholars and 
practitioners locally and abroad.

The Centre offers majors in i) Media & Writing and in 
ii) film & Television Studies. In addition, we offer, on 
competitive entry during the second year, five options 
for a programme in film and Media Production, 
with choices between screen production, radio, 
screenwriting, print journalism and interactive media.

We offer Honours, MA and PhD level degrees in film 
and television studies, media theory and practice and in 
rhetoric. We also offer interdisciplinary Honours and MA 
level degree programmes in political communication.

The staff of the Centre  engage in a wide variety of 
exciting formal and creative research in, for example, 
African and South African cinema, radio in South Africa, 
audience analysis, political communication, rhetoric 
studies, youth culture, new approaches to film history, 
film and identity, adaptation theory and practice, 
screenwriting and video gaming. 

Centre Statistics 

Permanent Staff

Distinguished Professor 1
Professor 1
Associate Professors 3
Senior lecturers 6
lecturers 5
Technical staff 1
Administrative staff 4
Total 21

Students (by course registration)

Doctoral 23
Master’s 136
Honours 302
Undergraduate 2336
Total 2797

Research Fields and Staff

Dr TANJA BoSCH 
radio, democracy and identity in South Africa; youth, 
citizenship and new media; media and social change; 
social media and politics; qualitative research methods

ASSoCIATe ProfeSSor MArTIN BoTHA 
South African cinema, cinema and marginality, 
the representation of gays/lesbians in cinema,  
Queer Theory.

Dr WAllACe CHUMA 
Contemporary journalism and the public sphere, critical 
political economy of media, media policy and regulation, 
and media and political transition in Southern Africa.

Dr MArTHA eVANS
Media events and the coming of television to South 
Africa, media and national identity, the TrC as a South 
African media event.

ProfeSSor IAN gleNN 
Media in the new South Africa, Afropessimism, political 
communication, wildlife documentaries.  

ASSoCIATe ProfeSSor ADAM HAUPT 
youth and media, theories of empire and film, 
intellectual property, racial identity politics, gender and 
representation, counter-culture.

roN IrWIN
Brand management, narratology, online/offline feature 
writing, creative writing, literary theory, topics in  
film theory.  

ASSoCIATe ProfeSSor leSley MArX
African Cinema, British cinema, American Studies, the 
interface between American and South African history 
and culture, topics in film theory, genre and adaptation.

Dr MUSAWeNkoSI NDloVU 
Political marketing, youth and news media, media and 
the public sphere  and international communication.

Dr IAN-MAlColM rIJSDIJk
film and history, South Africa on screen, Terrence 
Malick, environment and film.

DISTINgUISHeD ProfeSSor PHIlIPPe-JoSePH SAlAzAr 
Multi-disciplinary research in public rhetoric, deliberative 
democracy and argumentative culture.

Dr IBrAHIM SAleH
Political communication and national development; 
sociology of media during political transitions; new 
media governance, multiculturalism; media literacy 
and education; journalism research and education; 
politics of climate change; crisis communication and 
interdisciplinary media and political transformation in 
emerging markets; Director and coordinator in Africa 
and Middle east: Media and Climate Change at Crossing 
roads in collaboration with University of Bergen, 
Norway; fellow: African Climate and Development 
Initiative (ACDI); Director and Coordinator in Africa and 
Middle east: Network of the Journalistic Performance 
role Around the globe; Coordinator in egypt and South 
Africa: MediaClimate – a Transnational research Project. 

Dr AleXIA SMIT
Affect and visceral displays of the body on contemporary 
British and American television. Television aesthetics 
across a range of television genres and formats. 

Dr MArIoN WAlToN 
literacy and access to technology in South Africa, and 
on developing semiotic models that can explain user 
experience of computer games and the Web.

Contact Details

Postal address: Centre for film and Media Studies, Arts 
Building room 204, University Avenue, rondebosch, 
7701
Tel: +27 21 650 3373
fax: +27 21 650 4828
Web: http://www.cfms.uct.ac.za
UCT general enquiries: +27 21 650 9111
UCT web: http://www.uct.ac.za 

Centre for 
Rhetoric Studies
 
Director: Philippe-Joseph Salazar, 
Distinguished Professor of Rhetoric
URC Post-doctoral Fellow: Dr Sergio 
Alloggio
  
Centre Profile

The Centre was founded in 1995, as an academic 
response to the establishment of democracy in 
South Africa, and in the wake of a large international 
conference on “Persuasion and Power” held in 
July 1994. The Centre is unique on the Continent 
and concerns itself with multi-disciplinary research 
in public rhetoric, deliberative democracy and 
argumentative culture. Its pioneering role is 
recognized by the International Encyclopedia of 
Communication (Blackwell, 2008).
 
The Centre was awarded a 5-year endowment from 
the A W Mellon foundation to support its graduate 
recruitment (Mellon-UCT Scholarships in rhetoric 
Studies).

A detailed description of the Centre’s research activities 
and publications (including the African Yearbook of 
Rhetoric) can be found on its dedicated Website: www.
rhetoricafrica.org

Research output

Edited books

Salazar, Ph.-J. (eds) 2013. rhetoric in South America. 
224pp. Cape Town: Africa rhetoric Publishing. ISBN 
978-0-620-56678-0.

Chapters in books

glenn, I.e. 2013. Spotting the leopard: fieldwork, 
science and leopard behaviour. In lesley green (eds), 
Contested ecologies: Dialogues in the South on Nature 
and knowledge, pp. 227-242. Cape Town: HSrC Press. 
ISBN 978-0-7969-2428-5.

Ndlovu, M.W. 2013. Marketing politics to generation X. 
In gouliamos k, Theocharous A and Newman B (eds), 
Political Marketing: Strategic Campaign Culture, pp. 97-
113. New york: routledge Journals, Taylor & francis ltd. 
ISBN 978-0-415-8446-7.

Salazar, Ph.-J. 2013. gazing at paintings and the 
evocation of life. In Ivo Strecker and Markus Verne 
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(eds), Astonishment and evocation, pp. 27-40. New 
york: Berghahn Books Inc. ISBN 978-0-85745-935-0.

Saleh, I. 2013. ‘Convergence culture’ and youth activism 
in egypt: new social movements on the block. In Ulla 
Carlsson and Sherri Hope Culver (eds), Media and 
Information literacy and Intercultural Dialogue, pp. 
201-214. Sweden: The International Clearinghouse on 
Children, youth and Media. ISBN 978-91-86523-64-0.

Saleh, I. 2013. School literacy in South Africa: emerging 
literacy and hidden curricula. In Ulla Carlsson and Sherri 
Hope Culver (eds), Media and Information literacy 
and Intercultural Dialogue, pp. 355-367. Sweden: The 
International Clearinghouse on Children, youth and 
Media. ISBN 978-91-86523-64-0.

Saleh, I. 2012. The Arabic imperative in IMACr. In Aimee 
Vega Montiel (eds), Communication and Human rights, 
pp. 63-67. Mexico: Universidad Nacional Autonoma de 
Mexico. ISBN 978-607-02-2820-9.

Saleh, I. 2013. Wikileaks and the Arab Spring: the 
twists and turns of media, culture and power. In 
Benedetta Brevini, Arne Hintz and Patrick McCurdy 
(eds), Beyond Wikileaks: Implications for the future of 
Communications, Journalism and Society, pp. 236-244. 
Uk: Palgrave Macmillan. ISBN 978-1-137-27573-8.

Saleh, I. 2013. Understanding the minds, problems 
and aspirations: An untold story about the egyptian 
dilemma. African Journal of Political Science and 
International relations, 7(4): 172-181.

Saleh, I. 2013. 365 Days of Muslim Brotherhood in egypt: 
Contesting Media, Activism, & Power. CoSMoPolIS: A 
review of Cosmopolitics  revue de cosmopolitique, 
3(4): 53-71.

Articles in peer-reviewed journals 

Alloggio, S. and Thomas, k. 2013. editorial: resisting 
the lure of deferral: realising the South African National 
Development Plan. Social Dynamics-A Journal of the 
Centre for African Studies University of Cape Town, 
39(1): 108-110.

Barker, k., Connolly, S. and Angelone, C. 2013. Creating 
a brighter future in rwanda through entertainment 
education. Critical Arts: South North Cultural and 
Media Studies, 27(1): 75-90.

Bosch, T. 2013. youth, facebook and politics in South 
Africa. Journal of African Media Studies, 5(2): 119-130.

Botha, M. 2013. The journeys of the marginalised: the 
cinema of Darrell James roodt. kinema, A Journal for 
film and Audiovisual Media, 39(Spring): 5-22.

Botha, M. 2013. The representation of gays and lesbians 
in South African cinema 1985-2013. kinema, A Journal 
for film and Audiovisual Media, 40: 63-80.

Haupt, A. 2013. Citizenship without representation? 
Blackface, misogyny and parody in die antwoord, lup fiasco 
and Angel Haze. Communicatio: South African Journal for 
Communication Theory and research, 39(4): 466-482.

Hyde-Clarke, N. and Walton, M.N. 2013. Introduction: 
African media and politics. Journal of African Media 
Studies, 5(2): 115-118.

Ndlovu, M.W. and Mbenga, C. 2013. facebook, the 
public sphere and political youth leagues in South 
Africa. Journal of African Media Studies, 5(2): 169-186.

Salazar, Ph.-J. 2013. Chine Ancienne, Chine Nouvelle: 
engramees rhetoriques. Cosmopolis: A review of 
Cosmopolitics, 6: 101-103.

Salazar, Ph.-J. 2013. reflexions rhetoriques sur 
la presidence americaine, et sur sa vertu fatale. 
Cosmopolis: A review of Cosmopolitics, 3: 147-157.

Salazar, Ph.-J. 2013. rhetoric as epistemology of 
resistance. Journal for studies in Humanities and Social 
Sciences, 2(2): 174-181.

Saleh, I. and Barkho, l.B. 2013. Towards a praxis-based 
media research. Journal of applied journalism & Media 
Studies, 2(1): 3-18.

Smit, A.J. 2013. Visual effects and visceral affect: ‘Tele-
affectivity’ and the intensified intimacy of contemporary 
television. Critical studies in television: The International 
Journal of Television Studies, 8(3): 92-107.

Walton, M.N. and leukes, P. 2013. Prepaid social media 
and mobile discourse in South Africa. Journal of African 
Media Studies, 5(2): 149-167.

Walton, M.N. and rivera-Sanchez, M. 2013. Making 
sense of life’s transitions: mobile phones and the 
creation of alternative spaces by South African youths. 
Journal of Creative Communications, 8(2&3): 177-191.

Peer-reviewed published conference 
proceedings

Donner, J. and Walton, M.N. 2013. your phone has 
internet - why are you at a library PC? re-emerging 
public access in the mobile internet era. In Paul kotze, 
gary Marsden, gitte lindgaard, Janet Wesson and 
Marco Winckler (eds), Proceedings of 14th IfIP TC 
International Conference, Cape Town, South Africa, 
2-6 September 2013. New york: Springer Heidelberg 
Dordrecht. ISBN 978-3-642-40482-5.

Noakes, T., Czerniewicz, l. and Brown, C. 2013. 
Students as creative producers. In eunice Ivala (eds), 
Proceedings of the 8th International Conference on 
e-learning, 27-28 June 2013, Cape Peninsula University 
of Technology. United kingdom: Academic Conferences 
and Publishing International limited reading (Uk). ISBN 
978-1-909507-28-9.

Creative writing

Poems published in anthologies

evans, M.J. 2013. High noon.  In Michael king (ed.), 
New Contrast South African literary Journal, p. 19. 
Cape Town: South African literary Journal ltd.

Centre for Social 
Science Research 
(CSSR)
Director: Professor Jeremy Seekings

Centre Profile

The Centre for Social Science research (CSSr) is an 
interdisciplinary research centre at the University of 
Cape Town dedicated to conducting and building 
capacity for systematic, evidence based, policy-relevant, 
replicable social science research in South Africa, the 
region, and across Africa.

In 2013, the CSSr consisted of a small Directorate, three 
research units, and additional individual personnel and 
small projects. The research units were the AIDS and 
Society research Unit (ASrU); Democracy in Africa 
research Unit (DArU); and the Sustainable Societies 
(research) Unit (SSU).  All permanent academic staff in 
the Centre have departmental appointments also.

Methodologically, CSSr research is empirical, but 
problem-driven. While we utilize both quantitative and 
qualitative strategies of data collection, our work is 
always based on systematic research designs with clear 
conceptualization of variables and transparent rules of 
operationalising variables, selecting cases and collecting 
and analyzing data analysis (in contrast to ad hoc fact 
collection or narrative description). After a reasonable 
period, collected data are turned into public access data 
sets. CSSr projects are usually team-oriented, bringing 
together multiple local and international researchers, 
and offering post-graduate students significant 
opportunities for hands-on training by involving them 

in all stages of projects. research findings are presented 
and discussed at regular weekly seminars and published 
as CSSr Working Papers. Substantively, the CSSr 
conducts research in the broad areas of globalization, 
industrialization, democratization, development, 
poverty and public health. 

AIDS and Society Research Unit (ASRU) 
The AIDS and Society research Unit (ASrU) supports 
research into the social and economic dimensions of 
AIDS in South and Southern Africa. Special emphasis is 
placed on exploring the interface between qualitative 
and quantitative research. focus areas include: AIDS 
policy in South Africa, AIDS-stigma, sexual relationships 
in the age of AIDS, social and economic factors driving 
HIV infection, disclosure (of HIV-status to others), 
the interface between traditional medicine and 
biomedicine, the international treatment rollout, global 
health citizenship, the international treatment rollout, 
global health citizenship and leadership, AIDS treatment 
activism and the impact of providing antiretroviral 
treatment on individuals and households. 

Democracy in Africa Research Unit (DARU) 
DArU supports students and scholars who conduct 
systematic research in the following four areas: 
public opinion and political culture in Africa and its 
role in democratization and consolidation; elections 
and voting in Africa; the development of legislative 
institutions; and the impact of the HIV/AIDS pandemic 
on democratization in southern Africa. DArU has also 
developed close working relationships with projects 
such as the Afrobarometer (a cross-national survey 
of public opinion in fifteen African countries) and the 
Comparative National elections Project, which conducts 
post-election surveys over twenty countries across the 
world. 

Sustainable Societies (Research) Unit (SSU) 
explores the social and institutional dimensions of 
economic development and the interaction between 
human society and the natural world. focus areas 
include: winners and losers in South African economic 
growth and the interplay between ecological and 
economic concerns. The SSU was previously known as 
the Social Surveys Unit and still works on a number of 
survey projects, including the Cape Area Panel Study.

Centre Statistics

Professors, associate professors and lecturers, 
with departmental appointments

7

research and Contract Staff 4
Administration and Clerical Staff 5
Total 16
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Research fields and staff

ProfeSSor roBerT MATTeS (AlSo IN THe 
DePArTMeNT of PolITICAl STUDIeS) 
Director of Democracy in Africa research Unit; public 
opinion; democratisation; electoral behaviour; social 
identity; legislatures; survey research

ProfeSSor NIColI NATTrASS (AlSo IN THe SCHool 
of eCoNoMICS)
Director of the AIDS and Society research Unit; AIDS; 
unemployment; inequality; social and economic policy; 
AIDS policy, AIDS denialism; AIDS conspiracy theory, 
defending HIV science

ProfeSSor JereMy SeekINgS (AlSo IN THe 
DePArTMeNT of SoCIology)
Director of CSSr; political sociology (race and class; 
social attitudes, voting behaviour and political protest); 
comparative politics and political economy of public 
policy (especially education and welfare policy); 
democratic theory

ASSoCIATe ProfeSSor rAJeN goVeNDer (AlSo IN 
THe DePArTMeNT of SoCIology)
Political behaviour, political deviance and political 
activism; welfare economics and the capability 
approach; household poverty dynamics; applied 
fiscal impact assessment; research methodology and 
advanced quantitative methods

Dr BeATrICe CoNrADIe (AlSo IN THe SCHool of 
eCoNoMICS)
Director of Sustainable Societies Unit; biodiversity and 
predators; farm labour markets; women in agriculture; 
wine industry mechanisation; irrigation farming; 
sustainability issues and environmental certification

Dr eleNA Moore (AlSo IN THe DePArTMeNT of 
SoCIology)
Sociology of the family, family policy, gender and 
intimacy, intergenerational relations, feminist theories, 
biographical research methods.

Dr PeDro Wolf (AlSo IN THe DePArTMeNT of 
PSyCHology)
evolutionary psychology

Dr elIzABeTH gUMMerSoN
Post-doctoral research fellow: Demography and 
public policy (class, race, gender and policy effects on 
mortality and morbidity) poverty/inequality policies and 
their effect on health and wellbeing; education and 
health behaviour.

Dr keVIN oNeIl
Post-doctoral research fellow; International migration; 
migration and development; immigrant integration; 

migration policy; xenophobia; education and support 
for democracy.

Dr ColleTTe SCHUlz-HerzeNBerg
Post-doctoral research fellow: elections, public opinion 
and voter behaviour; politics, groups and identity; party 
politics; democratization theory; legislative studies; 
corruption and governance.

Mr NATHAN geffeN
Manager, groundUp: HIV and TB science and human 
rights, epidemiology particularly agent-based simulation 
of epidemics, parallel computer algorithms.

Contact Details

Postal address: Centre for Social Science research, 
University of Cape Town, Private Bag, rondebosch, 
7701
Tel: +27 21 650 4656
fax: +27 21 650 4657
Web: http://www.cssr.uct.ac.za
UCT general enquiries: +27 21 650 9111
UCT web: http://www.uct.ac.za 

Research Output

Chapters in books

Alfaro-Velcamp, T. 2013. from Uncle Mustafa to 
Auntie rana: Journeys to Mexico, United States, and 
lebanon. In Alan M. kraut (eds), ethnic Historians and 
the Mainstream: Shaping America’s Immigration Story, 
pp. 175-188. David A. gerber. New Brunswick: rutgers 
University Press. ISBN 9780813562247.

Hodes, r. 2013. “you know What a Bad Person you 
Are?” HIV, Abortion, and reproductive Health Care 
for Women in South Africa. In raymond A. Smith (ed), 
global HIV/AIDS politics, policy, and activism: Persistent 
challenges and emerging issues: Vol. 2. Policy and 
policymaking, pp. 232-252. Santa Barbara: Praeger. 
ISBN 978-0313399459.

oberth, g. and Tucker, P. 2013. Count Us In the Need 
for More Comprehensive global Data on HIV/AIDS 
Prevention, Testing, and knowledge among lgBT 
Populations. In raymond A. Smith (eds), global HIV/
AIDS Politics, Policy, and Activism, pp. 43-67. Santa 
Barbara: Praeger. ISBN 978-0-313-39945-9.

Schollar, e. 2013. The learning for living Project: a 
book-based approach to learning of language in South 
African primary schools. In yusuf Sayed, Anil kanjee 
and Mokubung Nkomo (eds), The search for quality 
education in post-apartheid South Africa, pp. 237-256. 

Cape Town, South Africa: HSrC Press. ISBN 978-0-
7969-2407-0.

Articles in peer-reviewed journals 

geffen, N. 2013. World Health organization guidelines 
should not change the CD4 count threshold for 
antiretroviral therapy initiation. Southern African 
Journal of HIV medicine, 14(1): 6-7.

gummerson, e. and Schneider, D. 2013. eat, drink, 
man, woman: gender, income share and household 
expenditure in South Africa. Social forces, 91(3): 813-
836.

gummerson, e. 2013. Have the educated changed HIV 
risk behaviours more in Africa? African Journal of AIDS 
research, 12(3): 161-172.

gummerson, e., Maughan-Brown, B. and 
Venkataramani, A.S. 2013. Who is taking up voluntary 
medical male circumcision? early evidence from 
Tanzania. AIDS, 27(16): 2657-2659.

Jury, C. and Nattrass, N.J. 2013. Parental presence 
within households and the impact of antiretroviral 
therapy in khayelitsha, Cape Town. Southern African 
Journal of HIV medicine, 14(2): 70-74.

Shenga, C. 2013. enhancing executive -legislative 
Accountability in Mozambique. Africa Peace and 
Conflict journal, 1(1): 73-80.

Wienand, A. 2013. David goldblatt: in the time of AIDS. 
De Arte, 87: 7-21.

South African College 
of Music
Director: Dr Morné Bezuidenhout

College Profile

The South African College of Music pursues a wide 
range of musical activities. Besides musicology music 
education, music technology and composition, there 
is a strong instrumental and vocal tradition in the 
classical field, as well as a very active jazz department 
and a flourishing opera school. ethnomusicology and 
practical African music studies are an important part of 
the department’s programme.

College Statistics

Permanent staff
   

Professors 3
Associate Professors 11
Senior lecturers 7
lecturers 6
Technical Support 2
Departmental Assistants 3
Administrative Staff 4
Total 36

Honorary staff

emeritus Professor 3

Students

Doctoral 12
Master’s 17
Honours 12
Undergraduate 283
Pg Diploma 24
Total 348

Research Fields and Staff 

ProfeSSor HeNDrIk HofMeyr
Composition; orchestration; music theory and analysis

ProfeSSor kAMAl kHAN
opera
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ProfeSSor MICHAel roSSI
Jazz: performance (woodwinds); composition; improvi-
sation, history

ASSoCIATe ProfeSSor fArIDA BACHAroVA
Violin performance; chamber music; orchestral studies; 
professional orchestral musician

ASSoCIATe ProfeSSor MIke CAMPBell
Composition and arrangement for jazz ensemble, stage 
band & symphony orchestra; big band jazz performance; 
electric bass

ASSoCIATe ProfeSSor VIrgINIA DAVIDS
Vocal performance (specialised in Verdi)

ASSoCIATe ProfeSSor frANCoIS DU ToIT
Piano performance; chamber music; accompanying; 
recording

ASSoCIATe ProfeSSor SIDWIl HArTMAN
Vocal performance in oratorio opera, especially Puccini, 
Verdi and contemporary composers.

ASSoCIATe ProfeSSor ANrI HerBST
Music education; intercultural musicology; neuro-
musicology

ASSoCIATe ProfeSSor frANklIN lArey
Piano performance; accompanying; chamber music

ASSoCIATe ProfeSSor BrAD lIeBl
Vocal performance (opera and lieder), especially 
contemporary and rarely performed repertoire and 
composers.

ASSoCIATe ProfeSSor ANDreW lIlley
Jazz: theory; performance; ensemble; improvisation; 
contemporary music practice

ASSoCIATe ProfeSSor reBekkA SANDMeIer
opera and oratorio; music of the 15th, 19th and 20th 
century; historically informed performance

ASSoCIATe ProfeSSor AlBIe VAN SCHAlkWyk
Piano performance; chamber music; art song accom-
paniment and interpretation
 
Mr DArryl ANDreWS
Jazz guitar performance; composition; arrangement; 
ensemble; theory 

Dr MorNÉ BezUIDeNHoUT 
Plainchant and liturgy

Dr SylVIA BrUINDerS
ethnomusicological theory and methodology; African 
and African diasporic music; musical practices and 
social history of the Western Cape

Mr THeo HerBST
Theoretical research: music technology; signal 
processing methods applied in musical analysis; applied 
research: composition; technology-based solutions for 
creative challenges

Mr MICHAel NIXoN
ethnomusicology theory; music in popular culture; 
music of sub-Saharan Africa; music and society in South 
Asia; music and society in southern Africa

Mr DIzU PlAATJIeS
African music performance (specialised in the 
performance of indigenous music of the eastern and 
Western Cape)

Dr MArTIN WATT
Composition; orchestration; music theory and analysis

Mr JAMeS grACe
Classical guitar performance; chamber music

Mr WIllIAM HAUBrICH
Brass studies

Mr JASoN reoloN
Jazz piano; performance; composition; recording

MS BeCky STelTzNer
Woodwinds, and particularly clarinets, in South African 
history and South African collections; copyright vs. 
public domain in sheet music and developing syllabi for 
disadvantaged communities; repertoire development in 
the woodwind and chamber music fields

MS AMANDA TIffIN
Jazz vocal performance; composition; arrangement, 
especially contemporary and jazz vocal arranging 

Mr PATrICk TIkolo
Vocal studies

Research Output

Chapters in books

Bruinders, S.r. 2013. Soldiers of god: the spectacular 
musical ministry of the Christmas bands in the Western 
Cape, South Africa. In Suzel reily & katherine Brucher 
(eds), Brass Bands of the World: Militarism, Colonial 
legacies, and local Music Making, pp. 139-154. 
london: Ashgate Publishing. ISBN 978-1-4094-4422-0.

Encyclopaedia entries

Sandmeier, r. 2013. “Dunstable, John”. In lexikon der 
kirchenmusik: vol 1. germany: laaber-Verlag. ISBN 978-
3-89007-696.

Sandmeier, r. 2013. “Purcell, Henry”. In lexikon der 
kirchenmusik: Vol 2. 2013. germany: laaber-Verlag. 
ISBN 978-3-89007-696.

Sandmeier, r. 2013. “fayrfax, John”. In lexikon der 
kirchenmusik: vol 1. germany: laaber-Verlag. ISBN 978-
3-89007-696.

Sandmeier, r. 2013. “old Hall Manuscript”. In lexikon 
der kirchenmusik: vol 2. germany: laaber-Verlag. ISBN 
978-3-89007-696.

Sandmeier, r. 2013. “Power, lionel”. In lexikon der 
kirchenmusik: vol 2. germany: laaber-Verlag. ISBN 
978-3-89007-696.

Sandmeier, r. 2013. “Britten, Benjamin”. In lexikon der 
kirchenmusik: Volume 1. germany: laaber-Verlag. ISBN 
978-3-89007-696.

Sandmeier, r. 2013. “Dublin”. In lexikon der 
kirchenmusik: 1. germany: laaber-Verlag. ISBN 978-3-
89007-696.

Articles in peer-reviewed journals 

Herbst, A.C. 2013. editorial - Spreading words and 
tones: journaling a journey. Journal of the musical arts 
in Africa, 10(1): viii-xi.

Creative works

Arrangements

Andrews, D.I. 2013. A Cry, A Smile, A Dance. requested 
by SACM Jazz ensembles. 17-piece Jazz band and 
vocalist. 6 min.

Andrews, D.I. 2013. Cute. requested by SACM Jazz 
ensembles. 2 trumpets, tenor saxophone, trombone, 
guitar, piano. 7 min.

Andrews, D.I. 2013. greased lightning. Commissioned 
by Bergvliet High School. 17-piece Jazz band and 
vocalists. 7 min.

Andrews, D.I. 2013. lady Bird. requested by SACM 
Jazz ensembles. Trumpets, tenor saxophone, trombone, 
guitar, piano. 5 min.

Andrews, D.I. 2013. recipe for love. requested by Delft 
Big Band. 17-piece Jazz band and vocalist. 4 min.

Andrews, D.I. 2013. Seven Steps to Heaven. requested 
by SACM Jazz ensembles.    2 trumpets, tenor 
saxophone, trombone, guitar, piano. 6 min.

Andrews, D.I. 2013. So What. requested by SACM Jazz 
ensembles. Trumpets, tenor saxophone, trombone, 
guitar, piano. 6 min.

Campbell, M.I. 2013. living years. requested to Africa 
Centre for HIV Aids research. Symphony orchestra, 
rhythm section, choir & soloist. 4 min.

Campbell, M.I. 2013. When you Believe. requested 
by Africa Centre for HIV Aids research. Symphony 
orchestra, rhythm section, choir & soloist. 4 min.

grace, J. 2013. Chaconne, Violin Partita No. 2 in D 
minor BWV 1004 (JS Bach). guitar. 15 min.

Haubrich, W. 2013. Dirge. requested by feya faku. Big 
band. 4 min.

Haubrich, W. 2013. Hymn for All. requested by feya 
faku. Big band. 5 min.

Haubrich, W. 2013. le-Ngoma. requested by feya 
faku. Big band. 4 min.

Haubrich, W. 2013. Peddies Place. requested by feya 
faku. Big band. 4 min.

Haubrich, W. 2013. zion. requested by feya faku. Big 
band. 5 min.

Hofmeyr, H.P. 2013. 2 Chorales. Commissioned by 
the South African Society of Church organists. Mixed 
choir. 2 min.

Hofmeyr, H.P. 2013. Die Spokewals. Commissioned by 
the oSM Camerata. Chamber orchestra. 4 min.

Hofmeyr, H.P. 2013. en skielik is dit aand  5 poems 
of Wilhelm knobel. requested by the ATkV for the 
finals of the Musicanto National Singing Competition. 
Medium voice, orchestra. 13 min.

Hofmeyr, H.P. 2013. Jankemalanke langklaasfranke. 
requested by Pretoria Afrikaans Boys High School 
Choir. TTTTBBBB. 3 min.

Hofmeyr, H.P. 2013. kaljanner kaljanner. requested by 
Pretoria Afrikaans Boys High School Choir. TTBB. 3 min.

Hofmeyr, H.P. 2013. Pie Jesu. requested by golda 
Schultz. High voice, piano. 3 min.

reolon, J. 2013. fever. Piano, double bass, drums, 
saxophone, vocals, percussion.    4 min. 

reolon, J. 2013. Moonpool. Piano, double bass, drums, 
saxophone, trumpet. 7min.
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reolon, J. 2013. oracle oriah. Hammond organ, fender 
rhodes, effects, electric bass. 7 min.

reolon, J. 2013. oriah. Piano, double bass, drums, 
saxophone, trumpet. 6 min. 

reolon, J. 2013. The ledge. Piano, double bass, drums, 
saxophone, trumpet. 4 min.

reolon, J. 2013. Windmills of your Mind. Piano, electric 
bass, drums, flugelhorn, cello. 5 min. 

Sandmeier, r. 2013. Shades of grey. requested by 
gIPCA; Infecting the City festival. 8 singers, organ, 2 
speakers. 30 min.

Tiffin, A.J. 2013. Ancestors (lindie lila). 5-part vocal 
ensemble, flute, percussion, programmed. 6 min.

Tiffin, A.J. 2013. Dolphins Cry (lindie lila). 5-part vocal 
ensemble, bhansuri flute, percussion. 6 min.

Tiffin, A.J. 2013. earth My Body (traditional). 5-part 
vocal ensemble, string quartet, percussion. 4 min.

Tiffin, A.J. 2013. Habibi (lindie lila). 6-part vocal 
ensemble, 8-piece string ensemble, ou. 4 min.

Tiffin, A.J. 2013. Magic (lindie lila). 4-part vocal 
ensemble, 8-piece string ensemble, ac. 5 min.

Tiffin, A.J. 2013. Makhosi (lindie lila). 6-part Vocal 
ensemble, flute, percussion, programmed. 10 min.

Tiffin, A.J. and Weir, g. 2013. Melantho and a cappella 
opera (graham Weir). Cape Town opera. opera chorus, 
soloists, 4-part mixed vocal. 130 min.

Tiffin, A.J. 2013. Moondance (lindie lila). 4-part Vocal 
ensemble, oud, percussion, programmed. 5 min.

Tiffin, A.J. 2013. Mother of Darkness (lindie lila). 
Commissioned by lindie lila. 6-part vocal ensemble, 
cello, percussion, programmed. 5 min.

Tiffin, A.J. 2013. Motherland (lindie lila). Commissioned 
by lindie lila. 5-part vocal ensemble, acoustic guitar, 
mbira, per. 6 min.

Tiffin, A.J. 2013. Nomalanga (Caiphus Semenya). Choir. 
4 min.

Tiffin, A.J. 2013. oya (lindie lila). Commissioned 
by lindie lila. 5-part vocal ensemble, oud, kalimba, 
percussion. 5 min.

Tiffin, A.J. 2013. Spirit of the ocean (lindie lila). 
Commissioned by lindie lila. 5-part vocal ensemble, 
percussion, programmed ba. 7 min.

Tiffin, A.J. 2013. yemaya (traditional/additional melody 
lindie lila). Commissioned by lindie lila. 6-part vocal 
ensemble, mbira, percussion, programmed. 6 min.

Compositions

Andrews, D.I. 2013. Convocation Theme. Commissioned 
by Aga khan University, karachi, Pakistan. Symphony 
orchestra. 4 min.

Campbell, M.I. 2013. UNISA sight-reading examination 
pieces for grades 1-8. Commissioned by UNISA. 
Trombone (16 pieces), saxophone (16 pieces). 92 pieces 
at average 30 sec. each = 46 min.

Haubrich, W. 2013. Trumpet Descants for Common 
Hymns. Commissioned by Willian Haubrich. Trumpet, 
organ, choir. 7 min.

Hofmeyr, H.P. 2013. Concerto for Bassoon and 
orchestra (1st movement). requested by Paul rodgers. 
Bassoon, orchestra. 9 min.

Hofmeyr, H.P. 2013. Des ténèbres. Commissioned by 
the Huguenot foundation of South Africa. orchestra. 
10 min.  

Hofmeyr, H.P. 2013. Die skaduwee van die son. 6 
poems of lina Spies. Commissioned by the Woordfees 
in celebration of lina Spies’s 75th birthday. Medium 
voice, piano. 12 min.

Hofmeyr, H.P. 2013. orithyia and the North Wind. 
Commissioned by SAMro foundation for the UNISA 
International Wind Competition 2014. flute. 4 min.

Hofmeyr, H.P. 2013. Sonata for Cello and Piano. 
requested by Berthine van Schoor. Cello, piano. 24 min.

Hofmeyr, H.P. 2013. Two Chorale Preludes. 
Commissioned by the South African Society of Church 
organists. organ. 2 min. 

reolon, J. 2013. Arrested. Piano, double bass, drums, 
saxophone, trumpet. 8 min.

reolon, J. 2013. garrtjie. Hammond organ, fender 
rhodes, effects, electric bass.       9 min.

reolon, J. 2013. gospel fM. Hammond organ, fender 
rhodes, effects, electric bass. 9 min.

reolon, J. 2013. Headport. Hammond organ, fender 
rhodes, effects, electric bass.    8 min.

reolon, J. 2013. Hereish vs Thereish. Hammond organ, 
fender rhodes, effects, electric bass. 4 min.

reolon, J. 2013. Message from the elders. Piano, double 
bass, drums, saxophone, trumpet. 6 min.

reolon, J. 2013. Mirror Mirror (a) Acoustic (b) electric 
piano, double bass, drums, saxophone, trumpet. (a) 9 
min (b) 9 min.

reolon, J. 2013. New Moon. Piano, electric bass, drums, 
flugelhorn, vocals. 4 min.

reolon, J. 2013. Not far from Here. Piano, double bass, 
drums, saxophone. 10 min.

reolon, J. 2013. ode to Nick. Piano, double bass, drums, 
saxophone, trumpet. 8 min.

reolon, J. 2013. outline. Double bass, drums, trumpet, 
saxophone. 17 min.

reolon, J. 2013. rhyming game. Hammond organ, 
fender rhodes, effects, electric bass. 8 min.

reolon, J. 2013. Tortoise. Hammond organ, fender 
rhodes, effects, electric bass.      5 min.

reolon, J. 2013. Twilight express. Piano, double bass, 
drums, saxophone. 8 min.

reolon, J. 2013. Two Nights in a Day. Piano, double 
bass, drums, saxophone, trumpet. 8 min.

reolon, J. 2013. Walk of the Aardvark. Piano, double 
bass, drums, saxophone, trumpet. 7 min.

reolon, J. 2013. Wanna Be loved. Piano, fender rhodes, 
double bass, drums, saxophone. 4 min.

reolon, J. 2013. Wanted. Piano, double bass, drums, 
saxophone, trumpet. 4 min. 

reolon, J. 2013. Wayne on Mars. Piano, double bass, 
drums, saxophone, trumpet. 5 min.

reolon, J. 2013. Windfarm. Piano, double bass, drums, 
saxophone. 8 min.

rossi, M.J. 2013. k.g. Cape Town. Schott Music, Mainz, 
germany. ensemble mix.    10 min.

rossi, M.J. 2013. Scungiili. Schott Music, Mainz, 
germany. ensemble mix. 8 min.

rossi, M.J. 2013. The forty Club. Schott Music, Mainz, 
germany. ensemble mix. 8 min.

Tiffin, A.J. 2013. finding My Way. Jazz quartet, voice. 
4 min.

Tiffin, A.J. 2013. I Sing. Commissioned by germaine 
gamiet for the Bloom A Cappella festival. 4-part mixed 
choir. 3 min.

Tiffin, A.J. 2013. My own Song. Voice, piano, double 
bass. 3 min.

Tiffin, A.J. 2013. Welcoming the Day. Jazz quartet, 
voice. 5 min.

Watt, M. 2013. elegy. Clarinet. 6 min.

Watt, M. 2013. four Arie Antiche. Dedicated to Jacques le 
roux. High voice, flute, oboe, clarinet, horn, bass. 12 min.

Watt, M. 2013. four Nocturnes. Piano. 20 min.

Watt, M. 2013. four rilke Songs. Baritone, piano. 14 min.

Watt, M. 2013. Missa Baltica. Commissioned by The 
Southern African Music rights organisation (SAMro). 
SSAATTBB, SATB soloists. 25 min.

Watt, M. 2013. Solitude. oboe. 6 min.

Watt, M. and fazakas, g. 2013. Sonata for Solo flute. 
Dedicated to george fazakas. flute. 13 min.

Watt, M. 2013. Sounds of Visby. guitar. 8 min.

Watt, M. 2013. String Quartet No. 2. 2 violins, viola, 
cello. 20 min.

Watt, M. 2013. Three Sketches. Bassoon. 9 min.

Watt, M. 2013. Trio. oboe, viola, cello. 13 min.

Watt, M. 2013. Two Tableux for Vibraphone and 
Marimba. Commissioned by Duo foUrIVTwo. Marimba, 
vibraphone. 12 min.

Performances

rossi, M.J. 2013. Contrasts of Cape Town, Simba Samba, 
yearning, The forty Club, Buon giorno le Marche, 
k.g. Cape Town, Should I?, Night fright!, Scungilli. 
Mahogany room, Cape Town. 29 May. Composer. 100 
min. 

Andrews, D.I. 2013. glomus gala Concert. Makimura 
University Auditorium, Arusha, Tanzania. 21 January. 
Arranger, conductor. 8 min.
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Andrews, D.I. 2013. So What in Concert. The Crypt, St 
georges Cathedral, Cape Town. 12 october. Arranger, 
guitarist. 120 min.

Andrews, D.I. and Campbell, M.I. 2013. Nelson Mandela 
Celebrations. outside Stage, City Hall, Cape Town. 11 
December. guitarist. 30 min.

Andrews, D.I. 2013. The Phone Book Jazz Trio. Tino 
europa, roy Davids. The Crypt, St georges Cathedral, 
Cape Town. 25 November. Arranger, guitarist. 120 min.

Bacharova, f.A., di Blasio-Scott, l., lewin, M. and 
Moolman, J. 2013. kABA Music festival Concert. 
kABA Music festival, Port Alfred Music Society and 
grahamstown Cathedral, 16 & 18 January. Soloist/
chamber. 60 min.

Bacharova, f.A., goodwin, P., fourie, P. and Chernev, 
C. 2013. String Quartet No. 1 (Dvorak), Divertimento in 
D (Mozart), Tango (Mclean). Quartet of Peace Concert, 
fW De klerk foundation, Cape Town. 2 february. 
Soloist/chamber. 90 min.

Bacharova, f.A., goodwin, P., fourie, P. and Chernev, 
C. 2013. String Quartet No. 12 (Dvorak). SACM Staff 
Concert, Baxter Concert Hall, Cape Town. 19 february. 
Soloist/chamber. 20 min.

Bacharova, f.A., yampolsky, V. Avdeeva, y. and Cape 
Philharmonic orchestra. 2013. Symphonic Variations 
(franck), Piano Concerto No. 2 (Chopin), Symphonic 
Dances (rachmaninov). City Hall, Cape Town. 14 
february. leader. 120 min.

Bacharova, f.A., Mitas, f., Panteleev, M. and Cape 
Philharmonic orchestra. 2013. overture American in 
Paris (gershwin), Violin Concerto (Britten), Sinfonia 
Antarctica (Vaughan-Williams). City Hall, Cape Town. 
21 february. leader. 120 min.

Bacharova, f.A. 2013. Partita No. 2 (Bach). franschhoek 
Mountain Chamber Music, Chamber Concert Hall, 
franschhoek. 30 March. Soloist. 15 min.

Bacharova, f.A., kuchar, T., Chang, S. and Cape 
Philharmonic orchestra. 2013. Cape Philharmonic 
orchestra Concert: overture to The Italian girl in Algiers 
(rossini), Symphony No. 4 (Mendelsohn), finlandia 
(Sibelius). City Hall, Cape Town, 9 June. leader. 120 min.

Bacharova, f.A., Shinozaki, y., Pompa-Baldi, A. 
and Cape Philharmonic orchestra. 2013. Night on 
Bold Mountain (Mussorgsky), Piano Concerto No. 
1 (rachamaninov), firebird Suite (Stravinsky), Piano 
Concerto No. 2 (rachmaninov). City Hall, Cape Town. 
27 June. leader. 120 min.

Bacharova, f.A., Chernev, C., fourie, P. and goodwin, P. 
2013. String Quartet No. 2 (Watt). Watt More Concert, 
Baxter Concert Hall, Cape Town. 30 July. Soloist/
chamber. 60 min. first performance: 25 min.

Bacharova, f.A., Phillips, B., Howard, l. and Cape 
Philharmonic orchestra. 2013. Adagio for Strings 
(Barber), Piano Concerto No. 2 (Tchaikowsky), 
Symphony No. 3 (Saint-Saëns). City Hall, Cape Town. 1 
August. leader. 120 min.

Bacharova, f.A., Tien, A., Malan, P. and Cape 
Philharmonic orchestra. 2013. The Wood Dove 
(Dvorak), Piano Concerto No. 20 (Mozart), Symphony 
No. 3 (Brahms). City Hall, Cape Town. 8 August. leader. 
120 min.

Bacharova, f.A. and Bonnefoy, C. 2013. 18 au max - 
Creation Concert: Compositions (Carine Bonnefoy). 
Conservatoire National Superieur de Musique et de 
Dance de Paris, Paris-la Villette, france. 23 october. 
Soloist. 120 min.

Bacharova, f.A., Chernev, C. and fourie, P. 2013. Suite 
in D (Bach), Divertimento in f (Mozart), eine kleine 
Nachtmusik (Mozart), Adagio and Polka (Shostakovich). 
The elders Concert in honour of Desmond Tutu, 
Hohenort Cellars, Cape Town. 29 october. Soloist/
chamber. 60 min.

Bacharova, f.A., So, P., lee, y. and Cape Philharmonic 
orchestra. 2013. le roi lear (Berlioz), Scottish fantasy 
(Bruch), Symphony No. 6 (glazunov). Cape Philharmonic 
orchestra. City Hall, Cape Town. 7 November. leader. 
120 min.

Bacharova, f.A. and gueller, B. 2013. Wagner-Verdi 
opera gala Celebration Concert. Cape Philharmonic 
orchestra. City Hall, Cape Town. 28 November. leader. 
120 min.

Campbell, M.I., rossi, M.J. and Andrews, D.I. 2013. 
Symphonic groove. Baxter Concert Hall, Cape Town. 
16 March. Arranger, conductor. 90 min.

Campbell, M.I. 2013. SA Artists for Aids Awareness. 
Africa Centre for HIV Aids research. Artscape Theatre, 
Cape Town 9 June. Arranger, conductor, keyboardist. 
120 min.

Campbell, M.I. and rossi, M.J. 2013. Mike Del ferro 
Quartet. Hilton Arts festival Hall, kzN. 13 September. 
Bassist. 45 min.

Du Toit, g.f. 2013. Solo recital. Partita No. 1 (Bach), 
Sonata in e-flat major (Haydn), Sonatas op. 27 No. 1 
and 2 (Beethoven). fish Hoek Music Society, fish Hoek 
Civic Centre. 8 february. Soloist. 70 min.

Du Toit, g.f. and kern, A. 2013. Various compositions 
and improvisations. Piano Duel, Darling Music festival, 
Darling. 9 february. Soloist. 60 min.

Du Toit, g.f. larey, f., Cock, r. and Cape Town 
Symphony Choir. 2013. Carmina Burana (orff). oude 
libertas Theatre, Stellenbosch. 23 & 24 february. Piano 
soloist. 45 min.

Du Toit, g.f. Johannesburg Philharmonic orchestra, 
2013. Piano Concerto No. 3 (Beethoven). linder 
Auditorium Johannesburg. 27 & 28 february. Soloist. 
30 min.

Du Toit, g.f. Cape Philharmonic orchestra, C.P.o. 2013. 
Piano Concerto No. 1 (Tchaikovsky). Cape Town City 
Hall, Cape Town. 6 June. Soloist. 45 min.

Du Toit, g.f. and Dias, J. 2013. Sonata op. 27 No. 1 
and Symphony No. 5 (Beethoven). Piano Duo recital, 
(a) Hermanus Civic Centre, Hermanus; (b) Tulbagh 
Museum, Tulbagh. (a) 15 June (1st performance); (b) 8 
September. Soloist. 60 min.

Du Toit, g.f. and Stapelberg, z. 2013. fraueliebe und 
-leben (Schumann), selection of Spanish songs. lieder 
recital for the klein karoo klassique, oudtshoorn 
Cathedral, oudtshoorn. 9 August. Piano accompanist. 
60 min.

Du Toit, g.f. 2013. Piano Concerto No. 3, op. 37 
(Beethoven). Ng kerk Welgemoed, Cape Town. 14 
September. Soloist. 30 min.

Du Toit, g.f. and Juritz, D. 2013. Cape Town Concert 
Series. Sonata (elgar), Sonata No. 2 in A major (Brahms) 
Three pieces by Szymanovsky. Baxter Theatre, Cape 
Town. 28 September. Pianist. 70 min.

Du Toit, g.f. and Martens, P. 2013. Duo concert with 
Peter Martens. Sonata in A major (Beethoven), Sonata 
for Violin and Piano (klatzow). St. Andrews Church, 
Cape Town. 13 october. Pianist. 40 min.

Du Toit, g.f. 2013. Solo recital. Prelude and fugue in 
D major (Bach-Busoni), Widmung (Schumann-liszt), 
Siciliana (Bach-kempf), Sonata in C# minor (Beethoven). 
Dutch reformed Church, franschhoek. 26 october. 
Soloist. 60 min.

Du Toit, g.f. Johannesburg Philharmonic orchestra, 
2013. Piano Concerto No. 2 (Tchaikovsky). linder 
Auditorium, Johannesburg. 30 & 31 october. Soloist. 
45 min.

grace, J. 2013. A Spanish Celebration. Johannesburg 
International Mozart festival. Villa Arcadia, 
Johannesburg. 1 february. Soloist. 60 min.

grace, J. 2013. Campanas del Alba (Sainz de la Maza). 
Baxter Concert Hall, Cape Town. 19 february. Soloist. 
5 min.

grace, J., rennie-Salonen, B., de Villiers, J., libertas 
Choir, Mallows, f., gerhard Niemand, and Amanda 
Strydom, 2013. Missa Criolla, Navidad Nuestra 
(ramirez).  oude libertas Amphitheatre, Stellenbosch. 
9-10 March. Accompanist. 75 min.

grace, J., Drakensberg Boys Choir, Chris Chameleon, 
Jonathan Crossley, Schalk Joubert, and riaan van 
rensburg, 2013. Missa Criolla (ramirez). Burger Saal, 
oudtshoorn, klein karoo National Arts festival. 2, 3, 4, 
6 April. Accompanist. 20 min.

grace, J. 2013. I love a guitar. Warehouse Theatre, 
Windhoek, Namibia. 20 April. Soloist. 70 min.

grace, J. and Stapelberg, z. 2013. Secret Songs. Die 
Bordienghuis, Wellington. 26 April. Accompanist. 60 
min.

grace, J., Jonathan Crossley, and Murphy, C. 2013. 
guitarras ramirez en Concierto. Hugo lambrechts 
Auditorium, Cape Town. 5 May. Soloist/accompanist. 
30 min.

grace, J., Cock, r. and Cape Town festival orchestra, 
2013. Adagio, Concerto de Aranjuez (rodrigo). Cape 
Town festival. 11-12 May. Soloist. 8 min.

grace, J., Horne, A. and kwazulu Natal Philharmonic 
orchestra, k.z.N.P.o. 2013. Adagio, Concerto 
de Aranjuez (rodrigo). royal Showgrounds, 
Pietermaritzburg.       26 May. Soloist. 8 min.

grace, J. and Stapelberg, z. 2013. Secret Songs. 
Warehouse Theatre, Windhoek, Namibia. 12 June. 
Accompanist. 60 min.

grace, J. 2013. A Spanish Celebration. Tatham Art 
gallery, Pietermaritzburg. 19 July. Soloist. 60 min.

grace, J. and rennie-Salonen, B. 2013. Sonata for 
flute and Continuo in e Major BWV 1035 (Bach), Il 
poeta e l’usignolo (Hofmeyr), Sonata for flute and 
guitar op. 205 (Castelnuovo-Tedesco), Suite Buenos 
Aires (Pujol). (a) Bouchard finlayson Cellar, Hermanus; 
(b) Clubhouse, Helderberg Music Society, Somerset 
West; (c) St Andrews Church, Cape Town ; (d) The 
Chapel, Hilton, Witness Hilton Arts festival. (a) 26 
July; (b) 28 July; (c) 6 September; (d) 14 September. 
Accompanist. 60 min.

grace, J. 2013. Secret Songs. kykNet konservatorium, 
North West University, Clover Aardklop Nasionale 
kunstefees. 24 September. Accompanist. 60 min.
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grace, J. and Stapelberg (Soprano), z. 2013. Canciones 
espaolas. fiago Theatre, knysna. 29 November. 
Accompanist. 60 min.

grace, J., Mallows, f., libertas Choir, rennie-Salonen, 
B., gerhard Niemand, Amanda Strydom and de Villiers, 
J. 2013. Missa Criolla, Navidad Nuestra (ramirez).  oude 
libertas Amphitheatre, Stellenbosch. 5, 7 December. 
Accompanist. 75 min.

Haubrich, W. and Hartman, S. 2013. Sammy Hartman 
ensemble. Pigalles restaurant. January to November. 
Trumpet, flugelhorn, trombone. 280 min for 5 
performances.

Haubrich, W., rossi, M.J. and Bass, D. 2013. Acid Bass. 
Mahogany room. 12 January, 12 May. Trombone. 360 
min, 180 min.

Haubrich, W. and robertson, g. 2013. kaleidoscope 
Jazz. kaleidoscope Church and Jazz Club. 1 february, 
March, 6 September. Trumpet, flugelhorn, trombone. 
240 min.

Haubrich, W., Blake, M., Thompson, D., Amon, P. and 
green, N. 2013. Solid Brass Quintet. Christ king Church, 
Claremont. 10 february. Trombone. 65 min.

Haubrich, W. 2013. SACM Staff Concert. Baxter Theatre. 
19 february. Trombone, trumpet, flugelhorn. 15 min.

Haubrich, W., reid, M. and Joffe, I. 2013. Playing with 
fire Jewish ensemble. Various venues. 24 february, 20 
July. Trombone. 180 min.

Haubrich, W., lazar, C. and Balubeta, S. 2013. kariba 
group. Various venues. 26 february, 14 March, 14 
August. flugelhorn. 540 min, 180 min.

Haubrich, W., rossi, M.J. and Vernick, g. 2013. Mike 
rossi Project. Various venues.  , 17 March, 29-30 May, 6 
September. Trombone. 900 min, 180 min.

Haubrich, W., Blake, M., Thompson, D. and Howard, A. 
2013. Adam Howard Big Band. Artscape Theatrer. 7-8 
March. Trombone. 180 min.

Haubrich, W., Blake, M., Thompson, D. and green, N. 
2013. easter Service Brass. St. Michael’s Church. 31 
March. Trombone. 140 min.

Haubrich, W. and Deacon, g. 2013. gary Deacon 
ensemble. lourensford estate. 5 April. Trumpet, 
flugelhorn, trombone. 240 min.

Haubrich, W. and Blake, M. 2013. khumba soundtrack 
recording. endler Hall. 13 April. Trombone. 240 min.

Haubrich, W., Thompson, D. and Sharrock, C. 2013. 
Clive Sharrock Big Band. kaleidoscope Church and Jazz 
Club. 5 May. Trombone. 180 min.

Haubrich, W. and Hartman, S. 2013. Sammy Hartman 
ensemble. Catherines restaurant. 19, 26 May. Trumpet, 
flugelhorn, trombone. 40 min each.

Haubrich, W., Campbell, M.I. and rossi, M.J. 2013. 
Mike Campbell Alumni Big Band.  Baxter Concert Hall. 
1 June.Trombone. 120 min.

Haubrich, W., rossi, M.J. and rustin, W. 2013. kinshasa, 
DrC Jazz festival. Various venues. 14 June. Trombone. 
180 min.

Haubrich, W. and Cassidy, B. 2013. Bruce Cassidy 
Awesome Big Band. grahamstown festival. 29, 30 
June. Trombone. 360 min.

Haubrich, W. 2013. SACM Brass Bash. Baxter Concert 
Hall. 1 August. Conductor, director. 50 min.

Haubrich, W. and Sharrock, C. 2013. British Vodacom film 
Shoot. Heritage Square.  31 September. Trombone. 2 min.

Haubrich, W. and Matola, S. 2013. Intsholo. Various 
venues. 5, 22 october. Trumpet, flugelhorn, trombone. 
180 min.

Haubrich, W., rossi, M.J., Blake, M. and Thelen, A. 
2013. Sonfest german Band. Newlands Brewery, 
Durban Beerfest, Johannesburg Beerfest. 8-10 
November, 12-15 September, 10-13 october. 
Trombone/euphonium. 120 min each.

Haubrich, W., Andrews, D.I., Amon, P. and Blake, M. 
2013. Studio recording. Milestone Studios. 22 october. 
Trombone. 180 min.

Haubrich, W. and fokkens, A. 2013. ein Deutches 
requiem (Brahms). endler Hall, Stellenbosch. 27 
october. Bass trombone. 75 min.

Haubrich, W., Campbell, M.I., lilley, A.C.P. and gibson, 
k. 2013. Mike Campbell ensemble. royal Cape yacht 
Club. 31 october. Trumpet, flugelhorn, trombone. 180 
min.

Haubrich, W., Shout, D. and Smith, I. 2013. Blues 
Brothers recording. Sunset Studios, franschoek. 26 
November. Trombone. 180 min.

Hofmeyr, H.P., The World orchestra, and Vicent, J. 
2013. Partita africana for orchestra. (a) Jg zuma High 
School, Inanda; (b) kzN Philharmonic Summer Season, 
City Hall, Durban; (c) Plettenberg Bay Primary School; 
(d) Dutch reformed Church Hall, knysna; (e) endler Hall, 

Stellenbosch; (f) City Hall, Cape Town; (a) 4 february; 
(b) 7 february; (c) 10 february; (d) 11 february; (e) 16 
february; (f) 17 february. Composer. 15 min.

Hofmeyr, H.P., Temmingh, S., Cape Philharmonic 
orchestra, C.P.o. and Huyssen, H. 2013. Concerto for 
recorder, Strings and Harpsichord. CPo Summer Music 
festival, Hugo lambrechts Auditorium, Cape Town. 18 
february. Composer. 12 min. [1st performance].

Hofmeyr, H.P. 2013. Preludio – Come una lugubre 
barcarola for piano. Baxter Concert Hall, SACM Staff 
Concert, 20 february. Composer/pianist. 4 min.

Hofmeyr, H.P., oSM Camerata and onken, J. 2013. 
Notturno elegiaco - Version for chamber orchestra. 
(a) odeion School of Music opening Concert, odeion, 
Bloemfontein; (b) New Music Week gala Concert, 
odeion, Bloemfontein; enoch Sontonga Hall, Pretoria; 
(d) XIII International Conservatory Week festival, 
glazunov Hall, St. Petersburg, russia; (e) White Hall 
of the Polytechnical University, St. Petersburg, russia; 
(a) 22 february [1st performance]; (b) 20 July; (c) 30 
october; (d) 7 November [1st european performance]; 
(e) 8 November. Composer. 7 min.

Hofmeyr, H.P., Stapelberg, z. and University of 
Stellenbosch Symphony orchestra, 2013. Pie Jesu – 
Version for high voice and string orchestra. endler 
Concert Series, endler Hall, Stellenbosch. 1, 3 March. 
Composer. 3 min.

Hofmeyr, H.P., gerber, A. and Jordaan, H. 2013. 
Crucifixus for cello and organ. (a) Waterkloof Dr 
Church, Pretoria; (b) St Mary’s Cathedral, Cape Town; 
Miederpark Dr Church, Potchefstroom. (a) 12 April; (b) 
14 April; (c) 16 April. Composer. 9 min.

Hofmeyr, H.P., Du Toit, g.f. and Stoltz, l. 2013. Mabalêl 
– fantasia for flute and piano; Incantesimo & Marimba 
for solo flute. South African Society of Music Teachers 
Concert, Collegiate girls High School Auditorium, Port 
elizabeth. 18 April. Composer. 15 min.

Hofmeyr, H.P., Steltzner, B.l., UCT Symphony orchestra, 
U.C.T. and gueller, B. 2013. Concerto for Clarinet and 
orchestra. City Hall, Cape Town. 20 May. (1) Composer, 
(2) soloist. 23 min. [1st performance].

Hofmeyr, H.P., Projektchor Schulmusik München 2013, 
Jetzinger, f. and eisner, S. 2013. Uqongqothwane for 
mixed choir. (a) TU München, Munich; (b) Hochschule 
fűr Musik und Theater, Munich. (a) 21 May; (b) 22 May. 
Composer. 4 min.

Hofmeyr, H.P., Stoltz, l. and Jacobs, l. 2013. Mabalêl 
– fantasia for flute and piano; Incantesimo for solo 

flute. University of kwazulu-Natal, Durban. 24 May. 
Composer.   11 min.

Hofmeyr, H.P., Du Toit-Pierce, M. and Hugo, A. 2013. 
kinderland; ecce homo from Alleenstryd Song cycle on 
poems by SV Petersen. Andrè Howard Memorial Concert, 
endler Hall, Stellenbosch. 25 May. Composer. 8 min.

Hofmeyr, H.P. and krawitz, J. 2013. Sonata for Piano. 
The College Music Society International Conference 
2013, Centro Cultural Borges, Buenos Aires. 20 June 
[1st South-American performance]. (1) Composer; (2) 
pianist. 17 min.

Hofmeyr, H.P., roberts, M., Phillips, B. and 
Johannesburg festival orchestra, 2013. Concerto 
for flute and orchestra. finals of the UNISA National 
Wind Competition, zk Matthews Hall, Pretoria. 6 July. 
Composer. 22 min.

Hofmeyr, H.P., kwazulu-Natal youth Choir and du Toit, 
g. 2013. Desert Sun for 8-part mixed choir. florence 
International Choir festival, florence. 24-26 July. 
Composer. 5 min.

Hofmeyr, H.P., oSM Camerata, and onken, J. 2013. 
Die Spokewals Version for chamber orchestra. (a) New 
Music Week gala Concert, odeion, Bloemfontein; (b) 
enoch Sontonga Hall, Pretoria; (c) XIII International 
Conservatory Week festival, glazunov Hall, St. 
Petersburg, russia, (d) White Hall of the Polytechnical 
University, St. Petersburg, russia. (a) 26 July [1st 
performance]; (b) 30 october; (c) 7 November [1st 
european performance]; (d) 8 November. Composer. 
4 min.

Hofmeyr, H.P., Mattei, C., University of Stellenbosch 
Symphony orchestra, and roberts, M. 2013. Concerto 
for flute and orchestra (1st movement). Concerto 
festival, endler Hall, Stellenbosch. 17 August. Composer. 
13 min.

Hofmeyr, H.P., Stoltz, l. and Van eeden, B. 2013. 
Sonata for flute and Piano. fismer Hall, Stellenbosch. 
27 August. (1) Composer; (2) flautist. 14 min.

Hofmeyr, H.P., Dias, J. and Stoltz, l. 2013. Sonata for 
flute and Piano. (a) Chisholm recital room, Cape Town; 
(b) NT Hall, Westerford High School, Cape Town; (c) 
Hugo lambrechts Auditorium; (a) 12 September; (b) 24 
october; (c) 2 November. Composer. 14 min.

Hofmeyr, H.P. and rete regionale flauti Toscana, 
2013. Il giardino delle esperidi for solo flute and flute 
sextet. florence Musica a impatto zero, I.C. Primo levi 
Impruneta, florence. 29 September [1st european 
performance]. Composer. 8 min.
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Hofmeyr, H.P. and Taffanel Trio, 2013. Trio II for flute, 
clarinet and piano. (a) Musaion, Pretoria; (b) Sounding 
south-north, fismer Hall, Stellenbosch. (a) 13 october; 
(b) 16 october. Composer. 21 min.

Hofmeyr, H.P. Amici Choir and Cloete, M. 2013. Thula, 
babana – Version for mixed choir. Baxter Concert Hall, 
Cape Town. 16 october. Composer. 3 min.

Hofmeyr, H.P., Joubert, l., Penny, B., Wijnberg, P., 
Theart, l., Minter, S. and kelly, J. 2013. Il giardino 
delle esperidi for solo flute and flute sextet. (a) NT 
Hall, Westerford High School Cape Town; (b) Hugo 
lambrechts Auditorium, Cape Town NT Hall, (a) 24 
october; (b) 2 November. Composer/conductor. 8 min.

Hofmeyr, H.P., Mattei, C. and University of Stellenbosch 
Symphony orchestra, 2013. Des ténèbres - Chorale 
partita for orchestra. Huguenot festival Concert, endler 
Hall, Stellenbosch. 26 october. Composer. 10 min.

Hofmeyr, H.P., Stoltz, l., Theart, l., Minter, S. and 
kelly, J. 2013. Ingoma - Version for flute quartet. 
Hugo lambrechts Auditorium, Cape Town Hugo 
lambrechts Auditorium, Cape Town. 2 November. 
Composer. 6 min.

Hofmeyr, H.P., St. Mary’s Singers, and Burger, C. 2013. 
Horie petryse ennie fisane for treble choir. Voyage of 
Songs Choral Competition, Bangkok. 8 December. 
Composer. 3 min.

khan, k. 2013. Castaldo, k. W., Moagi, T. and students 
of University of Michigan. Ariadne auf Naxos (richard 
Strauss). Mendelssohn Theater, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 
USA. 28-30 March. Conductor. 117 min.

khan, k., gobbato, A.M.g. and engelbrecht, l. 2013. 
Viva Verdi. Baxter Concert Hall, Cape Town. 3 & 4 May. 
Music director/pianist/ conductor. 165 min.

khan, k., Wild, M. and members of Cape Town 
opera Studio. 2013. Don giovanni (Mozart). Baxter 
Theatre, Cape Town. 20-24 August. Conductor. 
180 min.

khan, k. 2013. Walking Tall. Benefit for Andrew 
Merryweather. City Hall, Cape Town. 2 November. 
Music director/pianist. 100 min.

khan, k., yende, P. and Theron, J. 2013. Pretty yende 
recital. (a) Montecasino Theatre, Johannesburg; (b) 
Artscape opera House Cape Town. (a)14 November; (b) 
16 November. Pianist. 110 min.

khan, k. and Crouse, C. 2013. Il barbiere di Siviglia 
(rossini). Artscape Theatre, Cape Town. 20-23 
November. Conductor.

khan, k. and Qave, l. 2013. luthando Qave recital. 
Miriam Makeba Centre, east london, SA. 1 December. 
Pianist. 115 min.

larey, f. 2013. Solo recital. Arlan Harris Piano Salon, 
White Plains, Ny, USA.          10 March. Soloist. 70 min.

larey, f. 2013. Solo recital. Bjrling recital Hall, gustavus 
College, St. Peter, MN, USA. 17 March. Soloist. 70 min.

larey, f. 2013. Adamant Music School (USA), faculy 
recital. Waterside Hall, Adamant, Vermont, USA. 14 
July. Soloist. 10 min.

liebl, l.B. and Schulman, S. 2013. Art songs of Britten, 
Debussy; arias of Britten, rossini. Wahnfried recital 
room, Mcgregor. 10 february. Vocal soloist. 100 min.

liebl, l.B. and Mueller, I. 2013. Art songs of Butterworth, 
foster, Schubert and largo al factotum from Il barbiere 
di siviglia (rossini). Waterford library, Waterford, 
Wisconsin, USA. 9 July. Vocal soloist. 40 min.

liebl, l.B. and Van Schalkwyk, A. 2013. Songmakers’ 
guild, Songs from A Shropshire lad (Butterworth) and 
songs of Britten. Nassau Centre, Newlands. 13 october. 
Vocal soloist. 40 min.

liebl, l.B. and Schulman, S. 2013. Winterreise (Schubert), 
songs of Britten. Teale Music Salon, Barrydale. 27 
october. Vocal soloist. 90 min.

liebl, l.B. and Schulman, S. 2013. Songs of Wolf and 
Beethoven, and Christmas fantasia on a theme by 
Debussy. red roan ranch, Swellendam. 11 December. 
Vocal soloist. 100 min.

liebl, l.B. and Schulman (piano), S. 2013. Winterreise 
(Schubert), Art songs of Britten, Teale Music Salon, 
Barrydale. 27 october. Vocal soloist. 90 min.

lilley, A.C.P., gibson, k., Sjostedt, M. and Noren, 
f. 2013. Brother gone. Tranemo Jazz festival 
Performance Centre, Sweden. 29 September. 
Composer, pianist. 60 min.

lilley, A.C.P., gibson, k., Sjostedt, M., Noren, f., 
lindborg, f. and Sedgwick, A. 2013. gavin Minter 
Sextet. Metropole Jazz Club, Sweden. 3 october. 
Composer, pianist. 120 min.

lilley, A.C.P., gibson, k., Sjostedt, M., Noren, f., 
lindborg, f. and Sedgwick, A. 2013. Andrew lilley 
Sextet. Perdido Jazz and Blues Club, rnskldsvik, 
Sweden. 5 october. Composer, pianist. 60 min.

lilley, A.C.P., gibson, k., Sjostedt, M., Noren, f., 
Sedgwick, A. and lindborg, f. 2013. gavin Minter 

Quartet - Stockholm Jazz festival. glen Miller Jazz Club, 
Stockholm, Sweden. 7 october. Composer, pianist. 60 
min.

lilley, A.C.P., Sjostedt, M., Noren, f., Sedgwick, A., 
gibson, k. and lindborg, f. 2013. Andrew lilley Sextet 
- Sundsvall Jazz festival. Sundsvall Performance Centre, 
Sweden. 8 october. Composer, pianist. 60 min.

lilley, A.C.P., Scholtz, M., kytnar, l., Vicha, r., zatec 
gospel Choir and Maranatha Choir, 2013. Melanie 
Scholtz - Czech republic Tour. Czech republic. 
December. Pianist. 60 min.

reolon, J. 2013. Breakfast Included Septet. oude 
libertas Amphitheatre, Stellenbosch. 4 March. 
Composer, pianist. 80 min.

reolon, J. 2013. outline, Jason reolon Quartet. Cape 
Town International Jazz festival. 31 March. Composer, 
pianist. 80 min.

reolon, J. 2013. outline, Jason reolon Trio. The Crypt. 
24 May. Composer, pianist. 135 min.

reolon, J. 2013. Jason reolon Duo. Swan Jazz Club, 
Paris, france. 11 June. Composer, arranger, pianist. 120 
min.

reolon, J. 2013. Jason reolon Quartet. The Jazz Barage, 
zurich, Switzerland. 15 June. Composer, pianist. 90 min.

reolon, J. 2013. Jason reolon Quartet. The Jazz Bar, 
edinburgh, Scotland. 20 June. Composer, pianist. 90 
min.

reolon, J. 2013. Jason reolon Quartet. gregorys Jazz 
Club, rome, Italy 22 June. Composer, pianist. 90 min.

reolon, J. 2013. Double Standards Sextet. grahamstown 
Standard National Jazz festival. 29 June. Arranger, 
pianist. 80 min.

reolon, J. 2013. Celebrating Standards International 
Quintet. grahamstown Standard National Jazz festival. 
1 July. Pianist. 80 min.

reolon, J. and Johannes, S. 2013. International Vocal 
Celebration Sextet. grahamstown Standard National 
Jazz festival. 1 July. Pianist. 80 min.

reolon, J. 2013. Jason reolon Quartet. The Cape Town 
royal yacht Club Jazz Concert Series. 7 July. Composer, 
pianist, percussionist. 135 min.

reolon, J. 2013. Mike Horne Trio. The Crypt. 10 & 11 
July. Composer, pianist. 135 min.

reolon, J. 2013. outline, Jason reolon Trio. endler 
Auditorium, Stellenbosch. 24 July. Composer, pianist. 
120 min.

reolon, J. 2013. Jason reolon/Buddy Wells. The Crypt. 
25 July, 9 october. Composer, pianist, percussionist. 
135 min.

reolon, J. 2013. Jason reolon Solo. Val De Vie Summer 
Jazz Series Val De Vie Summer Jazz Series. 6, 13, 20 
September. Composer, pianist, percussionist. 135 min.

reolon, J. and Shout, D. 2013. Shout Quintet. SACS 
Music festival. 27 october. Pianist. 60 min.

reolon, J. 2013. White Collar Club. Centre for the Book. 
30 october. Pianist. 60 min.

rossi, M.J., Suesse, H. and Bebelaar, P. 2013. Jazz und 
elektronik. Mahogany room, Cape Town. 13 february. 
Soloist, ensemble performer. 150 min.

rossi, M.J. 2013. The forty Club, yearning. Mahogany 
room, Cape Town. 13 february. Composer. 15 min.

rossi, M.J., rustin, W., Momple, J. and Blasse, D. 2013. 
Cape Dutch Connection. le Petite ferme, franshhoek. 
14 february, 2 March. Soloist, ensemble performer. 180 
min.

rossi, M.J., faku, f., Suesse, H. and UCT Dance School, 
2013. Trespassing Permitted, (Donald gordon Creative 
Arts Award), Infecting the City festival. Church Square, 
Cape Town 12-13 March. Soloist, ensemble performer. 
90 min.

rossi, M.J., Campbell, M.I. and UCT Symphonic Jazz 
orchestra, 2013. UCT Jazz Symphonic orchestra, 
Concerto for Tenor Saxophone, Strings & Woodwinds. 
Baxter Concert Hall, University of Cape Town. 15 March. 
Soloist, ensemble performer. 18 min. 

rossi, M.J. 2013. Buon giorno le Marche, Arrivo in 
Abruzzo, The forty Club. Nassau Centre, Cape Town. 
17 March. Composer, soloist. 30 min.

rossi, M.J., Haubrich, W., ford, A.f., rustin, W., Naidoo, 
k. and Vernick, g. 2013. The Mike rossi Project Jazz. 
Nassau Centre, Cape Town. 17 March. Soloist, ensemble 
player, leader. 110 min. 110 min.

rossi, M.J., rustin, W., Horne, M., gold, l. and Hellaby, 
B. 2013. The lee gold Collective The Crypt Jazz Club, 
Cape Town. 19-20 April. Soloist, ensemble player, 
leader. 180 min. 180 min.

rossi, M.J., rustin, W., gibson, k. and Petersen, A.P. 
2013. The Mike rossi Quartet. The Crypt Jazz Club, 
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Cape Town. 10-11 May. Soloist, ensemble player, 
leader. 180 min. 180 min.

rossi, M.J. and Deacon, g.D. 2013. Mike rossi & gary 
Deacon Duo. The Crypt Jazz Club, Cape Town. 15-16 
May. Soloist, performer. 180 min. 180 min.

rossi, M.J., reolon, J.r., Haubrich, W.H., rustin, W., 
Thomson, l. and Naidoo, k. 2013. The Mike rossi 
Project: Trespassing Permitted (CD launch). Mahogany 
room, Cape Town. 29 May. Soloist, ensemble 
performer. 120 min. 120 min.

rossi, M.J. 2013. Contrasts of Cape Town, The forty Club. 
long Night of Culture, kasierslautern, Jazz Club karlsruhe, 
karlsruhe, germany 8-9 June. Composer.          15 min.

rossi, M.J., Plank, H.P., Di Clemente, g., ridley, M., 
gibbens, W. and Brubeck, D. 2013. Darius Brubeck 
Quartet. long Night of Culture, kasierslautern, Jazz 
Club karlsruhe, karlsruhe, germany. 8-9 June. Soloist, 
ensemble performer. 120 min. 120 min.

rossi, M.J. 2013. Contrasts of Cape Town, Simba Samba, 
yearning, The forty Club, Buon giorno le Marche, 
k.g. Cape Town, Should I?, Night fright!, Scungilli. 
Jazzkif International Jazz festival, kinshasa, Democratic 
republic of the Congo. 14-17 June. Composer. 100 min.

rossi, M.J., Haubrich, W.H., ford, A., rustin, W., 
Thomson, l. and Naidoo, k. 2013. The Mike rossi 
Project: Trespassing Permitted. Jazzkif International Jazz 
festival, kinshasa, Democratic republic of the Congo. 
14-17 June. Soloist, ensemble player, leader. 150 min. 

rossi, M.J., reolon, J.r., Thomson, l., Haubrich, 
W.H., rustin, W. and Naidoo, k. 2013. The Mike rossi 
Project, Trespassing Permitted. DSg Hall, Standard Bank 
Jazz festival, grahamstown. 26 June - 2 July. Soloist, 
performer, leader. 75 min.

rossi, M.J. 2013. Title of  works: Contrasts of Cape 
Town, Simba Samba, yearning, The forty Club, Buon 
giorno le Marche, k.g. Cape Town, Should I?, Night 
fright!, Scungilli. DSg, Standard Bank Jazz festival, 
grahamstown. 26 June - 2 July. Composer. 60 min.

rossi, M.J., Brubeck, D., Di Clemente, g., Savoretti, f. 
and Arcevia, 2013. Concerts, CD release & workshops: 
Arcevia-UCT Student & Teacher exchange, Impronte 
Mediterranee.  Quarna Sotto, IIstituto Comprensivo 
Anselmi, Arcevia, Controguerra, recanate, Italy. 24 July-
12 August. Soloist, performer, teacher. 18 days.

rossi, M.J., Morganti, M., ford, A., Horne, M. and 
ridgeway, D. 2013. Massimo Morganti (Italy) Quintet. 
The Crypt Jazz Club, Cape Town. 23 & 24 August. 
Soloist, performer, organizer. 180 min.

rossi, M.J. and Deacon, g.D. 2013. Mike rossi and gary 
Deacon Duo. gary Deacon. The Crypt Jazz Club, Cape 
Town. 4-5 September. Soloist, performer, teacher. 180 
min.

rossi, M.J., Campbell, M.I., Del ferro, M.D. and Naidoo, 
k. 2013. Mike Del ferro Quartet. Hilton Arts festival, 
Hilton, kwazulu-Natal. 13 September. Soloist, ensemble 
performer. 90 min. 

rossi, M.J. 2013. Night fright! Hilton Arts festival, 
Hilton, kwazulu-Natal. 13 September. Composer. 8 min.

rossi, M.J., erdem, k.e., Peters, M. and Naidoo, k. 
2013. South African Association for Jazz education 
(SAJe) festival, University of kwazulu-Natal, Durban. 
14-15 September. Soloist, ensemble performer. 60 min.

Sandmeier, r. and Vukovic, V. 2013. SACM Staff 
Concert. In darkness let me dwell (Dowland); ricercada 
(ortiz). Baxter Concert Hall, Cape Town. 19 february. 
Viola da gamba. 10 min.

Sandmeier, r. and Bezuidenhout, M.P. 2013. Infecting 
the City festival: Shades of grey. Dominik Hink. Slave 
Church, long Street, Cape Town. 14, 16 March. 
Concept and research, speaker. 30 min.

Sandmeier, r., fokkens, A., UCT String ensemble, 2013. 
Baroque gems. overture-Suite (Telemann). Baxter 
Concert Hall, Cape Town 16 April. Soloist (viola da 
gamba).   20 min.

Sandmeier, r. and Cape Consort, 2013. four Dramatic 
Scenes: Schűtz, Purcell, Caresana, Charpentier. 
Chisholm recital room, SACM, Cape Town. 21 June. 
Viola da gamba. 60 min.

Sandmeier, r. and Huyssen, H. 2013. lecturers’ Concert. 
Strubenholm recital room, SACM, Cape Town. 28 
June. Viola da gamba, violin. 60 min.

Steltzner, B.l., Cock, r. 2013. last Night of the Proms. City 
Hall, Cape Town. 11-12 May. Principal Clarinet. 165 min.

Steltzner, B.l. and Amadeus Winds. 2013. Passacaille 
(Barthe), Quintet No.1 (Cambini), Quintet, op.79 
(klughardt), Trois Pièces Brèves (Ibert), Pastorale 
(Pierné), Variations on Sarie Marais (klein), Polka 
from The golden Age (Shostakovich, arr. Smith), old 
Hungarian Dances of the Seventeenth Century (farkas), 
I got rhythm (gershwin, arr. Skirrow). Amadeus Winds 
at Nederberg, Nederburg estate, Paarl. 27 october. 
Clarinet. 90 min.

Steltzner, B.l. and Amadeus Winds. 2013. Passacaille 
(Barthe), Quintet in e-flat (reicha), Quintet op.79 

(klughardt), Novelette (Poulenc, arr. emerson), 
Variations on Sarie Marais (klein), Polka from The 
golden Age (Shostakovich, arr. Smith), old Hungarian 
Dances of the Seventeenth Century (farkas). Worcester 
Music Society, Auditorium of the Institute for the Blind, 
Worcester. 8 November. Clarinet. 70 min.

Steltzner, B.l., khan, k., Cape Town opera and Cape 
Philharmonic orchestra. 2013. The Barber of Seville 
(rossini). Artscape, Cape Town. 20-24 November (6 
performances). Principal clarinet. 180 min.

Steltzner, B.l., Cock, r. and Cape Philharmonic 
orchestra. 2013. Christmas Carols and Starlight. 
(a) Bishops Chapel, rondebosch; (b) oude libertas 
Amphitheatre, Stellenbosch. (a) 15 December; (b) 21-22 
December. Principal clarinet. 120 min.

Steltzner, B.l., Cock, r. and Cape Philharmonic 
orchestra. 2013. lloyd Webber and friends. oude 
libertas Amphitheatre, Stellenbosch. 18 December. 
Principal clarinet. 120 min.

Steltzner, B.l. and du Toit, r. 2013. Concerto for 
Clarinet, Adagio (Mozart). groote kerk, Cape Town. 25 
December. Soloist. 8 min.

Steltzner, B.l., Cock, r. and Cape Philharmonic 
orchestra. 2013. last Night of the Proms. City Hall, 
Cape Town. 11-12 May. Principal clarinet. 165 min.

Tiffin, A.J. and ledbetter, D. 2013. facing South live In 
Montagu. Montagu. 27 January. Vocalist. 120 min.

Tiffin, A.J., ledbetter, D., Minter, g. and UCT Jazz 
performance students, 2013. Aquarela Do Brasil, The 
Music of Brazil. Baxter Concert Hall, Cape Town. 26 
february. Vocalist, director. 90 min.

Tiffin, A.J. and Tanguy, D. 2013. Deborah and Amanda 
Tiffin Duo. Deborah Tanguy. (a) Mahogany room, Cape 
Town (b) WITS Music Concert Series, The Music room, 
WITS University, Johannesburg. (a) 17 March; (b) 18 
March. Vocalist. 90 min.

Tiffin, A.J., Campbell, M.I. and Scholtz, M. 2013. Jazz 
in the Park. Maynardville open Air Theatre, Cape Town. 
14 April. Vocal soloist, director, producer. 180 min.

Tiffin, A.J., Brauteseth, r. and goosen, H. 2013. 
Amanda Tiffin Trio - live at The Crypt. The Crypt Jazz 
Club, Cape Town. 26-27 April. Soloist (voice and piano). 
130 min.

Tiffin, A.J. and Deacon, g. 2013. gary Deacon Duo live 
at the Crypt. The Crypt Jazz Club, Cape Town. 26-27 
June. Vocalist, pianist. 130 min.

Tiffin, A.J., ledbetter, D., goosen, H. and lazar, C. 
2013. Amanda Tiffin Quartet, The Crypt Jazz Club, 
Cape Town. 30-31 June. Vocalist, pianist. 130 min.

Tiffin, A.J., Matsunaga, S., kaptein, S. and Bottazo, f. 
2013. a.s.k Trio with fabio Bottazzo. Shikiori Concert 
room, fukuoka, Japan. 13 July. Vocalist, pianist. 90 min.

Tiffin, A.J., Hseih, C., giuliani, r., Chang, k., ruocco, 
J., Smith, D., ferber, A., Schoenecker, J., De Nolf, B. 
and Verderame, M. 2013. International Jazz Masters 
Concert. Da Aan Park, Taipei, Taiwan. 20 July. Vocalist. 
90 min.

Tiffin, A.J. and ledbetter, D. 2013. Cape Town folk and 
Acoustic festival. Baxter Concert Hall, Cape Town. 26 
July. Vocalist. 10 min.

Tiffin, A.J. and Tanguy, D. 2013. Deobrah Tanguy  
Amanda Tiffin Duo. The Crypt Jazz Club, Cape Town. 
22 August. Vocalist, pianist. 130 min.

Tiffin, A.J. and ledbetter, D. 2013. facing South live 
at the Cottage Club. The Cottage Club Concert Venue, 
Capri, Cape Town. 24 November. Vocalist. 90 min.

Watt, M., le roux, J. and Hennemann, S. 2013. Vier 
liefdesliedere op gedigte van Marlene van Niekerk. 
festival Hall, Austrian National gallery, linz, Austria. 17 
february. Composer. 16 min.

Watt, M. and Vorster, B. 2013. four Nocturnes for Piano. 
Baxter Concert Hall, Cape Town. 31 July. Composer. 20 min.

Watt, M. and Bacharova, f.A. 2013. String Quartet No. 
2. Baxter Concert Hall, Cape Town. 31 July. Composer. 
20 min.

Watt, M., Mallows, f. and de Vries, M. 2013. Two 
Tableux for Vibraphone and Piano. Duo fourIVTwo. 
(a) Beethoven Hall, Department of Music, rhodes 
University, grahamstown; (b) Music Department, 
University of Stellenbosch. (a) 27 August; (b) 21 
November. Composer. 12 min.

Watt, M. and Stoltz, l. 2013. Sonata for Solo flute. 
Chisholm recital room, SACM, UCT, Cape Town. 12 
September. Composer. 13 min.

Watt, M., gerber, M. and Meyer, M. 2013. Vier 
liefdesliedere op gedigte van Marlene van Niekerk. 
Musaion, Department of Music, University of Pretoria, 
Pretoria. 25 September. Composer. 16 min.

Watt, M. and SACM Amici Choir, 2013. Missa Baltica for 
mixed chorus and soloists. Bishops Capel, rondebosch, 
Cape Town. 23 october. Composer. 25 min.
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Watt, M. and College of Charleston Chamber Singers, 
2013. o Sacrum Convivium for mixed chorus. National 
Collegiate Choral organisation (USA). Cathedral of 
St. luke and St. Paul, Charleston, SC, United States. 2 
November. Composer. 7 min.

Recordings

Hofmeyr, H.P., Mossolow, S. and odeion String Quartet. 
2013. String Quartet I, String Quartet II, of Darkness 
and the Heart. Produced by grace, J. and Herbst, T. 
zA58g1300001 11. (1) Composer; (4,5) co-producers.  
71 min.

larey, f. 2013. franklin larey plays Scarlatti, Mozart, 
Chopin and Beethoven. Arlan Harris, producer. 
884501921350. Pianist. 61 min.

larey, f. 2013. Jean Pierre Steyn: Three Songs 
(liefdestog). Published on youTube. Pianist. 11 min.

lilley, A.C.P., Minter, g., Sjostedt, M., olanderson, 
k., Sedgwick, A. and lindborg, f. 2013. gavin Minter 
Beautiful friendship. zA y51 000 45-56. Pianist, 
producer. 60 min.

lilley, A.C.P., Xaluva, N., rustin, W., gibson, k., Dyer, 
B. and Dyantsi, M. 2013. kusile: Nomfundo Xaluva. D 
rVl 640 133 Universal records. Performer (piano) and 
producer. 60 min.

reolon, J. 2013. Breakfast Included, Welcome to Today. 
BINC2013. Composer, arranger, Performer (piano, 
fender rhodes). 60 min.

reolon, J. 2013. restless Natives - Acoustic 1. rN123. 
Composer, pianist, co-producer. 60 min.

reolon, J. 2013. restless Natives - Acoustic 2. rN123. 
Composer, pianist, co-producer. 60 min.

rossi, M.J., Di Clemente, g. and Savoretti, f. 2013. 
Impronte Mediterranee.  Paesaggia Acustici (PA001), 
Cupramaritti. Performer, composer. 54 min.

rossi, M.J., Pignotti, W.P., De Angelis, A.D. and Macrini, 
e.M. 2013. Summer Ballads: Wam Trio. Il Pigstudio di 
Cupramarittima. Soloist, performer. 43 min.

rossi, M.J., ford, A.f., rustin, W., Thomson, l.T., 
Naidoo, k. and Haubrich, W. 2013. The Mike rossi 
Project: Trespassing Permitted. TP/roS 13 2013, Cape 
Town. Soloist, performer, composer. 70 min.

Tiffin, A.J., lila, l., Skillen, r., Tokalon, C., Chernev, 
k., Nordling, P. and ross, S. 2013. Sisters of the Moon 
(lindie lila). zAI981300016, zAI981300024. Producer, 
arranger, musical director, backing vocals. 50 min.

Department of 
Religious Studies
(Including the Institute for Comparative religion in 
Southern Africa, the research Institute on Christianity 
and Society in Africa, and the Centre for Contemporary 
Islam)

Head of Department: 
Professor Abdulkader Tayob

Departmental Profile

The Department of religious Studies maintains a 
strong research profile through its staff and its three 
research institutes. The Department houses the 
Institute for Comparative religion in Southern Africa 
(ICrSA), directed by Professor David Chidester, which is 
engaged in research on religion, religions and religious 
diversity; the research Institute on Christianity and 
Society in Africa (rICSA), directed by emeritus Professor 
James Cochrane, which is involved in research on the 
social impact of Christianity in South Africa and the 
African continent; and the Centre for Contemporary 
Islam (CCI), directed by Dr. Andrea Brigaglia, which 
has undertaken interdisciplinary projects, including 
international research on Islamic law in Africa, Islamic 
publics in Africa, and the presidential legacy project 
on the manuscript archives of Timbuktu. Still under 
the co-direction of emeritus Professor Cochrane, the 
International religious Health Assets Programme 
(IrHAP, previously ArHAP) now with its UCT Hub office 
in the School of Public Health and family Medicine 
in the faculty of Health Sciences, researches various 
issues on the interface between religion and public 
health in Africa and beyond. These research initiatives 
of the Department have proved to be particularly 
important for the research development of the many 
postgraduate students employed by them and have also 
served to attract national and international researchers 
to the Department. The Department features two Nrf 
A-rated researchers, Professor David Chidester and 
emeritus Professor John de gruchy, the latter of whom 
is retired but remains an active researcher. In addition 
the Department publishes the Journal for Islamic Studies 
which is accredited by the Department of education 
and the Annual Review of Islam in South Africa. 

Dr ASoNzeH UkAH 
religion and globalisation; Transnational religion; 
Media and Material Culture of African Pentecostalism; 
Popular Culture of Pentecostalism; Pentecostal 
Advertising;   faith and films; Urbanism and Sacred 
Space.

ASSoCIATe ProfeSSor SA’DIyyA SHAIkH
Islamic intellectual history; Qur’anic studies; 
hermeneutics; Sufism; Islam and gender; women 
in religion; feminist theory; religion; sexuality and 
reproductive health.

ProfeSSor ABDUlkADer TAyoB
religion education; Islam and public life in Africa; 
intellectual trends in modern Islam; and Islam and 
religious Studies.

ASSoCIATe ProfeSSor CHArleS WANAMAker
Socio-rhetorical Interpretation; Socio-rhetorical 
Commentary on 1 Corinthians; Cognitive Science and 
the Study of early Christianity.

ADJUNCT ASSoCIATe ProfeSSor MUNeer fAreeD
Islamic law, economics, Islam and development

Honorary Research Associates
Dr karl georg Jechoutek

Postdoctoral Research Fellows
Dr Phillip David Dexter
Dr Mauro Nobili
Dr elaine Nogueira-godsey
Dr fatima Seedat

Distinguished Visitors
Professor Peter Danchin – University of Maryland, law 
School
Professor John Drabinski - Amherst College

Visiting Scholars
Professor Wolfram Weisse – Hamburg University 
Professor Cornelia roux – North West University 
Dr rene ferguson – Wits University 
Professor Torsten Hylen – Dalarna University 

Contact Details
Postal Address: Department of religious Studies, 
University of Cape Town, Private Bag X3, rondebosch, 
7701
Tel: +27 21 650 5818 / +27 21 650 3452
fax: +27 21 689 7575
email: tasneem.wise@uct.ac.za / Jackie.stoffels@uct.
ac.za 
Web: http://web.uct.ac.za/depts/religion/
facebook: religiousStudiesUCT
UCT general enquiries: +27 21 650 9111
UCT web: http://www.uct.ac.za 

Departmental Statistics

Professors 2
Associate Professors 2
Senior lecturers 3
lecturers 1
Postdoctoral fellows 4
Honorary research Associates 1
research Staff 1
Administrative and Clerical Staff 2
Total 16

Honorary staff

emeritus Professors 2
Adjunct Associate Professors 1
Total 3

Students

Doctoral 15
Master’s 16
Honours 5
Undergraduate 741
Total 777

Research Fields and Staff

Dr loUIS BloND
Continental Philosophy, Contemporary Jewish Philosophy, 
Jewish religious Discourse and Critical Theory

Dr ANDreA BrIgAglIA
Islam in Africa; Sufism, religious literature and scholarly 
networks in 20th century’s Nigeria, Qur’anic exegesis in 
West African languages

ProfeSSor DAVID CHIDeSTer
History of religions; religion in North America; religion 
in South Africa.

eMerITUS ProfeSSor JAMeS CoCHrANe 
religion; globalisation; public health; society; Africa; 
migration.

eMerITUS ProfeSSor JoHN De grUCHy (SeNIor 
SCHolAr)
Christian theology, Bonhoeffer; South African Church; 
theological aesthetics; reconciliation; public theology; 
missionary history.

Dr ANNIe leATT
Buddhist studies, theories and practices of post-colonial 
secularism, Asian theories of body, personhood and 
self-cultivation, political philosophy, critical theory. 
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Research Output

Authored books

De gruchy, J.W. 2013. led Into Mystery: faith and 
Seeking Answers in life and Death. london: SCM Press. 
226pp. ISBN 9780334047360.

Edited books

lienemann-Perrin, C. and Cochrane, J.r. (eds) 2013. The 
Church and the Public Sphere in Societies in Transition. 
278pp. Dorpspruit, South Africa: Cluster Publications. 
ISBN 9781920620042.

Chapters in books

Chidester, D.S. 2013. religion education and the 
Transformational State in South Africa. In Silvio ferrari 
and rinaldo Cristofori (eds), religion in the Public Space: 
Volume III, pp. 185-207. Ashgate: Surrey: Ashgate. ISBN 
978-1-4094-3602-7.

Cochrane, J.r. 2013. Introduction: the church and 
the public sphere in societies in transition. In Christine 
lienemann-Perrin & James r. Cochrane (eds), The Church 
and the Public Sphere in Societies in Transition, pp. ix-
xvi. Dorpspruit, South Africa: Cluster Publications. ISBN 
9781920620042.

De gruchy, J.W. 2013. Dietrich Bonhoeffer. In Meister 
& Beilby (eds), The routledge Companion To Modern 
Christian Thought, pp. 217-226. london and New york: 
routledge, Taylor and francis group, london and New 
york. ISBN 9780415782173.

De gruchy, J.W. and Holness, l.J. 2013. Mentoring younger 
scholars in theological education in Africa. In Isabel Apawo 
Phiri and Dietrich Werner (eds), Handbook of Theological 
education In Africa, pp. 852-857. Dorpspruit, South Africa: 
Cluster Publications. ISBN 9781920620011.

kusmierz, k. and Cochrane, J.r. 2013. Public church and 
public theology in South Africa’s political transformation. 
In Christine lienemann-Perrin & James r. Cochrane (eds), 
The Church and the Public Sphere in Societies in Transition, 
pp. 49-90. Dorpspruit, South Africa: Cluster Publications. 
ISBN 9781920620042.

Shaikh, S. 2013. In search of Al-Insan: Sufism, Islamic law, 
and gender. In e. Aslan and M. Hermansen and e. Medeni 
(eds), Muslima Theology: The Voices of Muslim Women 
Theologians, pp. 267-308. 3rd edition. frankfurt: Peter 
lang. ISBN 9783631628997.

Wanamaker, C.A. 2013. Corinthians. In The CeB Study 
Bible with Apocrypha, pp. 303-333. United States of 
America: e. T. lowe Publishing. ISBN 9781609260293.

Articles in peer-reviewed journals 

Ahjum, g. 2013. re-constructing a religious identity 
through activism in an Islamist movement: experiences 
of female members of Qibla. Journal for Islamic Studies, 
33: 151-184.

Baderoon, g., Hoel, N. and Shaikh, S. 2013. Theorising 
experience, subjectivity and narrative in studies of 
gender and Islam. Journal for Islamic Studies, 33: 3-13.

Blond, P.l. 2012. Translation and interpretation in 
contemporary Jewish philosophy. Journal for the Study 
of religion, 25(2): 89-110.

Brigaglia, A. 2013. Two exegetical works from 
twentieth-century west Africa: shaykh Abu Bakr gumi’s 
radd al-adhhan and shaykh Ibrahim Niasse’s fi riyad al-
tafsir. Journal of Qur’anic Studies, 15(3): 253-266.

Brigaglia, A. and Nobili, M. 2013. Central Sudanic Arabic 
scripts (Part 2): Barnawi. Islamic Africa, 4(2): 195-223.

Chidester, D.S. 2013. “Colonialism and religion” 
in critical research on religion. Critical research on 
religion, 1: 87-94.

Chidester, D.S. 2013. Postgraduates producing 
knowledge. Journal for the Study of religion, 26(1): 5-7.

Chidester, D.S. 2013. Thinking black: circulations of 
africana religion in imperial comparative religion. 
Journal of Africana religions, 1(1): 1-27.

Cochrane, J.r. 2013. Spiritual capacity, spirituality and 
the challenge of freedom. Journal of Theology for 
Southern Africa, 145: 5-17.

De gruchy, J.W. 2013. “real presence” and sacramental 
praxis - reformed reflections on the eucharist. NgTT: 
Ned geref Teologiese Tydskrif, 54(3&4): 117-125.

De gruchy, J.W. 2013. The contest for reformed identity 
in South Africa during the church struggle against 
apartheid. NgTT: Ned geref Teologiese Tydskrif, 54(1 
& 2): 19-27.

Hoel, N. 2013. embodying the field: a researcher’s 
reflections on power dynamics, positionality and the 
nature of research relationships. fieldwork in religion, 
8(1): 27-49.

Hoel, N. and Shaikh, S. 2013. Sexing Islamic theology: 
theorising women’s experience and gender through 
‘abd-Allah and khalifah’. Journal for Islamic Studies, 33: 
127-150.

Hoel, N. and Shaikh, S. 2013. Sex as ibadah: religion, 
gender, and subjectivity among South African Muslim 
women. Journal of feminist Studies in religion, 29(1): 
69-91.

kerlis, B. 2013. Sacred spaces in virtual places: locating 
religion in the financial market. Journal for the Study of 
religion, 26(1): 23-44.

Nogueira, e. 2013. A history of resistance: Ivone 
gebara’s transformative feminist liberation theology. 
Journal for the Study of religion, 26(2): 89-106.

Patel, N. 2013. exploring South African girlhoods: the 
self-identifications of young Muslim female learners in 
post-apartheid South African high schools. Journal for 
the Study of religion, 26(1): 61-81.

Seedat, f. 2013. Islam, feminism, and Islamic feminism: 
between inadequacy and inevitability. Journal of 
feminist Studies in religion, 29(2): 25-45.

Seedat, f. 2013. When islam and feminism converge. 
Muslim World, 103: 404-420.

Shaikh, S. 2013. feminism, epistemology and 
experience: critically (en)gendering the study of Islam. 
Journal for Islamic Studies, 33: 14-47.

Tayob, A.I. 2013. Al faruqi between the history of 
religions and islamic theology. Numen, 60(2-3): 230-
250.

Tayob, A.I. 2013. kadhis courts in kenya’s constitutional 
review (1998-2010): a changing approach to politics 
and state among kenyan Muslim leaders. Islamic Africa, 
4(1): 103-124.

Von Benecke, g. 2013. from “threads” to threats: 
religion, the public sphere, and why scholars need to 
keep an eye on online “posts”. Journal for the Study of 
religion, 26(1): 9-22.

Weinberg, J. 2013. Surfing the shifting boundary 
between sacred and profane: confluence, dwelling and 
crossing. Journal for the Study of religion, 26(1): 45-59.

Woodhull, J. 2013. Sacred uncertainty: hope, fear, and 
the quest for transcendence. Journal for the Study of 
religion, 26(1): 83-100.

School of Dance
Director: G. M. Samuel

School Profile

Academic enquiry (analysis, documentation and 
publication) and creative scholarship (choreography, 
direction and performance) inform and constitute a 
significant and balanced part of the diverse outputs of 
our School. The participation of staff and students in a 
variety of dance projects at under- and postgraduate 
levels acknowledges the coordinate functions of 
opportunity and responsibility that motivate all UCT 
endeavour in Africa and universally. Art practice is our 
business, as referenced in a democratic, multicultural, 
(South) African society.

Particular awareness of the role of arts and culture in 
the multicultural, national psyche drives many of our 
community-focused collaborations.

Highlights of the year include performances, 
installations, lecture demonstrations, publications, 
symposia and seminars as well as a range of collaborative 
engagements (productions and work exchanges) with 
the following national and international organizations:

Aardklop kunstefees, AfDA, Africa Tikkun, African 
Dance Theatre, African Theatre Association, Artscape, 
Battswood Arts Centre, Baxter Theatre, The Benesh 
Institute, Bishops Diocesan College, Bovim Ballet, 
Cambridge Scholars Publications, Cape Academy of 
the Performing Arts, Cape Celtic Dance Academy/
Company, Cape Dance Company, Cape Junior Ballet 
Company, Cape Town City Ballet Company, Cape 
Town Jewish Seniors Caribbean examination Council 
(Jamaica), Caribbean Journal of education  (Jamaica) 
Cecchetti Society of Southern Africa, Cedar House 
School, Council on Higher education (South Africa), 
Dance factory, Dance for All, Dance Umbrella festival 
(Johannesburg), elizabeth Sneddon Theatre (Durban), 
fDesign Marketing Media, flatfoot Dance Company, 
gordon Institute for Performing and Creative Arts, 
Highlands House, Historic Schools restoration Project, 
Hybridmedia Solutions, Irish Dance South Africa, 
Ikapa Dance Theatre, International Spanish Dance 
Society, Jazzart Dance Theatre, Jikeleza Dance Project, 
Jonkunno Arts Journal (Jamaica), klein karoo Nasionale 
kunstefees, kykNet, MNet leftfeetfIrST Dance Theatre, 
NasPers: Media 24. (Die Burger, Die Beeld), National Arts 
Council, National Creative Arts youth festival, National 
Dance education organization (USA), National Society 
of Dance Teachers Association, reddam High School, 
remix Dance Company, rhodes University Drama 
Department, royal Academy of Dance, SA College of 
Music, SA Dance Journal, SA Spanish Dance Society, 
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SA Tourism Board, Temple University, Philadelphia, 
USA, Theatre Arts Admin Collective, Theatre Dance 
Association, Tshwane education Department, Tshwane 
University of Technology, UCT Drama Department, 
UCT faculty of Health Sciences, UCT graduate 
School of Business, Umalusi, Underground Dance 
Theatre, University of Jamaica, University of kwazulu-
Natal, University of North Carolina at greensboro, 
USA, University of Stellenbosch Drama Department, 
University of Surrey Dance, film & Theatre Department, 
University of the Witwatersrand, Vadhini Indian Arts 
Academy, Western Cape Celtic Dance Association, 
Western Cape education Department, Western Province 
Dance Teachers Association, Wilvan School of Dance, 
Wits School of Arts and the zimbabwe National Trust

Departmental Statistics

Permanent and Long-term Contract Staff

Associate Professors 1

Senior lecturers 3

lecturers 4

Administrative and Support Staff 2

Total 10

Students 

Doctoral 1

Masters 2

Honours 1

Undergraduate 77

International exchange Program 76

Interdisciplinary 7

Total 164

Research Fields and Staff

Full-time Staff

MS D. CHeeSMAN
Classical ballet; Dance education; Western dance history

Mr D. foUrIe
Western dance musicology; Performance

Dr e. greylINg
Dance notation; Dance ethnology; Dance criticism; 
Classical ballet; Dance photography; Dance videography; 
Dance archives

MS l. rAIzeNBerg
Choreography; Classical ballet; National dance; Theatre 
technology; Western dance history

Mr M. rANI
African dance; Choreography; African dance history

Mr g.M. SAMUel
Choreography; Classical ballet; Direction; Dance 
education; Performativity 

MS l. WIlSoN
Contemporary dance; Dance education; Western dance 
history

Part-time Staff

DAMe M. BeCker
Spanish dance: performance, choreography, tuition 

MS C. BoTHA
Contemporary dance: performance, choreography, 
tuition

MS S. BoTHA
Dance education

MS N. ellIoTT
Choreography; Physical theatre 

Mr S. koyANA
African dance: performance, choreography, tuition

Mr A. PArker
Contemporary Dance; Physical theatre; Western dance 
history; Choreographic Studies

Mr T. PoNDo
African music: performance

eMerITA ASSoC Prof e. TrIegAArDT 
Classical ballet: tuition, direction/production

Mr M. WIllIAMS
Ballet: performance, tuition

Contact Details

Postal address: School of Dance, University of Cape 
Town, Private Bag X3, rondebosch, 7701
Telephone: +27 21 650 2398/9
fax: +27 21 650 2494
e-mail: Angie.Pearson@uct.ac.za 
Web:    http://www.uct.ac.za/depts/ballet/staff.htm
            http://www.dance.uct.ac.za/

Research Output

Chapters in books

Samuel, g., friedman, S., Triegaardt, e. and rani, 
M.X. 2012. left feet first: dancing disability. In Sharon 
friedman (ed.), Post apartheid dance many bodies many 
voices many stories, pp. 127-146. Newcastle upon Tyne: 
Cambridge Scholars Publishing. ISBN 144384036.

Articles in peer-reviewed journals 

Wilson, l. 2013. Nurturing students’ openness to diverse 
movement forms and techniques in higher education.  
South African Dance Journal, 2(1): 20-35. 

Peer-reviewed published conference 
proceedings

Wilson, l. 2013. The Spirit of Jah in the dance classroom 
with disadvantaged learners of African ancestry. In S. 
friedman (ed.), Proceedings of Confluences 7: Dance 
religion and Spirituality. Cape Town, 11-13 July 2013, 
Cape Town. Cape Town: Department of Dance, 
University of Cape Town. ISBN 9780799224955.

Wilson, l. 2013. factors that impact the teaching 
of cultural dances in studio dance programs in the 
Caribbean. In k. Harvey (ed.), Proceedings of the 
National Dance education Conference (NDeo): The Art 
of Teaching 23 – 27 october, florida, USA.

Performances

Wilson, l. 2013. Ancestral Whisperings (extended 
version), Confluences 7: Dance religion and spirituality. 
ellie Jacobs, Tandile Mbatsha. School of Dance, 
University of Cape Town. 12 July. Choreographer and 
performer. 20 minutes

Wilson, l. 2012. Ancestral Whisperings, Jomba! 
Contemporary Dance fringe festival. elizabeth Sneddon 
Theatre, Durban. 3 September. Choreographer and 
performer. 12 minutes

Wilson, l. 2012. Blood Sweat and Tears, Dance 
UCT 2012: Unknown Spaces. kristina, Johnstone. 
Baxter Concert Hall, Cape Town. 8-10 November. co-
choreographer and costume designer. 12 minutes

Wilson, l. and fourie, D.J. 2012. Dancers Do it Musically. 
School of Dance, University of Cape Town. 26 october 
2012. co-performer. 3 minutes

Wilson, l. 2012. Movement Choirs, Dance UCT 2012: 
Unknown Spaces. Mamela Nyamza. Baxter Theatre 
foyer, Cape Town. 8 -10, November. co-director, 
costume designer. 10 minutes

Wilson, l. 2012. roots Infinity, Dance UCT 2012: 
Unknown Spaces. Baxter Concert Hall, Cape Town. 8-10 
November 2012. Choreographer, costume designer, 
lighting designer. 5 minutes

Wilson, l. 2012. The Body electric ensemble finale, 
faculty of Health Sciences centenary concert Sing the 
Body electric. School of Music and faculty of Health 
Sciences. Baxter Concert Hall, Cape Town. 14 May. 
choreographer. 5 minutes

Productions

Wilson, l. 2013. footprints of Contemporary Dance. 
dance production. Ikapa Dance Theatre, UCT dance 
faculty and students. Baxter Concert Hall, Cape Town 
02/10/2013 to 02/10/2013. Artistic Director: l.Wilson, 
Sound: P. rendilheiro, lighting, J. Merring Stage Mgr: 
k. Bezuidenhout.

Wilson, l. 2012. Jetlagged, Baxter Dance film festival. 
film. lisa Wilson, kristina Johnstone, richard Antrobus, 
Jason Jacobs, V. lupuwana. Baxter Theatre, Cape Town 
11/08/2012 to 11/08/2012. gIPCA; J. ginslov; Producer l. 
Wilson; Director r. Antrobus; Choreographer: k. Johnstone.

Creative Works

Flamenco Rock: Choreographed by M. Becker for a UCT 
School of Dance gardens route student tour. Secondary 
schools in Mossel Bay and george. 2013.

Homage to Carolyn Holden: Produced, directed and co-
choreographed by M. Becker for the Baxter festival. Baxter 
Theatre. rosebank, Cape Town. 9 - 10 September 2013. 

Tientos por Tangos: Arranged and staged by M. Becker 
for the annual UCT School of Dance season Dance UCT: 
Jump To It (a tribute to e. greyling and e. Triegaardt). 
little Theatre. UCT Hiddingh Campus. Cape Town. 7 - 9 
November 2013.

Stray: Choreographed by C. Botha for the annual UCT 
School of Dance season Dance UCT: Jump To It (a tribute 
to e. greyling and e. Triegaardt). little Theatre. UCT 
Hiddingh Campus. Cape Town. 7 - 9 November 2013.

Classical Ballet Ensemble: Choreographed by D. 
Cheesman for 3rd year students of the UCT School of 
Dance for a dance tour to george. 19 - 22 March 2013.

Valse Classique:  Choreographed by D. Cheesman for 
CJB dancers participating in the WPDTA  Showcase.  
Artscape Theatre. Cape Town. 20 - 24 March 2013.

Dancers for Dance: A fundraising event co-ordinated by 
D. Cheesman for CTCB. Artscape opera House. Cape 
Town. 28 April 2013.
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Beyond the Barre:  A lecture demonstration co-
ordinated by D. Cheesman and presented by 3rd & 4th 
year ballet students of the UCT School of Dance and 
members of the CJB. Baxter Concert Hall. rosebank, 
Cape Town. 22 May 2013.

4 Solo Pieces: Choreographed by D. Cheesman for the 
Cape Town eisteddfodd. Sea Point Civic Centre.  Cape 
Town. 1-13 May 2013.

Dancers for Dog: A fundraising event co-ordinated by D. 
Cheesman, Artscape Theatre.  Cape Town. 25 May 2013.

Alive: Co-ordinated and directed by D. Cheesman for 
the Cape Junior Ballet Company, in support of CANSA. 
Bergvliet High School Theatre. Bergvliet, Cape Town.  
21 September 2013.

Dancers Do It Musically: Produced and co-performed by 
D. fourie for the UCT School of Dance. rosebank, Cape 
Town. 1 November 2013. 

Balletmusiek Nommer 1: CD publication recorded by D. 
fourie. released in 2013. (57min).

Dancers Do It Musically: Co-performed by e. greyling 
for the UCT School of Dance. rosebank, Cape Town. 1 
November 2013. 

Intension: Choreographed by S. koyana for the annual 
UCT School of Dance season Dance UCT: Jump To It (a 
tribute to e. greyling and e. Triegaardt). little Theatre. UCT 
Hiddingh Campus. Cape Town. 7 - 9 November 2013.

Cellardoor: Choreographed and co-performed by A. 
Parker for the SA National Arts festival. grahamstown. 
28 - ? June  2013.

Detritus: Choreographed by A. Parker for Theatre Arts 
Admin Collective emerging Theatre Director’s Bursary. 
Theatre Arts  Admin.  observatory, Cape Town. 12 – 17 
August 2013.

And Rest: Choreographed by A. Parker for the annual 
UCT School of Dance season Dance UCT: Jump To It (a 
tribute to e. greyling and e. Triegaardt). little Theatre. UCT 
Hiddingh Campus. Cape Town. 7 - 9 November 2013.

On Jumping: Co-choreographed by A. Parker for the 
annual UCT School of Dance season Dance UCT: Jump 
To It (a tribute to e. greyling and e. Triegaardt). little 
Theatre. UCT Hiddingh Campus. Cape Town. 7 - 9 
November 2013.

Irish Dance Medley (10min): Choreographed by l. 
raizenberg for the SA Tourism Board’s St Patrick’s Day 
greening Table Mountain Project. Pepper Club. Cape 
Town. 1 March 2013.

Cape Town City Ballet Open Day (1hr):  lecture 
demonstration presented by l. raizenberg with 
members of the Cape Celtic Dance Academy. UCT 
School of Dance. rondebosch, Cape Town.13 April 
2013.

Country Strong (10min): Choreographed by l. 
raizenberg for reddham House Academy. reddham 
High School, Steenberg, Cape Town. 9 - 11 May 2013.

Celtic Dance Exhibition: (15min):  Choreographed by l. 
raizenberg, with members of the Cape Celtic Dance 
Company, for the last Night at the Proms. City Hall, 
Cape Town. 11 - 12 May 2013.

Exerpt from Serenade and Country Strong: From the 
Barre (1hr): Co-presented and choreographed by l. 
raizenberg for students of UCT School of Dance, Baxter 
Concert Hall. rondebosch, Cape Town. 22 May 2013.

Why Fit In? (1hr): Produced and directed by l. raizenberg 
with original choreographies by second year UCT dance 
students. Baxter Concert Hall. rondebosch, Cape Town. 
5 June 2013. 

Celtic Rhythm (1hr): lecture Demonstration, 
Choreographed and presented by l. raizenberg for 
the South African College Schools (SACS) Cultural Day. 
SACS. Newlands, Cape Town. 11 June 2013.

Morning Melodies - An Evening of Irish Dance (90min): 
Irish lecture and performance choreographed and 
presented by l. raizenberg with members of the Cape 
Celtic Dance Company, Bellville Civic Centre, Cape 
Town, 10 July, 2013.

Celtic Flavour (20min): Presentation choreographed 
by l. raizenberg with members of Cape Celtic Dance 
Academy for the Momentum life Awards evening. 
Durbanville Hills Wine estate, Cape Town. 13 August, 
2013.

Vice Chancellor’s Concert (10min): Choreographic work 
by 2nd year Choreographic studies student, Adrianna 
Jamisse produced and co-ordinated by l. raizenberg. 
Baxter Concert Hall. rondebosch, Cape Town. 14 
August 2013.

Headway (1hr 20min): Produced and directed by l. 
raizenberg with original choreographies by third and 
fourth year UCT dance students. Baxter Concert Hall. 
rondebosch, Cape Town. 28 - 29 August, 2013.

An Invitation to Rhythm and Dance (30 min):  Produced, 
presented and choreographed by l. raizenberg with 
members of Cape Celtic Dance Company for the 
Darling Voorkamerfest. Darling, Western Cape. 6 - 8 
September 2013.

Let’s Dance 2013 (90 min): Co-choreographed by 
l. raizenberg for the Western Cape Celtic Dance 
Association. Bergvliet High School Hall. Bergvliet, Cape 
Town. 26 october 2013.

Dancers Do It Musically: Co-performed by l. raizenberg 
for the UCT School of Dance. rosebank, Cape Town. 1 
November 2013. 

Dance UCT 2013: Jump To It:  Produced and directed 
by l. raizenberg for the UCT School of Dance.  little 
Theatre, Hiddingh Hall Campus, Cape Town. 7 - 9 
November 2013. 

Bach in Canon: Choreographed by l. raizenberg for 
the annual UCT School of Dance season Dance UCT: 
Jump To It (a tribute to e. greyling and e. Triegaardt). 
little Theatre. UCT Hiddingh Campus. Cape Town. 7 - 9 
November 2013.

Prelude for Lute and Dancer: Choreographed by l. 
raizenberg for the annual UCT School of Dance season 
Dance UCT: Jump To It (a tribute to e. greyling and e. 
Triegaardt). little Theatre. UCT Hiddingh Campus. Cape 
Town. 7 - 9 November 2013.

Tales of the Orishas: Directed and choreographed by M. 
rani for the Baxter Concert Hall. rosebank, Cape Town. 
24 April 2013.

Dancers Do It Musically: Co-performed by M. rani for 
the UCT School of Dance. rosebank, Cape Town. 1 
November 2013. 

Iphuncukile: Choreographed by M. rani for the annual 
UCT School of Dance season Dance UCT: Jump To It (a 
tribute to e. greyling and e. Triegaardt). little Theatre. 
UCT Hiddingh Campus. Cape Town. 7 - 9 November 
2013.

Footprints of Contemporary Dance: Directed, co-
choreographed and co-performed by l.Wilson.  Baxter 
Concert Hall. rosebank, Cape Town. 2 october 2013.

Ancestral Whisperings: Choreographed and co-
performed by l. Wilson and students
T. Mbatsha and e. Jacobs for  Confluences 7: Dance 
religion and Spirituality. 12 July 2013. UCT School of 
Dance Company Theatre. rosebank, Cape Town; grade 
12 english Setwork material seminar organised by the 
Western Cape education Department for learners 
across the Peninsula. 2013.

Department of Drama
(Including the little Theatre)

Head of Department: Associate 
Professor Geoffrey Hyland

Departmental Profile

research in the Drama Department is conducted 
through the creation of new theatre works, directing, 
performance practice, and applied theatre. research 
enquiries develop out of and feed into the teaching 
and directing processes for Acting for the Camera, 
Television drama, Theatre Making, Community Theatre, 
Acting, Dance Theatre, Applied theatre, Site Specific 
performance and the development of mixed media 
theatre and performance works.

research projects are sometimes created in conjunction 
with other arts practitioners, e.g. visual artists and/
or musicians. Many projects are located in the 
profession through staff links with contemporary South 
African theatre, performance and dance companies. 
Partnerships or links with theatre, drama and dance 
projects in local communities have further enriched 
the research possibilities within the department. 
globally, the research work of the department has been 
performed across all six continents.

Postgraduate enrolments continue to increase, 
offering increased research opportunities, and the 
department seeks to strengthen both the studio work 
and documentation of research through seminar 
papers, debate, submissions for publication and the 
development of new theatre works and practices at 
postgraduate level. The Department, with the support 
of the Nrf, is actively exploring ways of presenting 
and assessing practice as research in conjunction with 
departments in other South African universities, and in 
conversation with international universities.

Departmental Statistics
Permanent and long- term contract staff

Professor 1

Associate Professors 3

Senior lecturers 2

lecturers 6

Administrative and Clerical Staff 2.5

Total 14.5
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Honorary Staff

emeritus Associate Professor 1

Students

PhD 7
Masters 11
Honours 12
Undergraduates 370
Total 400

Research Fields and Staff

Permanent staff

ASSoCIATe ProfeSSor geoffrey HylAND
Head of Department; Integrated performance aesthetic 
for heightened text, acting techniques, visual and aural 
landscapes and ‘picturisation’ methodology; directing 
(theatre, dance, opera)

ProfeSSor MArk fleISHMAN
Postgraduate Course Convener; interactive dramaturgy; 
Staging History/Performing the Archive; migration

ASSoCIATe ProfeSSor CHrISToPHer WeAre
Director of the little Theatre; interrogating systems of 
dependence versus creative freedom

ASSoCIATe ProfeSSor JAy PATHer
Choreography: mixed and new media / site-specific / 
urban landscape and
architecture; African, indigenous and intercultural 
knowledges

Dr VeroNICA BAXTer
Honours programme convenor. Applied Drama and 
Theatre in education, social justice and health; South 
African Theatre

Mr SABATA SeSIU
Black/African theatre; Theatre for community 
Development; Theatre/Drama in
education; Creative writing; Theatre making.

MS JACQUI SINger
emerging female playwrights; image-based theatre

MS. SArA MATCHeTT
Psychophysical approaches to theatre making and 
performance. 

eMerITUS ASSoCIATe ProfeSSor gAy MorrIS
Township theatre and Applied Theatre for education, 
community and social

Development

MS SANDrA TeMMINgH
Contemporary Afrikaans theatre

MS lIz VAN BreDA
educational Drama and Theatre

Contract research staff

MS ClAre SToPforD
The theatre director’s contribution to new South African 
texts; feminist theory and practice in theatre making 
and the representation of women

Mr gorDoN BIlBroUgH
Applied theatre, theatre pedagogies

Distinguished visitors
Professor Bernie Warren, The School of Dramatic Art, 
University of Windsor, Canada
Dr Awo Asiedu, Theatre Arts, University of ghana
Dr. Anuradha kapur, National School of Drama, India
Professor robert J. landy; Director of the Drama 
Therapy Program; New york University

Contact Details
Postal Address: Department of Drama, University of 
Cape Town, rosedale
Building, Hiddingh Campus, orange Street, Cape Town, 
8001
Telephone: +27 21 480 7121
fax: +27 21 480 7106
e-mail: drama@uct.ac.za
Web: http://www.drama.uct.ac.za/

The Little Theatre
Director: Associate Professor 
Christopher Weare
Production Manager: Mr Luke Ellenbogen
Administrative Assistant: Nabeelah Khan
Head of Wardrobe: Ms Leigh Bishop

Unit Profile

The little Theatre is an interfaculty unit run in 
association with the Drama Department. It provides 
theatre spaces and facilities for theatre research 
for departments within the University as well as 
opportunities for production for theatre, film, 
television companies and community groups. It has at 
its disposal the 250 seat proscenium arch little Theatre, 
the flexible staging 70 seat Arena Theatre, the 60 seat 
Intimate Theatre, the Hiddingh Hall (flexible space), the 
40 seat Playroom which is an experimental space and 
numerous outside spaces on the Hiddingh Campus 
as well as a scenery workshop, costume wardrobe, 
furniture and properties store. In addition to staging 
productions, the little Theatre serves as an informal 
resource for past students and members of the public 
needing theatre information. Assistance is provided 
whenever possible.

Contact Details

Postal Address: little Theatre, University of Cape Town, 
little Theatre Workshop Building, Hiddingh Campus, 
orange Street, Cape Town, 8001
Telephone: +27 21 480 7129
fax: +27 21 480 7106
e-mail: littletheatre@uct.ac.za

Research Output

Chapters in books

Baxter, V. 2013. Practice as research in South Africa. 
In robin Nelson (ed.), Practice as research in the Arts, 
pp. 163-174. United kingdom: Palgrave Macmillan. 
9781137282903.

Baxter, V. 2013. Senzeni Na (What have we done?): 
educational theatre in Southern Africa. In Anthony 
Jackson and Chris Vine (eds), learning Through Theatre, 
pp. 209-228. United kingdom: routledge (Taylor & 
francis group). ISBN 9780415530712.

Pather, J. 2013. rogue Urbanism emergent African 
Cities. In edgar Pieterse and AbdouMaliq Simone (eds), 
rogue Urbanism emergent African Cities, pp. 433-443. 
South African: Jacana Media. ISBN 9781431406234.

Pather, J. 2013. The making of Blind Spot, from 
lab to Biennale. In Marie Viltoft Polli (eds), The 
Metropolis: Changing Metropolis II, pp. 88-97. 
Copenhagen: kobenhavens Internationale Teater. ISBN 
9788799422913.

Articles in peer-reviewed journals

Matchett, S.P. 2012. Breath as impulse, breath as thread: 
breath as catalyst for making an autobiographical 
performance in response to ‘corrective rape’ and hate 
crimes against lesbians. South African Theatre Journal, 
26(3): 280-291.

Morris, J.g. 2013. flexible weaving: investigating the 
teaching and learning opportunities in the practices 
of theatre-makers and performers from selected 
townships in Cape Town. rIDe-The Journal of Applied 
Theatre and Performance, 18(1): 4-24.

Creative works

Exhibitions

fleishman, M.J. 2013. ecocentrix: Indigenous Arts 
Sustainable Acts. Bargehouse, South Bank, london 
25/10/2013 to 10/11/2013. Commissioned by Professor 
Helen gilbert, royal Holloway, london.

Productions

Baxter, V. 2013. “karina se keuse”. Devising 
and Directing. Theatre. Students. Boland Area 
Commissioning by SATVI. 22/07/2013 to 19/09/2013.

fleishman, M.J. 2013. “every year, every Day, I am 
Walking”. Devising and Directing. Theatre. Professional 
Actors. University of Massachusetts, Amherst, USA 
Atelier de Paris-Carolyn Carson in Cartoucherie de 
Vincennes, Paris, france (28/11/2013-29/11/2013). 
30/01/2013 to 02/02/2013.

fleishman, M.J. 2013. “Voices Made Night”. Adapted 
and Directed. Theatre. Professional Actors. Baxter 
Theatre, Cape Town Commissioning by Magnet Theatre. 
edinburgh fringe festival, Uk, 01/08/2013-26/08/2013). 
01/03/2013 to 23/03/2013.

Hyland, g.J. 2013. “The garage Sale” by rafiek 
Mammon. Directing. Theatre. Professional Actors. 
Artscape Arena Commissioning by Artscape. 
13/12/2013 to 14/12/2013.

Singer, J.r. 2013. “ la ronde” by Arthur Schnitzler. 
Directing. Theatre. Student Actors. Playroom, Hiddingh 
Campus, Cape Town Commissioning by UCT Drama 
Department. 11/05/2013 to 16/05/2013.
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Singer, J.r. 2013. “The (B)itching Hour”. Devising and 
Directing. Theatre. Professional Actors. Theatre Arts 
Collective, observatory, Cape Town 22/08/2013 to 
31/08/2013.

Temmingh, S. 2013. “kersieboord” by Anton Chekov. 
Directing. Theatre. Professional Actors. Intimate Theatre 
Commissioning by The Mechnicals. 06/08/2013 to 
17/08/2013.

Temmingh, S. 2013. “Mirakel” by reza de Wet. 
Directing. Theatre. Student Actors. Arena Theatre, 
Cape Town Commissioning by UCT Drama Department. 
14/05/2013 to 16/05/2013.

Tshazibane, M. 2013. “The girl who killed to Save” by 
Herbert Isaac ernest Dhlomo. Directing. Theatre. Student 
Actors. Arena Theatre, Cape Town Commissioning by 
UCT Drama Department. 21/05/2013 to 25/05/2013.

Weare, C.B. 2013. “An Absolute Turkey” by georges 
feydeau. Directed and Designed. Theatre. Professional 
Actors. Theatre on The Bay, Cape Town 05/03/2013 to 
16/03/2013.

Weare, C.B. 2013. “An Audience with emily Hobhouse” 
by Tony Jackman. Directed and Designed. Theatre. 
Professional Actors. National Arts festival fringe, 
grahamstown rosebank Theatre, Cape Town 
(20/08/2013-14/09/2013) fox Theatre, Johannesburg, 
(19/09/2013-22/09/2013) Aardklop festival, 
Potchestroom (24/09/2013-28/09/2013). 27/06/2013 to 
06/07/2013.

Weare, C.B. 2013. “Booths and All” by oliver Booth. 
Directing. Theatre. Professional Actor. Scout Hall, 
National Arts festival fringe, grahamstown 27/06/2013 
to 06/06/2013.

Weare, C.B. 2013. “Deksels” by leon kruger. Produced. 
Theatre. Professional Actors. Woordfees, Stellenbosch 
Commissioning by The Mechnicals. 03/03/2013 to 
06/03/2013.

Weare, C.B. 2013. “Die koggelaar” by Pieter fourie. 
Produced. Theatre. Professional Actors. Woordfees, 
Stellenbosch Commissioning by The Mechnicals. 
07/03/2013 to 10/03/2013.

Weare, C.B. 2013. “Die rebellie van lafras Verwey” 
by Chris Barnand. Produced. Theatre. Professional 
Actors. kkNk festival, oudsthoorn Commissioning by 
The Mechnicals. kalsie feest, Hermanus (09/08/2013). 
30/03/2013 to 06/04/2013.

Weare, C.B. 2013. “fully Committied” by Alan 
Committie. Directing. Theatre. Professional Actor. 
edinburgh fringe festival 05/08/2013 to 26/08/2013.

Weare, C.B. 2013. “No Seriously” by Alan Committie. 
Directing. Theatre. Professional Actor. Montecasino, 
Johannesburg 09/01/2013 to 16/02/2013.

Weare, C.B. 2013. “Same Time Next year” by Bernand 
Slade. Directed and Designed. Theatre. Professional 
Actors. kalk Bay Theatre National Arts festival, fringe, 
grahamstown (27/06/2013-07/07/2013. 22/05/2013 to 
22/06/2013.

Weare, C.B. 2013. “Sexual Perversity in Chicago” 
by David Mamet. Directed and Designed. Theatre. 
Professional Actors. Intimate Theatre 14/09/2013 to 
28/09/2013.

Weare, C.B. 2013. “The Bear” by Anton Checkov. 
Directed and Designed. Theatre. Professional Actors. 
Intimate Theatre Commissioning by The Mechnicals. 
Intimate Theatre, Cape Town (30/10/2013-02/11/2013. 
22/08/2013 to 12/09/2013.

Weare, C.B. 2013. “The Colonel Bird” by Hristo Boychev. 
Directed and Designed. Theatre. Student Actors. Arena 
Theatre, Cape Town Commissioning by UCT Drama 
Department. 01/03/2013 to 09/03/2013.

Weare, C.B. 2013. “The Proposal” by Anton Chekhov. 
Directed and Designed. Theatre. Professional Actors. 
Intimate Theatre Commissioning by The Mechnicals. 
Intimate Theatre, Cape Town (30/10/2013-02/11/2013). 
22/08/2013 to 12/09/2013.

Weare, C.B. 2013. “The Titanic orchestra” by Hristo 
Boychev. Directed and Designed. Theatre. Student 
Actors. Arena Theatre, Cape Town Commissioning by 
UCT Drama Department. 12/03/2013 to 20/03/2013.

Weare, C.B. 2013. “Vigil” by Morris Panych. Directed 
and Designed. Theatre. Professional Actors. Victoria 
Theatre, National Arts festival, grahamstown fugard 
Theatre, Cape Town (13/07/2013-03/08/2013)grindrod 
Bank Theatre, Hilton festival, Hilton (13/09/2013-
15/09/2013). 13/07/2013 to 03/08/2013.

Department of 
English Language and 
Literature
(Including Centre for Creative Writing)

Head of Department: 
Associate Professor Meg Samuelson

Departmental Profile

Members of the department are engaged in research 
over a wide area, ranging from the literature of the 
european renaissance to that of contemporary South 
Africa. genres covered include drama, poetry and 
prose, travel writing, and autobiography. Some of the 
finest writers in the country teach creative writing at 
undergraduate and graduate level.

Departmental Statistics

Permanent and long-term contract staff

Professors 2
Associate Professors 4.5
Senior lecturers 2
lecturers 6
Administrative and Clerical Staff 3
Permanent Full-Time Academic Staff 23.5

Honorary Staff

Professors emeriti 5
Honorary Professor 1
Total 6

Students

Doctoral 14
Master’s 78
Honours 102
Undergraduate 1949
Total 2143

Research Fields and Staff

Dr PeTer ANDerSoN 
peter.anderson@uct.ac.za
Poetry, romanticism to modernism, history and 
literature, 19th-century Cape literature, culture and 
society, especially the eastern frontier.

ProfeSSor CArrol ClArkSoN
Carrol.clarkson@uct.ac.za
Post-apartheid South African fiction, literary theory, 
especially deconstruction and language philosophy 
as it relates to jurisprudence and contemporary South 
African fine art.

Dr VICTorIA CollIS-BUTHelezI
victoria.collis-buthelezi@uct.ac.za
African and African Diasporic literature with particular 
interest in Anglophone, Hispanophone and francophone 
literatures of the Caribbean, African American and 
African literature, the nineteenth-century, and black 
radical intellectual histories.

ASSoCIATe ProfeSSor IMrAAN CooVADIA
Imraan.coovadia@gmail.com
eighteenth- and nineteenth century english and 
American literature, and contemporary fiction.

eMerITUS ProfeSSor DoroTHy DrIVer (HoNorAry 
reSeArCH ASSoCIATe)
dorothy.driver@adelaide.edu.au
Topics/authors in South African literature and colonial 
literature; the construction/deconstruction of the 
‘feminine’ subject in language and literature.

ASSoCIATe ProfeSSor roDNey S. eDgeCoMBe
rodney.edgecombe@uct.ac.za
Shakespeare; Herbert; Marvell; Pope; the age of sensibility; 
keats; Dickens; selected contemporary novelists and poets.

eMerITUS ProfeSSor gAIl fINCHAM 
gail.fincham@uct.ac.za
Modernism, particularly Joseph Conrad; postmodern 
fiction; narrative theory; postcolonial fiction and theory.

ASSoCIATe ProfeSSor HArry gArUBA
Harry.garuba@uct.ac.za
African literature, Postcolonial Theory and Criticism, 
African Modernities, Intellectuals/Intellectual Traditions 
of African Nationalist Writing.

eMerITUS ProfeSSor geoffrey HAreSNAPe 
(HoNorAry reSeArCH ASSoCIATe)
mwhare@mweb.co.za
Shakespearean poetry and drama; topics/authors in 
South African literature in english; topics/authors in 
early 20th-century english poetry; certain other topics/
authors by consultation.

Dr DerrICk HIggINBoTHAM
Derrick.higginbotham@uct.ac.za
late Medieval and early Modern english Theatre, literary 
History, genres, and Cultural Change, Shakespeare 
and his contemporaries, Queer Theory/lgBT Studies, 
feminist Theory, Marxism, Materialism, and the New 
economic Criticism.
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ProfeSSor JoHN HIggINS
John.higgins@uct.ac.za
literature and society in the 18th century; literature and 
society in the 20th century; theories of representation; 
psychoanalysis and cinema; raymond Williams.

eMerITUS ProfeSSor geoffrey HUgHeS (HoNorAry 
reSeArCH ASSoCIATe)
Hughes_geoffrey@hotmail.com
The history of english; historical semantics; 
sociolinguistics; the language of Shakespeare and 
Chaucer.

Dr PeTer kNoX-SHAW (HoNorAry reSeArCH 
ASSoCIATe)
Peter.knox-shaw@uct.ac.za
The literature of cross-cultural encounter with particular 
reference to the romantic and post-romantic periods; 
Jane Austen and the enlightenment; 18th-century studies.

Dr CHrISToPHer oUMA
Christopher.ouma@uct.ac.za
Childhood studies, Diasporic studies, east and West 
African literature, Popular culture, geographies of 
reading, occult economies

eMerITUS ProfeSSor roger lASS (HoNorAry 
reSeArCH ASSoCIATe)
lass@iafrica.com
Phonetics and phonology; english and germanic 
linguistics; historical linguistics; evolutionary theory 
and language; philosophy of science.

Mr BrIAN S. lee (HoNorAry reSeArCH ASSoCIATe)
Medieval english and latin literature; British literature to 
the end of the Victorian period.

ASSoCIATe ProfeSSor Meg SAMUelSoN
Meg.samuelson@uct.ac.za
(South) African literatures & Cultural Debates, gender 
Studies, Women’s Writing & feminist Theory, Indian 
ocean Studies, oceanic Africa & Thinking from the 
Cape, Maritime literatures and littoral/Beach Cultures, 
Selected literary, Cultural and Critical Theory, Nature-
Culture & environmental Studies, Photography in 
zanzibar, Southern African Cities, (Post)Colonial Studies

ProfeSSor kelWyN Sole
kelwyn.sole@uct.ac.za
South African literature (especially black literature); 
African oral literature; history, narrative and 
fictionalisation; science fiction; Milton; stylistic and 
ideological changes in 17th-century poetry.

Dr erIC STrAND
eric.strand@uct.ac.za
American literature, American Studies, 20c Anglophone 
literature, Travel Writing

Dr HeDley TWIDle
Hedley.twidle@uct.ac.za
South African literatures in an African context, the 
colonial and postcolonial and Natural history writing.

Dr SANDy yoUNg
Sandra.young@uct.ac.za
early-modern literature and thought; Trans-atlantic 
colonial literature and theory; The compilation as a form; 
Travel writing; South African women’s prison writing 
and feminist theory; Narrative and testimony. 

Contact Details

Postal address: Department of english language and 
literature, University of Cape Town, Private Bag X3, 
rondebosch, 7701, South Africa
Tel: +27 21 650 2836
fax: +27 21 650 2080
Web: http://web.uct.ac.za/depts/english/
UCT general enquiries: +27 21 650 9111
UCT web: http://www.uct.ac.za 

Research Output

Authored books

Higgins, J.A. 2013. Academic freedom in a Democratic 
South Africa. WITS University Press. 266pp. ISBN 
9781868147519.

Chapters in books

Clarkson, C.P. 2012. The aesthetics of justice - towards 
an argument for teaching-led research. In Coetzee, 
M. et al (eds), Developing Student graduateness 
and employability, pp. 216-218. randburg: knowres 
Publishing. ISBN 9781869221898.

knox-Shaw, P. 2013. Philosophy. In Janet Todd (eds), 
The Cambridge Companion to Pride and Prejudice, pp. 
27-41. United States: Cambridge University Press. ISBN 
9780521279581.

Articles in peer-reviewed journals 

Clarkson, C.P. 2013. J.M. Coetzee: ethics, politics, and 
writing. Novel-A forum on fiction, 46(1): 147-152.

Clarkson, C.P. 2013. Writing and reading: boundaries of 
identity. Safundi: Journal of South African and American 
studies, 14(3): 263-267.

Dodd, A. 2013.  Burning man. Art South Africa, 12(1): 
57-58.

Dodd, A. and kurgan, T. 2013. Checking into Hotel 
yeoville: public narratives about feeling foreign at 
home. Third Text, 27(3): 343-354.

edgecombe, r.S. 2013. A debt to robert frost in Patrick 
White’s tree of man. Notes and Queries, 60(2): 298-
299.

edgecombe, r.S. 2013. A debt to Seneca in Arnold’s 
‘sonnet on Shakespeare”. Notes and Queries, 60(2): 
257-257.

edgecombe, r.S. 2013. A dickensian ante-dating of 
‘shoot’ in the sense of a ‘photographic session’. Notes 
and Queries, 60(2): 266-266.

edgecombe, r.S. 2013. A possible debt to the rape of 
the lock in Victor Hugo’s history of a crime. Notes and 
Queries, 60(2): 270-271.

edgecombe, r.S. 2013. Canning’s ‘sainte guillotine” 
and Beddoes’s ‘comet’. keats-Shelley review, 27(1): 26-
30.

edgecombe, r.S. 2013. edward young and the Ars 
Moriendi: Contemplative Method in Night Thoughts. 
eighteenth-Century Poetry, 1(1): 39-64.

edgecombe, r.S. 2013. Hardy’s ‘Darkling Thrush’ and 
Jane eyre. The Hardy review, 15(2): 68-70.

edgecombe, r.S. 2013. keats and Ivanhoe. keats-
Shelley review, 27(2): 64-65.

edgecombe, r.S. 2013. Possible reminiscences of keatss 
on first looking into Chapmans Homerin Ivanhoe. keats-
Shelley review, 27(2): 63-64.

edgecombe, r.S. 2013. Tennyson, Herbert and the 
epilogue to In Memoriam. Tennyson research Bulletin, 
10(2): 181-184.

edgecombe, r.S. 2013. The elegiac epithalamium: a 
romantic topos. Musical Times, 154: 47-64.

edgecombe, r.S. 2013. The magenta moment in 
AlanBennetts habeas corpus. Notes and Queries, 60(2): 
304-304.

edgecombe, r.S. 2013. Thomas Hardy and Victor Hugo: 
The oxen. The Hardy review, 14(2): 32-35.

edgecombe, r.S. 2013. Three Augustan allusions in 
“oliver Twist”. Notes and Queries, 60(2): 266-268.

Haresnape, g.l. 2013.  The merest puss. english 
Academy review, 30(1): 130.

Haresnape, g.l. 2013. (Prose) Images of time and death 
in “Mark Swift”. New Contrast, 41(2): 8-13.

Haresnape, g.l. 2013. Biko, Shakespeare and black 
consciousness. Shakespeare in Southern Africa, 25: 99-
106.

Higginbotham, D.H. 2013. Cardenio’s three rs: revision, 
rape and rank in Shakespeare and fletcher’s ‘lost play’. 
Shakespeare in Southern Africa, 25: 61-72.

Higgins, J.A. 2013. living out our differences: reflections 
on Mandela, Marx and my country: an interview with 
Jakes gerwel. Thesis eleven, 115(1): 7-24.

knox-Shaw, P. 2013. David Hume, ‘liberal historian’. 
Notes and Queries, 60(4): 593-595.

knox-Shaw, P. 2013. Pope and Timon. essays in 
Criticism, 63(4): 411-434.

Minter, l. 2013. Translation and South African english 
literature: van Niekerk and Heyns’ Agaat. english Today, 
29(1): 53-57.

ouma, C. 2013. Navigating the lagos cityscape in Chris 
Abani’s ‘graceland’. kunapipi: Journal of Post-Colonial 
Writing, 34(1): 141-154.

Powers, D. 2013. emigration and photography in J M 
Coetzee’s “Slow Man”. Journal of Postcolonial Writing, 
49(4): 458-469.

Powers, D. 2013. Violent histories: J.M. Coetzee’s 
dusklands and Cormac McCarthy’s ‘blood meridian’. 
Safundi: Journal of South African and American studies, 
14(1): 59-76.

Samuelson, M.A. 2012. Crossing the Indian ocean 
and wading through the littoral: cosmopolitan visions 
in Amitav ghosh’s ‘antique land’ and ‘tide country’. 
Cultural Dynamics, 24(2-3): 189-205.

Samuelson, M.A. 2013. Narrative cartographies, 
‘beautiful things’ and littoral states in Abdulrazak 
gurnah’s ‘by the sea’. english Studies in Africa, 56(1): 
78-90.

Samuelson, M.A. 2013. Sea changes, dark tides and 
littoral states: oceans and coastlines in post-apartheid 
South African narratives. Alternation: International 
Journal for the Study of Southern African literature and 
languages, 6: 9-28.

Sofianos, k. 2013. Magical nightmare Jo’burg. Safundi: 
Journal of South African and American studies, 14(1): 
111-120.
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Strand, e.N. 2013. lighting out for the global 
territory:postwar revisions of cultural anthropology and 
Jewish American identity in Bellows ‘Henderson the 
rain king’. elH, 80(1): 287-316.

Strand, e.N. 2013. The last frontier: Burrough’s early 
work and international tourism. Twentieth Century 
literature, 59(1): 1-36.

Twidle, H.l. 2013. Nothing extraordinary: e.M. forster 
and the english limit. english in Africa, 40(2): 25-45.

Twidle, H.l. 2013. The sea close by: the coastal diaries 
of Albert Camus, Athol fugard and Stephen Watson. 
Alternation: International Journal for the Study of 
Southern African literature and languages, 6: 29-67.

Twidle, H.l. 2013. Writing the company: from VoC 
‘daghregister’ to Sleigh’s ‘eilande’. South African 
Historical Journal, 65(1): 125-152.

young, S.M. 2013. rehearsing trauma: the reader as 
interrogator in prison narratives. Journal of literary 
Studies, 29(2): 101-116.

Creative Writing

Poems published in anthologies

Haresnape, g.l. 2013.  Black-headed heron.  In gus 
ferguson (eds), Carapace 97, pp. 30-31. South Africa: 
African Sun Press.

Haresnape, g.l. 2013. giant rain frogs.  In The Sol 
Plaatjie european Union Poetry Anthology, pp. 83. 
South Africa: Jacana Media (Pty) ltd.

Haresnape, g.l. 2013. We are all migrants.  In Amitabh 
Mitra and Naomi Nkealah (eds), Splinters of a mirage 
dawn: an anthology of migrant poetry from South 
Africa, pp. 84. South Africa: The Poets Printery.

Haresnape, g.l. 2013. Praise song.  In Harry owen (ed.), 
for rhino in a Shrinking World, pp. 68-69. South Africa: 
The Poets Printery.

Department of 
Historical Studies 
(Including the Centre for Popular Memory and the 
Isaac and Jessie kaplan Centre for Jewish Studies and 
research)

Head of Department:  
Associate Professor Lance van Sittert

Department Profile

research and research-linked scholarly work in the 
Department of Historical Studies concentrates mainly 
upon modern and contemporary history reflected 
through written, oral and visual sources, and is both 
lively and varied in focus. fields of southern African 
investigation include environmental history, economic 
and social history, urban history, medical history, 
gendered history, the history of war and warfare, film 
and history, and the history of slavery. There is also 
a growing research focus on the Indian ocean world 
and Africa’s role within it and on comparative histories 
of the early Cape and Australian colonies. The rich 
research culture of Historical Studies at UCT is fertilised 
by close links with the kaplan Centre for Jewish Studies 
and constantly expanding scholarly links nationally 
and into the African continent and beyond, and by an 
active complement of distinguished Honorary research 
Associates.

The Centre for Popular Memory focuses on African oral 
history, research and advocacy while also developing 
audio -visual archival material for digital dissemination. 
Its research respects the value of multi-lingual 
approaches in collecting, preserving and creating access 
to data, along with technologically relevant outputs 
through academic journals, exhibitions, film and other 
portable media platforms. The Centre’s African oral 
history archive contains over 3000 recordings in 12 
languages, many with full transcripts and translations.

Departmental Statistics

Permanent and long-term contract staff

Professors 6
Associate Professors 4
Senior lecturers 1
lecturers 3
Technical and Clerical Staff 2
Total 16

Honorary staff

Honorary Professors 1
Honorary research Associates 4
emeritus Professors 2
Total 7

Students

Post Doctoral 1
Doctoral 9
Master’s 10
Honours 22
Undergraduate 1863
Total 1905

Centre for Popular Memory

Director 1
Deputy Director 1
Digitisation Manager 1
Sound Archivist 1
Total 4

Research Fields and Staff

ASSoCIATe ProfeSSor MoHAMeD ADHIkArI
genocide in settler societies; Coloured identity and 
politics in the 19th and 20th centuries.

ProfeSSor VIVIAN BICkforD-SMITH
Urban history, Cape Town history, film and history; race 
and ethnic identity in South Africa.

Dr SeAN fIelD
Popular memory, oral history, visual history and the 
archival location and dissemination of stories.

ASSoCIATe ProfeSSor SHAMIl JePPIe
19th century Middle east and North Africa; District Six 
and Cape flats history.

Dr BoDHISATTVA kAr
Cultural and intellectual histories (particularly histories 
of body and senses, objects and materiality, practices 
and customs, sentiments and emotions, and texts and 
concepts); transnational and comparative histories of 
colonialism

ProfeSSor ANNe MAger
Twentieth century gendered history, gender and 
development, liquor in South Africa in the twentieth 
century.

ASSoCIATe ProfeSSor rICHArD MeNDelSoHN
South African Jewish history; film and history; Jewry in 
the South African War.

Dr ASHley MIllAr
early modern european views of and encounters with 
China; enlightenment intellectual history

Dr MAANDA MUlAUDzI
rural South African history focusing on land 
dispossession, agrarian change, identity and 
chieftainship with particular emphasis on Venda in the 
Northern Province.

ProfeSSor NIgel PeNN
The Cape north-western frontier in the 18th century; 
khoisan history; Dutch colonial history; comparative 
Cape and Australian frontier history.

ProfeSSor HoWArD PHIllIPS
Medicine, health and disease in South Africa; history of 
higher education in South Africa.

ProfeSSor MIlToN SHAIN
Comparative studies in South African and American 
Jewry; antisemitism; history of South African Jewry.

ASSoCIATe ProfeSSor lANCe VAN SITTerT
environmental history.

ProfeSSor NIgel WorDeN
Slavery and post-emancipation labour in the Western 
Cape; 18th century Cape Town; comparative social and 
cultural history of the Cape and Australia, c.1750-1850.

Contact Details

Postal address: Department of Historical Studies, 
University of Cape Town, Private Bag X3, rondebosch, 
7701
Telephone: +27 21 650 2742
e-mail: colleen.peteresen@uct.ac.za
Web: www.historicalstudies.uct.ac.za

Research Output

Authored books

Delmas, A. 2013. les voyages de lcrit  culture crite et 
expansion europenne  lpoque moderne - essais sur 
la compagnie Hollandaise des Indes orientales. Paris: 
editions Honor Champion. 274pp. ISBN 9782745323101.

Van Heyningen, e.B. 2013. The Concentration 
Camps of the Anglo-Boer War: A Social History. 
Johannesburg, South Africa: Jacana Press. 375pp. ISBN 
9781431405428.
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Edited books

Sapire, H. and Saunders, C.C. (eds) 2013. Southern 
African liberation Struggles: New local, regional and 
global Perspectives. 304pp. Cape Town, South Africa: 
UCT Press. ISBN 9781919895932.

Chapters in books

Barton, g. and Bennett, B. 2013. The environment. 
In Alison Bashford and Stuart Macintyre (eds), The 
Cambridge History of Australia, pp. 452-471. New york: 
Cambridge University Press. ISBN 9781107011533.

Bennett, B. 2013. Narratives of natural history: 
recovering lost lineages in Margaret levyn’s life-
Writing. In Paul longley Arthur (eds), International life 
Writing: Memory and Identity in global Context, pp. 
51-66. New york: routledge. ISBN 9780415522540.

Bickford-Smith, V. 2013. Perceiving the segregated 
city: representations of Cape Town and its people in 
the era of segregation. In People Apart: 1950s Cape 
Town revisited, pp. 178-184. london, Uk: Black Dog 
Publishing. ISBN 9781907317859.

Bickford-Smith, V. 2013. The African past on screen: 
moving beyond dualism. In A Companion to the 
Historical film, pp. 468-489. West Sussex, Uk: Wiley-
Blackwell. ISBN 9781444337242.

field, S.P. 2013. Windermere people: sensing past 
places through images and words. In People Apart: 
1950s Cape Town revisited, pp. 166-177. london, Uk: 
Black Dog Publishing. ISBN 9781907317859.

Maaba, B. 2013. The Black Consciousness Movement 
in the early 1990s: perspectives on negotiations. In The 
road to Democracy in South Africa: Volume 6 [1990 
- 1996] Part 2, pp. 1109-1129. Braamfontein: UNISA 
Press. ISBN 978-1-86888-711-8.

Maaba, B. 2013. The politics of visual arts in the early 
1900s. In SADeT(eds), The road to Democracy in 
South Africa: Volume 6 [1990  1996] Part 2: 1311-1333. 
Braamfontein: UNISA Press. 978-1-86888-711-8.

Saunders, C.C. 2013. Activism in Britain for Namibian 
independence: The Namibia Support Committee. In 
Southern African liberation Struggles: New local, 
regional and global Perspectives, pp. 274-289. Cape 
Town, South Africa: UCT Press. ISBN 9781919895932.

Saunders, C.C. 2013. 1968 and Apartheid: race and 
politics in South Africa. In Samantha Christiansen; 
zachary A. Scarlett (eds), The Third World in the global 
1960s, pp. 133-141. United States of America: Berghahn 
Books. ISBN 9780857455734.

Saunders, C.C. 2013. Humanitarian aspects of 
interventions by the United Nations in Southern Africa. 
In The History and Practice of Humanitarian Intervention 
and Aid in Africa, pp. 158-175. United kingdom: 
Palgrave Macmillan. ISBN 9781137270016.

Saunders, C.C. 2013. In conclusion. In Southern African 
liberation Struggles: New local, regional and global 
Perspectives, pp. 290-294. Cape Town, South Africa: 
UCT Press. ISBN 9781919895932.

Saunders, C.C. and Artwell, W. 2013. liberal influences 
on the transition, 1990-1994. In The road to Democracy 
in South Africa: Volume 6 [1990 - 1996] Part 2, pp. 
1271-1284. Braamfontein: UNISA Press. ISBN 978-1-
86888-711-8.

Saunders, C.C. 2013. liberation struggles in Southern 
Africa in context. In Southern African liberation 
Struggles: New local, regional and global Perspectives, 
pp. 1-29. Cape Town, South Africa: UCT Press. ISBN 
9781919895932.

Shain, M. 2013. Antisemitism and anti-zionism in the 
new South Africa: observations and reflections. In 
Charles Asher Small (eds), global Antisemitism: A Crisis 
of Modernity, pp. 215-221. leiden: Martinus Nijhoff 
Publishers, an imprint of Brill. ISBN 9789004214576.

Van Heyningen, e.B. 2013. lies, damned lies and 
statistics: Statistics and the British concentration camps 
database. In r.J. Constantine (eds), New Perspectives 
on the Anglo-Boer War, pp. 121-136. Bloemfontein, 
South Africa: The War Museum of the Boer republics. 
ISBN 1-874979-46-4.

Van Vuuren, l. 2013. The Africa I know: film and the 
making of Bushmen in laurens van der Posts ‘lost 
World of kalahari’ (1956). In recreating first Contact: 
expeditions, Anthropology and Popular Culture, pp. 
215-230. Washington DC: Smithsonian Institution 
Scholarly Press. ISBN 9781935623144.

Worden, N.A. 2013. forgotten revolutionaries: 
slave cultural resistance at the Cape, 1760-1808. In 
l’atlantique revolutionnaire: Une perspective ibero-
americaine, pp. 421-446. Becherel, france: les 
Perseides. ISBN 9782915596953.

Worden, N.A. 2012. la esclavitud y la memoria publica 
en Sudafrica. In Marisa Pineau(eds), Huellas y legados 
de la esclavitud en las Americas: Proyecto Unesco la 
ruta del esclavo, pp. 103-120. Argentina: eDUNTref. 
ISBN 9789871172955.

Encyclopaedia entries

Saunders, C.C. 2013. 2013. African organisations and 
meetings. In The 2013 Annual register: World events, 
pp. 409-410. 254th edition. Cambridge: Proquest. ISBN 
9781615402995.

Saunders, C.C. 2013. 2013. Angola, zambia, Malawi. 
In The 2013 Annual register: World events, pp. 
242-245. 254th edition. Cambridge: Proquest. ISBN 
9781615402995.

Saunders, C.C. 2013. Botswana recent History. In Africa 
South of the Sahara 2014. The europa regional surveys 
of the world, pp. 130-134. 43rd edition. london: europa 
Publications. ISBN 9781857436983.

Saunders, C.C. 2013. 2013. Cape Verde, guinea Bissau, 
Sao Tome. In The 2013 Annual register: World events, 
pp. 234-235. 254th edition. Cambridge: Proquest. 
9781615402995.

Saunders, C.C. 2013. lesotho recent history. In The 
europa regional surveys of the world, pp. 672-676. 
43rd edition. london: europa Publications. ISBN 
9781857436983.

Saunders, C.C. 2013. Malawi recent history. In The 
europa regional surveys of the world, pp. 748-752. 
43rd edition. london: europa Publications. ISBN 
9781857436983.

Saunders, C.C. 2013. Namibia recent history. In 
The europa regional surveys of the world, pp. 879-
885. 43rd edition. london: europa Publications. ISBN 
9781857436983.

Saunders, C.C. 2013. South Africa recent History. In 
The europa regional surveys of the world, pp. 1131-
1139. 43rd edition. london: europa Publications. ISBN 
9781857436983.

Saunders, C.C. 2013. zimbabwe recent history. In 
The europa regional surveys of the world, pp. 1349-
1354. 43rd edition. london: europa Publications. ISBN 
9781857436983.

Articles in peer-reviewed journals 

Bennett, B. and kruger, f.J. 2013. ecology, forestry and 
the debate over exotic trees in South Africa. Journal of 
Historical geography, 42: 100-109.

Bennett, B. 2013. The rise and demise of South Africa’s 
first school of forestry. environment and History, 19: 
63-85.

Bickford-Smith, V. 2013. Cinematic cities: a film and 
historyoverview for South Africa’s majormetropolises 
from the 1890s to the1950s. Journal of Southern 
African Studies, 39(3): 681-699.

field, S.P. 2013. ‘Shooting at shadows’: private John 
field, war stories and why he would not be interviewed. 
oral History, 41(2): 75-86.

kruger, f.J. and Bennett, B. 2013. Wood and water: an 
historical assessment of South Africa’s past and present 
forestry policies as they relate to water conservation. 
Transactions of The royal Society of South Africa, 68(3): 
163-174.

Mager, A.k. 2013. Colonial conquest and the Tambookie 
frontier: the story of Maphasa, c.1830-1853. Journal of 
Southern African Studies, 39(2): 251-270.

Molins-lliteras, S. 2013. from Toledo to Timbuktu: the 
case for a biography of the ka’ti archive, and its sources. 
South African Historical Journal, 65(1): 105-124.

Penn, N.g. 2012. The Meuron regiment at the Cape, 
1793-1788. Quarterly Bulletin of the National library of 
South Africa, 66(2): 13-29.

Penn, N.g. 2013. The British and the ‘bushmen’: the 
massacre of the Cape San, 1795-1828. Journal of 
genocide research, 15(2): 183-200.

Penn, N.g. 2013. Towards a history of convict labour 
in the nineteenth century Cape. Workers of the World: 
International Journal on Strikes and Social Conflicts, 
1(3): 118-138.

Saunders, C.C. 2013.  Military intervention in conflict 
situations in Africa: thoughts on South Africa’s role. 
Strategic review for Southern Africa/ Strategiese oorsig 
Vir Suider-Afrika, 35(2): 152-156.

Saunders, C.C. 2013. The ANC’s 100 years: more recent 
work on its history. Historia, 58(2): 157-167.
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Department of 
Philosophy
Head of Department: 
Professor David Benatar 

Departmental Profile

The Department of Philosophy is established in the 
faculty of Humanities. The Department focuses 
on analytic philosophy, offering courses in Moral 
and Political Philosophy, Philosophy of language, 
epistemology, Metaphysics, logic, Aesthetics, 
Applied ethics, Philosophy of Science, Philosophy of 
Mathematics; Philosophy of Psychology and Mind, and 
Critical Thinking.  

Departmental Statistics 

Permanent and long-term contract staff

Professors 2
Senior lecturers 3
lecturers 3
Administrative staff 2
Visiting lecturers 2
Total 10

Students

Doctoral 6
Master’s 6
Honours (course enrolments) 30
Undergraduate 2705
Total 2747

Research Fields and Staff 

Permanent staff

Dr ToM ANgIer (froM AUgUST 2013)
Ancient philosophy, ethical and political theory, post-
kantian philosophy

ProfeSSor DAVID BeNATAr
Moral philosophy; applied ethics; social philosophy.

Dr greg frIeD
Social choice theory and other formal methods in 
philosophy; philosophy of mathematics; history of 
philosophy, including ancient and early modern 
thought; aesthetics, including the philosophy of 
literature; creative writing.

Dr elISA gAlgUT
Aesthetics; philosophy of literature; philosophy of 
psychology; philosophy of psychoanalysis.

Dr george HUll
ethics, action theory, political/social philosophy, 
german philosophy

Dr JACk rITCHIe
Philosophy of science, naturalism, analytic metaphysics.

Dr JereMy WANDerer (leAVe of ABSeNCe froM 
JUly 2012 – JUNe 2013)
epistemology; philosophy of mind; philosophy of 
language.

ProfeSSor BerNHArD WeISS
realism and anti-realism; philosophies of language, 
logic and mathematics; early analytical philosophy.

Visiting Lecturers

Dr lAUreNCe BlooM (1 JAN 2013 To 31 JUNe 2013)
Ancient Philosophy, kant, History of Metaphysics, and 
ethical and Political Philosophy.

Dr DeAN CHAPMAN 
epistemology, ethics and the Philosophy of logic

Contact Details 

Postal address: Department of Philosophy, University of 
Cape Town, Private Bag X3, rondebosch, 7701
Telephone: +27 21 650 3316
fax: +27 21 650 5203
e-mail: philosophy@uct.ac.za
Web: http://www. philosophy.uct.ac.za

Research output

Chapters in books

Benatar, D. 2013. Suicide:  A qualified defence. In JS 
Taylor (eds), The Metaphysics and ethics of Death:  New 
essays, pp. 222-244. New york, USA: oxford University 
Press. ISBN 9780199751136.

Encyclopaedia entries

Benatar, D. 2013. Corporal punishment. In The 
International encyclopedia of ethics, pp. 1105-1110. Uk: 
Blackwell Publishing ltd. ISBN 9781444367072.

Benatar, D. 2013. Humor, ethics of. In The International 
encyclopedia of ethics, pp. 2497-2499. Uk: Blackwell 
Publishing ltd. ISBN 9781444367072.

Benatar, D. 2013. Pedophilia. In The International 
encyclopedia of ethics, pp. 3829-3831. Uk: Blackwell 
Publishing ltd. ISBN 9781444367072.

Benatar, D. 2013. Quotidian ethics. In The International 
encyclopedia of ethics, pp. 4281-4285. Uk: Blackwell 
Publishing ltd. ISBN 9781444367072.

Articles in peer-reviewed journals 

Benatar, D. 2013. evaluations of circumcision should 
be circumscribed by the evidence. Journal of Medical 
ethics, 39(7): 431-432.

Benatar, D. 2013. Still better never to have been:  a reply 
to (more of) my critics. Journal of ethics, 17: 121-151.

galgut, e.l. 2012. Hume’s aesthetic standard. Hume 
Studies, 38(2): 183-200.

Hull, g. 2013. reification and social criticism. 
Philosophical Papers, 42(1): 49-77.

lerm, J. 2013. The agent-relative/agent-neutral 
distinction: my two sense(s). South African Journal of 
Philosophy, 32(2): 137-148.

ostrowick, J. 2013. Can Bayes’ Theorem, given the 
evidence of this universe, be used to support theism? 
South African Journal of Philosophy, 32(2): 163-172.

ostrowick, J. 2013. Does evolution really threaten 
religion? Journal of Theology for Southern Africa, 146: 
79-103.

Wanderer, J.r. 2013. Anscombe’s ‘teachers’. Journal of 
Philosophy of education, 47(2): 205-221.

Wanderer, J.r. 2013. Testimony and the interpersonal. 
International Journal of Philosophical Studies, 21(1): 
92-110.

Wanderer, J.r. and Townsend, l. 2013. Is it rational to 
trust? Philosophy Compass, 8(1): 1-14.

Creative writing

Poetry

galgut, e. 2013. eurydice and the TrC. In Schonstein, P. 
(ed), Africa Ablaze! Poems and prose pieces of war and 
civil conflict, pp 336-337, Cape Town: African Sun Press.

Short stories published in a collection

fried, g. and lazarus, l. 2013. Mapping the interior.  
In Hichens, Joanne (eds), Bloody Satisfied, pp. 132-145. 
Cape Town: Burnet Media.

fried, g. and lazarus, l. 2013. Where in the tenderness?  
In Jennings, karen (eds), feast, famine & Potluck, pp. 
139-149. Cape Town: Short Story Day Africa.

Department of 
Political Studies
Head of Department: 
Professor Annette Seegers

Departmental Profile

The Department of Political Studies is home to 
internationally recognised scholars in comparative 
politics, international relations, political theory, political 
behaviour, intellectual history, public policy, and public 
administration. our staff members have made major 
intellectual contributions in their respective fields 
and published widely in international journals.   our 
academics have also made practical contributions to 
the policies and politics of our new democracy.

The department is home to one of the bigger 
postgraduate programmes and boasts a lively and 
cosmopolitan postgraduate student community.   our 
postgraduate programmes provide students with a firm 
academic foundation in political theory; comparative 
politics; international relations; South African politics; 
public administration; and public policy, amongst 
others. Students are encouraged to pursue more 
specialised study under the close supervision and 
guidance of faculty. 

our undergraduate courses remain a popular choice and 
the department is one of the largest departments in the 
faculty of Humanities at UCT. Staff and students together 
comprise a vibrant and intellectually engaged community.

Departmental Statistics

Permanent and long-term contract staff 
 

Professors 4
Associate Professors 2
Senior lecturers 5
lecturers 2
Administrative and Clerical Staff 3
Total 16

Honorary staff

emeritus Professors 2
Total 2
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Students
 

Doctoral 6
Master’s 61
Honours 50
Undergraduates 3095
Total 3212

Permanent staff

ASSoCIATe Prof JoHN AkokPArI
African politics; international relations; political 
economy; comparative politics.

Prof ANTHoNy BUTler
Politics & public policy in South Africa, including political 
funding, theories of the state, policy uncertainty, party 
systems, the politics of HIV/AIDS policy, and black 
economic empowerment in SA.

Prof roBerT CAMeroN 
Comparative local government politics & administration; 
public sector reform; public administration thought

Mr zWeleTHU JoloBe
lecturer: Comparative politics; international relations; 
African politics; political violence; revolutions; 
contemporary South African politics; democratisation

Prof roBerT MATTeS
Democratisation; political behaviour; public opinion; 
survey research; research methodology; comparative 
politics

Dr VINoTHAN NAIDoo 
Senior lecturer:   Public administration, with a special 
interest in comparative public administration and 
development management.

ASSoCIATe Prof ANDreW NASH
Senior lecturer: South African political thought; the 
history of political thought in the West; the making of a 
global political vocabulary

MS lAUreN PAreMoer 
HIV/AIDS Treatment Politics; Social citizenship;  health 
and global governance; 
manifestations of and resistance to neoliberal 
governmentality 

Dr THIVeN reDDy 
Senior lecturer: Comparative politics; South African 
politics; regime transition and democratisation; political 
party systems and political parties; post-colonial theory 
and identity politics

Dr kAreN SMITH 
Senior lecturer:  International relations theory; the 
developing world (Africa in particular) as an object of Ir 
study and an agent of Ir knowledge; South Africa and 
India as regional powers in the global South

MS rAeNeTTe TAlJAArD 
Senior lecturer:  Public Policy 

Prof ANNeTTe SeegerS 
Head of Department: Conflict; security; civil military 
relations in Southern Africa; security among 
Southern African states; the role of armed forces in 
democratization.

Dr HArry STePHAN 
Senior lecturer: International relations; international 
political economy; comparative governance; 
international law and organisation.

Senior Scholars

eMerITUS ProfeSSor roBerT SCHrIre 
International political economy; globalisation; South 
African politics

eMerITUS ProfeSSor ANDrÉ DU ToIT 
Intellectual history of South African political 
thought & traditions; political ethics, ideologies & 
discourse;  philosophical reflections on the Truth and 
reconciliation Commission; narrative interpretation of 
political violence in South Africa

Guest Lecturers

MS lAUrA freeMAN 
International relations; conflict; humanitarian aid; 
international political economy; political philosophy

Mr MArkUS korHoNeN 
Developmental states; democracy and democratisation; 
politics and development in Botswana.

MS CHANTAl MIlNe
lecturer: Primary research interests include democratic 
public administration, local government and public 
administration theory. 

Dr fIoNA ANCIANo 
South African politics from both a political theory 
and public administration perspective. She is also a 
researcher who specialises in democratisation studies.   
Her areas of focus are civil society, political parties and 
non-racialism.

Dr HUgo VAN Der MerWe
Transitional justice; post conflict reconstruction; 
democratization; political violence; research methodology

Dr ANDreW SIDDle 
lecturer: Public management;   intergovernmental 
coordination; decentralisation as a politico-
administrative paradigm; local government; public 
finance; management systems; constitutional and 
public law.

 
Contact Details

Postal Address: Department of Political Studies, 
University of Cape Town, Private Bag X3, rondebosch, 
7701 
Physical Address:  Department of Political Studies, 
University of Cape Town, room 5.33, leslie Social 
Science Building, University Avenue, rondebosch 7700
Telephone: +27 21 650 3381
fax: +27 21 650 3799
e-mail: hum-politics@uct.ac.za
Web: http://www.uct.ac.za/depts/politics

Research Output

Chapters in books

Akokpari, J. 2013. The crisis of social cohesion in Africa: 
is regionalism the answer? In Moore, Candice (eds), 
regional Integration and Social Cohesion. Perspectives 
from the Developing World, pp. 131-153. Belgium: 
Peter lang gmbh.  ISSN 2030-8787.

Cameron, r.g. 2013. Conditional grants: municipal 
(mis)use? In Mcebesi Ndletyana and David Maimela 
(eds), essays on the evolution of the post-apartheid 
State - legacies, reforms and prospects, pp. 165-196. 
Johannesburg: Mapungubwe Institute for Strategic 
reflection (MISTrA). ISBN 978-1-920655-85-3.

Cameron, r.g. and Milne, C. 2013. rrepresentative 
Bureaucracy in South Africa. In Patrick von Maravic, B guy 
Peters, eckhard Schroter (eds), representative Bureaucracy 
in Action: Country Profiles from the Americas, europe, 
Africa and Asia, pp. 171-187. United kingdom: edward 
elgar Publishing. ISBN 978 0 85793 598 4.

greenberg, A. and Mattes, r.B. 2013. Does the quality 
of elections affect the consolidation of Democracy? 
In Bratton, Michael (eds), Voting and Democratic 
Citizenship in Africa, pp. 239-252. USA: lynne rienner 
Publ Inc. ISBN 978-1-58826-894-5.

Mattes, r.B. 2013. “Asocial cohesion”: political 
community and social capital in Africa’s democratising 
societies. In Moore, Candice (eds), regional Integration 
and Social Cohesion. Perspectives from the Developing 
World, pp. 73-89. Belgium: Peter lang gmbh.  ISSN 
2030-8787.

Mattes, r.B. and Shenga, C. 2013. Uncritical citizenship: 
Mozambicans in comparative perspective. In Bratton, 
Michael (eds), Voting and Democratic Citizenship in 
Africa, pp. 159-177. USA: lynne rienner Publ Inc. ISBN 
978-1-58826-894-5.

Naidoo, V. 2013. Cadre deployment versus merit? 
reviewing politisation in the public service. In John 
Daniel, Prishani Naidoo, Devan Pillay, roger Southall 
(eds), New South African review 3, pp. 261-277. 
Johannesburg, South Africa: WITS University Press. 
ISBN 978-1-86814-735-9.

Norris, P. and Mattes, r.B. 2013. Does ethnicity 
determine support for the governing party? In Bratton, 
Michael (eds), Voting and Democratic Citizenship in 
Africa, pp. 41-60. USA: lynne rienner Publ Inc. ISBN 
978-1-58826-894-5.

reddy, T. 2013. South Africa: racialised discourse in the 
context of deteriorating performance. In Doorenspleet, 
renske & Nikzink, lia (eds), one-Party Dominance in 
African Democracies, pp. 73-92. USA: lynne rienner 
Publ Inc. ISBN 978-1-58826-869-3.

reddy, T. 2013. The dominant party system and 
democracy: the Congress Party in India. In N de Jager & 
P DuToit (eds), friend or foe? Dominant Party Systems 
in Southern Africa, pp. 50-67. Cape Town, South Africa: 
UCT Press. ISBN 978-9280812206.

Seegers, A. 2013. PCrD in historical perspective: 
international approaches and experiences. In Theo 
Neethling & Heidi Hudson (eds), Post-Conflict 
reconstruction and Development in Africa, pp. 61-
88. Cape Town, South Africa: UCT Press. ISBN 978-1-
77582-004-8.

Southall, r. 2013. South Africa at large. In John Daniel, 
Prishani Naidoo, Devan Pillay, roger Southall (eds), New 
South African review 3, pp. 294-296. Johannesburg, 
South Africa: WITS University Press. ISBN 978-1-86814-
735-9.

Southall, r. 2013. The power elite in democratic 
South Africa: race and class in a fractured society. 
In John Daniel, Prishani Naidoo, Devan Pillay, roger 
Southall (eds), New South African review 3, pp. 17-
38. Johannesburg, South Africa: WITS University Press. 
ISBN 978-1-86814-735-9.

Articles in peer-reviewed journals 

Akokpari, J. 2013. environmental Degradation and 
Human Insecurity in Sub-Saharan Africa. The Journal of 
Human Security, 8(1): 24-46.
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Akokpari, J. 2012. Is electoral Politcs a New Source of 
Human Insecurity in Africa. Afro Asian Journal of Social 
Sciences, 8(1): 24-46.

Butler, A.M. 2013. resource nationalism and the African 
National Congress. Journal of the Southern African 
Institute of Mining and Metallurgy, 113: 11-20.

Cameron, r.g. and Milne, C. 2013. Size, efficiency 
and local democracy in South Africa: a preliminary 
assessment. African journal of public affairs, 6(4): 1-20.

Cameron, r.g. 2013. The state of public administration 
as an academic field in South Africa. Politikon, 40(3): 
565-583.

fuamba, D., yonekawa, M. and Seegers, A. 2013. 
Managing spoilers in a hybrid war: the democratic 
republic of Congo (1996-2010). Politikon, 40(2): 319-
338.

Mattes, r.B. 2013. Systematic, quantitative political 
science in South Africa: the road less travelled. Politikon, 
40(3): 479-499.

Naidoo, V. 2013. The challenges of policy coordination 
at a programme level: why joining-up is hard to do. 
Development Southern Africa, 30(3): 386-400.

Naidoo, V. 2013. The politics of anti-corruption 
enforcement in South Africa. Journal of Contemporary 
African Studies, 31(4): 523-542.

Smith, k. 2013. International relations in South Africa: a 
case of ‘add Africa and stir’?. Politikon, 40(3): 533-544.

Southall, r. 2013. How and why zanu-Pf won the 2013 
zimababwe elections. Strategic review for Southern 
Africa, 35(2): 135-151.

Thom, A. and Conradie, B.I. 2013. Urban agriculture’s 
enterprise potential: exploring vegetable box schemes 
in Cape Town. Agrekon, 52(1): 64-86.

Department of 
Psychology
Head of Department: 
Professor Mark Solms 

Departmental Profile 

The Department of Psychology has strengths and 
interests in various research areas, including social and 
cultural issues pertinent to social change in the Southern 
African context, basic and applied topics in the brain 
and cognitive sciences, and a variety of topics in clinical 
psychology theory and practice. Additional strengths 
include - but are not limited to - health psychology, 
gender, intergroup relations, child development, policy 
development in mental health, programme evaluation, 
and trauma studies. 

Departmental Statistics 

Permanent and long term contract staff

Professors 4
Associate Professors 3
Senior lecturers 4
lecturers 9
Junior research fellow 1
Administrative and Clerical Staff 6
Total 27

Honorary Staff

research Associate 1
Total 1

Students

Doctoral 44
Master’s 58
Honours 41
Undergraduate 3100
Total 3243

Research Fields and Staff 

Permanent Staff 

Dr floreTTA BooNzAIer
My research interests are in critical social psychology 
(raced, classed, gendered and sexual subjectivities) and 
in the social psychology of gender. My continuing work 
involves the examination of gender-based violence 
through a critical feminist psychological lens, especially 
constructions of masculinity and femininity, social 
responses to intimate partner violence in the South 
African context, sex work/prostitution in South Africa 
and broader representations of gender and sexuality in 
childhood and young adulthood.

ProfeSSor DoNAlD foSTer
Most areas of social and critical psychology: South 
Africa identities (gender / racial/ class); violence  and 
prepetrators of violence; intergroup relations, history of 
SA psychology.

Dr DeBrA kAMINer
The psychological effects of trauma, in particular the 
impact of continuous and multiple trauma exposure; 
and interventions to enhance youth resilience, civic 
participation and empowerment in contexts of adversity 
and violence.

Dr SHoSe keSSI
My research interests are in social and critical psychology. I 
am  interested in issues of  identity, representations, 
consciousness, community empowerment and social 
change. My focus is on qualitative research in general 
and participatory action research in particular through 
the use of multimedia methods such as Photovoice.

Dr DeSPINA leArMoNTH 
Clinical and community psychology, particularly the 
synthesis of social and community knowledge with 
traditional medical knowledge to improve individuals’ 
overall health outcomes. Community empowerment 
for improved health behaviour and health outcomes. 
Critical health psychology with a strong focus on the 
sex trade in South Africa.

Dr WAHBIe loNg 
My broad research interests are in the history, theory 
and indigenization of psychology. My areas of focus 
are Afrocentric psychology, psychology in the Muslim 
world, and the history of psychology in South Africa.

ProfeSSor JoHANN loUW
Two major research areas: firstly, in the history of 
psychology focusing on: historiography; historical 
developments in psychological interventions and 
practices; the history of South African psychology; 
professionalisation. A second major area of interest 

is in programme evaluation: programmes in drug and 
alcohol prevention; violence prevention in schools and 
information technology in education. 

Dr SUSAN MAlColM-SMITH
Main research interest centers on how evolutionarily 
conserved emotion systems impact on adaptive social 
function and social cognition. ongoing projects focus on 
neuroscientific and neuropsychological investigations 
of empathy, attachment, and social function in healthy 
normal populations as well as in psychiatric conditions 
and developmental disorders.

Dr ANASTASIA MAW
Psychological trauma and application of trauma theory 
in southern African context; working with gender 
based violence; training and consultation models in 
psychology. 

Dr ProgreSS NJoMBoro
Interested in investigating cognitive deficits in 
neuropsychiatric samples and their relationship to 
apathy symptoms and related disorders of goal-
directed behaviour. keen on using lesion studies and 
brain imaging techniques to map out the underlying 
functional and neural substrates of these negative 
symptoms. 

Dr NokUTHUlA SHABAlAlA 
The role of psychology in health care especially in 
service delivery within primary health care settings, 
the management of HIV/AIDS and other sexually 
transmitted infections at various levels, gender issues 
and race and identity in contemporary South Africa. 

ProfeSSor MArk SolMS 
Neuropsychology – research and clinical; brain 
mechanisms of dreaming, emotion, motivation; 
psychological mechanisms of confabulation and 
anosognosia syndromes.

Dr leIgH SCHrIeff 
Current research involves the implementation and 
evaluation of an intervention aimed at the remediation 
of attention deficits following traumatic brain injury (TBI) 
in children; interest in the broader topic of paediatric TBI 
in a South African context; paediatric neuropsychology 
research and rehabilitation; Social Psychology; contact 
theory and intergroup relations. 

ASSoCIATe ProfeSSor SAlly SWArTz
Discourse studies including psychotic speech, 
language & gender, language and power, language 
& psychotherapy, conversation analysis; history of 
psychiatry, including history of South African lunatic 
asylums; treatment of the insane in South Africa before 
1940; social history of insanity in colonial settings. 
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ASSoCIATe ProfeSSor keVIN THoMAS 
Cognitive/Clinical Neuropsychology: neural substrates 
and assessment of spatial cognition; effects of stress, 
anxiety, and trauma on memory; effects of age and 
age-related diseases on cognitive function; cross-
cultural neuropsychology.

ProfeSSor ColIN TreDoUX
Social psychology (contact theory, social influence); 
psychology and law (all aspects, but especially eyewitness 
research, child witness research, legal decision making, 
false memory syndrome); cognitive psychology (face 
recognition); methodology and statistics. Philosophy of 
psychology.

ASSoCIATe ProfeSSor CATHerINe WArD 
Violence prevention from the perspective of 
children’s development, and particularly in public 
health approaches to this – in developing evidence-
based approaches to violence prevention that have a 
wide reach and are effective in improving children’s 
development and reducing their likelihood of becoming 
aggressive.  

Dr lAUreN WIlD
Processes of risk and resilience in school-age children 
and adolescents, including (1) family stress (e.g., family 
conflict and parental HIV/AIDS), caregiving and child 
adjustment, and (2) identifying factors associated with 
risk behaviours in adolescents. 

Dr PeDro Wolf
evolutionary psychology (life history theory, assortative 
mating); methodology and statistics; program 
evaluation; cross cultural research.  

Dr BUHle’ zUMA
Social Psychology of Intergroup relations (particularly 
the intersectionality of ‘race’, class, and gender as 
identity constructing resources at the micro-ecological 
level of everyday encounters and developing a model 
that problematizes the single dimensional ocular 
reading of ‘race’ on skin). Philosophical Anthropology 
and specifically the societal construction of desire. 

Contact Details 

Postal address: Department of Psychology, University of 
Cape Town, Private Bag X3, rondebosch 7701 
Tel: +27 21 650 3417 
fax: +27 21 650 4104
e-mail: rosalind.adams@uct.ac.za Web: http://web.uct.
ac.za/depts/psychology/ 
UCT general enquiries: +27 21 650 9111
UCT web: http://www.uct.ac.za 

Research Output

Chapters in books

Berry, l., Dawes, A.r.l. and Biersteker, l. 2013. getting 
the basics right: an essential package of services and 
support for eCD. In Berry, Biersteker, dawes, lake and 
Smith (eds), South African Child gauge 2013, pp. 26-33. 
Cape Town: Children’s Institude. ISBN 9780799224986.

Casale, M. and Wild, l.g. 2013. family and community 
support matters for the health of people living with HIV: 
A discussion of the existing literature and key areas for 
future research. In Arrigo Pallottia and Maria zamponi 
(eds), HIV/AIDS in Southern Africa: Challenges, Policies. 
Actors, pp. 89-106. rimini, Italy: la Pieve Poligrafica 
editore. ISBN 9788890616860.

Donald, k.A.M., Hall, D. and Dawes, A.r.l. 2013. 
International models for prevention, early detection, 
intervention and professional training: early Child 
Development and Detection in South Africa. In f.P. 
glascoe, k.P. Marks, J.k. Poon, M.M. Macias (eds), 
Identifying & Addressing Developmental-Behavioral 
Problems: A Practical guide for Medical and Non-
Medical Professionals, Trainees, researchers and 
Advocates, pp. 405-408. USA: PeDStest.com, llC. ISBN 
978-0-9664323-5-0.

ebrahim, H., Seleti, J. and Dawes, A.r.l. 2013. learning 
begins at birth: improving access to early learning. In 
Berry, Biersteker, dawes, lake and Smith (eds), South 
African Child gauge 2013, pp. 66-71. Cape Town: 
Children’s Institude. ISBN 9780799224986.

figueredo, J.f., olderbak, s., Schlomer, g., garcia, 
r. and Wolf, P. 2013. Program evaluation: principles, 
procedures, and practices. In Todd little (eds), The oxford 
handbook of Quantitative Methods, pp. 332-360. new 
york: oxford University Press. ISBN 9780199934874.

Panksepp, J., Coenen, v., Solms, M. and Schlapfer, T. 
2013. Warum tut uns die Depression weh? ererbter 
primar-bewusster Trennungsschmerz (Panic) und 
nachlassende Belohnung (seeking) und ihre Bedeutung 
fur das entstehen von Depression und Abhangigkeit. In 
karl Heinz Brisch (eds), Binding und sucht, pp. 208-233. 
germany: klett-Cotta Verlag. ISBN 978360894780-.

Solms, M. 2013. “The Unconscious” in psychoanalysis 
and neuropsychology. In Salma Akhtar and Mary 
kay o’Neil (eds), on freud’s “ The Unconscious”, pp. 
101-118. great Britian: karnac Books ltd. ISBN 978-1-
7822002-7-7.

Solms, M. 2013. Der Wunsch im traum- eine 
neuropsychoanalytische perspektive. In Brigitte Boothe 
(eds), Wenn doch nur - ach hatt ich blob -Die Anatomie 

des Wunsches, pp. 126-140. zurich: ruffer & rub. ISBN 
9783907625637.

Swartz, S.g. 2013. Naming and otherness: South African 
intersubjective psychoanalytic psychotherapy and the 
negotiation of racialised histories’. In Cora Smith, glenys 
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Trade Unions in Society, Industrial relations and 
Workplace Participation

Honorary Research Associates

Dr JoHANN grAAff
Development Sociology, Social Psychology

ASSoCIATe ProfeSSor, keN JUBBer
Social Theory

Contact Details

Postal address: Department of Sociology, University of 
Cape Town, Private Bag X3, rondebosch, 7701 
Telephone: +27 21 650 3501
e-mail: Tarayan.stoffels@uct.ac.za

Research Output

Edited books

Swartz, S. and Arnot, M. (eds) 2013. youth Citizenship 
and the Politics of Belonging. 133pp. USA & Canada: 
routledge. ISBN 9780415659680.

Chapters in books

Arnot, M. and Swartz, S. 2013. Introduction: youth 
citizenship and the politcs of belonging: introducing 
contexts, voices, imaginaries. In Sharlene Swartz & 
Madeleine Arnot (eds), youth Citizenship and the Politics 
of Belonging, pp. 1-10. USA & Canada: routledge. ISBN 
9780415659680.

Matebeni, z. 2013. Deconstructing violence towards 
black lesbians in South Africa. In Sokari ekine & Hakima 
Abbas (eds), Queer African reader, pp. 343-353. kenya: 
Pambazuka Press. ISBN 9780857490995.

Matebeni, z. 2012. feminizing lesbians, de-gendering 
transgender men: a model for building lesbian feminist 
thinkers and leaders in Africa. In Shaka Mc glotten & 
Dana-Ain Davis(eds), Black genders and Sexualities, 
pp. 187-193. United States: Palgrave Macmillan. ISBN 
9781403977755.
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Mutimukuru-Maravanyika, T. and Matose, f. 2013. 
learning in contested landscapes: Applying adaptive 
collaborative management in forested landscapes of 
zimbabwe. In Hemant r ojha, Andy Hall, rasheed 
Sulaiman V (eds), Adaptive Collaborative Approaches in 
Natural resource governance: rethinking Participation, 
learning and Innovation, pp. 177-215. New york: 
routledge. ISBN 9780415699105.

Pande, A. 2013. la gestation pour autrui transnationale 
a des fins commerciales en Inde: des dons pour la 
solidarite mondiale entre les femmes? In Christine 
Verschuur & Christine Catarino (eds), genre, migrations 
et globalisation de la reproduction sociale. geneva: The 
graduate Institute. ISBN 9782343014302.

Pande, A. 2013. The “sweat and blood” of womb 
mothers: commercial surrogates redefining motherhood 
in India. In Sangha, Jk & gonsalves, T (eds), South 
Asian Mothering: Negotiating Culture, family and 
Selfhood, pp. 135-149. Canada: Demeter Press. ISBN 
9781927335017.

Schenk, J. and Seekings, J.f. 2013. locating generation 
X: taste and identity in transitional South Africa. In 
Christine Henseler (eds), generation X goes global: 
Mapping a youth Culture in Motion, pp. 51-72. New 
york: routledge. ISBN 9780415699440.

Seekings, J.f. 2013. Social Policy. In Nic Cheeseman, 
David Anderson & Andrea Scheibler (eds), routledge 
Handbook of African Politics, pp. 309-321. New york: 
routledge, Taylor and francis group, london and New 
york. ISBN 9780415573788.

Swartz, S., Harding, J.H. and De lannoy, A.M.f.A. 2013. 
Ikasi style and the quiet violence of dreams: a critique 
of youth belonging in post-apartheid South Africa. 
In Sharlene Swartz & Madeleine Arnot (eds), youth 
Citizenship and the Politics of Belonging, pp. 27-40. 
USA & Canada: routledge. ISBN 9780415659680.

Van Wyk, I. 2013. Bad luck, slippery money and the 
South African lottery. In rebecca Cassidy, Andrea 
Pisac and Claire loussouarn (eds), Qualitative 
research in gambling: exploring the production and 
comsuption of risk, pp. 156-170. oxon: routledge. ISBN 
9780415659383.

Articles in peer-reviewed journals 

Cooper, D.D., Moore, e. and Mantell, J.e. 2013. 
renegotiating intimate relationships with men: how 
HIV shapes attitudes and experiences of marriage for 
South African women living with HIV: ‘now in my life, 
everything I do, looking at my health”. Acta Juridica, 
13: 218-238.

Hodes, r. 2013. The medical history of abortion in 
South Africa, c.1970-2000. Journal of Southern African 
Studies, 39(3): 527-542.

Hodes, r. 2013. Understanding AIDS conspiracies: the 
critical value of postmodernism. Science As Culture, 
22(2): 261-266.

Jeppie, M.S. 2013. (Not for pub count) Mission response 
- S Jeppie. Comparative Studies of South Asia, Africa 
and the Middle east, 33(2): 137-139.

Mangcu, X. 2013. Promoting self-help in human 
settlements policy: towards a progressive development 
model in informal settlements. Human Settlements 
review, 2: 77-91.

Matebeni, z., reddy, V., Sandfort, T. and Southey-
Swartz, I. 2013. “I thought we are safe”: Southern 
African lesbians’ experiences of living with HIV. Culture 
Health & Sexuality, 15(S1): S34-S47.

Matebeni, z. 2013. Intimacy, queerness, race. Cultural 
Studies, 27(3): 404-417.

Moore, e. and govender, r.A. 2013. Marriage and 
cohabitation in South Africa: an enriching explanation?. 
Journal of Comparative family Studies, 44(5): 623-639.

Moore, e. 2013. Transmission and change in South 
African motherhood: black mothers in three-
generational Cape Town families. Journal of Southern 
African Studies, 39(1): 151-170.

Norton, M. 2013. The life and times of snoek. ecology 
and Society, 18(4): 32(5 pages).

Pande, A. 2013. “The paper that you have in your 
hand is my freedom”: migrant domestic work and the 
sponsorship (kafala) system in lebanon. International 
Migration review, 47(2): 414-441.

Parnell, S. and Crankshaw, o. 2013. The politics of ‘race’ 
and the transformation of the post-apartheid space 
economy. Journal of Housing and the Built environment, 
28(4): 589-603.

Posel, D. 2013. The ANC youth league and the 
politicization of race. Thesis eleven, 115(1): 58-76.

Sandfort, T., Baumann, l., Matebeni, z., reddy, V. and 
Southey-Swartz, I. 2013. forced sexual experiences 
as risk factor for self-reported HIV infection among 
Southern African lesbian and bisexual women. PloS 
one, 8(1): e53552.

Seekings, J.f. 2013. Is the South ‘Brazilian’? The public 
realm in urban Brazil through a comparative lens. Policy 
and Politics, 43(3): 351-370.

Swartz, S., Tyler, r. and Versfeld, A. 2013. emotion 
as opportunity: reflections on multiple concurrent 
partnerships among young men in South Africa. gender 
& behaviour, 11(1): 5197-5207.

Van Wyk, I. 2012. A response. Anthropology Southern 
Africa, 35(3&4): 119-121.

Van Wyk, I. 2013. Beyond ethical imperatives in 
South African anthropology: morally repugnant and 
unlikeable subjects. Anthropology Southern Africa, 
36(1&2): 68-79.

Vranas, l. and Hendry, J. 2013. Discovering the 
postdoctoral sector at UCT with a view to improving 
the PDrf experience. South African Journal of Higher 
education, 27(2): 454-473.

Journal editing 

gopauloo, N. and lincoln, M.D. (eds) 2013. Journal 
of Mauritian Studies. 165pp. Mauritius: The School of 
Mauritian and Area Studies. ISBN 9789990339604.

Michaelis School of 
Fine Art
(Including the Centre for Curating the Archive)

Director and Head of School:  
Associate Professor Stephen Inggs

School Profile

The Michaelis School of fine Art is primarily involved 
in research in the field of fine art and the history and 
discourses of art. The School has a strong research 
and exhibition profile with all staff participating 
in both local and international exhibitions. These 
include exhibitions curated along various themes, 
major international biennales, as well as individual 
one-person shows. There is an emphasis on 
the scholarly and creative interpretation and 
intellectualisation of artwork. This is reflected in 
catalogue publications, artists’ books and journal 
articles including Artworks in Progress, a journal 
published by the School. Staff are regularly invited 
to comment on issues relating to fine arts practice 
and write review essays in exhibition catalogues.

The School houses the Centre for Curating the 
Archive, a multidisciplinary research centre focussed 
on digital archives their exhibition and publication, 
directed by Pippa Skotnes. The CCA incorporates 
llAreC (lucy lloyd Archive, resource and exhibition 
Centre) and the katrine Harries Print Cabinet which 
publishes artists’ books and curates the University’s 
print collection. 

The major postgraduate degrees offered at the School 
include the PhD, Master of fine Art, Master of Arts 
in fine Art, Master of Arts in Art Historical Studies, 
Honours in Art Historical Studies and Honours in 
Curatorship. Students undertake advanced study in 
an aspect of art history, contemporary art discourse, 
studiowork disciplines or specialist interdisciplinary 
research. 

School Statistics

Permanent and Long-term Contract Staff
emeritus Professors 4
Honorary Professors 1
Professors 3
Associate Professors 2
Adjunct Associate Professor 1
Senior lecturers 7
lecturers 3
Contract staff 2
Administrative staff 3
Senior Technical officers 2
Technical officers 2
Technical Assistant 1
Workshop Assistant 1
Total 32

 
Students
Undergraduates 1143
Postgraduate Diploma in Art 6
Honours in VAH 2
Honours in Curatorship 19
MfA 17
MA 8
PhD 7
Total 1202

Research Fileds and Staff

ProfeSSor JANe AleXANDer
Sculpture; photography; photomontage; video
emeritus Professor Bruce Arnott 
fine art; sculpture

MS JeAN BrUNDrIT 
Photography; lesbian sexuality; identity
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Mr kUrT CAMPBell 
graphic Design; Design History; 2d Animation, 
Postcolonial theory, Subaltern studies, philosophy 
of technology

MS ANNeMIe CoNrADIe
Visual studies; commodification of culture; tourism, 
heritage  and local economic development; 
relationships between theory and practice; body 
modification and performance
 
eMerITUS ProfeSSor MICHAel goDBy
19th century colonial artists; contemporary South 
African artists; documentary photography 

ASSoCIATe ProfeSSor STePHeN INggS
Printmaking, photography, artists’ books and 
portfolios, particularly the influence of technology 
on practice; representation of objects and landscape

MS SVeA JoSePHy 
Photography; southern African Photography; 
contemporary art

Mr ANDreW lAMPreCHT 
Theory/Discourse in Art; curatorship

ASSoCIATe ProfeSSor frITHA lANgerMAN
Printmaking; curatorship and display; art and science

MS VIrgINIA MACkeNNy 
Painting, video; visual theory; contemporary art

Dr SIoNA o’CoNNell
Visual studies; archives and memory

eMerITUS ProfeSSor MAlColM PAyNe
Video art; digital printmaking

Dr. rAÉl Jero SAlley  
Painting; Modern and Contemporary Art History; 
Visual Theory and Discourse; African American Art; 
Theories of Black and African Diaspora 

Mr fABIAN SAPToUW 
Process Art; Materiality; Printmaking; History of 
bookmaking; Text/Image relationships

ASSoCIATe ProfeSSor BerNI SeArle
Video art; photography; installation

HoNorAry ProfeSSor PeNeloPe SIoPIS
Critical practices in contemporary painting; shame 
and sexuality in visual art; psychoanalysis and art; 
archival film and narrative in video art

ProfeSSor PIPPA SkoTNeS
Visual history and representation; curatorship and 
the archive; and bookarts

MS ANNA TIeTze 
History of art collecting and museum policy; 19th 
century french art and society; the history of the 
print; history and theory of art training institutions. 

ASSoCIATe ProfeSSor JoHANN VAN Der SCHIJff 
Sculpture; interactive art installations; computer 
aided design and manufacturing

eMerITUS ProfeSSor gAVIN yoUNge
Issues of ‘re-wilding’ and ‘Hyperwilderness’ in 
international contexts; negotiating transnational 
trauma in sculpture and film

MS CArINe zAAyMAN 
New media; film theory; psychoanalysis and notions 
of subjectivity in art

Contact Details

Postal address: Michaelis School of fine Art, 31-37 
orange Street, gardens, 8001
Telephone: +27 21 480 7103
fax: +27 21 424 2889
e-mail: masibulele.bungane@.uct.ac.za
Web: http://www.michaelis.uct.ac.za

Research Output

Chapters in books

godby, M.A.P. 2013. A Short History of South African 
landscape Photography. In Transition, pp. 158-163. 
Xavier Barral. Italy: Market Photo Workshop. ISBN 
9782365110358.

godby, M.A.P. 2013. Change without changing: 
the ethnography of A.M. Duggan-Cronin’s “Bantu 
Tribes” of South Africa. In Tamar garb (eds), African 
Photography from the Walther Collection - Distance 
and Desire: encounters with the African Archive, pp. 97-
103. germany: Stiedl Publishers. ISBN 9783869306513.

godby, M.A.P. 2013. Native Studies. In okwui 
enwezor and rory Bester (eds), rise and fall of 
Apartheid Photography and the Bureaucracy of 
everyday life, pp. 46-65. New york: International 
Center of Photography. ISBN 9783791352800.

richards, C. 2013. retouching apartheid. In okwui 
enwezor and rory Bester (eds), rise and fall of 
Apartheid Photography and the Bureaucracy of 
everyday life, pp. 234-247. New york: International 
Center of Photography. ISBN 9783791352800.

Articles in peer-reviewed journals 

Campbell, k.D. 2013. The sociogenic imperative 
of typography a ‘face’ for the new South Africa. 
european Journal of english Studies, 17(1): 72-91.

Conradie, A. 2013. Tribal-esque: evermore the rage. 
Art South Africa, 12(01): 66-67.

Davison, P. and Mahashe, g. 2012. Visualizing 
the realm of a rain-queen: the production and 
circulation of eileen and Jack krige’s lobedu 
fieldwork photographs from the 1930s. kronos: 
Southern African Histories (kronos: Journal of Cape 
History), 38(1): 47-81.

Dhlomo-Mautloa, B., goldblatt, D., Warne, P. and 
Weinberg, P. 2013. Umhlaba 19132013. Social 
Dynamics-A Journal of the Centre for African Studies 
University of Cape Town, 39(2): 327-352.

klopper, S. 2013. Art and culture in contemporary 
South Africa: the present future. Thesis eleven, 
115(1): 127-140.

lamprecht, A. 2013. Berlin: the beautyful ones. Art 
South Africa, 12(01): 30-31.

lamprecht, A. 2013. Paul edmunds. Art South 
Africa, 12(1): 84.

Mackenny, V. 2013. Waymarker - a painter’s notes. 
Art South Africa, 11(03): 27-28.

Mackenny, V. 2013. land matters. Art South Africa, 
11(04): 42-44.

Martin, M. 2013.  Subject as Matter. Art South 
Africa, 11(03): 65.

Martin, M. 2013. documenta (13). De Arte, 87: 51-
60.

Putter, A. 2012. Native Work: an artwork by Andrew 
Putter consisting of 38 portrait photographs (with 
photography by Hylton Boucher, kyle Weeks and 
Andrew Putter). kronos: Southern African Histories 
(kronos: Journal of Cape History), 38(1): 249-260.

Salley, r. 2013. Charting dreams. Art South Africa, 
11(4): 35-39.

Salley, r. 2013. ‘I who speak here am’. Art South 
Africa, 11(03): 54-57.

Salley, r. 2013. The changing now of things. Third 
Text, 27(3): 355-366.

younge, J.g.f. 2013. Cradle of Humankind: No 
Picnics Allowed. Art South Africa, 12(1): 70-71.

Exhibition catalogues, catalogue essays 
and works of a popular nature

Brundrit, J. 2013. following the threads: thoughts 
and processes in my recent work - ‘The Space Inside’ 
and ‘Making the Waves’. In Annemi Conradie (eds), 
out of Site: representations of identity in the work 
of Jean Brundrit, pp. 49-55. Cape Town: SoSo Press. 
ISBN 9781920022044.

Campbell, k.D. 2013. Textual Ideation and the 
Digital in South Africa. MCD Magazine. Digital 
Africa Issue. #71.

Josephy, S. 2013. Standing out: a play of lesbian 
identities in the work of Jean Brundrit. In Annemi 
Conradie (eds), out of Site: representations of 
identity in the work of Jean Brundrit, pp. 57-73. 
Cape Town: SoSo Press. ISBN 9781920022044.

lamprecht, A. 2013. Baudelare’s Albatross: ‘To find 
out if the Sea’s Heart Still is Hardened’. In Annemi 
Conradie (eds), out of Site: representations of 
identity in the work of Jean Brundrit, pp. 89-95. 
Cape Town: SoSo Press. ISBN 9781920022044.

liebenberg, N.  2013. Suspicious Mind curator’s 
essay. http://suspiciousmind.co.za/curators-essay-
nina-liebenberg

o’Connell, S. (ed) 2013. Martyrs, Saints & Sell-outs. 
57pp. Cape Town: Centre for Curating the Archive. 
ISBN 9780620576888.

o’Connell, S. (ed) 2013. Spring Queen. 57pp. 
Cape Town: Centre for Curating the Archive. ISBN 
9780620576895.

Saptouw, f 2013. Suspicious Mind curator’s essay. 
http://suspiciousmind.co.za/curators-essay-fabian-
saptouw

Creative work

Artistic works

Skotnes, P. 2013. Breath. Permanent Installation 
in the Psychology Department, PD Hahn Building, 
University of Cape Town.
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Exhibitions

Solo Exhibitions

Alexander, J. 2013. Survey: Cape of good Hope 
(2005-9) Infantry with beast (2008-10). Stevenson 
gallery, Johannesburg 18/11/2013 to 07/02/2014.

Alexander, J. 2013. Surveys (from the Cape of good 
Hope). Cathedral Church of St John the Divine, New 
york 18/04/2013 to 29/07/2013.

Brundrit, J. 2013. out of Site. AVA gallery, Cape 
Town 26/08/2013 to 19/09/2013.

Searle, B.C. 2013. refuge. la galerie Particuliere, 
Paris, france 06/06/2013 to 10/08/2013.

Curated Exhibitions

Inggs, S.C. 2013. Works of Art, New engineering 
Building. New engineering Building, University of 
Cape Town. from 18/11/2013.

lamprecht, A. 2013. Nelson Mandela in kimberley. 
oliewenhuis Art Museum, Bloemfontein 06/12/2013 
to 27/01/2014.

liebenberg, N. and Saptouw, f 2013. Suspicious 
Mind: artists’ explore mind and matter. Michaelis 
Main gallery, Cape Town 09/08/2013 to 31/08/2013.

o’Connell, S. 2013. extraordinary lives: Portraits 
from a Divided land. The District Six Museum 
23/03/2013 to 14/06/2013.

o’Connell, S. 2013. Curated exhibition: Martyrs, 
Saints and Sell-outs: The Photographs of Benny gool, 
Adil Bradlow and zubeida Vallie. The National Arts 
festival, grahamstown 27/06/2013 to 07/07/2013; 
Iziko Castle of good Hope, Cape Town 06/09/2013 
to 11/10/2013 and South Campus Auditorium, 
NNMU, Port elizabeth 25/10/2013.

o’Connell, S. 2013. Spring Queen: The staging of 
the glittering proletariat. The District Six Museum 
19/01/2013 to 04/03/2013.

Group exhibitions (Curated)

Alexander, J., edmunds, P., Bopape, D.S., Adams, 
I., Nitegeka, S.A. and Hlobo, N. 2013. A Sculptural 
Premise. Curated by Stevenson gallery, Cape Town 
28/11/2013 to 11/01/2014.

Alexander, J., Boshoff, W., Chiurai, k., Marx, g., 
Bopape, D.S. and Barker, W. 2013. My Joburg. 

Curated by Paula Aisemberg, france. Staatliche 
kunstsammlungen Dresden, kunsthalle im 
lipsiusbau, Dresden 26/10/2013 to 05/01/2014 and 
Maison rouge, Paris 20/06/2013 to 22/09/2013.

Brundrit, J., Ciurysek, S. and Mangalanayagam, N. 
2013. At Sea in ‘land/Home’. Curated by Michaelis 
galleries, Cape Town 16/07/2013 to 03/08/2013.

Inggs, S.C., Mackenny, V., Sibande, M., kentridge, 
W., Slingsby, r., Botha, l. and Ngqinambi, N. 
2013. Dinner Collection. Curated by Alastair 
Whitton Barnard gallery, Cape Town 12/12/2013 to 
15/01/2014.

Inggs, S.C., kukama, g., Setshogo, T., Azza, H. and 
Diedericks, C. 2013. graphic Arts from the World 
- Africa. Curated by Monika Wanyura-kurosad 
International Centre for graphic Arts, krakow, 
Poland 26/02/2013 to 21/03/2013.

Inggs, S.C., Josephy, S., Botha, l., Southwood, D., 
Williams, g. and van Wyk, g. 2013. Point of View: 
Contemporary South African Photography. Curated 
by Alistair Whitton Barnard gallery, Cape Town 
25/07/2013 to 28/08/2013.

liebenberg, N., de Villiers, l., Tshikhuthula, J., 
fourie, H. and Bezuidenhout, V. 2013. ABSA 
l’Atelier Art finalists exhibition. Aardklop festival, 
Potchefstroom 23/09/2013 to 28/09/2013; ABSA 
gallery, Johannesburg 18/07/2013 to 22/08/2013 
and entre-Vues. Camac Art Centre, Marnay-sur-
Seine, france 26/09/2013 to 20/10/2013.

liebenberg, N., Hearn, r., de Jager, r., de Villiers, W. 
and Bryer, C. 2013. MUSe: Portrait. landscape. Still 
life. Curated by Margie Murgatroydm Antonia labia 
and Cate Wood Hunter. Casa labia, Muizenberg 
12/12/2013 to 23/02/2014.

liebenberg, N., Hugo, D., le roux, J., Diedericks, C. 
and du Toit, J. 2013. Pentimenti and More. Curated 
by louis Jansen van Vuuren and elizabeth Mille-
Vermuelen Art b gallery, Bellville 24/04/2013 to 
17/05/2013.

liebenberg, N., Trapani, A., Aikman, J. and Mbili, 
D. 2013. The Seven Deadly Virtues. Curated by Dr 
Paul Bayliss Prince Vincent Building, oudtshoorn 
Arts festival 29/03/2013 to 06/04/2013 and fried 
Contemporary gallery, Pretoria 08/06/2013 to 
22/06/2013.

Mackenny, V., Bailey, B., Mullins, N., Nel, l. and 
Blignaut, C. 2013. Possessed. Curated by everard 
read, Cape Town 31/07/2013 to 21/08/2013.

Mackenny, V., Marx, g., Bell, D., Brenner, J., 
Cianfanelli, M. and Cullberg, T. 2013. Shimmering. 
Curated by Julia Meintjes Cavalli estate, New 
Commercial gallery 13/10/2013 to 31/01/2014.

Mackenny, V., kentridge, W., Arenson, r., Hobbs, 
S. and Victor, D. 2013. The Benediction of Shade. 
Curated by Jaqueline Nurse David krut Projects, 
Cape Town 11/05/2013 to 31/08/2013.

Mackenny, V., Diedericks, C., Menck, C., Clark-
Brown, g. and Brown, D. 2013. Velvet. Curated 
by Chris Diedericks kkNk National Arts festival, 
oudtshoorn 29/03/2013 to 06/04/2013.

Saptouw, f., khoza, M., keiskamma Art Project, 
Jefferies, J., Mabb, D., rigg, r. and Wakeford, N. 
2013. Difference loom. Curated by Winnie Sze. 
South African National gallery Annex, Cape Town 
21/08/2013 to 27/09/2013.

Saptouw, f. and khoza, M. 2013. regions A-g. 
Curated by ruth Sacks Johannesburg City library, 
Johannesburg 09/11/2013 to 09/12/2013.

Searle, B.C. 2013. Distance and Desire: encounters 
with the African Archive. Curated by Tamar garb.
The Walther Collection, Ulm, germany 09/06/2013 
to 17/05/2015.

Searle, B.C., Putter, A., Petros, D., Phokompe, T., 
osodi, g. and ractliffe, J. 2013. earth Matters. 
Curated by karen Milbourne. National Museum of 
African Art, Smithsonian Institution 13/04/2013 to 
04/01/2014.

Searle, B.C., Walters, A., Josephy, S., Southwood, 
D. and Weinberg, P. 2013. lAND. Various spaces 
throughout City of Cape Town 21/11/2013 to 
24/11/2013.

younge, g. 2013. After the rainbow Nation 2013. 
Curated by Mary-Jane Darrol. NIroX Sculpture Park, 
Cradle of Humankind. 4/2013- 6/2013. 

younge, g. 2013. Summer of Sculpture II. Curated 
by David Tripp and Charles field. grounds of Mount 
Nelson Hotel, Cape Town.11/ 2013 -03/2014. 

younge, g. 2013. everard read Centenary Sculpture. 
Curated by David Tripp and Charles field. everard 
read gallery, Cape Town. 12/2013 -1/2014. 

younge, g. 2013. Inaugural exhibition youngblood 
galerie – kôln, germany. Curated by ralph Seipel.  
8/2013-12/2013. 

School of African 
and Gender Studies, 
Anthropology & 
Linguistics
Director of School: 
Associate Professor Jane Bennett

The School of African and gendeer Studies, 
Anthropolgy & linguistics is a new school of the faculty 
of Humanities, formed in 2012 with the Departments 
of Social Anthropology, gender Studies, African Studies 
and linguistics coming together to form the School. 
It comprises now of four Sections (ex-departments), 
each with their own relative autonomy with respect 
to their curricula, and Seven research groupings (units 
and chairs) which are linked in terms of their research 
and postgraduate supervision with the respective 
sections to which they are attached. This is an exciting 
structure of sections and research groupings: all under 
one ‘umbrella’ and seeking to enhance their academic 
synergies across sections and research groupings, and 
to streamline certain aspects of administration under 
one director of school.

African Studies Section 
(Including the Centre for African Studies)

Director of Centre for African 
Studies): Professor Lungisile 
Ntsebeza, AC Jordan Chair in African 
Studies

Head of Section: 
Associate Professor Nick Shepherd

Profile

The goals of the African Studies Section and the 
Centre for African Studies are to encourage and co-
ordinate teaching and research in the various fields 
concerned with people in Africa, as well as developing 
African Studies graduate courses and programmes. 
We also provide service courses for non-Humanities 
students, such as engineers and Architects, at both 
undergraduate and postgraduate levels. At the core 
of our teaching and research is our intellectual project 
of examining the ways in which knowledge of Africa 
has been constructed in a range of discourses that cut 
across a number of disciplines. Within this forum, our 
courses cover themes such as the representation of 
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Africa across a number of media in both popular culture 
and in academic disciplines. In this regard, we provide a 
critical understanding of how knowledge in and about 
Africa has been filtered through the colonial library. In 
addition, the Centre’s activities include producing our 
journal, Social Dynamics, holding regular seminars, 
workshops and forums for debate and providing a 
venue for performances, art exhibitions and film.

Statistics

Permanent and long-term contract staff

Professors 2
Associate Professors 2
lecturers 1
Senior Secretary 1
Permanent Administrative Staff 2
Total 8

Honorary Staff

emeritus Professor 1
Honorary Professor 1
Honorary research Associate 1
Total 3

Students

Diploma 4
Honours 8
Master’s 12
Doctoral 11
Undergraduate 251
Total 286

Research Fields and Staff

Permanent and long-term contract staff
Associate Professor Harry garuba
Associate Professor Nick Shepherd
Professor lungisile Ntsebeza
Professor Crain Soudien
Dr Horman Chitonge
Mr Nkululeko Mabandla

Emeritus Professors
Professor Brenda Cooper (MA Birmingham) (PhD 
Sussex)

Honorary Professor
Professor Anthony Bogues (Brown University, United 
States) 

Honorary Research Associates
louise green (University of Stellenbosch)

Visiting Research Associates
Cheryl-Ann Michael (University of Western Cape)
Steven robins (University of Stellenbosch)
Isaac Ndlovu (University of Venda)
kylie Thomas (rhodes University)
rushil ranchod
Diana Martin
kogila Moodley (University of British Columbia)
Heribert Adam (Simon fraser University)
Martin Plaut (london)
David Moore (University of Johannesburg)
Walton Johnson (rutgers University)
fiona Nqarachu (University of Southampton)
orleans Mfune (University of zambia)
ksenia robbe (Netherlands)

Postdoctoral Fellows
Jeremiah Arowosegbe 
femke Brandt
grasian Mkodzongi

Contact Details

Postal Address: Harry oppenheimer Institute Building, 
University of Cape Town, Private Bag X3, rondebosch, 
7701
Telephone: +27 21 650 2308
fax: +27 21 650 3579
e-mail: cas-africas@uct.ac.za 
Web: http://www.africanstudies.uct.ac.za

Anthropology Section
Head of Section: 
Prof Francis Nyamnjoh 

Section Profile

The Department’s research has a wide theoretical 
range with a particular, but not exclusive, focus on 
southern Africa. Study areas include child labour, 
citizenship, domestic dynamics, ethnicity, gender and 
sexuality, marginality, memory, migration, narrative, 
urban processes, violence, Truth and reconciliation. 
other topics include comparative pedagogies, identity 
construction, medical anthropology, anthropology of 
knowledge, anthropology of the environment.

Departmental Statistics

Permanent and long-term contract staff

Professors 3
Associate Professors 2
Senior lecturers 3
lecturers 0
Technical and Clerical Staff 2
Total 10

Honorary staff

Honorary Professors 4
Honorary research Associates 20
Total 24

Students

Post Doctoral 3
Doctoral 21
Master’s 15
Honours 26
Undergraduate 725
Total 790

Research Fields and Staff

Dr. Divine Fuh (Senior Lecturer)

Joined the University of Cape Town in March 2012 
from the University of Basel in Switzerland where 
he was senior researcher at the Chair for research 
and Methodology in the Institute for Sociology. His 
research mainly focuses on questions relating to youth, 
agency and transitions in West and Southern African 
cities with particular thematic focus on consumption, 
popular culture, sports, masculinities, elites, space and 
transnational citizenship. He is currently researching on 
how young people contribute towards transforming 
urban communities in Johannesburg and Cape Town, 
and how they make youth an end rather than stagnated 
transitional stage?

ASSoCIATe ProfeSSor leSley greeN
Anthropology of knowledge; anthropology of the 
environment; lowland South America; cultural 
astronomy; public archaeology; ethnographic research 
methodologies.

ProfeSSor CArolyN HAMIlToN
Carolyn Hamilton is the National research foundation 
(Nrf) Professor in Archive and Public Culture at the 
University of Cape Town and a member of the Public 
life of Ideas research Network. formerly director of 

the Constitution of Public Intellectual life research 
Project and the graduate School for the Humanities at 
the University of the Witwatersrand, she has published 
widely on the history and theory of archive; ethnography 
of memory-work; the production of history; the history 
of pre-industrial southern Africa; the public life of ideas; 
public culture.

Dr SUSAN leVINe (SeNIor leCTUrer)
Child labour; children’s health; visual anthropology; 
political economy; medical anthropology; gender and 
sexuality; HIV/AIDS; community development.

Dr HeleN MACDoNAlD (SeNIor leCTUrer)
Violence, narrative, scepticism and the everyday, 
pluralistic health, and magico-religious knowledge, 
witchcraft in India, transformation in Higher education

ProfeSSor frANCIS NyAMNJoH
Joined the University of Cape Town in August 2009 
from the Council for the Development of Social Science 
research in Africa (CoDeSrIA), where he served as Head 
of Publications from July 2003 to July 2009. Dr Nyamnjoh 
is a 2010 B2 Nrf rated researcher, and a fellow of the 
Cameroon Academy of Science since August 2011. He 
is currently researching “ICTs, Mobility and Marginality”, 
and has published widely on globalisation, citizenship, 
media and the politics of identity in Africa. He has also 
published ethnographic novels.

ProfeSSor fIoNA roSS
ethnographies of/and the marginal,  domestic worlds; 
violence, loss and the recuperation of social worlds; 
gender, testimony and voice; Truth and reconciliation.

ASSoCIATe ProfeSSor ANDreW SPIegel
Housing and migration patterns and family relationships; 
urban water and sanitation management - South Africa; 
comparative pedagogies; racism; history of South 
African anthropology.

Contact Details

Postal address: School of African & gender Studies, 
Anthropology & linguistics. Anthropology Section, 
University of Cape Town, Private Bag X3, rondebosch, 
7701
Telephone: +27 21 650 3678
fax: +27 21 650 2307
e-mail: san-admin@uct.ac.za
Web: http://www.socanth.uct.ac.za/
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Gender Studies Section
(Including the African gender Institute)

Head of Section: Dr Helen Scanlon

Profile

gender Studies offers an undergraduate major in 
gender Studies, a postgraduate Honours programme 
in gender and Transformation, and Masters and PhD 
level programmes in gender Studies. faculty research 
interests cover questions of African feminist theory, 
militarism, transitional justice, law and policy, women’s 
peace-building activism, the psychology of violence, 
sexual and reproductive rights, histories of movement 
building, and queer politics.

The gender Studies undergraduate programme offers 
a broad-based introduction to fundamental theoretical 
research in the field, with a special interest in African 
contexts. The Honours programme is geared towards 
providing participants with excellent grounding in the 
kinds of research training needed to work in fields 
which draw heavily on gender analysis and theory (such 
as development, conflict studies, sociology and social 
anthropology). 

The section regularly hosts academics and visitors; last 
year, gender Studies hosted (with the AgI) vists from Prof 
Jacqueline rose, Prof Pumla Qqola and Shereen essof.

Departmental Statistics

Permanent and long-term contract staff

Head of Section 1
lecturers 3
Academic Programme Administrator 1
Total 5

Students

Doctoral 2
Masters 19
Honours 51
Undergraduate 1047
Total 1119

Research Fields and Staff

Dr HeleN SCANloN
Head of Section: gender and history, transitional justice 
and peace building, women’s human rights

ASSoCIATe ProfeSSor JANe BeNNeTT
gender-based violence and conflict; African feminist 
theory; representation; sexuality and queer studies
MS yAlIWe ClArke
gender conflict and peace-building; gender analysis 
and development; African feminisms.

Dr ADeleNe AfrICA
Women perpetrators of violence, gendered 
representations of violence, feminist methodologies.

Contact Details

Postal address: gender Studies Section, School of 
African/gender Studies, Anthropology and linguistics, 
University of Cape Town, Private Bag X3, rondebosch, 
7701 
Tel: +27 21 650 2970
fax: +27 21 650 4840
e-mail: genderstudies@uct.ac.za
Web: http://web.uct.ac.za/org/agi/ 
            http://www.feminstafrica.org 
            http://www.gwsafrica.org
UCT general enquiries: +27 21 650 9111
UCT web: http://www.uct.ac.za 

African Gender Institute (AGI)
Director: Associate 
Professor Jane Bennett 

Profile   

The AgI’s mission is to contribute to the attainment 
of gender justice in Africa by participating, through 
research, networking, and capacity-building in the 
transformation of inequitable institutions and social 
practices. The AgI’s work is directed through four 
themes: sexual and reproductive health and rights; 
feminist processes in e-technologies; transitional justice, 
peace activism and gender; and gender, entreneurship 
and livelihoods. each theme’s work is driven by four 
interlocking principles: the importance of driving strong 
research, the integration of capacity-building work in all 
our projects, the value of working in partnerships within 
and beyond the university, and the need to support 
robust public intellectual debate. The AgI also published 
Feminist Africa, a DHeT-accredited academic journal.

In 2013, the AgI worked in three of our four thematic 
areas, engaging researchers and policy advocates. The 
outputs of the work can be found on our website: www.
agi.ac.za. They include digital documentaries, research 
articles, reports on project workshops and seminars, 
and two issues of Feminist Africa.  Feminist Africa 17’s 
theme was on young women researching sexuality and 
gender in SADC higher education contexts, and was 

uploaded to www.agi.ac.za in 2013, edited by Jane 
Bennett and Hope Chigudu. Feminist Africa 18, edited 
by Jennifer radloff, on African feminist engagement 
with e-technologies, was published in 2013.

The AgI has also responded to diverse requests for 
input to policy, training and development, within South 
Africa, internationally and on the continent. In 2013, the 
AgI directed CoDeSrIA’s annual three-week residential 
gender Institute, ran a research seminar for senior 
experts in transitional justice with the International 
Centre for Transitional Justice, and convened a SADC-
wide project on leadership and sexual/reproductive 
health and rights with participation among faculty and 
students from universities in zimbabwe, Botswana, 
Namibia, Mozambique and South Africa. The AgI, in 
partnership with JASS (Just Associates Southern Africa) 
created a documentary – Shemurenga – in support of 
the book of the same name, written by Shereen essof 
(director of JASS, and a graduate of the AgI’s academic 
programmes); we also created new research partnerships 
with WISH (Women in Sexual Health), PATH and HAICU 
at UCT, in the design of a new advocacy programme 
on the new female condom. overall, we have worked 
with continental and local Ngos, working on a range of 
issues: intersexuality, violence against women, women’s 
peace activism, transitional justice, and sex work. This 
work is funded by a range of donors, including the ford 
foundation, HIVoS, and the rockefeller foundation.

Statistics

Permanent and long-term contract staff

Director 1
Senior office Manager 1
Programme Convenors 3
Programme Administrator 1
Total 6

Honorary staff

research Associates 2
Total 2

Research Fields and Staff

ASSoCIATe ProfeSSor JANe BeNNeTT
Director; gender-based violence and conflict; African 
feminist epistemology; representation; sexuality.

MS JeNNIfer rADloff
Programme Convenor: 
Information and Communication Technology (ICT) 
for social change, feminist practices and politics of 

technology, digital storytelling for transformation, secure 
online communications, internet rights as human rights.

MS SelINA MUDAHVANHU
Programme Convenor: Media, gender and 
Development; Media representations and audience 
analysis.

Dr BArBArA BoSWell
Programme Convenor: sexualities, sexual and 
reproductive health rights, youth sexuality, and black 
South African women’s literature

MS MArIoN STeVeNS
Honorary research Associate, women’s health, sexual 
and reproductive health and rights, most at risk and 
marginalized populations and health systems.

Dr TIM MUrITHI
Honorary research Associate, gender, peace and 
security in Africa; African Union Solemn Declaration on 
gender equality; gender-based violence, transitional 
justice and the International Criminal Court; feminist 
critical theory.

Contact Details

Postal address: African gender Institute, University of 
Cape Town, Private Bag X3, rondebosch, 7701 
Tel: +27 21 650 2970
fax: +27 21 650 4840
e-mail: Hilda.ferguson@uct.ac.za 
Web: http://web.uct.ac.za/org/agi/ 

Linguistics section
Head of Section: 
Associate Professor Ana Deumert

Profile

Staff in linguistics contribute to a wide range of research 
areas within the discipline, ranging from language 
philosophy and linguistic theory to extensive data-
driven work in sociolinguistics, including multilingualism 
and African languages, digital writing and new media, 
as well as cutting-edge work in sociophonetics.
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Section Statistics

Permanent and long-term contract staff

Professors 1
Associate Professors 2
Senior lecturers 1
lecturers 1
Administrative and Clerical Staff 2
Total 7  

Honorary Staff

Professors emeriti 2
Honorary research Associate 1
Total 3

Students

Doctoral 10 
Master’s 6
Honours 8
Undergraduate 515 
Total 539 

Research Fields and Staff

Dr MAry BoCk (HoNorAry reSeArCH ASSoCIATe)
Analysis of verbal and non-verbal aspects of discourse, 
critical discourse analysis, narrative analysis with particular 
reference to the language and structure of testimonies 
from the Truth and reconciliation Commission.

Mr SeAN BoWerMAN
Syntactic theory; morphology; formal semantics; History 
of linguistics; Sociolinguistics.

Dr MATTHIAS BreNzINger
African languages; language endangerment and 
revitalisation; anthropological linguistics; language 
policy; language documentation; language ideologies.

ASSoCIATe ProfeSSor ANA DeUMerT (HeAD of 
SeCTIoN: lINgUISTICS)
Sociolinguistics; language contact in Southern Africa; 
language policy; language and migration; electronic 
communication (SMS, facebook, Mxit).

eMerITUS ProfeSSor roger lASS 
Phonetics and phonology; english and germanic 
linguistics; historical linguistics; evolutionary theory 
and language; philosophy of science.

ASSoCIATe ProfeSSor NIgel loVe
Philosophy of language; phonology; general linguistics 
theory; romance linguistics; Celtic linguistics; language 
and the law.

eMerITUS ProfeSSor kAy MCCorMICk
Sociolinguistics; language contact; language policy; 
Discourse Analysis; linguistic approaches to oral 
narrative.

ProfeSSor rAJeND MeSTHrIe
Sociolinguistics; Dialect syntax; Historical linguistics; 
Migration and language contact in South Africa; Pidgins 
and Creoles; South Asian linguistics.

Contact Details

Postal address: linguistics section, University of Cape 
Town, Private Bag X3, rondebosch, 7701, South Africa
Tel: +27 21 650 2847 
fax: +27 21 650 3150 
Web: www.linguistics.uct.ac.za  
UCT general enquiries: +27 21 650 9111
UCT web: http://www.uct.ac.za 

Research output

Authored books

Byala, S. 2013. A place that matters yet: John 
gubbins museum Africa in the postcolonial world. 
Chicago: The University of Chicago Press. 317pp. ISBN 
9780226030272.

green, l.J. and green, D. 2013. knowing the Day, 
knowing the World: engaging Amerindian Thought in 
Public Archaeology. Tuscon: The University of Arizona 
Press. 300pp. ISBN 978-0-8165-3037-3.

green, l.J. and green, D. 2013. WArAMWI. A Cobra 
grande. Brazil: Brazil IePe - Institute for research on 
Indigenous education. 83pp. ISBN 9788598046136.

levine, S. 2013. Children of a bitter harvest. Child 
labour in the Cape winelands. South Africa: Bestred. 
125pp. ISBN 9780992208516.

Modisane, l. 2013. South Africa’s renegade reels 
the making and public lives of black-centered 
films. Hamspire: Palgrave Macmillan. 221pp. ISBN 
9781137027023.

Edited books

Bennett, J. and Pereira, C. (eds) 2013. Jacketed Women: 
Qualitative research Methodologies on Sexualities and 
gender in Africa. 191pp. Cape Town: UCT Press. ISBN 
9781919895581.

Bock, M. and gordon, J. (eds) 2013. St george’s 
Cathedral - heritage and witness. essays and reflections 
on the story of Cape Town Cathedral. 254pp. South 
Africa: Pretext Publishing. ISBN 9780987004291.

green, l.J. (eds) 2013. Contested ecologies: Dialogues 
in the South on Nature and knowledge. 275pp. Cape 
Town: HSrC Press. ISBN 978-0-7969-2428-5.

Hendricks, f., Ntsebeza, l. and Helliker, k. (eds) 2013. The 
Promise of land: Undoing a Century of Dispossession in 
South Africa. 366pp. Auckland Park: Jacana Media (Pty) 
ltd. ISBN 978-1-4314-0816-0.

Mesthrie, r., Aboh, e.o., Ansaldo, U., Angelo, D., Baker, 
P. and Bakker, P. (eds) 2013.  The Atlas of pidgn and 
creole language structures. 505pp. United kingdom: 
oxford University Press. ISBN 9780199691395.

Nhlapo, r.T., arogundade, e. and garuba, H.o. (eds) 
2013. Celebrating Africa Series: African Culture, Human 
rights and Modern Constitutions. 77pp. Cape Town: 
University of Cape Town. ISBN 978-0-7992-2494-8.

Pillay, U., Hagg, g. and Nyamnjoh, f.B. (eds) 2013. State 
of the Nation: South Africa 2012-2013. 683pp. South 
Africa: HSrC Press. ISBN 978-07969-2422-3.

Chapters in books

Anderson, T., Draper, k., Duggan, g., green, l.J., 
Jarre, A.C., rogerson, J., ragaller, S. and Norton, M. 
2013. Conservation conversations: improving the 
dialogue between fishers and fisheries science along 
the Benguela coast. In lesley green (eds), Contested 
ecologies: Dialogues in the South on Nature and 
knowledge, pp. 187-201. Cape Town: HSrC Press. ISBN 
978-0-7969-2428-5.

Bennett, J. 2013. ‘Jacketed Women’: the politics of 
researching gender and sexualities in African contexts. 
In Jane Bennett (eds), Jacketed Women: Qualitative 
research Methodologies on Sexualities and gender 
in Africa, pp. 171-187. Cape Town: UCT press. ISBN 
9781919895581.

Bennett, J. and Pereira, C. 2013. Sexualities and gender-
research methodologies and the questions which 
compel us. In Jane Bennett (eds), Jacketed Women: 
Qualitative research Methodologies on Sexualities and 
gender in Africa, pp. 1-19. Cape Town: UCT press. ISBN 
9781919895581.

Bock, M. 2012. What is a cathedral? In M Bock and 
J gordon (eds), St george’s Cathedral - heritage and 
witness. essays and reflections on the story of Cape 
Town Cathedral, pp. 148-173. South Africa: Pretext 
Publishing. ISBN 9780987004291.

Bowerman, S. 2013. White South African english. In 
B kortmann and k lunkenheimer (eds), The Mouton 
World Atlas of Variation in english, pp. 511-519. 
germany: De gruyter. ISBN 9783110279887.

Brenzinger, M. 2013. foreword. In khwe: place 
names and their meanings, pp. 5-9. Botawana: letloa 
Trust (llHC), kuru family of organisations. ISBN 
9789991295695.

Brenzinger, M. and Heinrich, P. 2013. Matthias 
Brenzinger - shi ni kiku. Afurika nanbu ni okeru gengo 
no kiki, gengo no kiroku, soshite intaanetto [Questions 
to Matthias Brenzinger: languages in Southern 
Africa, language documentation and the Internet]. In 
kotoba to Syakai 15-g (language and Society No.15), 
pp. 155-174. Tokyo: Sangensha publishers Inc. ISBN 
9784883033454.

Brenzinger, M. and fehn, A. 2013. from body to 
knowledge: perception and cognition in khwe-
llani and ts’ixa. In Ay Aikhenvald and A Storch 
(eds), Perception and cognition in language and 
culture, pp. 161-191. leiden and Boston: Brill. ISBN 
9789004233676.

Cohen, J. 2013. Cultivating ‘krag’, refreshing ‘gees’: 
ecologies of wellbeing in Namaqualand. In lesley 
green(eds), Contested ecologies: Dialogues in the 
South on Nature and knowledge, pp. 90-109. Cape 
Town: HSrC Press. ISBN 978-0-7969-2428-5.

Deumert, A. 2013. language, culture, and society. In 
k Allen (eds), The oxford Handbook of the history of 
linguistics, pp. 655-673. United kingdom: oxford 
University Press. ISBN 978-019-958-5847.

garuba, H.o. 2013. on animism, modernity/colonialism 
and the African order of knowledge: provisional 
reflections. In lesley green (eds), Contested ecologies: 
Dialogues in the South on Nature and knowledge, pp. 
42-51. Cape Town: HSrC Press. ISBN 978-0-7969-2428-5.

green, D. and green, l.J. 2013. Uma leitura de 
waramwi: a cobra grande. In Prof lux Vidal (eds), 
WArAMWI. A Cobra grande, pp. 84-92. Brazil: Brazil 
IePe - Institute for research on Indigenous education. 
ISBN 9788598046136.

green, l.J. 2013. Contested ecologies: nature and 
knowledge. In lesley green (eds), Contested ecologies: 
Dialogues in the South on Nature and knowledge, pp. 
1-9. Cape Town: HSrC Press. ISBN 978-0-7969-2428-5.

green, l.J. 2013. The day-world ‘hawkri’ and its 
topologies: on Palikur alternatives to the idea of space. 
In lesley green (eds), Contested ecologies: Dialogues in 
the South on Nature and knowledge, pp. 69-89. Cape 
Town: HSrC Press. ISBN 978-0-7969-2428-5.
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Hendricks, f., Ntsebeza, l. and Helliker, k. 2013. Colonial 
pasts and democratic futures in South Africa. In fred 
Hendricks, lungisile Ntsebeza & kirk Helliker (eds), The 
Promise of land: Undoing a Century of Dispossession 
in South Africa, pp. 341-358. Auckland Park: Jacana 
Media (Pty) ltd. 978-1-4314-0816-0.

Hendricks, f., Ntsebeza, l. and Helliker, k. 2013. land 
questions in South Africa. In fred Hendricks, lungisile 
Ntsebeza & kirk Helliker (eds), The Promise of land: 
Undoing a Century of Dispossession in South Africa, 
pp. 1-23. Auckland Park: Jacana Media (Pty) ltd. ISBN 
978-1-4314-0816-0.

Herwitz, D. 2013. World cup finale on long Street. In 
Peter Alegi & Chris Bolsman (eds), Africa’s World Cup: 
Critical reflections on Play, Patriotism, Spectatorship, 
and Space, pp. 21-30. USA: The University of 
Michigan Press. ISBN 978-0-472-07194-4.

Mabeza, C. 2013. Metaphors for climate adaption from 
zimbabwe: zephaniah Phiri Maseko and the marriage 
of water and soil. In lesley green (eds), Contested 
ecologies: Dialogues in the South on Nature and 
knowledge, pp. 126-137. Cape Town: HSrC Press. ISBN 
978-0-7969-2428-5.

Mesthrie, r. 2013. Black South African english. In B 
kortmann and k lunkenheimer (eds), The Mouton 
World Atlas of Variation in english, pp. 493-500. 
germany: De gruyter. ISBN 9783110279887.

Mesthrie, r. and Surek-Clark, C. 2013. fanakalo. In 
SM Michaelis, P Maurer, M Haspelmath and M Huber 
(eds), The Survey of Pidgin and Creole languages, pp. 
34-41. United kingdom: oxford University Press. ISBN 
9780199691425.

Mesthrie, r. 2013. Indian South African english. In B 
kortmann and k lunkenheimer (eds), The Mouton 
World Atlas of Variation in english, pp. 501-510. 
germany: De gruyter. ISBN 9783110279887.

Mesthrie, r. 2013. regional profile: Asia. In B kortmann 
and k lunkenheimer (eds), The Mouton World Atlas of 
Variation in english, pp. 784-805. germany: De gruyter. 
ISBN 9783110279887.

Mesthrie, r. 2013. Transfer and contact in migrant 
multiethnic communities: the conversational historical 
be + -ing present in South African Indian english. In 
D Schreier and M Hundt (eds), english as a Contact 
language, pp. 242-257. USA: Cambridge University 
Press. ISBN 9781107001961.

Mesthrie, r. 2013. Vignette 5b: fieldwork in migrant 
and diasporic communities. In C Mallinson, B Childs, 
g van Herk (eds), Data collection in sociolinguistics: 

methods and applications, pp. 84-86. Nwe york and 
london: routledge (Taylor & francis group). ISBN 
9780415898577.

Morrow, S. and Saunders, C.C. 2013. ‘Part of one 
whole’: Anthropology and History in the work of 
Monica Wilson. In Andrew Bank; leslie j. Bank (eds), 
Inside African Anthropology: Monica Wilson and her 
interpreters, pp. 283-307. United States of America: 
Cambridge University Press. ISBN 9781107029385.

Murithi, T. 2013. The role of regional organisations. 
In Adam lupen and ernesto Vereja (eds), responding 
to genocide: The Politics of International Action, 
pp. 157-179. Colorado: lynne rienner Publ Inc. ISBN 
9781588269300.

Nhemachena, A. 2013. Are petitioners makers of rain? rains, 
worlds and survival in conflict-torn Buhera, zimbabwe. In 
lesley green (eds), Contested ecologies: Dialogues in the 
South on Nature and knowledge, pp. 110-125. Cape Town: 
HSrC Press. ISBN 978-0-7969-2428-5.

Ntsebeza, l. 2013. South Africa’s countryside: prospects 
for change from below. In fred Hendricks, lungisile 
Ntsebeza & kirk Helliker (eds), The Promise of land: 
Undoing a Century of Dispossession in South Africa, pp. 
130-156. Auckland Park: Jacana Media (Pty) ltd. ISBN 
978-1-4314-0816-0.

Ntsebeza, l. 2013. The more things change, the more 
they remain the same: rural land tenure and democracy 
in the former Bantustans. In fred Hendricks, lungisile 
Ntsebeza & kirk Helliker (eds), The Promise of land: 
Undoing a Century of Dispossession in South Africa, 
pp. 54-75. Auckland Park: Jacana Media (Pty) ltd. ISBN 
978-1-4314-0816-0.

Ntsebeza, l. 2013. The re-incorporation of Transkei into 
South Africa, 1987-1994: turning against the master? In 
Bridget Theron (eds), The road to Democracy in South 
Africa: Volume 6 [1990 - 1996] Part 1, pp. 407-432. 
South Africa: UNISA Press. ISBN 978-1-86888-501-5.

Nyamnjoh, f.B. 2013. freedom day on SAfm: introducing 
South African society. In Udesh Pillay, gerard Hagg 
and francis Nyamnjoh (eds), State of the Nation: South 
Africa 2012-2013, pp. 305-332. South Africa: HSrC 
Press. ISBN 978-07969-2422-3.

ross, f.C. 2013. ethnographies of poverty. In Udesh 
Pillay, gerard Hagg and francis Nyamnjoh (eds), State 
of the Nation: South Africa 2012-2013, pp. 446-465. 
South Africa: HSrC Press. ISBN 978-07969-2422-3.

Saunders, C.C. 2013. Albert luthuli: the black Moses. In 
Dr Adekeye Adebajo (eds), Africa’s Peacemakers: Nobel 
laureates of African Descent, pp. 121-136. United 
kingdom: zed books. ISBN 9781780329437.

Shepherd, N. 2013. Archaeology in the Postcolony: 
Disciplinary entrapments, subaltern epistemologies. In 
Paul graves-Brown, rodney Harrison, Angela Piccini 
(eds), The oxford Handbook of the Archaeology of the 
Contemporary World, pp. 425-436. United kingdom: 
oUP oxford. ISBN 9780199602001.

Shepherd, N. 2013. ruin memory: A hauntology of Cape 
Town. In Alfredo gonszalez-ruibal (eds), reclaiming 
Archaeology: Beyond the tropes of modernity, pp. 233-
243. Uk: routledge (Taylor & francis group). ISBN 978-
0-415-67392-1.

Articles in peer-reviewed journals 

Brenzinger, M. and Heinrich, P. 2013. The return of 
Hawaiian: language networks of the revival movement. 
Current issues in language planning, 14(2): 1-17.

Byala, S. 2013. MuseumAfrica: colonial past, postcolonial 
present. South African Historical Journal, 65(1): 90-104.

Chitonge, H. 2013. land Use and rural livelihoods in 
South Africa: emerging evidence from the eastern Cape. 
Agrarian South: Journal of Political economy, 2(1): 1-40.

Chitonge, H. 2013. Who will foot the bill? Water services 
infrastructure backlog in Sub-Saharan Africa. Journal of 
African Studies and Development, 5(3): 41-56.

Clarke, y. 2013. gender and Peacebuilding in 
Africa:Seeking Conceptual Clarity. Africa Peace and 
Conflict Journal, 6(1): 87-91.

Deumert, A. and Mabandla, N. 2013. ‘every day a new 
shop pops up’ - South Africa’s ‘new’ chinese diaspora 
and the multilingual transformation of rural towns. 
english Today, 29(1): 44-52.

Deumert, A. and Vold lexander, k. 2013. Texting Africa: 
writing as performance. Journal of Sociolinguistics, 17(4): 
522-546.

Deumert, A. 2013. Xhosa in town (revisited) - space, 
place, and language. International Journal of the 
Sociology of language, 222: 51-75.

Dodd, A. and kurgan, T. 2013. Checking into Hotel 
yeoville: public narratives about feeling foreign at 
home. Third Text, 27(3): 343-354.

ferguson, J. 2013. How to do things with land: a 
distributive perspective on rural livelihoods in Southern 
Africa. Journal of Agrarian Change, 13(1): 166-174.

fore, g. 2013. leading while being led: developing 
the developer at a Catholic Ngo in Cape Town. 
Anthropology Southern Africa, 36(1&2): 80-90.

greenwood, M. 2013. Watchful witness: St george’s 
cathedral and the crypt memory and witness centre. 
South African Historical Journal, 65(1): 23-43.

Hamilton, C.A. 2013. forged and continually refashioned 
in the crucible of ongoing social and political life: archives 
and custodial practices as subjects of enquiry. South 
African Historical Journal, 65(1): 1-22.

Hartnack, A. 2013. on gaining access: a response to 
francis Nyamnjoh’s “Blinded by sight: divining the 
future of anthropology in Africa”. Africa Spectrum, 
48(1): 107-112.

Hartnack, A. 2012. Points of departure: reflections on 
Shannon Morreira’s “keynote address: ‘anthropological 
futures’? thoughts on social research and the ethics of 
engagement. Anthropology Southern Africa, 35(3&4): 
105-107.

Hurst, e.J. and Mesthrie, r. 2013. ‘When you hang 
out with the guys they keep you in style’: the case 
of considering style in descriptions of South African 
tsotsitaals. language Matters, 44(1): 3-20.

MacDonald, H.M. and Spiegel, A.D. 2013. Distraction 
from the real difficulties’: ethical deliberations in 
international health research. Anthropology Southern 
Africa, 36(3&4): 146-154.

MacDonald, H.M. 2013. Inviting discomfort: 
foregrounding emotional labour in teaching 
anthropology in post-apartheid South Africa. Teaching 
in Higher education, 18(6): 670-682.

MacDonald, H.M. 2013. Transforming cognitive and 
emotional dissonance for physiotherapy students 
learning medical anthropology. South African Journal 
of Physiotherapy, 69(2): 20-25.

Mcnulty, g. 2013. Archival aspirations and anxieties: 
contemporary preservation and production of the past 
in Umbumbulu, kwazulu-Natal. South African Historical 
Journal, 65(1): 44-69.

Mesthrie, r. and Hurst, e.J. 2013. Slang registers, code-
switching and restructured urban varieties in South 
Africaan analytic overview of tsotsitaals with special 
reference to the Cape Town variety. Journal of Pidgin 
and Creole languages, 28(1): 103-130.

Mesthrie, r. 2013. Where does a new english dictionary 
stop? on the making of the dictionary of South African 
Indian english. english Today, 29(1): 36-43.

Morreira, S.k. 2012. ‘Anthropological futures’? thoughts 
on social research and the ethics of engagement. 
Anthropology Southern Africa, 35(3&4): 100-104.
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Morreira, S.k. 2012. Shannon Morreira: closing thoughts. 
Anthropology Southern Africa, 35(3&4): 122-123.

Morreira, S.k. 2013. An anthropologist on leave: An 
auto-ethnographic consideration of maternity leave 
and patriarchy. Popular Anthropology Magazine, 
4(2): 27-31.

Mudavanhu, S.l. 2013. Sinking into oblivion? 
ethnographic insights into the place of radio in the lives 
of women living in a rural community in zimbabwe. 
feminist Africa, 2013(18): 66-75.

Mudavanhu, S.l. and radloff, J. 2013. Taking feminist 
activism online: reflections on the ‘keep Saartjie 
Baartman centre open’ e-campaign. gender and 
Development, 21(2): 327-341.

Murithi, T. 2013. International Criminal Justice, the 
African Union and the International Criminal Court. 
Journal of African Union Studies, 1(2 and 3): 9-24.

Ndebele, N.S. 2013. liberation betrayed by bloodshed 
(previously published newspaper article). Social 
Dynamics, 39(1): 111-114.

Ntsebeza, l. 2013. land reform: Colonial pasts and 
democratic futures. South African labour Bulletin, 
37(4): 31-34.

Nyamnjoh, f.B. 2013. Africa, the village belle: from crisis 
to opportunity. ecquid Novi-African Journalism Studies, 
34(3): 125-140.

Nyamnjoh, f.B. 2013. from quibbles to substance: a 
response to responses. Africa Spectrum, 48(2): 137-139.

Nyamnjoh, f.B. 2013. fiction and reality of mobility in 
Africa. Citizenship Studies, 17(6-7): 653-680.

Nyamnjoh, f.B. 2013. The nimbleness of being fulani. 
Africa today, 59(3): 104-134.

orman, J. 2013. linguistic diversity and language 
loss: a view from integrational linguistics. language 
Sciences, 40: 1-11.

orman, J. 2013. New lingualisms, same old codes. 
language Sciences, 37: 90-98.

Shepherd, N. 2013. Note: Counter-Practices of global 
life: A response to Claire Smith. Public Archaeology, 
11(3): 144-150.

Sowman, M., Scott, D., green, l.J., Hara, M., Hauck, 
M.B., kirsten-Sardinha, k., Paterson, B., raemakers, 
S., Jones, k., Sunde, J. and Turpie, J.k. 2013. Shallow 
waters: social science research in South Africas marine 

environment. African Journal of Marine Science, 35(3): 
385-402.

Taing, l., Pan, S., Hilligan, J., Spiegel, A.D. and Armitage, 
N.P. 2013. Challenges facing sanitation-provision 
partnerships for informal settlements: a South African 
case study. Journal of Water, Sanitation and Hygiene for 
Development, 3(2): 230-239.

Weintroub, J. 2013. on biography and archive: Dorothea 
Bleek and the making of the Bleek collection. South 
African Historical Journal, 65(1): 70-89.

Peer-reviewed published conference 
proceedings

Brenzinger, M. 2013. The twelve modern khoisan 
languages. In A Witzlack-Makarevich and M ernszt 
(eds), Proceedings of the 3rd International Symposium 
July 6-10, 2008, riezlern/kleinwalsertal, July 6-10, 
2008, riezlern/kleinwalsertal, Austria. Cologne: 
rudiger koppe Verlag. ISBN 978-389645-8735.

School of Education
(Including the Schools Development Unit (SDU) and the 
Centre for Applied language and literacy Studies and 
Services in Africa (CAllSSA))

Head of School:  
Professor Pam Christie

School Profile

The School of education is a largely post-graduate 
interdisciplinary department with research activity across 
a number of important fields.  These include studies in 
curriculum and pedagogy (curriculum development, 
learning and acquisition, scientific literacy, mathematics, 
science and technology education, primary education, 
history education), policy and evaluation (research into 
school reform evaluation studies), student learning in 
higher education, and studies in race, culture, identity 
and language. A number of members of staff lead 
and participate in large collaborative research projects.  
Significant numbers of staff act as consultants to local 
and national government, to national commissions as 
well as to important education Ngos. A number of 
staff members are involved in materials development 
for a range of school learning areas.  

School Statistics  

Permanent and long-term Contract Staff

Professors 2
Associate Professors 5
Senior lecturers 9
lecturers 1
Administrative & Clerical Staff 2
Technical Support Staff 1
Total    20 

Honorary Staff

Honorary research Associates 3
emeritus Professors 3
Total 6

Students  

Doctoral 39
Masters 97
Postgraduate Diploma in education 92
B.ed. Honours 47
Postgraduate Certificate in education 144
Advance Certificate in education 333
Total 752

Research Fields and Staff

Permanent Staff

Mr NIgel BAkker
english; english in education; teaching; imagination in 
the curriculum

Prof  PAM CHrISTIe
Sociology of education; education policy; school 
organisation and change; ethics and social justice in 
education.

Dr ANNA CroWe
The interface between secondary and tertiary 
education, assessment, cognitive demand, science 
teacher development and training, policy issues related 
to the provision of teaching and learning in science, 
particularly in life Sciences.

Dr zAIN DAVIS
language and mathematics; textual analysis; continuing 
professional development of mathematics teachers.

ProfeSSor PAUlA eNSor 
Mathematics education sociology of education 
(especially with respect to curriculum and pedagogy); 

professional education (including teacher education) 
and the recontextualising of professional practices.

DAVe gIlMoUr
economics of education, education and the labour 
market; educational planning; educational evaluation; 
social theory and education. Co-ordinator Bed (Hons)

ASSoCIATe ProfeSSor ANNeMArIe HATTINgH
Physical science teacher education, with a special focus on 
curriculum design for authentic learning in problem-based 
learning environments; teacher effectiveness in constraining 
contexts; doctoral learning communities of practice.

Dr JoANNe HArDMAN
Sociocultural and Activity theory; learning and 
cognition; developmental psychology; mediation of 
scientific concepts at a foundation phase; ICT’s as 
pedagogical tools.

ASSoCIATe ProfeSSor UrSUlA HoADley
Curriculum, teachers work and the sociological study 
of pedagogy.

MS SHAHeeDA JAffer
Mathematics education, sociology of curriculum and 
pedagogy, teacher education

Dr HeATHer JACklIN
The relation between pedagogic practice and the 
broader contexts of the school, education system and 
society. School leadership. research design. 

ASSoCIATe ProfeSSor rüDIger lAUgkSCH                                                      
Scientific literacy or public understanding of science, 
science teacher development and training at in-service 
level, policy issues related to the provision of teaching 
and learning in the natural sciences, teaching and 
learning in Biology.

Dr CArolyN MCkINNey
language and literacy in education; identity/subjectivity 
and learning; race, class and gender in schooling.

eMerITUS ProfeSSor JoHAN MUller
Curriculum studies; sociology of knowledge; education 
policy.

ASSoCIATe ProfeSSor kArIN MUrrIS
Philosophy of education, Philosophy with Children, 
Child and Childhood Studies, Children’s literature, 
School ethics, ethical Decision-making, Censorship, 
Corporal Punishment, early literacy.

Dr AzWIHANgWISI MUTHIVHI
Developmental psychology; cognitive development;
primary schooling, culture and classroom teaching and 
learning
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ASSoCIATe ProfeSSor MASTIN PrINSloo
literacy and language in schools, institutions and in 
everyday use.

ASSoCIATe ProfeSSor roB SIeBÖrger
History education; curriculum development; materials 
development; assessment.

ProfeSSor CrAIN SoUDIeN
Sociology of education; race, class and gender; policy 
shifts in education

Dr ClAre VerBeek
literacy; teaching reading and writing in the early years; 
family literacy; foundation phase teaching; adult and 
community education; models for teacher development.

Research Associates

Dr MIgNoNNe BreIer   
education and the profession

Dr JeANNe gAMBle  
Vocational education, sociology of work.

eMerITUS ProfeSSor PeTer kAllAWAy
education and development, education policy, history 
of education.

Prof roBerT Morrell  
Masculinities; gender and education.

eMerITUS ProfeSSor JoHAN MUller
Curriculum studies; sociology of knowledge; education 
policy.
emeritus Professor Shirley Pendlebury

Visiting fellow

Dr CHArleS DorN

Contact Details

Postal Address:  School of education, University of Cape 
Town, Private Bag, rondebosch, 7701
Telephone:  SA (21) 650 2769
fax:  SA (21) 650 3489
e-mail: pam.christie@uct.ac.za

Research Output

Edited books

Prinsloo, M.H. and Baynham, M. (eds) 2013. literacy 
Studies. london: Sage Publications ltd. ISBN 
9781446253151.

Chapters in books

Hoadley, U.k. 2013. Building strong foundations: 
improving the quality of early education. In Berry, 
Biersteker, Dawes, lake and Smith (eds), South Africa 
Child gauge 2013, pp. 72-77. Cape Town: Children’s 
Institude. ISBN 978-0-7992-2498-6.

Muller, J.P. and Hoadley, U.k. 2013. knowledge 
mobilisation in education in South Africa. In Ben levin, 
Jie Qi, Hilary edelstein and Jacqueline Sohn (eds), The 
impact of research in education, pp. 165-182. great 
Britain: The Policy Press, great Britain. ISBN 978-1-
44730-620-7.

Soudien, C.A. 2013. The change balance sheet in South 
African education: a post-apartheid assessment. In 
yusuf Sayed, Anil kanjee and Mokubung Nkomo (eds), 
The search for quality education in post-apartheid 
South Africa, pp. 103-120. Cape Town, South Africa: 
HSrC Press. ISBN 978-0-7969-2407-0.

Encyclopaedia entries

Prinsloo, M.H. 2013. literacy in Community Settings. 
In The encyclopaedia of Applied linguistics Blackwell 
Publishing lTD.

Articles in peer-reviewed journals 

Aploon-zokufa, k. 2013. locating the difference: A 
comparison of pedagogic strategies in high and low 
performing schools. South African journal of childhood 
education, 3(2): 19.

Christie, P. 2013. Space, place, and social justice: 
developing a rhythmanalysis of education in South 
Africa. Qualitative Inquiry, 19(10): 775-785.

Cooper, l.H. 2013. recognition of prior learning as 
radical pedagogy: A  case study of the workers College 
in South Africa. Mcgill Journal of education, 48(3): 19.

Dorn, C. 2013. It was a sort of soft war that one waged: 
teacher education at the University of Cape Town, 
1976-1994. Southern African review of education, 
19(2): 48-71.

Dunkle, k., Jewkes, r., Murdock, W., Sikweyiya, y. and 
Morrell, r.g. 2013. Prevalence of consensual male-male 
sex and sexual violence, and associations with HIV in 
South Africa: a population-based cross-sectional study. 
PloS Medicine, 10(6): e1001472.

etkin, e. 2013. Using narrative communication in a 
mass-produced youth magazine as an HIV prevention 
intervention. Journal of African Media Studies, 5(1): 3-17.

galant, J. 2013. Selecting and sequencing mathematics 
tasks: seeking mathematical knowledge for teaching. 
Perspectives in education, 31(3): 34-48.

Harrison, g. and Muthivhi, A. 2013. Mediating self-
regulation in kindergarten classrooms: an exploratory 
case study of early childhood education in South Africa. 
Journal of education, 57: 79-101.

Haynes, J. and Murris, k. 2013. Child as educator: 
introduction to the special issue. Studies in Philosophy 
and education, 32(3): 217-227.

Haynes, J. and Murris, k. 2013. The realm of meaning: 
imagination, narrative and playfulness in philosophical 
exploration with young children. early Child 
Development and Care, 183(8): 1084-1100.

kuhne, C., lombard, A.P. and Moodley, T. 2013. A 
learning pathway for whole numbers that informs 
mathematics teaching in the early years. South African 
journal of childhood education, 3(2): 19.

lillis, T. and Mckinney, C.W. 2013. The sociolinguistics 
of writing in a global context: objects, lenses, 
consequences. Journal of Sociolinguistics, 17(4): 415-
439.

Mckinney, C.W. 2013. orientations to english in post-
apartheid schooling. english Today, 29(1): 22-27.

Mhlongo, z.S. and o’Neill, V.C. 2013. family influences 
on career decisions by black first-year UkzN students. 
South African Journal of Higher education, 27(4): 953-
965.

Morrell, r.g., Jewkes, r., lindegger, g. and Hamlall, V. 
2013. Hegemonic Masculinity: reviewing the gendered 
analysis of mens power in South Africa. South African 
review of Sociology, 44(1): 3-21.

Murris, k. 2013. reading the world, reading the word: 
why not now, Bernard is not a case of suicide, but self-
killing. Perspectives in education, 31(4): 85-99.

Murris, k. 2013. The epistemic challenge of hearing 
childs voice. Studies in Philosophy and education, 32(3): 
245-259.

Muthivhi, A.e. 2013. Development of verbal thinking 
and problem-solving among TshiVenda-speaking 
primary school children. Perspectives in education, 
31(2): 22-32.

oliver, M.H. 2013. language mapping for education 
policy realisation from below. language Matters, 
44(3): 6-32.

Peter, J., Theron, g., Pooran, A., Thomas, J.g., 
Pascoe, M.D. and Dheda, k. 2013. Comparison of 
two methods for acquisition of sputum samples 
for diagnosis of suspected tuberculosis in smear-
negative or sputum-scarce people: a randomised 
controlled trial. The lancet respiratory Medicine, 
1(6): 471-478.

Shefer, T., Bhana, D. and Morrell, r.g. 2013. Teenage 
pregnancy and parenting at school in contemporary 
South African contexts: deconstructing school narratives 
and understanding policy implementation. Perspectives 
in education, 31(1): 1-10.

Soudien, C.A. 2013. global education Inc: new policy 
networks and the neo-liberal imaginary. British Journal 
of Sociology of education, 34(3): 453-457.

Soudien, C.A. 2013. A politics of intellectual 
engagement: six key debates. education as Change, 
17(2): 165-179.

Soudien, C.A. 2013. race and its contemporary 
confusions towards a re-statement. Theoria: A Journal 
of Social and Political Theory, 60(3): 15-37.

Soudien, C.A. 2013. The making of white schooling 
in the Cape Colony in the late nineteenth century. 
Southern African review of education, 19(2): 111-124.

Soudien, C.A. 2013. Whats being overlooked in the 
post-2015 agenda for education? Compare-A Journal 
of Comparative and International education, 43(6): 
838-842.

Theron, l. and Donald, D. 2013. educational psychology 
and resilience in developing contexts: a rejoinder 
to Toland and Carrigan (2011). School Psychology 
International, 34(1): 51-66.

Peer-reviewed published conference 
proceedings

Davis, z. 2013. Constructing descriptions and analyses 
of Mathematics constituted in pedagogic situations, 
with particular reference to an instance of addition 
over the reals. In Margot Berger, karin Brodie, Vera 
frith and kate le roux (eds), Proceedings of the Seventh 
International Mathematics education and Society 
Conference, 2-7 April 2013, Cape Town. Cape Town: 
MeS 7. ISSN 2077-9933.

Davis, z. 2013. The use of the idea of coherence 
in descriptions and analyses of school mathematics 
curricula, textbooks and pedagogy. In zain Davis 
and Shaheeda Jaffer (eds), Proceedings of the 19th 
Annual Congress of the Association for Mathematics 
education of South Africa (AMeSA), 24-28 June 
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2013, University of the Western Cape. Bellville, Cape 
Town, Western Cape: Association of Mathematics 
education of South Africa (AMeSA). ISBN 978-0-
620-56776-3.

Haynes, J. and Murris, k. 2012. A “mensagem errada”: 
risco, censura e luta por democracia na escola primaria. 
In Proceedings of filosofar: aprender e ensinar. Brazil: 
Autentica editora lTDA. ISBN 9788582170304.

Haynes, J. and Murris, k. 2012. escuta, hospitalidade 
e ensino filosofico. In Proceedings of filosofar: 
aprender e ensinar. Brazil: Autentica editora lTDA. ISBN 
9788582170304.

Jaffer, S. 2013. Maintaining the focus on Mathematics and 
the social in Mathematics education research. In Margot 
Berger, karin Brodie, Vera frith and kate le roux (eds),  
Proceedings of the Seventh International Mathematics 
education and Society Conference, 2-7 April 2013, Cape 
Town. Cape Town: MeS 7. ISSN 2077-9933.

Jaffer, S. 2013. response to Swapna Mukhopadhyay: 
the mathematical practices of those without power. 
In Margot Berger, karin Brodie, Vera frith and kate le 
roux (eds),  Proceedings of the Seventh International 
Mathematics education and Society Conference, 2-7 
April 2013, Cape Town. Cape Town: MeS 7. ISSN 2077-
9933.

Mackay, r.D. 2013. An examination of pupil difficulties 
in solving geometry problems. In M ogunniyi, o 
Amosun, k langenhoven, S kwofie and S Dinie (eds), 
Proceedings of the 21st annual meeting of the Southern 
African Association for research in Mathematics, 
Science and Technology education (SAArMSTe 2013), 
14-17 January 2013, University of the Western Cape, 
Bellville, South Africa. Bellville: SAArMSTe3640. ISBN 
978-0-9869800-7-7.

Soudien, C.A. 2013. Indigenous knowledge modernity 
and the South African university: the democratisation 
of knowledge. In gideon de Wet (eds), Proceedings: 
Beyond the Apartheid University: critical voices on 
transformation in the university sector, fort Hare 
University. Alice, eastern Cape: University of fort Hare 
Press. ISBN 978-1-86810-714.

Creative Writing

Novels

Donald, D. 2013. yiza, Thabo! A story of great pain and 
even greater love. USA: Xlibris Corporation, USA. 92pp.

School of Languages 
& Literature
Head of School: 
Associate Professor Yasin Dutton

School Profile

The School of languages and literatures was formed 
in 2002 through the amalgamation of the Department 
of Southern African languages and the Department of 
Modern and Classical languages and literatures. The 
School brings into one organisational unit the teaching 
of languages and literatures (excluding english language 
and literature) at the University of Cape Town.

We recognize the complexity of our position at the 
southern end of Africa, in a University which strives to 
be fully part of Africa and the wider world. The range of 
languages taught in the School and the research done 
by staff and students of the School reflect this.

The teaching and research area of the School is wide, 
covering language, literatures and cultural studies in 
Afrikaans, Arabic, Dutch, french, Business french, 
german, Classical greek, Hebrew, Italian, latin, 
Portuguese, Sotho, Spanish, and Xhosa, and Special 
Purposes teaching in Afrikaans and Xhosa. There is also 
a strong emphasis on the role that these languages and 
literatures and the cultures they embody, have played 
and continue to play in Africa. research in the School 
also encompasses literary Semantics, literary Theory, 
Afrikaans Media Studies, Creative Writing in Afrikaans 
and Xhosa, Xhosa lexicography, Historiography, 
Multimedia, literature and the Internet, War literature, 
Ancient literature, Philosophy and rhetoric, french 
literature from 17th century to the present, french 
linguistics and Sociolinguistics, Teaching french 
as a foreign language, german Colonialism and 
Postcolonial literature and Theory, Contemporary 
german literature, literary Theory and Women’s 
Studies, Italian and german post-war Cinema, Italian 
literature of the 19th and 20th centuries, Asian Cinema, 
Italian renaissance literature, Modern and Ancient 
Hebrew literature, Classical Arabic literature and 
Islamic Studies, Modern Arabic literature and Political 
discourse, and Hispanic literature.

The School’s awareness of its location in Africa is 
reflected in many of its research projects. Among these 
are studies of language learning in the African context, 
Xhosa linguistics, African oral traditions and orature, 
literature and Cinema in francophone West Africa, the 
Translation of Southern African literature into french, 

Sephardi Women Writers from the Maghreb, german 
Colonial Discourse in Africa and german Missionary 
Writings, Comparative Perspectives on german/
Afrikaans literature.

The School has a number of formal and informal links with 
universities elsewhere in Africa (e.g. National University 
of the Ivory Coast at Abidjan, University of St Denis in 
réunion, University of zimbabwe), and further afield (e.g. 
eNS Cachan – grenoble 3 Stendhal, University of Bologna). 
The School is also a founder member of l’ecole doctorale 
regionale (Afrique australe – océan indien).

School Statistics

Permanent and long-term contract staff

Professors 4
Associate Professors 5
Senior lecturers 7
full-time lecturers 8
Part-time lecturers 10
Administrative Staff 3
Total 37

Students

Doctoral 12
Master’s 60
Honours 55
Undergraduate 3725
Total 3852

Honorary staff

Honorary research Associates 3

Research Fields and Staff

Permanent staff

ASSoCIATe ProfeSSor ClIVe CHANDler 
Ancient philosophy and rhetoric; Philodemus; Homer 
commentaries; madness in antiquity.

ProfeSSor JeAN-loUIS CorNIlle
Section Head (french); 19th - 20th century french 
literature.

Dr JAy CorWIN
Section Head (Spanish); Senior lecturer; latin American 
literature.

Dr rUTH De olIVeIrA
lecturer; didactics of french as a foreign and second 
language; french linguistics.

MS SoMIkAzI DeyI
lecturer; multilingualism in higher education with a 
particular focus on the teaching of mathematics and 
science in the home language.

Dr TeSSA DoWlINg
Senior lecturer; Second language teaching and 
learning; sociolinguistics.

ASSoCIATe ProfeSSor yASIN DUTToN
Director of School; early Islamic law; early koranic 
manuscripts; Islamic law in the modern world.

ASSoCIATe ProfeSSor VANeSSA eVerSoN
Women writers from the Maghreb (1990 onwards); 
translation; modern language methodology.

ProfeSSor JoAN HAMBIDge
Section Head (Afrikaans); poetry; theory of literature 
and criticism; gender studies; creative writing.

MrS SoNJA looTS
lecturer; Afrikaans literature; Dutch literature; Afrikaans 
archive; commemorating the past; Afrikaans writers 
writing about apartheid; memory and history in 
Afrikaans prose; museum practices in recent Afrikaans 
novels; social anthropological approaches in Afrikaans 
prose.

Dr PASQUAle MACAlUSo
Section Head (Arabic); lecturer; Modern Arabic 
literature; 20th century Syrian discourse; Arab 
nationalism.

MS ANNABelle MArIe
lecturer; didactics of foreign language and analysis of 
french literature, especially from the Caribbean and 
french-speaking Africa.

ASSoCIATe ProfeSSor ABNer NyAMeNDe
African literature; oral literature; Xhosa Clan Names.

MS reTHABIle PoSSA
lecturer; Sesotho literature; folklore, riddles and 
onomastics.

Dr AzIlA reISeNBerger
Section Head (Hebrew); Senior lecturer; Modern and 
Ancient Hebrew literature.

Dr roMAN roTH
Section Head (Classics); Senior lecturer; Classical 
Archaeology and material culture of the Mediterranean 
world.
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MS BrIgITTe Selzer 
Section Head (german); lecturer; german language 
and literature; woman/gender studies; satire; language 
skepticism 19th/20th century; turn-of-the-century 
literature; german romanticism.

Dr WIlHelM SNyMAN
Senior lecturer; german and Italian 20th century 
literature and post-war cinema; Asian cinema; colonial 
literature and history of Asia and Africa; paedogogics of 
german & Italian.

Dr MANToA roSe SMoUSe
Section Head (African languages); Senior lecturer; 
Child language acquisition, Second language teaching.

MrS gAIl SyMINgToN 
Senior lecturer; paedagogics of latin; language 
acquisition for second language speakers; the teaching 
of etymology.

ASSoCIATe ProfeSSor gIoNA TUCCINI
Section Head (Italian); Medieval and renaissance lyric 
poetry and prose; mysticism and religious writings; 20th 
century literature, cinema and drama.

ProfeSSor eTIeNNe VAN HeerDeN
Historiography and fiction; Caribbean Dutch literature in 
the former Dutch colonies; theory of literature; creative 
writing; the Internet as educational medium. 

Dr IAN VAN rooyeN
lecturer; second language acquisition and teaching; 
special purposes language teaching; contemporary 
theory of metaphor.

ProfeSSor DAVID WArDle 
roman history and historiography; roman exemplary 
literature; roman religion and ruler cult.

Distinguished visitors

Dr D CUlPIN, ST ANDreWS, SCoTlAND.
ProfeSSor MArIA gIUSePPINA MUzzArellI 
(UNIVerSITy of BologNA)
ProfeSSor MIA CoUTo (MozAMBIQUe)
PATrICk CHAMoISeAU (MArTINIQUe)
Dr kATHleN gySSelS (UNIVerSITy of ANTWerP)

Honorary Research Associates

Dr l. goCHIN rAffAellI. ITAlIAN lITerATUre
Dr A SeBA-ColleTT. freNCH lITerATUre
Associate Professor A. Wynchank. french literature.

Research Output

Authored books

Cornille, J.-l. 2012. les récits de georges Bataille. Paris, 
france: l’Harmattan. 116pp. ISBN 978-2-296-99069-2.

Chapters in books

Atkinson, J.e. 2013. Introduction and notes to Arrian’s 
Alexander the great: The Anabasis and the Indica. In 
Arrian Alexander the great: The anabasis and the Indica. 
oxford, Uk: oxford Univ Press. ISBN 978-0-19-958724-7.

De oliveira, r.l. 2013. Manifestations motionelles de 
la dislocation: le cas de l’agacement. In f. Baider and g. 
Cislaru (eds), Cartographie des motions: Propositions 
linguistiques et sociolinguistiques, pp. 211-222. Paris, 
france: Presses Sorbonne Nouvelle. IBSN 978-2-
87854-592-0.

reisenberger, A. 2013. Mothers of the nation as pounds 
of flesh. In J.T. greene and M.M. Caspi (eds), In the 
Arms of Biblical Women, pp. 195-212. New Jersey, USA: 
gorgias Press. IBSN 978-1-4632-0231-6.

roth, r. 2013. Before sigillata: black-gloss pottery and 
its cultural dimensions. In J. D. evans (eds), A Companion 
to the Archaeology of the roman republic, pp. 81-96. 
United kingdom: Wiley-Blackwell Publishing, Inc. IBSN 
978-1-4051-9966-7.

roth, r. 2013. Trading identities? regionalism and 
commerce in mid-republic Italy (third to early second 
century BC). In A. gardner, e. Herring and k. lomas 
(eds), Creating ethnicities and identities in the roman 
world, pp. 93-111. exeter, Uk: Short run Press limited. 
IBSN 978-1-905670-46-8.

Snyman, J.W.o. 2013.  Terra immane: etica e poetica nelle 
opere di J. M. Coetzee. In D. Dotari (eds), Terra immane: 
etica e poetica nelle opere di J. M. Coetzee. rome, Italy: 
ArACNe editrice S.r.l. IBSN 978-88-548-6727-7.

Tuccini, g. 2012. Voce del silenzio, luce sul sentiero. In 
g. losito (eds), la crisi modernista nella cultura europea. 
rome, Italy: Instituto della enciclopedia Italiana. IBSN 
978-88-12-00169-9.

Encyclopaedia entries

Wardle, D. 2013. Client kings. In encyclopedia of the 
Bible and its reception vol. 5, pp. 440-441. germany: 
De gruyter. ISBN 978-3-11-018373-3.

Wardle, D. 2013. Domitian. In encyclopedia of the Bible 
and its reception vol. 6, pp. 1076-1077. germany: De 
gruyter. ISBN 978-3-11-018374-0.

Articles in peer-reviewed journals 

Cornille, J.-l. 2012. Post-scriptum à une méthode post-
textuelle. Acta fabula, 13(9): 245-263.

Cornille, J.-l. 2013. Mémoires d’océans et d’ailleurs: 
traversées interocéaniques. Tydskrif vir letterkunde, 
50(1): 86-96.

Cornille, J.-l. 2013. Soul limbo féérique (Chamoiseau 
avec Céline). Nouvelles etudes francophones, 28(1): 32-
43.

Corwin, J.A. 2013. Introduction in Theory in Action. 
Theory in Action, 6(1): 1-7.

Dowling, T. 2013. ‘Hola, my new cherry!’ two case 
studies of isiXhosa advertising in print media. South 
African Journal of African languages/ Suid-Afrikaanse 
Tydskrif Vir Afrikatale, 33(2): 173-188.

gwekwerere, T., Possa, r.M. and Nyamende, M.A.B. 
2013. The African cultural grounding and historical 
provenance of the Afrotriumphalist perspective. 
Southern African Journal for folklore Studies, 23(1): 
1-23.

Hambidge, J.H. 2013. emily Hobhouse kaleidoskoop. 
literator, 34(2): 1040.

le roux, S. 2013. représentations culturelles et 
simulation globale: le cas du scénario pédagogique 
<<cration d’enterprise au Sngal>> à l’Université du Cap. 
french Studies in Southern Africa, 43: 63-86.

Marie, A.C. 2013. la mémoire longue de porc-épic (à 
propos d’un roman d’Alain Mabanckou). Nouvelles 
etudes francophones, 28(1): 77-88.

Nyamende, M.A.B. 2013. The role of the missionaries in 
the creation of new black elite in South Africa modeled 
by Isaac Wauchope. online Journal of African Affairs, 
2(1): 1-9.

raffaelli, l.S. 2013. from heavenly virtue to cardinal sin: 
Dante’s Beatrice and D’Annunzio’s elena. Italica, 90(4): 
567-580.

reisenberger, A. 2013. on the seam between spirituality 
and activism. Journal for the Study of religion, 26(2): 
13-23.

reisenberger, A. 2013. Two Poets and 1.1 poem. New 
Contrast, 41(1): 64-68.

roth, r. 2012. (review) M. Bentz and C. reusser, 
Marzabotto. Planstadt der etrusker. Ancient West and 
east, 11: 315-316.

roth, r. 2013. fragmented images: the last tomb 
paintings of Tarquinia. oxford Journal of Archaeology, 
32(2): 187-201.

Smouse, M.r. 2013. Uninterpretable features in 
comprehension: subject-verb agreement in isiXhosa. 
South African Journal of African languages/ Suid-
Afrikaanse Tydskrif Vir Afrikatale, 33(1): 65-74.

Williams, H. 2013. Shattering tradition: a rejection of 
analysis by genre in Horace’s Ars Poetica. Akroterion: 
Journal for the Classics in South, 58: 61-77.

Wynchank, A. 2013. german and french colonisers in the 
words of a Cameroonian witness. Wissenskonstuktion 
und Wissenstransfer in der deutschen kolonialen 
reisiliteratur zu Afrika, 9: 119-134.

Wynchank, A. 2013. In the beginning was a school: 
The Alliance Israèlite Universelle and its legacy. Jewish 
Affairs, 68(3): 25-32.

Peer-reviewed published conference 
proceedings

Cornille, J.-.l. 2013. Bataille prestidigitateur ou comment 
brouiller les cartes. In g. ernst and J.-f. louette (eds), 
Proceedings of ditions Nouvelles Ccile Defaut: georges 
Bataille, cinquante and aprs, 7-8 December 2012, Paris, 
france. Paris, france: ditions Nouvelles Ccile Defaut. 
ISBN 978-2-35018-341-1.

Macaluso, P. 2013. Arab nationalist propaganda 
in an international perspective: The Arab National 
office for Public enlightenment (1934-1939). In 
A. Cilardo (eds), Proceedings of 25th Congres of 
l’Union europenne des Arabisants et Islamisants, 
8-12 September 2010, Naples, Itlay. leuven: Peeters 
Press. ISBN 978-90-429-2941-8.

roth, r. 2013. The internal frontier: an African model 
for culture change in South Central Italy (fourth-third 
centuries B.C.). In A. Bokern, M. Bolder-Boos, S.k.D. 
Maschek and S. Page (eds), Proceedings of the Twenty-
Second Annual Theoretical roman Archaeology 
Conference (TrAC 2012), 29 March 2012-1 April 2012, 
frankfurt, germany. oxford, great Britain: oxbow 
Books. ISBN 978-1-78297-197-9.

Seba-Collett, A. 2013. Cline en bataille avec... la 
gruerre: l’Allemagne: catalyseur d’un pacifisme, 
d’une posie. In francois gibault (eds), Proceedings of 
19th International Conference louis-ferdinand Cline, 
6-8 July 2012, Berlin, germany. Paris, france: Socit 
d’tudes cliniennes. ISBN 978-2-913193-23-4.

Solomons, g.D. 2013. Techno or retro: Towards a blend 
of the old and the new. In l. Chova, A. Martinez and I. 
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Torres (eds), Proceedings of 5th International Conference 
on education and New learning Technologies 
(eDUleArN 13), 1-3 July 2013, Barcelona, Spain. Spain: 
IATeD. ISBN 978-84-616-3822-2.

Van zyl, M. 2013. The integration of language learning 
within the faculty of Health Science: The difference 
between theoretical teaching and the practical 
application of language skills. In l. Chova, A. Martinez 
and I. Torres (eds), Proceedings of 5th International 
Conference on education and New learning 
Technologies (eDUleArN 13), 1-3 July 2013, Barcelona, 
Spain. Spain: IATeD. ISBN 978-84-616-3822-2.

Creative writing

Anthology of poems

Hambidge, J.H. 2013. Meditasies. Cape Town: Human 
and rousseau. 

Novels

Van Heerden, e.r. 2013. gifkaroo. Cape Town: 
Houtstraat Publishers.

Van Heerden, e.r. 2013. In love’s Place. Johannesburg: 
Penguin Books. 

Van Heerden, e.r. 2013. klimtol. Cape Town: Tafelberg 
Publishers.

Poems published in anthologies

Hambidge, J.H. 2013. Brief vir eep.  In P. liebregts, o. 
Praamstra and W. van zyl (eds), zo ver & zo dischtbij: 
literaire betrekkingen tussen Nederland and zuid-
Afrika, pp. 317-320. Amsterdam, Netherlands: Suid-
Afrikaanse Instituut.

Whitaker, r.A. 2013. The earth was soaked with bloodThe 
cloak she wore was redA superpower intervenes in 
an African conflictIn ancient libya, the giant Antaeus, 
son of earth, fights against HerculesAnd all the women 
mourned.  In P. Schonstein (eds), Africa ablaze!, pp. 1-430. 
Cape Town, South Africa: African Sun Press.

Short stories published in a collection

Hambidge, J.H. 2013. Abbastanza. In k. eloff and P. van 
Noord (eds), Skarlakenkoors, pp. 194-202. Cape Town, 
South Africa: Tafelberg Publishers.

Hambidge, J.H. 2013. Die lenteloop.  In r. Scheeprers 
and l. kleyn (eds), Spoorvat: Jeugherinneringe van 
Afrikaanse skrywers, pp. 130-133. Pretoria, South 
Africa: lapa Uitgewers.

Hambidge, J.H. 2013. om in Madrid te smul.  In N.J. 
Strauss (eds), kos Blik, pp. 104-106. Cape Town: NB-
Uitgewers.

Hambidge, J.H. 2013. Strange bedfellows. In k. eloff 
and P. van Noord (eds), Skarlakenkoors, pp. 182-185. 
Cape Town, South Africa: Tafelberg Publishers.

UCT Libraries
(Including library and Information Studies Centre)

Executive Director: 
Ms Gwenda Thomas 

Departmental Profile

In addition to the University libraries providing 
academic information services that form a strategically 
strong research, teaching and learning environment 
to support staff and students, librarians contribute to 
research in their areas of subject specialisation, aspects 
of research librarianship and information literacy and 
related areas such as visual archives, digital collections 
and assessment in academic libraries.    

Research Fields and Staff

Dr ColIN DArCH 
Senior Information Specialist, current affairs in central 
and southern Africa; academic libraries; assessment; 
information facilities; academic and research libraries, 
South Africa. 

Dr rAJANDreN (reggIe) rAJU 
Senior strategic leader in academic librarianship: 
thought leader in open access and advancing scholarly 
communication: research librarianship: digital curatorship: 
information literacy training: library and Information 
Sector continuing professional development: National 
and international library associations.  

Mr PAUl WeINBerg  
Senior curator, photography; visual archives; exhibition 
curation; digital collections; land and environment, 
South Africa.  

Contact details

Postal address: UCT libraries, University of Cape Town, 
Private Bag, rondebosch 7701, South Africa
Telephone:  +27 (0)21 650 3096
e-mail: libraries@uct.ac.za
Web home page: http://www.lib.uct.ac.za

Library and Information 
Studies Centre

Head:  Associate Professor Jaya Raju

Centre Profile

The library and Information Studies Centre (lISC) 
is organisationally located within UCT libraries but 
administered academically via the Humanities faculty. 
Its mission is to provide dynamic and innovative library 
and information studies programmes informed by 
global scholarship and its location in Africa. lISC offers, 
through the faculty of Humanities, a suite of academic 
programmes in library and information studies, 
ranging from the Postgraduate Diploma in library and 
Information Studies to the PhD, with specialisation in 
academic and research libraries, and public libraries. 
Its leadership foci in lIS education and research are in 
the areas of digital curation, research librarianship, and 
impact analysis and assessment. Staff research interests 
range over a wide number of important fields, ranging 
from the identification of relevant skills sets for different 
contexts to performance measurement.

Centre Statistics 

Staff (including contract staff)

Associate Professors 1
lecturers 1
Administrative  Staff 1
TOTAL 3

Honorary Staff

emeritus Professors 1
emeritus Associate Professors 2
Total 3

Students

Doctoral 4

Masters 19

occasional students (Digital Curation - masters) 11

Postgraduate Diploma 23

TOTAL 57

Research Fields and Staff

ASSoCIATe ProfeSSor JAyA rAJU
lIS education in the African Diaspora; general/liberal 
arts education in the higher education context; 
higher education information provision in the current 
knowledge context; developing lIS skills statements for 
the digital age; research theory and methodology

Dr CoNSTANCe BITSo
knowledge management; metadata; collaborative 
learning in an online environment; use of social media 
in scholarly communication; Information-seeking and 
retrieval; internet censorship

ASSoCIATe ProfeSSor kArIN De JAger 
library performance measurement and evaluation in 
academic and public libraries; establishing benchmarks 
for information literacy; databases

ASSoCIATe ProfeSSor MAry NASSIMBeNI 
Information society, information literacy; national 
library and information policy; performance measures 
for public libraries in South Africa

ProfeSSor PeTer g. UNDerWooD  
Soft systems analysis; systems management; 
information systems design; change management; 
strategic management, information literacy

Dr CHArleS A. MASANgo (ASSoCIATe)
Intellectual property rights (copyright); digital licensing 
agreements; contemporary copyright fair dealing 
management issues; first Sale Doctrine; public lending 
rights; indigenous traditional knowledge

Contact details

Postal address: UCT libraries, University of Cape Town, 
Private Bag, rondebosch 7701, South Africa
Telephone:  +27 (0)21 650 4546
e-mail: lisc@uct.ac.za
Web home page: http://www.lib.uct.ac.za/lisc/

Research Output

Chapters in books

Darch, C. 2013. Statistics, Indicators and Access to 
Information in African Countries. In f.Diallo and 
r.Calland (eds), Access to information in Africa, pp. 110-
125. Netherlands: IDC Publishers and Martinus Nijhoff 
Publishers. ISBN 978-90-04-25065-9.

Darch, C. 2013. The Problem of Access to Information in 
African Jurisdictions: Constitutionalism, Citizenship and 
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Human rights. In f.Diallo and r.Calland (eds), Access 
to information in Africa, pp, 27-53. Netherlands: IDC 
Publishers and Martinus Nijhoff Publishers. ISBN 978-
90-04-25065-9.

Articles in peer-reviewed journals 

Bitso, C. 2013. Designing and implementing an 
information service model for geography teachers in a 
developing country: the case for lesotho. libri, 63(4): 
345-358.

Dhlomo-Mautloa, B., goldblatt, D., Warne, P. and 
Weinberg, P. 2013. Umhlaba 1913-2013. Social 
Dynamics-A Journal of the Centre for African Studies 
University of Cape Town, 39(2): 327-352.

Hart, g. and Nassimbeni, M. 2013. from borders and 
landscape to ecosystem: reconfiguring library services 
to meet the needs of South African youth. South 
African Journal of libraries and Information Science, 
79(1): 13-21.

kahn, M. and Underwood, P.g. 2013. Issues related 
to the adoption of e-books in academic libraries: a 
literature review. South African Journal of libraries and 
Information Science, 79(2): 10-17.

raju, J. 2013. The lIS school in the ICT age: a casualty, 
or a catalyst for a paradigm shift? - the case of South 
Africa. libri, 63(3): 250-258.

raju, J. 2013. Viewing higher education information 
literacy through the African context lens. African 
Journal of library Archives and Information Science, 
23(2): 105-111.

Peer-reviewed published conference 
proceedings

Masango, C.A., Mbarika, V.W.A. and Ngwa, o.A. 
2013. Major challenge and constraint of documenting 
indigenous knowledge about Africa’s complementary 
and alternative medicine (e-ACAM). In Victor W 
Mbarika,  Waswa Balunywa, Adekunle okunoye (eds),  
Proceedings of ICT4 Africa 2013 Harare-zimbabwe. State 
of louisiana: The International Center for Information 
Technology Developement. ISBN 978 99560 202.

Centre for
Higher Education 

development

The Centre for Higher Education Development, 
as a cross-faculty academic unit, offers research-
informed educational development programmes 

and services across the institution. Its main 
goal is to engage in research and teaching that 
contributes to the development of scholarship 

in the relevant fields of education.
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DEAN’S REPORT 

AssOCIATE ProfEsSOR Suellen Shay

oUr reSeArCH IS DrIVeN By oUr 
MISSIoN To ProMoTe eQUITy 
of ACCeSS, effeCTIVeNeSS of 
TeACHINg AND leArNINg, AND THe 
eNHANCeMeNT of CUrrICUlUM. 

The Centre for Higher Education Development (CHED) 
has at its core the twin aim of improving student 
success and ensuring that UCT’s graduates are globally 
competitive, locally relevant, socially responsive and fully 
representative of South Africa’s diverse population. Our 
research is driven by our mission to promote equity of 
access, effectiveness of teaching and learning, and the 
enhancement of curriculum. 

To strengthen its research, CHeD has, following an external 
review conducted in 2012, formulated a Strategic Plan for 
research. The ultimate aim of this plan is to develop CHeD’s 
research capacity and improve its research output and 
dissemination. Accordingly, the strategic plan has the following  
key goals: to identify and develop research areas and groups 
addressing critical concerns in higher education at institutional, 
local, national and international levels; to produce excellent 
research by building and enhancing the capacity of CHeD 
staff; to facilitate and promote the dissemination of CHeD 
research through participation in research-led teaching and 
learning interventions, institutional decision-making, planning 
processes, and higher education policy work; and publication 
and participation at conferences to establish a viable and 
sustainable funding base for CHeD research.

While it is too early to assess the success of this strategic 
plan, there is no doubt that it has helped to provide strategic 
research direction for CHeD’s five units. In 2013, CHeD saw an 
increase in the number of its research outputs. Although the 
number of peer-reviewed articles remained almost the same 
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NRF-rated researchers

value of Research 
contracts

36

6
R4.44m

research contracts 

Chile, India, Indonesia, Malaysia and Mongolia. 
The project also involves a number of capacity-
building activities around quantitative and qualitative 
data analysis, using qualitative software analysis 
tools and evaluation and research communication 
methodologies. 

Another CHeD highlight was the emerging Information 
and Communication Technologies (ICTs) in Higher 
education and large Classes Project. This was a joint 
project by a number of institutions of higher education 
in South Africa: in addition to UCT, it included the 
University of the Western Cape, the Cape Peninsula 
University of Technology, Stellenbosch University, 
the University of Pretoria, the University of the 
Witwatersrand, rhodes University and the University 
of fort Hare. This project investigated how qualitative 
outcomes in education could be realised through the 
use of emerging technologies to transform teaching 
and learning interactions and paradigms across 
differently positioned higher education institutions in 
South Africa. The large Classes Teaching Project was 
launched in September 2008 with an Andrew Mellon 
foundation grant of US$330 000 to be used over four 
years. The aim of the project was to understand what 
was required to improve student performance in South 
African higher education.

To enhance CHeD research capacity, 12 staff members 
participated in the “Writers’ Development Workshop” 
organised by the research office, the purpose of 
which was to assist staff to prepare their articles for 
publication and rewrite chapters of their theses. This 
was intended to provide writers with critique and 
feedback on prepared papers and thesis chapters and 
give them time in a congenial environment to amend 
and improve these, as well as to provide them with 
time for discussion and dialogue to enhance creativity 
and promote fresh ideas for writing and research. The 
“Writers’ Development Workshops” and other research 
capacity-building initiatives proposed in the CHeD 
Strategic Plan for research augur well for the future 
growth and development of CHeD’s research. 

as in previous years, there was a significant increase in 
the number of books, book chapters and conference 
proceedings published. Most of the journal articles 
and book chapters published during 2013 deal 
with diverse themes pertinent to CHeD’s mission 
and goals. The Academic Development Programme 
(ADP) and Centre for Innovation in learning (CIlT) 
published the most journal articles, book chapters 
and conference proceedings. ADP, as the biggest 
unit of CHeD, made a significant contribution to 
educational development scholarship through 
its peer-reviewed articles, book chapters and 
conference proceedings.

These research outputs covered a wide range of 
themes in academic development and support. 
They included analysis of the textual practices of 
undergraduate and postgraduate students, evaluation 
of the impact of academic development intervention 
programmes in different disciplines, student identities 
and learning, risk in postgraduate studies, academic 
literacies and multimodality, and tutoring and higher 
education policies and practices. However, their main 
focus was on the use of educational technology 
and higher education studies, including topics such 
as emerging technologies and changing learning/
teaching practices, interactive mobile lecturing 
models, the use and effectiveness of educational 
technology in African higher education, development 
of online teaching material, educational technology 
pedagogic strategies, digital literacy, curriculum 
studies, and open access. Themes published by other 
units such as The Centre for educational Testing 
for Access and Placement (CeTAP) included the 
development of assessments that enable alternative 
access and appropriate placement of students in 
different academic programmes.

CHeD also ran various research projects during 
the period under review. one of these projects 
was the research on open educational resources 
for Development (roer4D), convened by Cheryl 
Hodgkinson-Williams in CIlT. This is a three-year 
international project worth C$2 million, spanning 
latin America, Sub-Saharan Africa and Central, 
South and South-east Asia. It addresses the 
research question:  in what ways and under what 
circumstances can the adoption of oer address the 
increasing demand for accessible, relevant, high-
quality and affordable post-secondary education in 
the global South? roer4D comprises 12 research 
projects, and includes desktop reviews, a cross-
regional survey, case studies on oer adoption by 
academics, teacher educators and students, mapping 
studies on educational expenditure, impact studies of 
oer in various contexts and one complete country 
study. As well as South Africa, other countries in 
the project include ghana, kenya, Brazil, Colombia, 

THere WAS A 
SIgNIfICANT INCreASe 

IN THe NUMBer of 
BookS, Book CHAPTerS 

AND CoNfereNCe 
ProCeeDINgS PUBlISHeD.
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addressing the neglected issue 
of multilingualism 
CHeD Associate Professor Moragh Paxton has dedicated 
much of her research energy in the past decade to 
understand the experiences and practices of students 
from diverse social groups who have been historically 
excluded from higher education.

“My specialisation is in the area now described as 
academic literacies research, which is recognised 
internationally as a significant field of enquiry. My 
intellectual project has been to use critical discourse 
analysis alongside ethnographic methods to analyse 
students’ hybrid ‘interim literacies’,” she says. 

Her work addresses CHeD’s mission to promote equity 
of access, effectiveness of teaching and learning and 
the enhancement of the curriculum across UCT, and 
has provided a more multilayered understanding of 
the linguistic and cultural resources that South African 
students from rural and working-class backgrounds 
bring to their academic studies. It has brought to light the 
complex discursive processes by which students ”learn” 
their subject. further, by focusing on the historical and 

social context of a particular discipline (economics, 
which is what her PhD focused on), a discipline that has 
been underrepresented in research, her work has made 
a significant contribution to the field.

“More recently, my research could be described as 
extending the theory and methods used in my doctoral 
research to other levels and other disciplines. My 
particular contribution has been to use theoretical 
perspectives on discourse, genre and voice to explore 
genre acquisition at the postgraduate level. During this 
period, I also developed an interest in the theory and 
methodology of academic literacies research.”

New books reflect 
CHED scholarship
CHeD celebrated the publication of two new 
books that reflect scholarship in educational 
development and support at both undergraduate 
and postgraduate levels. 

The first, Risk in Academic Writing: Postgraduate 
teachers, their students and the making of knowledge, 
was edited by lucia Thesen and linda Cooper of CHeD 
and funded by a grant from the Programme for the 
enhancement of research Capacity (PerC). The result 
of almost five years of collaboration, the book argues 
that the writing of research raises many dilemmas for 
both students and supervisors. framed as risk-taking, 
these dilemmas should be seen as a productive force 
in teaching, learning and writing that can challenge 
the silences and erasures in academic traditions and 
conventions of writing. Widening participation and 
the internationalisation of higher education make 
questions of language, register, agency and identity 
in postgraduate writing all the more pressing. The 
book offers a powerful argument against the further 
reinforcement of anglophone understanding of 
knowledge and its production and dissemination.

The second book, titled Surfacing Possibilities: What it 
means to work with first generation higher education 
students, was edited by June Pym and Moragh Paxton, 
both from CHeD. This book offers a case study of an 
effective education development initiative at UCT. It 
focuses on the challenges faced by first-generation 
undergraduate students who come from a diversity 
of linguistic, social, and cultural backgrounds and 
have often experienced disadvantage, which calls for 
different directions in teaching, learning and support. 
The book emphasises the importance of harnessing 
student agency rather than working with a deficit 
model, and contains varied contributions that describe 
the diverse and innovative ways in which the challenges 
faced by first-generation undergraduate students have 
been addressed.

UNDerSTANDINg 
HoW STUDeNTS 
“leArN” THeIr 
SUBJeCT

Academic 
Development 
Programme
Director: Professor Ian Scott

Departmental Profile

over the last decade the focus of the Academic 
Development Programme (ADP) has changed from 
primarily providing direct assistance to individuals 
from educationally disadvantaged groups to efforts 
to improve the effectiveness of mainstream academic 
programmes in catering for student diversity. This 
involves such means as curriculum restructuring, 
integrating AD approaches into mainstream courses, 
and seeking to enable regular academic teaching 
staff to refine their practice in accordance with the 
changing environment of Higher education. The 
research interests of ADP staff are, in the main, 
focused on understanding and improving key aspects 
of learning, teaching and assessment in Higher 
education, analysing conditions at institutional and 
national level that affect learning and teaching, and 
contributing to educational policy development and 
implementation. Many ADP staff members have a 
particular interest in the effects of students’ prior 
educational experiences. 

Departmental Statistics

Permanent and Long-term contract staff

Professors 1
Associate Professors 5
Senior lecturers 17
lecturers 21
Part-time lecturers 3
Professional and Administrative Staff 25
Total 72

Research Fields and Staff

MS MICHELLE ABRAHAMS
Academic Development officer, education 
Development Unit, faculty of Commerce.  Impact of 
mentoring and student leadership.

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR SAALIH ALLIE
ADP Co-ordinator, faculty of Science. Curriculum 
Development; Physics education research.

MS MELANIE ALPERSTEIN
Senior lecturer; Curriculum Development officer, 
education Development Unit, faculty of Health 
Sciences. Introducing Primary Health Care in clinical 
teaching and assessment; Problem based learning; 
Inter-professional community-based education/
service learning; new graduates in rural health 
community service.

DR ARLENE ARCHER
Senior lecturer; Co-ordinator, Writing Centre, 
language Development group. Academic literacies; 
Multimodality; Cultural Studies.

MR MOEAIN AREND
lecturer, language Development group. Academic 
literacy; language and literacy across contexts; 
Apprenticeship and collaborative learning practices.

DR ABONGWE BANGENI
Senior lecturer, language Development group. 
Academic literacy; Writing in the Disciplines; 
Postgraduate literacies; Multilingualism; language 
Development; Writing and Identity.

MS ANITA CAMPBELL
lecturer, ASPeCT, faculty of engineering and the 
Built environment.  factors affecting first year 
success; Dr Math tutoring; facilitation of learning 
groups using mobile technology; e-learning.

MR JUMANI CLARKE
lecturer, Numeracy Centre. excel as a learning 
environment; Academic literacies. Student identities 
in academic writing.

DR ALAN CLIFF
Senior lecturer, Alternative Admissions research 
Project (AArP). Academic literacy and Student 
learning; Students’ Conceptions of learning; 
Admissions Testing; Diagnostic Profiling of Students’ 
Academic literacies and Numeracies.

DR TRACY CRAIG
Senior lecturer, ASPeCT, faculty of engineering 
and the Built environment. Tertiary mathematics 
education; Mathematical problem-solving; language 
and mathematics; engineering mathematics 
education; Academic development.

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR BETTE DAVIDOWITZ
Chemistry. Chemical education; Curriculum 
Design; learning in laboratories; Writing across 
the Curriculum; Improving Adjustment to Higher 
education, Using student-generated drawings to 
probe understanding of basic concepts in chemistry.
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MS CARLA FOURIE
Senior lecturer, Convenor financial Accounting and 
financial reporting 1 (eDU: Commerce). 
Academic teaching post

MS VERA FRITH
Senior lecturer, Co-ordinator Numeracy Centre. 
Quantitative literacy in Higher education curricula; 
Academic literacies.

MS TARRYN GRINAKER
lecturer, financial reporting 2 (Commerce). financial 
reporting – IfrS for SMes; Higher education in 
Accounting; Teaching Methodology; Teaching and 
learning Structures; Action research.

DR NADIA HARTMAN
Senior lecturer, Director: education Development 
Unit, faculty of Health Sciences. Curriculum and 
Institutional Development; Social responsiveness; 
Health Professional Development.

PROFESSOR NIKOLAAS J HENDRI HEIDEMAN
lecturer, Mathematics, Academic Development 
Programme (ADP) Science.

DR ADITI HUMNA
Assistant lecturer, foundation courses tutoring and 
evaluation; research into curriculum development for 
the teaching of reading and writing in the Humanities.

MS CATHERINE HUTCHINGS
lecturer, language Development group. Academic 
literacy; Mentorship in education; language and 
Diversity; Writing, language and Identity; Narrative 
theory; reflective literacy. 

MR JACOB JAFTHA
lecturer, Numeracy Centre. online learning 
environments (supporting tutorial activities); 
Adaptive feedback; operator theory and its 
applications.

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR ROCHELLE KAPP
first-year experience Project and language 
Development group. Academic literacy; english as 
a Second language; student development

MR PIERRE LE ROUx
lecturer, ASPeCT, faculty of engineering and the 
Built environment. engineering Physics education; 
Teaching and learning.

DR KATE LE ROUx
Senior lecturer, Numeracy Centre. Mathematics 
education research; School/university transition; 
Mathematics learning in extended curricula; Contexts 
in the teaching and learning of mathematics.

MS PAM LLOYD
lecturer (part-time), Numeracy Centre. Curriculum 
Development for quantitative literacy in higher 
education.

MR TIM LOW
Senior lecturer, Statistics/Mathematics, education 
Development Unit, faculty of Commerce. 
Mathematics education; Technology for teaching 
and learning mathematics.

MS JEAN LUYT
Clinical Psychologist and Student Development 
Practitioner, education Development Unit, faculty of 
Commerce. Impact of affective factors on student 
success and student support and development 
practice.

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR KATHY LUCKETT
Director, eDU, faculty of Humanities; Curriculum 
Development, educational evaluation, Sociology of 
knowledge and curriculum, functional linguistics.

DR ROISIN KELLY-LAUBSCHER, 
lecturer in Biological Sciences. research interests: 
Biology education, Academic literacies, Sociology 
of knowledge.

DR DUNCAN MHAKURE
lecturer, Numeracy Centre. Mathematics education 
research; Quantitative/ mathematical literacy 
research; Teacher education.

MR DANIEL MUNENE
lecturer, ADP Co-ordinator: education Development 
Unit, faculty of Commerce.  Teaching and learning; 
Disadvantage and Support; Culture, identity and 
learning; Institutional economics; economics 
education; financial markets and regulation.

MS NISREEN NARKER
lecturer, economics. education Development Unit, 
faculty of Commerce. economics education.

MS KALPANA NATHOO
lecturer, ASPeCT, faculty of engineering and 
the Built environment. Teaching and learning in 
Mathematics and engineering education; effective 
learning systems.

MR GIDEON NOMDO
lecturer, language Development group. Academic 
literacy; language and Identity; Curriculum 
Development; Mentorship.

DR BOB OSANO
Senior lecturer, Mathematics. Mathematics 
education research; Theoretical Cosmology.

 
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR MORAGH PAxTON
language Development group. Impact of prior 
discourses on acquisition of new discourses; literacy 
Practices in Higher education; Multilingualism for 
learning; Affordances and Barriers to acquisition of 
postgraduate research genres.

DR HOWARD PEARCE
Senior lecturer, Co-ordinator, ASPeCT, faculty of 
engineering and the Built environment. Quantitative 
and Qualitative learning in Physics; Assessment 
of student learning in Mathematics, Physics and 
engineering; Mathematics for engineering students; 
Curriculum development.

MR ROBERT PRINCE
Deputy Director, Academic Development Programme. 
Algebraic Number Theory; Commutative Algebra; 
Mathematics education; Computers in Teaching 
Mathematics and Quantitative literacy, Admissions 
Testing.

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR JUNE PYM
Director: education Development Unit, faculty 
of Commerce. Barriers to learning; effect of prior 
educational experience and context on student 
learning; the impact of the teaching and learning 
environment, Identity and agency.

DR SHEENA RUGHUBAR-REDDY
lecturer, Numeracy Centre. Mathematics education; 
Quantitative/Mathematics literacy; Curriculum 
Development; Student learning (extended 
programmes); Teacher development.

MS MEGAN RILEY
Writing Consultant (part-time), education 
Development Unit, faculty of Commerce. Academic 
literacy.

PROFESSOR IAN SCOTT
Director, Academic Development Programme. 
Higher education Policy related to Teaching 
and learning; Widening Participation in Higher 
education; Curriculum Development; Professional 
Development.

MS RIASHNA SITHALDEEN
lecturer, Biological, earth and environmental 
Sciences.

DR LEONARD SMITH
Senior lecturer, economics. education Development 
Unit, faculty of Commerce. economics education; 
Academic development.

MS SHERRY STUART
Academic Development officer, education 
Development Unit, faculty of Commerce.  Impact of 
affective factors on student success.

MR GARY STEWART
lecturer, Computer Science. Computer education.

MS DALE TAYLOR
lecturer, Physics. Physics education research; 
Teacher education.

DR LUCIA THESEN
Senior lecturer, language Development group. 
Access to Academic literacies; Postgraduate 
literacies; Multimodal communicative practices.

DR MATHILDE VAN DER MERWE
lecturer, language Development group. 
Postgraduate quantitative literacies, Postgraduate 
publication patterns: Biological Sciences.

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR ERMIEN VAN PLETZEN
Coordinator, language Development group. 
Academic literacy; Medical education; Public Health.

MS EVELYN VICATOS
lecturer (part-time), ASPeCT, faculty of engineering 
and the Built environment. Introduction to academic 
literacy and scientific writing for 1st year engineering 
students in the academic support programme.

Contact Details

Postal Address: 
Academic Development Programme, Centre for 
Higher education Development, Hoerikwaggo 
Building, North lane, Upper Campus, University of 
Cape Town, Private Bag X3, rondebosch, 7701
Tel: +27 21 650 2251
fax: +27 21 650 5045
e-mail: janine.peters@uct.ac.za 
Web: http://www.ched.uct.ac.za

Research output

Chapters in books

Archer, A. 2013. Voice as design: exploring academic 
voice in multimodal texts in higher education. In M. 
Bockand N. Pachler (eds), Multimodality and Social 
Semiosis, pp. 150-161. New york, USA: routledge 
(Taylor & francis group). ISBN 9780415508148.

Arend, M. 2013. ‘It was hardly about writing’: 
translations of experience on entering postgraduate 
studies. In l. Thesen and l. Cooper (eds), risk in 
Academic Writing: Postgraduate Students, their 
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Teachers and the Making of knowledge, pp. 
219-233. Bristol, Uk: Multilingual Matters. ISBN 
9781783091058.

fourie, C.J. 2013. Innovations in a financial 
accounting course. In J. Pym and M. Paxton (eds), 
Surfacing Possibilities: What it Means to Work with 
first-generation Higher education Students, pp. 
58-82. Champaign, Illinois, USA: Common ground 
Publishing. ISBN 9781612291925.
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an international student perspective. In l. Thesen 
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(eds), Surfacing Possibilities: What it Means to Work 
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pp. 83-92. Champaign, Illinois, USA: Common 
ground Publishing. ISBN 9781612291925.
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Student support and wellbeing. In J. Pym and M. 
Paxton (eds), Surfacing Possibilities: What it Means 
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Students, pp. 160-183. Champaign, Illinois, USA: 
Common ground Publishing. ISBN 9781612291925.

luyt, J. 2013. Theorising student support. In J. Pym 
and M. Paxton (eds), Surfacing Possibilities: What 
it Means to Work with first-generation Higher 
education Students, pp. 149-159. Champaign, 
Illinois, USA: Common ground Publishing. ISBN 
9781612291925.

Nomdo, g. 2013. Collaborating by design: language 
embedded in an economics course. In J. Pym and M. 
Paxton (eds), Surfacing Possibilities: What it Means 
to Work with first-generation Higher education 
Students, pp. 100-122. Champaign, Illinois, USA: 
Common ground Publishing. ISBN 9781612291925.

Paxton, M.I.J. 2013. genre: a pigeonhole or a 
pigeon? Case studies of the dilemmas posed by 
the writing of academic research proposals. In 
l. Thesen and l. Cooper (eds), risk in Academic 
Writing: Postgraduate Students, their Teachers and 
the Making of knowledge, pp. 148-165. Bristol, Uk: 
Multilingual Matters. ISBN 9781783091058.

Paxton, M.I.J. 2013. Theorising the language 
and literacy vision. In J. Pym and M. Paxton (eds), 
Surfacing Possibilities: What it Means to Work with 

first-generation Higher education Students, pp. 
95-99. Champaign, Illinois, USA: Common ground 
Publishing. ISBN 9781612291925.

Paxton, M.I.J. 2013. Valuing linguistic diversity. In 
J. Pym and M. Paxton (eds), Surfacing Possibilities: 
What it Means to Work with first-generation Higher 
education Students, pp. 137-146. Champaign, 
Illinois, USA: Common ground Publishing. ISBN 
9781612291925.

Pym, J.M. 2013. Introducing the commerce education 
development unit and its work. In J. Pym and M. 
Paxton (eds), Surfacing Possibilities: What it Means 
to Work with first-generation Higher education 
Students, pp.1-13. Champaign, Illinois, USA: 
Common ground Publishing. ISBN 9781612291925.

Pym, J.M. 2013. leadership that can make a 
difference. In J. Pym and M. Paxton (eds), Surfacing 
Possibilities: What it Means to Work with first-
generation Higher education Students, pp. 29-
40. Champaign, Illinois, USA: Common ground 
Publishing. ISBN 9781612291925.

Pym, J.M. 2013. Teaching can make a difference: 
why do we teach the way we do? In J. Pym and M. 
Paxton (eds), Surfacing Possibilities: What it Means 
to Work with first-generation Higher education 
Students, pp. 43-49. Champaign, Illinois, USA: 
Common ground Publishing. ISBN 9781612291925.

riley, M.M. 2013. Possibilities and challenges in 
faculty-based writing centre. In J. Pym and M. 
Paxton (eds), Surfacing Possibilities: What it Means 
to Work with first-generation Higher education 
Students, pp. 123-136. Champaign, Illinois, USA: 
Common ground Publishing. ISBN 9781612291925.

Scott, I.r. and luckett, k.M. 2013. enhancement or 
transformation? The significance and dimensions of 
quality enhancement in higher education in South 
Africa. In r. land and g. gordon (eds), enhancing 
Quality in Higher education, pp. 165-176. Abingdon, 
oxon, Uk: routledge. ISBN 9780415809245.

Scott, I.r. 2013. Paving the way for systemic change: 
curriculum change for development and equity. In 
J. Pym and M. Paxton (eds), Surfacing Possibilities: 
What it Means to Work with first-generation 
Higher education Students, pp. 14-25. Champaign, 
Illinois, USA: Common ground Publishing. ISBN 
9781612291925.

Smith, l. 2013. Teaching approach to a first-year 
economics course. In J. Pym and M. Paxton (eds), 
Surfacing Possibilities: What it Means to Work with 
first-generation Higher education Students, pp. 

50-57. Champaign, Illinois, USA: Common ground 
Publishing. ISBN 9781612291925.

Stuart, S.W.r. and Abrahams, M. 2013. The living 
experience of student success. In J. Pym and M. 
Paxton (eds), Surfacing Possibilities: What it Means 
to Work with first-generation Higher education 
Students, pp. 184-194. Champaign, Illinois, USA: 
Common ground Publishing. ISBN 9781612291925.

Thesen, l.k. and Chihota, C.M. 2013. rehearsing 
‘the postgraduate condition’ in writers’ circles. In 
l. Thesen and l. Cooper (eds), risk in Academic 
Writing: Postgraduate Students, their Teachers and 
the Making of knowledge, pp. 131-147. Bristol, Uk: 
Multilingual Matters. ISBN 9781783091058.

Thesen, l.k. 2013. risk as Productive: Working 
with Dilemmas in the Writing of research. In l. 
Thesen and l. Cooper (eds), risk in Academic 
Writing: Postgraduate Students, their Teachers and 
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Multilingual Matters. ISBN 9781783091058.

Edited books

Pym, J. and Paxton, M. (eds) 2013. Surfacing 
Possibilities: What it Means to Work with first-
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Champaign, Illinois, USA: Common ground 
Publishing. ISBN 9781612291925.
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Peer-reviewed published conference 
proceedings

Campbell, A. 2013. Building a multi-language 
database of video explanations for first year 
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university. In M. Berger, k. Brodie, V. frith and k. le 
roux (eds), Proceedings of the Seventh International 
Mathematics education and Society Conference, 2-7 
April 2013, Cape Town. Cape Town: MeS 7. ISSN 
20779933.

Mhakure, D., Jaftha, J. and rughubar - reddy, S. 
2013. A framework to Understand the Contribution 
of Quantitative literacy to the Social Justice Agenda: 
A Pilot Study. In M. Berger, k. Brodie, V. frith 
and k. le roux (eds), Proceedings of the Seventh 
International Mathematics education and Society 

Conference, 2-7 April 2013, Cape Town. Cape Town: 
MeS 7. ISSN 20779933.

Mhakure, D., Mushaikwa, N. and goodman, l. 2013. 
exploring the nature of knowledge building amongst 
teachers using the argumentation instructional 
strategy: reflections from a community of practice. 
In M. ogunniyi, o. Amosun, k. langenhoven, 
S. kwofie and S. Dinie (eds), Proceedings of the 
21st Annual Meeting of the Southern African 
Association for research in Mathematics, Science 
and Technology education (SAArMSTe 2013), 14-
17 January 2013, University of the Western Cape, 
Bellville, South Africa. Bellville: SAArMSTe. ISBN 
9780986980077.

Mhakure, D. 2013. Sustainable development and 
indigenous knowledge: an education perspective. 
In M.B. ogunniyi (ed), Proceedings of fourth 
International Conference of the Science and 
Indigenous knowledge Systems Project/South 
African-Mozambican Collaborative research 
Programme, 29-31 october 2013, Cape Town. 
Cape Town: University of Western Cape. ISBN 
9780868087474.

Nwosu, V., Allie, M.S., Demaree, D. and Deacon, 
A. 2013. A study of postgraduate students in an 
astrophysics bridging year: identifying contradictions 
in a complex system. In P.V. engelhardt, A.D. 
Churukian and N. Sanjay rebello (eds), Proceedings 
of 2012 Physics education research Conference, 
1-2 August, Philadelphia, USA. Melville, New york: 
American Institute of Physics. ISBN 9780735411340.

Torr, S. and Craig, T.S. 2013. Addressing dualism in 
mathematical abstraction: an argument for the role 
of construal level theory in mathematics education. In 
D. king, B. loch and l. rylands (eds), Proceedings of 
the 9th Delta Conference on Teaching and learning 
of Undergraduate Mathematics and Statistics, 24-
29 November 2013, kiama, Australia. Melbourne, 
Australia: The University of Western Sydney, School 
of computing, engineering and Mathematics. ISBN 
9781741082890.

Centre for 
Educational 
Technology
Acting Director: Dr Cheryl Brown

Centre Profile

The Centre for educational Technology has been 
an established unit in CHeD since 2005. While the 
Centre has a broad focus, its core activities focus 
on encouraging and supporting the innovative and 
effective use of ICTs for educational purposes. CeT’s 
work focuses on the areas of learning technologies, 
staff development, curriculum projects, postgraduate 
teaching, and also includes research and special 
projects. research in CeT has largely been centred 
on the professional interests of individuals and the 
focus of funded projects. It can be grouped into 
some dominant themes including: access to and 
use of ICTs; academic literacies; learning design; 
mobile learning; lecture recording and podcasting; 
innovation by educators; teaching with new media; 
the educational technology profession; open 
educational resources; open research; communities 
of practice in staff development; the effects of 
organisational cultures on technology adoption; the 
rhetoric of staff development; and online conferences 
for professional development. In 2013 CeT was 
invited to lead an international project, convened by 
Cheryl Hodgkinson-Williams on research on open 
educational resources for Development (roer4D).  
The project is a 3-year, 2 million Canadian dollars, 
IDrC-funded project spanning latin America, Sub-
Saharan Africa, Central, South and South-east Asia. 

Departmental Statistics

Permanent and Long Term Contract Staff

Associate Professors 3
Senior lecturers 3
lecturers 1
Support, administrative and technical staff 11
ToTAl 18

Research Fields and Staff

MR LUBABALO BADI
learning Technologies Consultant: promotion of 
and support for the use of educational technologies 
among staff.
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DR CHERYL BROWN
lecturer: digital identity, first year students’ 
experiences of ICTs at university, discourses of ICTs 
and access to ICTs.

MR ROGER BROWN
educational Technology Consultant; promotion of 
and support for the use of educational technologies 
among staff.

MR TONY CARR
Senior lecturer; Co-ordinator Staff Development; 
on-line conferences, online communities of practice, 
use of interactive computer-mediated approaches 
for teaching and learning. 

MR TINASHE MAKWANDE
Digital learning Materials Designer; use of video in 
curriculum development.

MS GLENDA COx
lecturer; Curriculum Projects; teaching and learning 
with technology, curriculum development; open 
education resources.

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR LAURA CZERNIEWICZ
Seconded to openUCT; open scholarship broadly, 
scholarly communication, students’ digitally-
mediated practices, digital identities and the field of 
learning technology as a scholarly domain.

MR ANDREW DEACON
Instructional Designer; learning environments, 
evaluation of interactive computer mediated 
approaches for teaching and learning, learning 
analytics.

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR CHERYL HODGKINSON-
WILLIAMS
online learning design, interactive whiteboards, 
open scholarship, open education resources and 
electronic portfolios.

MR DAVID HORWITZ
online learning environments developer, design of 
interactive environments and the effective use of 
databases to support interactive computer-mediated 
approaches for teaching and learning. 

MS SETA JACKSON
learning Technologies Consultant: promotion of 
and support for the use of educational technologies 
among staff.

MR STEPHEN MARQUARD
Senior lecturer: learning Technologies Coordinator: 
design, implementation and support of online 
environments for effective teaching and learning, 

group collaboration and personal workspaces 
and portfolios, higher education ICT strategy and 
governance.

MR EDMORE MOYO
online learning environments developer, design of 
interactive environments and the effective use of 
databases to support interactive computer-mediated 
approaches for teaching and learning. 

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR DICK NG’AMBI
Coordinator – postgraduate programme (ICT in 
education); mobile learning, ubiquitous technologies, 
emerging technologies, open educational resources, 
podcasting, social networking, and informal 
learning. 
 
MR IAN SCHROEDER
Staff development, use of interactive computer-
mediated approaches for teaching and learning, 
peer instruction and collaborative learning.

MS MICHELLE WILLMERS
Programme Manager, Scholarly Communication in 
Africa Programme; scholarly Communication.

Ms rondine Carstens 
graphics and animation designer. teaching with 
images, visual literacy.

Honorary Research Associate

MS EVE GRAY
Conducts donor-funded research projects on policy 
and strategy for ICT and scholarly communications 
in Africa, with a specific focus on open access and 
new publishing models.

Contact Details 
Postal Address: 
Centre for educational Technology, PD Hahn 
Building, North lane, Upper Campus, University of 
Cape Town, Private Bag X3, rondebosch, 7701
Tel:  +27 21 650 3841
e-mail: Shirley.rix@uct.ac.za 
Web: http://www.cet.uct.ac.za 

Research output

Chapters in books

Brown, C. and Hart, M.l. 2013. exploring higher 
education students technological identities using 
critical discourse analysis. In P. Isaias and M. 
Baptista-Nunes (eds), Information Systems research 
and exploring Soxial Artifacts: Approaches and 
Methodologies, pp. 181-198. University of Sheffield, 
Uk: IgI global. ISBN 97814666249.

Chan, l. and gray, e. 2013. Centering the knowledge 
peripheries through open access: implications 
for future research and discourse on knowledge 
for development. In M.l. Smith and k.M.A. riley 
(eds), open Development - Networked Innovations 
in International Development, pp. 197-222. 
Cambridge, Massachusetts: The MIT Press. ISBN 
9780262525411.

Hodgkinson-Williams, C.A., Paskevicius, M., Cox, 
g., Shaikh, S., Czerniewicz, l. and lee Pan, S. 2013. 
365 days of openness: the emergence of oer at 
the University of Cape Town. In r. Mcgreal, W. 
kinuthia and S. Marshall (eds), open educational 
resources: Innovation, research and Practice, pp. 
33-45. Canada: Commonwealth of learning. ISBN 
9781894975629.

Ng’ambi, D. and luo, A. 2013. Towards a sustainable 
inter-institutional collaborative framework for open 
educational resources (oer). In r. Mcgreal, W. k. 
and S. Marshall (eds), open educational resources: 
Innovation, research and Practice, pp. 223-
239. Canada: Commonwealth of learning. ISBN 
9781894975629.

Articles in peer-reviewed journals 

Boyinbode, o., Ng’ambi, D. and Bagula, A.B. 2013. 
An interactive mobile lecturing model: enhancing 
student engagement with face-to-face sessions. 
International Journal of Mobile and Blended 
learning, 3(2): 1-21.

Bozalek, V., Ng’ambi, D. and gachago, D. 2013. 
Transforming teaching with emerging technologies: 
Implications for higher education institutions. South 
African Journal of Higher education, 27(2): 419-436.

Carr, A.M. 2013. e/merging across Africa: five papers 
on the use of educational technology in African 
higher education. African Journal of Information 
Systems, 5(3): 65-70.

Cox, g. 2013. researching resistance to open 
education resource contribution: an activity theory 
approach. e-learning and Digital, 10(2): 148-160.

Czerniewicz, l. 2013. The online visibility of 
South African knowledge: searching for poverty 
alleviation. The African Journal of Information and 
communication, 1(13): 1-12.

Czerniewicz, l. and Brown, C. 2013. The habitus 
of digital “strangers” in higher education. British 
Journal of educational Technology, 44(1): 44-53.

gachago, D., Backhouse, J., Bozalek, V., Ivala, 
e., Bosman, J. and Ng’ambi, D. 2013. Towards a 
shared understanding of emerging technologies: 
experiences in a collaborative research project 
in South Africa. African Journal of Information 
Systems, 5(3): 94-105.

Hodgkinson-Williams, C.A. and Deacon, A. 2013. 
Pedagogic strategies to support learning design 
thinking in a master’s course. educational research 
for Social Change, 2(1): 82-97.

Hodgkinson-Williams, C.A. and Paskevicius, M. 
2013. ‘It’s not their job to share content’: a case 
study of the role of senior students in adapting 
teaching materials as open educational resources at 
the University of Cape Town. e-learning and Digital, 
10(2): 135-147.

Ng’ambi, D. 2013. effective and ineffective uses of 
emerging technologies: towards a transformative 
pedagogical model. British Journal of educational 
Technology, 44(4): 652-661.

Ng’ambi, D. and Bozalek, V. 2013. emerging 
technologies and changing learning/teaching 
practices. British Journal of educational Technology, 
44(4): 531-535.

Ng’ambi, D. and Bozalek, V. 2013. leveraging 
informal leadership in higher education institutions: 
a case of diffusion of emerging technologies in a 
southern context. British Journal of educational 
Technology, 44(6): 940-950.

Peer-reviewed published conference 
proceedings

Deacon, A. and Hodgkinson-Williams, C. 2013. 
Cultivating learning design thinking with e-portfolios 
in a master’s course. In e. Ivala (ed),Proceedings of the 
8th International Conference on e-learning, 27-28 
June 2013, Cape Peninsula University of Technology, 
Cape Town, South Africa. United kingdom: 
Academic Conferences and Publishing International 
limited reading (Uk). ISBN 9781909507289.

Jawitz, J.P., Williams, k., Pym, J.M. and Cox, g. 
2013. Why we do what we do: interrogating our 
academic staff development practice. In N. Tisani 
and M. Madiba (eds), Proceedings of the Higher 
education learning and Teaching Association of 
Southern Africa (HelTASA) 2012 Conference, 28-
30 November 2012, University of Stellenbosch. 
South Africa: University of Stellenbosch. ISBN 
9780620555401.
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Magunje, C. and Brown, C. 2013. from cellphone 
to computer: university students’ use of technology 
in first year. In e. Ivala (ed), Proceedings of the 8th 
International Conference on e-learning, 27-28 June 
2013, Cape Peninsula University of Technology, Cape 
Town, South Africa. United kingdom: Academic 
Conferences and Publishing International limited 
reading (Uk). ISBN 9781909507289.

Mbogho, A. and Marquard, S.C. 2013. Improving the 
Transcription of Academic lectures for Information 
retrieval, Proceedings of 2013 12th International 
Conference on Machine learning and Applications, 
4-7 December 2013, Miami, florida, USA, , 8. USA: 
Ieee. ISBN 978076955144-9.

Ng’ambi, D., Bozalek, V. and gachago, D. 2013. 
empowering educators to teach using emerging 
technologies in higher education: a case of 
facilitating a course across institutional boundaries. 
In e. Ivala (ed), Proceedings of the 8th International 
Conference on e-learning, 27-28 June 2013, 
Cape Peninsula University of Technology, 2, 7. 
United kingdom: Academic Conferences and 
Publishing International limited reading (Uk). ISBN 
9781909507289.

Noakes, T., Czerniewicz, l. and Brown, C. 2013. 
Students as creative producers. In  e. Ivala 
(ed),Proceedings of the 8th International Conference 
on e-learning, 27-28 June 2013, Cape Peninsula 
University of Technology. United kingdom: 
Academic Conferences and Publishing International 
limited reading (Uk). ISBN 9781909507289.

Nwosu, V., Allie, M.S., Demaree, D. and Deacon, 
A. 2013. A study of postgraduate students in an 
astrophysics bridging year: identifying contradictions 
in a complex system. In P.V. engelhardt, A.D. 
Churukian and N. Sanjay rebello (eds), Proceedings 
of 2012 Physics education research Conference, 
1-2 August, Philadelphia, USA. Melville, New york: 
American Institute of Physics. ISBN 9780735411340.

Higher and Adult 
Education Studies 
and Development 
Unit
Unit Head:  Associate Professor  
Jeff Jawitz

Unit Profile

Until 2013 the Higher & Adult education 
Development & Studies Unit forms part of the 
Centre for Higher education Development at the 
University of Cape Town. HAeSDU has supported 
the on-going professional development of both 
higher education professionals and adult education 
practitioners through a range of courses, research 
and development projects.  

During the course of 2013 three major developments 
have taken place, namely,
the transfer of the HAeSDU colleagues working on 
Adult learning to the School of education in July 
2013  
the transfer of two members of Col to HAeSDU and 
the preparation for the merger of the remaining 
staff in HAeSDU with those in CeT to form the new 
Centre for Innovation in learning and Teaching 
(CIlT) on January 2014.  

HAeSDU recognizes the importance of its work 
being research-led, and all staff are actively engaged 
in research.  There are two Nrf rated researchers in 
the unit – Associate Professors Suellen Shay and Jeff 
Jawitz.  

Unit Statistics

Permanent and long-term contract staff

January – June 2013

Associate Professors 3 

Senior lecturers 3

lecturers 2

Professional Administrative and Support Staff 1

Total 9 

July 2013 – Dec 2013

Associate Professors 1 

Senior lecturers 3

lecturers 2

Professional Administrative and Support Staff 2

Total 8 

Research Fields and Staff

DR ALAN CLIFF
Senior lecturer: Academic literacy and student 
learning; admissions testing; diagnostic profiling 
of students’ academic literacies and numeracies; 
understanding how adults learn; assessment of 
academic potential. MCQ assessment: design and 
impact; assessment and evaluation in adult and 
continuing education contexts.

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR LINDA COOPER
Theorising different forms of knowledge; impact of 
changes in the broader political economy and labour 
markets on knowledge and pedagogy; relationship 
between higher education and the workplace; rPl 
and continuing professional education within higher 
education; worker education and training: the role 
of education in workplace and social change.

DR JEANNE GAMBLE
Senior lecturer: The relation between knowledge 
and practice in curriculum, pedagogy and 
assessment; vocational and professional education; 
education and training policy

DR SALMA ISMAIL
Senior lecturer: Adult education curriculum and 
changing student needs, challenges of retaining 
a critical transformative educational practice and 
inclusion of feminist pedagogy; relationship of 
indigenous knowledge to adult education; learning 
in social movement contexts; staff experiences of 
institutional culture in a changing university context. 

MS KASTURI BEHARI-LEAK
lecturer: Academic identity and social agency; 
nascent academics – ‘being and becoming’; 
knowledge and knower structures; social inclusion 
and difference; structure, culture and agency; the 
power of performative texts. 
 
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR JEFF JAWITZ
Professional development of academics in teaching; 
the impact of race on academic practice; the 
academic identity and the academic workplace; 
educational development initiatives and large class 
teaching

DR JANICE MCMILLAN
Senior lecturer:  Social responsiveness in teaching 
and learning; building university-community 
partnerships; citizenship and ethics in service 
learning; role of critical reflection in service learning; 
theorizing service learning from a social justice 
perspective

MS JUNE SALDANHA
lecturer: Understanding the challenges which 
women encounter when trying to pursue 
further learning in formal and informal contexts; 
investigating the opportunities that exist for adult 
learners who have completed the Diploma in 
education.

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR SUELLEN SHAY
Developing an understanding of assessment as 
a socially-situated practice; understanding the 
formative influences on curriculum which influence 
what is valued in assessment; the relationship 
between disciplinary knowledge and curriculum; 
curriculum differentiation and progression.

Contact Details
Postal Address: Centre for Higher education 
Development, Suite 7.38 PD Hahn Building, North 
lane, Upper Campus, University of Cape Town, 
Private Bag X3, rondebosch, 7701
Tel: SA (21) 650-3351
fax: SA (21) 650-5045
e-mail: jeff.jawitz@uct.ac.za
Web: http://www.haesdu.uct.ac.za/

Research output

Chapters in books

Cooper, l.H. 2013. ‘Does my experience count?’ 
The role of experiential knowledge in the research 
writing of postgraduate adult learners. In l. 
Thesen and l. Cooper (eds), risk in Academic 
Writing: Postgraduate Students, their Teachers 
and the Making of knowledge, pp. 27-47. Bristol, 
Uk: Multilingual Matters, United kingdom. ISBN 
9781783091058.

gamble, J. 2013. Why improved formal teaching and 
learning are important in technical and vocational 
education and training (TVeT), revisiting global 
trends in TVeT: reflections on theory and practise, 
pp. 1-340. germany: United Nations educational, 
Scientific and Cultural organization. ISBN 
9789295071575.
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Articles in peer-reviewed journals 
Cooper, l.H. and Harris, J. 2013. recognition of 
prior learning: exploring the ‘knowledge question’. 
International Journal of lifelong education, 32(4): 
447-463.

kilpert, l. and Shay, S.B. 2013. kindling fires: 
examining the potential for cumulative learning 
in a Journalism curriculum. Teaching in Higher 
education, 18(1): 40-52.

Shay, S.B. 2013. Conceptualizing curriculum 
differentiation in higher education: a sociology 
knowledge point of view. British Journal of Sociology 
of education, 34(4): 563-582.

Peer-reviewed published conference 
proceedings

Jawitz, J.P. 2013. Do engineering educators 
teach the way they were taught? engagement of 
engineering academics with teaching development 
opportunities. In B. Collier-reed (ed), Proceedings 
of Second Biennial Conference of the South African 
Society for engineering education, 11-12 June 2013, 
Vineyard Hotel Cape Town. Cape Town: the South 
African Society for engineering education (SASee). 
ISBN 9780620571234.

Jawitz, J.P., Williams, k., Pym, J.M. and Cox, g. 2013. 
Why we do what we do: interrogating our academic 
staff development practice. In N. Tisani & M. Madiba 
(eds), Proceedings of the Higher education learning 
and Teaching Association of Southern Africa 
(HelTASA) 2012 Conference, 28-30 November 2012, 
University of Stellenbosch. South Africa: University 
of Stellenbosch. ISBN 9780620555401.

Centre for Open 
Learning
Acting Director:  Ms Medeé Rall

Centre Profile

The Centre for open learning comprises two 
divisions: the Third Term and the Public and 
Continuing education Divisions. The Public and 
Continuing education Division is responsible for 
the annual Summer School programme. This 
programme encourages a diverse community of 
students to enjoy adult study by making University 
research available to the general public, by drawing 
on different disciplines and by stimulating debate 
about important issues. The Public and Continuing 
education Division also offers continuing education 
opportunities to the general public, work-related 
courses aimed at career development and customised 
courses designed for specific organisations. It also 
makes focused interventions in the adult education 
and cultural sector, working with other partners. 
The Third Term Division offers University accredited 
courses to University students during the University’s 
winter and summer vacations. This division draws on 
the University’s academic resources for its courses.  

Centre Statistics

Permanent and long-term contract staff

Professor 1

Senior lecturers 2

Technical and Support Staff 1

Administrative and Clerical Staff 9

Total 13

Research Fields and Staff

DR KEVIN WILLIAMS
Senior lecturer: Social agency and student learning; 
Heideggarian insights on being in relation to 
research ethics.

PROFESSOR INGRID FISKE
Adult education provision, adult education 
practices at cultural institutions such as museums, 
contemporary South African literary practices, 
poetry writing.

MS MEDEé RALL
Senior lecturer: Adult education provision, 
multimodality, museum studies.

Contact Details
Postal address:  Centre for open learning, kramer 
law Building, Middle Campus, University of Cape 
Town, Private Bag X3, rondebosch, 7701.
Tel: +27 21 650 2888
fax: + 27 21 650 2893
email: col-ched@uct.ac.za 
Web: http://www.uct.ac.za/continuinged/col/

Research output

Peer-reviewed published conference 
proceedings

Jawitz, J.P., Williams, k., Pym, J.M. and Cox, g. 
2013. Why we do what we do: interrogating our 
academic staff development practice. In N. Tisani 
and M. Madiba (eds),Proceedings of the Higher 
education learning and Teaching Association of 
Southern Africa (HelTASA) 2012 Conference, 28-
30 November 2012, University of Stellenbosch. 
South Africa: University of Stellenbosch. ISBN 
9780620555401.

Creative Works

Artistic works

fiske, I.J. and kentridge, W. 2013. for All We know 
Nothing is Working. 

Anthology of poems

fiske, I.J. 2013. Aubade. Saint-Martin-d’Heres: 
Biennale international des poetes en Val-de-Marne. 
124.

fiske, I.J. 2013. Aujourd’hui je n’aime pas mon pays 
(Today I do not love my country). Saint-Martin-
d’Heres: Biennale international des poetes en Val-
de-Marne. 132.

fiske, I.J. 2013. Histoplasmose: Conseil d’un 
guide a la grotte. Saint-Martin-d’Heres: Biennale 
international des poetes en Val-de-Marne. 127.

fiske, I.J. 2013. Notes pour cette semaine (Notes 
for that week). Saint-Martin-d’Heres: Biennale 
international des poetes en Val-de-Marne. 128.

fiske, I.J. 2013. Quel genre d’homme (What kind of 
man?). Saint-Martin-d’Heres: Biennale international 
des poetes en Val-de-Marne. 130.

fiske, I.J. 2013. reste ici (Stay here). Saint-Martin-
d’Heres: Biennale international des poetes en Val-
de-Marne. 125.

fiske, I.J. 2013. The Archbishop chairs the first 
session. goodwood: oxford University Press 
Southern Africa. 1.

fiske, I.J. 2013. Une mort annoncee (A death 
foretold). Saint-Martin-d’Heres: Biennale 
international des poetes en Val-de-Marne. 126.

Collection of poems

fiske, I.J. 2013. Brush Stroke. South Africa: Timbila. 
29.

fiske, I.J. 2013. Mending. South Africa: Timbila. 30.

fiske, I.J. 2013. Night Space. South Africa: Timbila. 
28.

fiske, I.J. 2013. The Archbishop Chairs the first 
Session. Johannesburg: The english experience. 28.

fiske, I.J. 2013. The Head of the Household. 
Aldeburgh: The Poetry Trust. 5.

Screenplays and plays

fiske, I.J. 2013. Women and Children first. Directed 
by Jane ramseyer Miller and Carol Bauer. Minnesota: 
Hamline University School of law
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Dean’s Office
Dean: Associate Professor Nan Yeld 
(until 1 July 2013) 

Profile

Apart from its central leadership, management 
and administrative role in CHeD, the Dean’s office 
houses special projects, including the Multilingualism 
education Project, headed by Associate Professor 
Mbulungeni Madiba, the openUCT Initiative (oUI) 
under the directorship of Associate Professor laura 
Czerniewicz, the Confucius Institute, and student 
fellowship and scholarship programmes that 
comprise the equity Development Programme. 

Office Statistics

Permanent and long-term contract staff

Associate Professors 3
Professional staff 1
Total 3

research fields and Staff

Associate Professor Nan yeld (until 1 July 2013) 
Admissions; educational measurement; academic 
literacy; higher education policy.

Associate Professor Mbulungeni Madiba
language policy and planning; sociolinguistics; 
terminology and terminography; corpus linguistics, 
human language technology, concept literacy, 
language acquisition, politics of language; 
phonology.

Associate Professor laura Czerniewicz
educational technology in higher education; 
academics’ and students’ digitally mediated 
scholarship and educational practices; scholarly 
communication

Ms Nolubabalo Tyam
Second language acquisition; second language 
teaching; intercultural communication; code-
switching.

Contact Details
Tel: +27 21 650 4158
fax: +27 21 650 5045
e-mail: deslynne.davids@uct.ac.za 
Web: http://www.ched.uct.ac.za 

Research output

Chapters in books

Van Wyk, A. and yeld, N. 2013. Academic literacy 
and language development. In C. B. kandiko and M. 
Weyers (eds), The global Student experience, pp. 62-
77. oxon, london and New york, USA: routledge, 
Taylor and francis group, london and New york. 
ISBN 9780415809269.

Articles in peer-reviewed journals
Madiba, M.r. 2013. Multilingual education in 
South African universities: policies, pedagogy and 
practicality. linguistics and education, 24(4): 385-
395.

Pitoniak, M.J. and yeld, N. 2013. Standard setting 
lessons learned in the South African context: 
implications for international implementation. 
International Journal of Testing, 13(1): 19-31.

Peer-reviewed published conference 
proceedings

Madiba, M.r. 2013. Implementing multilingual 
education at a historically english-medium 
university in South Africa: policies, pedagogy and 
strategies. In S. May (ed), refereed Conference 
Proceedings of the 3rd International Conference 
on language, education and Diversity, 22-25 
November 2011, Auckland, New zealand. Auckland: 
University of Auckland, faculty of education. ISBN 
9780473240219.




